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ABSTRACT 

In the past few decades there has been a revolution in computing and communications, and all indications 
are that technological progress and use of information technology will continue. The revolution in 
information and communication technology has changed not only our lives but also the way how people do 
business. Using information technology, companies possess the potential to reach more customers, 
introduce new products and services quickly, and collaborate with suppliers and business partners from 
all over the world. Transformation from industrial society to information society and industrial economy to 
knowledge economy is a result of the impact of ICT and Internet use. Main objective of this paper is to 
describe information technology; opportunities of Internet usage for businesses to achieve strategic 
advantages compared to their competition and how they can facilitate the movement of goods and services 
from producers to customers. Advocates of Business Process (BP) approaches argue that the real value of 
IT is that it provokes innovative changes in business processes. Despite the fact that many BP and IT 
academics and practitioners agree on this idea, BP and IT design are still performed separately. 
Moreover, there is very little research that is concerned with studying the ways in which IT supports BP.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

In nowadays top leaders fully realize the power of 
information technology (IT) tools for reaching 
business targets. The utilization of IT tools help 
not only to fulfill defined company’s goals but to 
optimize the work processes as well. Trends and 
results of the contemporary studies constantly 
confirm contribution of the IT tools in Human 
Resources (HR) area i.e. to accomplish assigned 
HR tasks by using the source of IT capabilities. 
The following paper gives a brief overview about 
possibilities of IT usage in HR field for measuring 
and tracking human capital and using the HR 
information system generally. 
Information Technology (IT) has grown and 
evolved over the last 50 years; you cannot think 
and plan a project, business or other initiative 
without the usage of this technology. When we say 
Information Technology that means not only 
personal computers or smart phones, but also 
modern machinery in factories, automotive 
industry, aviation industry, various household 
appliances etc., In one way or another this has not 
only facilitated our daily lives but it has also 
reduced cost and time in general. Research shows 
that a quarter of workers in the United States of 
America work from home for a considerable time 
of the year, while, another quarter work “mobile” - 
on the move. This reflects the great opportunities 
that Information Technology and the Internet 
provide as an important tool for implementation in 
organizations and public institutions. Economists 

highly appreciate the importance of Information 
Technology in business growth, lowering costs 
and promoting the best products. 
There is no underestimation of importance and 
effect of the Human Resources management at all. 
Lately, management of Human Resources and its 
needs are becoming the center of the attention of 
each individual employer in every organization. 
The orientation of company on human resources 
starts to be one of the key tasks of a strategic 
management and Human Resources play an 
important role in all strategic decisions. Managers 
of Human Resources ask for more strategic 
position of their department within the 
organization with the aim to get to the essence of 
the problem how to manage, to motivate and to 
increase the performance of organization. 

AN OVERVIEW OF INTERNET AS A 
RESOURCE 

 Using ICT also facilitates the production of goods 
in a short time with the help of computerized 
information systems, and services are quick and 
effective (Miles, 2001, 232). Information and 
Communication Technology known as ICT 
technology has become the main tool in business 
activities in the modern world (Dimovski & 
Škerlavaj, 2004, 636). Internet is becoming part of 
everyday life for the whole world. In recent times 
electronic business has developed in an important 
business discipline.  
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ELECTRONIC BUSINESS 

E-business (electronic business) consists of the 
conduct of business processes on the Internet. 
These electronic business processes include 
buying and selling products, supplies and services; 
servicing customers; processing payments; 
managing production control; collaborating with 
business partners; sharing information; running 
automated employee services; recruiting; and 
more. E-business can comprise a range of 
functions and services, ranging from the 
development of intranets and extranets to e-
service, the provision of services and tasks over 
the Internet by application service providers. 
Today, as major corporations continuously rethink 
their businesses in terms of the Internet, 
specifically its availability, wide reach and ever-
changing capabilities, they are conducting e-
business to buy parts and supplies from other 
companies, collaborate on sales promotions, and 
conduct joint research. 

THE HUMAN RESOURCE ROLE IN 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

RECRUITING 

In nowadays, managers realize that human capital 
has become the last competitive benefit and IT 
recruiting can broadly support efficient hiring 
together with forming the workforce. In order to 
attract the best candidates, it is vital that both HR 
and IT departments cooperate together. The HR 
role in IT recruiting is of key importance, 
including time of crisis. The ”war of talents“ 
carries on, despite the current crisis. The HR IT 
tools can support hiring and retaining a high 
potential. It begins with launching the career 
website what is a very good promotional tool. 
Employer can present all necessary information 
related to job, careers or personal development of 
each applicants there. The career website should 
focus not only on potential employees, but target 
group should also include the students, graduates 
or school pupils in order to have a possibility to 
”raise“ new employees for the future. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF IT IN EDUCATIONAL 
SECTOR 

 In the era of technology, IT aids plenty of 
resources to enhance the teaching skills and 
learning ability. With the help of IT now it is easy 
to provide audio visual education. The learning 
resources are being widens and widen. Now with 
this vivid and vast technique as part of the IT 
curriculum, learners are encouraged to regard 

computers as tools to be used in all aspects of their 
studies. In particular, they need to make use of the 
new multimedia technologies to communicate 
ideas, describe projects, and order information in 
their work. IT has provided immediacy to 
education. Now in the year of computers and web 
networks the pace of imparting knowledge is very 
fast and one can be educated anywhere at any 
time. New IT has often been introduced into well-
established patterns of working and living without 
radically altering them. For example, the 
traditional office, with secretaries working at 
keyboards and notes being written on paper and 
manually exchanged, has remained remarkably 
stable, even if personal computers have replaced 
typewriters. 

TECHNOLOGY AND ORGANIZATION 

This study does not focus back to the industrial 
revolution, still it ensures that the development of 
technology has influenced the organization. 
Instead ‘new technology’ ‘usually refers to a 
particular set of changes that have occurred from 
the 1970’s onwards… brought on by the 
development of microchips.’ (Arnold, Robertson 
& Cooper, 1995). The relationship between 
manpower levels and technology is less obvious in 
non-manufacturing industries, where the output is 
less substantial (Dawson, 2007. p29). The link 
between technology and organization was first 
illustrated by Joan Woodward in mid 1960s. On 
the basis of a research which focused on 
production technology she was the first to view the 
organizational structure from a technological point 
of view. During 1950s, Woodward putting in mind 
the technical complexity of the manufacturing 
process built up a measurement scale on which 
firms were distinguished. With the result that high 
technical complexity implied that most of the work 
was performed by machines, whereas low 
technical complexity specified that workers 
participate almost all in the course of action. 

CONCLUSION 

 It is also in the interest of an organization to keep 
and follow an open communication policy about 
the forthcoming technological changes in the 
system. All likely to be affected or otherwise 
concerned must be kept informed and should be 
kept in picture right from the initial stage. 
Employees should have access to all information 
about the changes an organization intends to bring 
and the skills that will be required for that. 
Information Technology and the Internet are not 
only important features for the facilitation of 
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communication between people but, they are a 
way that creates new business models, by 
changing the development of business and 
transforming them in a positive manner. The 
Internet can be considered as a strategic resource 
where companies can promote their work and 
services as well as to expand into new markets. 
Companies that utilize this new technology can be 

more efficient in conducting business activities 
and create competitive advantage. Electronic 
business has changed the economy, society and 
politics. This is the main reason why enterprises 
which are in tighter competition today are 
orientated towards the market fulfilling the 
requirements of the buyers. 
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ABSTRACT 

In nowadays top leaders fully realize the power of information technology (IT) tools for reaching business 
targets. The utilization of IT tools help not only to fulfill defined company’s goals but to optimize the work 
processes as well. Trends and results of the contemporary studies constantly confirm contribution of the IT 
tools in Human Resources (HR) area i.e. to accomplish assigned HR tasks by using the source of IT 
capabilities. The following paper gives a brief overview about possibilities of IT usage in HR field for 
measuring and tracking human capital and using the HR information system generally. Managed 
information technology all science can influence and establish a relationship with the complex among the 
important role has played in all scientific fields. Information technology has caused today no boundaries 
and distance world, for circulation there is no information and all aspects of human societies. Like how to 
live, work and Human Resource Management in organizations, offices and unexpected extent. The subject 
has been these changes will be effective when the domain ICT activities identified and the creation of these 
activities will be provided. In this paper, a brief review the impact of technology information the Human 
Resource Management the business objectives of the organization and satisfaction of employees has been 
set. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Human resource management, information technology, manpower management,  

INTRODUCTION 

Social and organizational changes in the economic 
environment are numerous and extensive. 
According to that, it is important for human 
resource management (HRM) to be 
comprehensive, high in quality, fast, flexible and 
in line with upcoming trends, because it is one of 
the parameters of successful business. Use of 
information and communication technology 
becomes an imperative for HRM, as well as the 
other activities in the company. Today all 
company realized that human resources are their 
greatest capital for the growth of the organization. 
The process of growth and development without 
human involvement is meaningless because human 
is the target and also means of achieving progress. 
The bases of human resources development are the 
presence of new and experimental information and 
the information is a rational process called 
information technology (IT) that can help to create 
and build up new strength in human resources. 
One of the main factors affecting nowadays is 
company and worker is changing according to new 
technology. Today’s information technology has 
shown continuous development. Technology and 
HRM have a wide range of impact upon each other 
and therefore human resource professional should 
be eligible to adopt technologies that allow the re-

engineering of the HR action, be prepared to 
maintain organizationally and work project 
changes caused by technology, and be able to 
maintain a proper managerial climate for 
innovative and knowledge-based organizations. 
Information and communication technologies 
(ICT) -an umbrella term for technologies 
combined with the internet, new media (social 
media), mobile communication and computers- 
allow the organization to renovate their internal 
processes, structures, core competencies and 
relevant markets on a global scale. Information 
and communication technologies (ICT) are 
running throughout each sector of the economy 
and have implications for almost every enterprise. 

OVERVIEW OF MANPOWER PLANNING 
PROCESS 

Forecasting of staff requirements is well 
established in Human Resource Management 
vocabulary. It is assumed that manpower planning 
(human resource planning) has influence on 
companies’ performance because whatever 
businesses do, they cannot ignore the human 
aspect. Therefore, Armstrong [18] seems to 
suggest that manpower planning contributes to 
organizations earnings/returns by reducing costs, 
employees training, associating with modern 
environmental and technological changes are 
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several considerable advantages of human 
resource planning. By observation, a considerable 
number of management challenges may be 
resolved through the recruitment of capable 
employees. This HR activity cannot be overlooked 
in any established enterprise. They indicated that 
staffing enables companies to know current 
employees strength in order to predict for the 
future.  Training and Development: Usually done 
to beef up employees capabilities to meet current 
business trends. This HR activity is enforced often 
after conducting performance appraisal. By this 
means, training and development might assist 
management to identify labor deficiencies, if any, 
in the company.  Career Development: Career 
development appears to be a crucial HR exercise 
which project into the future. This practice seems 
to endorse succession planning principles to 
guarantee the enterprises continual existence. 
Career development gives employees the chance to 
upgrade themselves for mutual benefit. This HR 
activity creates the platform to either add to the 
number of employees or lessen the size.  
Downsizings: Management decision with respect 
to upcoming downsizing should be reported to 
officers to prevent any operations interruption. 

EVOLUTION OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
TECHNOLOGY 

HR technology can be defined as any technology 
that is used to attract, hire, retain, and maintain 
human resources, support HR administration, and 
optimize HRM. This technology can used in 
different types of human resource information 
systems (HRIS) and by various stakeholders, such 
as managers, employees, and HR professionals. 
This technology can be accessed in different ways. 
There is no doubt that technology has made it 
easier and faster to gather, collate, and deliver 
information and communicate with employees. 
More importantly, it has the potential to reduce the 
administrative burden on the HR department so it 
is better able to focus on more meaningful HR 
activities, such as providing managers with the 
expertise they need to make more effective HR 
related decisions. Research has indicated that 
companies who effectively use technology to 
manage their HR functions will have a significant 
advantage over those that do not. 
 
 
 

THE HUMAN RESOURCE ROLE IN 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 

RECRUITING  

In nowadays, managers realize that human capital 
has become the last competitive benefit and IT 
recruiting can broadly support efficient hiring 
together with forming the workforce. In order to 
attract the best candidates, it is vital that both HR 
and IT departments cooperate together. The HR 
role in IT recruiting is of key importance, 
including time of crisis. The “war of talents” 
carries on, despite the current crisis. The HR IT 
tools can support hiring and retaining a high 
potential. It begins with launching the career 
website what is a very good promotional tool. 
Employer can present all necessary information 
related to job, careers or personal development of 
each applicants there. The career website should 
focus not only on potential employees, but target 
group should also include the students, graduates 
or school pupils in order to have a possibility to 
“raise“ new employees for the future. 

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND 
EMPLOYABILITY  

The Human Resources (HR from now on) function 
currently finds itself in an unprecedented situation. 
According to some authors, this function has 
already experienced numerous changes and has 
gone a long way. This is obviously true and so far, 
it has been adapting to the changes occurring in its 
environment, mainly because those changes were 
slow and, to some extent, foreseeable. However, 
the opposite happens now; the speed at which 
changes are occurring is increasingly high and the 
course the business world is taking is also more 
and more unforeseeable. This is why HR managers 
will not only have to make mere adaptations, but 
face true organizational transformations. 

CONCLUSION  

Globalization brings the requirement to think how 
IT can contribute to fulfillment of business 
strategy in the frame of Human Resources 
management in order to steer the business towards 
excellence and reach competitiveness in the 
market. Despite the fact questionnaire revealed 
that information technology sustains reaching the 
HR goals moderately, precise plan of 
implementation of HR information system can 
significantly support HR strategy in the company 
to attain defined key performance indicators (KPI). 
The project should mainly contain what has to be 
achieved it means how IT tools can support the 
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KPI and which kind of HR processes IT tools 
should sustain. The research will be extended by 
further survey. It is clear from all the dissection 
that information technology benefits internal 
operations of the organization to a large extent. 
Use of computer, printer, and fax machine, 
telephones, robots etc. helps in the movement of 
information very quickly. With the help of 
information technology, HRM plan is made more 

quickly and job performance becomes effective. 
Information technology is a set of software and 
hardware for employee and organization and plays 
important role in the human resource development. 
Information technology has an influence on all the 
sector of human resources management in terms of 
planning and management, recruitment, training 
and development and maintenance functions.
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ABSTRACT 

Education in India has evolved over time right from the ancient period where the sole learning method was 
the knowledge of the Gurus. Many schools and universities were set up during the British rule to promote 
western education in India. There has been a tremendous growth in the education sector over the period of 
past few decades with a significant number of top universities and disciplines established providing more 
and more options for the learners. The government has played its part in making sure that large masses 
are catered to, with a number of schools and universities opened in the country. This research paper 
focuses on collecting insights from stakeholders of higher education system and identify existing gap in 
terms of entrance examinations and stream selection for higher education. Research concludes necessity of 
fundamental change in higher education model and selection process with the help of primary research 
data.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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INTRODUCTION 
HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN INDIA 

The history of education in India can be traced 
back to the ancient era. Education in this era began 
around the 3rd century B.C with methods of 
religious training and traditional knowledge. 
Sages, at that time along with other scholars 
imparted education orally. Palm leaves and bark of 
trees were used for writing. These ancient schools 
in India were residential in nature with the sishyas 
or students living in the same house with the Guru 
or the teacher. The teacher imparted knowledge of 
philosophy, literature, warfare, medicine, history 
and astrology. 

HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE MEDIEVAL 
PERIOD 

The first millennium and the few centuries before 
that saw the flourishing of higher education at 
Nalanda, Ujjain, &Vikramshila Universities. The 
major subjects included art, architecture, 
Grammar, Philosophy, Astronomy, Literature and 
religious philosophies of Buddhism & Hinduism, 
Arthashastra (Economics& Politics), Law, and 
Medicine were the main subjects. Education in 
medieval India expressed a new perspective in the 
11th century. This further led to the 
commencement of universities like Delhi, 
Allahabad and Lucknow. There was a fresh 
interaction between the Indian and the Islamic 

traditions in the fields of knowledge like theology, 
philosophy, fine arts, religion, crafts & painting, 
architecture, mathematics, Ayurveda, medicine 
and astronomy. 

HIGHER EDUCATION IN MODERN 
BRITISH INDIA 

The educational system in this period was 
introduced by the British and it involved the 
teaching of English language with a greater 
emphasis and the study of languages like Arabic, 
Persian and Sanskrit were left to individual efforts. 
The main objectives of introducing English in the 
modern period included – reduction in the 
expenditure of administration, encouraging the use 
of English in schools and expand the market for 
English goods. According to Lord Macaulay, 
Indians after receiving modern education would 
remain Indians only by color while their interests, 
ideas, morals and intelligence would change.The 
Britishers took various steps to introduce Western 
education in India including opening up of 
colleges and schools where English would be 
taught. They also allowed popular leaders like 
Raja Ram Mohan Roy to start colleges where 
English could be taught. For government jobs, 
only Indians with the knowledge of English were 
appointed. 
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HIGHER EDUCATION IN POST-
INDEPENDENCE ERA 

After independence, education became the 
responsibility of states. The Central government‘s 
only obligation was to coordinate in technical and 
higher education and specify standards. It was only 
in 1976, that education became a joint 
responsibility of the states and the Centre. The 
constitution of India provides education as a 
fundamental right. Over the years, India made 
progression in terms of increasing primary 
education and expanding the literacy among its 
population. A lot of money and effort was put up 
in order to provide better school and college 
facilities for the students. Traditional old 
universities including Delhi University, Allahabad 
University, Aligarh Muslim University started 
many courses to attract new talent and uplift the 
level of Indian education. 

HIGHER EDUCATION IN MODERN INDIA 

India has started catching up to the levels of 
foreign universities over the past few decades. A 
lot of management, commerce, engineering and 
medical colleges in India provide courses that are 
looked after even in many countries. With the help 
of international tie ups and rich quality of faculty, 
India has improved in the education sector and 
gained international momentum. There has been a 
tremendous growth in the number of foreign 
students coming to India for courses like medicine, 
Ayurveda, Yoga, Engineering, Hotel management 
etc. 
Indian higher education system is the third largest 
in the world, next to United States and China. 
Today, there are total 677 universities in India 
which is almost 34 times the number in 19501. The 
Ministry of Human Resource Development, 
Government of India manages 45 Central 
Universities. In addition, there are total 318 State 
Universities managed by government fund and 185 
State Universities managed privately. India also 
has 129 deemed to be independent universities and 
there are 51 Institutes of National Importance 
which includes prestigious institutions like IITs, 
NITs and AIIMS2. These universities have been 
pioneers in the innovation field and a source for 
talent pool. 
With the introduction of digitization, India has also 
made early inroads with smart classes, online 
virtual classrooms being the most sought after 
factors that attract many parents for their child‘s 
education. Online assignments, virtual guest 
lectures, smart labs have helped the school sector 

immensely. Social media has also played its part 
with a lot of online courses emerging and reaching 
to the interested students. These online courses 
have helped in virtually eliminating the concept of 
long distance programs and have helped reach a 
greater mass at nominal prices.With the help of 
such improvisations, there has been a tremendous 
competition among institutions, which has led to 
prevailing of better facilities and opportunities for 
the students3. Courses like six sigma, project 
management, digital marketing, supply chain, 
inventory management which have become a 
necessity in today‘s corporate world have been 
made available to the prospects at the tip of their 
fingers. With new and upcoming advances in 
technologies like SMAC, Big data analytics, the 
trend is just getting bigger and better for education 
in India.  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

For analyzing feedback and perception of current 
status of education system, a primary research was 
conducted. The purpose of this survey is to find 
out opinions of students and alumni of various 
higher educational institutions. The survey 
questionnaire was filled by 110 respondents across 
India and sampling method used for the survey is 
random sampling. Questionnaire was designed to 
collect data on multiple front including higher 
education plan, stream selection and necessity of 
fundamental change4. 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
MODIFIED ADMISSION PROCESS 

For higher education admissions, students in India 
have to appear for various entrance examinations 
like CAT (MBA), GATE (M.Tech), JAT (M.Sc), 
etc.5 Most of these entrance exams consist of 
multiple choice questions with four options. 42% 
surveyed respondents feel that the way entrance 
exams are conducted in India is not the right way. 
I propose an educational model in which entrance 
exams are combination of multiple choice 
questions, fill in the blanks type and short answer 
type questions. There is high possibility of 
speculation of answers for multiple choice 
questions. In addition to entrance exams score, 
there should be a certain weightage to candidate’s 
extra-curricular and co-curricular activities.  81% 
of surveyed candidates believe that sports and arts 
are highly neglected in Indian education system. 
To overcome these shortcomings, student’s 
contribution in sports and arts should be given a 
credit by including them as one of the criteria for 
college admissions. Indian Institute of 
Management, Ahmedabad popularly known as 
IIM-A, follows an excellent method for MBA 
admissions. They shortlist candidates based on 
their CAT scores and shortlisted candidates are 
called for WAT (written ability test) and personal 
interviews. Other institutes can develop their 
admissions model on similar steps. 

SELECTION OF EDUCATIONAL STREAM 

Since, I have gone through similar phase when I 
was selecting my stream of education, I can totally 
relate myself and agree with 30% of respondents 
who said Yes or May be for being a victim of peer 
pressure. Majority of Indian parents want their 
child to become an engineer or a doctor. 
Engineering, Medical Sciences, Laws and 
Management are so called ‘better’ streams of 
education in India. Furthermore, there is this social 
convention based on how much student scores in 

board exams which says, one who scores 85% and 
above should go for science, one between 60-85% 
should go for commerce and 60% and below 
should go for arts. You will hardly find someone 
above 80% in board exams, opting for arts. No 
parent motivates their child to become an actor or 
a singer or a sportsperson. All students are made to 
go through the same rat race and this has been 
happening for years. 
Highly competitive education system in India 
makes students go through fierce competition from 
the beginning and anything done against the flow 
is heavily criticized. As a result, most of the 
students end up in stream not belonging to their 
field of interest and this is clearly reflected from 
the survey analysis. Out of 78% respondents who 
were interested in higher education, 72% of 
candidates want to change their field of 
graduation. In India usually graduation is for 4 
years followed by higher education which most of 
the times takes 2 years (Masters) or 4 years (PhD) 
and 72% of candidates have no interest in the field 
which they studied for 4 years during graduation. 
The only solution for this situation is to work on 
root cause. Mere objective of school education 
should not be to train students to pass exams. 
Schools should try to diverge from traditional 
‘chalk and talk’ system to skill based system, from 
memorizing formulae to applying concepts, from 
theory to experiential learning. Ideal model of 
higher education would be the one in which 
students pursue higher studies not just to shift 
away from their existing stream of education but 
they do so in order to pursue their interest further. 

CONCLUSION 

In colonial times, the British introduced education 
system in India to create civil servants and clerks. 
We are still following the same model in 21st 
century. The spirit of leadership and 
entrepreneurship is missing from the system. The 
core purpose of education is to make a person a 
complete human being. As one of our professors at 
IIT Delhi, Dr. Seema Sharma6 says, “you all 
should want to be job givers and not job seekers.” 
As mentioned in the survey analysis given below, 
88% of people think, there is necessity of a 
fundamental change in Indian education system. 
Almost all of them which is 84% are optimistic 
about it and believe that this type of change is 
possible in the education system. 16% people 
believe that a change is required but they have 
given up all of their hopes about system and 
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believe the required change is never possible in the 
current scenario. 
77% of surveyed population believe that there can 
be a paradigm shift in the form of thought 
revolution by bringing in these fundamental 
changes in our system. As Nelson Mandela once 
said, “Education is the most powerful weapon 
which you can use to change the world”.7Itcan 

break down barriers, change our lives and equip 
students to become future leaders, responsible 
citizens and great human beings. A model which 
focuses on skill based education, which rewards 
originality, creativity, research and innovation, 
which undergoes 3600 evaluation of students and 
not just exam marks, is the need of the hour.
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ABSTRACT 

The Government of India, with the demonetization initiative clearly indicates that their action plans to 
transform Indian cash-based traditional economy to a digital economy. The Goods and Services Tax called 
GST system, which is set to be effective from July 1, 2017 has been built on a largely digital foundation 
and is expected to provide a considerable push to the economy’s digitization efforts and greatly influence 
future trends in banking. 
There is no doubt that the digital era is the future. Application of it in practice is the challenge in India like 
country, because we the India is still in dilemma of acceptance or repel the recent trends of banking and 
technology. Likewise, banks also have to ensure that they remain relevant in today’s rapid-changing world 
of information. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Banking, CRM, Science & Technology 

INTRODUCTION 

The term ‘Banking Technology’ refers to the use 
of sophisticated information and communication 
technologies together with computer science to 
enable banks to offer services to its customers in 
secure, reliable and affordable manner and sustain 
competitive advantage over the other banks. The 
technology has three important dimensions- 
i. The use of appropriate hardware for conducting 

business and servicing the customers through 
various delivery channels and payments systems 
and the associated software constitutes one 
dimension of banking technology. The use of 
computer networks, security algorithms in its 
transactions, use of ATM and credit cards, 
Internet banking, telebanking and mobile 
banking are all covered by this dimension. The 
advances made in information and 
communication technologies take care of this 
dimension. 

ii. On the other hand, the use of advanced computer 
science algorithms to solve several interesting 
marketing related problems such as customer 
segmentation, customer scoring, target 
marketing, market-basket analysis, cross-sell, 
up-sell and customer retention etc. faced by the 
banks to reap profits and outperform their 
competitors constitutes the second dimension of 
Banking Technology. This dimension covers the 
implementation of a data warehouse for banks 
and conducting data mining studies on customer 
data. 

iii. Moreover, banks cannot ignore the risks 
that arise in conducting business with other 
banks and servicing their customers, for 
otherwise, their very existence would be at stake. 

An eminent business advisor, speaker and author 
Ram Charan said that, “The old path is dead. I 
repeat: the old path is dead.” Banks from around 
the world gathered to discuss how to grapple with 
digitalization. You have to completely change 
your mindset from “build it and they will come” to 
“outside in” – to have the customer pull. 
It is no longer about the product as it used to be. 
Now it is all about customer experience. It is “an 
unstoppable trend”. There is no escape from it– so 
banks must not resist it, but instead they should 
embrace and master it, and do it fast! To survive 
and thrive in the digitalized world, you must 
become “an attacker”. Or you will perish. 

OBJECTIVES 

1. To study the contribution of technology in the 
banking 

2. To find the scenario of banking without 
technology. 

INDIAN PERSPECTIVE 

The year 2016 was surely or indisputably full of 
obstacles and speed breakers, disruptions on a 
global scale. The incidents of past two years most 
noticeable are as follows- 
a. Indian demonetization drive 
b. The elections of United States of America and 
c. ‘The Brexit’ 
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All these have started to or are soon expected to 
create root level and far-reaching impacts on 
globalization. Of these, the banking and financial 
sectors are the ones that are likely to witness the 
most changes. Looking at the context related to 
India, on one side are traditional banks that are still 
restricted by legacy systems and processes. On the 
other, a global, digital India has entered an age of 
innovation with the adoption of modern & updated 
technology. Nevertheless, despite their legacy 
systems, Indian banks are leading the digital 
transformation by constantly reinventing their 
business to stay ahead in this age of digital hyper-
connectivity. 
The new financial year can be expected to fuel 
growth in the banking sector with the development 
of latest innovations like 
 Unified Payments Interface (UPI), 
 Adoption of cloud technology, 
 Banking through android apps etc. 
Some of the key technology trends that will 
reshape Indian banking are as follows:   

OPEN BANKING 

In 2017, many banks have already introduced and 
are operating their open, unified solutions and 
many more are likely to follow. Consequently, this 
will facilitate the creation of a well-connected 
financial and non-financial ecosystem of multiple, 
interconnected services and service providers. 
The recently launched Unified Payments Interface 
(UPI) by the National Payments Corporation of 
India (NPCI) will particularly serve as a gateway 
to future innovations in the open banking domain. 
UPI also promises to enable payment service 
platforms to enhance their products and offerings 
without being bound by account relationships.  

CLOUD TECHNOLOGY 

Cloud computing is the one technology that 
supports many other disruptive technologies such 
as Big Data, artificial intelligence (AI), 
blockchain, IoT. The more progressive banks 
around the world have already made significant 
headway with the adoption of cloud computing, 
and Indian banks are fast warming up to its many 
benefits. They have begun to realise the degree of 
agility it brings into business, a fact that has 
already been evident through the success of fintech 
companies. As a result, business models for banks 
and fintech companies in the future are expected to 
give much greater emphasis to cloud computing. 
Demonetisation has propelled India’s move 
towards being a cashless society, or at least a less 

cash-dependent society; cloud technology will 
provide banks the much-needed bandwidth to deal 
with the rising demand for and scale of digital 
transactions. 

BLOCKCHAIN 

Blockchain will be a substantial force enabling 
banks through the process of reinvention and 
satisfy increasing customer demands. However, 
this will not be the year when blockchain goes 
mainstream, but banks will take specific projects 
from pilot to production stage and power inter-
organisational processes through blockchain. A 
partnership between Emirates NBD and ICICI 
Bank announced in October 2016 will see the 
launch of a blockchain pilot network to process 
international remittances and trade finance and is 
expected to herald the transition of blockchain into 
mainstream banking in the country. 

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 

Artificial intelligence (AI) has the potential to 
transform both front office and back office 
operations with its self-improving programs. The 
brilliance of AI has already been evident in the 
enhanced customer experiences and seamless, 
differentiated services on digital channels. It has 
also helped in creating advanced security measures 
by integrating with banking infrastructure. The use 
of intelligent digital assistants is now common in 
some of the more developed banking markets like 
US, Japan and Hong Kong. The self-learning 
capabilities of these programs help them get better 
with every subsequent interaction. 

SIMPLIFYING BANKING ARCHITECTURE 

The foundation for the integration and 
development of any of the above technologies will 
be the simplification of banking architecture. 
Banks will gradually break down their architecture 
into components in place of the conventional 
monolithic structure. Simply put, complex 
architecture will be split into smaller fragments for 
easy deployment and upgradation of certain 
functionalities. Besides enabling agile 
modernisation to keep up with technological 
trends, compartmentalisation will also allow to 
mitigate risks associated with specific projects. In 
addition, banks will be able to enhance their 
capabilities further through the implementation of 
enterprise-class applications. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Customers today desire maximum flexibility. 
2. Unified interoperable interface guarantees, 

allowing for innovation among service 
providers to drive improved customer 
experiences. 

3. The mobile-first strategy has been adopted by 
many Indian banks to provide customized 
offerings through mobile apps. 

4. There are other methods of customer 
interaction besides apps such as smart virtual 
personal assistants on mobiles that can drive 
greater, more interactive customer 
engagement. 

5. New-age service providers are leading by 
example; Ola Cabs now allows customers to 
make bookings through Siri. So, it wouldn’t 
come as a surprise if Siri soon helps you move 
money around or open a new fixed deposit 
account with your bank. 

 
 
 
 
 

SUGGESTIONS 

1. Digital takes priority over traditional 
innovation, as it is digital that enables banks to 
innovate. 

2. Identify the right partners to create an 
ecosystem – as this is how all banks will 
eventually operate. Gain competence to 
govern and manage it. 

3. Banks should oversee the end-to-end customer 
experience. 

4. They have to make room for new core 
competencies and technologies driven by 
algorithms. 

5. Banks should slash their internal costs by one 
third to free the budgets to invest in 
digitalization. The speed of cost cutting is 
vital. 

6. Banks should create the talent pool that 
understands customer experience. 

7. They have to make sure transition time to 
digitalization does not take more than two 
years. 

8. Banks shouldn’t resist the speed of change, see 
the opportunities, and have the mindset to 
accept the new. 
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ABSTRACT 

Cloud computing is a recent trend in information technology, utilization of cloud computing in E- 
commerce and retail industry increasing day by day. The system of cloud computing was developed by 
Google in 2007, It was only conceptual before 2007 but now Google developed the conceptual in to 
practical and now it is famous in to the E-commerce and retail industry. This paper try to make focus on 
the influence of cloud computing on E-commerce and Retail Industry. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Cloud, Technology, Trend, E-Commerce, Virtualization, Processing, Computing, Computer 
Application,  
 

INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a complete new technology. It 
is the development of parallel computing, 
distributed computing grid computing, and is the 
combination and evolution of Virtualization, 
Utility computing, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) and Platform-as-
a-Service (PaaS). Cloud is a metaphor to describe 
web as a space where computing has been pre 
installed and exist as a service; data, operating 
systems, applications, storage and processing 
power exist on the web ready to be shared.  
E-commerce came into existence since late 1970s. 
It was supposed to provide how the business 
transactions are made electronically through EDI 
(Electronic Data Interchange). ETF (Exchange-
Traded Fund) cloud computing and e-commerce 
are both widely used because of their cost 
effectiveness. The cloud computing allows 
organizations to conduct business without having 
to develop and maintain IT infrastructure. E-
commerce gives the flexibility for business to sell 
products online without having to physically rent 
an office space. These days, many more e-
commerce companies take advantage of the 
benefits of cloud computing 
Google believes that the cloud computing should 
provide consumers data storage and computing 
services in a secure, fast and the most convenient 
possible way . According to Mell and Grance , the 
cloud computing allows users to customize 
network related resources, applications, and 
services based on the demand. Another definition 
of the cloud computing is a dynamic computing 
environment which allows scalability and provides 

virtualized resources as service through the 
Internet 

CLOUD COMPUTING 

Many researcher defined cloud computing, 
according to [6] “moving computer applications 
and programs to the Internet from the desktops”. 
NIST define the cloud computing as “Cloud 
computing is a model for enabling convenient, on 
demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, 
servers, storage, applications, and services) that 
can be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort or service provider 
interaction.” [7]. From the definition of NIST there 
are four main services classified as cloud services 
which are; Cloud providers and infrastructures, 
cloud platforms, cloud software’s and cloud data 
storages. Most researchers [7-13], focused on three 
classifications which are Infrastructure as a 
Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (Paas) and 
Software as a Service (SaaS). 

LAYERS OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

 There are three main layers for cloud computing 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a 
Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) 
[8, 14, 15]. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) the 
capability provided to the consumer is to provision 
processing, storage, networks, and other 
fundamental computing resources where the 
consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary 
software, which can include operating systems and 
applications. The consumer does not manage or 
control the underlying cloud infrastructure but has 
control over operating systems, storage, deployed 
applications, and possibly limited control of select 
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networking components (e.g., host firewalls). 
Platform as a Service (PaaS) the capability 
provided to the consumer is to deploy onto the 
cloud infrastructure consumer-created or acquired 
applications created using programming languages 
and tools supported by the provider. The consumer 
does not manage or control the underlying cloud 
infrastructure including network, servers, 
operating systems, or storage, but has control over 
the deployed applications and possibly application 
hosting environment configurations. Software as a 
Service (SaaS) the capability provided to the 
consumer is to use the provider’s applications 
running on a cloud infrastructure. The applications 
are accessible from various client devices through 
a thin client interface such as a web browser (e.g., 
web-based email). The consumer does not manage 
or control the underlying cloud infrastructure 
including network, servers, operating systems, 
storage, or even individual application capabilities, 
with the possible exception of limited user-specific 
application configuration settings. 

CLOUD COMPUTING DEPLOYMENT 

 There are four cloud deployment models Public 
cloud, Private cloud, Hybrid cloud and 
Community cloud. According to [16] a public 
cloud is services and resources clouded over 
internet to provide web site services and resources 
online. These public clouds offer services for 
organizations and users to benefit for the web site 
shared resources. Based on [14] A private cloud is 
The cloud infrastructure is operated solely for an 
organization. It may be managed by the 
organization or a third party and may exist on 
premise or off premise. The main aim of private 
cloud is to share the data, services and resources 
between the employees inside the organization. 
Therefore, through private cloud provide efficient 
work environment to maximize the performance of 
organization’s outcomes and save the time and 
money costs. The Hybrid Cloud is combination 
between private and public cloud [14]. Through 
hybrid cloud the organization can provide some 
task using public cloud and other tasks using 
private cloud 

BENEFIT OF CLOUD COMPUTING 

While their motivations vary, businesses of all 
sizes, industries, and geographies are turning to 
cloud services. According to Goldman Sachs, 
spending on cloud computing infrastructure and 
platforms will grow at a 30% compound annual 
growth rate (CAGR) from 2013 through 2018 

compared with 5 percent growth for overall 
enterprise IT. Cloud adoption is accelerating faster 
than previously anticipated, leading Forrester to 
recently revise its 2011 forecast of the public cloud 
market size upward by 20 percent. Whether you’re 
looking at Software-as-a-Service (SaaS), 
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), or Platform-as-
a-Service (PaaS), the predictions are the same: fast 
growth of the workloads placed in the cloud and 
an increased percentage of the total IT budget 
going toward cloud computing. The benefit of 
cloud computing to the business are as follows. 
1. Do More with less 
With cloud computing, companies can reduce the 
size of their own data centers — or eliminate their 
data center footprint altogether. The reduction of 
the numbers of servers, the software cost, and the 
number of staff can significantly reduce IT costs 
without impacting an organization’s IT 
capabilities. 
2. Fresh Software 
With SaaS, the latest versions of the applications 
needed to run the business are made available to 
all customers as soon as they’re released. 
Immediate upgrades put new features and 
functionality into workers’ hands to make them 
more productive. What’s more, software 
enhancements are typically released quite 
frequently. This is in contrast to home grown or 
purchased software that might have major new 
releases only once a year or so and take significant 
time to roll out. 
3. Flexible costs 

The costs of cloud computing are much more 
flexible than traditional methods. Companies only 
need to commission – and thus only pay for – 
server and infrastructure capacity as and when it is 
needed. More capacity can be provisioned for peak 
times and then de-provisioned when no longer 
needed. Traditional computing requires buying 
capacity sufficient for peak times and allowing it to 
sit idle the rest of the time. 
4. Always-on availability 

Most cloud providers are extremely reliable in 
providing their services, with many maintaining 
99.99% uptime. The connection is always on and as 
long as workers have an Internet connection, they 
can get to the applications they need from 
practically anywhere. Some applications even work 
off-line. 
 
5. Improved mobility 
Data and applications are available to employees 
no matter where they are in the world. Workers 
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can take their work anywhere via smart phones 
and tablets—roaming through a retail store to 
check customers out, visiting customers in their 
homes or offices, working in the field or at a plant, 
etc. 
6. Improved collaboration 
Cloud applications improve collaboration by 
allowing dispersed groups of people to meet 
virtually and easily share information in real time 
and via shared storage. This capability can reduce 
time-to-market and improve product development 
and customer service 
7. Cloud computing is more cost effective 
Because companies don’t have to purchase 
equipment and build out and operate a data center, 
they don’t have to spend significant money on 
hardware, facilities, utilities and other aspects of 
operations. With traditional computing, a company 
can spend millions before it gets any value from its 
investment in the data center. 
8. Expenses can be quickly reduced 
During times of recession or business cut-backs 
(like the energy industry is currently 
experiencing), cloud computing offers a flexible 
cost structure, thereby limiting exposure. 
9. Less environmental impact 
Cloud is the flexible facility that can be turned up, 
down or off depending upon circumstances. For 
example, a sales promotion might be wildly 
popular, and capacity can be added quickly to 
avoid crashing servers and losing sales. When the 
sale is over, capacity can shrink to reduce costs. 

IMPACT OF CLOUD COMPUTING ON E-
COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY 

Ecommerce market in India is growing wider 
than that was predicted by Gartner last year; 
Gartner estimated it to be worth $6 billion in 
2015 70% growth from 2014 revenue of $3.5 
billion. But it is seen by latest report of IAMAI 
international that the Indian ecommerce industry 
is expected to grow at  the rate of 33% and cross 
INR 1 lakh crore i.e. US$16.3bn by the end of 
2015.  
Cloud computing is another disseminating sector 
that has no way back, Cloud is impacting the 
growth of ecommerce sector with very 
considerate steps and has key role in its 
advancement. CFOs and CIOs are initiating to the 
adoption of Cloud after knowing its technical and 
financial benefits. 
Benefits of Cloud computing in ecommerce 
applications that can overcome the challenges 
providing wonderful results are:  

1. Auto scalability like provided by eNlight 
cloud 

2. Remarkable Cost savings 
3. Increased speed  
4. Increased security  
5. Easier management  
6. High availability  
After adoption of Cloud in ecommerce 
applications, Cloud has impacted ecommerce in 
very positive way –  
1. Cloud-based e-commerce applications allow 

businesses to respond swiftly to market 
opportunities and challenges (provides 
flexibility 

2. Cloud-based e-commerce applications enable 
IT and business leaders to evaluate new 
opportunities without large upfront 
investments (Reduced CAPEX 

3. IT leaders must be well aware with the cloud 
based approach and it’s results, in order to 
choice the right solution for their business 
needs 

CONCLUSION 

Cloud computing services can support and give a 
considerable opportunity to Small and medium 
Enterprises in general and E-commerce Small and 
medium enterprises in specific, in order to the lack 
of IT-resources and  infrastructure. However, 
cloud computing can give a benefit to the SME’s 
and in the same time there are several issues and 
challenges that should be careful when applying 
this technology. The adoption decision of cloud 
computing by Ecommerce SME’s will chief to 
make a great change in the enterprises. The aim of 
this study is to investigate the behavioral intention 
of E-commerce SME’s to use or not cloud 
computing technology among E-commerce 
Jordanian enterprises. In addition, this paper is 
reviews of cloud computing and E-commerce 
previous study have been done by many 
researchers to give illustration about the cloud 
technology and E-commerce by many perspectives 
and the issues that may face the E-commerce 
SME’s implementation among Jordanian E-
commerce small and medium enterprises. 
In the future, this study can be extended by 
evaluate more factors that could influence the 
adoption decision of cloud computing, and 
evaluate the acceptance and readiness of Jordanian 
E-commerce small and medium enterprises 
(SME’s) toward Cloud computing technology
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ABSTRACT 

The present research was to study the critical study of self help groups with reference to Amravati District 
so far, this type of study on self help group has not been attempted in Vidarbha region. Hence it is 
necessary to work in this area. This would be of great help to the implementing agencies to bring 
necessary improvements in the self help groups for attaining the over all empowerment of women & men. 
The knowledge on these aspects could be used to develop strategies to motivate self help group members 
for their enhanced participation in the group. The outcome of the study would suggest the factors that are 
responsible for the good performance of self help groups formed by Government and Non Government 
organization. Further the study would highlight the role and importance of micro-credit, micro finance 
institution; role of government and self help groups in offering micro-credit. The results of this study 
would be offer important input to planners, policy maker, Non-governments organizations for framing 
policies to empower the women through self help groups. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords:- Women Entrepreneurs, Sharda Udyog Mandir  

INTRODUCTION 

Women entrepreneurs may be classified as an 
individual woman or a group of women who 
initiate, organize and run a business enterprise. 
According to Schumpeterian concept of Innovative 
entrepreneurs, women who innovate, imitate or 
adopt a business activity are called women 
entrepreneurs. 

CONCEPT OF WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS 

Khanaka in his book, Entrepreneurial 
Development, states that the Government of India 
has defined women entrepreneurs based on women 
participation in equity and involvement in business 
enterprises. Accordingly, women entrepreneurship 
is defined as: "An enterprise owned and controlled 
by women having a minimum financial share 
interest of 51 per cent of the capital and giving at 
least 51 per cent of the employment generated in 
the enterprise to women." However, this definition 
is to subject to criticism mainly on the premise of 
employing more than 50 per cent women workers 
in the enterprises owned and run by the women. In 
short, women entrepreneurs are those women who 
think of a business enterprise, initiate, organize 
and combine the factors of production, operate the 
enterprise and undertake risks and handle 

economic uncertainty involved in running a 
business enterprise. 

NEED FOR WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS 

The women in India have been a much neglected 
lot. They have not been actively involved in the 
mainstream of development even though they 
represent almost 48.1% of the population and 
labour force. Primarily women ensure the survival 
of the human race and the continuation of the 
family. Unfortunately, their role is generally 
unrecognized and undervalued, being placed at the 
bottom of the ideology of gender equality. In 
practice women are considered completely inferior 
to males. Thus, the inequalities inherent in our 
traditional and social structure, based on caste 
community and class, have a significant influence 
on the status accorded to women in different 
spheres. Hence, the emergence of women as 
entrepreneurs in India should be seen as a 
resurgence of their proper place in society and 
restoring the respect and socio-economic status of 
women. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 Objectives of the Study 
1. Exploration of the prospects of starting a new 

business enterprise. 
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2. Undertaking of the risks and the handling of 
economic uncertainties involved in business. 

3. Introduction of innovations or imitation of 
innovations. 

4. Coordination, administration and control. 
5. Supervision and leadership.  

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY 

The present research was to study the critical study 
of self help groups with reference to Amravati 
District so far, this type of study on self help group 
has not been attempted in Vidarbha region. Hence 
it is necessary to work in this area. This would be 
of great help to the implementing agencies to bring 
necessary improvements in the self help groups for 
attaining the over all empowerment of women & 
men. The knowledge on these aspects could be 
used to develop strategies to motivate self help 
group members for their enhanced participation in 
the group. The outcome of the study would 
suggest the factors that are responsible for the 
good performance of self help groups formed by 
Government and Non Government organization. 
Further the study would highlight the role and 
importance of micro-credit, micro finance 
institution; role of government and self help 
groups in offering micro-credit. The results of this 
study would be offer important input to planners, 
policy maker, Non-governments organizations for 
framing policies to empower the women through 
self help groups. 

 Scope of the study 
There was scope for improving gain from supply 
of credit to the farmers through changes in pattern 
and procedure of lending. The study also points 
out that efficient use of credit depends on 
availability of complementary inputs like technical 
advice, irrigation and marketing facilities. 
1. Study is helpful to analyze the financial 

position of woman.  
2. Research study is useful to students, 

researchers, investors and professionals in the 
field of enterprenual sector. 

 
 Limitation of the study 

1) This study covers only Amravati city and 
therefore the results attained may not be 
constant with any other location. 

2) In the present study, the major factors 
affecting the microfinance have been studied 
in depth. however, there are several other 
countless factors which may bear upon the 
microfinance. 

3) The present study has to be considered 
keeping in mind this fact while writing this 
report. The findings of study can be applied to 
similar district or region, although the study is 
not qualitatively affected the same was 
considered along with this limitation and the 
sample was taken from different categories of 
self help groups. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This research topic is classified as descriptive 
research. The descriptive research design provides 
descriptive data of a particular topic. This study is 
totally based on descriptive research design.   

 Data Collection Method 
Once the research design has been decided upon, 
the next stage is of selecting the essentially, there 
are two sources of data or information- Primary 
and secondary. 
 Primary Data:  
Primary data is to be collected through interview 
and structured questionnaire method. 
 Secondary Data: 
This research study is based on the secondary data. 
The sources of  secondary data for this research 
was collected through – 

• Magazines  
• Internet 
• Books 

            • Journals etc. 
 Sampling Technique 

 Universe :- Amravati District. 
 Sample size :- 50 in Amravati city 
 Time : This study is valid for  year 2014-15. 

 Result and Discussion 
Amravati is a district of Maharashtra state in 
central India. Amravati is the administrative 
headquarters of the district. 
The district consists of six sub-divisions, which are 
further divided into 14 talukas. Amravati sub-
division is divided into three Talukas: Amravati, 
Bhatukali and Nandgaon Khandeshwar. Daryapur 
sub-division is further divided into two talukas: 
Anjangaon and Daryapur. Achalpur sub-division 
also consists of two talukas: Achalpur and 
Chandur Bazar. Morshi sub-division has also two 
talukas: Morshi and Warud. Dharni sub-division is 
also divided into two talukas: Dharni and 
Chikhaldara. Finally, Chandur (Railway) sub-
division is divided into three taulkas: Chandur 
(Railway), Tiosa and Dhamangaon. 
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Amravati district 
Location in Maharashtra, India

Coordinates: 20.93°N 

77.75°ECoordinates: 20.93°N 77.75°E

Country 
 India 

State Maharashtra 

Headquarters Amravati 

Area 

 • Total 12,235 km2 (4,724

Population (2011) 

 • Total 28,87,826 

 • Density 213/km2 (550/sq

Languages 

 • Official Marathi 

Time zone IST (UTC+5:30

Website amravati.nic.in 

 
 Sharda Udyog Mandir, Amravati
Sharada Udyog Mandir, Amravati, founded in 
December, 1950,  is a charitable institution 
established with the aim of giving economic aid to 
hard pressed middle class women, especially 
widows and destitutes, by giving them training in 
various crafts and vocations such as tailoring, 
embroidery, bakery and manufacturing of 
lozenges, toys, etc. The successful candidate in 
tailoring is given diploma which is recognise
the Directorate of Technical Education. The 
beneficiaries of the society numbered 100 in 1963.
The movable and immovable property of the 
institution was worth about Rs. 25,000 in 1963. 
The income in the same year, stood at Rs. 37,000 
including Government grant of Rs. 7,000.
The life members of the institutions numbered 75 
in 1963 while the ordinary members were 500. 
The institution opened a BalakMandir in 1955, 
where children below six years of working 
mothers, are admitted. 
The Mandir publishes ' Wagv
magazine in Hindi. 
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Location in Maharashtra, India 

20.93°N 

20.93°N 77.75°E 

(4,724 sq mi) 

(550/sq mi) 

UTC+5:30) 

Amravati 
Mandir, Amravati, founded in 

is a charitable institution 
established with the aim of giving economic aid to 

class women, especially 
widows and destitutes, by giving them training in 
various crafts and vocations such as tailoring, 
embroidery, bakery and manufacturing of 
lozenges, toys, etc. The successful candidate in 
tailoring is given diploma which is recognised by 
the Directorate of Technical Education. The 
beneficiaries of the society numbered 100 in 1963. 
The movable and immovable property of the 
institution was worth about Rs. 25,000 in 1963. 
The income in the same year, stood at Rs. 37,000 

ent grant of Rs. 7,000. 
The life members of the institutions numbered 75 
in 1963 while the ordinary members were 500. 
The institution opened a BalakMandir in 1955, 
where children below six years of working 

Wagvina', a monthly 

 
 
 

Founder of Sharda Udyog Mandir, 
Amravati 
 

 
Products of Sharda Udyog Mandir

 

Outlet of Products  
 Sharda Udyog 

Mandir, Amravati 
 
 Organization structure and management
Sharda Udyog Mandir believes in the philosophy 
of sarvodaya and collective ownership. It accepts 
all its working members as the owners and an 
equal partaker in both profit and loss.The members 
are co-owners and fondly referred to as "sisters". 
All the decisions are based on consensus and any 
member-sister has the right to veto a decision.Men 
can only be salaried employees (accountants, 
drivers or security guards), and not the members of 
the organisation (i.e. they are not the owners).
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Founder of Sharda Udyog Mandir, 

 
Products of Sharda Udyog Mandir 

 
Handmade Products  

 

Organization structure and management 
Mandir believes in the philosophy 

and collective ownership. It accepts 
all its working members as the owners and an 
equal partaker in both profit and loss.The members 

owners and fondly referred to as "sisters". 
All the decisions are based on consensus and any 

sister has the right to veto a decision.Men 
can only be salaried employees (accountants, 
drivers or security guards), and not the members of 

sation (i.e. they are not the owners). 
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Sharda Udyog Mandir Organisation Structure
The running of the organisation is entrusted to a 
managing committee of twenty
including the President, the Vice
secretaries, and two treasurers.Sanchalika
charge of various branches and divisions. The 
office bearers of the managing committee and 
the sanchalikas are chosen from among the 
member-sisters on the basis of consensus every 
three years .Each branch has a committee of 
eleven member-sisters, again chosen by consensus.
The central office at Amravati
coordinated the activities of various branches. But, 
as the organisation grew, the authority was 
decentralised in terms of work and sharing of 
profits at the branch level. However, 
the sanchalikas still need the managing 
committee's approval before they undertake any 
new project or activity. 
All the branches follow the same set of 
instructions and have similar accounting system. 
To co-ordinate various branches in a region or 
state, there are branch co-ordination committees 
and area meetings of the various branches in a 
state. The annual general meeting is attended by 
member-sisters representing branches and 
divisions from all over India. 

 Sharda Udyog Mandir Collection F
Account books are easily accessible to all the 
member-sisters, ensuring transparency. Sharda 
Udyog Mandir follows its own financial 
accountability principle. There is no credit method 
for running operations in the organisation. Every 
payment is done on a daily basis, except for the 
outside supply of raw material.
are shared equally among the members of a given 
branch. In the initial days of Sh
Mandir, the profits of the first six months were 
shared equally among all sisters in the form of 
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rganisation Structure 

The running of the organisation is entrusted to a 
managing committee of twenty-one members, 
including the President, the Vice-President, two 

Sanchalikas are in-
charge of various branches and divisions. The 
office bearers of the managing committee and 

s are chosen from among the 
sisters on the basis of consensus every 

three years .Each branch has a committee of 
sisters, again chosen by consensus. 

mravati previously 
coordinated the activities of various branches. But, 
as the organisation grew, the authority was 
decentralised in terms of work and sharing of 
profits at the branch level. However, 

s still need the managing 
approval before they undertake any 

All the branches follow the same set of 
instructions and have similar accounting system. 

ordinate various branches in a region or 
ordination committees 

of the various branches in a 
state. The annual general meeting is attended by 

sisters representing branches and 

 
Sharda Udyog Mandir Collection Flowchart 

Account books are easily accessible to all the 
sisters, ensuring transparency. Sharda 

Udyog Mandir follows its own financial 
accountability principle. There is no credit method 
for running operations in the organisation. Every 

ne on a daily basis, except for the 
outside supply of raw material. Profits and losses 
are shared equally among the members of a given 
branch. In the initial days of Sharda Udyog 
Mandir, the profits of the first six months were 
shared equally among all sisters in the form of 

gold. This sharing practice is still in effect, but 
now the decision whether to share the profits in 
gold or in cash is made at the branch level.The 
cost of national-level advertising is borne by all 
branches and divisions, depending on their 
individual production abilities.
Because of Sharda Udyog Mandir's main motive 
of generating self-employ
machinery is used at the production level, and 
everything is done manually. However, computers 
are now being used in some of the Amravati 
branches for accounts and administration.

Sharda Udyog Mandir distribution flowchart
The quality of papads can vary due to quality of 
water used in various parts of India. To avoid any 
inconsistencies, the final products are tested in the 
ShardaUdyogMandir's laborato
the monthly meetings, the quality issue and 
modifications are tested.The central office 
purchases and distributes all ingredients to 
maintain the quality of the final product. For 
example, the urad dal
from Myanmar, asafetida
and black pepper comes from Kerala. The 
committee often makes surprise visits to various 
branches to assure that production conditions are 
hygienic.When a new branch of 
ShardaUdyogMandir opens, a neighbouring 
ShardaUdyogMandir branch helps it by guiding 
and training new members.
On successive failures of a branch to abide by the 
organisation's philosophy of consistent quality and 
production of papads, the
reduces the daily wages of its members by 1 rupee. 
The member-sisters are also rewarded for extra 
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gold. This sharing practice is still in effect, but 
now the decision whether to share the profits in 

is made at the branch level.The 
level advertising is borne by all 

branches and divisions, depending on their 
individual production abilities. 
Because of Sharda Udyog Mandir's main motive 

employment for women, no 
machinery is used at the production level, and 
everything is done manually. However, computers 
are now being used in some of the Amravati 
branches for accounts and administration. 

 
Sharda Udyog Mandir distribution flowchart 

s can vary due to quality of 
water used in various parts of India. To avoid any 
inconsistencies, the final products are tested in the 
ShardaUdyogMandir's laboratory in Amravati. In 
the monthly meetings, the quality issue and 
modifications are tested.The central office 
purchases and distributes all ingredients to 
maintain the quality of the final product. For 

urad dal is imported 
asafetida is imported from Iran, 

comes from Kerala. The 
committee often makes surprise visits to various 
branches to assure that production conditions are 

a new branch of 
ShardaUdyogMandir opens, a neighbouring 
ShardaUdyogMandir branch helps it by guiding 
and training new members. 
On successive failures of a branch to abide by the 
organisation's philosophy of consistent quality and 
production of papads, the central committee 
reduces the daily wages of its members by 1 rupee. 

sisters are also rewarded for extra 
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effort. For instance, in 2002, the member-sisters at 
the Rajkot branch received Rs 4,000 each as 
bonus, while the member sisters 
at Amravati and Thane branches received a 5-gram 
gold coin as an incentive. Several issues of Sharda 
Udyog Mandir Patrika enumerate the names of the 
names/numbers of the member-sisters, who were 
rewarded with the cash or gold, for their extra 
efforts. 
 
 Saundarya Gruh Udyog 
 Name : Smt. Chanda Vilas Wankhade 
 Qualification : M.A. (Marathi), M.Phil. 
 Name of Business: SaundaryaGruhUdyog 

(Trupti Production) 
 Established with Rs. 40/- Only in 1992 
 Annual Income : Rs. 40 Lacs per year 
 Main Objective : Woman should be self reliant 

and dependent  
 

Outlet of Saundarya Gruh Udyog 
 

  
Working woment at 

Saundarya Gruh 
Udyog 

Products of 
Saundarya Gruh 

Udyog 

 

Finish goods Inventary 
of Saundarya Gruh 

Udyog 
 

 

“Maharashtra 
Udyogini Award 2007” 

Awarded by “Jagatik 
Maratha Din” 

 
 Findings  :- 
 Business enterprise run by women in Amravati 

which ShardaGruhUdyogis more than any 
other firm. 

 Women can provide a better employment 
opportunities. 

 ShardaGruhUdyog create employment 
opportunity for women in Amravati  

 It is strongly agree that powerful women 
entrepreneurs able to eradicate poverty from 
India. 

CONCLUSION 

The growth of the ShardaUdyogMandir is often 
seen in the larger canvas of women and their 
empowerment. The organisation has undertaken 
various efforts to promote literacy and computer 
education for member-sisters and their families. A 
literacy campaign for sisters began through 
literacy classes at Girgaum on 18 June 1999. Later, 
the managing committee decided to start such 
classes in all its branches.From 1980 onwards, 
Sharda Udyog Mandir started giving Chhaganbapa 
Smruti Scholarships to the daughters of the 
member-sisters. 
The member-sisters used their organisation as a 
medium to promote their and their families' 
welfare. In the Valodcentre they set up an 
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educational and hobby centre for the rural women. 
Orientation courses in typing, cooking, sewing, 
knitting and toy making as well as other courses 
like child welfare, first aid and hygiene were 
taught.The first ever pucca (tarred) road in Valod 

to be built and inaugurated in 1979 was with the 
help of the Sharda Udyog Mandir, Valod branch. 
Sharda Udyog Mandir member-sisters also tried to 
start a co-operative bank, but the effort was not 
very successful. 
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ABSTRACT 

The consequences of Industrial disputes will be harmful to the promoters of industries, workers economy 
and the nation as a whole, because such disputes result in loss of productivity, profits, market share and 
even closure of the plant. Hence, Industrial disputes need to be averted by all means. Organizations are 
required to adopt a strategy to curb the conflicts in the initial stages itself. Industrial disputes are affecting 
the industrial development and industrial relations systems. This article makes a closer look into the 
statistics on industrial disputes in Maharashtra and analyses its causes, trends, implications on various 
stake-holders, and also consequences on industrial relations during a decade 2008–2017. The paper 
concludes that there is high degree of association between industrial dispute facts and challenges to 
cordial industrial relations in Maharashtra state. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords : Industrial Disputes, Causes, Compensation, Conflicts, Settlement, Industrial Relations 

INTRODUCTION 

The increasing complexity of labor management 
relation sys- tams in Maharashtra state has 
widened. This gives rise to conflicts in labor-
management relations, resulting in strikes/lockouts 
and ultimately the loss of production and hardships 
to the society. There is no single cause for 
industrial disputes which is not a personal dispute 
of one person and it affects a large number of 
workers having common interests. The ultimate 
manifestation of industrial dispute is a strike on the 
part of workers and a lockout or layoff on the part 
of managers/ employers. Indus- trial disputes are 
symptoms of industrial unrest in the state. The 
present study has been made to assess the nature, 
causes and impact of disputes in industrial relations 
in the state of Maharashtra. The assessment has 
been made on the basis of some well-de- fined 
variables, viz. industrial dispute arose, and 
settlement / pending statistics, causes of disputes, 
types of settlement, and prosecutions due to not 
implementing minimum wages act, compensation 
and man-day’s lost. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Empirical studies on industrial relations in general 
and industrial disputes in particular are rather rare 
in India, and very scarce in the Maharashtra 
context. The exceptions are a few academic 
research studies for doctoral degrees of various 
universities. Ramachandran Nair (1973) has made 

the industrial relations scenario in Maharashtra, and 
its major trends and patterns. In a recent study 
Jacob K K (2002) has analyzed the industrial 
relations climate in public sector units (PSUs) in 
Maharashtra, and has observed that poor industrial 
relations in PSUs have adversely affected their 
performance and efficiency. There are not many 
Maharashtra- based studies, other than the above. 

RELEVANCE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 
STUDY 

Cordial industrial relations, devoid of disputes and 
conflicts, can improve the working environment in 
organizations and can significantly enhance their 
productivity and operational efficiency. In spite of 
the commendable literacy rate and high level of 
attainments in socio-cultural, educational and 
health fields, the industrial scenario in Maharashtra 
has been quite dismal over the last three decades or 
more. Frequent instances of industrial disputes, 
strikes and lock-outs have resulted in poor 
industrial relations climate and poor performance of 
the industry in Maharashtra. As Maharashtra-
specific studies on industrial disputes are quite rare, 
this study seeks to look into the trend and pattern of 
industrial disputes in Maharashtra with a view to 
assess the performance over the years and to 
suggest suitable remedial strategies. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

(i)To analyze the trend and pattern of industrial 
disputes in 
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Maharashtra during the decade 2008-2017, and to 
study the major factors influencing the industrial 
disputes; 
 (ii)To study the relationship between key variables 
relating to industrial disputes that pose challenges 
to cordial industrial relations; 
(iii)To suggest the measures to reduce the 
occurrence of Industrial disputes and hence bring 
about healthier industrial relations climate, based 
on the findings of the study. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study is descriptive-analytical in nature. The 
data used for the study are secondary data relating 
to Maharashtra state in India and are collected from 
the Department of Labor, Government of 
Maharashtra. The data relate to a period of 10 years 
(from 2008 to 2017) and correspond to different 
facets of industrial disputes in the state during the 
above period. Data so collected are analyzed using 
popular tools of statistical analysis. 

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY AND 
DISCUSSION 

The causes of industrial disputes can be broadly 
classified into two categories: economic and non-
economic causes. The eco nomic causes will 
include issues relating to compensation like wages, 
bonus, allowance, working hours, leave and 
holidays without pay and retrenchments. The non-
economic factors will include victimization of 
workers, ill treatment by staff members, poor 
working conditions, indiscipline, dismissal, 
disagreement of management policy, etc. 
Table I: Industrial Disputes Arose, Settled and 
Pending 

Year Arose Percent Settled Percent Pending Percent 

2008 3356 
10 

3334 
09 

2224 
10 

Percent percent Percent 

2009 3356 
10 

3334 
09 

2241 
10 

Percent percent Percent 

2017 4005 
11 

3879 
11 

2263 
10 

Percent percent Percent 

2011 4555 
13 

4656 
13 

2389 
10 

Percent percent Percent 

2012 4019 
11 

4228 
12 

2288 
10 

Percent percent Percent 

2013 3405 
10 

3314 
09 

2279 
10 

Percent percent Percent 

2014 3471 
10 

3317 
09 

2370 
10 

Percent percent Percent 

2015 3482 
10 

3317 
09 

2524 
11 

Percent percent Percent 

2016 3143 
09 

3567 
10 

2439 
10 

Percent percent Percent 

2017 2352 
07 

2357 
07 

2390 
10 

Percent percent Percent 
Total 35144 35303 23407 

             

Table I shows an average of 3514 new disputes 
arising where as an average 3530 cases were settled 
and an average 2341 cases were pending year after 
year from the period 2008 to 2017. The figures of 
dispute arose and settled shows flat rate movement 
except the year 2010 but still the figures of pending 
cases are moving in a flat rate or increasing. Also 
there is a high positive correlation (0.98) between 
arouse & pending as well as settled pending. This 
indicates that when we are considering a decade of 
industrial disputes in Maharashtra state, the effort 
of improvement of controlling disputes or conflicts 
is less from the management side and less efforts 
from government interference to settle the dispute 
to make pending cases as low as possible year after 
year. This is really a challenge to cordial industrial 
relations in Maharashtra State. The facts in Table I 
is depicted in a pictorial manner in Figure I, 
whereby it is noted that the number of disputes 
arose and number of disputes settled are both 
showing a quite identical pattern and both are 
showing a constantly declining trend. But, not all 
cases arising are settled that early, thus resulting in 
a constantly increasing trend in respect of pending 
cases of dispute. [Figure I]. 
Table II: Causes of Industrial Disputes 
 

Particulars 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Total Percent 

Wages & 
Allowances 769 869 1065 904 789 729 719 1213 543 478 8078 23 

Dismissed 739 759 1348 1255 349 419 365 326 405 307 6272 18 

Retrenchment 119 98 88 4 32 62 47 88 12 47 597 02 

Closure 4 1 58 5 22 29 17 12 40 17 205 01 

Leave 13 1 26 0 1 1 6 0 10 22 80 0 

Hours of work 8 2 45 0 2 1 0 7 32 6 103 0 

Bonus 525 526 556 462 405 355 407 245 281 300 4062 12 

Others 1922 1467 1369 1389 1796 1771 1921 1252 1031 1069 14987 44 
                          

(Sources: Dept. of Labour, Govt. of Maharashtra) 
Table II: Causes of Industrial Dispute 
Table II shows both economic and non-economic 
causes of disputes during the period 2008 to 2017 
are moving in flat rate, but economic causes of 
dispute consists of around 37 percent (being the 
sum of four different causes with their respective 
percentage shares of 23, 12, 2, and 1), non-
economic causes of dispute consist of around 62 
percent (sun of two causes with percentage shares 
of 44 and 18). Non-economic causes may be due to 
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victimization of workers, poor working condition, 
dismissal, discipline, disagreement of management 
policy, etc. Also there is high positive correlation 
(0.98) between economic and non-economic causes 
of industrial disputes during the period 2008 to 
2017. These analyses indicates that both causes are 
moving in the same direction but non-economic 
causes are more as compared to economic causes 
which is due to poor working conditions, 
disagreement of management policy, in- discipline 
and dismissal, etc. that leads to less psychological 
involvement of jobs by the employees which 
creates a situation of job dissatisfaction. Hence 
prevailing job dissatisfaction in the industry will be 
a challenge for cordial industrial relations in 
Maharashtra state. Figure II depicts the trend and 
pattern of the different causes over the years. In fact 
‘Others’ (viz. causes other than the seven specific 
causes) has got the largest relative share among the 
causes. But, the most frequent cause among the 
seven specific causes is Wages & Salaries, 
followed by the second most important one viz. 
Dismissals, thirdly comes Bonus, and fourthly 
Retrenchment. The other three specific causes (viz. 
Hours of work, Leave and Closure) have got quite 
less significance compared with the earlier four 
causes (wages & salaries, dismissals, bonus and 
retrenchment) discussed above. Here, it may be 
noted that all the first four major specific causes 
show a declining trend whereas the all the three 
minor causes are showing an increasing trend. 
Table III: Types of Settlement of Industrial 
Disputes 

Particulars 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Total Percent 

Voluntary 
negotiation 578 866 883 810 374 341 484 831 626 357 6150 18 

Conciliation 922 1391 1876 1608 1124 1361 1644 1675 1008 826 13435 40 

Withdrawn 1428 1230 1396 1178 1290 1066 795 426 497 469 9775 30 

Adjudication 406 392 521 432 526 453 644 260 226 113 3973 12 

Arbitration 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 14 0 

(Source: Dept. of Labour, Govt. of Maharashtra) 
From Table III, it is seen that maximum percentage 
of settlement happened through conciliation (an 
average cases of 1344 yearly (from 2008 to 20017) 
which constitute 40 percent of the total disputes 
settled during that period, followed by cases 
withdrawn (an average cases of 978 yearly from 
(2008 to 2017) which constitute 30 percent of the 
total disputes settled during that period, through 
negotiation (and average cases of 615 yearly from 
(2008 to 2017) which constitute 18 percent of the 
total disputes settled during that period, and 
through adjudication process (an average of 397 
cases yearly (from 2008 to 2017) which constitute 
12 percent of the total disputes settled during that 

period. Also there is high positive correlation 
between conciliation and adjudication (0.93) and 
negotiation and adjudication (0.87). It would be 
better for both parties to settle disputes through 
negotiation itself or conciliation process rather than 
moving into further steps of adjudication and 
arbitration process. These analyses indicates that in 
fact 18 percent of the cases are settled through 
adjudication reflects the matter is so serious and the 
trend for the same increases leads to affect goodwill 
of the organizations from the corporate social 
responsibility is concerned which is really a 
challenge to the cordial industrial relations in 
Maharashtrastate.  
Table IV: Inspections, Prosecutions and Amount 
Released (Under Minimum Wages Act, 1948) 

Year No of No of Amount Released 
Inspections Prosecutions as Fine 

2008 27102 694 635985 

2009 24185 454 405975 

2010 25151 265 356744 

2011 30145 609 378170 

2012 25723 639 217397 

2013 27779 728 531214 

2014 28997 864 862700 

2015 30250 1079 976365 

2016 33516 1454 1350077 

2017 28729 1370 1437880 

(Sources: Dept. of Labour, Govt. of Maharashtra) 
(Source: Data, as in Table IV) 
From Table IV, it is noted that the number of 
prosecutions during the period 2008 to 2017 has 
initially decreased and then steadily increased. 
Amount released for penalty has also initially 
decreased and then steadily increased. An average 
of 778 prosecutions has been registered from an 
average inspection of 27934 cases and an average 
Rs.626000 amount were released as penalty during 
these period. Also there is a high positive 
correlation (0.94) between average inspection 
percentage and average number of prosecutions 
from these inspections. This indicates that 
employers are not strictly implementing the mini- 
mum wages act 1948, and this is a crucial injustice 
towards employees as far as cost of living is 
concerned, and this is another challenge to cordial 
industrial relations in Maharashtra State (Figure 
IV). 
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Table V: No. No of Cases and Amount Paid 
Under Workmen Compensation Act 

Amt of 
No of Cases compensation 

Total 
Total 

Year (Crores) Amount 

Cases (in Lacs) 
Death PD TD Death PD TD 

2008 117 483 679 2.5 2.81 1.8 1279 7.11 

2009 63 255 475 1.31 1.64 0.29 793 3.24 

2010 56 137 61 1.24 0.45 0.43 254 2.12 

2011 107 141 94 1.78 0.57 0.74 342 3.09 

2012 93 142 131 1.78 0.62 0.39 366 2.79 

2013 58 100 149 1.66 0.59 0.94 307 3.19 

2014 175 46 87 1.89 0.53 0.60 308 3.02 

2015 70 272 98 2.67 3.20 1.00 440 6.87 

2016 99 127 105 3.56 1.27 0.68 331 5.51 
                  

(Source: Data, as in Table V) 
From Table V, it is noted that the total number of 
cases reported for compensation during the period 
2008 to 2009 increasing except there is a sharp 
decline from 2008 to 2003 and same trend 
occurring amount of compensation paid by the 
industries. Av average of 491 cases compensated 
Rs.4.10 Crores year after year during this period for 
death / disablement. As far as disablement is 
concerned it could be from factory premises or 
from outside the premises. A constant increase of 
compensation due to disablement from 2008 to 
2009 indicates that safety measures are not 
adequate and release of compensation which affects 
the overall effectiveness of the organization and it 
is a challenge to cordial industrial relations in 
Maharashtra state. 
From Table VI, the number of man days (the 
industrial unit of production equal to the work one 
person can produce in a day) during the period 
2008 to 2017 account to 30229290. Trend shows 
increasing, decreasing and continuously moving at 
flat rate. There is a moderate positive correlation 
(0.49) between strikes (from employee side) and 
lock-out plus layoffs (from employer side). Strikes 
from the employee side occupy an average of 37 
percent of the total man days lost during this period 
and an average of 63 percent occupies Lockout / 
Layoff from the employer side. Of course there is 
an overall improvement in the man days lost during 
these periods as 7 percent during 2008 which 
comes down to 3 percent during 2017. But the 
Lockout /Layoff from the employers side does not 
have any significant change as it occupies an 
average 83 percent of man-days lost during 2008 as 
well as during 2017. Loss of man-days basically 
effect productivity and profitability which leads to 

overall effectiveness of the organization. It seems 
that from the management side, effort to control of 
lockout / layoff does not have any significant 
improvement and it is a challenge to the cordial 
industrial relations in Maharashtra. 
 
Table 6: Man Days Lost Due to Industrial 
Dispute from 2008 To 2017 
Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Total 
                        

Strike 359175 6456489 72160 143387 3250553 86977 86746 394198 17749417304411200223 
                        

Lockout 1286962 1627147 1932465 1881349 1855423 1811755 1505370 758144 50660674122113906442 
                        

Lay Off 529624 729717 888840 1145257 584041 564669 533872 64316 41809 40480 5122625 
                        

Total 2175761 8813353 2893465 3169993 5690017 2463401 2125988 1216658 72590995474530229290 
                        

(Source: Dept. of Labor, Govt. of Maharashtra) 
 
6. Suggested Measures for Controlling Industrial 
Disputes and Improving Cordial Industrial 
Relations 
Always prevention is better than cure. In order to 
prevent conflicts or disputes, an organization 
should ensure code of conduct that each individual 
organism may follow the code of discipline in the 
organization formulated by the government and 
made applicable to management and employees. 
Encourage mutual trust; both parties to industrial 
relations should help in the development of an 
atmosphere of mutual cooperation, confidence and 
respect. Various provisions which may not be 
active in certain industries can be incorporated for 
preventing the disputes 
are: (a) Establishment of works committees, (b) 
Wage Boards, 
(c)Process of collective bargaining, (d) Standing 
orders, (e) Joint management councils, (f) 
Grievances procedures (g) Suggestion system. 
7. Concluding Remarks 
All the factors that have been discussed in the 
foregoing analysis of industrial disputes in 
Maharashtra state during the period from 2008 to 
2017 are relevant for further studies. The high 
correlation between dispute arising and settling or 
settling and disputes pending reveals that pending 
cases continue to exist in the state of Maharashtra 
throughout. Higher percentage of non-economic 
causes compared with economic causes indicates 
that major violations occur from the management 
side. The process of settlement mechanism largely 
depends on the stage after stage rather than settling 
it in the initial stage itself. There is a steady 
increase in the number of prosecutions which has 
reported due to default of minimum wages act 
1948. The compensation due to disablement 
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indicates the inadequacy of security measures or 
that of proper training to the employees on safety 
and security measures. Loss of man days due to 
disputes indicates that more percentage of lockouts 
or layoffs from the management side is happening 
in industries compared with strikes from employee 
side. Thorough analysis of these facts and figures 
reveal ample evidence pointing to challenges to the 

cordial industrial relations climate in the state. This 
situation needs to be corrected through concerted 
efforts from the employers, employees and the 
government so that healthy industrial relations 
would prevail and would naturally translate into 
better productivity, and economic development in 
the state. 
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ABSTRACT 

Socio-economic norms fuel gender discrimination, where women are less mobile and therefore unable to 
migrate to find work. They are also responsible for domestic chores limiting economic opportunities. They 
receive lower pay than men and are less likely to own assets and less likely to participate in community 
decision-making 
Women have difficulty in taking up a job,a narrow range in obtaining employment, relatively low income 
and very low status in the structure of getting a job in the labor market. These show the sex discrimination 
in the labor market. In order to struggle for the true equality between women and men,to reduce or avoid 
this kind of social exclusion, women should improve their own qualities and enhance the consciousness of 
protecting their rights, and also our whole society should make efforts together. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: assets, perpetuate, Interventions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Labor discrimination as defined by Kenneth 
Arrow is “the valuation in the market place of 
personal characteristics of the worker that are 
unrelated to worker productivity”.It can be thus 
understood as the differentiation of workers based 
on characteristics such as color, race, origin, 
gender etc. that can be classified as factors that do 
not have a role in determining his or her 
productivity. There are multiple dimensions that 
need to be considered when discussing such 
discrimination. The most obvious is that the group 
discriminated against is paid less for identical jobs. 
This is known as wage discrimination and is the 
most prevalent form of discrimination. The 
attempt to combat such a form of discrimination 
can be seen in increasing equal pay legislation in 
different countries. Examples of this are the Equal 
Pay Act (1970), Sex Discrimination Act (1975), 
and Employment Protection Act (1975), but the 
effectiveness of such legislation is subject to much 
debate. Secondly, that the level of unemployment 
for the disadvantaged group in general is higher 
than that of other groups that do not face such 
discrimination. Thirdly, there is discrimination 
based on the kind of jobs that they have access to, 
the discriminated group given preference for 
repetitive and menial tasks.This is known as 
employment discrimination, where an individual is 
excluded from a job that is worked on by a person 
with equal productivity. When this happens, the 
disadvantaged group is employed for a job he or 
she is over-qualified for, simply because the group 
does not have access to better paying jobs in par to 
their counterparts and are denied opportunities of 

recruitment and promotion.A general 
misconception prevails that discrimination is only 
practiced by the employer.  

DISCUSSION 

As modern society has made clear, women have 
the ability to perform with equal skill and success 
in virtually every endeavor engaged in by men -- 
including employment, athletics, academics and 
politics. Yet discrimination on the basis of sex has 
a long history in the United States, and its residual 
effects still operate to keep women's salaries lower 
and opportunities fewer in the employment realm. 
Although less common, men too can be subjected 
to unlawful sex discrimination. No matter what 
form it takes -unequal pay, discriminatory job 
standards, or failure to promote -numerous federal 
and state laws prohibit discrimination on the basis 
of sex. 
The essence of sex discrimination is unequal 
treatment on the basis of sex. The treatment must 
not simply be different, but also unequal, and 
therefore unfair. For example, requiring women 
and men to use separate restrooms does not 
constitute sex discrimination. But it is sex 
discrimination to provide different working 
conditions, salaries, hiring, promotion or bonus 
criteria to women and men. A unique form of sex 
discrimination is sexual harassment. Women and 
men have the right to secure and perform their jobs 
free of unwanted demands for romantic or sexual 
relationships, or unwanted communications or 
behaviors of a sexual nature that interfere with 
their ability to work. 

CONCLUSION 
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We can draw three important lessons from the 
article, which tell us how best to support poor, 
socially excluded households in the labor market. 
Interventions must be designed and implemented 
appropriately to respond to specific needs. In 
recognition of both the  socio cultural and the 
economic barriers that women face in generating 
income and accessing and owning productive 
assets. Ensuring labor market participation for the 
socially excluded requires more than just income 
opportunities. There must be some approach not 
only which supports women through direct asset 
transfers, but it also provides training opportunities 
to strengthen their skills and knowledge, as well as 
providing opportunities for creating social 

networks both within the community and more 
broadly.Through this a positive impact on 
women’s livelihood diversification and ability to 
generate an income can be acheived. Focusing on 
improving women’s skills alone is insufficient to 
enable them to take advantage of economic 
opportunities. 
Another key is the importance of supporting the 
empowerment, agency and voice of the socially 
excluded. A strong body of literature exists which 
demonstrates the correlation between 
empowerment and economic productivity. This 
article tries to challenge the imbalance of power 
structures which cause and perpetuate exclusion 
and discrimination in the labor market. 
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ABSTRACT 

Demonetisation is a radical monetary step in which a currency unit’s status as a legal tender is declared 
invalid. This is usually done whenever there is a change of national currency, replacing the old unit with a 
new one. Such a step, for example, was taken when the European Monetary Union nations decided to 
adopt Euro as their currency. However, the old currencies were allowed to convert into Euros for a period 
of time in order to ensure a smooth transition through demonetisation. Zimbabwe, Fiji, Singapore and 
Philippines were other countries to have opted for currency demonetisation. 
The objectives of the present study were “What will have been gained from [demonetisation], and at what 
cost, and mostly borne by whom? 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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INTRODUCTION 

Demonetisation refers to Withdrawal of a 
particular form of currency from circulation. 
Demonetisation is necessary whenever there is a 
change of national currency. The old unit of 
currency must be removed and substituted with a 
new currency unit. The currency was demonetised 
first time in 1946 and second time in 1978. On 
Nov. 2016, the currency is demonetised third time 
by the present Modi government. This is a bold 
step taken by the government towards the 
betterment of the economy and the country. In this 
paper, we want to discuss the impact of recent 
demonetisation on the Indian system. 
The common public and bankers are undoubtedly 
in hassles in the present scenario. The first 
question that arises is why was demonetisation 
done at this point of time. Following are certain 
points which clarify this need: 
To develop a good banking system 
Blocking inflow of fake currency notes used for 
criminal activities including terrorist activities. 
Destabilising election campaigns being done 
through black money. 
Destroying hoardings of public money by few 
influential people. 

RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY 

This study investigates how the sudden 
demonetisation move by the Indian government 
played a role in the society. A sample of around 
150 were selected from the city of Karanja and 
from some areas of Maharashtra.The data from 
various government agencies was also gathered. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The result and Discussion is presented in 
following manner. 
However, the recent demonetisation has only hit 
the stock of unaccounted wealth kept exclusively 
in form of currency. To curb regular accumulation 
of more unaccounted money, Government could 
institute a mechanism of incentivising tax 
compliance and punitive and demonstrative 
deterrent for those caught while generating black 
money. Second by extensive financial literacy on 
harmful impact of unaccounted money – ranging 
from personal health to national loss. This should 
become part of school and college curriculum. 
Finally, and most importantly, Government could 
consider transparency in political funding/election 
funding as is the case in the USA and some other 
advanced countries. 
The costs imposed by the currency-scrapping 
exercise were, however, quite severe, at least in 
the short term, disrupting ordinary life across the 
country for several weeks. The hardest-hit were 
those in rural areas, where access to banking and 
the internet are quite low. A 2016 Reserve Bank of 
India (RBI) report on branch authorization policy 
classified 93% of rural centres in the country as 
unbanked, with the population dependent on 
roving banking correspondents and on distant 
urban or semi-urban branches. Access to the 
internet is equally patchy, with only 3% of 
households in underdeveloped rural areas 
reporting access to internet in a 2016 consumer 
economy survey. 
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ECONOMIC COSTS 

The rural and informal economy suffered 
disproportionately because most transactions are 
cash-based. The liquidity squeeze led to a pile-up 
at wholesale markets, leading to a sharp decline in 
the Wholesale Price Index (WPI) of perishables 
such as fruits and vegetables in the immediate 
aftermath of demonetisation. By turning farm 
markets into buyers’ markets, demonetisation may 
have also contributed to the decline in prices of 
pulses. Rural consumer sentiment too took a hit, 
with domestic sales of two-wheelers plunging 
sharply. Car sales also declined but the decline 
was less severe than in the case of two-wheelers. 
The slowdown in the economy, which started 
before demonetisation, also seems to have been 
exacerbated by demonetisation. New project 
announcements declined sharply in the wake of 
demonetisation, a Centre for Monitoring Indian 
Economy (CMIE) analysis showed, hurting the 
capex cycle. 
Contrary to what some economists predicted, the 
dividend from RBI to the government was lower 
because of demonetisation. RBI’s domestic 
earnings declined as it had to pay interest of 
Rs17,426 crore after it mopped up excess liquidity 
in the banking system following demonetisation. 
The previous year, the central bank had earned 
interest of Rs506 crore in its liquidity management 
operations. RBI’s printing costs also went up 
because of the move. 

UNCERTAIN BENEFITS 

The one big promise of demonetisation was a rapid 
expansion in the tax base but the actual results 
have been quite modest. According to the finance 
ministry’s estimates published in the latest 
Economic Survey, the tax base expansion 
attributable to demonetisation was Rs10,600 crore, 
lower than what RBI spent on interest expenses, 
and equivalent to only 0.1% of India’s gross 
domestic product (GDP). The full effect on tax 
collections “will materialize gradually” as reported 
income of new taxpayers grows, said the survey.  
How far such gains materialize remains to be seen. 

Another stated aim of demonetisation was to 
detect and eliminate counterfeit notes. The growth 
in detected counterfeit notes after demonetisation 
has not been unusually large, shows RBI data, 
even as counterfeits of the freshly issued notes 
have already emerged in the system. 
 

 
 
Demonetisation did provide a boost to non-cash 
payments in the short term but that effect may be 
waning, with the cash-to-GDP ratio back to 
double-digits. There seems to have been some 
impact on the stock of black money (rather than 
the flow), given that the construction sector has 
been hit hard. But this may also have led to large-
scale job losses. The proportion of high-value 
notes (Rs500 and above)—often viewed as 
conduits of black money—has also been rising as 
new notes have entered the system. At the end of 
fiscal year 2017 (FY17), the proportion of high-
value notes stood at 74%, considerably lower than 
that in FY16. But this figure may rise significantly 
by the end of FY18. 
 

 

SUGGESTIONS 

(1) Educate everyone about the use of e-wallet and 
Debit & Credit Cards. Proper use of e-wallet and 
cards should be taken at each place.  whether 
private or government. Camps can be held at 
village levels & city levels. Social workers, 
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panchayat members, municipal corporation 
members & staff should come forward in 
explaining the use of digital media. 
(2) Give every businessman, who has current 
account with banks, swipe machine at the earliest 
possible. Immediate steps to be taken by the 
concerned authorities to equip banks with these 
machines so that it can be distributed to the 
traders. Also, proper training should be given to 
traders about its use. 
 

CONCLUSION 

Positive Impacts are: 
A big attack on Corrupt Practices,  Currencies and 
terrorism. 
Banking System may improve. 
Positive Impact on Government revenues 
Impact on Inflation 
Somewhat Positive impact on Retail Industry 
The negative Impacts are: 
Negative Impact on GDP in short term. 
Highly negative impact on sectors with cash 
transactions. 
Initial problems to create cashless society. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ripple is a real-time gross settlement system 
(RTGS), currency exchange and remittance 
network by Ripple. Also called 
the Ripple Transaction Protocol (RTXP) 
or Ripple protocol, it is built upon a distributed 
open source Internet protocol, consensus ledger 
and native crypto currency called XRP (ripples). 
Monero is a secure, private, and untraceable crypto 
currency. It is open-source and accessible to all. 
With Monero, you are your own bank. Only you 
control and are responsible for your funds. Your 
accounts and transactions are kept private from 
prying eyes. 

RIPPLE IN ELECTRONICS 

Ripple factor (γ) may be defined as the ratio of the 
root mean square (rms) value of the ripple 
voltage to the absolute value of the DC component 
of the output voltage, usually expressed as a 
percentage. However, ripple voltage is also 
commonly expressed as the peak-to-peak value. 

WHAT IS RIPPLE 

Ripple is real-time gross settlement system 
(RTGS), currency exchange by Ripple. It is also 
called the Ripple Transaction Protocol (RTXP) 
or Ripple protocol. it is built upon 
a distributed open source Internet protocol, ledger 
and  crypto currency called XRP (ripples). Ripple 
enables, Secure, fast, instant and free global 
financial transactions of any size with no charge 
backs. The digital currency XRP acts as a bridge 
currency to other currencies. It supports tokens 
that represents fiat currency, crypto currency. It is 
based around a shared, public database which uses 
a process that allows for payments, exchanges and 
remittance in a distributed process. It is fastest and 
most scalable Digital Asset in the world. Ripple is 
a very popular network as many banks across the 
world use it as the basis for their own settlement  

HISTORY OF RIPPLE 

Ripple is a technology that acts as both a crypto 
currency and a digital payment network for 
financial transactions. It was first developed in 

2004 by Ryan Fugger, a web developer in 
Vancouver, British Columbia. Fugger conceived 
of the idea after working on a local exchange 
trading system in Vancouver with his intent to 
create a decentralized monetary system that 
effectively allow individuals and communities to 
create their own money. This led to the conception 
of a new system by Jed McCaleb of eDonkey 
network, which was designed and built by Arthur 
Britto and David Schwartz In May 2011, the 
development of a digital currency system begins in 
which transactions were verified by consensus 
among members of the network, rather than by the 
mining process used by bit coin, which relies 
on block chain ledgers This new version of the 
Ripple system was designed to eliminate bit coin's 
reliance on centralized exchanges, It use less 
electricity than bit coin and perform transactions 
much more quickly than bit coin. Chris Larsen 
founded the lending services companies E-
Loan and prosper, joined the team in August 2012 
 and together McCaleb and Larsen approached 
Ryan Fugger with their digital currency idea. In 
September 2012 the team co-founded the 
corporation Open Coin, or Open Coin Inc. 
launched Ripple 
Features of Ripple 

BANKS ARE NOW ACCEPTING RIPPLE 
COINS 

The digital currencies do not have any physical 
appearance due to this the financial institutes like a 
bank does not accept it. Even the digital currency 
like Bitcoin is not acceptable by most of the banks 
around the world. Ripple is different. The XRP has 
been accepted by many known banks around the 
world. The Santander (a UK based bank) was the 
first who accepted this coin. There are more 
than 75 international banks who are accepting 
Ripple as a currency. 

IT IS THE THIRD MOST POPULAR 
DIGITAL CURRENCY 

The digital currencies are becoming popular day 
by day. Investors are investing billions of money 
in this.After Bitcoin and Ethereum, Ripple is the 
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third most popular currency. As an investor point 
of view, the chances of profits are high. 

XRP CAN BE SENT ANYWHERE AROUND 
THE WORLD 

XRP has been accepted by many banks in different 
countries. This makes it easy for its investors to 
transfer it in another part of the world within 
seconds or exchange You do not need to wait for 
the specific price to exchange or convert your 
ripple coin in any other currency. 

RIPPLE HAS AN IMPRESSIVE LIST OF 
INVESTORS 

Ripple is a startup which has been financed by 
different investors. Since the value of Ripple is 
increasing, Google also invested in this and many 
other popular and known companies also decided 
to invest in this venture capital in coming months. 
This gives Ripple an authority to invest and build 
trust for their investors. 

CURRENT ACCEPTANCE OF RIPPLE IN 
THE WORLD 

Ripple is the only block chain payments provider 
with proven commercial deployments. Popular 
financial institutions like  MUFG, BBVA, SEB, 
Ak bank, Axis Bank, YES BANK, SBI Remit, 
Cambridge Global Payments, Star One Credit 
Union and eZforex.com adopted the Ripple for 
payments because of the reduced time and cost 
associated with global transactions. BBVA, one of 
the top 50 largest banks in the world, is using 
Ripple to enable real-time payments between 
Europe and Mexico. Digital banking pioneer and 
one of Turkey’s largest private banks, Ak bank, is 
the first bank in Turkey to adopt blockchain. 
Cambridge Global Payments and Earth port are 
collaborating with Ripple to improve the customer 
experience, increase the reach and reduce the cost 
of real-time cross-border payments. 

HOW TO BUY SELL RIPPLE DIRECTLY 
WITH INR? 

Buyu coin is the first platform for Crypto 
currencies. It is Simple, Secure and Trusted 
platform for trading and storing more than 30 
crypto currencies like Bit coin, Ethereum, 
Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash, NEM, NEO, STEEM Etc. 
Now buy and sell ripple at best rate at Buy coin. 

 

 

 

RIPPLE FORMATION 

Ripple becomes largest alt coin  
As with any crypto currency, investing does not 
guarantee returns and top financial figures have 
warned that it represents a form of gambling, as 
their values cannot be predicted. 
But Ripple advocates say it is a go-between of the 
old financial system and the new, serving as a 
digital currency to be used 
for financial transactions that has greater stability, 
speed and security than its competitors. 
Several financial institutions have expressed 
interest in trilling Ripple's technology. Its team of 
fintech, finance and technology experts appear to 
be focused on forging partnerships with big 
financial players, such as a recent deal with 
American Express, as a way to ensure the 
platform's growth. 
The company, founded in 2012 with offices in 
London, San Francisco, Sydney, India, Singapore 
and Luxembourg, is now traded on over 50 crypto 
currency exchanges, and looks at least set to grow 
in this regard. 
One of its biggest markets is Asia, and 
commentators say Asian traders are "going mad" 
for the digital currency.  
"People feel comfortable with its name and the 
technology behind Ripple," said Trevor Koverko, 
chief executive of Polymath, told Forbes. "A lot of 
people are beginning to realize how big of an 
opportunity there is between business and the 
blockchain...and that's making Ripple the early 
winner here." 

DEFINITION OF 'RIPPLE (CRYPTO 
CURRENCY)' 

Ripple is a technology that acts as both a crypto 
currency and a digital payment network for 
financial transactions. 
Ripple was released in 2012 and co-founded by 
Chris Larsen and Jed McCaleb. 
The coin for the crypto currency is premised and 
labeled XRP. 

'RIPPLE (CRYPTOCURRENCY)' 

Ripple is more known for its digital 
payment protocol than its crypto currency, XRP. 
Ripple operates on an open source and peer-to-
peer decentralized platform that allows for a 
seamless transfer of money in any form, whether 
USD, Yen, lit coin, or bit coin. 
To understand how the system works, consider a 
money transfer structure where the two parties on 
either end of the transaction use their preferred 
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middlemen to receive the money. Lawrence needs 
to send $100 to David who lives in a different city. 
He gives his local agent, Kate, the money to send 
to David with a password that David is required to 
answer correctly to receive the funds. Kate alerts 
David’s agent, Rose, of the transaction details – 
recipient, funds to be reimbursed, and password. If 
David gives Rose the right password, Rose gives 
him $100. However, the money comes from 
Rose’s account which means that Kate would owe 
Rose $100. Rose can either record a journal of all 
Kate’s debt or IOUs which Kate would pay on an 
agreed day, or make counter transactions which 
would balance the debt. For example, if Rose was 
also Martin’s agent and Martin needed to transfer 
$100 to Itios whose agent is Kate, this would 
balance out the $100 owed to Rose, since Itios will 
be paid from Kate’s account. 
Although the Ripple network is a little more 
complex than this example, the example 
demonstrates the basics of how the Ripple system 
works. From the example above, one can see that 
trust is required to initiate a transaction – trust 
between Lawrence and Kate, Kate and Rose, and 
David and Rose. Ripple uses a medium known as 
Gateway that serves as the link in the trust chain 
between two parties wanting to make a transaction. 
Gateway acts as the credit intermediary that 
receives and sends currencies to public addresses 
over the Ripple network. Anyone or any business 
can register and open a gateway which authorizes 
the registrant to acting as the middleman 
for exchanging currencies, maintaining liquidity, 
and transferring payments on the network. 
The digital currency, XRP, acts as a bridge 
currency to other currencies. It does not 
discriminate between one fiat/crypto currency and 
another, and thus, makes it easy for any currency 
to be exchanged for another. Each currency on the 
ecosystem has its own gateway e.g. CADBluzelle, 
BTCbitstamp, and USDsnapswap. If David wanted 
bitcoins as payment for the services rendered to 
Lawrence, Lawrence does not necessarily have to 
have bitcoins. He can send the payment to his 
gateway in Canadian dollars (CAD), and David 
can receive bitcoins from his gateway. One 
gateway is not needed to initiate a complete a 
transaction, multiple gateways can be used, 
forming a chain of trust rippling across the users. 
Holding balances with a gateway, exposes the user 
to counterparty risk which is also a risk that is 
apparent in the traditional banking system. If the 
gateway does not honor its IOU or liability, the 
user could lose the value of his money held at that 

gateway. Users that don’t trust a gateway, can 
therefore transact with a trusted gateway that in 
turn deals with the 'untrusted' gateway. This way 
the IOU will be with the trusted or creditworthy-
certified gateway. Counterparty risk does not 
apply to bitcoins and most other altcoins since a 
user’s bitcoin is not another user’s IOU or liability. 
The Ripple network does not run with a proof-of-
work system like bitcoin or a proof-of-
stake system like Nxt. Instead, transactions rely on 
a consensus protocol in order to validate account 
balances and transactions on the system. The 
consensus works to improve the integrity of the 
system by preventing double spending. A Ripple 
user that initiates a transaction with multiple 
gateways but craftily sends the same $100 to the 
gateway systems will have all but the first 
transaction deleted. Individual distributed 
nodes decide by consensus which transaction was 
made first by taking a poll to determine the 
majority vote. The confirmations are instant and 
take roughly 5 seconds. Since there’s no central 
authority that decides who can set up a node and 
confirm transactions, the Ripple platform is 
described as decentralized. 
Ripple keeps track of all IOUs in a given currency 
for any user or gateway. IOU credits and 
transaction flows that occur between 
Ripple wallets are publicly available on the Ripple 
consensus ledger. But even though financial 
transaction history is publicly recorded and made 
available on the block chain, the data is not linked 
to the ID or account of any individual or business. 
However, the public record of all dealings, make 
the information susceptible to de-
anonymization measures. 
Ripple improves on some of the drawbacks 
attributed to traditional banks. Transactions are 
settled within seconds on the Ripple network even 
though the platform handles millions of 
transactions frequently. This is unlike banks which 
could take days or weeks to complete a wire 
transfer. The fee to conduct transactions on Ripple 
is also minimal, with the minimum transaction cost 
required for a standard transaction set at 0.00001 
XRP, compared to the large fees charged by banks 
for conducting cross-border payments. 
The token ticker for Ripple is XRP. As of June 23, 
2017, Ripple was the third largest crypto currency 
by market cap of $11.94 billion, following Bitcoin 
(BTC) - $45.26 billion, and Ethereum (ETH) - 
$31.53 billion. 
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CONCLUSION 

Virtual currencies are in a different category 
because they provide their own unit of account and 
payment systems. These systems allow for peer-to-
peer transactions without central clearinghouses, 
without central banks. Reaching across borders 
will be critical as the focus of regulation widens- 
from national entities to border-less activities, 
from your local bank branch to quantum-encrypted 
global transactions” as stated by Christine Lagarde 
This year, we have seen the crypto network 
growing at a rapid pace. While until today there is 
no clear policy or regulation on crypto currency. 

The government and courts stand have been 
unclear. Though entrepreneurs in the country are 
making the most from the opportunity. 
In a country like India, where we value everything 
by its monetary worth, the sure-shot way to beat 
cash is to make currency that is more valuable than 
cash. 
Apart from that, there is no one who understands 
Indian consumers better than native companies. A 
crypto exchange and a wallet that would allow 
hundreds of millions of citizens to become part of 
the crypto economy will be a great leap for the 
entire block chain community. 
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ABSTRACT 

In order to provide food for a large population— regular production, proper management and distribution 
of food is necessary. One of the major problems of Indian agriculture is low crop productivity. Our 
population is growing at an enormous rate and therefore it is important to achieve and enhanced 
productivity of crops. So, farmers should care for their crops in the farm. India is a developing country. 
India has the ability to restore efficiency in agriculture but lack of facilities and management creates the 
problem. This research article provides the insights of the sustainable agricultural practices and solution 
to improve the agricultural management. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

INTRODUCTION 

India’s farmers use traditional farming technique, 
tools and many other things for farming. So, they 
cannot yield a good crop from traditional farming 
technique. 70% of India is covered by agriculture 
land and completely rely on the agricultural 
products. Most Indian farmers are middle call and 
poor people. They used the traditional farming 
technique not aware about the innovative, current 
advanced farming techniques used all over the 
world. Even, no advanced farming management is 
applied by the Indian government. They face many 
problems in agriculture like lack of availability of 
machinery, awareness of climate change, high cost 
of fertilizer, inadequate storage facility and many 
other things for farming. This paper is intended to 
describe the Indian traditional farming techniques 
and challenges faced by the Indian farmers. Also I 
describe the proposed solution that helps to solve 
many problems faced by the farmers.  

EXISTING FARMING SYSTEM 

Indian farmers are completely relying on the 
traditional farming techniques. They follow the 
traditional farming protocols. The following 
discussion gives the overview about the basic 
practices of the crop production.  
Types of Crops 
When plants of the same kind are grown and 
cultivated at one place on a large scale, it is called 
a crop. For example, crop of wheat means that all 
the plants grown in a field are that of wheat. Crops 
are of different types like cereals, vegetables and 
fruits. These can be classified on the basis of the 
season in which they grow. India is a vast country. 
The climatic conditions like temperature, humidity 
and rainfall vary from one region to another. 

Accordingly, there is a rich variety of crops grown 
in different parts of the country. Despite this 
diversity, two broad cropping patterns can be 
identified. These are: 
(i) Kharif Crops : The crops which are sown in 
the rainy season are called kharif crops. The rainy 
season in India is generally from June to 
September. Paddy, maize, soybean, groundnut, 
cotton, etc., are kharif crops. 
(ii) Rabi Crops : The crops grown in the winter 
season are called rabbi crops. Their time period is 
generally from October to March. Examples of 
rabbi crops are wheat, Pea (watana), mustard 
(mohair). Besides these, pulses and vegetables are 
grown during summer at many places. 
Soil Preparation 
The preparation of soil is the first step before 
growing a crop. One of the most important tasks in 
agriculture is to turn the soil and loosen it. 
Sowing 
Sowing is the most important part of crop 
production. Before sowing, good quality seeds are 
selected. Good quality seeds are clean and healthy 
seeds of a good variety. Farmers prefer to use 
seeds which give a high yield. Before sowing, one 
of the important tasks is to know about the tools 
used for sowing seeds.  
Manure and Fertilizers 
The substances which are added to the soil in the 
form of nutrients for the healthy growth of plants 
are called manure and fertilizers. 
Irrigation  
The supply of water to crops at different intervals 
is called irrigation. The time and frequency of 
irrigation varies from crop to crop, soil to soil and 
season to season. 
 
 

& Ingale, S.M.
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Insecticides 
The substances which are used to remove/kills the 
insects, pests from the crop without affecting the 
crop friendly insects, pests are the 
insecticides/pesticides. 
Harvesting 
The cutting of crop after it is mature is called 
harvesting. In harvesting, crops are pulled out or 
cut close to the ground. 
Storage 
If the crop grains are to be kept for longer time, 
they should be safe from moisture, insects, rats and 
microorganisms. The fresh crop has more 
moisture. If freshly harvested grains (seeds) are 
stored without drying, they may get spoilt or 
attacked by organisms, losing their germination 
capacity. 

CHALLENGES 
Climate change 
Climate change is having a profound effect on 
current and anticipated food production. The 
anticipated effects of climate change like including 
rainfall, wind patterns, floods and many problems. 
Climate change will bring major negative impacts 
to smallholder agriculture in developing countries. 
Some of this impact is already being felt by small 
holder farmers.  
Soil Preparation 
Indian farmers lacks the availability of the 
advanced (traditional also) soil preparation  
equipments and the man power require. 
Seed Availability 
Good quantity seeds are available in the market 
which is not sufficient for all farmers. Private 
market seeds are available in large extents. But it 
has a high cost, low fertility, late supply, fake 
seeds and so on. No Government help is available 
for all farmers where they may be middle class or 
poor. No Government management is available to 
provide the seeds to all farmers with proper 
subsidy techniques.  
Lack of Machineries and man power 
Poor farmers have not the economical power to 
purchase the required agricultural machineries and 
also take on rent. No Government or common 
information system is available to analysis and 
record the essential agricultural machineries. 
Therefore it will not supply to the farmers 
efficiently. The machineries are available but not 
used effectively. They even are keeping idle 
throughout the year.  
Man power is available but not proper organized. 
If it organized with the help of MGNREGA 
(Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment 
Assurance Guarantee Act), then it suffers from the 

things like analysis of the manpower, no 
information system that gives the work chart at 
local, regional level.  
Fertilizers 
Good quantity fertilizers are available in the 
market which is not sufficient for all farmers. 
Private market fertilizers are available in large 
extents. But it has a high cost, low fertility, late 
supply, fake fertilizers and so on. No Government 
help is available for all farmers, where they may 
be middle class or poor. No Government 
management is available to provide the fertilizers 
to all farmers with proper subsidy techniques. No 
awareness to use the fertilizers on which climatic 
conditions. 
Insufficient supply of- 

 Inadequate farm input:- 
Farm input like chemicals, fertilizers, improved 
too expensive seeds, tools and implements are not 
available and even they are available too 
expensive for the poor farmers. 

 Harder to cutting crops:- 
Many farmers do not use machinery for the cutting 
or threshing of the crops as well as the shortage 
and competition for workers means labour 
expenses have climbed, but poor farmers does not 
use the harvesting machinery. Because he have no 
money so that they could not able to use the labour 
for their  work in farm. We know that now in this 
time the laboures prices increased to work in the 
farm. So it is the duty of Government to quick act 
on this situation of farmers and help to provide 
machinery. 

 Inadequate storage facility:- 
The food and grain market is not stable today. 
Because of the online trading on the food and 
grains over internet .Anyone can purchase the 
stock of food and grains without actually 
purchasing it. All is about the virtual. Here the 
main thing is the actual products food and grains 
are as it is in the farmer’s house. Here only the 
virtual stock is exchange. This tends to none sold 
of those goods. The storage is at the farmer’s 
house or at farm without any security. The farmers 
sell their products to the local market without 
aware of the actual global market prizes. This is 
due to the non availability of the effective food 
and grain reserves by the Government.       

 Poor transportation system:- 
The presence of bad roads or total lack of it makes 
distribution of produce to market very difficult and 
this leads to wastage. The no availability of 
vehicles, High cost of transporting farm makes 
things difficult for farming. 
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 Non availability of market place:- 

After cutting crops farmers sell his product in the 
market awareness of prices because he have no 
money to fulfill his need .He directly sell his 
product by private vendors .They have no 
knowledge of global prices. 
There is a need of new policies which help the 
farmers to connect the local market to the global 
market that aware them about the market prices. 
They can sell their goods easily. So government 
should help for farmers to aware them about 
market prices.  

PROPOSED FARMING TECHNIQUE 

The traditional farming techniques are good but 
suffer from the above mentioned challenges 
mostly for the middle class and poor farmers. The 
requirements of the advanced farming techniques 
must implemented but the proper management 
should be necessarily taken to get the best yield 
from farms.  
The necessary things, which help to provide the 
high yield, proper agricultural resources 
management, good quality product with best 
nutrients and ease to supply to required remote 
stations.  
Climate change 
Government should help the small holder’s 
farmers when seasonal climate change. The 
essential system should be provided to the farmers 
which guide the climate change, rain disaster, 
flooding with the help of short messaging service. 
The information system using Internet/Mobile 
should be provided which gives the sowing 
guidelines to the farmers depending on the type of 
land. The soil investigation system must provide 
by government agencies or by appointing NGOs. 
Soil Preparation 
 It is necessary to prepare soil by tilling and 

leveling. Ploughs and levelers are used for this 
purpose. 

 Supply of machineries to all farmers by the 
record keeping system. 

 Supply of man power to all farmers by the 
local, regional management system. 

Seed Availability 
 Good variety of seeds is sown after selection 

of healthy seeds. 
 Good quality seeds are available on the 

Government centers or Government appointed 
centers or by the NGOs. 

 Finding the fake, low quality, non fertile seeds 
done by the Government or appointed NGOs. 

 Local, regional supply chain for the seeds 
must be established. 

 Subsidy on seed purchase or immediate loan 
facility must available. 

 Enough quantity supply for all farmers. This is 
possible only by analyzing the climate change, 
crop habits of the region, land quality. 
Therefore the required seeds with different 
crops and varieties are maintained and 
supplied efficiently.  

 On time - direct supply to farmers. 
Machineries and man power 
 Analysis of the farming machineries, available 

all over the region should be done.  
 And the record must be available to all farmers 

through SMS, Internet or by the parallel 
information system. 

 The rates to hire the machineries are 
controlled. 

 The farming resources are properly managed 
known as Resources Management (like 
efficiently controlled by the Operating System 
in Computer System.)  

 To solve the problems like manpower 
availability, the effectiveness of National 
Rural Employment Guarantee Assurance 
scheme should be done.      

Fertilizers 
Fertilizers are not available in suitable time for 
farming and high cost of fertilizers. So, 
Government should provide the fertilizers in 
minimum rate but quality of good.  In the future 
farmers will maximum yield from his farming.  
Cutting crops 
 Agricultural Resources should be properly 

allocated to all farmers to cut the crops and the 
resources are properly scheduled, that gives 
guarantee to successful crop cutting. 

 Man power should be enrolled and allocation 
must be proper on time. 

 It is beneficial to the farmers and the workers. 
 On time crop cutting produces the good 

quality, good nutrients food. 
Storage facility 
 Local, regional and national and global grain 

stores must be established for efficient grain 
stores.  

 It helps to keep track the production system 
and the produced grains and foods. 

 Because of the storage management, the prize 
stabilization is effectively done. 

Transportation system 
 Due to the storage facility, the transportation 

facility can be effectively implemented. 
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 Record keeping system must be available, that 
keep track of the available transportation 
system. 

 Transport allocation is effectively done for all 
farmers. 

 Because of this, the grains are supply to the 
proper place on time 

 Farmers get the best return 
 No grains, foods are destroyed due to non 

availability of transportation system. 
Market place 
 Markets are available but removing the 

Mediators (Dalal, Bicholiye) can improve the 
business for the farmers and the consumers. 

 Unwanted prize hikes are not done. 
 Illegal storage not done by the third parties, 

therefore prize can be control under 
Government. 

 New Markets are formed with advanced 
technologies. 

 Markets are connected directly to the farmers 
by the advanced Information Technology.   

GOVERNMENT HELP 

The following important facilities should provided 
by the Government to farmers-  
 Seed supply with subsidy or loan facility 

 Appointed NGOs for the agricultural process. 

 Provide information about the climate change 

to the farmers. Because of this, farmers do 

their farming practice depending on the 

climate.  

 Provide land type awareness to the farmers so 

they get the crop depending on the land/ soil 

type. 

 Keeping track of the agricultural machineries, 

so they are properly provided to the farmers 

and with scheduling.  

 The record keeping system for the agricultural 

resources like machineries and man power 

should be maintained. Because of this the 

machineries and man power get paid 

efficiently  

 Government should form a strict act against 

the fake seeds and fertilizers supply of the 

market.  

 Controls the selling of the seeds and fertilizers 

on high cost. 

CONCLUSION 

Finally, it must say that when farmers sowing in 
the farm he could not get the good quality of seeds 
as well as fertilizers is not available in suitable 
time. And climate change will bring negative 
impacts for the farmers. So, Government should 
help the aware about the climate change for 
farmers when climate change. In short, all the 
problems faced by farmers in the farming and 
government should quick action on this situation. 
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ABSTRACT 

Family business researchers have felt increasing distress with the lack of understanding about how 
families that are their structure, relationships, emotions, and goals – shape how families manage family 
firms, leading to calls to more fully incorporate “family science” theories about the nature of family into 
research about family firms. It seems likely that families' first impact in family firms will be on how 
employees are treated and managed. Thus, this special issue brings together papers that offer an early 
glance at what is to be gained by leveraging theories about family to help explain how families influence 
human resource management within family firms, and how human resource management, in turn, impacts 
key family firm outcomes.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Key words: Human resources, review, family firms, Antecedents, Moderators, And Outcomes. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

“All happy families are alike; each 
unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” 

- Leo Tolstoy, from Anna Karenina 
“Govern a family as you would cook a small fish – 

very gently.” 
- Chinese proverb 

As the above quotes suggest, the governance of a 
family and by extension family firms is 
complicated. Family firms are the most common 
type of organization in the world, and they differ 
considerably from non-family firms in their goals, 
behaviors, and outcomes. They pursue unique 
goals, such as the desire to pass the firm to the 
next generation (Gómez-Mejía, Haynes, Nuñez-
Nickel, Jacobson, & Moyano-Fuentes, 2007), and 
their unique goals regularly nurture distinctive 
behaviors. For example, while family firms 
regularly hire family members (Jaskiewicz, 
Uhlenbruck, Balkin, & Reay, 2013), they are also 
less likely to fire employees – even during 
economic downturns (Block, 2010). Although 
research on human resource management (HRM) 
in the context of family firms is still relatively 
scarce, the few existing studies support the idea 
that family firms differ substantially from non-
family firms, as well as from each other, in their 
human capital management (Griffeth, Allen, & 
Barrett, 2006; Perez-Gonzalez, 2006), 
compensation and compensation systems (Gómez-
Mejía, Larraza-Kintana, & Makri, 2003), 
performance appraisal (Gómez-Mejía, Nuñez-
Nickel, & Gutierrez, 2001), knowledge transfer 

(Cabrera-Suárez, De Saa-Perez, & García-
Almeida, 2001; Jaskiewicz et al., 2013), 
organizational citizenship behavior (Arregle, Hitt, 
Sirmon, & Very, 2007), and workplace justice 
perceptions (Van der Heyden, Blondel, & Carlock, 
2005). Despite a growing number of important 
insights describing how HRM in family firms 
differ from non-family firms, as well as from each 
other (e.g., Gagne, Sharma, & De Massis, 2014), 
theory is only beginning to emerge to explain how 
these differences emerge and how they shape 
important outcomes in family firms. One reason 
for the absence of research on the topic is that 
scholars have not paid sufficient attention to the 
connection between families and family firms' 
HRM practices. Indeed, family business 
researchers have felt “growing discomfort” with 
the lack of understanding of the family in the 
family business context (James, Jennings,& 
Breitkreuz, 2012).  
Because it is not known how families' diverse 
structures, family-member relationships, family 
goals, and emotions affect HRM. Practices, the 
effect of families on family and non-family 
employees' psychological contracts, organizational 
citizenship behavior, workplace deviance, or any 
other factor known to impact organizational 
processes and outcomes remains largely in a black 
box. Fortunately, we do not need to start from 
scratch to generate theory that explains differences 
among families and the ways in which these 
differences might influence HRM practices and 
their outcomes in family firms. Researchers from 
education, psychology, and sociology have already 
done much and summarized it under the heading: 
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“family science.” However, despite several calls 
for increased research, theory building that 
leverages family science theories in the context of 
family firms remains in its infancy (Aldrich & 
Cliff, 2003; James et al., 2012; Jaskiewicz, Combs, 
Shanine, & Kacmar, 2017; Olson et al., 2003).  
This special issue, therefore, takes a step toward 
leveraging family science research to explain how 
different elements of family might influence HRM 
within family firms, and how HRM might, in turn, 
impact key family firm outcomes. Building upon 
the small number of studies, mostly from HRM 
and organizational behavior (e.g., Clark, 2000; 
Dencker, Joshi, & Martocchio, 2007; Greenhaus & 
Powell, 2006; Lewis & Cooper, 1996; Wayne, 
Grzywacz, Carlson, & Kacmar, 2007) and family 
business (e.g., Distelberg & Blow, 2011; 
Eddleston & Kidwell, 2012; Lubatkin, Durand, & 
Ling, 2007), we are proud to present seven papers 
that provide novel theory to explain different ways 
families can shape HRM and how HRM, in turn, 
can affect family firms. 

SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS 
The seven papers in this special issue can be 
divided according to whether their focus is on A. 
Family as Antecedent to HRM, Relationships 
among Family and Non-Family Members, and C. 
HR Practices Unique to Family Firms. We 
summarize each of the papers below: 

Family as antecedent to HRM: The three papers 
in this group draw from family science research 
and research on imprinting to describe different 
family attributes as antecedents that influence 
HRM and other outcomes in family firms. The 
paper by Kidwell, Eddleston, and Kellermanns 
begins with the observation that researchers often 
attribute a “positive halo effect” when describing 
how founders imprint processes and behavioral 
norms on firms. The authors observe that, 
especially in the family firm context, it seems 
likely that imprinting can also be harmful. In 
particular, they explain that business families are 
known to promote behaviors and values such as 
entitlement, preferential treatment, and parental 
altruism that can be positive, or at least normal, 
within family dynamics, but that harm the family 
firm when allowed to metastasize into the 
organization's culture. Using cases to illustrate, 
they describe how negative behaviors that have 
their (1) genesis in the family firm undergo a (2) 
metamorphosis via imprinting and learning that (3) 

manifests in destructive outcomes for the family 
firm. They suggest, in particular, how “negative 
imprinting” yields less formal and easily 
manipulated HR processes. The good news is that 
negative imprinting is not determinative. The 
authors describe how each generation might “re-
imprint” the family firm with new habits and 
cultural values that break the cycle. In the second 
paper in this group, Daspit, Madison, Barnett, & 
Long adopts the circumplex model (Olson, 2000) 
to explore the source of bifurcation bias via HR 
practices. Bifurcation bias is when family-member 
employees are treated differently from nonfamily 
employees. Specifically, the authors apply Olson's 
(2000) description of unbalanced family structures 
to explain how biased HR practices emerge that 
support favoritism toward family-member 
employees over non-family member employees. 
This is a problem because biased HR practices can 
result in biased selection and pay practices, among 
others, which can hurt the firm's performance. 
They describe four unbalanced family types from 
the circumplex model and describe how each 
relates to corresponding types of imbalance in 
HRM systems. Balanced family systems, in 
contrast lead to HRM systems in family firms that 
are largely absent of bifurcation bias. Despite the 
negative implications of bifurcation bias, the 
authors describe ways that it can actually favor the 
nonfamily member employee, which is a novel 
perspective regarding the effect of family 
dynamics on HRM in family firms. 
The third paper in this group is by Hedberg and 
Luchak and draws on John Bowlby's (1973) theory 
of human attachment to describe how different 
family-firm founders' early experiences related to 
bonding and attachment shape their objectives 
with respect to socioemotional wealth. They 
suggest, for example, that founders who develop 
“avoidant” attachment styles (due to unmet 
attachment needs) are more likely to focus on 
maintaining close control as a central 
socioemotional wealth objective. Socioemotional 
wealth objectives, in turn, shape adopted HR 
principles, HR strategy, and the implementation of 
specific HR practices in family firms. 
This paper is one of the first attempts to tie 
founders' early experiences in the family to their 
objectives and behaviors in the family firm, and to 
link such objectives and behaviors to 
consequences that affect non-family employees. 
Relationships among family and non-family 
members: The two papers in this group draw on 
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social exchange theory (SET) to explore different 
family – non-family interactions. Dhaenens, 
Marler, Vardaman, and Chrisman examine 
mentoring in family firms by recognizing that 
there are many different kinds of mentor-protégé 
combinations depending on whether someone is a 
family member or a non-family employee. They 
build on this observation and SET to explain how 
different mentor-protégé combinations yield 
different types of protégé commitment. When both 
are family members, for example, they suggest 
that prosocial mentoring will generate greater 
normative commitment among protégés. Switch 
the protégé to a non-family member, however, 
prosocial mentoring continues but the purpose is to 
foster affective commitment. This paper offers a 
more nuanced view of mentoring by demonstrating 
the range of organizational commitment outcomes 
that can result from different family non-family 
combinations. Waldkirch, Nordqvist, and Melin 
draw on Lawler's (2001) affect social exchange 
theory and apply it to the triad of key family 
leaders that includes the non-family CEO, the 
older generation family owner, and the next 
generation family owner. The authors explain how 
different types of social exchanges among triad 
members under different conditions affect the 
probability of non-family CEO turnover. When 
triad members are balanced in terms of strength 
and dependence, they expect non-family CEOs to 
feel attached and less likely to leave. When the 
relationship is imbalanced, however – either 
because the next generation is just entering or the 
current generation is clinging to power – whether 
the non-family CEO remains attached and 
committed will depend on the nature of the social 
exchange. The authors summarize Lawler's (2001) 
four basic exchange types – i.e., generalized, 
negotiated, reciprocal, and productive – and 
describe how each kind of imbalance affects non-
family CEOs' attachment under each exchange 
type. By introducing social exchange to this 
context and expanding the conversation to include 
the next generation, the authors are able to offer 
detailed predictions about when non-family CEOs 
are most likely to search for employment 
elsewhere. 
HR practices unique to family firms: The final 
two paper both start with a known HRM difference 
between family and non-family firms –i.e., 
bifurcation bias and nepotism – and attempt to 
explain how heterogeneity among families leads to 
differences among family firms in the way they 

manage these unique HR practices and the 
resulting consequences. Bifurcation bias occurs in 
family firms because it is difficult for family 
owners not to treat family and non-family 
employees differently. The paper by Jennings, 
Dempsey, and James draws on the stepfamily 
analogy to explore the origins and consequences of 
bifurcation bias. The authors explain that if 
bifurcation biases are present, they can favor either 
family or non-family employees, and the direction 
of such biases may differ across HR practices. In 
the paper, the authors develop a typology of 
bifurcated HR practices in family firms and 
suggest potential moderators that might attenuate 
the potentially negative outcomes of biased HR 
practices. In particular, they argue that, rather than 
ignoring bifurcation biases, families need to be 
aware of and communicate openly about them. 
The authors introduce the concept of ‘bivalent 
bifurcation’ – which is where family employees 
are favored in some HR practices while non-
family employees find advantages in others – and 
suggest that bivalent bifurcation can be superior to 
eliminating or ignoring bifurcation bias. This 
paper is important because it develops theory on 
the origins and consequences of different 
bifurcation biases that exist simultaneously in the 
HR practices of a family firm. Finally, nepotism is 
the practice of giving employment opportunities to 
relatives. Although its practice is common in 
family firms, it has often been characterized 
negatively because it undermines the values of 
merit and diversity in HR decisions (Jaskiewicz et 
al., 2013). The Firfiray, Cruz, Neacsu, and Gómez-
Mejía paper takes a “mixed gamble” perspective 
wherein nepotism affects outcomes as part of 
family's current socioemotional wealth (SEW) 
endowments and as a factor affecting future 
financial wealth. They distinguish among different 
SEW goals and explain why nepotism varies 
among family firms depending on the SEW goals 
the family most desires. 
Specifically, families focused on maintaining 
“influence and control” and those seeking 
“renewal of family bonds” will engage in more 
nepotism than those seeking “family 
identification” as the central SEW outcome. 
Nepotism, in turn, interacts with environmental 
conditions and the focus of the HR system (in 
terms of ability- motivation- or opportunity-
enhancing) to influence firm performance. The 
paper is important because it engages with the 
heterogeneity of families with respect to this 
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important HR practice, and shows how nepotism 
interacts with the HRM system. 

OUTLOOK AND CONCLUSION 
Despite emerging insights on the uniqueness of 
HRM practices among family firms (Gagne et al., 
2014), we still lacked theory on how family 
structures, relationships, emotions, and goals shape 
the evolution of HRM in family firms and how 
HRM, in turn, influences key outcomes among 
family firms. With this special issue, we took an 
important first step toward filling this gap. 
Specifically, the papers in this special issue take 
important steps toward providing answers to the 
following three broad questions: First, what are the 
family-based antecedents of HRM in family firms? 
Second, how do family members interact with 
non-family employees in the family business? And 
third, how do families manage HRM practices that 
are unique to family firms, and toward what 
organizational consequences? Taken together, the 
seven following papers shed light on the family-
based origins of HRM in family firms, their 
consequences – good and bad – and mechanisms 
for families to deal with the uniqueness and 
complexity of their HRM. We hope that the papers 
offer a modest step toward new family-based 
theories of HRM in family firms and spurs more 
research on the topic. In this context, the Special 
Issue culminates with an interview that two of the 
Special Issue Editors, Peter Jaskiewicz and Jim 
Combs, conducted with Gary Powell and Jeffrey 
Greenhaus. These two influential scholars have 
helped draw researchers' attention to the work-
family interface. They have done much to explain 
how employees bring their home-life into the 
workplace and vice-versa, and described ways that 
employees manage the interface between the two 
(Greenhaus & Powell, 2006, 2012; Powell & 
Greenhaus, 2010a, 2010b). Family business is a 

unique domain because when these owner-
managers bring their home life into the workplace, 
the impact is magnified throughout the firm. We 
asked about emerging trends in the workplace, 
among families, and the interface between them, 
and together we draw implications that might help 
family business and HRM scholars identify 
important questions that merit time and attention. 
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ABSTRACT 

Endurance exercise training produces numerous metabolic and cardiovascular effects. Metabolic 
adaptations include an increase in oxidative capacity of skeletal muscle (greater number and size of 
mitochondria); an increase in skeletal muscle myoglobin concentration; a greater ability to oxidize fatty 
acids for energy; and an increase in stored glycogen. Cardiovascular effects of training include a decrease 
in resting heart rate and heart rate response to sub maximal exercise; an increase in resting and exercise 
stroke volume; an increase in maximal cardiac output; an increase in VO2max; and an increase in 
arteriovenous oxygen difference. Aerobic exercise training contributes to cardiovascular fitness, because it 
beneficially alters the coronary artery disease risk profile. An inverse relationship exists between physical 
fitness and resting heart rate, body weight, percent body fat, serum cholesterol, triglycerides, glucose, and 
systolic blood pressure. In addition, exercise training increases the high-density lipoprotein fraction of 
total cholesterol. Endurance exercise is any activity that uses large muscle groups, can be performed 
continuously, and is rhythmic and aerobic in nature. To develop and maintain cardiovascular fitness, this 
exercise should be performed at a frequency of 3 to 5 days per week, an intensity of 60% to 90% HRmax or 
50% to 85% HRmax reserve, and duration of 20 to 60 minutes. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords Endurance exercise, Cardiovascular fitness, training 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Lack of physical activity is now considered as 
important risk factor for heart diseases as high 
blood cholesterol , high blood pressure, and 
cigarette smoking, not because activity is that 
potent, but because so many of us are inactive or 
sedentary. Poor diet, coupled with lack of exercise, 
causes at least 300.000 deaths a year, mostly from 
heart disease, and contributes to an increased risk 
for cancer and other illness. (Fitness and health, 
fourth edition, by Brian J, Sharkey, Ph D)  The 
regular moderate physical activity contributes to 
the length and the quality of life. Regular activity 
reduces the workload of the heart. Changes in 
skeletal muscle, including improved oxygen-using 
(aerobic) enzymes and enhanced fat metabolism 
allow the heart to meet exercise demands with a 
lower heart rate. Regular activity serves as a 
positive coping strategy, a diversion from the 
stress of everyday life. It occupies the mind, 
allowing the passage of time during difficult 
periods. It allows the substitute of good habits for 
bad ones, positive addictions for negative ones. 

 

 

SELF- ESTEEM, SELF- CONCEPT, AND 
BODY IMAGE 

Can regular activity or improved fitness have a 
beneficial effect on self-esteem and self-concept, 
and could that reduce or prevent anxiety or 
depression?  An extensive review of research on 
children indicated that activity was associated with 
a positive self-concept, that participation in 
activity programs contributed to self-esteem, and 
that fitness activities were more effective than 
other components of the physical education 
program in developing self-concept ( Gruber, 
1986) Some researchers believe that activity 
increases levels of mood-altering substances called 
endorphins. Studies show that endorphins, 
morphine-like compounds produced in the brain, 
can reduce pain and induce a sense of euphoria. 
When beta endorphins were reported to increase in 
runners after a marathon run, runners were quick 
to speculate that these opiates were responsible for 
the euphoric sensation known as the runner’s high. 
Subsequent research cast doubt on that hypothesis. 
Although the blood endorphin levels are elevated 
during and after an endurance effort, findings have 
indicated that the levels do not correspond with 
mood states (Markoff, Ryan, & Young,1982). 
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DO YOU ENJOY … 

 Sharing your passion for health and fitness 
with others?  

 Selecting and using training/instructional 
methods and procedures appropriate for 
teaching new things?  

 Managing your own time and the time of 
others?  

 Actively looking for ways to help people?  
 Working with a wide variety of individuals?  
 Being active and on the move?  

TYPE OF WORK . . . 

 Today’s fitness professionals are involved in 
numerous exciting and innovative careers that 
focus on “exercise as medicine”. Professionals in 
this field include personal trainers, group 
exercise instructors, corporate fitness directors, 
researchers, fitness technicians, fitness 
specialists, coaches, teachers, rehabilitation 
specialists, athletic trainers, and recreation 
managers. They work with clients in a variety of 
settings including, but not limited to: gyms, 
recreation center, rehabilitation settings, aquatics 
settings, outdoor facilities, client’s homes, 
resorts/spas, schools, and athletic training 
facilities. Fitness professionals work with client’s 
of all ages, genders, abilities, and at various life 
stages. 
Fitness professionals help clients assess their level 
of physical fitness and set and reach fitness and 
health goals. They demonstrate various exercises, 
help clients improve their techniques, and help 
provide motivation for clients. Group exercise 
instructors conduct group exercise sessions that 
involve aerobic exercise, stretching, and muscle 
conditioning. Pilates and yoga are two increasingly 
popular conditioning methods taught in exercise 
classes. Group exercise instructors are responsible 
for ensuring that their classes are motivating, safe, 
and challenging, yet not too difficult for the 
participants. 

PATHWAY TO SUCCESS . . . 
The majority of employers require fitness 
professionals to have a nationally recognized 
certification (NSCA, ACSM, ACE) and 
experience in or further certifications in specialty 
areas (Yoga, Pilates, Exercise and Pregnancy, 
etc.). An increasing number of employers require 
fitness professionals to have an Associates or a 
Bachelor’s degree in a field related to health or 
fitness, such as exercise science or physical 
education. Most employers require both a degree 
and a national certification. Physical Therapists, 

Physical Therapy Assistants, Athletic Trainers, 
Dieticians and some other careers require further 
education (Master’s degree or PhD) and licensing. 

WHAT EMPLOYERS LOOK FOR . . . 

Employers need individuals who … 
 Have a passion for health and fitness and a 

strong desire to help others.  
 Have the ability to plan and lead a class or an 

individual client in a manner that is motivating 
and safe.  

 Are outgoing, good at motivating people, and 
sensitive to the needs of others. Have strong 
sales skills.  

 Can explain safety rules and regulations 
governing sports, recreational activities, and 
the use of exercise equipment.  

 Offer modifications for exercises during 
classes or training sessions to accommodate 
different levels of fitness.  

 Plan routines, choose appropriate music, and 
choose different movements for each set of 
muscles, 

 depending on participants’ capabilities and 
limitations. Observe participants and inform 
them of corrective measures necessary for skill 
improvement.  

Movement Science prepares students for careers in 
different health-related disciplines, such as 
medicine, physical therapy, occupational therapy, 
physical rehabilitation, and biomedical research. 
The curriculum includes coursework, laboratory 
research opportunities, and hands-on learning 
experiences that focus on understanding the 
control, mechanics, and physiology of human 
movement. The program culminates with a B.S. 
degree in Movement Science with emphasis in 
three disciplines:   
Biomechanics applies principles of mechanics to 
human movement. Biomechanics courses offer 
good preparation for graduate studies in 
biomechanics, ergonomics, prosthetics, physical 
therapy, or rehabilitation medicine. 
Exercise Physiology focuses on metabolic, 
hormonal, and cardiovascular responses to acute 
and chronic physical activity. The curriculum 
prepares students for careers in health-related 
fields, as well as for graduate studies in exercise 
physiology, physical therapy, occupational 
therapy, and biomedical research. 
Motor Control examines the ways movement is 
learned and controlled across the lifespan through 
neural and behavioral mechanisms that include 
cognitive factors. Motor control knowledge can be 
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applied in physical and occupational therapy 
careers, as well as other health professions. 
Honors students are expected to pursue a rigorous 
and diversified course of study. Students must 
complete the regular Movement Science 
curriculum as well as advanced coursework, 
independent study, and a thesis during the senior 
year. Students must maintain a 3.5 GPA 
throughout the program. (Dr. Susan 
Brownshcb@umich.edu) 

LEARN HOW TO ASSESS, ANALYZE 
AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE 

ENHANCE. 

Develop the hands-on and technological skill set 
necessary to succeed in the rapidly growing world 
of fitness, health and wellness, sport and human 
movement. 
The field of exercise and movement science is 
rapidly expanding, both from professional athletes 
looking for enhanced performance to individuals 
looking for an enhanced quality of life. As new 
technologies begin to mainstream the “quantified 
self” movement, a multitude of career 
opportunities are opening up for individuals with 
degrees in exercise and movement science and a 
sophisticated understanding of human movement 
performance.  

PHYSIOLOGICAL UNDERSTANDING + 
PERFORMANCE TECHNOLOGY 

APPLICATION 

Lewis’ innovative and interdisciplinary curriculum 
combines anatomy, physiology, kinesiology, 
biomechanics, motor behavior, nutrition, 
technology, data analytics, and more, through 
which you will:  
 Develop deep anatomical and physiological 

understandings of the body’s response to 
exercise and movement 

 Learn to measure human performance through 
use of video and computer-based assessment 
paradigms 

 Understand the complex nature of nutrition and 
its variable effects on human performance  

 Examine the ways biomechanical movements 
are acquired, performed and controlled through 
neural and behavioral mechanisms 

 Learn to gather data and utilize analytics to 
discover insights on training and sports 
performance 

 Develop best practice methodologies for athlete 
assessment, functional analysis and performance 
improvement 

 Conceptualize innovations and trial new 
strategies and technologies within the fitness, 
sport, and movement-related fields.  

 Get hands-on experience of athletic assessment 
at one of the top NCAA Division II athletic 
programs in the nation 

 Get hands-on training with cutting-edge sport 
performance measurement tools 

 Internship, work placement and clinical 
experience opportunities through leading local 
fitness and healthcare employers, starting as 
early as your first semester on campus 

 Earn certifications throughout the program from 
accredited organizations like the American 
College of Sport Medicine (ACSM), the 
National Strength Training and Conditioning 
Association (NSCA), and the National Academy 
of Sport Medicine (NASM).  

 Small class sizes provide the perfect learning 
environment for hands-on real-life application 

 The program features an evolving curriculum 
design that incorporates special and current 
topics to keep up with industry trends and 
technology 

WE CAN HAVE SUCH EXPERTISE. 

 Exercise Physiologist 
 Fitness Director 
 Sport Performance Specialist 
 Personal Trainer 
 Group Exercise Instructor 
 Strength Training and Conditioning Specialist 
 Corrective Exercise Specialist 
 Health Navigator 
 Recreation Therapist 
 Health Fitness Professional 
 Corporate Wellness Professional 
 Activity Coordinator 
 Sport Biomechanics 
 Athletic Coach 
Exercise and Movement Science can also be used 
to prepare for graduate studies in the following 
disciplines: Occupation Therapy, Physical 
Therapy, Kinesiology or Exercise Science, 
Exercise Physiology, and Ergonomics. 
To conclude the part that many people view the 
active life and its associated behaviors as a 
medieval torture or religious rite, replete with 
fasting, denial, and mortification of the flesh. 
These folks are unwilling to give up the pleasures 
of rich (fatty) foods and unable to break addictions 
to cigarettes, drugs or a alcohol. Since behaviors 
are often  inter related  in a dogma of self-
indulgence, these same individuals are likely to 
distain the pleasures and rewards of the active life
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TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS THAT HAVE CHANGED SPORTS 

Manjre, U.N. & Pande, V.V. 
Degree College of Physical Education, Amravati. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In many sports there are many decisions which cannot be determined by human interfaces. So we need to 
use different types of technologies to determine the decisions perfectly One of most prominently used 
technology is HAWK-EYE technology. It is used in sports like cricket, tennis, snookers and in some games. 
It is a technology where we can determine speed, deviation of ball from actual track etc. Hawk-Eye as the 
most innovative technology provider in sports broadcasting and is a development that will reinforce the 
group's presence and influence. It is primarily used by the majority of television networks to track the 
trajectory of balls in flight.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords: Hawk-Eye, Triangulation, phenomenon, measuring angles, 3D ball. 
 

INTRODUCTION  

When sports and science interact you have 
powerful results, Can you imagine your life 
without science? Unless you are OK with the idea 
of living without medicine and transportation the 
answer is a resounding no. Now think about sports.  
Sports today use increasingly complex 
technologies to enhance performance. You may 
not see the obvious link between sports and 
science, but this is all around the industry. The TV 
you watch in your bedroom, the protective gear 
used when you play, the heart monitors, analytics, 
fantasy sports applies it’s all forms of science, and 
it is all around us. 
We have seen some considerable leaps forward in 
sporting performance as a direct result of 
technology either used during competition or in 
training, but the big question is, which technology 
has had the biggest impact on its respective sport? 
The game of cricket has attained great commercial 
importance and popularity over the past few years. 
As a result there has been felt a need to make the 
game more interestingly for the spectators and also 
to try and make it as fair as possible. The 
component of human error in making judgments of 
crucial decisions often turns out to be decisive. 
Alas, technology never rests; there are always new 
ideas, tests, and problems to solve. But in this 
moment of time, Here are some technologies 
which have changed the sports world. 

 

 

 

HAWK-EYE TECHNOLOGY 

This is the revaluation in this field in year  2001 
saw the birth of phenomenon which the world 
soon came to know as  HAWK -EYE. 
This technology uses 6-7 high-end cameras 
situated above the field of play (e.g. a birds-eye 
view) to analyze the flight and trajectory of an 
object being used in sports competition. Most 
commonly used in Tennis, Cricket, Rugby, 
Badminton and Volleyball, Hawk-Eye Technology 
has been in use since 2006 in tennis and cricket is 
more accurate than a judge’s eye. 

BENEFITS OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 

1)Hawk-Eye technology helps to take an error-free 
decision in cricket, lawn tennis, rugby league, 
football, and baseball etc.  
2)This technology has reduced the criticism of the 
players and spectators about the decision of the 
match referee. 
3) By analyzing the movement of the balls through 
this technology, the umpire can take an error-free 
decision quickly when the game is going on. 
With Hawk-Eye Technology, you just don’t see 
this anymore: Hawk-Eye also has its applications 
in military operations and automobiles. 
 

PRINCIPLE OF HAWK-EYE 

A Hawk-Eye system is based on the principle 
of Triangulation. Triangulation is the process of 
determining the location of a point by 
measuring angles to it from known points at either 
end of a fixed baseline. 
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PROCESSOR FOLLOWS 4 STEPS 

(a) Identify each frame from each camera, and 
groups the corresponding pixels to the image of 
the ball.  
(b) Compute for each frame the 3D position of an 
image thus identified using ball image data from at 
least two different cameras. 
(c) Predict a ball flight-path from the said 3D ball 
position as computed in successive frames.  
(d) Map the predicted path on the modeled area so 
as to identify any interaction with one or more of 
the said characteristic features. 
1).The cameras are used in two sets, and a multi-
channel frame grabber handles each set of 
cameras. 
2).The images captured are then processed by 
software to produce a 3-D image.  
3).This is updated 100 times every second.  
4).The system is able to locate the ball in 3-D and 
can predict the motion with a claimed accuracy of 
5 mm. 
5).The system generates a graphic image of the 
ball path and playing area by using which umpires 
take decisions. 

APPLICATIONS 
Its applications are mainly in sports like Cricket, 
Tennis, Badminton,  Volley ball and other 
games . 

 

CONCLUSION 
We have looked at various aspects of the HAWK-
EYE technology. Initially, we outlined the main 
problems which one could encounter while trying 
to implement such a system for a sport like cricket. 
Then, we looked into the details of each step of the 
process which finally gives us the wonderful 
looking graphics that we see on TV during cricket 
analysis shows. We got a fair understanding of the 
algorithms and mathematics which goes into the 
system. With the help of examples, we looked at 
the applications which the technology finds in 
modern day sport, with cricket being our main 
focus. We got an understanding of how the 
graphics can be produced, using the setup, which 
also was described in detail. We have thus seen 
that the HAWK-EYE is a great innovation, which 
puts technology to good use in the field of sports. 
The technology is used widely these days, in 
sports such as Tennis, Badminton and Cricket. The 
accuracy which can be achieved with the use of the 
system is making the authorities think seriously 
about reducing the human error component 
involved in important decisions. As the system 
runs in real time, there is no extra time required to 
see the visualizations and graphics. The system is 
also a great tool which can be used by players, 
statisticians, tacticians, coaches to analyze 
previous games and come up with strategies for 
subsequent ones. 
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USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORT 

Wankhade, D.S.  
Dept. of Physical Education, V.B.M.V. Amravati 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

INTRODUCTION  

In a modern & Technical era in the field of 
physical education & sports it is most to use new 
technique, new equipments & new tools to 
improve the standards & performance for this.  Hi-
Tech Technology is the most important factor in 
the field of physical education & sports.  
Hi technology important roles for delivering 
physical education & sports around the world, ICT 
has changed the development planning and 
management of coaching in physical education and 
sport. The use of ICT is easiest method & gets a 
effectiveness result. ICT available for all any time 
& any where implementation of ICT in physical 
education & sports are enhanced he performance 
of player & achieving best level, for this purpose 
paper focused on use of ICT in physical education 
& sports, new concept of ICT application of ICT, 
role of physical education Teacher & coaches, 
suggestion for physical education teacher & 
coaches etc.  

WHAT IS ICT  

ICT is an umbrella term that includes any 
communication device or application, 
encompassing radio, cellular phone, computer, 
network & software satellite system & so on, as 
well as the various services & application 
associated with them such as video conferencing 
& distance learning ICT are often spoken in 
particular context, such as ICT education, physical 
education, sports & health care.  

DEFINATION OF ICT 

Information Technology is an application & 
commodity support through which or by means of 
which information is transferred, recorded, edited, 
sotred manipulated or disseminated.  
According to UNESCO information technology as 
scientific, technology & engineering disciplines & 
management techniques used in information 
handling & processing information & their 
application, computer & their interaction with man 
& machine & associated social, economic & 
cultural matters.  
 

ICT TO IMPROVE STUDENT 
LEARNING  

ICT should to be utilized selectively within the 
learning context & should focus upon improving 
students understanding & enthusiasm. The prime 
goal must reside with effective teaching & 
learning with ICT contributing to such a dynamic 
process.  
It is important to remember that ICT is not a tool 
for learning but a medium for delivering pre 
determined content. Lessons must be avoided 
where students simply search for & retrieve 
information with no prior learning outcomes being 
set by the teacher.  
ICT allows the teacher to reconsider teaching & 
learning & frees the teaching form the constraints 
of the classroom & traditional teaching strategies. 
ICT is appealing to students & must surely be the 
preferred learning mode, given that the computer 
is often viewed as the ‘Child’s Machine’. If 
learning materials are designed around 
technologies, the students should be motivated by 
such opportunities as use of technologies in 
physical education & sports.  

TALEMATICS  

Telematics typically is any integrated use of 
telecommunications & informatics, also now as 
ICT telematics is originally coined to mean the 
convergence of telecommunication & information 
processing, the term later evolve to refer 
automation in automobiles. This includes dial up 
services to the internet as well as all type of 
networks with Global positioning system (GPS) 
tracking data processing is very sophisticated 
system of handling software & language.  

MULTIMEDIA 

Computer have integrated learning with 
multimedia presentations.  
 Internet : A global network providing the 

capability to communicate, share ideas & 
access information & resources from around 
the globe.  

 Intranet : Similar to the internet, but 
information from within a school or 
organization.  
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 World wide web : The world wide web is that 
part of the internet supporting graphics audio, 
video & hyperlinks (the ability to connect 
form on computer site to another) as well as 
standard text.  

 Local area network : The development of local 
area networks (LANs) allows computer users 
to communicate with each other without 
leaving their location or without the need of a 
telephone conversation.  

 Technology in physical education & sports in 
Physical education &  sport field. Technology 
helps physical education teachers) coaches/ 
Trainers to enhance the learning process in 
academics & sports performance by 
employing innovative techniques/ methods. 
Technology is used an effective tool to 
enhance I the authenticity of the decisions & 
results. 
The learning process in academics and sports 

performance by employing innovative 
techniques/methods. Technology is used as an 
effective tool to enhance I the authenticity of the 
decision and results.  
Assisting the Umpires/Referees : In the field of 
sports instant replay and other high-tech aids are 
used to help referees in order to make the right 
call. Basketball referees use replay systems to 
make sure players are shooting within the time 
allotted by the shot clock. In international cricket, 
the third umpire sitting off the ground with access 
to TV replays of certain situations (such as 
disputed catches and boundaries) to advise the 
central umpires. The umpires out on the field are 
in communication via wireless technology with the 
other umpire. The Third umpire is also asked to 
adjudicate on am out decisions, which he makes 
without consultation with the two central umpires. 
Replays could be used to decide off-side decisions, 
whether a ball passes over the goal line, and clarify 
penalty decisions in football. 
Hawk-Eye Technology : Hawk-Eye is 
revolutionary sports tracking device. Hawkeye is 
the name of computer and camera system which 
traces a ball's trajectory. This has helped transform 
coverage of Test Cricket and other sports, 
including tennis. Hawke- eyes used in Wimbledon 
providing both stats and line call coverage for the 
BBC and ESPN. The system is the most 
technologically advanced cricket coaching system 
in the world. It provides valuable information to 
players, coaches and umpires to enable them to 
identify faults, measure performance and 
improvement, focus on specific areas and improve 

tactical awareness. Hawk-Eye is currently 
developing a system to have correct decisions in 
any kind of game. HawkEye is a computer system 
used in cricket tennis, snookers, volleyball, 
basketball, hockey, wushu, cycle polo and other 
sports to visually track the path of the ball and 
display a record of its most statistically likely path 
as a moving image Hawk-Eye can track any type 
of bounce, spin, swing and seam movement of the 
ball. Give as prediction as accurate as 99.99 
percent Hawk-Eye was used for referring decisions 
to the third umpire in LB,W. They track the ball's 
entire trajectory, right from the point where it is 
released from the bowler's hand to the point the 
ball is considered dead.  
Authentic Substitute for Human Error: In the 
earlier days, whatever decision was made by the 
match officials was considered the last word. 
Though efforts had been made by all the great 
sports governing bodies of the world to do away 
with bias, yet the element of human error still 
remained and will continue to exist. What 
technology strives to do is to remove the element 
of human error in the course of a match been 
played.  
Technological Advancement in Equipments: 
Equipment is constantly changing in all sports. It 
has become to increase power and reduce injury, it 
is now stronger and provides better protection in 
certain sports.   
Technological Advancement in facilities : 
Technology has improved the materials that are 
available to sports manufacturers making the 
athlete more aerodynamic in swimming cycling, 
skating and has improved the quality of surfaces in 
football, hockey tennis athletics and gymnasium 
halls. Improvement in playing surfaces has made 
the sports safer and attractive. Fitness Gyms are 
full of computerized training Equipment, Stadiums 
are being updated to make spectators Safer. 
Technology Applied to athlete's Health : 
Ranging from nutrition to the treatment of injuries, 
as'She knowledge of the human body has 
deepened over time, an athlete's potential has 
beini, increased1:, Athletes are now able to play to 
an older age, recover more quickly from injuries 
and train more effectively than previous 
generations of  athletes.  
Encourage Research : Advance technology 
Created new opportunities for research in physical 
education and sports. Being able to use motion 
capture to capture an athlete’s movement or 
advanced computer simulations to model physical 
scenarios has greatly increased an athlete's ability 
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to understand what they are doing and how they 
can improve themselves.  
Technology Advancements in Sports: 
Technology continues to transform many aspects 
of our lives. Today with the advent of mobiles 
phones we can communicate with the rest of the 
world no matter where we are, micro sensors can 
detect an imminent car crash and deploy airbags in 
the instant before a collision, and computes that 
once filled a room can be carried in our pockets 
and owned by everyone. Technology has gone a 
long way in proving its mettle in sport. It has 
created a niche for itself in every major sport on 
the planet. Be it the outdoor sports like soccer, 
tennis or cricket or their indoor counterparts like 
snooker, badminton or basketball technology is 
used in each one of them. Treadmills swimming 
flumes, cycling and rowing machines replace the 
usual athletic environment so that they can be 
more easily assessed. Ventilators can be used to 
monitor lung function and consumption of oxygen. 
Pedometers, heart rate monitors and trip computers 
for bicycles today are common place and represent 
some of the earliest technological innovations 
popular with elite and recreation athletes alike. A 
runner, swimmer or rower wearing these devices 
can have examined in detail their performance on 
the track or even on race day itself.  
Hot Spot : Hot spot is an infra-red imaging system 
used in cricket to determine whether the ball has 
struck the batsman, bat or pad . Hot spot is new 
technology that requires two infrared cameras on 
opposite sides of the ground above the field of 
play that are continuously recording an image. 
With the use of this technology we can help the 
batsman in knowing the truth that the ball had 
stuck the pad and not the bat, with the help of the 
white spot which is produced on the pad. 
The White Spot : Whenever we slap a person, we 
are applying some force and at this instant the 
heats is produced due to the friction that occurs 
between the face and hands and if we use the IR 
cameras we could easily detect this. 
Hypcndc Tent : An altitude tent, also known as an 
altitude simulation tent or hypoxic tent, is an 
enclosed living space which simulates high 
altitude by maintaining a lower oxygen 
concentration. It is used by •athletes and by high 
altitude mountain climbers to stimulate the body's 
natural adaptations to altitude M including an 
increase in the number of red blood cells and 
enzymes, Red blood cells carry oxygen to the 
body; athletes benefits from increased delivery of 
oxygen to the muscles, and mountain climbers can 

avoid altitude sickness by better utilizing the 
diminished amount of oxygen found at high 
altitudes. 
Automated Boxing Scoring System : The 
Automated boxing scoring system (ABSS) is a 
research and development project being developed 
by a group of Australian institutions and private 
companies. It aims to provide a training aid and 
unbiased scoring for the sport of Amateur Boxing 
and potentially other Combat and Martial are 
sports. 
Pre Cool Vest: A cooling vest or ice vest or "pre 
cool vest" is a piece of equipment worn to cool a 
person down. Cooling vests are used by many 
athletes, industry workers, doctors working dogs, 
people with Multiple Sclerosis or Hypo hidrotic 
ectodermic dysphasia and by military pilots and 
tank crew. Olympic athletes use the lightweight 
body cooling vest to pre-cool before events. 
Cyclops : Cyclops is computer system conceived 
by British inventor Bill Carlton of Malta, which is 
used on the ATP and WTP professional tennis 
tours to help determine whether a serve is in or 
out. The system, which must be activated by the 
chair umpire before each serve, projects five or six 
infra-red horizontal becams of light along the court 
10 mm above the ground. One beam covers the 
good (short) side of the service line and others 
cover the fault (long) side. 
Desso Grass Master : Desso Grass Master is a 
sports playing field surface composed of natural 
grass combined with artificial fibres. The artificial 
grass fibers are injected 20 centimeters (7.9) in 
deep and cover about 3% of the surface. While the 
grass is growing. The roots inter wine with the 
artificial fibers. The designers claim this anchors 
the field to create a solid, even structure with good 
drainage and 'playing comfort' 
Goal-Line Technology : Goal-line technology is 
proposed technology which determines when the 
ball has crossed the goal -line thus indicating 
whether a goal has been scored or not. Goal-line 
technology has not yet been implemented in a 
competitive game of association football. 
Point Tracker : Point Tracker created by IBM, is 
an application featured in grand slam tennis 
tournaments that presents an animated 3D view of 
each shot played in a singles match. 
Global Position Systems : High precision GPS or 
Global positioning systems now have accuracy 
better than 1 Ocm and can be used to monitor 
runners, skiers, football players and rowing sculls 
position and even velocity, Rail Cam : The 
camera is fastened to rail system that runs on the 
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top of the glass on one side of the ice rink. As the 
play shifts from end to end, the motorized mount 
allows the camera to follow the action, sliding 
rapidly down the side of the ice. Though there is 
an ongoing dehiic on the feasibility of the use of 
technology in sports, it has certainly provided man 
with a useful tool to reduce human error and 
increase performance and as far as its scope is 
concerned, it is definitely here to stay. 
EMG Biofeedback : EMG stands for 
electromyography, measures the electrical 
response of the muscles when contracting. The 
electrical response is measured with pads placed 
on the skin and results are displayed visually and 
/or indicated by a tone sound. By indirectly 
measuring muscle contraction, this allows the used 
to see and/or hear their level of muscular tension; 
EMG biofeedback produces rapid and significantly 
greater development of strength when combined 
with more traditional form of strength training. It 

is used for muscle reeducation and strengthening 
in sports rehabilitation following surgery or 
trauma, selective training of a particular muscle 
after injury and to remediate neck, scapular and 
lower back pain.  

SUMMARY 

At last, it is to be said that technology has become 
a part and parcel of entire physical education and 
sports environment, other than the area of 
broadcasting and televising sports events. 
Technology in the form of teaching aids (wind 
gauge, underwater camera, photo finish camera, 
various measuring tools, foul indicators, electronic 
gadgets, overhead and LCD Projectors, laser beam 
technology, adobe Photoshop etc.) helps the 
physical education teacher and sports trainers to 
make their teaching and coaching more interesting 
and also improves the teacher-taught relationship.
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ABSTRACT 

Psychological stress impacts, and has the potential to impact, many aspects of individuals’ lives, including 
physiological and emotional states.  Research correlating anxiety, sleep deprivation, and other factors 
which can be closely aligned with psychological stress, indicate that perhaps psychological stress can lead 
to an increase in individual reaction time.  This study recruited 100 adult participants who do not have any 
diagnosed mental disorders which could be the cause of their stress.  Half of the participants were 
assessed and placed in a “significantly psychologically stressed” group, and half were considered non-
significantly stressed. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords: Psychological stress 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Psychological stress affects each person 
differently, although its effects can include a wide 
range of emotional and physical symptoms.  Stress 
may be associated with daily routines, or caused 
by sudden life changes and trauma.  Individuals 
respond to and perceive their stress levels 
uniquely.  Research has shown that significant 
stress can also cause increases in heart rate, blood 
pressure, and respiration rates (Costin, 
Rotariu&Păsărică, 2013).  Stress can affect a 
person’s thoughts and feelings, behavior, and 
physiological state.  Since stress can be distracting, 
it may affect a person’s ability to react as quickly 
to stimuli as those who are not experiencing 
significant stress.   
Many known factors influence reaction time, 
including arousal or states of attention, age, mental 
and physical fatigue.  Several of the factors which 
affect reaction time can be effects of psychological 
stress.  Several studies have studied the effects of 
stress on reaction time, although few have made 
the distinction of “mental” or “psychological” 
stress, and this factor is usually studied along with 
others.  One study, for example, studied the effects 
of psychological stress on reaction time, along 
with studying the effects of gender and color of 
stimulus on reaction time.  The study found that 
psychological stress "resulted in a significant 
decline in the reaction time" to a specific color in 
male participants (Venkates, Ramachandra, 
Baboo&Rajan, 2002, p. 560).  It is difficult to 
draw specific conclusions about the role of 
psychological stress from this study, since a 

number of factors were being tested.  It also only 
points to a decline in reaction time for males. Das, 
Gandhi, &Mondal(1997) reported that, the factor 
of stress in premenstrual phases was found to 
result in decreased reaction times. Many 
researchers have noted the fact that significant, or 
excessive, stress can cause:  anxiety, reduced 
concentration, sleep difficulties, and more (Swann, 
2011). 
 

METHODOLOGY 

RESEARCH TOOLS AND APPARATUS 
To measure the level of stress : Zung Stress online 
test being used to find out the level of stress. 
This study was aimed for compairing the reaction 
times of various state Indian National Wrestlers. 
Visual Reacton times of the 200 subjects were 
measured with Top End Sports Online Reaction 
time test in an environment. 

RESULTS 

This study was aimed at discovering what, if any, 
relationship exists between psychological stress 
and reaction time.  Researchers believed that 
significant psychological stress would distract 
individuals, and produce emotional and 
physiological symptoms that would result in their 
reaction times being lower than non-stressed 
persons. 

SUMMARY 

Once suitable participants  are recruited, they will 
be administered brief physiological (heart rate, 
respiratory rate, and blood pressure) and 
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psychological (self-report information about stress 
in their lives, brief interview with a psychiatrist to 
rule out any persons whose stress may be 
attributed to a mental disorder) assessments.  This 
information will be used to place participants into 
two groups:  participants that are significantly 
psychologically stressed at the time of the study, 
and participants who are not significantly 

psychologically stressed.  Participants will 
complete a short, computer-based test which asks 
them to respond to a visual stimulus by pressing 
any key.  Reaction times will be recorded by the 
computer and statistically analyzed.   
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ABSTRACT 

This paper has been written relating to advance technology which has effectively magnified the equipment 
designs used in International sports competitions, and actively understand the impact of the advanced 
technology of apparatuses in conducting sports competitions received better-quality design to refer it as a 
paramount importance in getting accurate results in the contested events. Thus, use of various 
technological apparatuses such as computers plays a very effective and crucial role in conducting the 
sport competitions worldwide. In many Asian as well as in Euro American nations, it has become 
remarkable example that these nations are using advance technology in sports competitions and have the 
ability to use modern equipment that are incorporated with sensitive devices in computers as its important 
function. The display of well-designed equipment’s manufacturing athletic gears provide enormous 
benefits to the relevance of delicate resources which reduce the weight during active work outs that 
increase the strength and provide superior probability to extend the life span of individuals who engage 
themselves in regular physical daily activity programs. It is important to note that advance equipment’s 
and material used have made the sport participation safer that helped to increase the large number of 
participants in sports competitions equally for boys and girls at all levels as it seems good sign for sports 
competitions particularly developing country like Bangladesh. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords: Information technology, sports technology,  Bio-mechanism 

 
INTRODUCTION 

The field of physical education and sports can 
make a significant contribution to the role that 
technologies play in our lives by carefully 
considering the benefits and liabilities of new 
information technologies on the whole person, 
body as well as mind. Information technology play 
vital role in the human being in particularly in 
field of sports and games. It helps to avoid mistake 
in organization and administration of various 
sports and games at world level.  
Information Technology in Sports has established 
scientific discipline, Research activities, improve 
Learning and coaching, Bio-mechanical analysis 
and field research have evolved. In future very 
soon the way computer with be applicable in 
sports with good quality and best results. 
Benefits of Information Technology Here are some 
of the ways technology can provide or facilitate 
most of the types of support that someone trying to 
become or stay physically active needs. Now a 
day’s computer is widely used as training. In this 
era of globalization sketch board is quit away. 
Power point presentations, Video clips and Sound 
have become much more effective and needful, 
CD, DVD is more useful in training. Some way 

computer is applied in sports sciences, scoring 
systems, computerized test all evaluation can be 
largely followed. A coach keeps monitoring on the 
players. A computer helps us if any deficiency is 
found. Records of the player can be maintained for 
future plan Selection of players for various game 
and sports is an important for this multiple 
regression helps in many ways. Hence computer 
plays a significant role in storing research data and 
its analysis. Treatments in sports medicine involve 
Cardio-Vascular, Flexibility and strength building 
programme. Sports Medicine is the study, 
prevention and treatments of sports and fitness 
related injuries. 

APPLICATION IN SPORTS 

 The field of physical education and sports can 
make a significant contribution to the role that 
technologies play in our lives by carefully 
considering the benefits and liabilities of new 
information technologies on the whole person, 
body as well as mind. I.T. and computers is more 
authentic innovation and convincing. A variety of 
programmes are available which help in track-
grading, conducting health assessment, monitoring 
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research projects, and analyzing sports 
performances. 

CONTRIBUTING TO SPORT 
EQUIPMENT RESEARCH AND 

DEVELOPMENT 

Computer Aided Design, more commonly known 
as CAD, has also played an integral part in 
designing enhanced sporting equipment, ultimately 
resulting in optimum athletic performances. CAD 
makes it possible to apply virtual design and 
testing techniques to each and every aspect of 
movements, thereby contributing to sport 
equipment research and development. CAD has 
proved to be an efficient resource for coming up 
with new sports products and brilliant ideas. It is 
mainly used to sustain protection, comfort and 
durability of specialized sports gear. 

IMPROVING ATHLETIC 
PERFORMANCES WORLDWIDE 

Latest developments in sporting technologies have 
led to an influx of a large range of products which 
are enhancing athletic performances across the 
world. They are effectively maintaining athlete 
health, observing and treating injuries by means of 
heart rate and body-fat monitors. This has allowed 
a deeper understanding and knowledge of how 
athletes can further push their abilities and 
recognize their maximum potential. Moreover, 

modern sporting technologies have also played 
their part in rectifying judging errors which ensure 
only the best athletes are able to win. 

USES OF INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY IN SPORTS 

1) To update the health status of players.  
2) Preparing training schedule. 
3) Video Feed back of training session.  
4)   Storing the results to evaluate the sport 
person and trainer.    

      5)   To analysis the team performance in 
competition.  

6)   The Coach can have the self-appraisal 
through the Information technology.  
      7)  To Improvement in demonstrations and 
storing the personal data’s of athletes.  

CONCLUSION 

Information technology play vital role in the 
human being in particularly in field of sports and 
games. It helps to avoid mistake in organization 
and administration of various sports and games at 
world level. Information Technology in Sports has 
established scientific discipline, Research 
activities, improve Learning and coaching, Bio-
mechanical analysis and field research have 
evolved. In future very soon the way computer 
with be applicable in sports with good quality and 
best results 

. 
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ABSTRACT 

The emergence and use of information communication technology (ICT) in this century is a significant 
development affecting the teaching and learning of physical education and sport. Education is faced with a 
new dimension dominated by  e-learning. For Physical educators, this trend is also reflected by the 
necessity to improve their teaching and methodology. The modern alternative is the use of ICT meant to 
increase accessibility to information and teaching process effectiveness. This paper highlights the use of 
modern ICT in physical education and sports. The use of ICT for teaching and learning has be 
summarized, in the following aspects: the needs for ICT, computer-motion analysis, internet, video 
analysis/conferencing, chatting and challenges. It is concluded that ICT use enormously improve teaching 
and learning of physical education and sport.. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords: ICT In Physical Education (P.E.), Teaching and learning. 

 
INTRODUCTION  

The National Association for Sport and Physical 
Education (NASPE) believes that technology can 
be an effective tool for supplementing instruction 
when used appropriately. Therefore, the primary 
purpose of this document, developed by a 
taskforce of NASPE’s Physical Education Steering 
Committee, is to provide guidelines for using 
technology to help students achieve theStandards 
for Physical Education. Teachers now face a 
generation of students who have never known life 
without a computer, video game console, cellular 
phone or Internet access; and that is changing the 
scope of education dramatically. Technology tools 
can provide objective data on activity levels and 
creative methods for individuals to engage in 
physical activity. Studies have indicated that active 
gaming can promote higher levels of energy 
expenditure compared to seated video games, as 
well as increasing heart rate and oxygen 
consumption. National School Health Policies and 
Programs Study indicated that 42% of physical 
education teachers receive staff-development 
training on using physical activity monitoring 
devices; 37% on using technology overall. 
Also, between 17% and 49% of the teachers 
studied received additional training for 
administering fitness tests, assessing student 
performance, and developing portfolios and 
individual physical activity plans: areas in which 
technology can supplement instruction and help in 
managing data. Those statistics in addition to the 

recent release of updated National Educational 
Technology Standards for Teachers underscore the 
importance of developing guidelines for proper 
technology use in physical education. 
Technology such as projection systems, smart 
boards and wireless transmission (Wi-Fi and 
Bluetooth) allow for the display and transfer of 
information far beyond the traditional chalkboard. 
Teachers can enhance physical education 
instruction by using those tools, provided that set-
up and/or implementation don’t reduce student 
activity time. 
Planning and preparing effectively in advance of 
lesson presentation is necessary to ensure that 
these valuable tools become an integrated part of 
the lesson with minimal transition time and 
manage Physical educators must consider which 
types of physical activity monitoring devices are 
suitable for students’ developmental levels. Using 
technology to monitor children’s heart rate and 
comparing the data to adult ratios, for example, or 
having children use pieces of equipment designed 
for adults can provide invalid information. 
Teachers should use these tools to enhance 
instruction only if the data provided are accurate 
for the grade level to which they are to Using 
technology for technology’s sake might not 
provide relevant instruction experiences for 
students, since technology is not the curriculum 
but rather a tool or device to supplemWhen 
implementing technology, teachers must continue 
to adhere to the best practice of maximizing 
participation and success. 
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All students, not only a few should benefit from 
technology. If not enough Instruct Desktop 
programs such as Microsoft Excel, and Web and 
CD-ROM software can allow for the collection of 
data using hand-held computers, with the ability to 
transfer results to desktop systems quickly. Those 
technologies can help physical educators 
determine assessment performance quickly and 
easily through calculation formulas, and allows 
them to create and customize individualized fitness 
plans, as well as offering many other uses. 
Motion-analysis software and digital video make 
student performance evaluation easier, thereby 
enhancing teacher, peer and individual assessment 
Many pieces of technology, such as heart rate 
monitors, pedometers and active games, have the 
ability to track performance, allowing students to 
document and monitor their progress. However, 
physical educators must consider the reliability 
and validity of such devices when selecting the 
technologies to use. Students also should be well- 
versed in using the devices, to prevent an increase 
in management time and are duction in student 
activity levels. 
Implementing technology appropriately into 
physical education can enhance teaching and 
learning and contribute to providing a quality 
physical education program.Technology can aid in 
content presentation and can help students 
becoming physically educated individuals who 
have the knowledge, skills and confidence to enjoy 
a lifetime of physical activity 
Practical use of technology in the teaching and 
learning of physical education opines that the use 
of technology in the learning process of physical 
education may not be a goal of its own but it is a 
tool with which to reach objectives. The following 
are the uses of technology in learning physical 
education. 

INTERNET 

Internet is a global system of interconnected 
computer networks that promot free flow of 
information by pocket switching using the 
standardized internet protocol suit. It is a network 
that consist of millions of private and public 
academic business and government network of 
local global scope that are linked by copper wires, 
fiber-optic cables and wireless connections 
technologies. The internet provides various 
information resources and services which can be 
used by physical educators for teaching and 
learning. They include electronic mail, online chat, 
electronic transactions, and bulletin board, file 
transfer and file sharing, online newspapers, arid 

journals, online gaming and inter linked hype text 
documents and other resources of the worldwide 
web. Physical education teachers share 
experiences with other professionals via the 
internet which are integrated into teaching lessons. 
Students explore new knowledge as they surf the 
web for assignments, chat with fellow students and 
play games online. The internet can be used to 
maximize the effectiveness their learning process 
of physical education. Students have the 
possibility to email their questions or comments 
concerning their questions concerning issues in 
health and audition fitness, physical education 
programmes, courses to their physical education 
teachers and academic staff. Internet is used access 
a machining list of professionals in the same area 
of study. A user sends an email message to like 
mailing list which is broadcast to other users for 
accessing current information. Examples are the 
sports philosophy and Questia lists. 

COMPUTER 

Computer is an electronic devise that has the 
capacity to store, retrieve and process both 
qualitative and Quantitative information fast and 
accurately. Computers-we used to produce 
documents, lesson plans, to convert scores 
management. It also involves video units PC heart 
rate monitor, remedy heart rate monitor and 
educational software. Computer also aid learning 
experiences when they are used for motion 
analysis. This involves using computer to examine 
the way learner moves and then determine ways in 
which this movement can be improved in a 
practical physical education class. This devise 
stresses how human motor abilities can be 
perfected and controlled. For example if you ask a 
softball and baseball  pitcher how he/she throws a 
fastball,  they may not be able to tell you. Motion 
analysis visually shows the rudiments and 
sequence of actions involved in arm, leg 
movements to enhance performance of skills. 
Video tape images are also transferred into 
computers. Special application software analyzes 
the images. It measures the exact angle at which 
the players holding his or her arms and lags. The 
speed and efficiency of each movement is 
measured. When using images, the teachers, 
advantage consist in his possibility of making 
corrections as soon as pupils exercise is 
completed, which him to quickly progress and 
improves his learning. Other computer software 
such as the programmes Professional Evolution 
Soccer (PES) is used to play games. Learners play, 
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identify appreciate the skills, rules and evaluate 
officiating of the game. 

VIDEO CONFERENCING 

It allows two or more people at different locations 
to see and hear each other at  the sometime. The 
communication technology offers new possibilities 
for sport colleges, libraries including formal 
instruction to share strategies for coaching sport 
skills. A very attractive multimedia tool 
determining students’ enthusiastic participation in 
physical education lessons is represented by the 
audio aids. Direct or indirect aids such as drums, 
piano respectively. Radio cassette recorder 
equipped with CD/DVD can be used to reline the 
movement pace and get students familiarized, with 
some sonorous competitive conditions. The digital 
camera use in the instructive educative process 
allows a quick verification of students’ placement 
and posture, being at the same time a very good 
mean to stress body segment positions when 
performing sonic motor elements. These are the 
potentials used to enhance teaching and learning of 
physical education. 

CHAT THROUGH THE INTERNET 

Interactive chat improves communication with 
experts and colleagues and community members. 
Chat allows fellow physical educators to 
simultaneously communicate publicly on your 
website, internet, extranet. Team members, class 
and course mates from different locations can 
easily conduct on line meetings. Colleagues gather 
together to intimate groups and discuss issues 
related to physical educations. They could gather 
in large online events to interact  coaches and 
teachers can assess chat groups on particular 
academic issues in physical education and sports 

CHALLENGES OF TECHNOLOGY 
USING PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Although technology has attractive potentials for 
improving teaching of physical education, it also 
has challenges especially in developing nations of 
the world.Physical educations are not technology 
compliant. The reports indicate that many do not 
still appreciate the use of technology in teaching 
and learning and complaint.Nowadays, it is 
uncommon to see physical education computers in 
classroom and on sport playground. These could 
be either ignorance of technology use or 
affordability of technology devices. Similarly most 
educational institution in Nigeria is not providing 
enough funds for equipping schools with 
technology devices. Technology becoming more 
and more mobile and affordable and this could 
eventually turn into a reality making the study of 
human movement in physical education a reality. 
Other challenges include the availability of regular 
power supply, staff training and development on 
technology softwares; assessing softwares and 
packages for teachers. Other challenges include 
crashing of computers corruption of files. 

CONCLUSION 

Physical education essentially requires the 
performing physical activity. This is associated 
with the development of motor skill. Physical 
education within the school system requires time, 
facility space and interactive lesson plans. 
Technology provides access to information, 
compresses information, motivate learners, and 
connect learners to teachers and teacher to the 
colleagues. There are nowadays many available 
technological innovations that could be inserted 
into the physical education lesson. The visual 
physical education lesson is essentially based on 
the connected learning environment which uses 
technology that are networked in structure. 
Physical education should avail themselves of 
these technology opportunities to make their 
lesson more real and dynamic.
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ABSTRACT 

In a modern and technical era in the field of physical education and sports, it is most to utilize incipient 
techniques, novel equipment and new tools to improve the standards and performance. Information and 
Communication Technologies (ICT) is the most consequential factor and methodology in the field of 
physical education and sports around the world. It has changed the development, planning and 
management of coaching in physical education and sports. The utilization of ICT is the most facile method 
and gets an efficacy result. The aforesaid system available for all, anytime and anywhere. Implementation 
of ICT in physical inculcation and sports have enhanced the performance of the player and achieving the 
best level, for this purpose paper focused on the use of ICT in physical education and sports with few novel 
concepts and its applications. The role of physical education teacher and coaches, suggestions for physical 
education teacher and coaches etc. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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INTRODUCTION 

Relentless innovation in computer and information 
science and the products that emerge from this 
innovation present educationalists with incipient 
and virtually revolutionary conceptions for 
engendering edifying and learning environments. 
Such concepts as 'Virtual learning', even 'Virtual 
Universities', and e-learning radically challenge 
the notion of how edifying can be carried out and 
where learning is achieved (McElhone, 2000). 
Teachers should be conscious of the quality of 
their teaching. Information and communication 
technology (ICT) is becoming increasingly 
pervasive in our modern society and a requirement 
for ideal means of teaching especially in the field 
of physical education (Zhang and Martinovic, 
2008). Information and communication technology 
(ICT) has a significant role in teaching and 
learning process as a tool. The use of ICT by 
learners offers a potential to enhance learning as 
all subjects as well as physical education. 
Teaching will get new dimensions, as lessons will 
be greatly enhanced by the technology tools. The 
uses of multimedia instructional tools will 
significantly enrich the teaching content that will 
become more dynamic and captivating (Gerad and 
Mathiot, 2000). Sansauwal defined information 
technology as the use of hardware and software for 
efficient management of’ information i.e storage, 

retrieval, processing, communication, diffusion 
and sharing of information for social, economic 
and cultural upliftment (Sansauwal, 2000). This 
includes the ability to use technology as a tool for 
research, organize, evaluate arid communicate 
information and the possession of a fundamental 
understanding of the ethical issues surrounding the 
access and use of information (Zhang and 
Martinovic 2008). Physical education benefits 
from the integration of ICT in making lessons 
more natural and real. The utilization of ICT in 
physical education is becoming very important as 
it can make a significant contribution to primary, 
secondary and tertiary institutions. This starts with 
knowledge and understanding of principles 
applicable when considering using and 
implementing ICT software and programs in 
teaching physical education. The aim of this paper 
is to present a sketch of ICT usage in physical 
education and to explore its usefulness for the 
evaluation of computer-based learning. 
 

FEW BASICS FUNDAMENTAL & 
PERSPECTIVE 

2.1 WHAT IS ICT? 

ICT is an umbrella term that includes any 
communication device or application, 
encompassing, radio, cellular phone, computer, 
and network hardware and software, satellite 
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system and so on, as well as the various services 
and application associated with them such as video 
conferencing and distance learning. ICT is often 
spoken in a particular context, such as ICT in 
education, Physical education, sports and 
healthcare. 
 

2.2 NEW CONCEPT OF ICT 

Some company making a software and taking a 
course of ICT one of the example is as Digital 
classes. Pearson world largest education company 
brings to you Digital class an ICT based solution 
that combines state of the art, hardware with 
syllabus, Compliant multimedia based interaction 
content this solution drawn upon Persons global 
expertise in digital content and its vast experience 
in education over hundred million people 
worldwide. They suggest that ICT tools make 
learning real-life experiences so that players 
understand and never forget therefore it is needful 
to use ICT tools in the field of sports and physical 
education for the purpose of development of skills, 
match practice, match the behaviour and advanced 
technique. Examples of ICT application that can 
be used in physical education and sports. 

2.3 DEFINITION OF ICT 

Information technology is an application and 
commodity support through which or by means of 
which information is transferred, recorded, Edited, 
stored, manipulated or disseminated.According to 
UNESCO information technology as “scientific, 
technological and engineering disciplines and the 
management techniques used in information 
handling and processing information and their 
application, computers and their interaction with 
man and machine and associated social, economic 
and cultural matters.”According to ILA Glossary, 
“Information technology is an application of the 
computers and other technologies to the 
acquisition, organization, storage, retrieval and 
dissemination of information.” 
 Camera 
The video camera can provide footage of the 
experienced performance in action can be used to 
inspire, to demonstrate correct techniques and to 
develop players. The camera can also use in 
assessment for learning tools. The camera is 
immediately simple to use and it has a reasonable 
battery life. 
 Motive analysis software 
There are many software packages available in 
market useful for highlighting techniques are some 
of the athletic field events. 

 Film editing in PE 
To identify a common fault of players and after 
that give the suggestion to players. 
 Mobile camera phone 
We can take a photo, shooting of any technique 
and it can be observed through PC it is helpful to 
the sportsman. 
 Interactive whiteboard 
It is a surface onto which computer screen can 
display through a data projector. As it is a touch 
sensitive it allows the teacher to use a pen or 
finger-like mouse to control computer from the 
board and save any changes for future internet and 
website to support teaching and learning. Below 
enlisted tools are also applicable to get more 
information: 
 Video projectors system 
 Developing functional skills 
 Video conferencing 
 Youtube 
 Powerpoint presentation 
 N- list 
 SMS mobile 
 Two way SMS 
 E-journals 
 Research  review 
 

SUGGESTIONS 
Tim Kelly survey on ICT education and give four 
main suggestions they are as  
 The importance of ICTs for training teachers. 

Much of this takes the form of basic computer 
literacy instead of how to integrate computers 
into teaching methods, but the emphasis on 
building capacity is important. 

 Secondly, providing and sustaining ICT 
infrastructure in schools, especially through 
public-private partnerships, is essential. 

 Thirdly, while ICT is an important part of 
formal educational institutions, it can be just 
as powerful in non-formal education settings, 
creating the opportunity for life-long learning. 

 Finally, several countries have very strong 
Open and Distance Learning initiatives that 
seek to provide mass education and overcome 
geographic or financial barriers. 

 

ROLE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
TEACHER AND COACHES IN THE FIELD 

OF ICT 

Physical education teachers and coaches are the 
interfaces between players and ICT tools. Physical 
education teachers and coaches have a need to 
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focus and seize new opportunities and demonstrate 
how the ICT tools help and improve the 
performance of the player. And they can apply a 
greater role to change the development, planning 
and management of sports. This was they can take 
a right full place as human agent side the search 
engine in searching the internet. 
 

CONCLUSION 

In modern and technical era it is must to know the 
cognizance of ICT for every physical teacher, 
coaches and players. The aim of this manuscript is 

to the improvement of player performance by 
using advanced technology. The development of 
ICT in the field of physical education and sports 
has a significant impact on society and has 
benefited in developing countries.  
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ABSTRACT 

Negative external or internal psychological factors can lead to mental blocks, causing breaks in focus and 
preparation, poor performance and, at times, injuries to the athlete. They can produce physical disruptions 
such as muscles tightening, shaking and increased perspiration. If not dealt with, these factors may not 
only affect the athlete but the team as a whole. To combat these powerful effects, coaches and athletes can 
focus their efforts on tactics such as goal setting, routines, visualization and confidence. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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INTRODUCTION 

We all know the importance of preparing 
physically to compete in sports, however, 
preparing psychologically is just as, if not even 
more important, for an athlete. Without the right 
mind-set, it will not matter how often an athlete 
has been training and working out - they simply 
will not be able to perform at their best. Both 
internal and external negative psychological 
factors can have a profound effect on how well an 
athlete performs; they can cause mental 
disruptions when practicing, breaks in focus, and 
even influence physicality, for example by causing 
shaking, muscle tightness, and increased 
perspiration, all of which can lead to injury if left 
untreated. Strategies such as goal setting, routine, 
and visualization can help athletes and coaches 
overcome these powerful psychological effects, 
along with talking therapies to help athletes 
change their mindset and improve their self-
confidence. 

EFFECTS OF PSYCHOLOGY ON 
ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE:- 

GOAL SETTING IN ATHLETICS 

Goal setting can be a successful tactic to improve 
athletic psychology. These goals, however, must 
be realistic. Goals should be designed in small 
increments that are genuinely achievable in the 
short term. I have seen swimmers who have 
struggled to meet larger goals, such as reaching a 
certain stage of competition or great improvements 
in their swimming times. Not reaching these 
exaggerated goals can lead to a loss of confidence 
and weak self-efficacy. Time goals set by athletes, 
such as swimmers and runners, should be minimal. 

For basketball players, minor increases in points 
per quarter are a more attainable goal than all 
around statistical increases or wins. 
It is incredibly important not only to make 
attainable goals, but also to break them down into 
small components to understand how a goal is 
going to be achieved. Once these small goals are 
established, the next stage of goal-setting in 
athletics should be accomplished: completion. An 
athlete should write down and physically check off 
each and every goal. 
This exercise is beneficial for the psychology and 
confidence of the athlete. Checking off 
accomplished goals is tangible and visual, and it 
paints a clear picture of achievements. It also helps 
the athlete with visualization, a sense of self worth 
and strong self-efficacy. When athletes can see 
their goals being achieved, they are empowered 
and confident. 

VISUALIZATION AND ATHLETIC 
PERFORMANCE 

Athletes who can visualize them having success 
will be successful. Individuals must battle the 
inside voice that is telling them they cannot 
complete their goals. To silence this negative 
voice, athletes can visualize success and 
practice self-talk. Positive self-talk goes hand in 
hand with visualization with the athlete both 
hearing and seeing success. 
The more athletes imagine practicing a task, the 
easier it is for them to accomplish the task in a 
physical environment. They can rely on their 
visualized cues to help guide them through the act. 
Ice skaters, for example, visualize the different 
elements of their performance. Mentally, away 
from the ice, they feel the air, they hear the music 
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and they complete their jumps. Visualization is 
more important to individual sports such as ice-
skating and gymnastics than for team sports. 
Practicing visualization is a form of mediation. It 
is critical for the athlete to be in a state of 
relaxation. This is harder for some athletes whose 
minds are constantly running. It may help the 
individual to listen to soothing music and cover his 
or her eyes. At first, the athlete may need a form of 
guided meditation, but it does not take long for 
successful visualization to happen alone. 

ATHLETE ROUTINE AND 
PERFORMANCE 

While some athletes are not affected by routine, 
others can be superstitious and obsessively follow 
patterns before, during and after practice and 
competition. A popular routine that jumps to mind 
is listening to music. Some athletes prefer soothing 
music and others prefer louder, faster paced tunes. 
Relying on music for a routine can backfire when 
an athlete forgets their music or has technical 
difficulties with it. Once out of a routine, athletes 
may believe they aren’t prepared and cannot focus. 
Many times visualization is a part of a routine. For 
example, on the way to the mat, some wrestlers 
may become nervous. To combat this anxiety, the 
wrestler may visualize a special place as a 
distraction. Whether it is a trip to an amusement 
park or relaxing on the beach, they work to take 
themselves out of their current situation to keep 
their mind off stepping on the mat and 
the anxiety of performance. While this works for 

some athletes, others do not want to be distracted. 
They may thrive under pressure and want to stay 
in the moment as best they can. 

CONCLUSION 

While many people may not think it has that much 
of an impact, it’s been proven that psychology 
plays a central role in athletic performance. 
Studies show that over ten psychological factors 
can affect performance in either a positive or 
negative way, depending on the situation itself. 
Things such as goal setting, personal awareness, 
routine, concentration, meditation, confidence, 
control, and even overall flow mindset can 
determine whether an athlete will perform poorly 
or exceptionally in their chosen field. 
All of these factors are strongly tied in with each 
other as well, and athletes who do not take the 
time to focus and balance themselves may find that 
their performance will suffer as a result. 
Confidence and stress management play a 
tremendous role in athletics, and a lack of either 
can be detrimental to athletic performance. 
Routines and muscle memory also play a 
significant role, as these psychological factors can 
help athletes find comfort and confidence in their 
sport or activity. 
Goal setting is a key psychological factor because 
it allows the individuals to focus their resources 
and drive towards a single purpose. This can allow 
them to excel and push themselves forward, 
finding inner strength to perform at the highest 
level as possible 

. 
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ABSTRACT 

Mental preparation for competition is an increasingly important factor in athletes’ training, but there has 
been very little field research on how the various preparation strategies affect different types of athletic 
performance. Now a new US study has shown that yoga and motivational exercises can both boost one-
mile run performance through sports psychology, although the latter was most effective. 
. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ancient practice of yoga is thousands of years 
old. It was first brought to India 3,500 years ago 
by nomads from central Asia practicing an 
intellectual discipline they referred to as ‘Yoga’. It 
was a way of using the mind to restrain the senses 
and control the body. The main tradition practiced 
in Western Europe is Hatha Yoga which is based 
on the Hatha Yoga Pradipika, which is a sort of 
manual of Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras. It describes 
how to train the body, so that it can be used as a 
means of enlightenment. 
The Bhagavad Gita, the Yoga Sutras of Patanjali 
and the Hatha Yoga Pradipika all form the central 
concepts of yoga’s philosophy of life. Yoga 
techniques were summarized for the first time by 
Patanjali so as to bring a practical form of yoga to 
the people. 195 sutras were written in short, 
concise meaningful sentences. As in modern day 
psychology they are explanations of the nature of 
the mind, how it works and the obstacles, 
difficulties and emotional disturbances that can 
affect its functioning in terms of self-knowledge 
and reflective action. Patanjali recommended an 
‘Eight-Limb Path’ as a way to change the mind 
positively. He believed that one of the minds 
fundamental characteristics was its inability and 
refusal to stay in the ‘here and now’. He described 
it as a monkey jumping from one branch of 
thought to another. As you will hear me describe 
in any of my classes, the mind is always 
wandering and being rebellious, never focusing on 
the moment, but instead getting distracted by past 
events, future plans and all the sensations it has to 
process in the meantime. As it is the mind’s job to 
think, it is relentlessly interpreting everything that 
is seen, perceived and experienced. It is led by 
thought patterns, habits, doctrines, perceptions and 

conditioning which have been learned and instilled 
over the lifetime of the person. These behaviors, 
thoughts, attitudes have been reinforced through 
repetition, regardless of whether they are good or 
bad,  right or wrong. 

THE ROLE OF YOGA IN SPORT AND 
EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY 

In modern day psychology they might be referred 
to as self-defeating behaviors as a result of 
threatened egotism, self-regulation failure and 
emotional distress. They are ultimately afflictions 
of the mind, a huge cause of suffering that 
prevents us seeing things clearly. 
In order to free the mind of these afflictions we 
practice Ashtanga. The Eight-Limb Path consists 
of:- 
Yamas – dealing with the world around us. This is 
our moral code of conduct. These are the moral 
principles that govern the way you treat others and 
the world around you. 
Niyamas – dealing with yourself. These are five 
observances or rules of conduct, by which we 
should live our lives i.e. purity, modesty, 
contentment, discipline, self-study and 
acknowledgement of our own limits. 
Asana – dealing with the body. These are the 
physical postures or exercises in yoga. 
Pranayama – dealing with breathing. This is the 
conscious control of energy by practicing 
controlled breathing techniques. 
Pratyahara – dealing with the senses. This 
denotes the withdrawal of the senses. It teaches us 
to close the doors to the senses so that the mind 
can still be aware of external stimuli but no longer 
repsonds to them. 
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Dharana – concentration. This is the ability to 
focus our entire concentration on one object, one 
question, or one consideration and keep it there. 
Dhyana – meditation. This is an interaction with 
the object of concentration whereby we become 
observers and view the object intuitively, free from 
subjective notions. It is an acceptance. 
Samadhi – The absolute: the inner freedom. This 
is the complete feeling of being at one with the 
world, knowledge of the true self. Ultimate 
enlightenment! Inner Happiness! 
So now that we have established what yoga is and 
what it is trying to achieve. How does sport and 
exercise psychology fit in to the equation. 
Psychology is the science of behavior. As sport 
and exercise psychologists we are interested in 
examining, researching and providing theory and 
evidence based interventions and solutions to 
cognitive and behavioral difficulties experienced 
by athletes that impinge their ability to perform to 
their highest potential. Afflictions of the mind such 
as experiencing competitive anxiety, dealing and 
coping with stress, handling pressure and nerves, 
staying in the present, remaining focused, coping 
with negative thoughts, the inner critic, low 
confidence, self-esteem and belief systems are all 
common issues experienced by athletes regardless 
of the sporting discipline. Some psychological 
interventions recommended that are evidence-
based to deal with some of these common issues 
are developing pre performance routines, 
introducing positive self-talk, the use of mental 
imagery, goal-setting, concentration skills and 
deep breathing and relaxation exercises. 
Athletes can learn and develop a lot of these 
psychological skills through the practice of yoga 
and it is always worth acknowledging the value it 
can add to any psychological intervention. There 
are many research studies that show that yoga has 
the potential to reduce stress, anxiety, depression, 
and PTSD. Previous studies carried out on the 
influence of yoga on anxiety suggest that yogic 
relaxation can counter balance sympathetic over-
activity and increases in parasympathetic activity. 

All the somatic manifestations of anxiety such as 
the racing heart, palpitations, tremors, sweating, 
increased blood pressure, dry mouth, avoidance 
behaviour, restlessness and heightened 
responsiveness seem to decrease and slowly 
disappear after a yoga intervention. Recent studies 
also show an association between yoga and 
decreased serum cortisol (stress hormone) levels, 
as well as enhanced immune function, in healthy 
individuals. Apart from reducing stress, yoga 
practice promotes feelings of relaxation and 
enhances subjective well-being. Yoga’s physical 
postures and breathing exercises improve muscle 
strength, flexibility, blood circulation and oxygen 
uptake which not only benefits general physical 
health but also mental health while also helping 
the practitioner become more resilient to stress. 
Through the Eight-Limb Path in yoga an athlete is 
going to learn how to focus and concentrate the 
mind through the withdrawal of the senses and 
meditation. The breathing techniques are used as a 
way of centering the athlete to handle pressure and 
nerves, keeping the mind from wandering and 
staying in the present. Positive self-talk is 
encouraged through the yamas and niyamas which 
help increase confidence and self-esteem. 
Visualizations/mental imagery can be introduced 
during relaxation or ‘shavasana’ to develop 
performance outcomes.  While ‘sankalpas’ or 
positive intentions are set during yoga nidra (yogic 
sleep) which can equate to goal-setting. 

CONCLUSION 

You cannot overlook the physical and 
psychological benefits yoga can bring to any 
athlete. It is a holistic practice that encourages a 
body and mind connection through the breath. The 
skills learned on the yoga mat are skills for life and 
not just for sport. It is a grounding practice that 
infiltrates every part of your life with the ultimate 
goal to strip back all that is negative to help us 
achieve contentment and happiness. I truly believe 
that ‘Better People Make Better Athletes’
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ABSTRACT 

Menstrual periods that come every month to a lady and only they know how they feel during this time. This 
feeling varies from person to person. Menstruation is the time when women feel different. Some women feel 
totally normal and fully energetic while others feel a lot of mood swing, a lot of pain, irritability etc. Yoga 
should be avoided or can be followed during menstrual periods is always a controversial issue. Some say 
that there is no side-effect of practicing yoga at this time and it should be continued while others say that it 
can be dangerous during the menstrual period and should be avoided. It is said there is no side-effect in 
practicing easy asanas of yoga which do not include a lot of body movements or inversions and they can 
be practiced avoiding other asanas. So, the upcoming article will give you the complete detail about 
whether it is safe to practice yoga during menstrual periods and if yes then which one is safe and which 
one is not.. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords: Menstrual periods asanas 

INTRODUCTION 
YOGA POSES (ASANAS) THAT ARE SAFE 

DURING MENSTRUAL PERIODS 

Although it is advisable to avoid asana during first 
two days of menstrual periods but if you are used 
to yoga then you can continue it as well. You can 
easily practice pranayama, yoga Nidra or 
meditation. 
These yoga asanas are totally safe during 
menstrual periods. You can practice any of this 
asana that do not include must strain to the body 
but must remember that do not push your body to 
anything. 
 To warm up you can practice some 

preparatory movements like 1 to 12, simple 
arm, legs and knee movements. 

 You can also go for Surya Namaskar if you 
not facing heavy bleeding and cramps. 

 Chandra namaskar can also be practised. Even 
it is said to be preferred as this time you get 
more calming and rejuvenating feeling. 

 Easy and gentle bends like half forward bend, 
forward bend and light massage on pelvic 
region and abdominal helps you to have relief 
from cramping and heavy bleeding. 

 The Vajrasan series is also very helpful for 
removing tension from your back and to 
remove pelvic congestion. That’s why 
Vajrasan can be done at the time of menstrual 
periods but only at the low level. Do not bend 
much. Just do it lightly. 

 Leg up taking the support of wall is helpful for 
removing stagnant blood from the legs without 
lifting your pelvic region. This asana is also 
helpful to open your pelvic region. Legs can 
be totally straight or at some comfortable 
distance. Do the way you are comfortable to 
do. 

 You can get relief from back pain and pelvic 
tension by doing marjari asana and vyaghr 
asanas (Tiger Pose) 

 These both are very helpful but do it 
slowly. 

SOME OF THE ASANAS THAT SHOULD BE 
PREFERRED DURING MENSTRUAL 

PERIODS 

1. COBBLER’S POSE – BADDHA 
KONASANA 

This pose is also known as butterfly pose and it is 
basically taught to them who are the beginners of 
yoga but this is very safe during menstrual periods 
as during menstruation you feel lower portion to 
be heavy and you want to give rest to your lower 
body and this yoga asana includes the sitting 
posture and sitting posture is the most comfortable 
one during menstrual periods. 
This is helpful during periods as it opens up your 
pelvic region. You can sit in this posture for 
several minutes. 
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How to Do This Asana? 
 First of all, sit on a yoga mat. 
 Bend your both knees and bring together 

the soles of your both feet. 
 Let your knees fall on another side just 

like a butterfly. 
 Bring your feet closer to your body till you 

are comfortable. 
 Sit up tall, your back must not be bent. 
 You can tightly hold your joint soles and 

move them slowly. 

2. HEAD TO KNEE POSE – JANU 
SIRASANA 

This also includes the sitting posture and it is also 
totally safe during the menstrual periods. 
How to Do This Asana? 
 Sit down on a mat. 
 Straighten your one leg. 
 Try to hold thumb of your straightened leg if 

you can or you can also hold anything where 
you can reach comfortably. 

 Now breathe in extending your spine long and 
then leave breathe by deepening the forward 
bend. 

 Repeat this for five breathes and now change 
the leg and repeat this again. 

3. SEATED STRADDLE – UPAVISTHA 
KONASANA 

This asana is also a comfortable one during 
menstrual periods but do it slowly and only to the 
extent that is comfortable for you. 
How to Do This Asana? 
 Sit down on a yoga mat. 
 Open your legs wide as much that is 

comfortable for you. 
 Now bend forwards in between your legs and 

breathe in and out for about 4 to 5 times in 
bending mode. 

 Then straighten yourself. 
 Repeat till you are comfortable. 

4. SEATED FORWARD BEND – 
PASCHIMOTTAN ASANA 

This is also a comfortable one during menstrual 
periods but does not apply much force. Do it 
lightly. 
How to Perform This Asana? 
 Sit down on a yoga mat. 
 Straighten both of your legs. 
 Now hold your both of the toes with hands 

and bend yourself forwards. 

 Keep yourself in this position till you are 
comfortable. 

5. PRANAYAMA 

Pranayama is very beneficial during menstrual 
periods as it is very helpful in keeping you calm 
and balancing your emotions which are needed at 
the time of periods. It also gives the power to face 
pain with calmness. 
But take care that while doing this; do not put any 
strain on your breathing. And pranayama should 
not include bandhas and kumbakh as these can 
increase heat in your body. Deep breathing is very 
beneficial. 
So, breathe deeply with calmness. Do whatever 
and at what extent your body is allowing you to do 
and what is making you feel better. 
But, you should avoid right nostril breathing, 
bellow’s breathing and front brain cleansing as 
these three increases the amount of heat which 
leads to increment in the bleeding and with this it 
also puts more pressure on the abdominal region. 
How to Use Pranayama? 
 You just need to sit down on a yoga mat. 
 You just need to breathe in and breathe out 

calmly. 

6. SUPPORTED BRIDGE POSE 

Supported bridge pose can also be done during 
menstrual periods. In this exercise, you need to 
elevate your hips using your shoulders as a bridge. 
But remember to avoid the abrupt movements, try 
to take slow and easy movements. 
How to Perform Supported Bridge Pose? 
 Lie down on a yoga mat. 
 You need to lie down straight on your back. 
 Keep your knees raised and hands should be 

completely straight towards your legs. 
 Now using your hands, lift your hips forming 

a straight line between your shoulders and 
your hips. 

 Keep yourself in this position until the time 
you can. Initially, time should be about 5 
seconds. 

 Now slowly return your buttocks towards the 
floor. 

Note that you should avoid abrupt movements; 
you need to slowly move everything. 

7. GODDESS POSE – SUPTABADDHA 
KONASANA 

 Goddess pose is also very comfortable 
during menstrual periods but do this until the time 
you are comfortable in it. 
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How to Perform Goddess Pose? 
 Take a yoga mat. 
 Lie down on the yoga mat on you back. 
 Now open your hands at 90 degrees to 

your body. 
 Now bend your knees to move your feet 

together forming a namaskar pose with 
legs. 

 Yes, you need to meet the soles of your 
feet by bending the knees like you do 
namaskar by joining hands bending 
the hands. 

8. VAJRASANA 

Vajrasana can also be done at the time of 
menstrual periods but perform it lightly. You 
should not bend for much time. 

How to Perform Vajrasana? 
 Sit on the yoga mat. 
 Sit in the posture such that your butt 

touches your feet by folding your legs. 
 Place your hands on your lap facing the 

sky. 
 Remain in this position for the time you 

are comfortable. 
 Bring yourself in the comfortable position 

and you can repeat it till you are 
comfortable to do it. 

9. SURYA NAMASKAR 

If you are not facing much bleeding or cramps 
then you can also go for namaskar Chandra 
namaskar. 
How to Perform Surya or Chandra Namaskar? 
 Surya Namaskar includes 12 poses. 
 First of all, stand in the erect position, 

keep your feet together and join your 
hands like in the prayer position. 

 You need to bring this position with 
inhaling and exhaling. 

 As you breathe in, lift both of your arms 
up and then join your hands in front of 
your chest by exhaling the air. 

 The second one is raised Arms pose 
 In this pose, breathe in and lift your arms 

up and little back by keeping your 
biceps close to your ears and then 
come in the comfortable position by 
exhaling. 

 The third one is hand to foot pose. 
 In this pose, you need to bend your body 

by touching your hands with your feet 
but keep your spine erect. 

 The fourth one is the equestrian pose. 

 In this, you need to do your right leg back 
as far as possible and keep your left 
leg till ankle at a right angle to the 
floor. 

 Do your face towards the sky. 
 The fifth one is stick pose 
 This is the extended pose of the fourth 

pose in which you need to back your 
left leg as well by breathing in. 

 The sixth one is salute with eight points. 
 In this exhaling the air you need to touch 

your knees to the earth and try to do 
your hips back as much is 
comfortable. 

 Next is cobra pose. 
 Now you need to touch your legs with 

earth completely. 
 Now raise your chest keeping your elbows 

bend. 
 Next, you need to do a mountain pose. 
 In this, you need to keep your chest 

downwards and hips upwards like a 
mountain. 

 Next is again equestrian pose. 
 In this, you need to repeat equestrian pose 

but with opposite legs. 
 Now repeat again hand to foot pose. 
 Then repeat raised arms to pose. 
 Then stand straight vertical in relaxed 

position. 

10. MEDITATION 

Meditation is a really a good and calming practice 
especially at this time as at this time you need to 
control your emotions, yourself. Om chanting and 
Om meditation are really helpful at this time. Yoga 
Nidra is also very beneficial at the time of 
menstrual periods and that’s why highly 
recommended. 

11. CLEANSING PRACTICES 

Some of the cleansing practices can also be done 
but many of these should also be avoided as well. 
Those which can be done are Jalneti and dandaneti 
but you should avoid vaman, 
lagooshankarprakshalan, kapalbharti, 
purmashankarprakshalan. 

CONCLUSION 

Firstly, if you can avoid then avoid yoga asana for 
at least first two days of menstrual periods. But if 
you want to do then do according to the 
information provided. But one thing you should 
always remain in mind that do only for which your 
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body is comfortable. Do not push your body at all 
to do anything. Do, gentle and slow asana and do 

only for small time till the time your body is 
allowing you to do. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present study examined the relationships of age with burnout among male Physical Education 
teachers working in government senior secondary school of ten Districts of Himachal Pradesh except 
District Chamba and District Lahul-Spiti. The population in this study consists of 134 male Physical 
Education teachers from ten District of Himachal Pradesh. Maslach Burnout Inventory-Educators Survey 
(MBI-ES) by Christina Maslach and Susan E. Jackson (1986) was used for data collection, while one way 
Anova and t-test are used for statistical analysis. According to the results of the analysis, the burnout 
components-emotional exhaustion and personal accomplishment show no significant differences in male 
Physical Education teachers of different age groups i.e. up to 35 years, 36-45 years and 46 years and 
above. But in case of depersonalization, it shows significant difference in male physical Education 
teachers of different age groups i.e. 36-45 years and 46 years and above.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Age, Male Physical education teachers, Maslach Burnout Inventory. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Teacher burnout can lead to students’ negative 
reactions and attitudes toward the teacher in 
particular and the learning situation in general. 
Negative reactions are connected with reduced 
quality in teaching, less flexibility to accept 
various student needs, and ‘poor teacher-student 
interactions’ (Capel, 1991). Lack of interest in 
teaching, communicating, and conveying the 
lesson of the day might be warning symptoms of 
the burned out teachers. Low achievements of the 
students (Dworkin, 1985); high teacher 
absenteeism, mental health, deteriorating 
performance and early retirement (Leithwood, 
Menzies, Jantzi, & Leithwood, 1999); resentment, 
anger and helplessness (Blase, 1982), and the like 
are among the negative consequences of the 
chronically burned out teachers. The result would 
further lead to the deterioration in social and 
family relations (Cano-Garcia, Padilla-Munoz, & 
Carrasco-Ortiz, 2005). Burnout has been defined 
as a syndrome with three dimensions - emotional 
exhaustion (EE), depersonalization (DP), and 
reduced personal accomplishment (PA) - that 
usually occurs among those who work with people 
(Maslach, 1982). Emotional exhaustion, in the 
teaching profession, happens when the teacher has 
a feeling of tiredness and fatigue that develops 
when emotional energies are drained. As a result, 
the teachers find that they cannot give their best to 
students as they once could. Teachers experience 
depersonalization or cynicism when they do not 

have positive feelings about their students. For 
example, they show cold, callous, negative, and 
indifferent attitudes toward them and sometimes 
resort to physically distancing themselves from the 
students. The reduced personal accomplishment or 
inefficacy occurs when teachers feel that they can 
no longer help the students to learn and grow. In 
other words, their feelings of competence and 
successful achievement in relation to the students 
decrease. Among the three dimensions, emotional 
exhaustion represents the basic experience of an 
individual stress (Malach, Jackson, & Schwab, 
1986).Different sources have been associated with 
the phenomenon of burnout. Background (e.g., 
educational level, type of school, etc.), individual 
attributes (e.g., age, gender, teaching experience, 
etc), and organizational factors (e.g., class size, 
work environment, workload, etc.) are involved in 
the burnout occurrence (Schwab & Iwanicki, 
1982; and Koustelios, 2003). Teaching in Physical 
education is an exciting and challenging profession 
that combines classroom skills with emphasis on 
excellence in sports. The Physical Education 
teachers while playing a number of diverse as well 
as specialized roles as teachers, officials, 
organizers and administrators easily become prone 
to job stress. Excess of job stress create high level 
of burnout. If physical education teachers & 
coaches are not saved from undesirable effects of 
burnout, the quality of teaching & learning is 
bound to suffer to a great degree. Hence, there is a 
need to study burnout of Physical Education 
teachers. Therefore, the investigator has planned to 
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conduct the present study i.e. to examine burnout 
of male Physical Education teachers working in 
government senior secondary school of Himachal 
Pradesh.            

OBJECTIVE 

To find out the significant difference in burnout of 
male Physical Education government senior 
secondary school teachers of different age groups 
i.e. up to 35 years, 36-45 years and 46 years and 
above. 

HYPOTHESIS 

There would be no significant difference in 
burnout of male Physical education teachers of 
different age groups i.e. up to 35 years, 36-45 
years and 46 years and above. 

METHODOLOGY 

The present study was conducted as a survey 
among male Physical Education teachers serving 
in government senior secondary school of 
Himachal Pradesh. 
Sample 
The present investigation was conducted on 134 
male Physical Education teachers from ten District 
of Himachal Pradesh were selected randomly. 
Instrument 
Maslach Burnout Inventory-Educators Survey 
(MBI-ES) by Christina Maslach and Susan E. 
Jackson (1986) was used for data collection. 
Statistical analysis 
The collected data were analyzed by one-way 
ANOVA and ‘t’ test. 

RESULTS 

The obtained summary of statistical results has 
been presented in the following tables: 

Table-1 
ANOVA of Three Components of Burnout Scores of Male Physical Education Teachers on the Basis 

of Age Levels 
Components 
of Burnout 

Source of 
Variation 

SS df MS F Sig. 

Emotional 
Exhaustion 

Between 
Within 

22.168 
5089.571 

2 
131 

11.08 
38.85 

0.29 NS 

Depersonalization Between 
Within 

148.948 
2519.985 

2 
131 

74.47 
19.24 

3.87 * 

Personal 
Accomplishment 

Between 
Within 

106.658 
4744.096 

2 
131 

53.33 
36.21 

1.47 NS 

NS-NotSignificantat0.05and0.01Level. **Significantat0.01Level.  * Significant at 0.05 Level 
. 
It is evident from table 1 that F-value in case of 
emotional exhaustion (F=0.29) and personal 
accomplishment (F=1.47) were found out which 
are not significant at 0.05 and 0.01 level of 
significance. It means teachers belonging to 
different age levels did not differ significantly with 
respect to emotional exhaustion and personal 
accomplishment. Hence, the research hypothesis 
of no significant difference in burnout emotional 

exhaustion and personal accomplishment is 
accepted.  
The F-value of depersonalization (F=3.87) was 
found out to be significant at 0.05 level. It means 
that significant difference exists on the 
depersonalization component of burnout. Hence, 
null hypothesis stand rejected. 
For getting the clear idea of source of mean 
differences, post-hoc was done by ‘t’ test. The 
obtained results have been presented in the table 2. 
                                                     

Table-2 
Summary of ‘t’ Statistic in Respect of Burnout (Depersonalization) of Male Physical Education 

Teachers of Different Age Levels 
Age Groups N M SD Comparison 

Groups 
Df ‘t’ Sig. 

Up to 35 years 32 5.06 3.77 1&2 105 0.9847 NS 

36-45 years 75 4.23 4.12 1&3 57 1.5451 NS 

46 years and 
above 

27 6.96 5.63 2&3 100 2.6732 * 
** 

NS-NotSignificantat0.05and0.01Level. **Significantat0.01Level.    * Significant at 0.05 Level. 
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Table 2 shows that ‘t’-value (0.985) for first (up to 
35 years) and second (36-45 years) age groups of 
male Physical Education teachers with respect to 
their mean scores on depersonalization is less than 
the given table value at 0.05 level of significance 
with df 105, which is not significant 0.05 level. It 
means that there exists no significant difference 
between the depersonalization of first and second 
age groups of male Physical Education teachers. 
Thus, the hypothesis of no significant difference in 
depersonalization component of burnout of male 
Physical Education teachers of different age 
groups i.e. up to 35 years and 36-45 years, is 
retained. Table 2 further reveals that t-value 
(1.545) for first (up to 35 years) and third (46 
years and above) age groups of male Physical 
Education teachers with respect to their mean 
scores on depersonalization is less than the given 
table value at 0.05 level of significance with df 57, 
which is not significant at 0.05 level. It means that 
there exists no significant difference between the 
depersonalization of first and third age groups of 
male Physical Education teachers. Thus, the 
hypothesis of no significant difference in 
depersonalization component of burnout of male 
Physical Education teachers of different age 
groups i.e. up to 35 years and 46 years and above 
is accepted.  
The last part of table 2 shows that t-value (2.673) 
for second (36-45 years) and third (46 years and 
above) age groups of male Physical Education 
teachers with respect to their mean scores on 
depersonalization is higher than the given table 

value at 0.05 and 0.01 level of significance with df 
100, which is  significant at both the levels. It 
means that there exists significant difference 
between the depersonalization of second and third 
age groups of male Physical Education teachers. 
Thus earlier farmed hypothesis i.e. there would be 
no significant difference in depersonalization 
component of burnout of male Physical Education 
teachers of different age groups i.e. 36-45 years 
and 46 years and above is partially rejected at both 
levels of significance i.e. 0.05 and 0.01. Showing 
the table, it is found out that the mean scores of 
depersonalization of male Physical Education 
teachers belonging to third age group 46 years and 
above (6.96) is higher than mean scores of 
depersonalization of male Physical Education 
teachers belonging to second age group 36-45 
years (4.23). It may therefore be concluded that in 
case of depersonalization 46 years and above 
Physical Education teachers have more burnout as 
compare to 36-45 years Physical Education 
teachers. 

CONCLUSION 
A lack of comprehensive study on Physical 
Education teachers’ burnout provoked us to 
conduct the present study and determine the 
impact of age on the burnout of male Physical 
Education teachers, working in government senior 
secondary school of Himachal Pradesh. Results 
revealed that only depersonalization component of 
burn out shows significant difference between 2nd 
and 3rd age group male Physical Education 
teachers i.e. 36-45 years and 46 years and above

.    
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INTRODUCTION 

Physical activity is important for everybody, 
including all teenagers, but especially for girls 
who are generally less activity than boys the same 
age. The American College of Sports Medicine 
and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention recommend that a teenager spend at 
least 30 minutes doing some type of physical 
activity each day. Unfortunately, physical activity 
seems to diminish for many when they reach the 
teenage years. 
Physical fitness is a measure of the body's ability 
to function efficiently and effectively in work and 
leisure activities, resist hypo kinetic diseases 
(diseases from sedentary lifestyles), and to meet 
emergency situations. 
Physical fitness comprises two related concepts: 
general fitness (a state of health and well-being), 
and specific fitness (a task-oriented definition 
based on the ability to perform specific aspects of 
sports or occupations). Physical fitness is generally 
achieved through correct nutrition, exercise, 
hygiene and rest. 
Physical fitness is defined as the state of general 
well being, physically sound and healthy, along 
with mental stability. Physical fitness is important 
as it keeps our body free from illness. It enables the 
organs like heart, lungs and muscles to function 
efficiently. The five important components of 
physical fitness, 
1. Cardiovascular Fitness - Cardiovascular 

fitness (also known as cardiorespiratory 
fitness) is the ability 
of the heart, lungs and vascular system to 
deliver oxygen-rich blood to working muscles 
during sustained physical activity 

2. Muscular Strength - Muscular strength is 
the amount of force a muscle or muscle 
group can exert against a heavy resistance. 

3. Muscular Endurance- Muscular endurance 
is the ability of a muscle or muscle group to 
repeat a movement many times or to hold a 
particular position for an extended period of 
time. 

4. Flexibility - Flexibility is the degree to which 
an individual muscle will lengthen. 

5. Body Composition - Body composition is the 
amount of fat in the body compared to the 
amount of lean mass (muscle, bones etc. 

 

DISCUSSION 

PHYSICAL EXERCISES FOR GIRLS 

CARDIOVASCULAR EXERCISES 

Cardiovascular exercise is any type of exercise 
that increases the work of the heart and lungs. 
Typical forms of cardiovascular activities include 
walking, jogging, step aerobics, swimming, and 
biking. Cardio activity improves your heart/lung 
function and muscle mass; it's a lot about 
endurance and is often called cardiovascular 
endurance. 

RESISTANCE EXERCISES 

            Resistance exercises cause your muscles to 
contract against an external resistance such as 
weights, rubber bands, your own body weight, 
bottles of water, or any other object that causes the 
muscles to contract. Resistance exercises focus on 
your muscles and may include weight lifting, 
certain yoga postures and floor exercises, 

FLEXIBILITY EXERCISES 

Flexibility is about your range of motion and is 
required in your daily activities such as walking, 
bending, lifting, driving, etc. Stretching and yoga 
help achieve greater flexibility; stretching also 
helps with good posture and can reduce the risk of 
injury. 

BALANCE EXERCISES 

 Balance training focuses on the communication 
between your mind and your muscles that allows 
the body to remain stable; it's a lot about 
coordination. Balance helps prevent injuries, allows 
us to perform daily activities, and provides the 
foundation for cardio, resistance, and flexibility 
training. Balance should not be taken for granted. 
Balance training may include yoga, Tai Chi, outdoor 
biking and hiking, and specific exercises like 
standing on one foot 
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BENEFITS OF PHYSICAL FITNESS FOR 
GIRLS 

1 . Increased Strength.Stamina and flexibility. 
2. Helps maintain a healthy body weight. 
3. lmproves fitness and heart health. 
4. Decreased incidence of stress and 
depression 
5. Increased self esteem 
6. Positive body Image 
7. Mental and Emotional Development. 
8. Physiological and Psychological 
development 

COMMON BARRIERS 

1. Copying the behavior of their physically in 
active parents. 

2. Lack of energy due to poor physical fitness. 
3. Myth of girls cannot do exercise and play 

sports. 

4. Peer Pressure 
5.  Lack of facilities and coaches for girls. 
6.  Fear of being teased. 
7.  Embarrassment to do physical exercises on 

sports dress. 

TIPS FOR PARENTS 

1.ImportancPhysical Exercise 
2. Be a Role Model. 
3. Watch Women Sports, 
Have fun 
4. Keep it simple 
5. Build Exercise and discover the Interest 
among child to do physical Exercises. 

 

CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Physical exercises are essential in promoting the 
stay fit and good health along with  physical, 
mental, emotional and social development.
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TECHNOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION & SPORTS 
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ABSTRACT 

In many schools and colleges PE is still not seen as a priority area for use of ICT and allocation of 
resources and equipment is still only just being recognized and established with the rapid developments in 
technology however, ICT now has made a significant impact on a number of P’E departments and has the 
potential to enhance teaching learning administration and management in PE (Green 2002 Stratton & 
Finch 2001Lochwood, 1997) It has been  suggested that the pervasion of ICT in education is now 
impacting on PE as much as any other subject. These slow but positive signs of shifts in understanding and 
improved resourcing have almost certainly been influenced primarily by two sources. First is the ongoing 
general profile. Recognition training and resourcing which has been associated with all aspects of ICT in 
school and colleges over recent years some of which focuses on a mismatch between what student teachers 
learn about ICT and what they can use in schools (Cuckle&Clarke, 2002 simpson&payne 1999 Fischer, 
1996) second is due to developments in technology particularly digital video, which can now be used by 
any teacher to dramatically enhance many of the activities within PE. Technical development in digital 
video and computer based PE sport resources and the availability of other equipment such as handheld 
waterproof devices and wireless technology are of particular relevance in PE the availability and ability, 
access and relative simplicity of use are contributing to these technologies now having more potential and 
impact on PE than on other subjects (tearle&katene, in press Stratton &finch, 2001 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords: PE, ICT 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of ICT in physical education (PE)is 
currently far less  developed and researched than 
ICTuse in other subject areas. Research into ICT 
development and use during initial teacher training 
(ITT) follows this trend within this areas it has 
been suggested that student teachers working in 
more numeric subjects generally reported positive 
views and use of ICT where those in less numeric 
subjects were less positive (cuckle&Clarke, 2000, 
2003) PE has quite unuqiedemends in terms of the 
nature of its teaching and learning, and for some 
time was the only National Curriculum subject 
where use of ICT was not a requirement. 
Curriculum 2000 changed this stating that. 

DIFFERENT MATERIAL USES IN SPORTS 
FOR INCREASING SKILLS 

SPORT SPECIFIC 

Tennis it is now standard at the major tennis 
tournaments for a line review system to be in place 
with players given power to review contentious 
line call it is powered by the Hawk-Eye ball 
tracking system. See more about Hawk Eye for 
tennis 

Howk eye is the name of a line calling system 
which traces a balls trajectory and sends it to a 
virtual reality machine 
Hawk Eye uses six or more computer linked 
television cameras situated around the court the 
computer reads in the video in real time and tracks 
the path of the tennis ball on each camera These 
six separate views are then combined together to 
produce an accurate 3D representation of the path 
of the ball. 
Soccer/ Football  soccer ia looking at joining the 
21st century, looking at various technology for the 
goal line to determine if the pass passes over the 
line or not see more about football soccer 
technology  
Technology use in sports is increasing rapidly. The 
use of technology to determine if a ball has 
crossed the goal line is one way that it is being 
tested. 
There is a need for goal line technology is soccer 
particularly as there are numerous examples where 
the T reply has been able to show wrong decisions 
by the referee where a ball has or has not passed 
over the goal line and the goal was given or not 
given Technology in cricket tennis and American 
Football Basketball  the NBA uses replay vision to 
review last touch decisions in the final two 
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minutes of games and also to determine whiter 
players release the ball before  the shot clock 
expires. 
Computer in using ICT in teaching is a 
requirement for qualified teacher status according 
to the teacher training Agency (TTA 2002a who 
identify two specific standards  relating to 
effective use of ICT in professional role they use 
ICT effectively, both to teaching (TTA 2002 P13) 
The drive  to encourage teachers to use ICT 
support learning is reinforced by the TTa who state 
that teachers should be able to exploit  the 
potential of ICT to raise further pupils standards of 
achievement (TTA, 1999a p.1) 
Developing an ICT culture  is an important part of 
the process of integrating ICT into a school’s 
learning and teaching programs (Van Damme, 
2001) Trainee teachers will be day players in 
developing this culture as their role may well be to 
provide cision to keep up with the rapidly 
developing technology (Stratton and Fich, 2001) 
Trainee teachers therefore need to understand what 
learning means and what learning means and what 
approaches are conducive to support and enhance 
learning in P/E using ICt (Eclbourn&Cale 2001) 
The TTA Newly Qualified teacher support and 
enhance learning in pe using survey (2002b) 
showed that trainees across all subjects rated the 
extent to which their training provided them with 
the knowledge, skills and understanding to use IT 
in their subject teaching was low (55%) However 
Cuckle and Calrke (2003) identified and identified 
and increase in the level  of interest and 
competence in ICT amongst both trainee teachers 
and subject mentors in school potentially 
attributable to more effective education in ICT. 
The rapid development of technology and probable 
contribution of ICT to the learning process in PE 
makes it imperative to ensure that newly qualified 
teachers are adequately prepared to exploit the 
potential. Both ITTE providers and schools need to 
be able to overcome barriers and promote the 
development of necessary competences and 
confidence to make the technology accessible 
teachers. 
The world of sport is continually changing over 
the years. And the use of technology is just one of 
those areas that have made an impact on many 
sports the use of technology in aussie rules in 
increasing and has the potential to have a great 
impact on the sport 
The other popular football code soccer has been 
toying with the concept of goal line technology for 
quite a while but has been slow to implement it at 

the elite level whether a ball has crossed  over a 
goal line in both codes can have a great  impact on 
the result of a game, and spectators expect that the 
right decisions  are being made. With so many 
cameras following the ball in AFL games, when a 
goal umpire makes a mistake it is usually clear for 
all to see  
Rugby League the NRL was an early implementer 
of using the video referee to help adjudicate 
questionable tries. 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

There are numerous software packages that are 
designed for fitness and  nutrition professionals to 
organize data and produce reports, ideal for 
visitors to this site  Here are a couple  of packages 
that come recommended by Top end Sports 
Team Beep Test the most versatile and useful 
software for conducting and recording results of 
the blee[  beet test with results recorded directly 
onto your computer  
Body Byte   a universal standalone computer 
software program specially developed to 
comprehensively organize and manage all the 
information associated with nutrition, training and 
fitness 
Science Fitness&Nutrition Software Fat calculator   
a universal standalone cpmputer software program 
specially developed to comprehensively 
researchers and students for easy estimation of 
body fat percent. 
Body Tracker Quickly  and easily calculate and 
tracker your body fat percentage  
Fitness Age  A review  of the online fitness 
assessment tool which uses the results of a series 
of physical tests to calculate  the  fitness age of a 
person. 
Energy Test  a review of an online tool to 
determine the client’s Energy Index a factor of a 
person’s healthiness, the body s physical 
performance and total energy level 
Biomechanics & Physics of  Sport 
Biomechanics is the sport science field that applies 
the laws of mechanics and physicsto human 
performance in order to gain a greater 
understanding of performance in athletic  events 
through modeling, simulation and measurement. 
Physics of juggling, it is also  necessary to have a 
good understanding of the application of physics 
to sport as physical principles such as motion, 
resistance momentum and friction play a part in 
most sporting  events Biomechanics is a diverse 
interdisciplinary field, with branches in Zoology, 
Botany, physical anthropology orthopedics 
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Bioengineering and Human performance The 
general role of biomechanics is to understand the 
mechanical cause effect relationship  that 
determine the motions of living organisms in 
relation to sport biomechanics contributes to the 
description explanation and prediction of 
mechanical aspects of human exercise sport and 
play. 

DISCUSSION 

Using live delay programs provides immediate 
feedback to individuals and groups enabling them 
to identify areas for developments and acquire and 
develop skill using analysis packages to compare 
pupil performance with the model performance 
enables pupils to evaluate and improve 
performance using producer packages to develop 
teaching cards and reciprocal coaching cards 
allows pupils to take on different responsibilities 
in class, develop skills and select appropriate skills 
to suit  the situations. Pupils can also capture 
images of performance to use as display material 
that reinforce learning and celebrate success  
PowerPoint’s for presentation and demonstration 
of pupil’s ability to select and synthesize 
information to meet their needs and develop an 
ability to question its accuracy bias and 
plausibility and to exchange and share 
information. For example, challenges can be set on 
a power point present from which pupils select an 
appropriate one for their ability/needs; diverse 
information can be provided from which pupils 
must select an appropriate solution to a problem 
set PowerPoint can be used to conduct plenary 
sessions and also used a tool appropriate solution 
toa problem set power point can be used to 
conduct plenary sessions and also sued a tool for 
assessing learning 
a) Using the internet to find resources to support 
teaching, Use of websites can extend pupil 
learning and help with the setting of enrichment 
activities; pupils can use websites to find things 
out develop ideas, exchange and share 
information, whilst reviewing modifying and 
evaluating work as it progresses.  
b)Heart rate monitors and other health related 
exercise equipment to develop pupils knowledge   
and understanding of what happens to their body 
during exercise improve their ability to estimate 
the effect of exercise on their body and to develop 
appropriate training methods for different 
activities. 

Use of interactive CD ROMS  and DVD that 
enable pupils to learn new skills or develop 
existing skills through visual and auditory 
demonstrations,  use of these media enable video 
audio demonstrations of skills played in full of 
broken down into components;  or they can 
provide interactive peer  evaluation sheets which  
can be used on interactive white  board to focus 
pupil attention on  improving and evaluating  their 
and others work some cd roms provide game plans 
which help pupils select and apply skills and 
tactical ideas using animated drill or game play 
plans; fitness and health CD ROMs  that enable 
pupils to develop their knowledge and 
understanding of fitness and health by selecting 
generic or sport specific warm ups, understanding 
components of fitness and developing skills. 

CONCLUSION 

Physical education essentially requires the 
performing physical activity, This is associated 
with the development of motor skill. Physical 
education  within the school system requires time, 
facility space and interactive lesson plans 
Technology provides access to information, 
compresses information, motivate learners, and 
connect learners to teachers and teachers to the 
collgeagues. There are nowadays many available 
technological  innovations that could be inserted 
into the physical education lesson. The visual 
physical  education lesson is essentially based on 
the connected learning environment which uses 
technology that are networked in structure physical 
education should all themselves of these 
technology opportunities to make their lesson 
more real and dynamic. Technology can be used as 
an advocacy tool. As the push to decrease or 
completely eliminate physical education programs 
gains more momentum, necessary to show its 
worth in the overall edocation process. 
Technology gives you the tools to help accomplish 
this task. It allows you to collect and store data and 
provide tangible evidence that  what physical 
education provides to students is worth the 
investment in time and money. Technology is 
valuable asset to any physical education program. 
It is a powerful instructional tool an assessment 
tool, and an advocacy tool . It engages students 
making the learning fun and meaningful. A 
combination of these characteristics enhances 
student learning  
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ABSTRACT 

In the present study, an attempt has been made to compare the anxiety and aggression level between lawn-
tennis and badminton players at university level. The study was carried out on 30 male players (15 each). 
The data was collected by 6 different coaching camps. The age of the selected subjects ranged from 18 to 
28 years. Only those players were selected who had attended the inter-college lawn-tennis and badminton 
tournament at Sant Gadge Baba Amravati university. Only anxiety (competitive) and aggression level were 
selected for the study. The data was collected through the SCAT (Sports competition anxiety test) 
questionnaire of Dr R. Martin to measure anxiety and Dr. Anand Kumar & Dr P.S Shukla (questionnaires) 
aggression test to measure aggression level. The data was analysed by t-test. The investigator observed 
that badminton male players having more aggression level than the lawn-tennis male players and anxiety 
level of lawn-tennis and badminton male players are not significantly different at university level 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords: Physical fitness, anxiety, aggression, lawn-tennis, badminton. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Physical education is misunderstood to mean 
physical activity or merely drill. It is necessary to 
provide knowledge regarding true meaning and 
scope of physical education. Anxiety in sport is 
most common in competitive sports environment 
and could also be termed competitive stress. A 
lack of consensus makes it difficult to clearly 
define anxiety and stress in sport, but one 
definition, proposed by sport psychology 
consultant Dr. Grahan Johan in the book “Sports 
psychology: A Self-Help Guide” is that it’s “the 
result of an interaction between the individual and 
the environment an emotional response to the 
demands placed upon the individual by the 
environment. The aggressive constructs are a 
complex one, that there are individual differences 
in the invade, potential to aggression and that the 
aggression can also be stimulated by specific 
situations. When aggressive energies are expressed 
within the rules of a sport and channelled into skill 
by a mature athlete, then one may witness a 
peaceful and inspiring performance. Aggression 
for aggression sake should not be sanctioned. It is 
self-defeating and debilitating to others. The 
outstanding athlete’s entire competition with 
control and not with impose. The aggressive 
athlete will be more active, eager, strong, highly 
motivated and likely to seek to vanquish any 

opponent.  

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 

i) Main purpose of this study was to compare 
Aggression and Competitive Anxiety level 
between Lawn-Tennis and Badminton players. 
ii) Another purpose of this study was to know the 
Aggression and Competitive Anxiety level of 
Lawn-Tennis and Badminton players.  

METHODOLOGY 

In this investigation sources of data, selection of 
subjects, sampling procedure, Selection of tools & 
criterion measures, administration of questionnaire 
and Collection of data have been described. 
Source of Data  
For the present study, male athletes of Sant Gadge 
Baba Amravati university, who had participated in 
the intercollegiate lawn-tennis and badminton 
tournament were the sources of data. 
Selection of Subjects 
For the purpose of this study the subjects were 
selected from the entire athletes who had 
associated with various events of S.G.B Amravati 
University Lawn-Tennis and Badminton 
Tournament. The age of the subjects was ranging 
from 18-28 years. 
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Events No. of Athletes 

Lawn-Tennis 
Badminton 

15 
15 

Total 30 
 
Sampling Technique 
Purposive sampling technique were adopted to 
select the subjects for the present study. 
Selection of Test and Criterion Measures 
To collect the data pertaining to the study 
aggression was assessed by using “Anand Kumar 
& P. S. Shukla” questionnaires and Competitive 
anxiety were assessed by administrating the SCAT 
(Sports competition anxiety test) questionnaire of 
R. Martin. 

ADMINISTRATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

 Aggression Test 
The aggression questionnaire prepared by Anand 
Kumar and P.S. Shukla. This inventory consisted 
to 25 items in which 13 items were keyed “Yes” 
and rest of 12 were “No”. The statement which 
was keyed “Yes” were 1, 4, 5, 6, 9, 12, 14, 16, 18, 
21, 22, 24 and 25 and the statement which were 
keyed “No” were 2, 3, 7, 8, 10,11, 13, 15, 17, 19, 
20 and 23. 
 Sport Competition Anxiety Test (SCAT) 
The sports Competition Anxiety Test is latest and 
most popular sport-specific anxiety test whose 
purpose is to assess individual differences in sports 
competitive trait anxiety or the tendency to pursue 
competition situations, as threatening, and /or to 
respond to these situations with elevated state 
anxiety. 
 Sports competition anxiety test questionnaire 
(SCAT) prepared by Rainer Martin (1986), was 
originally constructed for children (ages 10-15), its 
adult version was developed later on by suitably 
modifying the instructions and items. A reliability 
quotient of 0.85 had been reported for the adult 
version of SCAT. 
 

COLLECTION OF THE DATA 
The data pertaining to this study will be collected 
on the selected subjects by administering the 
aforementioned questionnaire. The answer sheets 
of all the questionnaires will be given marks 
according to the developed Key and thus score will 
be recorded in a systematic way for further 
statistical treatment. 

 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Statistical Treatment 
The data pertaining to this study were obtained 
from responses given by the selected subjects in 
questionnaires were marked according to the key 
and then statistically analyzed by using mean, 
standard deviation (SD) and standard error (SE) 
i.e. ‘t’-test to find out the significant difference if 
any between the means of the two of selected 
groups of inter-collegiate level of participants. 
Findings 
Findings pertaining to the statistical analysis have 
been illustrated in the following tables.  
Level of significant 
To test the Null hypothesis level of significance 
was set at 0.05. 
 

Table – 1 
Description of Means, Standard Deviations, and 

t-ratio for the Data on Sports Aggression of 
Lawn-Tennis and Badminton Players 

 
 
 

Group No. of 
Subjec
ts 

Mea
n  

Standa
rd 
Deviati
on 

Standa
rd 
Error 

t-
rati
o 

Lawn-
Tennis 
Players 

15 10.5
5 

1.90  
0.75 

 
2.66
* 

Badmint
on 
Players 

15 12.5
5 

2.78 

* Significant at 0.05 level                                      
Tabulated t0.05(38) = 2.025 
The findings of the table-1 revealed that the mean 
and standard deviation of aggression level of lawn-
tennis players are 10.5 & 1.90 and the mean & 
standard deviation of badminton players 12.55 & 
2.78 respectively. The mean difference is 2.00 and 
calculated t-ratio is 2.66, which is greater than the 
tabulated t-value of 2.025 at 0.05 level of 
confidence for 38 degrees of freedom. 
Hence, it can be fairly concluded that the earlier 
stated null hypothesis is rejected means research 
hypothesis is accepted i.e.; significant mean 
difference exists in the variable of sports 
aggression in between lawn-tennis and badminton 
players. On the basis of mean value, it is also quite 
comprehensive that badminton players possess 
higher level of aggression compared to lawn-tennis 
players. 
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The difference of mean and SD graphically 
presented in fig.1 

Fig 1: Graphical presentation of badminton and 
lawn tennis players on Aggression
Collegiate level  

Table – 2 
Description of Means, Standard Deviations, and 

t-ratio for the Data on Competitive Anxiety 
level of Lawn-Tennis and Badminton Players

Group  Mea
n  

Standar
d 
Deviatio
n 

Lawn-
Tennis 
players 

19.35 2.00 

Badminto
n players  

18.25 3.94 

@ Not Significant at 0.05 level                                
Tabulated t0.05(38) = 2.025 
It is essential from the above findings that there is 
no significant mean difference between the lawn
tennis and badminton players in the variable of 
sports competitive anxiety because the calculated 
t-value of 0.25 is quite less than that of tabulated t
value of 2.025 at .05 level for the 38 degrees of 
freedom. 
Hence, null hypothesis is accepted means there is 
no significant mean difference in competitive 
anxiety level between the 
badminton players. 

Mean and SD difference has been shown 
in fig-2 
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Graphical presentation of badminton and 

Aggression level at Inter 
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ratio for the Data on Competitive Anxiety 
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It is essential from the above findings that there is 
no significant mean difference between the lawn-
tennis and badminton players in the variable of 

cause the calculated 
value of 0.25 is quite less than that of tabulated t-

value of 2.025 at .05 level for the 38 degrees of 

Hence, null hypothesis is accepted means there is 
no significant mean difference in competitive 

 lawn-tennis and 

Mean and SD difference has been shown 

 
Fig 2: Graphical presentation of badminton and 
lawn tennis male players on anxiety level at 
inter collegiate level  

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

From the findings of table
was significant difference between the lawn
and badminton players in the variable of 
aggression. Badminton players showed higher 
level of aggression as compared to lawn
players, it may be attributed to the fact that 
Badminton is such a sport which needs a lot of 
aggressiveness to strokes with maximum power 
and maximum power can only be generated while 
a person becomes highly aggressive, hence such 
result occurs in this study
Findings of table-2 indicated that there was no 
significant difference between lawn
badminton players in the variables of competitive 
anxiety level. It may be due to improper training 
and coaching or psychological stress.
 

CONCLUSION

Recognizing the limitations of the study and on the 
basis of the findings of this study the following 
conclusions are drawn: - 
i) There was significant difference between 

aggression level of the lawn
badminton players. Badminton players 
showed higher level of aggression as 
compared to lawn-tennis players.

ii) There was no significant difference found 
between competitive anxiety of the lawn
tennis and badminton players in.
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
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was significant difference between the lawn-tennis 
and badminton players in the variable of 
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Recognizing the limitations of the study and on the 
f the findings of this study the following 

 
There was significant difference between 
aggression level of the lawn-tennis and 
badminton players. Badminton players 
showed higher level of aggression as 
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There was no significant difference found 
between competitive anxiety of the lawn-
tennis and badminton players in.
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the study was to find out the relationship between somatotype and Heart Rate of West Zone 
Inter University Kabaddi players. The sample consisted of 300 kabaddi players divided into three (100 
Endomorphy, 100 Mesomorphy and 100 Ectomorphy). The somatotype was assessed using the Heath & 
Carter method and Heart Rate was assessed by manually with the help of index and middle fingers heart 
rate were taken in numbers of beat per minute. Statistical analysis was done by computing product moment 
correlation and analysis of variance (ANOVA) at 0.05 level of significance.  The relationship of Heart rate 
with  endomorph, mesomorph and ectomorph were found insignificant at 0.05 level with 298 degree of 
freedom as the obtained value (r = 0.174, 0.188 & 0.268) is much lesser than the tabulated value (0.113).. 
Comparison amongst all the three somatotyping variables with hemoglobin level shows significance 
difference as the calculated ‘F’ value is 8.198 is greater than the tabulated ‘F’ value 3.03. The sequence of 
performance in all three groups was (69.400) ectomorphy> (68.860) endomorphy > (67.640) 
mesomorphy. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords: Heart Rate hemoglobin kabaddi players 

 
INTRODUCTION 

The technique of somatotyping is used to appraise 
body shape and composition. The somatotype is 
defined as the quantification of the present shape 
and composition of the human body. It is 
expressed in a three-number rating representing 
endomorphy, mesomorphy and ectomorphy 
components respectively, always in the same 
order. Endomorphy is the relative fatness, 
mesomorphy is the relative musculo-skeletal 
robustness, and ectomorphy is the relative linearity 
or slenderness of a physique. For example, a 3-5-2 
rating is recorded in this manner and is read as 
three, five, two. These numbers give the 
magnitude of each of the three components. 
Ratings on each component of ½ to 2½ are 
considered low, 3 to 5 are moderate, 5½ to 7 are 
high, and 7½ and above are very high (Carter & 
Heath, 1990).  
Somatotype can reveal a lot about the capacity to 
succeed in athletic competition. Body type is at the 
very center of evaluating athlete capability. 
Athletics involves the performance of the body. A 
somatotype is important because it is like a 
blueprint. It is impossible to have realistic goals 
for our body if our analysis isn’t based on reality. 
The only way to know that reality is to determine 
our somatotype. If we are a professional trainer we 
owe it to our clients to identify their somatotypes 
so that they don’t push themselves beyond their 

safe limits. One reason coaches and trainers ignore 
somatotype is because it may discourage some 
from spending money that will never bring them to 
their idealized goal. The arbitrary goal of getting 
“big” can be just as seductive as anorexia. 
Heart rate is the number of heart beats per unit of 
time, typically expressed as beats per minute 
(bpm). Heart rate can vary as the body's need to 
absorb oxygen and excrete carbon dioxide 
changes, such as during physical exercise or sleep. 
Resting heart rate is the number of times your 
heart beats per minute at rest. Rest does not mean, 
when you are not exercising, but is your heart rate 
just as you wake up from a good night’s sleep. 
Often people will use meditation or centered 
breathing techniques to help bring their heart rate 
back down to resting levels. Resting heart rate 
declines as a result of training. It is not uncommon 
for elite athletes to have resting heart rates as low 
as 30-40bpm. This physiological adaptation 
happens because a number of other adaptations 
allow it to. 
One of these is an increase in stroke volume. An 
increase in the amount of blood pumped out with 
each contraction means the heart can have a lower 
rate of contraction while still transporting the same 
volume of blood. A decreased resting heart rate 
means an athlete has more room to increase their 
heart rate to its maximum and, therefore can 
perform set workloads with a lower heart rate, 
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perform at higher intensities than an untrained 
athlete, and maintain these intensities for longer. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
SUBJECT 

For the present study researcher had collected data 
on Kabaddi players participated in the West Zone 
Inter University Kabaddi (Men) Tournament 2011 
out of 576 players exact 443 players were tested 
and out of them 100 Endomorphy, 100 
Mesomorphy and 100 Ectomorphy subjects were 
taken. 

 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE TEST 

Anthropometric: 
Ten anthropometric dimensions are needed to 
calculate the anthropometric somatotype: height, 
weight, four skinfolds (triceps, sub scapular, supra 
Iliac and calf), two bone breadths (bicondylar 
humerus and femur), and two limb girths (upper 
arm and calf). Somatotype components 
(endomorphy, mesomorphy and ectomorphy) of 
the subjects were calculated according to Carter 
and Heath Equation method. 
Endomorphy: 
Endomorphy = - 0.7182 + 0.1451 (X) - 0.00068 
(X2) + 0.0000014 (X3) 
where X = (sum of triceps, subscapular and 
supraspinale skinfolds) multiplied by 
(170.18/height in cm). 
Mesomorphy: 
mesomorphy = 0.858 x humerus breadth + 0.601 x 
femur breadth + 0.188 x corrected arm girth + 
0.161 x corrected calf girth – height 0.131 + 4.5. 
Ectomorphy: 
Three different equations will be used to calculate 
ectomorphy according to the height-weight ratio: 
If HWR is greater than or equal to 40.75 then 
ectomorphy = 0.732 HWR - 28.58 
If HWR is less than 40.75 but greater than 38.25 
then 
ectomorphy = 0.463 HWR - 17.63 
If HWR is equal to or less than 38.25 then 
ectomorphy = 0.1 
Heart Rate: Manually with the help of index and 
middle fingers heart rate were taken in numbers of 
beat per minute.  
 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
The relationship of each somatotypes components, 
Viz. Endomorphy, Mesomorphy and Ectormorphy 
to Heart rate established by computing product 
moment correlation. In order to find out the 
significant difference between three different 

somatotypes components the analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was applied at 0.05 level of 
significance. 

Relationship of Hemoglobin Level to 
Somatotype 

Table- 1 
Parameters Somatotypes Correlation 

Coefficient 

Heart Rate 
Endomorphy 0.174* 
Mesomorphy 0.188* 
Ectomorphy 0.268* 

 N=300  *Significant at .05 level. r 0.05 (298) =.113 
 
An analysis as shown in the above table indicated 
that the relationship of Heart rate with  
endomorph, mesomorph and ectomorph were 
found insignificant at 0.05 level with 298 degree 
of freedom as the obtained value (r = 0.174, 0.188 
& 0.268) is much lesser than the tabulated value 
(0.113). 

Comparison of Heart Rate to Somatotype 
Table- 2 

Source of 
Variation 

d
f 

Sum of 
Square 

Mean Sum 
of Square 

F-
Rati

o 
Between 
Groups 

2 
162.587 81.293 

8.19
8* 

Within 
Groups 

2
9
7 

2945.08
0 9.916 

 N=300  *Significant at .05 level. F0.05 (2, 297) = 3.03 
 

Above table revealed that there was significant 
difference in different somatotype components as 
obtained F-ratio was 8.198 which was higher than 
that of required tabulated ‘F’ value of 3.03 at .05 
level of significance with (2, 297) degree of 
freedom. 
Since the one-way analysis of variance was found 
to be significant in related to Hemoglobin, the 
least significant difference (L.S.D.) was applied to 
assess the paired means difference among the 
different somatotype components. 

 
Post-Hoc Test 

Table-3 
Endomorp

hy 
Mesomorp

hy 
Ectomorp

hy 
M.D. 

C.D
. 

68.860 67.640 
1.220

* 
0.87

7 

68.860 69.400 0.540 
0.87

7 

67.640 69.400 
1.760

* 
0.87

7 

*Significant at .05 levels. 
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Table-3 clearly revealed that significant difference 
was found between the means of endomorphy and 
mesomorphy, mesomorphy and ectomorphy as the 
mean difference of above two was greater than the 
critical differences.  
Insignificant difference was found between the 
means of endomorphy and ectomorphy, as the 
mean difference was less than the critical 
difference. 
The sequence of performance in all three groups 
was (69.400) ectomorphy> (68.860) endomorphy 
> (67.640) mesomorphy. 

Graph 
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ealed that significant difference 
was found between the means of endomorphy and 
mesomorphy, mesomorphy and ectomorphy as the 
mean difference of above two was greater than the 

Insignificant difference was found between the 
domorphy and ectomorphy, as the 

mean difference was less than the critical 

The sequence of performance in all three groups 
was (69.400) ectomorphy> (68.860) endomorphy 

 

DISCUSSIONS OF FINDINGS

Comparison amongst all the three somatotyping 
variables with heart rate shows significant 
difference as the calculated ‘F’ ratio is 8.198 
which were greater than the tabulated ‘F’ value. 
While seeing the mean we can say that the mean 
heart rate of mesomorph kabaddi players (67
was much better than endomorph h kabaddi 
players (68.860) and ectomorph kabaddi players 
(69.400). It may be said that heart rate is mainly 
depends upon the requirement of the oxygen by 
the body tissue. As the mesomorphic body type 
consist an athletic heart in general we can say that 
stronger heart, the more blood it can pump during 
each contraction, and the less frequently it needs to 
beat to get adequate blood flow (circulation) and 
oxygen to the body tissues. A well trained athlete 
can have a very low heart rate. Mesomorph body 
types consists a strong heart as compared to 
endomorph and ectomorph body type.
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the study was to know Sportsman’s Spirit level of Kabaddi Players at Different Playing 

Position. Fifty (50) male Inter Collegiate Players were selected from Sant Gadge Baba Amravati 

University, Amravati Inter Collegiate Kabaddi (Men) Tournaments 2017-2018 held at Shri Pundlik 

Maharaj Mahavidyalaya, Nandura (Rly), Buldhana for the purpose of the study. Subjects were selected 

with purposive sampling methods 10 each from different playing position i.e. 10 Raider, 10 Corner, 10 

Third, 10 Helper and 10 Center. The age of the subjects were ranged between 18 to 25 years. To measure 

the sportsmen’s spirit level researcher has selected ‘Sportsman-Spirit Test” which was constructed by L. 

N. Dubey. Statistical analysis was done by computing one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) at 0.05 level 

of significant. Result shows that there is significant difference in sportsman spirit level between different 

playing positions of kabaddi players because calculated value F is 190.27 which is much greater than tab 

F0.05(2,57) = 2.58. Since the F ratio is found to be highly significant, the Least Significant Difference (LSD) 

Post hoc test is applied to assess the paired mean difference and it was clearly revealed that all were found 

to be highly significant at 0.05 level of confidence. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Sportsman-Spirit Least Significant Difference kabaddi players 

INTRODUCTION 

Sports and physical activity has been considered 
an integral part of human life since its inception. 
It is universally accepted that sports and games 
fulfill the requirements of human activities. 
Revolutionary achievements of electronic media 
have made it all the more important not only in 
the lives of participants but also among the 
millions of spectators, viewers and listeners. 
Sports are now popularly conceived as both 
socially and personally beneficial activity. 
Sportsmanship (or sometimes sportspersonship) 
is an aspiration or ethos that a sport or activity 
will be enjoyed for its own sake, with proper 
consideration for fairness, ethics, respect, and a 
sense of fellowship with one's competitors. 
A sore loser refers to one who does not take 
defeat well, whereas a good sport means being a 
"good winner" as well as being a "good loser". 
Sportsmanship can be conceptualized as an 
enduring and relatively stable characteristic or 
disposition such that individuals differ in the 
way they are generally expected to behave in 
sport situations. In general, sportsmanship refers 
to virtues such as fairness, self-control, courage, 
and persistence, and has been associated with 

interpersonal concepts of treating others and 
being treated fairly, maintaining self-control if 
dealing with others, and respect for both authority 
and opponents. Sportsmanship is also looked at as 
being the way one reacts to a sport/game/player. 

THE SPIRIT OF FUN AND GOOD 
FELLOWSHIP 

First of all, the men who play this great game have 
fun playing it. The desire to win is not permitted to 
assume a position of such vast importance in the 
minds of the players that fun is replaced by 
grimness, relaxation by tension, and cordial 
friendships by bitter enmities. The players on 
opposing teams fraternize both before and after 
their matches. 

THE SPIRIT OF MORAL CONDUCT 

Take a look at all the big sports around the world 
and you can't hide from the fact that the true spirit 
and true essence of the sport has to take 
a back seat to a bit too much of 
professionalism and in some cases 
fickleness. The Pro Kabaddi League has managed 
to instill professionalism in the sport that was 
otherwise missing, but the true spirit and 
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the essence in which kabaddi would be played on 
the mud courts in villages can still be felt on 
the courts of this fashionable competition.    
The level of honesty among the kabaddi players is 
amazing. Never will you see a kabaddi player 
denying a touch, or faking one in case of 
the raiders, barring certain cases of absolute 
confusion and uncertainty. It's great to be an 
umpire in Kabaddi as the players themselves are 
great regulators and make the life of an umpire so 
very easy.     
For such an intense contact sport, rarely would you 
see a player losing cool in even the most critical of 
situations. So what makes these players overcome 
their egos and maintain such a high level of 
honesty in their behavior and the game?  
Every individual posse’s different sportsman spirit 
level, at different level i.e. international, national, 
varsity etc. likewise every individual may posse’s 
different sportsman’s spirit according to their 
different playing position’s of a particular game. 
To see whether there is significant different or not 
the researcher has taken study as “Study of 
sportsman’s spirit level of Kabaddi players at 
different playing position”. 

METHODOLOGY 
SUBJECTS 

Fifty (50) male Inter Collegiate Players were 
selected from Sant Gadge Baba Amravati 
University, Amravati Inter Collegiate Kabaddi 
(Men) Tournaments 2017-2018 held at Shri 
Pundlik Maharaj Mahavidyalaya, Nandura (Rly), 
Buldhana for the purpose of the study. Subjects 
were selected with purposive sampling methods 10 
each from different playing position i.e. 10 Raider, 
10 Corner, 10 Third, 10 Helper and 10 Center. The 
age of the subjects were ranged between 18 to 25 
years. 

ADMINISTRATION OF TEST 

To measure the sportsmen’s spirit level researcher 
has selected ‘Sportsman-Spirit Test” which was 
constructed by L. N. Dubey. There are 30 different 
situations in this test. Every situation has three 
alternative responses. The response indicates high 
sportsman-spirit should be awarded 2 marks, 
moderate 1 marks and the response indicating no 
sportsman’s spirit should awarded 0 marks. The 
test was distributed to the players and the same 
were collected back after having filled by the 
players.  

ANALYSIS 
Statistical analysis was done on the basis of 
ANOVA comparison of sportsman’s spirit of 
volleyball players at different playing position. 
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
utilized in order to determine the difference if any, 
during the birth season. When the difference was 
found significance the LSD Post-hoc test was 
applied to assess the paired mean difference 
among the group 

Comparison of Sportsman’s Spirit level of 
Kabaddi Players at Different  

Playing Positions 
Table - 1 

 Source SS df MS  
Between-
treatments 

2444 4 611 

F = 
190.27 

Within-
treatments 

144.5 45 3.2111 

Total 2588.5 49  
*Significant at 0.05 level             F0.05(4,45) = 2.58 
Above table - 1 shows that there is significant 
difference in sportsman’s spirit level between 
different playing positions of kabaddi players 
because calculated value F is 190.27 which is 
much greater than tab F0.05(4,45) = 2.58. Since the F 
ratio is found to be highly significant, the Least 
Significant Difference (LSD) Post hoc test is 
applied to assess the paired mean difference 
among the group means which is shown on table 
no-2 

Least Significant Difference (LSD) Post hoc test 
Table - 2 

Helper Center Raider Corner Third MD CD 

47.1 42.9    4.2* 2.066 

47.1  37.3   9.8* 2.066 
47.1   32.7  14.4* 2.066 
47.1    27.5 19.6* 2.066 

 42.9 37.3   5.6* 2.066 
 42.9  32.7  10.2* 2.066 
 42.9   27.5 15.4* 2.066 
  37.3 32.7  4.6* 2.066 
  37.3  27.5 9.8* 2.066 
   32.7 27.5 5.2* 2.066 

                            
*Significant at 0.05 level 
 
From the above table it was clearly revealed that 
all were found to be highly significant at 0.05 level 
of confidence. 
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CONCLUSION

It is conclude that the comparison of sportsman’s 
spirit level of Kabaddi players at different playing 
position was found to be significant. players at 
‘third’ position were found very low sportsman’s 
spirit level followed by ‘corner’, ‘raider’, ‘center’ 
and ‘helper’ shows high level of sportsman’s spirit 
level
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ABSTRACT 

Over the last decade children and adults, in the India, have been gaining more and more weight. Obesity is 
rapidly becoming an epidemic in our youngsters' lives. Whether it's all the fast food or lack of exercise, 
adults and especially children are heavier than ever. Main purpose of this study to compare the self-
confidence and mental health between various types of obesity groups. For this study Forty (40) girls 
students 10 from each group of  obesity were selected with the help of BMI (Weight in Kg/height in meter2 
) Underweight, Healthy weight, Overweight & Obese of Convent Schools Amravati City, Amravati.  
Subjects were selected with purposive sampling methods. To find out self-confidence and mental health of 
the subject researcher conducted self-confidence inventory, developed and standardized by M. Basavanna, 
Mental scale was developed by Dr. Jagadish, & Dr. A. K. Srivastava. Statistical analysis was done on the 
basis of ANOVA. If any difference was found significance, the LSD Post-hoc test was applied. Result shows 
that significant difference found in mental health and self-confidence between various types of obesity 
groups. Obese girls having less self-confidence and poor mental status. In this age group girls are more 
conscious about their feminine character. But due to obesity they may lose their self-confidence and 
ultimately it hamper their mental health. So it is need of the day, parents and society must think about the 
health of their wards and prefer active life style. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Mental health, self-confidence, Underweight, Healthy weight, Overweight and Obesed.  
  

INTRODUCTION 

Obesity is not a psychological disorder, but some 
researchers and clinicians argue that it should be 
considered a mental or behavioural issue. As it 
currently stands, obesity remains a medical 
condition, and, perhaps for this reason, research 
has focused neither on understanding the 
psychological impact of living with obesity nor the 
influence of mental health on the development of 
obesity.  
Research usually examines each construct 
independently with little consideration for the 
relationship between excess weight and a broad 
range of psychosocial constructs concurrently. 
Research has not yet uncovered a clear model to 
elucidate these relationships. It is unclear to what 
extent psychosocial issues coexist in 
overweight/obese children or whether the strength 
or nature of the association changes with 
increasing weight. A recent review by Wardle and 
Cooke included 53 studies examining the 
relationship between obesity and psychosocial 
factors distinguishing clinical and community 
samples. Evidence for a causal or predictive 
relationship between obesity and mental health is 
inconclusive at best.  

Today obesity is talked about as a major physical 
health problem. It can cause diabetes, high blood 
pressure, heart disease, immobilization, and many 
other problems. However many articles fail to 
mention what is one of the most important and 
most destructive problems. This is the effect of 
obesity on one’s mental health and wellbeing. 
Being excessively overweight usually instils in its 
victims a sense of self worthlessness and gives 
them a very negative self-image.  
Over the last decade children and adults, in the 
India, have been gaining more and more weight. 
Obesity is rapidly becoming an epidemic in our 
youngsters' lives. Whether it's all the fast food or 
lack of exercise, adults and especially children are 
heavier than ever. This increase in the national 
girth is giving way to such debilitating and chronic 
disease diabetes, joint and muscle ailments, and 
even heart disease. Besides that, there is a result 
from statistic says that disability due to obesity-
related type 2 diabetes will increase particularly in 
industrializing countries, as insulin supply is 
usually insufficient in industrialized countries. 
So, on the same way, the people who are obese do 
want to do something about their look and body 
shapes. There are questions to be asked, what do 
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they really think inside in mind? How do they feel 
when people talk about them? And what do they 
expect the way of people looking at them?
Sometime being fat is very unpredictable. 
Somehow the obese people cannot change the way 
they are, but inside themselves they always wanted 
to be skinnier and look better. They do not want 
people to look at them funny, or make stupid 
comment about them or their bodies. Being Obese 
does make them feel guilty and ashamed, they do 
want to do something to change the way they look. 
not only this, they also try to hide themselves from 
public, get a rid of people talking about them, and 
stay away to those skinny people. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

SUBJECTS

Main purpose of this study to compare the self
confidence and mental health between various 
types of obesity groups. For this study Forty (40) 
girls students 10 from each group of  obesity were 
selected with the help of BMI (Weight in 
Kg/height in meter2 ) Underweight, Healthy 
weight, Overweight & Obese of Con
Amravati City, Amravati.  Subjects were selected 
with purposive sampling methods. The age of the 
subjects were ranged between 12
out self-confidence and mental health of the 
subject researcher conducted 
inventory, developed and standardized by M. 
Basavanna, Professor, Dept. of Psychology, S.V. 
University, Tirupati. The scale consists of 25 items 
in which 15 are positive and 10 are negative 
statements. Mental scale was developed by Dr. 
Jagadish, Dept. of Psychology R.B.S. College, 
Agra, & Dr. A. K. Srivastava Department of 
Psychology, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi. 
The inventory consists of 56 statements.
 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was done on the basis of 
ANOVA; A One-Way Analysis Of Varianc
utilized in order to estimate self
mental health of various categories of obesity in 
girl students. If any difference was found 
significance, the LSD Post-hoc test was applied to 
assess the paired mean difference among the 
various categories of obesity. 
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they really think inside in mind? How do they feel 
when people talk about them? And what do they 
expect the way of people looking at them? 
Sometime being fat is very unpredictable. 
Somehow the obese people cannot change the way 

are, but inside themselves they always wanted 
to be skinnier and look better. They do not want 
people to look at them funny, or make stupid 
comment about them or their bodies. Being Obese 
does make them feel guilty and ashamed, they do 

to change the way they look. 
not only this, they also try to hide themselves from 
public, get a rid of people talking about them, and 
stay away to those skinny people.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Main purpose of this study to compare the self-
ce and mental health between various 

types of obesity groups. For this study Forty (40) 
girls students 10 from each group of  obesity were 
selected with the help of BMI (Weight in 

) Underweight, Healthy 
weight, Overweight & Obese of Convent Schools 
Amravati City, Amravati.  Subjects were selected 
with purposive sampling methods. The age of the 
subjects were ranged between 12-13 years. To find 

confidence and mental health of the 
subject researcher conducted self-confidence 

ory, developed and standardized by M. 
Basavanna, Professor, Dept. of Psychology, S.V. 
University, Tirupati. The scale consists of 25 items 
in which 15 are positive and 10 are negative 
statements. Mental scale was developed by Dr. 

ogy R.B.S. College, 
Agra, & Dr. A. K. Srivastava Department of 
Psychology, Banaras Hindu University, Varanasi. 
The inventory consists of 56 statements. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

analysis was done on the basis of 
Way Analysis Of Variance was 

utilized in order to estimate self-confidence and 
mental health of various categories of obesity in 
girl students. If any difference was found 

hoc test was applied to 
assess the paired mean difference among the 

Table
Comparison of mental health between various 

types of obesity groups
Source 

of 
Variati

on 

SS df MS

Betwee
n 

Group
s 

291
0.87

5 
3 

970
.29
17

Within 
Group

s 

775.
1 

36 
21.
530
56

Total 
368
5.97

5 
39 

     *Significant at 0.05 level
Above table shows that there is significant 
difference found in mental health between various 
types of obesity groups. Mental health shows 
significance difference because calculated ‘F’ 
value are 45.065 which is gre
= 2.866. Since the F ratio is found to be 
significant, the Least Significant Difference (LSD) 
Post hoc test is applied to assess the paired mean 
difference among the group means which is shown 
on table below. 

Table

Post Hoc UW 

Healthy 15.4* 

OW 0.1 

Obs 8.2* 

  *Significant at 0.05 level     CD 

Graph 
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53

73

93

66.9

82.3
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Table-1 
Comparison of mental health between various 

types of obesity groups 

MS F 
P-

Val
ue 

F crit 

970
.29
17 

45.06
58* 

0.0
00 

2.866
266 

21.
530
56 

   

    

*Significant at 0.05 level 
Above table shows that there is significant 
difference found in mental health between various 
types of obesity groups. Mental health shows 
significance difference because calculated ‘F’ 
value are 45.065 which is greater than tab F0.05(3,36) 
= 2.866. Since the F ratio is found to be 
significant, the Least Significant Difference (LSD) 
Post hoc test is applied to assess the paired mean 
difference among the group means which is shown 

Table-2 

Healthy OW 

  

15.3*  

23.6* 8.3* 

*Significant at 0.05 level     CD - 4.208 
 

Graph - 1 
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58.7
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Table-3 
Comparison of self-confidence between various 

types of obesity groups
Source 

of 
Variati

on 

SS df MS F

Betwee
n 

Group
s 

160.
475 

3 
53.4
9167 

12.6
275

Within 
Group

s 

152.
5 

36 
4.23
6111 

Total 
312.
975 

39  

     *Significant at 0.05 level 
Above table shows that there is significant 
difference found in self-confidence between 
various types of obesity groups. Self
shows significance difference because calculated 
‘F’ value are 12.627 which is greater than tab 
F0.05(3,36) = 2.866. Since the F ratio is found to be 
significant, the Least Significant Difference (LSD) 
Post hoc test is applied to asses
difference among the group means which is shown 
on table below. 

Table-4 

Post Hoc UW Healthy

Healthy 3.8*  

OW 0.2 3.6*

Obs 1.7 5.5*
 *Significant at 0.05 level      CD 

Graph - 2 

.              

1. Rowland ML. Self-reported weight and 
height. Am J Clin Nutr 1990;52: 1125

2. Flood V, Webb K, Lazarus R, Pang G. Use of 
self-report to monitor overweight and obesity 
in populations: some issues for 
consideration. Aust N Z J Public 
Health 2000;24: 96-9. 

3. Erickson SJ, Robinson TN, Haydal FK, Killen 
JD. Are overweight children unhappy? A
Pediatr Adolesc Med 2000;154(9):931

4. Israel AC, Ivanova M. Global and dimensional 
self-esteem in preadolescent and early 
adolescent children who are overweight: age 
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confidence between various 
types of obesity groups 

F 
P-

Val
ue 

F crit 

12.6
275 

0.0
00 

2.866
266 

   

   

Above table shows that there is significant 
confidence between 
ups. Self-confidence 

shows significance difference because calculated 
‘F’ value are 12.627 which is greater than tab 

= 2.866. Since the F ratio is found to be 
significant, the Least Significant Difference (LSD) 
Post hoc test is applied to assess the paired mean 
difference among the group means which is shown 

Healthy OW 

  

3.6*  

5.5* 1.9* 
*Significant at 0.05 level      CD - 1.86 

CONCLUSION

Mental health of girls fro
is 82.3, mental health of underweight, over weight 
and obese categories mean are respectively 67,67, 
& 58.7 that means obese girls mental health status 
is poor than other category. Mean of Self
confidence of various categories of ob
girls from healthy category mean is 17, mean of 
overweight and underweight are near about same 
that is 20.6 & 20.8 respectively mean self
confidence of obese category is 22.5.  That means 
their self-confidence are lesser than other category 
(smaller the score more the self
Obese girls having less self
mental status. In this age group girls are more 
conscious about their feminine character. But due 
to obesity they may lose their self
ultimately it hamper their mental health. So it is 
need of the day, parents and society must think 
about the health of their wards and prefer active 
life style 
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that is 20.6 & 20.8 respectively mean self-
confidence of obese category is 22.5.  That means 
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ABSTRACT 

Today archery is a sport that can be participated in many ways; hunting, hobbies, and is even an Olympic 
event. Reaction time and Coordination play a key role in any athlete’s performance. Sports require 
Reaction time and Coordination for every type of movement such as running, jumping, cutting, and 
shooting. The purpose of this study was to compare Reaction Time and Coordination of Urban and Rural 
Archer of Gadchiroli District, Maharashtra. For this study researcher selected 40 Archer’s (20 Urban and 
20 Rural) by using Simple Random Sampling Method. Variables were as follows: Reaction Time and 
Coordination. Reaction Time shows significant difference between Urban and Rural Archer’s because the 
calculate ‘t’ value 3.945 is  greater than tabulated ‘t’ value 2.021. Whereas Coordination show 
insignificant difference between Urban and Rural Archer’s as the calculate ‘t’ value 2.00 is  lesser than 
tabulated ‘t’ value 2.021. Concluding, we can say that Reaction Time and Coordination shows better in 
Rural Archer’s as compared to Urban Archer’s. The reason behind the significant may be attributed that 
Archer’s belonging from rural area usually noticed that their lifestyle is more over based on hard physical 
works than that of urban people which makes the tribal’s more hardy, speedy, agile, flexible and laborious 
and probably due to such reasons they assumed high functional ability in their daily life activities. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: : Reaction Time, Coordination, Archer’s etc. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Archers have played a key part in warfare and 
hunting for thousands of years. It seems that 
archery was being developed in the early 
Mesolithic or late Paleolithic Age. Archery was 
especially well developed in some Islamic 
countries and in Asia, where Zen Buddhist monks 
used archery as an element of their meditation 
techniques Archery has a colorful image. First 
used as a means of survival before history was 
ever recorded, and now it has changed to an ultra 
modern sport. The invention of the bow and arrow 
was made by prehistoric man. This was a great 
cultural advance because it raised man above the 
beasts. Today archery is a sport that can be 
participated in many ways; hunting, hobbies, and 
is even an Olympic event.  
Reaction time is the time interval between the 
application of a stimulus and the appearance of 
appropriate voluntary response by a subject as 
rapidly as possible. Reaction time has been widely 
studied as its practical implications may be of 
great consequence, e.g., a slower than normal 
reaction time while driving can have grave results. 
Many factors such as physiological, psychological, 
pharmacological etc., have been shown to affect 

reaction times. They are age, sex, gender, 
handedness, physical fitness, sleep, fatigue, 
distraction, alcohol, caffeine, diabetes, personality 
type and whether the stimulus is auditory or visual. 
Coordination play a key role in any athlete’s 
performance. Sports require coordination for every 
type of movement such as running, jumping, 
cutting, and shooting. When a player lacks balance 
and coordination, they have a tendency to be very 
limited and this will eventually affect the way they 
perform in a practice or a game. This program 
focuses mainly on reinforcing movements and 
techniques that the player must do in order to 
exceed their limitations and get to the next level. 
The purpose of this study was to compare Reaction 
Time and Coordination of Urban and Rural Archer 
of Gadchiroli District, Maharashtra. 

METHODOLOGY 

For this study researcher selected 40 Archer’s (20 
Urban and 20 Rural) who were at least participate 
in inter collegiate or state of Gadchiroli (MS) and 
were in regular practice at Mahatma Jyotiba Fhule 
Arts College ground by using Simple Random 
Sampling Method. The age of the students was 
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between 18-25 years. Variables were as follows: 
Reaction Time and Coordination

ADMINISTRATION OF THE TEST

REACTION TIME: REACTION TIME 
RULER TEST

The person to be tested stands or sits near the edge 
of a table, resting their elbow on the table so that 
their wrist extends over the side. The assessor 
holds the ruler vertically in the air between the 
subject's thumb and index finger, but not touching. 
Align the zero mark with the subject’s fingers. The 
subject should indicate when they are ready. 
Without warning, release the ruler and let it drop 
the subject must catch it as quickly as possible as 
soon as they see it fall. Record in meters the 
distance the ruler fell. 

COORDINATION: ALTERNATE 
HAND WALL TOSS TEST

A mark is placed a certain distance from the wall 
(e.g. 2 meters, 3 feet). The person stands behind 
the line and facing the wall. The ball is thrown 
from one hand in an underarm action against the 
wall, and attempted to be caught with the opposite 
hand. The ball is then thrown back against the wall 
and caught with the initial hand. The test can 
continue for a nominated numb
for a set time period (e.g. 30 seconds).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

To compare the Reaction Time and Coordination 
of Urban And Rural Archer’s ‘t’ test was applied 
by the researcher for this study, level of 
significance was 0.05 at 38df. It is s
following tables: 

TABLE
Comparison of Urban and Rural 

Archer’s 
Item  SU

M 
ME
AN 

S.D
. 

Reaction 
Time 

Urba
n 

Arch
er’s 

250
5 

125.
25 

13.
42

Rural 
Arch
er’s 

287
0 

143.
5 

15.
73

Coordin
ation 

Urba
n 

Arch
er’s 

426 21.3 2.6
7

Rural 
Arche

r’s 

461 23.0
5 

2.8
3

 *0.05 level of Significance (38df) tabulated ‘t’ = 
2.021  
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25 years. Variables were as follows: 
nation 

ADMINISTRATION OF THE TEST 

REACTION TIME 
RULER TEST 

The person to be tested stands or sits near the edge 
of a table, resting their elbow on the table so that 
their wrist extends over the side. The assessor 

n the air between the 
subject's thumb and index finger, but not touching. 
Align the zero mark with the subject’s fingers. The 
subject should indicate when they are ready. 
Without warning, release the ruler and let it drop - 

ckly as possible as 
soon as they see it fall. Record in meters the 

ALTERNATE 
HAND WALL TOSS TEST 

A mark is placed a certain distance from the wall 
(e.g. 2 meters, 3 feet). The person stands behind 

the wall. The ball is thrown 
from one hand in an underarm action against the 
wall, and attempted to be caught with the opposite 
hand. The ball is then thrown back against the wall 
and caught with the initial hand. The test can 
continue for a nominated number of attempts or 
for a set time period (e.g. 30 seconds). 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

To compare the Reaction Time and Coordination 
of Urban And Rural Archer’s ‘t’ test was applied 
by the researcher for this study, level of 
significance was 0.05 at 38df. It is shown in 

TABLE 
Comparison of Urban and Rural 

S.D
 

M.
D. 

S.E
. 

T- 
Test 

13.
42 

18.
25 

4.6
25 

3.94
5* 

15.
73 

2.6
 

1.7
5 

0.8
72 

2.00 

2.8
 

*0.05 level of Significance (38df) tabulated ‘t’ = 

The above table shows that on the basis of mean 
difference there was much difference between the 
means of Reaction Time and Coordination.
this differences is significant or not at 0.05 level of 
significance. Researcher further calculated
& above table shows that 
shows significant difference between Urban and 
Rural Archer’s because the calculate ‘t’ value 
3.945 is  greater than tabulated ‘t’ value 2.021.
Whereas Coordination
difference between Urban and Rural Archer’s as 
the calculate ‘t’ value 2.00 is  lesser than tabulated 
‘t’ value 2.021. 

                         

CONCLUSION

Concluding, we can say that Reaction Time and 
Coordination shows better in Rural Archer’s 
ascompared to Urban Archer’s. 
the significant may be attributed that 
belonging from rural area
lifestyle is more over based
works than that of urban people which makes the 
tribal’s more hardy, speedy, agile, flexible and 
laborious and probably due to such reasons they 
assumed high functional ability in their daily life 
activities

115

120

125

130

135

140

145

Urban

Reaction Time

20
20.5

21
21.5

22
22.5

23
23.5

Urban

Coordination
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The above table shows that on the basis of mean 
difference there was much difference between the 
means of Reaction Time and Coordination. To see 
this differences is significant or not at 0.05 level of 
significance. Researcher further calculated ‘t’ test 
& above table shows that only Reaction Time 

significant difference between Urban and 
Rural Archer’s because the calculate ‘t’ value 

greater than tabulated ‘t’ value 2.021. 
Whereas Coordination show insignificant 
difference between Urban and Rural Archer’s as 
the calculate ‘t’ value 2.00 is  lesser than tabulated 

Graph 

 

CONCLUSION 

we can say that Reaction Time and 
better in Rural Archer’s 

ascompared to Urban Archer’s. The reason behind 
the significant may be attributed that Archer’s 
belonging from rural area usually noticed that their 
lifestyle is more over based on hard physical 
works than that of urban people which makes the 
tribal’s more hardy, speedy, agile, flexible and 
laborious and probably due to such reasons they 
assumed high functional ability in their daily life 

Rural

Reaction Time

Rural

Coordination
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EFFECT OF YOGA FOR THE PROMOTION OF MENTAL HEALTH AND WELL 
BEING FOR THE STUDENTS 

Jagdale, T.L.  

Department of Physical Education, Nabira Mahavidyalaya, Katol 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Yoga provides training of mind and body to bring emotional balance. We argue that children and young 
people need such tools to listen inward to their bodies, feelings, and ideas. Yoga may assist them in 
developing in sound ways to strengthen themselves. Thus it helps in contributing social sectors in 
producing healthy citizens.  First, we address how children and young people in today’s world face 
numerous expectations and constant stimulations through the Internet and other media and communication 
technologies. One reason why children experience stress and mental health challenges is that globalization 
exposes the youth all over the world to various new demands, standards, and options. There is also an 
increased pressure to succeed in school, partly due to increased competition there but and partly due to a 
diverse range of options available for young people in contemporary times. Our argument also partially 
rests on the fact that modern society offers plenty of distractions and unwelcome attractions, especially 
linked to new media technologies. The dominant presence of multimedia devices and the time spent on 
them by children are clear indicators of the shift in lifestyles and priorities of our new generation. While 
these media technologies are valuable resources for children and young people for communication, 
learning, and entertainment, they also detract them form the desired goods and objectives. 
Yoga may help children and young people cope with stress and thus contribute positively to balance in life 
consequently well-being, and mental health can be achieved.  Yoga improves children’s physical and 
mental well-being. Similarly, yoga in schools helps students improve resilience, mood, and self-regulation 
skills pertaining to emotions and stress. Yoga is being used by a growing number of youth and adults as a 
means of improving overall health and fitness. There is also a progressive trend toward the use of yoga as 
a mind-body complementary and alternative medicine to improve specific physical and mental health 
conditions.  
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: : Yoga, Mental health, Social wellbeing. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Globalization exposes children and young people 
all over the world to various new standards and 
options. Now children not only have new 
resources in their lives, but are also expected to 
perform well. Different institutions in children and 
adolescents’ lives, such as family, school, and the 
media, constantly provide stimulation as well as 
expectations. This exposure to new expectations 
and demands has the potential to create stress in 
young people’s lives, especially related to 
evaluation of their performances. 
Recent research shows that the most stressed-out 
generation is the current young adults For 
example; the 2012 online survey “Stress in 
America” reported an average stress level of 5.4 
out of 10 among 2,020 respondents in the US who 
were 18–33 years old. The researchers considered 
a stress level of three to six to be healthy .The 
survey has found that millennial (18–33 years of 
age) are more stressed than any other current 

living generation. Respondents in the millennial 
generation were also less likely to give their 
healthcare an A grade. Almost half of them 
acknowledged not 
It is common knowledge that stress can have 
serious health consequences. If unaddressed 
consistently, a high stress level could become a 
chronic condition, which could result in a range of 
health problems, including anxiety, insomnia, 
muscle pain, high blood pressure, and a weakened 
immune system. Research indicates that stress can 
even contribute to the development of major 
illnesses such as heart disease, depression, and 
obesity or exacerbate existing health issues (When 
such young adults are responsible for child care, 
they may tend to transmit their tensions to their 
children; thus, the situation becomes doubly 
alarming and worrisome for their families. 
Children learn to internalize the stresses. Their 
self-imposed expectations to meet the standards set 
by their caregivers, schools, and society may cause 
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them anxiety. Moreover, internalization of self-
expectation may become non-malleable for young 
people. 
We have observed that children are quite good at 
hiding their distress and emotional stress from 
their parents, since they do not want their parents 
to worry on their account. They desire to please 
their parents by their “appropriate” and “socially 
right” behaviors. Children dislike upsetting their 
parents and being the reason for adding to existing 
parental stress. According to a constructivist 
approach, children actively participate in their own 
development process. Moreover, children and 
young people interact with everyday life situations 
with world views that could be different from 
those of adults. In line with this theory, we believe 
that children function as an agency for their own 
well-being and have the evolving capacity to be 
partners of wellness with their families, friends, 
and society. However, children depend on the 
environment set by society to facilitate their 
potential for development. 
yoga as a potential tool for the youth to deal with 
stress and to regulate themselves. Yoga provides 
training of mind and body to bring emotional 
balance. It is claimed that yoga leads to alignment 
and harmony. A recent thesis suggests that yoga is 
a tool to listen to your heart we argue that children 
and young people need such aid to listen inward, 
to their bodies, feelings, and ideas. Thus, yoga 
may contribute to healthy development and good 
mental health; health promotion for children needs 
to include improvement of their attention, self-
esteem, empowerment, and self-regulation. We 
believe that children and adolescents need to 
develop based on their unique personalities, and to 
interpret and achieve the balance between their 
own strengths and societal expectations. Yoga may 
assist them in developing in sound ways, to 
strengthen themselves, and be contributing social 
beings. 

CHILDREN, YOUNG PEOPLE, AND 
MENTAL HEALTH 

There are also examples of today’s youth who 
demonstrate more serious attitudes than those of 
earlier generations. For instance, in Norway, as in 
some European countries, youngsters use less 
drugs than did previous generations, perform 
better academically, and are more active 
participants in society and in elections Moreover, 
youth behave more decently and less criminally, 
and are more hard-working in school. Children and 
young people also share more values with their 

parents than did their pre-decessors, and while 
young people “hang out” online, many from the 
parent generation do the same. This similarity may 
be one of the reasons for the decrease in drug use 
and breaking of norms. However, this amicable 
behavior has its price; recent research also 
indicates that young people are more worried than 
their counterparts in the past (op. cit.). 
Furthermore, a greater number of youth are 
diagnosed with conditions such as attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Increased 
pressure is also exerted on them to succeed in 
school now than in previous times. Such increased 
emphasis on education and self-discipline can be 
challenging. Thus, there are more psychological 
problems among young people; many worry 
excessively, have sleep problems, and experience 
hopelessness and stress. 
In fact, mental health problems are common 
among children and young people in the West, as 
well as in other parts of the world. The 2012 
European Union (EU) Youth Report suggests that 
almost 10–20% of young people in Europe suffer 
from mental illnesses, while one out of five 
struggle with emotional or behavioral problems 
Other sources confirm that while the majority of 
adolescents worldwide are healthy, 20% 
experience mental health issues). Similarly, a 
recent report estimates that 15–20% of Norwegian 
children aged 3–18 years have reduced 
functioning abilities due to mental problems such 
as anxiety, depression, and behavioral disorders 
Generally, psychological challenges intensify 
around puberty; due to psychological and 
biological changes. When growing up, children 
face pressures from family, school, and other 
social contexts to perform satisfactorily and adjust 
to the rapidly changing pace of development in 
society. 
The current scenario is challenging for both 
teachers and parents, as well as for children, to 
foster a positive mental health status. The 
transition from early childhood to youth and 
adulthood can be demanding in itself. In the midst 
of dealing with physical changes, children also 
have to develop their own identity, increase their 
autonomy from their parents, and handle changing 
peer relations. The pressure on young people also 
varies, encompassing academic, 
commercial/marketing, and relational issues, as 
well as succeeding in school, being popular, 
having a fit or slim body, wearing the right brands 
of clothes, and owning the latest technological 
gadgets, etc. This set of expectations creates stress, 
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which impacts children and young people’s mental 
health and well-being, as well as hampers their 
school performance [see Ref.  
Children also suffer from bullying (at school and 
cyber bullying), behavioral issues, problems with 
attention and self-regulation [such as ADHD and 
attention deficit disorder (ADD)], sleep disorders, 
obesity, computer dependency, drug abuse, and 
lack of school motivation, even leading to 
dropouts. Recent dropout rates in high schools are 
close to 30%, despite several years of political 
priority and designated measures in both the EU 
and the United States (US). Furthermore, schools 
are faced with the challenge that students 
(especially boys) are more attracted to the Internet, 
social media, and gaming than the school 
curriculum [cf. Ref.  

CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE’S 
MEDIA USE AND HEALTH 

CHALLENGES 

Modern society also offers innumerable 
distractions and undesired attractions, especially 
linked to modern media and communication 
technologies, on which we have become 
dependent. The massive presence of media and the 
time spent on media technologies by children are 
clear indicators of the shift in lifestyles and 
priorities of our new generation2. In the US, 
children spend over seven and a half hours daily 
using media devices an alarmingly large average, 
yet rather matter of fact in 2013. Children 
worldwide are spending more and more time in 
front of television sets or computer screens and on 
cell phones, making media a central part of their 
lives. Young people today are expected to be and 
are often constantly online. Advertising, 
communications, as well as education present a 
brand new social networking image to make media 
accessible to children3. 
Although media is a knowledge resource for 
children and adolescents’ mental health, its intense 
use leads to questions concerning young people’s 
capacity and interest to bring balance between 
physical and mental activities. A Kaiser Family 
Foundation study examined media use among very 
young children (0–6 years) and concluded that 
even these children spend as much time with 
electronic gadgets as they do playing outside .This 
study and many others draw links between media 
use and increase of health issues such as obesity 
and other physical and mental problems. 
Healthcare professionals use terms such as media 
addiction, identifying media as a factor of mental 

illness, dependency, obsessive–compulsive 
behaviors, concentration problems, and other 
attention disorders. Besides these physical and 
mental risks, safety concerns are being raised in 
media-heavy communities; issues such as cyber 
bullying, young children being exposed to 
violence, and sexually explicit material, as well as 
extreme or inappropriate behaviors, are being 
highlighted. The world at large, including the 
deviances of society, is much closer and easily 
accessible with media tools and technologies. 
We understand the media generation as the youth 
who live in a hypermedia environment. In many 
countries, including India, unequal access to media 
is an important concern, especially, since 
information and communication technologies 
(ICT) are regarded as major knowledge resources 
for the future Children and young people’s media 
use needs contextualization if this practice is to be 
understood properly [cf. Ref. First of all, 
children’s everyday lives, which include their 
home situation, school, and leisure activities, 
provide a context. Cultures and norms are also 
contexts to consider when understanding the role 
of new media and ICT in children’s lives. Media 
use is related to young people’s social context, 
such as family, community, and friends or peer 
groups. The media landscape, including traditional 
media, is also the context for how new ICTs are 
appropriated. Children’s use and reception will 
mediate the potential impact of media exposure. 
The consequences of media use can be extensive, 
and may affect how children spend their time, 
socialize, and even view the world. Thus, young 
people’s media use can be a factor in how they 
experience themselves and their lives. 

POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF 
PRACTICING YOGA FOR CHILDREN 

AND ADOLESCENTS 

“The beauty of yoga is that its benefits are 
available to students of every school-age group,” 
according to Henningsen .She discusses how yoga 
can be a comprehensive approach to stress, 
something which is needed in the often tension-
filled lives of children today [see also Ref. Yoga 
can help foster motivation, cultivate internal locus 
of control, improve sleep, and generally encourage 
healthy and balanced living. Yoga may also aid in 
shifting self-awareness inward to children’s own 
cues and emotions, and thus, counteract negative 
social and cultural influences, including the 
current media pressure to be always online and 
available. As yoga often results in improved focus 
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and concentration, regular practice is frequently 
accompanied by better academic performance). 
Yoga has also been shown to help children with 
attention problems as well as to support executive 
function development A number of studies have 
also suggested that yoga can assist children with 
special needs. 
Yoga has been found to have physiological 
benefits for children through rehabilitation 
processes Clinical studies also indicate that yoga 
improves academic performance and emotional 
balance [see Ref. The mental benefits of yoga 
relate to calming the heart rate, which signals the 
brain to activate the parasympathetic nervous 
system. Similarly, yoga can guide relaxation 
because it reduces sympathetic activity [e.g., see 
Ref. The sympathetic nervous system (fight or 
flight) is often engaged when children, similar to 
adults, are exposed to sensory overload. However, 
when the parasympathetic nervous system is 
activated, it increases our ability to focus and 
learn. Yoga is also said to reduce anxiety in young 
people as well as in seniors Thus, yoga may assist 
healthy development and life-long learning. 

CONCLUSION 

To conclude the part that yoga can be a valuable 
tool for children. We believe that the following 

statement also applies for children and young 
people: “If you practice yoga every day with 
perseverance, you will be able to face the turmoil 
of life with steadiness and maturity” The business 
enterprise has recognized the value of yoga 
globally. Across urban areas in recent times, yoga 
training centers, practice centers, private agencies, 
and individuals for both profit and non-profit 
sectors have opened studios and organized 
sessions in various forms and approaches. Many 
people pay fees to use these facilities and practice 
yoga. However, schools, pre-schools, and the 
public sector of education are not keeping up with 
the trend, notwithstanding their prime 
responsibility of developing the full potentials of 
children and young people. 
Today’s children require a creative, interactive 
syllabus, and participatory method in the teaching–
learning process. This approach is applicable for 
learning yoga too. Thus, if we can communicate 
with children and young people effectively, they 
can adopt yoga as a powerful tool for themselves 
to minimize stress, as well as develop resilience to 
deal with it. We believe in the need to focus on 
research to understand the ways children and 
young people can enjoy learning yoga, sustain it in 
practice, and use it 

. 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Personality traits predict a number of performance markers in competitive contexts such as work and 
academia. Organized sport represents another competitive context in which some personality traits have 
been found to coincide with greater levels of success. For example, athletes competing in national or 
international competitions report higher levels of conscientiousness and lower levels of neuroticism than 
do those competing in club or regional competitions and athletes selected for the Paralympics Games 
report higher levels of tough-mindedness (a component of agreeableness) and lower levels of anxiety. To 
better understand the processes connecting personality traits to athletic success, researchers have recently 
begun to explore associations between personality traits and discrete athletic behaviors. 

Keywords: Personality, Sports, Physical activity  
 

INTRODUCTION 

People are remarkably varied in their ability to 
perform under stressful or challenging 
circumstances and in their tendencies to engage in 
health-related behaviors. To understand and 
encourage behavior change, the sources of these 
individual differences need to be uncovered. This 
review focuses on the personality dimensions 
outlined in the Five Factor theory of personality. 
Investigations have explored associations between 
personality traits and performance-related 
outcomes (e.g., academic and occupational 
success) and between personality traits and health-
related outcomes (e.g., diet and stress). Amid the 
academic articles available, a considerable number 
have centered on personality-trait associations in 
the context of sport and physical activity. The 
development of this field originated when 
researchers started to notice particular traits among 
athletic adolescents (e.g., Fleming, 1934), and 
their articles tended to emphasize the contribution 
of athletic behavior to personality change. Over 
time, the focus shifted to consider personality traits 
as precursors to two core outcomes: sport 
performance (athletic success) and physical 
activity (exercise participation). We review each of 
these areas in turn, focusing on recent advances 
before considering new research questions and 
avenues of further study. 

 

 

PERSONALITY IN SPORT 
PERFORMANCE 

Personality traits predict a number of performance 
markers in competitive contexts such as work and 
academia. Organized sport represents another 
competitive context in which some personality 
traits have been found to coincide with greater 
levels of success. For example, athletes competing 
in national or international competitions report 
higher levels of conscientiousness and lower levels 
of neuroticism than do those competing in club or 
regional competitions and athletes selected for the 
Paralympics Games report higher levels of tough-
mindedness (a component of agreeableness) and 
lower levels of anxiety. To better understand the 
processes connecting personality traits to athletic 
success, researchers have recently begun to 
explore associations between personality traits and 
discrete athletic behaviors. It has been found that 
sport participants with high levels of 
conscientiousness use better preparation strategies. 
The relationship between personality and athletic 
success is often thought of as unidirectional—the 
general assumption being that personality traits 
cause some individuals to perform better or worse 
in athletic situations. However, it is also possible 
that athletic success, and the life changes that 
accompany this success, contribute to personality 
change. There is evidence from occupational 
settings that career success permeates personality 
change and, in particular, contributes to increases 
in levels of extraversion.  
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This is because success in occupational roles often 
accompanies changes in interpersonal activities 
(e.g., greater leadership behavior) that might 
challenge personality stability in adulthood. In 
athletic settings, success can also generate greater 
interpersonal activities, but, more importantly, it 
can lead to considerable income and media 
attention (e.g., changes in privacy, adoration by 
fans), and it remains unclear how these factors 
might contribute to personality change. We can 
speculate that the additional life stress that 
coincides with these factors might, under certain 
circumstances, contribute to undesirable changes 
(e.g.,increases in neuroticism). Longitudinal 
studies are needed to explore bidirectional 
associations and potential moderator variables 
(e.g., social support) during important personal or 
career transitions (e.g., the transition from amateur 
to professional athlete). 

PERSONALITY IN HEALTH-RELATED 
EXERCISE 

Physical inactivity has been identified as the fourth 
leading risk factor of global mortality, causing an 
estimated 5.3 million deaths each year (Lee et al., 
2012). It is therefore unsurprising that 
psychologists are targeting the identification of 
factors associated with participation in regular 
exercise. There is now good evidence that 
personality traits relate to physical-activity levels. 
For example, new studies of adult sitting behavior 
have shown that low levels of conscientiousness, 
extraversion, and openness and high levels of 
neuroticism predict a greater occurrence of leisure-
time sitting time. Comprehensive meta-analyses 
have also demonstrated that high levels of 
extraversion and conscientiousness and low levels 
of neuroticism relate to high levels of physical 
activity. In particular, industriousness (a 
component of conscientiousness) and activity (a 
component of extraversion) are often identified as 
important physical- activity correlates. The 
majority of research on personality and physical 
activity has targeted young adults. More recently, 
there has been a shift toward understanding 
physical-activity levels across the life span. 
Studies have demonstrated that older adults with 
high levels of extraversion have Greater muscular 
strength and those individuals with high levels of 
extraversion, openness, or conscientiousness or 
low levels of neuroticism record greater energy 
expenditure at peak walking pace importantly.  It 
has also been found that positive attitudes toward 

aging mediate a positive association between 
openness and levels of physical activity.  

 

MOVING FORWARD 

The studies reviewed so far have provided some 
interesting perspectives on personality-trait 
associations in sport and physical activity. The 
greater focus on older adults has been an important 
development in the field—as have the greater use 
of longitudinal designs and variations in outcome 
measures (e.g., leisure-time sitting time, energy 
expenditure). In terms of research progression, the 
field might benefit from a more targeted focus on 
adolescent populations. In the context of sport 
performance, researchers might explore behavior-
change interventions that target continued 
participation in sport among adolescents who have 
great athletic potential but personality traits 
associated with a high risk of drop-out. In the 
context of health-related exercise, researchers 
might explore changes in personality traits 
throughout adolescence and their relationship to 
changes in exercise motives. Longitudinal designs 
that target bidirectional associations might help to 
explain the shift from environmental to genetic 
influences on sport participation and the decline in 
exercise participation throughout adolescence. 
Adolescence is a critical developmental stage 
during which we observe not only the greatest 
changes in levels of physical activity but also the 
greatest changes in personality (McAdams & 
Olson, 2010). 
There is reason to consider that these associations 
might not be mutually exclusive. Studies have 
found that sport participation contributes to the 
development of important life skills (Gould & 
Carson, 2008) and long-term health-related quality 
of life . Through sport participation, adolescents 
gain confidence, learn new physical capabilities, 
develop important social relationships, develop 
leadership skills, and gain satisfaction by working 
toward goals (Gould & Carson, 2008). It is 
reasonable, therefore, to consider that sport 
participation might contribute to personality 
change during adolescence. A critical question is 
whether different modes of physical activity have 
similar effects on personality change.  
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THE ROLE OF PERSONALITY IN 
SPORT AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY 

Physical activity with low levels of social 
interaction. It would be interesting to explore the 
potential differences between activity modes in 
their effects on personality stability and change 
during adolescence. The role of personality in 
sport teams and exercise groups has received little 
empirical attention. In other (nonathletic) settings, 
it has been found that greater variation among 
group members in some personality traits (e.g., 
extraversion) and greater similarity in others (e.g., 
agreeableness) relate to more successful group 
performances. Similar associations might be 
observed in team sports, and this could have 
implications for applied practice in terms of 
selecting or deselecting players to fit the needs of a 
particular team or competition. In physical-activity 
settings, people often choose to take part in 
structured (group) exercise classes, and individual 
behavior in these contexts might also depend on 
the personality traits of other class members. For 
example, adherence levels might be higher when 
the group as a collective (or the group leader) 
scores highly on desirable personality traits (e.g., 
extraversion) or when the target person has 
personality traits similar (or dissimilar) to those of 
other group members. Personality similarity is one 
potential contributing factor to adherence levels in 
exercise programs, and this extends beyond other 
members of the exercise class to the personality 
traits of the consultant or service provider 
administering the physical-activity intervention. 
Consultants are often responsible for recruiting 
participants into behavior-change interventions 
and monitoring their progress. 
It is reasonable to expect that clients’ engagement 
and commitment to behavior-change 
recommendations might be contingent on their 
interactions with their service provider (e.g., 
relatedness) and that these interactions are 
conditioned by personality traits. Psychologist–
client personality similarity is considered an 
important factor in turning intentions into behavior 
and researchers would do well to consider the 
personality traits of consultants when designing 
and implementing physical-activity interventions 
and evaluating their success. As far as we are 
aware, the personality traits of service providers 
have not featured in studies of behavior change 
that have targeted leisure-time physical activity. 
To critically evaluate intervention success, it is 
important to consider all potential moderator 

variables, and these include the personality traits 
of the people delivering the interventions. 
The role of personality in sport teams and exercise 
groups has received little empirical attention. In 
other (nonathletic) settings, it has been found that 
greater variation among group members in some 
personality traits (e.g., extraversion) and greater 
similarity in others (e.g., agreeableness) relate to 
more successful group performances. Similar 
associations might be observed in team sports, and 
this could have implications for applied practice in 
terms of selecting or deselecting players to fit the 
needs of a particular team or competition. In 
physical-activity settings, people often choose to 
take part in structured (group) exercise classes, and 
individual behavior in these contexts (e.g., 
adherence levels) might also depend on the 
personality traits of other class members. For 
example, adherence levels might be higher when 
the group as a collective (or the group leader) 
scores highly on desirable personality traits (e.g., 
extraversion) or when the target person has 
personality traits similar (or dissimilar) to those of 
other group members. 
Personality similarity is one potential contributing 
factor to adherence levels in exercise programs, 
and this extends beyond other members of the 
exercise class to the personality traits of the 
consultant or service provider administering the 
physical-activity intervention. Consultants are 
often responsible for recruiting participants into 
behavior-change interventions and monitoring 
their progress. It is reasonable to expect that 
clients’ engagement and commitment to behavior-
change recommendations might be contingent on 
their interactions with their service provider (e.g., 
relatedness) and that these interactions are 
conditioned by personality traits. Psychologist–
client personality similarity is considered an 
important factor in turning intentions into behavior 
and researchers would do well to consider the 
personality traits of consultants when designing 
and implementing physical-activity interventions 
and evaluating their success. As far as we are 
aware, the personality traits of service providers 
have not featured in studies of behavior change 
that have targeted leisure-time physical activity. 
To critically evaluate intervention success, it is 
important to consider all potential moderator 
variables, and these include the personality traits 
of the people delivering the interventions. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The available evidence shows that sport 
performance and physical-activity levels can be 
predicted by personality traits. Conscientiousness 
and neuroticism appear to be most important for 
athletic success, and these associations seem to 
mirror those observed in other performance 
contexts (e.g., academic and occupational 
success). Personality-trait dimensions also relate to 
interpersonal relationships in athletic dyads and 
can predict athletes’ psychological states before, 
during, and after competitions. Little is known 
about the contribution of athletic success to 
personality change or how personality-trait 
similarities among team members relate to group 
success. In the context of physical activity, 
extraversion and conscientiousness (and, to a 
lesser extent, neuroticism) predict physical-activity 

levels in nonclinical samples. These dimensions 
also relate to strength and mobility in older adults 
and, along with agreeableness, can predict 
unhealthy (addictive) exercise behavior. 
Importantly, new research has suggested that 
leisure-time physical activity can contribute to 
personality change during adulthood. We 
recommend additional longitudinal studies that 
explore bidirectional associations between 
personality traits and various modes of physical 
activity. This information would be particularly 
valuable to researchers pursuing the various 
environmental factors that contribute to 
personality-trait development, and might also be of 
value to health professionals targeting the 
promotion of physical activity and healthy living 
in developed nations 

. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper will seek to provide a comprehensive description of Performance Analysis, its purpose and its 
broad possible applications. The paper will summarise the similarities of approach of biomechanics and 
notational analysis, and will show how, through the application of motor control theories, these two 
different approaches to of objective feedback can combine to help the sports player, coach and manager. 
The review of relevant researches in Performance analysis of sport is given also. The main focus of this 
paper is how biomechanical and notational analyses have helped, and can help, coaches and athletes to 
analyse and improve sports performance. It has been also showed how data from these researches can be 
analysed and processed in a variety of ways to provide a descriptive profile that can be used for giving 
both the athlete and the coach feedback about their actions. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

key words: Performance Analysis, Sport, biomechanics, notational analysis, training process 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper will consider what performance 
analysis in sport what biomechanical and notation 
a analysis has in common and how they differ. The 
main focus will be how they have helped, and can 
better help, coaches and athletes to analyse and 
improve sports performance. Biomechanics, 
notational analysis and motor control all involve 
the analysis and improvement of sport 
performance. They make extensive use of video 
analysis and technology. They require careful 
information management for good feedback to 
coaches and performers and systematic techniques 
of observation. They have theoretical models-
based on performance indicators–amenable to 
artificial intelligence developments and strong 
theoretical links with other sport science and 
information technologies disciplines. They differ 
in that bio mechanists analyse,  individual sports 
techniques and their science is grounded in 
mechanics and anatomy. A notational analyst 
study technical and tactical patterns in soccer, 
gross movements or movement patterns, and is 
primarily concerned with strategy and tactics and 
has a history in dance and music notation. 
Notational analysts are gradually establishing their 
own methodological processes and interlinking 
these with developing theories for the specific 
problems associated with their data analyses. The 
practical value of performance analysis is that 
well-chosen performance indicators highlight good 
and bad techniques or team performances. They 

help coaches to identify good and bad 
performances of player and facilitate comparative 
analysis of teams and players. In addition, 
biomechanics helps to identify injurious 
techniques while notational analysis helps to 
assess physiological and psychological demands of 
sports. Drawing on a range of examples, it will be 
argued that performance analysts require a unified 
approach, examining interactions between players, 
and their individual skill elements. Of fundamental 
importance is the need for us to pay far greater 
attention to the principles of providing feedback-
technique points that a coach can observe2from 
video and simple counts of events are unlikely to 
enhance individual or team performance. 
Notational analysis is an objective way of 
recording performance, so that critical events in 
that performance can be quantified in a consistent 
and reliable manner. This enables quantitative and 
qualitative feedback that is accurate and objective. 
No change in performance of any kind will take 
place without feedback. The role of feedback is 
central in the performance improvement process, 
and by inference, so is the need for accuracy and 
precision of such feedback The provision of this 
accurate and precise feedback can only be 
facilitated if performance and practice is subjected 
to a vigorous process of analysis. Augmented 
feedback has traditionally been provided by 
subjective observations, made during performance 
by the coaches, in the belief that they can 
accurately report on the critical elements of 
performance without any observation aids. Several 
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studies not only contradict this belief, but also 
suggest that the recall abilities of experienced 
coaches are little better than those of novices, and 
that even with observational training, coaches’ 
recall abilities improved only slightly. 
Furthermore, research in applied psychology has 
suggested that these recall abilities are also 
influenced by factors that include the observer’s 
motives and beliefs. The coach is not a passive 
perceiver of information, and as such his or her 
perception of events is selective and constructive, 
not simply a copying process. The applications of 
notational analysis in different sport activities 

MOVEMENT ANALYSIS 

Detailed analysis of movement is a complex 
activity requiring sophisticated equipment. 
However, basic  
analysis of movement can be done visually and 

should involve the following: 
 A description of the actual movements which 

occur at the joints involved 
 The plane(s) in which the movement occurs 
 The muscles producing the movement 
 The function of the muscles involved The type 

of contraction (isotonic - concentric or 
eccentric, isometric) 

 The range of the muscle action (inner, middle, 
outer)  

ANALYSIS OF SPRINTING 
The leg action in running is one that takes place in 
a and involves the hip, knee and ankle joints. 
The bones of the hip involved are the femur and 
pelvic girdle which form a ball and socket joint. 
The bones of the knee involved are the femur and 
tibia which form a hinge joint. 
The bones of the ankle involved are the tibia and 
calcaneus which form a modified joint. 
Each of these joints produces two actions, one 
when the leg is in contact with the ground (driving 
phase) and one when the leg is not in contact with 
the ground (recovery phase). 
                           Driving Phase 

Joints 
involve

d 

Action Agonist Muscle 

Hip Extension & 
hyperextensio

n 

Gluteal muscles 
(gluteus maximus 

and gluteus 
minimus) and 
Hamstrings 

(biceps femoris, 
semimembranosus

, semitendinosus) 

Knee Extension Quadriceps group 
of muscles (rectus 

femoris, vastus 
medialis, vastus 

lateralis and 
vastus 

intermedialis) 
Ankle Plantar flexion Gastrocnemius 

            Recovery phase 
Joints involved Action Agonist Muscle 

Hip Flexion Iliopsoas 
Knee Flexion Hamstrings (biceps 

femoris, 
semimembranosus, 

semitendinosus) 
Ankle Dorsi 

flexion 

Tibialis anterior 

BIOMECHANICS-WHAT IS THE 
BIOMECHANICAL VIEW OF 
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS? 

Sports biomechanics is concerned with fine detail 
about individual sports techniques while notational 
analysts are more concerned with gross 
movements or movement patterns in games or 
teams. Furthermore, notational analysts are more 
concerned with strategic and tactical issues in 
sport than with technique analysis and the two 
disciplines do not share a common historical 
background. However, the similarities between the 
two groups of performance analysts are far more 
marked than the differences. A crucial similarity is 
evident when we look at the other sport science 
disciplines: sports psychology and physiology 
(including nutrition) essentially focus on preparing 
the athlete for competition. Performance analysts, 
in contrast, focus on the performance in 
competition to draw lessons for improving 
performance and this is true of both notational and 
biomechanical analysis. Both are fundamentally 
concerned with the analysis and improvement of 
performance. 
Both are rooted in the analysis of human 
movement. Both make extensive use of video 
analysis and video -based technology. Although 
both evolved from manual systems, they now rely 
heavily on computerised analysis systems. Both 
have a strong focus on data collection and 
processing. Produce vast amounts of information 
this is sometimes claimed to be a strength of both 
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sports bio mechanics and notational analysis; 
however, it often requires careful attention in 
providing feedback to athletes and coaches.  
In addition, bio mechanists and notational analysts 
both emphasise the development of systematic 
techniques of observation. This is more obvious in 
notational analysis and, perhaps, in the somewhat 
neglected ‘qualitative’ analysis approach of 
biomechanics than in fully quantitative 
‘computerised biomechanical analysis’, which 
seems somewhat out of fashion with coaches at 
present. Both have a strong focus on the provision 
of feedback to the coach and performer to improve 
performance and each group is now learning and 
adopting best practice from the other. 4Technical 
evaluation To define quantitatively where 
technique fails or excels has very practical uses for 
coaches, in particular, 

EDUCATIONAL APPLICATIONS 

It is accepted that feedback, if presented at the 
correct time and in the correct quantity, plays a 
great part in the learning of new skills and the 
enhancement of performance. Recent research , 
however, has shown that the more objective or 
quantitative the feedback, the greater effect it has 
on performance. However, in order to gauge the 
exact effect of feedback alone, complete control 
conditions would be needed in order to minimise 
the effect of other external variables, which is by 
definition impossible in real competitive 
environments. This experimental design is also 

made more difficult because working with elite 
athletes precludes large numbers of subjects.  
Were using notation systems as an adjunct to a 
spectrum of tactical models that they created for 
squash. The hand notation systems are used by the 
Welsh national youth squads, the actual notation 
being completed by the players, for the players. It 
is believed that in this way the tactical awareness 
of the players, doing the notation, are heightened 
by their administration of these systems.  

CONCLUSIONS 
The use of systematic observation instruments 
provides researchers with a method of collecting 
behavioural data on both the coach and the athlete. 
These data can be analysed and processed in a 
variety of ways to provide a descriptive profile that 
can be used for giving both the athlete and the 
coach feedback about their actions. Advances in 
both computer and video technology can make this 
observation process more efficient and also 
provide the coach with audio - visual feedback 
about their interactions with athletes. The next 
phase of solving these problems in their entirety is 
translating the use of these objective observation 
systems into practice. The presentation here 
attempts to exemplify some of the better practical 
uses of analysis by elite coaches and athletes. The 
next step is to be able to describe in generic terms 
the whole process, of performance analyses and 
their applications to the coaching process, so that it 
can be applied to any type of sport

. 
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ABSTRACT  
Uninostril breathing facilitates the performance on spatial and verbal cognitive tasks, said to be right and 
left brain functions, respectively. Since hemispheric memory functions are also known to be lateralized, the 
present study assessed the effects of uninostril breathing on the performance in verbal and spatial memory 
tests. School children (N = 108 whose ages ranged from 10 to 17 years) were randomly assigned to four 
groups. Each group practiced a specific yoga breathing technique: (i) right nostril breathing, (ii) left 
nostril breathing, (iii) alternate nostril breathing, or (iv) breath awareness without manipulation of 
nostrils. These techniques were practiced for 10 days. Verbal and spatial memory was assessed initially 
and after 10 days. An age-matched control group of 27 were similarly assessed. All 4 trained groups 
showed a significant increase in spatial test scores at retest, but the control group showed no change. 
Average increase in spatial memory scores for the trained groups was 84%. It appears yoga breathing 
increases spatial rather than verbal scores, without a lateralized effect. 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Yoga as we identify it today is the product of a 
complex spiritual evolution that has taken place 
over centuries, the exact history of Yoga is 
uncertain. The earliest signs of Yoga can betraced 
to Stone Age Shamanism, both Shamanism and 
Yoga has cultural similarities. The shamanistic 
civilization revered the sacred art of discern the 
cosmic order through inner vision; they used 
rituals to create shifts in their perceptual field to 
communicate with the spirit world. Shamans were 
the precursors of the Yogis. The development of 
yoga can be traced to over 5,000 years ago, 
evidence of yoga postures were found on stone 
drawings dating from these times. Yoga’s long 
rich history can be divided into five main periods: 
Vedic Yoga, Pre-Classical Yoga, Classical Yoga, 
Post-Classical Yoga and Modern Yoga. 
Yoga is a form of exercise that originated in 
ancient India and is practiced widely across the 
world today. Yoga not only enhances your 
physical strength but also contributes largely 
towards your mental health and spiritual growth. 
Looking at the popularity of yoga, Hon’ble Prime 
Minister Narendra Modi suggested at the UN 
Assembly that yoga be given a special day as it is 
beneficial for everyone and making it a world 
event would help in spreading awareness about its 
benefits. So, on 21st June 2015, World Yoga Day 
was observed for the first time across the world 
and has since been celebrated annually. Yoga not 
only keeps you fit but also has a lot of long-term 
benefits when you make it an integral part of your 
lifestyle.  

DEFINITIONS 

1. According to Patanjali, “it is affected by 
preventing the modification of Citta or the 
thinking principle by keeping in mind in its 
unmodified state –a state as clear as crystal 
when uncoloured by contact with other 
substances.” 

2. According to Oxford Dictionary, “as a Hindu 
system of philosophical meditation and 
asceticism, yoga was designed to affect the 
union of the devoted soul with the universal 
soul.” 

YOGA ASANAS AND THEIR BENEFITS 

Yoga asanas are the simplest and the easiest way 
to reduce our excess weight and meditating our 
body and mind. The ancient practice types of yoga 
asanas provides a wide range of mind and body 
benefits, including other benefits like giving 
strength and flexibility, stress relief and even cures 
many diseases. Yoga is all about stretching our 
body in different forms and meditation. Yoga 
poses like Surya namaskara (Sun Salutation), 
Dhanurasana (Bow pose), Bhujangasana (Cobra 
pose), Kapalabhati pranayama and so many other 
effective yoga poses, helps in reducing our weight 
as well as our belly fat. 
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FITNESS AND YOGA IN SPORTS 

INCREASING BALANCE AND CORE 
STRENGTH 

In order to preserve the balance in your body, you 
must strengthen the core, which is the center of 
your body. The human body is divided into two 
major muscles groups, the upper body muscles and 
lower body muscles. The core is the one that has 
the duty to balance these so they can work 
synergistically therefore, it has to be strengthened. 
Perhaps there is no better way of understanding 
and achieving this other than practicing yoga.  

INCREASING FLEXIBILITY 

No doubt that yoga is the best way to increase 
flexibility. Flexibility is very much needed for an 
athlete to be able to jump higher, hit harder, reach 
further or run faster. Sometimes in order to 
achieve the desired results an athlete would force 
their bodies to an extreme training which can 
cause the muscles to become too tight. Yoga can 
help to loosen these muscles and make them 
flexible again.  

HELP CONNECTING THE MIND 
AND BODY 

Perhaps a better way to describe this is you have to 
be able to communicate better with your body in 
order to bring out its best potentials. As your self 
awareness grows, your body will be stronger. An 
athlete should also be able to listen to their body 
by paying attention to the signals given by it and 
respond to it properly, and yoga is the best way to 
help you doing this.  

DECREASE THE RISK OF INJURY 

Injury is the worst enemy for an athlete. It could 
make an athlete miss an important match or 
competition, or even worse it could end a great 
career. By practicing yoga, the increased flexibility 
can help to decrease muscle strains, which can 
reduce the risk of an injury, therefore athletes can 
play more safely in whatever sports they are 
participating.  

OBJECTIVES 

1. To evaluate the effect of integral yoga on 
human potential by assessing sustained 
attention, emotional intelligence, general 
health, triguna personality inventory and to 
evaluate the correlations of each variable with 
other variables. 

2.  To study the immediate effect of Kapālabhāti 
and Breath awareness on human potential 
assessed by state anxiety, sustained attention 
and verbal and spatial memory.  

3. To study the immediate effect of Deep 
Relaxation Technique vs Supine rest on 
human potential assessed by state anxiety and 
sustained attention. 

HEALTH AND YOGA IN EXERCISE 
AND SPORT 

BUILDS MUSCLE STRENGTH 

Strong muscles do more than look good. They also 
protect us from conditions like arthritis and back 
pain, and help prevent falls in elderly people. And 
when you build strength through yoga, you 
balance it with flexibility. If you just went to the 
gym and lifted weights, you might build strength 
at the expense of flexibility. 

PERFECTS YOUR POSTURE 

Your head is like a bowling ball—big, round, and 
heavy. When it's balanced directly over an erect 
spine, it takes much less work for your neck and 
back muscles to support it. Move it several inches 
forward, however, and you start to strain those 
muscles. Hold up that forward-leaning bowling 
ball for eight or 12 hours a day and it's no wonder 
you're tired. And fatigue might not be your only 
problem. Poor posture can cause back, neck, and 
other muscle and joint problems. As you slump, 
your body may compensate by flattening the 
normal inward curves in your neck and lower 
back. This can cause pain and degenerative 
arthritis of the spine. 

INCREASES YOUR BLOOD FLOW 

Yoga gets your blood flowing. More specifically, 
the relaxation exercises you learn in yoga can help 
your circulation, especially in your hands and feet. 
Yoga also gets more oxygen to your cells, which 
function better as a result. Twisting poses are 
thought to wring out venous blood from internal 
organs and allow oxygenated blood to flow in once 
the twist is released. Inverted poses, such as 
Headstand, Handstand, and Shoulderstand, 
encourage venous blood from the legs and pelvis 
to flow back to the heart, where it can be pumped 
to the lungs to be freshly oxygenated. This can 
help if you have swelling in your legs from heart 
or kidney problems. Yoga also boosts levels of 
hemoglobin and red blood cells, which carry 
oxygen to the tissues. And it thins the blood by 
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making platelets less sticky and by cutting the 
level of clot-promoting proteins in the blood. This 
can lead to a decrease in heart attacks and strokes 
since blood clots are often 

MAINTAINS YOUR NERVOUS 
SYSTEM 

Some advanced yogis can control their bodies in 
extraordinary ways, many of which are mediated 
by the nervous system. Scientists have monitored 
yogis who could induce unusual heart rhythms, 
generate specific brain-wave patterns, and, using a 
meditation technique, raise the temperature of their 
hands by 15 degrees Fahrenheit. If they can use 
yoga to do that, perhaps you could learn to 
improve blood flow to your pelvis if you're trying 
to get pregnant or induce relaxation when you're 
having trouble falling asleep. 
Health benefits of yoga exercise 

BENEFITS 

The practice of sun salutation which is comprised 
of a series of postures helps in maintaining good 
health and vigor. It invigorates the body and the 
mind. It helps to reduce abdominal fat and 
increases the flexibility of the spine and limbs. 
Since the various steps of sun-salutation require 
coordination with breathing, it strengthens the 
breathing capacity. The reduction of fat will help 
to reduce the effects of hypertension, diabetes etc. 
It has the potential to penetrate and rejuvenate 
most of the vital organs of the human system, 
while keeping the mind calm and focused. 

HEALTH BENEFIT OF YOGA 

Here's a list of some of the most beneficial aspects 
of power yoga: 
 
 It increases endurance, strength, and 

flexibility. 
 Mental endurance and physical stamina are 

tested through holding postures for extended 
breaths. 

 Arm and shoulder strength is increased as you 
use your own body weight for resistance. 

 Lats, traps, and other back muscles begin to 
support the spine better than before. 

 Abdominals and obliques are refined and 
toned through building core muscles. 

 Posture begins to correct itself over time. 
 Hip flexors are stretched and strengthened. 
 Glutes, quads, hamstrings, and calves are 

strengthened. 
 increase your flexibility 
 increase muscle tone and strength 
 improve your circulatory and cardio health 
 helps you sleep better 
 increase your energy levels 
 improve athletic performance 
 reduce injuries 
 detoxify  your organs 
 improve your posture 
 improves anxiety and depression 
 helps with chronic pain 
 release endorphins that improve your mood 

CONCLUSION 

As highlighted above, researcher find out that yoga 
in sports asimportant as other think it helps us in 
different ways anddifferent levels in a sports men 
life. We have improved our performance by daily 
yoga practicing in order toperform asporting action 
efficiently and effectively, a person needs to have 
a high degree of concentration and focus with a 
mind that is calm and controlled, Yoga can help a 
sportsperson to haveevenness of mind and control 
of their thoughts even during stress and/or 
adversity. Yoga can play a key role in cultivating 
mind control and concentration which helps a 
sportsperson to perform at their peak leaves and 
yoga helps us a lot. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the study was in relation to the body mass index and selected physical fitness variables 
were analyses. A total of 150 students which were selected from the G. S. Gawande Jr. College and ITI, 
College, Umarkhed (India). They were not given any physical training before taking body mass index and 
physical fitness variables test. After the selection of 150 students who had their age ranging from 17- 21 
years studying in different classes, they were administered test on selected criterion variables. The body 
mass index and selected Physical Fitness variables were speed, agility, strength (right and left hand grip, 
leg strength).  
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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INTRODUCTION 

The obvious need to have communities, schools; 
states and the nation endorse the importance of 
regular physical activity for the nation’s health by 
working with fitness professionals and allocating 
resources. The human body is the only machine 
that breaks down when not used. And it is the only 
mechanism that functions better and healthier the 
more it is put to use. Human body is created to 
function well it is in active condition. Physical 
fitness avoids an individual from being infected or 
suffers from illness; stay healthy both mentally 
and physically throughout their lives. In short 
term, they are able to perform daily chores easily 
and able to prevent chronic diseases such as heart 
attack, high blood pressure, cancer, diabetes, and 
osteoporosis (Omar-Fauzee et al., 2010). Physical 
fitness is a crucial pillar contributing a lot for the 
health of an individual so that it affects our ability 
to function and be physically active and, at poor 
levels, is associated with such health outcomes as 
diabetes and cardiovascular diseases (Institute of 
Medicine, 2012). Physical fitness according to the 
President’s Council on Fitness is a broad quality 
involving medical and dental supervision and care 
immunization and other protection against 
diseases, proper nutrition, adequate rest, 
relaxation, good health practices, sanitation and 
other aspects of healthful living. It further states 
that exercise is an essential element to achieving 

and maintaining physical fitness (Jourkest et al., 
2011). 
The benefits of a physical fitness program include 
improved capability to perform specific physical 
tasks, improved ability to mobilize the body 
efficiently, improved tolerance to fatigue, reduced 
risk during physical attacks, better psychological 
preparation, and reduced stress and associated 
health risks (Cooper Institute as cited in Sonia, 
2010). In this sense, data on physical fitness status 
of students in GSG, Jr. College and ITI, College 
seem to be scarce. Therefore, the aim of this study 
physical fitness level of students so that the results 
obtained can be very helpful to promote good 
health in the early stages. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Selection of subjects 
In this study, random sampling technique was used 
to draw samples of first year male students 
studying in different colleges in Mekelle 
University, from two colleges and one institute. 
The size of samples was determined by using a 
Simplified Formula for Proportions (Yemane, 
1967 as cited in Israel, 1992) which provides a 
simplified formula to calculate the sample size. 
From a total of 156 populations, 150 samples were 
drawn. These samples were distributed for 
colleges and departments using statistical formula, 
Proportionate for Sample Size Determination. 
They were aged 19 to 22 years old with mean ±SD 
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of age: 18.16±.1.09, weight: 55.08±2.3, & height: 
1.6887±0.05 respectively. All of the samples were 
participated willingly and voluntarily in this study.  
Selection of variables and tests: 
There are three different programs that provide 
excellent examples of effective tools for 
measurement within physical education. It tests all 
students regardless of age, gender, or ability. 
Students are encouraged to be self-aware of 
health-related fitness and take responsibility by 
setting personal fitness goals. It provides a number 
of options for each performance tasks so all 
students who have the maximum opportunity to 
complete the tests. In this present study, the 
variables were selected based on the review of 
related literature, experts, feasibility of the criteria, 
availability of tools, and the relevance of the 
variables to the present study. The Physical Fitness 
Test (PFT) measures four aspects so that the 
investigator selected cardiovascular fitness, muscle 
strength, muscular endurance, and flexibility as 
criterion variables. Appropriate tests were used 
cardiovascular fitness – one mile run test, muscle 
strength – trunk lift, muscular endurance - Curl up 
and flexibility – Back - Saver Sit and Reach test. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Table 1: Physical Characteristics of the 
Students-Descriptive Statistics 

Parame
ters 

N Minim
um 

Maxim
um 

Mea
n 

Std. 
Deviat

ion 

Age 34
9 

19 22 19.9
2 

.909 

Weight 34
9 

46 68 57.0
8 

4.233 

Height 34
9 

1.55 1.89 1.68
87 

.05739 

N= number of participants 
The results concerning the significant difference 
between means on the selected HRPF variables 
among different college students were analyzed. 
Bases on the findings obtained from this study, the 
following conclusions were drawn. As findings 
revealed, at 5% level of significance, there is 
enough evidence to support the claim that there 
were differences in physical fitness level among 
students of different Colleges. Statistically 
significant means differences were showed in 
Cardiovascular Fitness, Abdominal muscle 
Strength and Endurance, and Extensor Muscle 
Strength and Flexibility. Students did not 
demonstrate reasonable difference in the level of 
physical fitness-Lower Back and Hamstring 
Muscles Flexibility so statistically no significant 
difference was observed. In overall physical 
fitness variables students from the GSG, Jr. 
College and ITI, College of Umarkhed taluka 
demonstrated superior performance. The probable 
reason for this better performance could be, 
unfortunately students from the CDANR have an 
exposure for the practice of physical activities 
since they have been taking physical education 
course

. 
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WHY DO ATHLETES GET INJURED 

 Overtraining 
 Not allowing  for proper recovery 
 Not listening to their body 
 Strength and flexibility imbalance 
 Weakness 
 Inflexibility  
 Improper footware  
 Improper  surface 

HOW DO YOU PREVENT INJURIES 

 Follow a sensible training program which 
incorporates appropriate rest. 

 Listen to your body 
 Proper warm up should be done 
 Strengthen muscles specific to game 
 Stretch thoroughly after completion of game 
 Apply Cryotherapy 
 Massage (self massage & professional 

massage) 

PROPER RECOVERY 

If a sensible training program is followed it will 
automatically prevent injuries.  There is always an 
error in case of recovery in any training 
programme.  We should observe mood changes, 
increased basal heart rate, increased restlessness 
and disturbed sleep.  We should reduce volume or 
intensity or both, whenever we notice these 
symptoms occurring. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF STRENGTHENING & 
STRETCHING 

Strengthening and stretching helps to correct 
imbalance which can develop among different 
muscle groups.  If these are ignored it can convert 
into stress on particular area of body which may 
ultimately result in an injury.  Many injuries are 
due to the weakness on one side of joint.  If a weak 
muscle is opposing tight muscle, fatigue takes 
place more quickly.  This leads to poor 
biomechanics and that results in an injury. 

 

APPROPRIATE STRENGTHENING 
EXERCISES AND SUITABLE TIME 

Exercise to strengthen major muscles are good 
way to reduce the muscular imbalance.  
Strengthening exercise are Bicycle, Prone Core 
Stabilisaiton, Single-leg Balance Drill, Lunges, 
Heal walking, Toe walking, Toe Grasping and 
Pool running etc.  It should be performed 2-3 times 
a week, with 2-3 sets of 15 to 20 repetition per 
exercise. Strengthening is reserved for healthy 
muscle.  We should include rest and/or treatment 
of injured tissue followed by movement and 
stretching before the strengthening exercises start. 

APPROPRIATE STRETCHING AT 
APPROPRIATE TIME 

Slow static stretch should be incorporated in warm 
up.  Deeper stretches should be done after exercise 
when the muscle are warm and more flexible.  
Stretching may be uncomfortable, but it should 
never be painful.  Do not force the stretch wait for 
the tissue to relax.  It takes 15 – 60 seconds for 
effective stretch.  Stretch deeper muscle and with 
more intensity after exercise while you are still 
warm. 

IMPORTANCE OF FOAM ROLLER 

The roller should be used before stretching a 
muscle.  It is very effective method of applying 
self massage.  You should roll at tight place on 
muscle and wait until you feel softening.  Never 
hold on to one spot more than a minute.  This will 
improve flexibility of muscle. 

SIGNIFICANT OF CRYOTHERAPY 

Cryotherapy is chippest therapy and more 
effective.  A 10-15 minutes soak in cold water 
between 55-60º helps to  prevent post exercise 
muscle soreness and inflammtion. It can be used 
on any acute injury.  Application of ice is most 
effective in first 24 to 48 hours after injury.  Icing 
can reduce severity of an injury it is also valuable 
for treating chronic inflammation.  Treatment 
should last from 10 – 20 minutes depending on 
size of area.  Put a think cloth between your skin 
and ice pack during application.   
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USE OF APPROPRIATE FOOTWARE AND 
ITS LIFE 

The best ways to select appropriate footware is to 
visit store and try on may different models of 
footware.  In general, a motion control shoe is best 

for over pronators with flat, floppy feet, and a shoe 
with extra cushioning is best for those with a rigid, 
high arched foot.  Many injuries are due to 
improper footware.  One should not use a 
particular pair of footware for very longer duration 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of the Study was development of Norms for Body Mass Index of school going girls of the age 
group 13,14 and 15 years. For the purpose of the study, the subjects were selected from different schools 
of all 29 zones of Delhi under the structure of Directorate of Education, Government of National capital 
Territory of Delhi using purposive sampling. The Sample size was 2100 subjects The variable for the study 
was Body Mass Index which was measured through Height and Weight. Body Composition was measured 
by measuring Body Mass Index (BMI) with height in meters and weight in kg. The Descriptive Statistical 
techniques used for the analysis of data was Mean, Standard Deviation, Minimum scores, Maximum 
Scores and Range. For the development of Norms, Percentile and Six Sigma Scale were used.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Key Words: Norms, Body Mass Index. 

INTRODUCTION 

A fit and healthy person will certainly live 
longer life and may become more productive at 
work place to enhance nation’s growth and 
development. With an increasing prevalence of 
heart and other cardiovascular diseases as well 
as a wide range of health concerns, the 
importance of leading healthy lives that include 
a well-balanced diet and an adequate fitness 
regime that embodies healthy lifestyle habits is 
imperative. 
Health has a direct impact on all activities, 
economic or otherwise. With massive efforts 
being made to effectively implement the 
provisions of the Right to Education Act (RTE), 
2010, enroll every child below 14 years in 
school, it would be best if the health and fitness 
related schemes are implemented through the 
organized school system. 
As per The World Health Statistics-2012 report 
released by WHO, one in three adults 
worldwide, has raised blood pressure and one in 
10 adults has diabetes. Also 12% of the total 
population are obese. A startling observation of 
WHO vulnerable to these deadly diseases. In the 
same Report, WHO also makes a prediction that 
one out of every three Indians will either be a 
coronary patient or a diabetic by 2030. This 
projected population at risk about two decades 
from now will necessarily be the presently 
school going children. Given the fact that, 
majority of our population are in the youth 

category below the age of 35 years, WHO’s 
prediction for 2030 has to be addressed at the 
national level urgently. Maintaining a healthy 
body weight is very important to all aspects of 
well being. It can help in avoiding serious health 
problems such as heart disease and type 2 
diabetes. 
One way of checking of healthy weight is to 
know your Body Mass Index (BMI). Your body 
mass index is calculated by dividing your 
weight in kilograms by your height squared in 
metres. In physical fitness, body composition is 
used to describe the percentages of fat, bone, 
water and muscle in human bodies. Because 
muscular tissue takes up less space in our body 
than fat tissue, our body composition, as well as 
weight, determines leanness. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

This Chapter contains an elaborate description 
about the sources of the subjects, selection of 
the subjects, selection of the variables, criterion 
measures, administration of the test items, 
collection of data, procedure for establishing 
norms and statistical techniques etc. The 
detailed descriptions of the content are as 
follows: 

SOURCES OF THE SUBJECTS 

For the proposed study, 2100 female subjects in 
the age category of 13 to 15 years i.e. 700 
subjects each age category were randomly 
selected from various schools of Delhi. 
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CRITERION MEASURES 

Body composition (percentage of body fat).   
The following testing items will be used for the 
collection of the data: 
 

S. 
N. 

Variable Test Item Unit of 
Measurement 

1. Body composition 
(percentage of body fat) 

Height and  
Weight 

meter/kilogram 
 

 
(a)  Height: Subject stands erect bare-footed 
with heels and back of the head touching the 
stands or wall. The device of measurement stand 
or a flat card-board was put up on the top of the 
head to take the height of an individual.  
Scoring: The measurement is taken to the 
nearest centimeter. 
(b)  Weight: The subject stood on the platform 
of the weigh-in Machine bare-footed with foot 
parallel and weight equally distributed on both 
feet. Minimum cloth shirts/t-shirt and 
shorts/skirt in case of girls. 
Scoring: The weight is recorded from the 
indicator dial of the machine in kgs. 

COLLECTION OF THE DATA 

The research scholar visited various schools of 
Delhi to collect the data by administering the 
fitness tests as mentioned in the administration 
of the test items for the selected girls age 
ranging 13-15 years. 

PROCEDURE FOR ESTABLISHING 
NORMS: 

The Normative scores were developed by 
testing selected 750 girls’ subjects of Delhi 
schools on each test item considered for 
proposed study separately. A common method 
of organizing normative data is through the use 
of percentile tables. Percentile tables for each 

test items separately will indicate the percentile 
equivalent (rank) associated with any given raw 
scores.   

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The findings of the Research Study were 
accomplished by employing various statistical 
techniques. The statistics used for deriving 
results were mean, standard deviation, minimum 
& maximum values on body composition of 
girls from 13 to 15 years studying in Delhi 
schools has been calculated. These findings 
have been presented in the following tables: 

Fig. 1.01: Mean Values of the Body Mass 
Index of girls aged 13, 14 and 15 years 

studying in Delhi schools. 

 
It is highlighted from the figure 4.1 that the 
body mass index was found highest among the 
15 year old girls followed by the 14 year and 
least among the 13 year old girls studying in 
Delhi Schools. 

 
TABLE 1.01 

Descriptive Statistics of Body Mass Index 
(kg/m2) of girls aged 13, 14 and 15 years 

studying in Delhi schools 
Age N Me

an 
Std. 
Devi
ation 

Mini
mum 

Maxi
mum 

Ra
nge 

13 
Year

s 

7
0
0 

20.
21 

4.46 10.14 38.19 28.
05 

14 7 20. 4.39 9.96 37.31 27.

Year
s 

0
0 

74 35 

15 
Year

s 

7
0
0 

21.
18 

4.43 12.16 41.46 29.
30 

Note: n= number of subjects selected 
Table 1.01 highlights the descriptive analysis of 
the body mass index of the 13, 14 and 15 years 
old girls studying in Delhi schools. The mean 
and standard deviation of the body mass index 
of the 13, 14 and 15 years old girls studying in 
Delhi schools were found as 20.21± 4.46 kg/m2, 
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20.74± 4.39 kg/m2 and 21.18± 4.43 kg/m2 
respectively. Further, the table highlights that 
the minimum value, maximum value and the 
range of values of the body mass index of the 13 
year old girls studying in Delhi schools were 
10.14, 38.19 and 28.05 kg/m2 respectively; of 
the 14 year old girls studying in Delhi schools 

were 9.96, 37.31 and 27.35 kg/m2 respectively; 
and of the 15 year old girls studying in Delhi 
schools were 12.16, 41.46 and 29.30 kg/m2 
respectively.The graphical representation of the 
mean scores of the body mass index of the 13, 
14 and 15 years old girls studying in Delhi 
schools is presented in the figure 1.01. 

TABLE 1.02 
Percentile Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 13 year old girls studying in Delhi Schools 

Percentile Body Mass Index Percentile Body Mass Index 
100 38.19 75 22.76 
99 33.50 74 22.59 
98 31.76 73 22.40 
97 30.93 72 22.29 
96 30.02 71 22.22 
95 29.27 70 22.02 
94 28.16 69 21.87 
93 27.21 68 21.69 
92 26.71 67 21.56 
91 26.13 66 21.42 
90 25.78 65 21.22 
89 25.57 64 21.08 
88 25.36 63 20.96 
87 25.07 62 20.83 
86 24.89 61 20.78 
85 24.70 60 20.69 
84 24.52 59 20.64 
83 24.08 58 20.54 
82 23.92 57 20.42 
81 23.76 56 20.31 
80 23.62 55 20.23 
79 23.47 54 20.06 
78 23.31 53 19.93 
77 23.07 52 19.78 
76 22.95 51 19.64 

 
Percentile Body Mass Index Percentile Body Mass Index 

50 19.49 25 16.95 
49 19.41 24 16.79 
48 19.26 23 16.65 
47 19.19 22 16.55 
46 19.11 21 16.45 
45 19.02 20 16.38 
44 18.95 19 16.25 
43 18.89 18 16.18 
42 18.79 17 16.07 
41 18.69 16 15.95 
40 18.49 15 15.82 
39 18.41 14 15.78 
38 18.24 13 15.65 
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37 18.14 12 15.54 
36 18.06 11 15.41 
35 18.01 10 15.24 
34 17.92 9 15.15 
33 17.85 8 14.95 
32 17.65 7 14.76 
31 17.53 6 14.59 
30 17.44 5 14.32 
29 17.30 4 14.13 
28 17.21 3 13.87 
27 17.12 2 12.81 
26 17.08 1 12.42 
- - 0 10.14 

Table. 1.02 shows the 100th to 0th Percentile Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 13 year old girls 
studying in Delhi Schools. 

TABLE 1.03 
Percentile Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 14 year old girls studying in Delhi Schools 

 
Percentile Body Mass Index Percentile Body Mass Index 

100 37.31 75 23.37 
99 33.30 74 23.16 
98 31.33 73 23.05 
97 30.17 72 22.93 
96 29.28 71 22.75 
95 28.71 70 22.67 
94 28.37 69 22.58 
93 27.88 68 22.39 
92 27.56 67 22.33 
91 27.21 66 22.12 
90 27.02 65 22.03 
89 26.50 64 21.89 
88 26.24 63 21.71 
87 25.89 62 21.59 
86 25.72 61 21.49 
85 25.54 60 21.33 
84 25.29 59 21.13 
83 25.01 58 21.03 
82 24.82 57 20.89 
81 24.62 56 20.76 
80 24.44 55 20.65 
79 24.21 54 20.57 
78 24.05 53 20.45 
77 23.85 52 20.30 
76 23.69 51 20.20 

 
 

Percentile Body Mass Index Percentile Body Mass Index 
50 20.17 25 17.50 
49 20.08 24 17.37 
48 19.87 23 17.26 
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47 19.77 22 17.09 
46 19.59 21 17.02 
45 19.48 20 16.92 
44 19.39 19 16.75 
43 19.28 18 16.68 
42 19.22 17 16.61 
41 19.13 16 16.47 
40 18.86 15 16.34 
39 18.74 14 16.23 
38 18.66 13 16.13 
37 18.53 12 16.06 
36 18.49 11 15.88 
35 18.44 10 15.79 
34 18.35 9 15.60 
33 18.28 8 15.47 
32 18.13 7 15.33 
31 18.05 6 15.25 
30 17.90 5 14.97 
29 17.84 4 14.70 
28 17.73 3 14.27 
27 17.64 2 13.60 
26 17.57 1 12.39 
- - 0 9.96 

Table 1.03 shows the 100th to 0th Percentile Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 14 year old girls 
studying in Delhi Schools. 

TABLE 1.04 
Percentile Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 15 year old girls studying in Delhi Schools 

 
Percentile Body Mass Index Percentile Body Mass Index 

100 41.46 75 23.76 
99 33.24 74 23.59 
98 32.09 73 23.44 
97 30.90 72 23.32 
96 29.94 71 23.18 
95 29.52 70 23.04 
94 29.14 69 22.88 
93 28.56 68 22.75 
92 28.13 67 22.61 
91 27.70 66 22.50 
90 27.30 65 22.39 
89 27.01 64 22.23 
88 26.67 63 22.02 
87 26.50 62 21.88 
86 26.28 61 21.71 
85 25.94 60 21.53 
84 25.58 59 21.41 
83 25.46 58 21.31 
82 25.24 57 21.12 
81 25.01 56 21.07 
80 24.87 55 20.96 
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79 24.62 54 20.88 
78 24.39 53 20.72 
77 24.08 52 20.55 
76 23.90 51 20.38 

 
 

Percentile Body Mass Index Percentile Body Mass Index 
50 20.32 25 18.05 
49 20.23 24 17.96 
48 20.16 23 17.88 
47 20.02 22 17.77 
46 19.92 21 17.65 
45 19.82 20 17.57 
44 19.75 19 17.43 
43 19.60 18 17.31 
42 19.52 17 17.12 
41 19.42 16 17.01 
40 19.33 15 16.92 
39 19.24 14 16.77 
38 19.15 13 16.69 
37 19.13 12 16.52 
36 19.08 11 16.33 
35 18.95 10 16.01 
34 18.88 9 15.82 
33 18.77 8 15.72 
32 18.69 7 15.48 
31 18.61 6 15.32 
30 18.50 5 15.15 
29 18.37 4 14.96 
28 18.29 3 14.78 
27 18.21 2 14.08 
26 18.10 1 13.46 
- - 0 12.16 

Table 1.04 shows the 100th to 0th Percentile Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 15 year old girls 
studying in Delhi Schools. 

TABLE 1.05 
6 Sigma Scale Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 13 year old girls studying in Delhi Schools 

6 Sigma Score Body Mass Index 
100 33.59 
90 30.91 
80 28.24 
70 25.56 
60 22.89 
50 20.21 
40 17.53 
30 14.86 
20 12.18 
10 9.51 
0 6.83 
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Mean- 20.21, Standard Deviation: 4.46 
Table. 1.05 shows the 100th to 0th 6 Sigma Scale Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 13 year old 
girls studying in Delhi Schools. 

 
TABLE 1.06 

6 Sigma Scale Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 14 year old girls studying in Delhi Schools 
6 Sigma Score Body Mass Index 

100 33.91 
90 31.28 
80 28.64 
70 26.01 
60 23.37 
50 20.74 
40 18.11 
30 15.47 
20 12.84 
10 10.20 
0 7.57 

 
Mean- 20.74, Standard Deviation: 4.39 

Table. 1.06 shows the 100th to 0th 6 Sigma Scale Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 14 year old 
girls studying in Delhi Schools. 

TABLE 1.07 
6 Sigma Scale Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 15 year old girls studying in Delhi Schools 

6 Sigma Score Body Mass Index 
100 34.47 
90 31.81 
80 29.15 
70 26.50 
60 23.84 
50 21.18 
40 18.52 
30 15.86 
20 13.21 
10 10.55 
0 7.89 

Mean- 21.18, Standard Deviation: 4.43 
Table. 1.07 shows the 100th to 0th 6 Sigma Scale Values of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of 15 year old 
girls studying in Delhi Schools. 

 
TABLE 1.08 

Norms under Percentile Scale of Body Mass Index (kg/m2) of girls aged 13, 14 and 15 years 
studying in Delhi schools 

Age Obese Over Weight Normal Weight Under Weight 
13 Years >24 23-24 16-22 � 16 
14 Years >25 24-25 17-23 � 17 
15 Years >25 24-25 18-23 � 18 

 
Table 1.08 shows that the norms based on the 
percentile scale, body mass index of girls aged 13, 
14 and 15 years studying in Delhi schools has been 

divided into four categories namely obese, 
overweight, normal weight and underweight. 
Below 16, 16-22, 23-24 and above 24 body mass 
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index are considered as obese, overweight, normal 
weight and underweight respectively for girls aged 
13 years studying in Delhi schools. Similarly, 
below 17, 17-23, 24-25 and above 25 body mass 
index are considered as obese, overweight, normal 
weight and underweight respectively for girls aged 
14 years studying in Delhi schools. While, below 
18, 18-23, 24-25 and above 25 body mass index 
are considered as obese, overweight, normal 
weight and underweight respectively for girls aged 
15 years studying in Delhi schools.  

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the findings and within the limitations of 
this study, the following conclusions were 
drawn: 

1. The normative scales namely the Percentile 
Scales and 6 Sigma Scales were prepared for 
girls aged 13, 14 and 15 years studying in 
Delhi Schools.  

2. The norms based on the percentile scale for 
body mass index of girls aged 13, 14 and 15 
years studying in Delhi schools has been 
divided into four categories namely obese, 
overweight, normal weight and underweight. 
Below 16, 16-22, 23-24 and above 24 body 
mass index are considered as obese, 
overweight, normal weight and underweight 
respectively for girls aged 13 years studying in 
Delhi schools. Similarly, below 17, 17-23, 24-
25 and above 25 body mass index are 
considered as obese, overweight, normal 
weight and underweight respectively for girls 
aged 14 years studying in Delhi schools. 
While, below 18, 18-23, 24-25 and above 25 
body mass index are considered as obese, 
overweight, normal weight and underweight 
respectively for girls aged 15 years studying in 
Delhi schools. 
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EFFECT OF BRISK WALKING AND TREADMILL WALKING ON SELECTED 
PHYSIOLOGICAL VARIABLES OF MIDDLE AGED MEN 

S.R. Saulkar 

H.V.S.K.M.Phy.Edu.Coll.Ytl. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The study was conducted the effect of brisk walking treadmill walking on selected physiological variables 
of middle aged men. The participant group consists of 45 middle aged men (age 35 to 45 years) were 
selected from Master Senior citizen Yavatmal (M.S.) Prior to the administration of test the investigator 
held six sessions meeting with the subjects. Before the commencement of the training programme the 
investigator explained to the subjects the purpose of the study and their role in the investigation. A period 
of two weeks was utilized to select and teach method of walking and style for group ‘A’ brisk walks and for 
group ‘B’ treadmill walking. Control group was not exposed to any of the orientation regarding training. 
Group A, B & C subjects were motivated to perform well and the recording of measurements were made 
known to the subjects with a view to familiarizing them about their performance. Conclusions are drawn 
based on the purpose of the study. Brisk walking and treadmill walking groups were found to be significant 
than control group on physiological variables namely BMI, pulse rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic 
blood pressure at 0.05 level of confidence Brisk walking and control groups were not found significant 
while treadmill walking and control groups were found significant on haemoglobin. Hence treadmill 
walking group have the better significant on haemoglobin in. Brisk walking and treadmill walking groups 
were found to be significant. 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: BMI (Body Mass Index). Pulse rate. Systolic blood pressure Diastolic blood pressure. 
Haemoglobin. Brisk walking. Treadmill walking 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Physical exercises are to be performed in many 
forms like running, dancing, playing games, 
weight training, recreational games, yog  asanas 
and walking. The kind and type of exercises alone 
do not influence the kind of biological adaptations 
in the human body. The load dynamics like density 
and intensity of exercises may target for different 
kind of biological adaptations in the human body. 
To our knowledge no perceptive study has been 
reported to treat metabolic related problems. In the 
current study the scholar examined the metabolic 
benefits through the different types of walking on 
middle aged men. The exercise program should be 
in proper intensity, density and alignment of body 
according to the individual need and health 
benefits. Walking is the mostly used simple 
activity to any people. It requires no special skills 
or facilities without major risk of injury. The 
favourable effects of walking on both 
physiological and psychological wellbeing are 
firmly established. There commended quantity and 
quality of walking exercises can be developing and 
maintaining cardio respiratory and muscular 
fitness and flexibility in health adults. recent day, 
busy individual attracted with offering benefits 
with minimum investment of time. Walking can be 

considered the preferred exercise for primary 
education because it provides both endurance and 
balance. It is the primary performance on which 
many activities of daily living depend upon 
walking has been shown to have significant 
benefits and minimal associated risks. As long as 
there are no contra in  dictions, the benefits of 
walking almost certainly out weight the risk in the 
majority of people with diabetes.  

METHODOLOGY 

SELECTION OF SUBJECTS 

In the present study forty five middle aged men 
were selected from Master citizen group Yavatmal 
(M.S.) Their age ranged from 35 to 45 years. The 
subjects were divided into three groups of fifteen 
subjects each at purposively Group A and Group B 
considered as experimental groups and Group C 
considered as control group. Both experimental 
Group A and B underwent brisk walking and 
treadmill walking for twelve weeks training 
program. Group C acted as Control group and they 
did not undergo any training programme. All the 
subjects were directed to seek their willingness to 
act as subjects. The investigator explained to them 
the purpose ,nature and importance of the training 
programme and the testing procedure in detail. The 
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physical conditions of the subjects were assessed 
by a qualified medical practitioner and all the 
subjects were healthy and normal. They were 
requested to co-operate and participate actively for 
the same. 

SELECTION OF VARIABLES 

In the present study the investigator referred 
different relevant literature and consulted with 
experts in physiology and to identify most suitable 
variables. The variables selected are furnished 
below. BMI (Body Mass Index),  Pulse rate , 
Systolic blood pressure,  Diastolic blood pressure, 
Haemoglobin 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

The forty five subjects were selected for the 
present study by using purposive sampling 
technique and they were divided into three equal 
group two experimental groups and control group. 
Twelve weeks of brisk walking and treadmill 
walking training were given to the experimental 
groups. The control group was not allowed to 
participate in any of the training programmers 
except their routine work. Measurements for the 
variables were taken at the beginning (pre - test) 
and at the end of the experimental period after 
twelve weeks (post - test). The data werecollected 
of all the variables for both control and 
experimental groups. 

TRAINING PROGRAM 

Based on the pilot study the training schedule for 
experimental group ‘A’ ‘B’ was programmed for 
twelve weeks. During the training programme the 
experimental groups underwent their respective 
training progamme for six days per week for 12 
weeks. Group ‘A’ underwent brisk walking, Group 
‘B’ underwent treadmill walking. The intensity of 
experimental groups was fixed 50-70% function of 
heart rate. The study consists of a pre test and post 
test. The post test was conducted after a period of 
twelve weeks of exercises programme. The 
training was given from 6 to 7.30 AM on six days. 
The programme included warm up and warm 
down. The intensity of the programme was 
increased by every month. All participants were 
advised to eat a healthy diet and not to restrict their 
calories. 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The differences were found to be significant by the 
analysis of covariance it was conclude with the 
Scheffe’s post hoc test on selected variables. The 

data were obtained from the subjects were 
analyzed statistically by the application of analysis 
covariance (ANACOVA) at 0.05 level of 
significance. 
Table –I 
 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR BODY MASS 
INDEX ON BRISK 
WALKING, TREADMILL WALKING AND CONTROL 
GROUPS 
OF MIDDLE AGED MEN 

 
 Cont

rol 
Grou
p 

Brisc
k 
Walki
ng 
Grou
p 

Trade
mill 
Walki
ng 
Group 

SO
V 

SS d
f 

M.S
q. 

‘F’Ra
tio 

Sig 

Pre 
Test 
Mean 

26.46 26.58 26.59 B 
W 

0.16 
165.
35 

0
2 
4
2 

0.08 
3.94 

0.02 
 
0.9
80 

S.D. 
 

1.89 1.86 2.18     

  

Post 
Test 
Mean 

26.42 25.38 25.14 B 
W 

13.8
6 
91.5
6 

0
2 
4
2 

6.93 
2.18 

3.28* 
0.0
48 

S.D. 1.89 1.31 1.12     
  

Adjus
ted 
Post 
Test 
Mean 

26.47 25.36 25.11 B 
W 

15.6
5 
31.3
5 

0
2 
4
1 

7.83 
0.76 

10.24
* 

0.0
00 

*Significant at 0.05 level 
The value for df 2, 42 at 0.05 level =3.21, The value 
for df 2, 41 at 0.05 level =3.21 

Table – I 
SCHEFFE’S POST-HOC TEST FOR PAIRED MEAN 
DIFFERENCE AMONG 
THE GROUPS FOR BODY MASS INDEX 
Control 
Group 

Brisk 
Waling 
Group 

Walking 
Group 

Difference CI 

26.47 25.36.  1.11*  
0.80 

26.47  25.11 1.36* 

 25.36 25.11 0.25 

*Significant at 0.05 level, Scheffe’s CI value 0.05 
Level=0.80 

 
 
Scheffe’s Post hoc test showed that there is 
significant difference between brisk walking and 
treadmill walking with mean difference of 1.1 and 
1.36 respectively when compared with control 
group. There is no significant difference between 
brisk  walking and treadmill walking groups with 
mean difference 0.25 as the value is lesserthan the 
CI value 0.80. 
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Table – II 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR PULSE RATE ON 
BRISK WALKING, 
TREADMILL WALKING AND CONTROL GROUPS 
OF MIDDLE 
AGED MEN 
 
 Cont

rol 
Grou
p 

Brisc
k 
Walk
ing 
Grou
p 

Trade
mill 
Walki
ng 
Group 

SO
V 

SS d
f 

M.S
q. 

‘F’Ra
tio 

Sig 

Pre 
Test 
Mean 

79.09 78.93 78.00 B 
W 

10.13 
1981.
187 

0
2 
4
2 

5.07 
47.1
9 

0.10 
0.8
98 

S.D. 
 

7.13 7.27 6.15     

  

Post 
Test 
Mean 

78.73 73.40 73.67 B 
W 

270.9
3 
1721.
87 

0
2 
4
2 

135.
47 
40.9
8 

3.30* 
0.4
6 

S.D. 7.20 6.07 5.85     
  

Adjus
ted 
Post 
Test 
Mean 

78.39 73.13 74.23 B 
W 

228.2
1 
293.2
3 

0
2 
4
1 

114.
10 
7.15 

57.95
* 

0.0
00 

*Significant at 0.05 level 
The value for df 2, 42 at 0.05 level =3.21, The value 
for df 2, 41 at 0.05 level=3.21 
Table - II 
SCHEFFES POST-HOC TEST FOR PAIRED 
MEAN DIFFERENCE AMONG 
THE GROUPS FOR PULSE RATE 
Control 
Group 

Brisk 
Waling 
Group 

Walking 
Group 

Difference CI 

78.39 73.17  5.22*  
2.46 

78.39  74.23 4.16* 

 73.17 74.23 1.06* 

*Significant at 0.05 level, Scheffe’s CI value, 0.05 
Level=2.46 
Scheffe’s Post hoc test showed that there is 
significant difference between brisk walking and 
treadmill walking with mean difference of 5.22 
and 4.16 respectively when compared with control 
group. There is no significant difference between 
brisk walking and treadmill walking groups with 
mean difference 0.25 as the value is lesser than the 
CI value 2.46. 
Table – III 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR SYSTOLIC 
BLOOD PRESSURE ON 
BRISK WALKING, TREADMILL WALKING AND 
CONTROL GROUPS OF MIDDLE AGED MEN 
 Cont

rol 
Grou
p 

Brisc
k 
Walki
ng 
Grou
p 

Trade
mill 
Walki
ng 
Group 

SO
V 

SS d
f 

M.S
q. 

‘F’Ra
tio 

Sig 

Pre 
Test 
Mean 

129.8
7 

129.5
3 

128.00 B 
W 

29.73
3 
4429.
47 

0
2 
4
2 

14.8
7 
105.
63 

0.14 
0.8
69 

S.D. 
 

9.66 8.10 12.54     

  

Post 
Test 
Mean 

127.0
0 

121.3
3 

122.67 B 
W 

263.3
3 
1356.
67 

0
2 
4
2 

131.
68 
32.3
0 

4.07* 
0.2
4 

S.D. 7.97 2.29 5.30     
  

Adjus
ted 
Post 
Test 
Mean 

127.0
0 

121.3
3 

122.67 B 
W 

235.7
3 
618.4
1 

0
2 
4
1 

117.
87 
15.0
8 

7.81* 
0.0
01 

*Significant at 0.05 level 
The value for df 2, 42 at 0.05 level =3.21, The value for df 
2, 41 at 0.05 level =3.21 
Table – III 
SCHEFFE’S POST HOC TEST FOR PAIRED MEAN 
DIFFERENCE AMONG 
THE GROUPS FOR SYSTOLIC BLOOD PRESSURE 
Control 
Group 

Brisk 
Waling 
Group 

Walking 
Group 

Difference CI 

127.00 121.33  5.67*  
3.57 

127.00  122.67 4.33* 

 121.33 122.67 1.34 

*Significant at 0.05 level, Scheffe’s CI value, 0.05 
Level=3.57 
Scheffe’s Post hoc test showed that there is 
significant difference between brisk walking and 
treadmill walking with mean difference of 5.67 
and 4.33 respectively when compared with control 
group. There is no significant difference between 
brisk walking and treadmill walking groups with 
mean difference 1.34 as thevalue is lesser than the 
CI value 3.57. 
Table –IV 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR DIASTOLIC 
BLOOD PRESSURE ON 
BRISK WALKING, TREADMILL WALKING AND 
CONTROL 
GROUPS OF MIDDLE AGED MEN 
 Cont

rol 
Grou
p 

Brisc
k 
Walki
ng 
Grou
p 

Trade
mill 
Walki
ng 
Group 

SO
V 

SS d
f 

M.S
q. 

‘F’Ra
tio 

Sig 

Pre 
Test 
Mean 

85.67 85.60 84.53 B 
W 

12.1
3 
972.
67 

0
2 
4
2 

6.06 
23.1
6 

0.26 
 

0.7
71 

S.D. 
 

4.25 5.09 5.04     

  

Post 
Test 
Mean 

84.00 80.33 79.00 B 
W 

201.
11 
535.
33 

0
2 
4
2 

100.
56 
12.7
4 

7.89* 
0.0
01 

S.D. 3.29 2.97 4.30     
  

Adjus
ted 
Post 
Test 
Mean 

83.84 80.20 79.30 B 
W 

172.
18 
373.
29 

0
2 
4
1 

86.0
9 
9.10 9.45* 

0.0
00 

*Significant at 0.05 level 
The value for df 2, 42 at 0.05 level =3.21, The value for df 
2, 41 at 0.05 level =3.21 
Table – IV 
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SCHEFFE’S POST-HOC TEST FOR PAIRED MEAN 
DIFFERENCE AMONG THE GROUPS DIASTOLIC 
BLOOD PRESSURE 
Control 
Group 

Brisk 
Waling 
Group 

Walking 
Group 

Difference CI 

83.84 80.20  3.64*  
2.77 

83.84  79.30 4.54* 

 80.20 79.30 0.9 

*Significant at 0.05 level, Scheffe’s CI value, 0.05 
Level=2.77 
Scheffe’s Post hoc test showed that there is 
significant difference between brisk walking and 
treadmill walking with mean difference of 3.64 
and 4.54 respectively when compared with control 
group. There is no significant difference between 
brisk walking and treadmill walking groups with 
mean difference 0.9 as the value is lesser than the 
table value 2.77. 
Table – V 
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR HEMOGLOBIN 
CONTENT ON BRISK 
WALKING, TREADMILL WALKING AND CONTROL 
GROUPS OF 
MIDDLE AGED MEN 
 Cont

rol 
Grou
p 

Brisc
k 
Walki
ng 
Grou
p 

Trade
mill 
Walkin
g 
Group 

SO
V 

SS d
f 

M.S
q. 

‘F’Ra
tio 

Sig 

Pre 
Test 
Mean 

14.59 14.70 14.74 B 
W 

0.1
8 
9.6
7 

0
2 
4
2 

0.09 
0.23 

0.40 
0.6
7 

S.D. 
 

0.62 0.24 0.50     
  

Post 
Test 
Mean 

14.75 15.11 15.39 B 
W 

3.0
8 
12.
47 

0
2 
4
2 

1.54 
0.30 5.19* 

 
0.0
10 

S.D. 0.790 0.33 0.39     
  

Adjus
ted 
Post 
Test 
Mean 

14.78 15.10 15.36 B 
W 

2.5
0 
11.
07 

0
2 
4
1 

1.25 
0.27 

4.64* 
0.1
5 

Table – V 
SCHEFFE’S POST-HOC TEST FOR PAIRED MEAN 
DIFFERENCE AMONG 
THE GROUPS FOR HEMOGLOBIN 
Control 
Group 

Brisk 
Waling 
Group 

Walking 
Group 

Difference CI 

14.78 15.10  0.32  
0.44 

14.78  15.36 0.58* 

 15.10 15.36 0.26 

*Significant at 0.05 level, Scheffe’s CI value, 0.05 
Level=0.44 
 

Scheffe’s Post hoc test showed that there is no 
significant difference between control group and 
brisk walking with mean difference 0.32. While 
there is significant difference between control 
group and treadmill walking with mean difference 
0.58. Also there is no significant difference 
between treadmill walking groups and brisk 
walking group with mean difference 0.25 as the 
value is lesser than the CI value 0.44. 

DISCUSSION ON FINDINGS 

Aerobic exercise is an activity that can do in 
prolonged period to increase energy in the body. In 
the other word,. Physical activity is a great way to 
burn off stream and help to decrease the 
cholesterol level in the blood. As walking is a 
‘lifestyle’ activity it may more easily circumvent 
frequently cited barriers to exercise, (Zunft HF, 
1999), than other forms of exercise. It is equally 
clear that low-intensity activity is sufficient to 
reduce the risk of coronary artery disease 
(Krishna Murali M., 2011).  
The result revealed that both experimental groups 
were significantly improved when compared to 
control group. Some previous studies have shown 
that systolic and diastolic blood pressure decreased 
after aerobic exercise. (Wheaton, 2002; Sohn, 
2007; Gordon, 1997; Ghai, 2007). Systolic blood 
pressure falls due to decreased sympathetic 
discharge after walking programe and decrease in 
diastolic blood pressure after exercise. It might be 
caused to decrease in peripheral resistance by 
producing vaso-dilatation through accumulation of 
metabolites like carbon dioxide and hydrogen ion.  
(Tiwari Sushma, 2011). Murphy, et al., (2007),  
Murtagh et al., (2010), Bravata (2007) and 
Kaukab Azeem, (2011), found that regular 
walking about 30 minutes can decrease body 
weight, BMI, body fat percentage and resting 
systolic and diastolic blood pressure for sedentary 
adults.  Pulse rate vary from person to person. 
Pulse is lower when individuals are at rest and 
increase when exercise (because more oxygen-rich 
blood is needed by the body when an individual 
exercise). As activity level decreases, vasopressin 
agents that increase heart rate are decreased in a 
reverse feedback loop of blood pressure 
homeostasis. Also the heart rate partly depends on 
starling’s law, which indicates that the more 
volume of blood enters the heart, the more will be 
pumped out. With a lower blood return after 
exercise, the heart responds by beating both slowly 
and also with less force per beat. Other study had 
shown the decrease sympathetic stress after 
exercise intervention causes decrease in pulse rate. 
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The following studies were supported the findings 
of the current study. 

DISCUSSION ON HYPOTHESES 

The first hypothesis states that there would not be 
a significant difference among brisk walking, tread 
mill walking and control group of middle aged 
men on selected physiological variables. The 
results reveals that the selected variables body 
mass index, pulse rate, systolic blood pressure, and 
diastolic blood pressure, were significantly 
improved positively due to the 12 weeks of 
walking training at 0.05 level of confidence. 
Hence hypothesis was rejected and null hypothesis 
was accepted at 0.05 level of confidence. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are drawn based on the 
purpose of the study.Brisk walking and treadmill 
walking groups were found to be significant than 
control group on physiological variables namely 
BMI, pulse rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic 
blood pressure at 0.05 level of confidence Brisk 
walking and control groups were not found 
significant while treadmill walking and control 
groups were found significant on haemoglobin. 
Hence treadmill walking group have the better 
significant on haemoglobin 

.  
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ABSTRACT 

Sporting technologies are man-made means (methods), developed to reach human interests or goals in or 
relating to a particular sport. Technology in sports is a technical means by which athletes attempt to 
improve their training and competitive surroundings in order to enhance their overall athletic 
performance.’ In other words technology is used by performers, coaches and officials to try to improve 
performance; it is used to enhance the experience of spectators; it can be used to improve a sport. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 Keywords: Technology, Sports  
 

INTRODUCTION 

Technology plays an important part in modern 
sports. With it being a necessary part of some 
sports (such as motorsport), it is used in others to 
improve performance. Some sports also use it to 
allow off-field decision making. Sports science is a 
widespread academic discipline, and can be 
applied to areas including athlete performance, 
such as the use of video analysis to fine-tune 
technique, or to equipment, such as 
improved running shoes or competitive swim 
wear. Sports engineering emerged as a discipline 
in 1998 with an increasing focus not just on 
materials design but also the use of technology in 
sport, from analytics and big data to wearable 
technology. In order tocontrol the impact of 
technology on fair play, governing bodies 
frequently have specific rules that are set to control 
the impact of technical advantage between 
participants. For example, in 2010, full-body, non-
textile swimsuits were banned by FINA, as they 
were enhancing swimmers' performances.  
The increase in technology has also allowed many 
decisions in sports matches to be taken, or 
reviewed, off-field, with another official using 
instant replays to make decisions. In some sports, 
players can now challenge decisions made by 
officials. In football, Goal-line technology makes 
decisions on whether a ball has crossed the goal 
line or not. The technology is not compulsory,  but 
was used in the 2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil, 
 and the 2015 FIFA Women's World Cup in 
Canada,  as well as in the Premier 
League from 2013–14, and 
the Bundesliga from 2015–16.  In the NFL, a 
referee can ask for a review from the replay booth, 

or a head coach can issue a challenge to review the 
play using replays. The final decision rests with 
the referee.  A video referee (commonly known as 
a Television Match Official or TMO) can also use 
replays to help decision-making in rugby 
(both league and union). In international cricket, 
an umpire can ask the Third umpire for a decision, 
and the third umpire makes the final 
decision. Since 2008, a decision review system for 
players to review decisions has been introduced 
and used in ICC-run tournaments, and optionally 
in other matches.  Depending on the host 
broadcaster, a number of different technologies are 
used during an umpire or player review, including 
instant replays, Hawk-Eye, Hot Spot and Real 
Time Snickometer.  Hawk-Eye is also used in 
tennis to challenge umpiring decisions.  
Technology in Sport: 
Advances in technology have had a profound 
impact on sport including: 

 Analysis of sport performance and enabling 
coaches to greatly improve the quality of 
feedback to players/athletes 

 Increase accuracy in time measurements of 
sport performance 

 Enabling referees, umpires and sport officials 
to make better decisions on rule infringements 

 Improvements in the design of sport equipment 
and apparel 

 Providing spectators with better viewing of 
sport performance 

The video camera became commonplace in the 
1980's and provided sports coaches with a way to 
capture and analyze sport performance like never 
before. The video camera is perhaps the single 
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most important development in coaching in the 
modern era of sport. 
Electronic timing controlled by computers is 
employed to measure performance times of 
athletes in a great many sports including Athletics, 
Cycling, Skiing, Bobsled, Triathlon and many 
more. In the case of Athletics, the electronic 
timing also measures the athlete's reaction time to 
the start gun in case the athlete moves too early in 
the blocks. 
The Force Platform is an apparatus placed under 
the feet of the athlete and measures their 'ground 
reaction force'. This is useful in sports such as 
Weightlifting and enables measurement of force 
and acceleration throughout the athlete's 
performance of a lift. Curiously, the measurement 
of force is due to the miniscule change in 
properties of crystals upon which the platform 
rests. 
Hawkeye, a computer system first used in 2001 for 
showing the trajectory of a cricket ball has made 
an immeasurable difference to the sport of Cricket. 
Hawkeye produces all manner of statistical 
analysis such as ball speed, ball pitch on the 
wicket and trajectory of the ball after bounce. 
Hawkeye is now used in Tennis to assist in 
determining whether a shot is "in" or "out". The 
analysis of sport performance provided by 
Hawkeye has greatly enhanced the spectator's 
knowledge and involvement. 
As a result of miniaturized video cameras, 
spectators are also now able to witness sport 
performance in ways that previously was not 
possible. Video cameras can be placed in places 
such as racing cars, cricket stumps, goal posts, and 
even on the athlete themselves. 
Sporting equipment continually undergoing 
research and development to improve sporting 
performance. Some of the best examples include: 

 Fully body swim wear, made of polyurethane 
and made a huge impact in the 2008 Olympics 
only to be banned a year later because it was 
too obviously making a difference to sporting 
performance. 

 Kevlar fiber (5 times stronger than steel yet 
lighter, used in the manufacture of sails, bicycle 
tires, football boots, tennis rackets, helmets, 
body armor and more. 

 Raving cycles and rowing shells made of 
lightweight but strong materials, and minimize 
drag though the air or water. 

Some people decry the use of technology to 
improve sports performance but in reality it is 
inevitable. The research and development of sport 
apparatus and apparel is an industry in itself which 
creates opportunity for investment and 
employment. 
What are the benefits of advanced sporting 
technologies? 
Recent developments in sporting technologies 
have created a variety of products aimed at 
improving and increasing athletic performance. 
The health and well-being of performers can be 
maintained and observed, and injuries treated, 
through the production of technologies such as 
heart rate monitors, pedometers and body-fat 
monitors. The use of these has given individuals 
greater knowledge of the body and its ability to 
absorb exercise, which in turn has allowed athletes 
to train and compete in sports to a much older age. 
The safety of those involved has also be helped 
through the development of certain sporting 
equipment, such as helmets and body protection 
which are used for example in cricket and hockey 
to help prevent injuries. Modern sporting 
technologies have also made officiating easier and 
more accurate, and spectator interest and 
excitement is enhanced by broadcasting and in-
stadium displays or scoreboards. 
How can technology be used to enhance athletic 
performance? 
Sports equipment such as clothing and footwear 
needs to be user-friendly and include valuable 
properties such as strength, flexibility, toughness, 
resistance to moisture and more importantly cost. 
Footwear is generally chosen more for comfort 
(fashion?) and injury avoidance rather than 
performance enhancement, whereas clothing such 
as the full body suits used in cycling may be 
justified in activities where winning or losing is 
measured in hundredths of a second. Sporting 
equipment such as the composite tennis racket has 
been created in order to provide increased ball 
speed, and reduce the potential for injuries at the 
elbow joint. In golf, the overall mass of the club 
has decreased which is believed to result in a 
greater achievable distance and possibly a more 
accurate shot. 
Prosthetics have also been made for those athletes 
with a specific disability. Examples include the 
prosthetics worn by those athletes without a lower 
limb, which acts with a ‘springboard’ effect where 
with each step the device returns energy and 
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permits running gait. The reduced mass of the 
device makes it firm yet supple for sprinters, and 
provides some shock absorbing properties for 
marathon runners. Wheelchair devices used in 
sporting activities have also become more 
sophisticated, for example, with sharply slanted 
back wheels in tennis to allow the player to move 
swiftly across the court from side to side. 
Nutrition and Fitness are probably the most 
important features which can affect an athlete’s 
performance in sport. Technology such as software 
programs are being used to monitor and analyze an 
athlete’s nutrition and fitness levels in much more 
accurate ways than previously. 
How can technology be used to analyze athletic 
performance? 
Technologies such as ‘smart’ equipment can be 
used to measure performance. These include 
devices used for exercise stress testing and 
cardiovascular assessment, human reaction time 
and frequency of movement meters, and devices 
such as force platforms that measure the 
characteristics of jumping and running. More 
modern technologies such as motion capture 
analysis are also used to analyze performance. 
This involves digitally recording on cameras, the 
movements of athletes during sporting activities 
which can then be used for evaluation by the 
performer and/or their coach, or for enhanced 
spectator entertainment. 

What are the ethical considerations surrounding 
the use of technology in sports? 
The use of modern technologies in sport may mean 
that competition at the highest level is only 
available to those athletes/countries who can 
afford/supply it. In those sports involving 
individuals with a particular disability, there are 
different ways in which assistance can be given. 
For example, modifications to buildings can be 
made to make them wheelchair accessible, 
specialized equipment can also be produced and 
training given to provide specific assistance to 
those with a disability. Technology can also be 
detrimental with such things as the development of 
ergogenic aids, especially where cost is an 
important factor. This could mean that only the 
wealthier performers/countries have access to the 
highest quality equipment. 

CONCLUSION 

Technology in its many forms is shaping the way 
we all engage, consume and participate in sport. 
The use of technology in sport is extensive today. 
Some thematic applications include coaching and 
competition analysis, clothing and wearable’s, 
science and human performance, media 
broadcasting and communications, entertainment, 
e-sports, business and digital transformation, and 
sporting facility planning and use. 
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ABSTRACT 

Today, very few jobs do not use a computer in some form or fashion. While sports are mainly a physically 

demanding profession, they too use computers each and every day. The devices are used in a variety of 

ways to help push sporting organizations towards their goal of success.   

_____________________________________________________________________________________  

 Keywords: Comuter, sports, vidios. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

A computer is a device that can be instructed to 

carry out arbitrary sequences 

of arithmetic or logical operations automatically. 

The ability of computers to follow generalized 

sets of operations, called programs, enables them 

to perform an extremely wide range of tasks. 

Such computers are used as control systems for a 

very wide variety of industrial and consumer 

devices. This includes simple special purpose 

devices like microwave ovens and remote 

controls, factory devices such as industrial 

robots and computer assisted design, but also in 

general purpose devices like personal 

computers and mobile devices such as smart 

phones. The Internet is run on computers and it 

connects millions of other computers. Since 

ancient times, simple manual devices like 

the abacus aided people in doing calculations. 

Early in the Industrial Revolution, some 

mechanical devices were built to automate long 

tedious tasks, such as guiding patterns for looms. 

More sophisticated electrical machines did 

specialized analog calculations in the early 20th 

century. The first digital electronic calculating 

machines were developed during World War II. 

The speed, power, and versatility of computers 

have increased continuously and dramatically 

since then. 

Uses of Computers in Sports Era: 

Storing and Watching Video: 

Video preparation is a major component of 
professional sports. Many athletes review game 
tape to study someone's performance at critical 
parts of a competition. A boxer can review his 
next opponent's fights to learn weaknesses to 
exploit, or a football coach can review game tape 
to see how to improve his offense's passing 
attack. Computers also allow sports professionals 
to store a large amount of video footage in one 
place. Rather than having multiple discs or 
cassettes of film, the same information can be 
stored on a single jump drive or laptop. Easier 
access to these videos is another benefit of using 
computers in sports. 
 
Statistical Data Storage: 

Statistics are an important part of sports. Fans, 

sports agents, coaches, and players all want to 

know exactly how well they performed at any 

given moment. Keeping track of that data is 

another way that computers can be used in 

sports. For example, a team manager can create a 

spreadsheet database that holds all the current 

stats for his team throughout the season. At the 

end of the year that information can be used to 

decide which players the team will keep during 

contract negotiations and who has become 

expendable. Sports media outlets can also use 

computer applications in the same manner when 

developing in-depth stories about the 

performance of specific players and teams. 

Equipment Development: 
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Safety is an important aspect in professional 

sports today. News stories are often released 

about the study of concussions on football and 

hockey athletes. To help minimize those injuries 

equipment developers have used computers to 

develop safer equipment. For example, helmet 

company Riddell designed a new football helmet 

for the National Football League during the 2010 

season after a number of players were injured by 

concussions. They used a variety of 

technological programs to design a helmet that 

would be able to absorb the constant impact and 

limit damage to the head and neck area. The 

same type of research is being done for such 

sports as hockey and auto racing to better 

improve the safety of the athletes. 

Sports Media: 

Sports media outlets use computers everyday in 

their jobs. Writers use computers to complete 

research on their stories, while video editors use 

various applications to create vignettes and film 

pieces about their subjects. Larger sports media 

outlets such as ESPN have used computer 

technology to create applications such as their 

"ESPN Axis" field view. This program rotates 

the field of view at any moment to give a 

different visual perception of the action at the 

time. Computers play a major part in how well 

media outlets cover their respective sports. 
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ABSTRACT 

Technology impacts health, physical education, recreation, and dance educators in the areas of research, 
classroom teaching, and distance education. While the overall effect is not yet fully assessable, the 
presence of technology in so many different aspects of the profession makes it important to more clearly 
recognize and appreciate its current and potential role. This Digest focuses on computer-based technology 
as it relates to HPERD in the areas of teaching and distance education. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________  
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INTRODUCTION 

Classroom Utilization of Technology 
Specialized Software: 

The greatest value of computers may reside in 
the ability to provide improved support to 
classroom instruction, and the variety of software 
programs for such use continues to grow. 
Commercial and shareware programs are 
available to track grading, student athletic 
performance, and fitness; conduct health 
assessments; provide simulations of disease; and 
monitor research projects, among other 
functions. The development of individualized 
software is becoming more common. The 
availability of hypertext, where selected words in 
the text of a document can be used as links to 
other points in a document, has made such 
software development much easier. 
A good example is the shareware package titled 
HPERD Intern (McLean & Hill, 1993), which 
was created to guide college students through the 
process of internship development and 
placement. Using HyperCard, commercially 
available application software based on a Hyper 
Text language, HPERD Intern integrated a 
number of components from traditional 
classroom instruction and individual counseling. 
HPERD Intern is a menu-based application that 
allows students to enter the information stream at 
a variety of points, rather than be forced to 
follow a predetermined path. This approach 
allows students to determine what they think is 
important rather than what the instructor has 
deemed important, reinforcing students' ability to 
control the learning process. The result: a 
reduction in the amount of classroom time and 

individual counseling needed for internship 
preparation. 

Multimedia and CD/ROM: 

Computers have integrated learning with 
multimedia presentations. Traditional 
encyclopedias and reference books have been 
replaced by compact discs with read-only 
memory (CD-ROM or CD) that contain pictures, 
sound, and video, as well as the standard text. In 
the kinesiology classroom students can observe 
and listen to the mechanics of movement in slow 
motion and play over those parts they do not 
understand. In health education classrooms the 
growth of an embryo can be depicted to birth. 
Instructional topics remain traditional, but the 
delivery is nontraditional and allows the student 
to move at her/his own pace (Gold, 1991). 

Computer-Assisted Instruction: 

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) provides 
students with an alternative to classroom settings 
and frees the instructor from rote processes that 
are better handled by the computer. Mohnsen 
(1995) identified a number of reasons for using 
CAI in physical education. Among them were 
suggestions that CAI provides students with the 
"why" behind health-related fitness; it provides 
unlimited practice, review, and remediation; 
students stay actively involved; and it meets a 
variety of student needs. CAI, if individually 
developed, requires considerable time on the part 
of the instructor, but this is compensated for by 
increased learning time available in the 
classroom. Using CAI an instructor can develop 
or acquire a series of supportive and reinforcing 
software. For example, students in a nutrition 
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class might participate in a CAI-based eating 
habits survey that provides students with 
information about their nutritional habits, 
collates data for the entire class, and provides the 
teacher with a report to use as a teaching tool. 

Internet/World Wide Web: 

The expansion of the Internet (a government-
sponsored electronic network) to nondefense-
related uses has caused an explosion of 
communications. The World Wide Web (WWW) 
is that part of the Internet supporting graphics, 
audio, video, and hypertext links (the ability to 
connect from one computer site to another), as 
well as standard text. Access to the Internet, 
combined with the development of commercial 
network providers (e.g., America Online, 
Prodigy) has allowed individuals, schools, and 
organizations to communicate with each other 
and to share information through mechanisms 
such as e-mail, telnet, ftp (file transfer protocol), 
gopher, and WWW. 
More recently, user-friendly navigator 
application software has become available for the 
WWW. Software such as NetWare, Netscape, 
and Mosaic have opened the Internet to a new 
and diverse market place. From the convenience 
of the classroom a student or teacher can, using a 
computer and a modem, log into a variety of sites 
throughout the world. 
For example, several dozen medical schools, 
such as the University of Iowa and Johns 
Hopkins University, are now on the WWW and 
provide excellent information as well as videos 
of various human systems in operation. Students 
can be exposed to a video of a working heart and 
even create specific heart problems. Students 
may see a working heart with a dynamic chart 
that illustrates heart efficiency (amount of blood 
pumped per minute). By clicking on a fat-
blocked heart, students watch heart efficiency 
drop dramatically. The students, engaged in the 
process now, click on the aorta to see an enlarged 
view a healthy and a fat-clogged aorta. Next the 
student clicks on the clogged aorta and receives a 
written or verbal description of how the heart got 
this way and its potential impact on the owner. 
Students can take notes and copy the pictures to a 
notebook that is built into the program and, when 
done, can download and print the notes. 
A number of WWW sites relate to sports, fitness, 
health, and recreation. A home page is a starting 
point for exploration into a given host site's 
resources and connections to other sites. ERIC 

maintains the Ask ERIC Virtual Library home 
page, which provides a gateway to ERIC 
information, including lesson plans and "info 
guides" on relevant topics. Health and recreation 
pages are very common. The Whole Internet 
Catalog offers a section on health and includes 
such topics as substance abuse, safer sex, mental 
health, and nutrition. Yahoo, organized similarly 
to the Whole Internet Catalog, is the source for 
numerous different starting points for 
investigation into health and recreation. The 
International Food Information Council 
Foundation is an excellent source for nutrition-
related topics. 

Local area Networks: 

The development of local area networks (LANs) 
allows computer users to communicate with each 
other without leaving their location or without 
the need of a telephone conversation. A LAN 
provides a physical link between several personal 
computers and a mainframe or minicomputer 
(White, 1993). In some instances paperless 
classrooms have been developed using the LAN 
as a communications base. 

Computers and Satellites: 

Classrooms around the world can now be 
connected using technologies that include 
computers, interactive television, satellites, and 
the Internet. The linking of computer technology 
through the use of the Internet or CD-ROM with 
television transmission provides a new 
dimension to distance education. This technique 
has been used to link university professors to 
high school teachers, physical disabled students, 
and other students who are all physically distant 
from each other. 

Next Steps for Incorporating Technology in 
Instruction: 

First, HPERD professionals need to perform an 
inventory of training, hardware, and software 
available within their own organizations. There 
may be many existing resources of which 
professionals are simply unaware. In addition, it 
may help to find a "techno-buddy" within the 
organization whom the HPERD professional can 
ask for help and share information about 
successful technology undertakings. And, finally, 
with the upsurge in technological competence 
seen in young people, professionals should 
welcome students' willingness to demonstrate 
what they know and can do with technology. 
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This may be an excellent opportunity for the teacher to learn from the student. 
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ABSTRACT 

Can you imagine your life without science? Unless you are OK with the idea of living without medicine 
and transportation– the answer is a resounding no. Now think about sports. You may not see the obvious 
link between sports and science, but it is all around the industry. The TV you watch in your bedroom, the 
protective gear used when you play, the heart monitors, analytics, fantasy sports apps – it’s all forms of 
science, and it is all around us. Technology has changed sports. There was a time when your brain was 
only protected by a thin layer of leather, but now we live in a world with injection molded polycarbonate 
shells able to defray an impact similar to smashing your head into a wall at 20 mph 
_____________________________________________________________________________________  
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INTRODUCTION 

Hawk-Eye Technology: 

Just as it sounds, this technology uses 6-7 high-
end cameras situated above the field of play (e.g. 
a birds-eye view) to analyze the flight and 
trajectory of an object being used in sports 
competition. Most commonly used in tennis, 
cricket, rugby and volleyball, Hawk-Eye 
Technology has been in use since 2006 in 
tennis and is more accurate than a judges eye. 
 

Benefits of this technology: 

 

 Hawk-Eye technology helps to take an error-
free decision in cricket, lawn tennis, rugby 
league, football, and baseball. 

 This technology has reduced the criticism of 
the players and spectators about the decision 
of the match referee. 

 By analyzing the movement of the balls 
through this technology, the umpire can take 
an error-free decision quickly when the game 
is going on. 

 The only downside of Hawk-Eye technology 
is that we haven’t been introduced to the next 
John McEnroe. Without terrible calls by chair 
umpires, there are no more wildly 
entertaining tantrums and racket throwing. 

HANS Device: 

A vast majority of technological advancements 
in sports revolve around safety, and the HANS 

(Head and Neck Support) device used in 
motorsports is one of the most famous. 
At the time of Dale Earnhardt’s death on the 
track at the Daytona 500 due to head and neck 
trauma, Thomas Gideon, senior director of 
Safety, Research & Development of NASCAR, 
claims that only about six drivers were wearing a 
HANS device. That moment changed the sports 
as more drivers adopted this technology geared 
towards saving their lives in the event of a tragic 
crash. 
Details of a HANS Device: 
 
 U-shaped device which is placed behind the 

neck and its two arms are placed over the 
pectoral muscles of the chest 

 It is only connected to the helmet by two 
anchors on each side and supported by the 
shoulders 

 A HANS device keeps the head from 
whipping forwards and backward in a crash, 
while also preventing excessive twisting 
movements 

Video Technology: 

To remind you just how long ago 1980 was – 
The ‘Miracle on Ice’ was not broadcast live. The 
epic Olympic hockey battle between USA and 
USSR, won in epic fashion by the US, was on 
tape delay, ending over an hour before the TV 
broadcast started. 
There is no way that would happen in today’s 
sports era. 
Everything is live, and not just on your home 
TV, but on your Smartphone, tablet, and the 
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overhead screen in your local church. In today’s 
sports world you are never far from live access. 

Wearable Computers: 

   Advancement in the 
world of safety and monitoring, wearable 
computers allow for real-time tracking of an 
athlete’s health. Since their creation, the 
incidents of dehydration, heart attacks and worse, 
have dramatically decreased. 
When Minnesota Vikings offensive lineman 
Korey Stringer died of heat stroke during training 
camp in 2001, companies began to investigate 
ways to monitor health in real-time and stave off 
tragedies like this.  Wearable tech has made a 
difference in the lives of many athletes, by 
supervising pulse rate, hydration, and 
temperature through its wireless and microscopic 
health monitoring system. 

Prosthetic Devices for Disabled Athletes: 

What used to be the end of the story is now just a 
beginning of a new one. People with disabilities, 
or lost limbs, never had a chance to compete, but 
with the advancement of prosthetic technology 

more and more physically disabled are 
competing like before. 

Ingestible Thermometer Pills: 

If you are an athlete, it is important to supervise 
visceral organs, temperature and heart rate. But it 
is not always possible to check it manually. To 
observe the body temperature accurately, some 
trainers are using indigestible pills. 
When you swallow a pill, it moves around the 
gastrointestinal tract and transmits vital 
information of the body to medical personnel. So 
if there is any problem in your body, it can be 
solved before any accident. It will help to 
minimize death from heat exhaustion which is 
the second most common reason for athlete 
fatalities. 

CONCLUSION 

  There are far more than six 
technologies that have changed the sports world 
including GPS golf balls, carbon fiber skis and 
snowboards, computer software for fitness 
monitoring etc. 
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ABSTRACT 

The popularity of sport psychology, both as an academic discipline and an applied practice, has grown 

substantially over the past two decades. Few within the realm of competitive athletics would argue with the 

importance of being mentally prepared prior to an athletic competition as well as the need to maintain that 

particular mindset during a competitive contest. Nevertheless, recent research has shown that many 

athletes, coaches, and sporting administrators are still quite reluctant to seek out the services of a 

qualified sport psychologist, even if they believe it could help. One of the primary reasons for this 

hesitation appears to be a lack of understanding about the process and the mechanisms by which these 

mental skills affect performance. Unlike the “harder sciences” of sport physiology and biochemistry where 

athletes can see the tangible results in themselves or other athletes (e.g., he or she lifted weights, 

developed larger muscles, and is now stronger/faster as a result), the unfamiliar and often esoteric nature 

of sport psychology appears to be impeding a large number of athletes from soliciting these important 

services. As such, the purpose of this article is to provide the reader with a simple framework depicting 

how mental skills training translate into improved within-competition performance. This framework is 

intended to help bridge the general “understanding gap” that is currently being reported by a large 

number of athletes and coaches, while also helping sport psychology practitioners sell their valuable 

services to individual athletes and teams. 

__________________________________________________________________________________  
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INTRODUCTION 

Sports Psychology & Performance 
Enhancement:  
The areas sports psychologists teach vary from one 
person to another depending on their experience 
and qualifications. Below are the top roles of an 
applied sports psychologist, a mental game 
coaching who helps athletes improve performance 
via mental training. 
 
(1) Help Athletes Cope with Performance 
Fears: 
Sports psychologist can help athletes overcome 
fears, such as fear of failure, fear of 
embarrassment, and general performance  
anxiety. This is common among athletes who are 
perfectionists or highly dedicated athletes that 
worry too much about what other people think 
about their performance. 
 

(2) Help Athletes Improve Mental Skills for 
Performance: 
The most common role for a sports 
psychologist is to teach mental skills for enhanced 
performance. A mental game expert can help you 
improve confidence, focus, composure, intensity, 
and trust in athletic performance. These mental 
skills help athletes improve performance and can 
help in other areas of an athlete’s life. 
 
(3) Help Athlete Mentally Prepare for 
Competition: 
Another common role of a sports psychologist is 
to help athletes mentally prepare for competition 
and practice. This includes many of the mental 
skills mentioned above, but applied to specific 
situations on the athletic field. 
 
(4) Help Athletes Return after Injury: 
Returning to play after an injury can sometimes be 
difficult for many athletes depending on the nature 
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of the injury. Athletes are often left with “mental 
scars” long after an injury is physically healed. A 
sports psychologist can help injured athletes cope 
better with the pressures associated with returning 
to a prior level of performance–pre-injury. 
 
(5) Help Athlete Develop Pregame Routine: 
As part of mental preparation, the role of a sports 
psychologist includes helping athletes develop 
mental skills used during pregame or prerace 
routines. Athletes learn how to focus on the 
process instead of results and be more proactive 
with their confidence prior to competition. 
 
(6) Help Athletes Develop Preshot Routines: 
Preshot routines are another common role of a 
sports psychologist. Here, athletes learn how to 
use mental skills to prepare for a specific motor 
skill, such as a golf shot, free throw, or field goal 
kick. 
 
(7) Help Athletes Improve Practice Efficiency: 
Another common role of a sports psychologist is 
to help athletes improve the quality or efficiency 

of their practice. Many athletes, such as collegiate 
athletes, have limited practice time. Coaches want 
to help these athletes get the most out of their 
practice time by understanding principles of motor 
learning and performance. 
Mental Game Coaching is the segment of sports 
psychology that concentrates specifically on 
helping athletes break through the mental barriers 
that are keeping them from performing up to their 
peak potential. By focusing on the mental skills 
needed to be successful in any sporting 
competition, mental game coaching seeks to 
achieve the overall goal of performance 
improvement. 

CONCLUSION 

Today, sports psychologists can do several things 
to help athletes with sports and performance. A 
sports psychologist role is more accepted today as 
a part of the regular coaching staff for teams and 
for individual athletes–than 10 years ago. A sports 
psychologists can do are numerous, but they 
primarily teach athletes mental game skills to 
improve their performance and learning. 
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ABSTRACT 

An ERP is an integrated information system that enables full and efficient utilization of resources for its 
information needs .The rising demand of information system, the integration of ERP components, brings 
the perspective of profitability growth and cuts down running costs for SMEs. Objective of this paper is to 
analyze the life cycle of ERP system. Since the study of ERP systems is a new area, there is very little 
theoretical or empirical research on the topic. Limited studies have been conducted in the past, but now, 
due to the magnitude of the ERP phenomenon, the need for such studies has become very important. ERP 
aims at integrating data, introducing cheap operation, easy monitoring processes from all areas of SMEs 
and unification for easy access and work flow which leads ERP to conquer the basic problems of SME by 
giving competitive advantages in the global world. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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INTRODUCTION 

     According to a recent study by International Data 
Corporation the enterprise resource planning 
services and training market is expected to grow at 
a rate equal to or greater than the software industry 
to which it caters [Weston, 1998]. AMR research 
Inc., the leading industry and market analysis 
organization specializing in enterprise enabling 
technologies, predicts that the enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) software market will grow at a 
compound annual growth rate of 37 % over the 
next five years [Caruso 1998]. This market will 
continue to be one of the largest, fastest growing, 
and most influential in the applications industry, 
and is poised for steady growth into the new 
millennium, says AMR. Nowadays, the ERP 
industry is one of the most promising ones, which 
contrasts with the obvious lack of related 
academicals research.  
The research framework is structured in 
dimensions and phases, generic enough to permit 
the  classification of research issues and 
comprehensive enough to give a general vision of 
the whole ERP life-cycle. While the current topics 
of interests are mainly centered on ERP 
acquisition and implementation, our framework 
also covers post-implementation phase’s current 
reached by a limited number of organizations. 
Within each phase, each issue may be defined and 
analyzed according to the dimensions that make up 
the orthogonal part of our framework. However, 
the information contained in this paper is intended 

only to provide a general summary. It does not 
purport to be a complete description of the 
research issues. The research framework issues 
raised in this paper are intended for researchers 
and practioners who are interested in looking at the 
impact of the ERP systems in organizations. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We 
present an overview of ERP issues in the next 
section. In section 3 we present our research 
framework. Based on the phases and dimensions 
of the framework, section 4 discusses the research 
issues arisen. Some conclusions and ideas about 
further work are included in section 5. 

ERP OVERVIEW 

Typically, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) are 
software packages composed of several modules, 
such as human resources, sales, finance and 
production, providing cross-organization 
integration of data through imbedded business 
processes. These software packages can be 
customized to answer the specific needs of each 
organization. 
Regarding the significant impact of ERP systems 
on industry, [Davenport 1998b] refers that “the 
business worlds embrace of enterprise systems 
may in fact be the most important development in 
the corporate use of information technology in the 
1990s”. The market for people who can work with 
these systems, implement these systems, and 
understand how these systems transform 
organizations is very big, and growing  
[Watson & Schneider 1999]. 
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ERP implementations usually involve broad 
organizational transformation processes, with 
significant implications on the organization’s 
management model, structure, management style 
and culture, and particularly, on people [Caldas & 
Wood, 1999]. As [Davenport 1998a] mentions, 
ERP systems are not projects that someday will 
end, but rather, they are a way of life. They require 
a high degree of alignment between business 
strategies, information technology strategies and 
organizational processes [Gibson et al., 1999], in 
the same line [Henderson & Venkatraman, 1991] 
mentions for more general enterprise information 
systems. Change seems to be the main 
phenomenon associated with an ERP system. 
According to [Jarke & Pohl 1993], in order to deal 
with change effectively, one has to establish the 
change vision in the given technical, social, and 
organizational context. 
The interest of the scientific community in the 
ERP field is evident according to the new panels 
and tracks that some scientific events dedicate to 
the subject, such as Hawaii International 
Conference on Systems Science (HICSS), 
Association for Information Systems (AIS), 
International Information Management 
Association (IIMA), and Workshop on 
Information Technologies and Systems (WITS), as 
well as the birth of the EMPRS’99 itself. The main 
vendors also promote professional and commercial 
conferences like ERPWORLD or SAPPHIRE. The 
amount and quality of academic literature 
available in this field is just beginning to develop. 
We believe that organizations and vendors should 
play an important role in researching on ERPs, 
because this kind of research is amenable to be 
field-based rather than laboratory-based. 
Consultants also play an important role in the 
research of some issues; over the years, they have 
accumulated probably the richest ERP experiences 
through thousands of ERP installations worldwide. 
We believe that organizations and vendors should 
play an important role in researching on ERPs, 
because this kind of research is amenable to be 
field-based rather than laboratory-based. 
Consultants also play an important role in the 
research of some issues; over the years, they have 
accumulated probably the richest ERP experiences 
through thousands of ERP installations worldwide. 

 COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES IN SMES. 

3.1 Analysis of data:  
After implementation of ERP in small scale 
industry the following analysis shows benefits of 
ERP system. In the analysis employer and 

employees vote was taken on the silent benefits of 
ERP software. All the employees took part in the 
analysis and given there valuable vote.  
For this analysis employees has been divided into 
3 levels based on their role in industry. Levels of 
the employees are as follows  
Level I: Managerial department.  
Level II: Administrative department.  
Level III: Manufacturing department.  
All the levels of employee had given feedback on 
the analysis of implementation i.e. the 
improvements in the firm before implementation 
of ERP and after implementation of ERP on the 
scale of five where 1 is very poor and 5 is great. 

 

 

 
Above comparison of tables shows that there is an 
improvement in all the business activities after 
implementation of ERP in Small scale industry. 
Before implementing ERP the average of all the 
factors is 3.3 and after implementation the value 
rises by 1 and the average become 4.3 which 
shows the drastic change in business activities. 
Impact of implementation of ERP is shown more 
on reducing cycle time, Lead time and power 
where as other factors like inventory, on time 
delivery, operating cost also improved.  
25% improvement has been observed in small 
scale industry after implementation of ERP 
software. 
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ADVANTAGES OF ERP 

i. Reduced Operation Cost:  
One of the most immediate benefits from 
implementing an ERP in SMEs is reduced 
operating costs such as lower inventory control 
costs, lower production costs and lower marketing 
costs. By avoiding duplication of information but 
not reinventing the wheel for common business 
processes, an ERP provides opportunities for cost 
reduction and value-added tasks, leading to 
increased margins. 
ii. Reduced inventory overheads:  
Due to the centralized nature of ERP systems, 
SMEs can track inventory levels on a daily basis, 
including inventory in transit and future 
consignments to be received. This visibility can 
enable company to control their working capital 
requirements to a great degree. This visibility in 
inventory management also enables company to 
run their enterprise in accordance with their 
strategy, while empowering them to make quick 
decisions to pursue opportunities.  
iii. Reduced requirement of manpower:  
HR department of SMEs observed that after 
implementation of ERP, manpower required of 
certain task has reduced. for example if in the 
administrative department 3 to 4 employees 
managing company’s all data, spreadsheets, excel 
sheet etc. now all data is handled by one employee 
after successful implementation and rest 
employees where given another 
iv. Increased transparency in procurements:  
All the procurement activities of the company 
increased with good transparency. Procurement 
activities like purchase planning, value analysis, 
financing, price negotiation, making and purchase 
where handled easily. 
v. Reduced delay in supply chain:  
Proper purchase order, purchase receipt, sales 
order has reduced delay in supply chain. before 
implementing ERP it takes 2 to 3 days to generate 
purchase order for any product, after 
implementation it is a job of few minutes to create 
any purchase order as all the data is available in 
the system already. So supply chain time is 
reduced.  
vi. Reduced manufacturing cycle time:  
The amount of time required to convert raw 
material into finished product is known as 

manufacturing cycle time. Manufacturing cycle 
time is an important measure of internal business 
process performance it includes wait time, 
inspection time, process time, move time, queue 
time. After implementation manufacturing cycle 
time in SMEs reduced by 24%.  
 
vii. Reduced Lead time:  
Lead time is the time elapsed between when a 
process starts and when it is completed. In SMEs 
reduction in lead time has seen after 
implementation, it approximately 26%. 
 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

A well-designed and properly integrated ERP 
system allows the most updated information to be 
shared among various business functions, thereby 
resulting in tremendous cost savings and increased 
efficiency and provide Competitive advantages. 
Proper study of life cycle of ERP can give us a 
better understating of the ERP. All the parameters 
included in the study of ERP life cycle like man, 
machine, material plays important role in 
optimizing and automating any small scale 
industry. Application of ERP system in Indian 
Small Scale industries is still in nascent stage and 
during research review; it was observed that the 
awareness level on the latest information tools like 
ERP is limited among managements of some large 
industries only. 

. 
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ABSTRACT 

Computer based effective teaching offers powerful, interesting and new way of providing knowledge to 
students. In language teaching and learning, we have a lot to choose from tech. Science and Technology : 
Radio, TV, CD player, computers, the Internet, Electronic, Dictionary, Audio Cassettes, Power points 
videos, Mobile devices, Skype and DVDs. Internet and software have heralded a new era in many aspects 
of our lives to which education is no exception. As a result of the application of Science and Technologies, 
both teaching and learning are facilitated. Students learn faster and easier than before because of the use 
of science and technology. This paper aims to explore the effectiveness of science and technology in 
English language teaching and learning and also brings out problem faced by using these science and 
technologies. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Keywords :English language teaching and learning, Technology, Computer assisted teaching and 
learning. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Since the  dawn of human civilization, the word is 
changing with breath taking speed. Life is not 
static, change is the law of nature and every 
educational organization has keep place with 
changing environment, which is beyond human 
control. Science and Technology has played a vital 
role in revolutionizing our world in many aspect. 
The use of science and technology in various fields 
has been so successful and beneficial for effective 
teaching and learning for students and teachers to 
reach some particular goals. 
With the spread and development of English 
around the world, English is used as a second 
language in a country like India. It enjoys a high 
prestige in the country the new era assigns new 
challenges and duties on the modern teacher. The 
tradition of English teaching and learning has been 
drastically changed with the remarkable entry of 
Technology. Science and technology provides so 
many options as making teaching interesting and 
also learning. Technology is one of the most 
significant drivers of both social and linguistic 
change. At present the role and status of English is 
that it is the language of social context, political, 
sociocultural, business, education, industries, 
media, library, communication across borders, and 
key subject in curriculum and language of 
imparting education Science and Technology help 
students to get involved and learn according to 
their interest. It has been tested effectively and is 
widely accepted for teaching English in modern 
world. Teachers are creative intelligent people and 

once they learn to use technology in their  
professional lives for keeping records, for creating 
documents and for enhancing their own learning. 
They will soon discover the many ways in which 
technology can enhance what they are doing with 
their students. 

USE OF TECHNOLOGY TO IMPROVE 
ENGLISH 

It’s no secret that technology has become more 
central in our everyday lives than ever before. It 
helps us in every of our lives, from health and 
fitness to creativity and social communication. But 
how can students benefit from today’s 
technological advancements in the four skill areas 
to make their learning as well rounded as possible? 
With the advent of technological development, 
modern teaching aids have been introduced in the 
classrooms Interactive-Based Learning (IBL) and 
computer/ project based learning have gained 
importance in the recent times and brought modern 
teaching like overhead projectors, audio-visual 
aids like computer/ laptop, CDs power point 
presentations and other modern aids like e-books, 
e-readers etc, into the classroom. Internet has 
brought a tremendous change in providing various 
on-line teaching aids to improve English language. 

2.1 Listening : 

They began as simple audio on a cassette  tape and 
today’s audio books have taken over the literary 
world. Speaking was the most difficult aspect of 
learning English. When it comes to improving 
both comprehension and speaking skills, extensive 
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listening is highly recommended, listening too and 
reading text at the same time is a great way to start 
and kindle’s Whispersync for voice technology is 
designed for just this purpose. It includes audio 
with selected books, so you can listen and follow 
the text as you read. Podcasts are also becoming 
more popular with English learners, with the 
ability to listen anytime, anywhere and English 
language podcasts are a great way to improve your 
listening skills. Here are some popular podcasts to 
try : Listen to English by Peter Carter, Elementary 
Podcasts  by the British Council and Luke’s 
English Podcast. 
IPods are one of the mobile media devices which 
enable users to produce, organize, deliver, and use 
media also users can share text, images, audio ro 
video with their peers and  teachers. The 
technology and pedagogy of using pod casting and 
Ipod could be in improving listening skills in case 
of language teaching. 

2.2 Speaking: 

Giving learners the advantage of communicating 
in real time conversations with English speakers 
probably the most exciting technological 
advancement has come in the form of skype and 
face time. Tools such as video-conferencing also 
offer two teachers the opportunity to link to other 
classes around the world also gaining support from 
other teachers and students. 
There are many new app on the market for 
speaking with other learners, such as coffee strap 
and Hello Talk- meaning you can converse with 
native speakers right from your phone. No 
webcam required anymore! Nowadays almost all 
messenger services have audio functions and 
technological equipment such as laptop computer, 
also have cameras on them. So students can talk 
with their instructors and peers far away. “Skype is 
a relatively newly emerging technology and the 
potential application of it to language and 
literature learning and teaching needs to be further 
explored” And students can speak with native 
speakers of language and compare their 
pronunciation. In addition to improve their literary 
knowledge by discussing intended literary works 
with native or native like speakers of English 
especially university protestors, students can 
improve their speaking too. Speaking skills can be 
developed by using this application. 

2.3 Reading: 

With the rise ipads, tablets and e-readers like the 
kindle, we’ve come accustomed to a more 

interactive reading experience, which is a 
wonderful feature for English learners functions 
like click to define, vocabulary builders, and 
downloading whole texts at the touch of a button 
are all beneficial to a learner looking for a fun and 
effective way to improve their reading and writing 
in particular It can help to expand your vocabulary 
and expose you to different sentence structures 
start by reading our pick or nine great novels to 
improve your English. 

2.4 Writing : 

One of the most well-known technological 
advancements for writing is the unassuming word 
processor. Simple tools such as a dictionary and a 
thesaurus help writers expand their vocabulary, 
while spelling and grammar checkers are helpful 
to find correct errors. Moving forward to the 
internet age and online forums are a widely used 
channel for learners to communicate and learn 
from one another using the written word. This is 
also a great alternative for those who don’t have 
the opportunity to converse with a native speaker 
face to face. 
These technological advancements can help you 
advance in your English learning you just need to 
take advantage of them and they are right at your 
fingertips. 

THE GROWTH OF ELT THROUGH 
TECHNOLOGY 

21st century is the age of globalization and is 
important to grasp on various foreign languages 
and English language come first. English 
Language Teaching has been with us for many 
years and its significance continues to grow, 
fuelled, partially by the Internet. With the rapid 
development of Science and Technology, the 
emerging and developing of multimedia 
technology and its application to teaching, 
featuring audio, visual, animation effects comes 
into full play in English class teaching and sets a 
favorable platform for reform and exploration on 
English teaching model in the new era. It’s proved 
that multimedia in English class. Technological 
innovation have gone hand in hand with the 
growth of English and are changing the way in 
which we communicate.  

WAYS LEARNERS CAN IMPROVE THEIR 
ENGLISH WITH TECHNOLOGY 

“Language is not a genetic gift, it is a social gift. 
 Learning a new language is becoming a member 
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of the club -the community of speakers of that 
language.” – Frank Smith 
Learning a language takes practice, practice, 
practice! Our students become more fluent the 
more they speak, listen, read and write in English 
outside our classes. Below is an infographic and 
list of web tools and apps for your students to 
improve their English. Feel free to share these 
resources with your learners so they are 
encouraged to practice English continuously 
throughout the day. 

 

 
 
4.1 Games – Learners can play various games to 
improve their English. Kindersite is full of games 
for learning English. One of favorite apps and sites 
with language games is Tiny Tap. Adults can learn 
vocabulary with the popular vocabulary 
apps Words With Friends, Words on Tour, Word 
Streak With Friends and What’s the Phrase? 
4.2 Podcasts – Students can listen to ESL 
Library’s English podcasts and learn grammar and 
vocabulary about various topics. Learn how to use 
these podcasts to inspire a dictogloss 
activity. Students might also enjoy these podcasts  
Absolutely Intercultural, ELLO, and Poetry 4 
Kids. 
4.3 Videos – Students can learn English by 
watching videos. English Central has various 
videos to help students practice their 
pronunciation. BlubbrTV and ESL Video are full 
of quizzes. Steve Ford, of Peppy English, has 
various videos teaching idioms, phrases, and more. 
He will even answer questions from the audience 
in upcoming videos. 
4.4 Apps – Encourage students to learn language 
with their mobile devices! Quizlet is an app with 

vocabulary flashcards and 
games. HelloTalk allows you to chat with other 
language learners. The Dictionary app works 
offline to help you define and pronounce 
thousands of words. Duolingo and Busuu have 
vocabulary quizzes and learning games for 
language learners. 
4.5 Music – Lyrics Training is a site for learning 
English through song lyrics. Fluency MC has 
created many rap songs to help you learn grammar 
and more! ESL Hip Hop has videos, grammar 
exercises and more featuring famous musicians. 
Check out these posts with more ideas- Learn 
English Through Song Lyrics and Choosing Music 
Videos for the English Classroom. 
4.6 Social networks – Students can join sites 
like My English Club and Voxopop to learn 
English with language learners around the world. 
4.7 Comics – Students can have fun learning 
English with these free comic sites- Grammar 
Man, Comics English, Play Comic, Zen 
Pencils, Learn English with Comic Strips, 
and Teach English with Comics. 

MOBILE LEARNING: IMPROVE STUDENTS’ 
AND TEACHERS’ ENGLISH ANYTIME, 

ANYWHERE 

As the use of mobile technology is increasing, why 
not offer students the possibility to study anytime, 
anyplace and at their own convenience through 
their mobile devices? Our world today is obsessed 
with doing everything quickly, learning included. 
Self-study is obviously important in language 
learning, some of the amazing apps available and 
encourage them to learn in a mobile way. And it 
works. 

FIVE FREE APPS FOR LEARNING 
ENGLISH ON THE GO 

There are hundreds of mobile phone apps available 
and it's possible to find free options suited to 
students on a budget. Here are my top five free 
apps that students can use for extra practice: 
6.1 British Council:- apps offer a huge choice for 
smart phones. You can look at the options on their 
webpage and download the apps on Google Play, 
Apple's App Store or using a QR code. I 
particularly like 'Johnny Grammar's Word 
Challenge' - it's a fun way to improve grammar. 
6.2 Duolingo:- is a wonderful app that has just 
won the 'Best education start-up award'. It's 
designed like a game and is pretty addictive. It's 
free, contains no adverts and is very effective. 
6.3 Two min English:- is free, has no adverts and 
contains more than two hundred two-minute video 
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lessons on a variety of topics e.g., social English, 
business English, travel English, common 
mistakes in English, idioms and phrases. 
6.4 Game to learn English powowbox:- is a 
multi-level game. Once downloaded, it appears as 
English tracker. The first three levels are free. You 
have to spot the mistake - if you get it wrong, you 
receive a clear explanation. It's fun and easy to 
play. 
6.5 Real English:- offers a variety of apps at 
different levels – business and conversation apps 
at beginner, intermediate, and advanced levels. 
The apps are free, but they contain adverts. Each 
app contains 20 lessons that focus on specific 
grammar/vocabulary areas. Each lesson is made up 
of five parts. 

ADVANTAGES OF TECHNOLOGY IN 
TEACHING AND LEARNING ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE 

7.1 To Improve Teaching Effectiveness:- 
To large classes it is difficult for the students to 
have speaking communication. The utilization of 
multimedia sound lab materializes the 
individualized and co-operative teaching 
multimedia technology goes beyond time and 
space, creates more vivid, visual, authentic 
environment for English learning, stimulates 
students initiatives and economizes class time 
meanwhile increases class information. 
7.2 To Improve Interaction between Teacher 
and Student : 
Using multimedia in context creating creates a 
good platform for the exchange between teachers 
and students, while at the same time providing a 
language environment that improves on the 
traditional classroom teaching model. In this way, 
teachers in the classroom no longer blindly input 
information and force students to receive it in a 
passive way. 
7.3 To Cultivate Students’ Interest in Study : 
Nowadays, the multimedia  technology featuring 
audio, visual animation effects naturally and 
humanely makes us more access to information 
besides, with such characteristic as abundant 
information and crossing time and space 
multimedia technology offers a sense of reality 
and functions very well, which greatly cultivates 
students interest and motivation in study and their 
involvement in class activities. 
7.4 To Promote Students Communication 
Capacity : 
The multimedia technology seeks integration of 
teaching and learning and provides the students 

greater incentives. The PPT courseware activate 
students thinking, the visual and vivid courseware 
and help them to transforms English learning into 
capacity cultivation. And such in-class activities as 
group discussion subject discussion and debates 
can also after more opportunities for 
communication among students and between 
teachers and students. 

PROBLEMS ARISING FROM 
APPLICATION FOR MULTIMEDIA 

TECHNOLOGY TO ENGLISH TEACHING 

In spite of advantages of application of multimedia 
technology to English class teaching has to 
improve teaching effect and university students 
overall capacities, there are many problem existing 
in practical teaching. 
8.1 Loss of speaking communication : 
The introduction of multimedia technology 
featuring audio, visual, textual effect fully meets 
audio and visual requirements of the students and 
enhance their interest but it also results in lack of 
communication between teachers and students, 
replacement of teachers’ voice by computer sound 
and teachers analysis by visual image and students 
have few chances for speaking communication. 
8.2 The Restriction of Students Thinking 
Potential : 
It ignores emphasis and importance in teaching, it 
also neglects instruction in students thinking 
inspiring their path of thinking strength thinking 
their capacity contemplating and solving problems. 
In this way it should be noted that cultivation of 
students thinking capacity should be the major 
objective in teaching and using of multimedia 
technology and it should not take up the students 
time for thinking analyzing and exploring 
questions. 

SUGGESTIONS AND STRATEGIES TO THE 
EXISTING PROBLEMS 

In practical teaching. It is improper to duplicate 
the textual material simply to the screen so that the 
teachers position is ignored in order to ensure the 
function of multimedia in teaching. 
9.1 The computer screen can’t substitute the 
blackboard : 
Some teachers take the computer screen as the 
blackboard. They have input exercises, question, 
answers and teaching plans into the computer and 
display them piece by piece without taking down 
anything on the blackboard of even the title of 
lesson. It is known that teachers are supposed to 
simulate situations based on teaching and guide 
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the students to communicate in English. Beside 
traditional writing on blackboard is concise and 
teachers can make adjustment and amendment to it 
if necessary. Furthermore experienced teachers 
know well that a perfect courseware is an ideal 
project in mind, and that in practice, they need to 
enrich the content on the blackboard with 
emerging of new question raised by the students. 
9.2 Power point cannot take the place of 
students thinking and practices: 
At present, most multimedia courseware mainly 
features on image and animation of teaching 
materials in order to cause audio and visual effect, 
which lively displays the content of textual 
materials and help the student deeply understand 
the text. A problem remains that displaying of the 
content of texts in the PPT courseware cannot take 
the place of  

CONCLUSION  

So, technological devices should  be always used 
by students and teachers. In order to provide an  
interaction between language learners and teachers 
or peer to peer. Internet connection and mobile 
devices are of the  most popular and useful ways in 
language learning. 
Concerning the development of technology, we 
believe that in future the use of multimedia 
English teaching will be further develop. The 
process of English learning will be more student 
centered but less time- consuming. Therefore, it 
promises that the teaching quality will be 
improved and students applied English skills can 
be effectively cultivated, meaning that students 
communicative competence will be further 
developed
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ABSTRACT 

The current era is known as the era of science and technology. Each and every field is occupied by science 
and technology. Politics is also an exception, politicians and political parties appear to use it in large 
numbers. The role of science and technology in modern media is crucial in the election. Technology has 
enabled candidates reaching the actual voters. Face book, Whatsapp, You Tube, hangouts, Twitter,   SMS, 
MMS, and through such social media they reach each and every household. Thus they are avoiding 
wastage of time and money. Apart from this, the publicity by television and radio is also used in large 
numbers. As soon as the Election Commission is monitors the campaigning system. The election machinery 
is also trained by the ITC. They use of EVM for actual voting. Comes from the selection, politicians use 
science and technology to control the administration. From this, in recent politics, whether it is Indian or 
any other prominent country, it will have to do so without taking the basis of science and technology. 
 
 

Keywords: Science, Technology, Politics 

INTRODUCTION 

Politics is an arts and it has been stand on 
three basic. Science of administration, 
influencing administrative policies by science 
and administration control by science. In the 
olden times, politics was bounded to muscles 
and money powers.  But now it has not 
remained. Science and technology has affected 
your life so much, that no work is done in the 
old way. The former joint family has now 
been replaced by a smart phone. Previous 
politics was based on the incidents. Today the 
topic of the incident is taken up by the subject 
of the use of science and technology be a 
subject of study.  
Take an example of election propaganda. In 
what context must be pre-decided and the final 
objective is to make an election, after that 
political advisor choose and then how to use 
technology. If 200 years ago a politician came 
in todays era, they would still see that social 
unrest is important. Everyone wants to come 
in power and somebody is upset about the 
total situation. Politicians try to regain power 
by using a private and governmental media 
and gain the power.  

OBJECTIVES 

1. To study the use of science and technology 
in recent politics.  

2. To study the influence of science and 
technology on recent politics.  

HYPOTHESIS 

1. Science and technology are increasingly 
used in recent politics.  

2. The influence of science and technology is 
found in modern politics.  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Uses of science and technology in recent 
politics, for this present research observation 
method and descriptive method have been 
adopted. Now these days we are observing 
that, in politics, how politicians are using the 
science and technology to improve their status.  

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGICAL 
INFLUENCE ON POLITICS 

Science and technological influence on 
politics it often seems that people interested in 
science and technology and people interested 
in politics don’t get along too well. The 
scientist behind the technologies struggle with 
the rules of the political gain while politicians 
rather rely no rhetoric than science to appeal 
to their voters. When politics and technology 
do came together the discussion often center 
on one of to do extremes: either politics 
demand that certain technology be promoted 
on matter the consequence in the long run of 
politics deals with a very specific and urgent 
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problem. For example; when a new 
technology has led to a socially inacceptable 
catastrophe in term leading to political 
pressure these are     extremes because they 
lack one important thing: a reflected holistic 
debate. Very seldom do we see politicians or 
voters for that matter – engage in the more 
general, holistic kind of discussion of the 
relationship between technologies and politics 
and the political consequence of a given 
technology.  
There is no denying   that the technology 
shape our everyday lives. Given the 
importance of technologies one has to wonder. 
Why general discussion on the influence of the 
technologies are not taking place more often in 
everyday politics. Do politicians and voters 
not care? Don’t they have the time? Do they 
think it would not pay of ?  Do discuss 
something abstract. 

TECHNOLOGY IS POWER 

We have started that technologies widen the 
options for humans and allow them to either 
do thing they were already doing in a better 
way or even allow them to do things. They 
have not done before the power vestal in 
technology   can be used for the good of the 
society.  

TECHNOLOGIES INFLUENCE POLITICS 
AND VICE--VERSA 

Though politics, society or politicians can set 
out to identify particular problem or define a 
certain objectives the require respective 
technology. Politics can fence stand at the 
beginning of technologies can progress by 
creating the demand for technologies. A prime 
example would be military technologies where 
politics set out to create more and more 
sophisticated technologies with the aim of 
increasing their powers.  
i. All there areas of the technology 

definition are political.  
ii. Technologies influence all there 

aspects of politics.  
Technological progress is only controllable to 
same degree. The continued growth of 
technology has had a significant impact on the 
political rating that candidates achieve. 

Political candidates use technology in many 
ways. Different communication channels 
provided by the internet have the power to 
influence the growth of different individuals in 
their respective spheres. The likes of twitter, 
face book and you tube are powerful 
communication media platforms that can 
easily raise the ratings of political candidates. 
Housley, claims that whether we acknowledge 
it or not technology is deciding factor in most 
political races. Through technology, 
politicians are able to access funds, gain 
political pundits and spend less on 
campaigning and pushing their candidacy. 
One of the ways in which technology 
influences politics is the financial side. 
Raising funds to use for campaign is an 
important factor for political candidates. It 
comes with the need to create a vertical 
response to the whole country or target region. 

CONCLUSION 

The researcher has concluded the following 
conclusion:  
1. Science and technology has filled the 

current world. There is no such area, it can 
run without science and technology. 

2. The influence of science and technology 
on recent politics is tremendous.  

3. Political parties and candidates make huge 
use of it during the election periods.  

4. In addition to their own propaganda, they 
use science and technology to minimize 
the influence of the oppositions.  

5. In the absence of politician and political 
party it is also found in the misuse of 
science and technology.  

6. During the election it is possible for a 
public meeting to be addressed through 
video conferencing  

7. With the help of science and technology, it 
is easily possible for the Election 
Commission to control the elections.  

8. Illegal voting is not conducted due to an 
electronics voting machine being voted 
through the problem of process of booth 
capturing is also over.  

9. Overall science and technology are found 
in the use and misuse of politics.   
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SUGGESTIONS AND MEASURES 

If the use of science and technology is 
appropriate, it is boon and if it is misused, it 
can be curse. By using good by avoiding 
misuse of science and technology in politics, 
politics can be more straightforward and clear. 
Only using the sting operations, fake clips, it 

should be used to solve the problems of 
different areas of the country. Politicians and 
politics can be boon for the country, if it is 
used by science and technology to break 
public burning questions and to control 
administration and governance.
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SITUATION AND PROBLEMS OF FARMERS IN MAHARASHTRA 

Chauhan, A.D. 
Dept of Sociology, Vidyabharati College, Amravati 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Farmers are the backbone of India. Around 65% Indian economy is depending on agriculture sector. 
Therefore it is a need of time to be concentrate on farmer’s problem. This research mainly will be focused 
on various problems of farmers in Maharashtra. To do the deep study of various problems of farmers and 
provide suggestions from all the levels to eradicate those problems. This research will be useful to enhance 
the status of farmers. 
On farmers problem, vast and detail literature is available. Theoretically and practically the farmer’s 
issues are the serious in current scenario. The social thinkers, literature, government policies, news papers 
data mainly will be the part of literature for preparing for this paper. 
 
 

Keywords: Government, suicide, efforts, strategy, status, role etc) 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Maharashtra is a   home for cotton farmers and 
most of them  are struggling with the massive debt. 
Most of the villages in Maharashtra are badly in 
need of basic social infrastructure like all-weather 
roads, drinking water, regular electricity, primary 
health care, and basic education. Majority of 
suicide cases are from cotton growing areas. The 
cotton farmers in India paying more prices for 
inputs like seeds, pesticides, fertilizers, electricity, 
water, and labour whereas the price of cotton has 
gone down along with decreased productivity. 
The main cash crops of the region are cotton, 
oranges and soya beans. Amravati is the largest 
Orange growing district. Traditional crops are 
sorghum (jowar), pearl millet (bajra) and rice. 
Yavatmal is the largest cotton growing district. 
Gondia is the largest rice growing district. Gondia 
is a Rice city. Recently Vidarbha region has 
become infamous for a large number of farmer 
suicides occurring. 
There are large large numbers of farmers who have 
committed suicide in Maharashtra in the last 
decade, out of which more than 70% farmers 
belong to the 11 districts of Vidarbha region. This 
is mainly because of the infertility of the land, lack 
of ample amount of water resources, lack of new 
technologies and due to the negligence of the state 
government towards the farmers' needs. The main 
crop in Vidarbha is cotton, but the farmers 
growing it do not get their share from the 
government, which leads to the high distress 
among them, leading to the massive suicides. Due 
to the absence of any responsible counseling either 
from the government or society there were many 
farmers who did not know how to survive in the 

changing economy. Such stresses pushed many 
into a corner where suicide became an option for 
them. 

PROBLEMS OF FARMERS 

 Absence of adequate social support 
infrastructure at the level of the village and 
district. 

 Uncertainty of agricultural enterprise in the 
region. 

 Indebtedness of farmers. 
 Rising costs of cultivation. 
 Plummeting prices of farm commodities. 
 Lack of credit availability for small farmers. 
 Relative absence of irrigation facilities. 
 Repeated crop failures. 
 Dependence on rainfall for farming. 
 Rural living. 
 Lack of political will and insight in the 

region. 

AGRARIAN CRISIS IN MAHARASHTRA 

It has too many facets: National agricultural 
policies, Minimum Support Prices debacles, weak 
political leadership, lack of rational water policy, 
absence of irrigation, huge irrigation backlog, 
thirsty and expensive GM cotton, ever increasing 
cost of inputs like seeds, fertilizers and pesticides, 
diversion of irrigation water from farms to power 
plants & industries, bad crop insurance policies, 
hopeless revenue tools of arriving at farm losses, 
 arm twisting by middlemen and the debacle of 
bazar samitis, issues with household economic 
management by farmers, opportunistic lenders and 
opportunistic leaders… and an indifferent society 
as a whole.  
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FACTS ABOUT FARMERS 

1. Among the marginal farmers, place to more 
social problems and decline the quality life of 
framers. 
2. Illiteracy and traditionalist mentality are the 
hurdles in the process of development of 
framers in research area. 
3. Political and administrative awareness help 
to utilization of government fund and various 
schemes.  

FOLLOWING PARAMETERS ARE 
REQUIRED FOR HOLISTIC STUDY OF 

FARMERS 

1. To study the position of farmers in social 
hierarchy. 

2. To study the community support or lack of it. 
3. To study the economic inclusion of farming 

community. 
4. To study the productive and unproductive 

transaction of farmers. 
5. To study the political organization of farming. 

6. To study the perception of local politician with 
regards to the farming community. 

7. To study the degree and impact of farmers-
administration interaction. 

8. To study the perception of self of farmers. 
9. To study the mindset of farmers towards 

change and adaption. 
10. To study the accessibility to new technology. 
11. To study the lab to field disconnect in 

agricultural research and means to mend it. 

CONCLUSION 

The issue of farmers’ suicide has so far been dealt 
with in a piece-meal approach, wherein a specific 
area or problem has been targeted. The long term 
solution lies in addressing it with a multi-pronged 
approach, focusing on empowerment of the 
farmers. The fundamental step must be to instill 
them and the society at large with a sense of pride 
and purpose in the productive and creative field of 
agriculture
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PROBLEMS AND CHALLENGES IN FRONT OF INDIAN SOCIETY IN CURRENT 
SCENARIO 

 Girase, S.  

Dept of Geography, M.J.F.College, Amravati 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

India is a second largest country about population after China. The social structure and construction of 
India is different than other countries. Indian society is full of social problems. Every day social life is 
becoming complex and crucial. Like other countries, India also accepted the policy of globalization. New 
global challenges are in front of Indian society. Basically Indian values and ethics are well-known in the 
world. That’s why even in the diversity of India trying to enhance the social and economical status. There 
are five thousand languages, six main religions, various cultural trends and heterogeneous streams of 
civilization. 
India is a developmental country moving towards development and progress. 
 
 

Keywords: Science and technology, political, issues, problems, process etc 
 

INTRODUCTION 

While studying the evolution, the knowledge 
of basic, primitive and naturally habitat get to 
the man. Naturally earlier man was in the 
situation of roaming. Later on as per the time 
span, he has started to move towards 
development. But he has ignored some points 
and affect on sustainable development. Along 
with development man has detained, destroy 
and disturb the eco system. Environmental 
degradation resulted and created many social 
problems in front of human beings in current 
scenario.  
Science and technological invention directly 
implemented and involve in social life of 
today’s man. Therefore today man is totally 
dependent on machines. In the age of 
globalization man avoiding nature and natural  
phenomenon. 
There are many hurdles and challenges in 
front of Indian society. Social, cultural, 
economical, religious and political conflict 
sometimes disturbs the social system which 
cause to hurt of national integration. 
India is well-known about culture in the 
world. Values, ethics, morality etc are the part 
of Indian society. Indian society based on the 
culture, social and religions patterns and this 
variable indulged directly in Indian social life. 
When we peruse the study of knowledge and 
education system of India, we notice the 

wonderful features and characteristics of 
Bhartiya (Indian) knowledge system. Earlier 
in Indian society, was place to Gurukul 
pattern. Students used to live with Guru. In 
that way there was close bonding and control 
of Guru. But as per the time span, there are 
many lacunas, challenges and less response to 
education and knowledge system in current 
scenario. 
The main aim of this paper is to promote the 
ancient Indian value system and try to put 
frame old knowledge pattern in today’s 
education system. Identification, study and 
eradication of drawbacks in Indian knowledge 
system and move towards the positive 
futuristic approach. 
There should be the place in each and every 
stream of education to human ethics and 
professional values.    
  
Today is a global world. Indian is also 
accepted and implemented the globalization 
process. Today science and technology is 
utilizing for nation development. Effective, 
advance and expected circulation, 
implementation of science and technology 
play an important role in nation development. 
Today there is a directly involvement of 
technical things in social life.  
Also there are positive and negative side 
effects on Indian society. Excessive fashion, 
fad and zigzag western life style can pull 
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down towards wrong ways. So there is a 
need to take cognizance and identify the side 
effects of science and technology on today’s 
social life. Identification, control plan and 
effective strategy for maintaining development 
track in right way is necessary and need of the 
time. 
The use of science and  technology always 
expectable for relevant social changes in 
society. 

PROBLEMS OF INDIAN SOCIETY IN 
CURRENT SCENARIO 

India has accepted the globalization policy in 
current scenario. There are many global 
challenges in front of Indian society. Many of 
the world’s greatest health, environmental, and 
security threats are beyond the ability of any 
one nation to confront by itself. Energy and 
environmentrecognizing both the increasing  
global demand for energy and the importance 
creating in front of India. 
Health hazards with origination of new 
diseases is also a global issue. Shortage of 
medical aid and lack of doctors is the current 
new born problem. Water scurrility, food 
shortage, hunger, poverty, malnutrition and 
many more problems destroy the construction 
and social structure of society.  
1. Problem of global ethics 
2. Sustainable development and climate 
change issues 
3. Role and involvement of science and 
technology 
4. Energy shortage 
5. Clean water shortage and dispute 
6. Statues of women and exploits related 
matter 
7. Mental peace and conflict 
8. Education, teaching and learning process 
9. Health issues and hurdles 
10. Over population, high density of 
population and exhortation of human 
resources 
11.  Democratilization 

12. Class system and global foresight decision 
making 

SUGGESTIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS  

1. Effective and expected role of science and 
technology-Identify technology domains that 
have the potential to increase or change the 
nature of these threats. Exploration  policies 
and approaches concerning the access to 
information about potentially for nation and 
society development. 
2. Technological capacity and development in 
nation-Science and technology can play an 
important role for society development. 
3) International economic policy and 
international trade-UNO and international 
organization have to focus on for cumulative 
eradication of global challenges in India.  
4) Agriculture and food security –Prosperous 
and sufficient agriculture production is helpful 
to sort out the problem of hunger. 
5) Life support and sustainable development-
Development with sustainability is key to 
healthy society. There should be the balance 
combination for cope up  the global challenges 
in India. 
6) Population control, effective mechanism of 
education and role of human welfare- 
This triangle will be useful to maintain 
dignity, harmony  and national integration. 
7) Peace, governance and culture-Every 
country has to develop and promote peace and 
cultural trends with effective of government 
and administration. 

CONCLUSION 

Today there is the most need to mentally 
peace and comfortable life style to human 
being. In the age of globalization, life is going 
to become complicated and full of stress. 
Therefore there is need of time to catch up 
hand and cumulative efforts for adjustment 
and comfortable life style. 
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CREATING  INDIGENOUS LEARNING RESOURCES THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROJECTS USING INEXPENSIVE MATERIAL IN COLLABORATION WITH 

STUDENTS OF SARASWATI JUNIOR COLLEGE, PARAS. 

Patil, R.B. 
Saraswati Junior College, Paras 

rajeshpatil1966@gmail.com 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The present research paper is about classroom efforts  resulted in developing perennial learning resources 
and promoted interdisciplinary approach. It also highlights the use of hobbies in daily teaching. 
Participation of students, constructivist approach, use of inexpensive and easily available material are 
some of the salient features. Joy of learning is perhaps the best outcome which cannot be measured with 
any designed scientific tool. 
The researcher used match box pictures, coins, currency notes, postage & philately stamps, feathers and 
self taken photographs India and abroad to activate the students. Minor efforts at local level crossed 
regional boundaries and touched global level. Educational institutes inviting for programs confirmed the 
validity and novelty of the work. The projects highlight hidden potential around us. Also it marks that each 
challenge has a silver lining. Focusing on available material is what one has to consider. Environment 
projects are actually unique opportunities to understand nature in its minutest parts. Simplicity, 
collaboration and cooperation are the under laying currents of the paper. 
 
 
Keywords: indigenous, learning resources, inexpensive material, junior college. 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Environment Science, popularly known as EVS is 
a compulsory subject for higher secondary classes 
and project work is the backbone. Students have to 
work and submit project work. Usually they rely 
on readymade material to complete the formalities. 
Saraswati Junior College is a rural educational 
institute situated in  Akola district. There are 
fourteen adjoining villages from where students 
come to learn. Most of them belong to poor socio-
economic families. We have four sections, two 
each from Arts and Science. The average 
population of junior college is 250. Groups of five 
to six work on a project. 
In project work rural students enjoy certain 
advantages compared to the urban and  
metropolitan students. Due to poverty majority of 
them have to work on field. Some work regularly 
while others wait for Sundays and holidays. 
During the sowing and harvest season one can 
witness a low turnout in the college. These guys 
have a sound knowledge of farming and related 
things. Since the inception of the subject our 
students are carrying out the environment projects 
with zeal and enthusiasm. After every passing year 
they are adding to the resources which now we use 

as a perennial source for other subjects and in 
many classes. 
Poor economical status of the students seldom 
allow them to purchase costly material from the 
market. As a teacher, I was well aware of the fact 
and sorted out some other ways. I preferred to use 
discarded and inexpensive material like match box 
miniature pictures, used postage stamps, coins, 
currency notes, feathers and self taken 
photographs. Also used my personal collections of 
the said things. Subsequent batched added and 
enriched the collections resulting in numerous 
learning resources. 

METHODS/ACTIVITIES 

Activity One 

PHILLUMENY SHEETS: A WORLD OF 
MINIATURE PICTURES. 

The chief aim was to do some actual work. Seldom 
our students copied themes or readymade material. 
My childhood hobby of collecting match box 
pictures (Phillumeny) proved handy. Often these 
miniature pictures of flora and fauna were carried 
in the classes. Students collected similar pictures 
and used it for their projects. Now the collection 
has crossed fifteen thousand (15000) mark. 
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The match box pictures carry beautiful images of 
almost everything. Animals, birds, insects, means 
of transportation, tools, numerical, deities, 
religious symbols, mythological figures, historical 
heroes, cricketers, even extinct species like 
dinosaurs and dodo. The real challenge was sorting 
and arranging the pictures in organized form 
according to themes. Five pictures of the same 
bird, animal or object were pasted on a 19 x 14 
centimeter century paper sheet. That was the 
beginning of making phillumeny sheets. An album 
was compiled containing hundred sheets. Students 
cut them, sorted out matches and pasted in the 
albums. Even kids of Std. IV participated in the 
events. Now there are twenty such albums. Here 
are some of the interesting titles; Wild Cats, 
Ranch, Bird Sanctuary, Transport Company, 
Garden, Tool Kit, Ad World, etc.  

Activity Two 

NUMISMATIC COLLECTION: METAL 
EVIDENCE 

Money is the phenomena with everybody is 
familiar. Besides universal acceptance one of the 
most important aspect of currency is its 
educational value. Dates, pictures and inscriptions 
are authentic and are stamped with accuracy.  

These metal pieces carry the message quickly to 
the masses. Since ages all over the globe rulers 
used this aspect to reach to their subjects. 
While dealing with history, I found coins very 
useful in the classes and could be utilized for 
projects. My collection carry 2000 Indian and 
equal number of foreign coins. The oldest Indian 
'Punchmark' coins date back to 6th century B.C. 
the first one introduced in India. They carry 
pictures of the sun, the moon, trees, flowers, 
animals, vines etc. The ancient Satvahana dynasty 
coins carry images of elephant while the Sikh 
dynasty coins are recognized by flower symbol. 
All these coins speak volumes about the 
importance of environment in ancient and 
medieval India. 
Modern India minted 29 coins having pictures and 
themes related with nature. The very first series 
coin set issued in 1950 confirms our faith in 
nature. The One, Half and Quarter rupee nickel 
coins has the picture of corn sheaf while the Two, 
One and Half Anna copper nickel coins depict 
picture of a standing bull. The solitary bronze coin 
of One pice has the image of a galloping horse. 
The following chart offers details of coins having 
symbols from nature. 

 
S.No. Coin Symbol Weight Metal  Year 
1 20 Paise Lotus blooming 4.50 grams Nickel-Brass 1968 
2 20 Paise Lotus and shining sun  4.50 grams Aluminum-Bronze 1970 
3 20 Paise World Food Day  2.20 grams Aluminum 1982 
4 20 Paise Fisheries  2.20 grams Aluminum 1983 
5 10 Paise Planned Families Food for All 2.30 grams Aluminum 1974 
6 10 Paise Equality Development Peace 2.30 grams Aluminum 1975 
7 10 Paise Food and Work for all 2.30 grams Aluminum 1976 
8 10 Paise Food and Shelter for all 2.30 grams Aluminum 1978 
9 10 Paise World Food Day 2.30 grams Aluminum 1981 
10 10 Paise World Food Day 1.75 grams Aluminum 1981 
11 5 Paise Food and Work for all 1.50 grams Aluminum 1976 
12 5 Paise Food and Shelter for all 1.50 grams Aluminum 1978 
13 25 Paise World Food Day 2.50 grams Copper-Nickel 1981 
14 25 Paise Forestry for Development 2.50 grams Copper-Nickel 1985 
15 25 Paise Rhino 2.85grams Ferratic Stainless Steel 1988 
16 50 Paise Grow More Food 5 grams Copper-Nickel 1973 
17 50 Paise Fisheries 5 grams Copper-Nickel 1986 
18 1 Rupee International Youth year 6 grams Copper-Nickel 1985 
19 1 Rupee Small Farmers 6 grams Copper-Nickel 1987 
20 1 Rupee Rainfed Farming 6 grams Copper-Nickel 1988 
21 1 Rupee Food and Environment 6 grams Copper-Nickel 1989 
22 1 Rupee Food for the Future 6 grams Copper-Nickel 1990 
23 1 Rupee Tourism Year 6 grams Copper-Nickel 1991 
24 1 Rupee Food and Nutrition 6 grams Copper-Nickel 1992 
25 2 Rupees Bio-diversityWorld Food Day 8 grams Copper-Nickel 1993 
26 2 Rupees Water for life World Food Day 8 grams Copper-Nickel 1994 
27 2 Rupees Globalizing Indian Agriculture 8 grams Copper-Nickel 1995 
28 5 Rupees Food & Agriculture Organization 9 grams Copper-Nickel 1995 
29 10 Rupees Food for All 15 grams Silver 1970 
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Activity Three 

PHILATELY: A WINDOW TO THE OUTER 
WORLD. 

Postage stamps has been attracting people from its 
invention. It's one of the widely popular hobby 
over the globe. For a teacher, it serves as a 
learning resource. The two thousand Indian and 
ten thousand foreign postage stamps proved a 
valuable source. Each nation issued innumerable 
stamps on nature. They carry clear, authentic 
pictures and correct information about natural 
phenomena. Used Indian stamps were collected 
through community support. In my case friends 
helped a lot both from India and abroad. 
These stamps are pasted on black, yellow, green, 
pink and purple sheets with a theme. For example 
there is a sheet carrying stamps on technological 
innovations of US Another sheet carries five 
beautiful stamps of polish cats. With the help of 
students 110 such philately sheets has been 
prepared focusing flora and fauna of the world. 
Classroom exhibitions before starting the actual 
project work helps students to decide topics of 
their interest. Students having similar likings form 
groups and work on projects as a team. They add 
to my collection through exchange. 
Activity Four 

FEATHERS: THE COLOURFUL IDENTITY 
OF BIRDS. 

Majority of my students belong to rural area and 
some actually work in fields. In 2013, a group had 
chosen 'Bird Feathers' as the topic and the whole 
class participated. Students searched for quills in 
fields, the winding paths of forests, on the banks of 
river. While travelling for school, their eyes 
searched for the colourful tokens of birds. As a 
result more than five hundred quills of various 
size, colour and patterns were collected. The 
project was talk of the school. It proved helpful 
while teaching English lessons related with 
environmental topics. 
Another project of the 2013-14 batch was about 
weed. During rainy season in the month of August, 
we worked on collecting weed. One sunny 
morning students brought bundles of 24 types of 
weed and grass in the classroom. It was all green 
and some plants were producing pleasant 
fragrance. They classified the weed in edible and 
non edible. Also they informed which one is the 
favourite of goats and other animals. Further they 
pointed out which one the farmers use to tie grass 

bundles. The most interesting thing was the local 
names. A similar project was carried out about 
small seasonal flowers and the class was 
transformed into a garden of wild flowers. 

RESULTS 

A) Phillumeny 
Preparing phillumeny sheets every year resulted in 
a sound permanent learning resource. Now, we 
have twenty albums ready containing 2000 pages 
with five match box pictures on each sheet. It 
means 10000 matches has been pasted on sheets. 
These sheets are arranged according to topics. For 
example in 'Transportation Company' there are 
five hundred pictures of different vehicles. This 
album has been sub divided into two parts; ancient 
and modern means of transportation. Again each 
part carried sections based on medium and wheels. 
Roadways section contain pictures of two, three, 
four and multi wheeler vehicles. The marine has 
pictures of different boats, passenger ships, cargo 
ships and oil tankers etc. The airways section 
carried the pictures of aircrafts, choppers and 
spacecrafts. 
B) Philately. 
Total 2000 plus Indian and 10000 plus foreign 
stamps are in the collection. Most of them are used 
ones. There are stamps from 185 nations of the 
world. Hundred sheets has been prepared so far 
representing equal number of countries. The 
number of stamps pasted on each sheet range from 
five to twenty. 
There are thirty special sheets prepared on the 
theme of  'Bio-diversity'. It showcase some of the 
special stamps issued on nature by different 
nations. For example the marine life of Malta, the 
huge birds of Haiti and butterflies of Switzerland. 
Just one fourth of the total stamps are on sheets.  
C) Numismatics 
The numismatic collection includes 2000 plus 
Indian coins ranging from the first to the present 
one. They are divided into following heads; 
Ancient India, Sultanate, Moghul dynasty, British 
India, Princely States and coins of Free India. 
They are sub divided according to metal like 
silver, billion, copper, brass, bronze, nickel, 
cupronickel, aluminum and Ferratic Stainless 
Steel. 
A special set of 250 coins has been prepared. 
These coins are fixed in three transparent acrylic 
sheets. The coins are visible from both sides. 
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There are total fifteen sheets prepared according to 
metal, era and denomination. 
A special sheet has been prepared it exhibits the 
changing technology. It carries punchmark (hand 
struck) coins followed by casted coins of Moghuls 
and the machine made coins of British. 
D) Feathers 
Inspired by the work of students, a project to 
provide little relief to birds during hot summer of 
Vidarbha, was carried out two consecutive years, 
May 2014 and 2015. It was named as 'Home 
Summer Sanctuary'. In the backyard garden, 
earthen pots filled with water and bird feeder were 
kept throughout the summer to attract birdies. It 
was a great success when 30 species of birds 

turned out in hundreds regularly. Innumerable 
pictures were clicked along with some interesting 
video clips. The quill collection received a boost 
during the project. Observations were noted down. 
Later a 12 x 18 inch size poster of each bird was 
developed using self taken photographs. Another 
poster also carried a photograph and observations 
related with the bird. Fifteen such twin posters of 
local birds were developed. It received coverage in 
the media. Later on this project was published in 
an international quarterly magazine 'Nature Watch' 
from Singapore (Oct.-Dec. 2017 Issue). The 
following table carries details of the 20 feathered 
visitors

. 
S. 
No. 

Indian Common Name Scientific Name 

1 Indian House Sparrow Passer domesticus indicus 
2 Indian White-eyed Sparrow 

(Oriental White-eye) 
Zosterops palpebrosus 

3 Indian Myna      (CommonMyna) Acridotheres tristis 
4 Brahminy Myna   (Brahminy Starling) Sturnia pagodarum 
5 Yellow-eyed Babbler Chrysomma sinense sinense 
6 Indian Pied Myna    (Asian Pied Starling) Gracupica contra 

(Sturnus contra sordidus) 
7 Jungle Babbler Turdoides striata 
8 Indian Tailorbird Orthotomus sutorius guzuratus 
9 Large Pied Wagtail  (White-browed Wagtail) Motocilla maderaspatensis 
10 Small Sunbird       (Crimson-backed Sunbird) Leptocoma minima 

(Nectarinia minima) 
11 Purple Sunbird Cinnyris asiaticus 

(Nectarinia asiatica asiatica) 
12 Southern Ashy Wren Warbler  (Ashy Prinia) Prinia socialis socialis 
13 Indian Small Green Bee Eater                   

(Green Bee Eater) 
Merops orientalis orientalis 

14 Black Drongo Dicrurus macrocercus albirictus (Hodson) 
15 Large Ceylonese Parakeet 

(Alexandrine Parakeet) 
Psittacula eupatria eupatria 

16 Southern Blossom-headed Parakeet 
(Plum-headed Parakeet) 

Psittacula cyanocephala 

17 Southern Crow Pheasant    (Greater Coucal) 
 

Centropus sinensis parroti 

18 Southern Rufous Woodpecker 
(Rufous Woodpecker) 

Micropterus brachyurus jerdonii 

19 White-breasted Waterhen Amaurornis phoenicurus 
20 Indian Koel            (Asian Koel) Eudynamus scolopaceus 
 

DISCUSSION 

The preparing of learning resources along with 
project work using inexpensive and easily 
available material offered good returns. We 

invested years in collaboration with students. The 
project work related with environment science 
became a source of joy instead of mere formality 
to achieve marks. Some of the experiences and 
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observations I would like to share through this 
research paper.   
In a rather small school belonging to a rural area, it 
was always my humble attempt to let my students 
peep at the outer world  through resources. 
Through coins and currency notes they observed 
and learned some interesting things about the bio 
diversity of the globe. The students mentioned 
some interesting facts in their projects. The 
Malaysian ringgit carries the picture of biggest 
flower of the world. Every Mauritian rupee note 
has 'Dodo' in the transparent part as a water mark. 
New Sri Lankan paper currency have pictures of 
different butterflies and birds. Ethiopian birr 
depicts agrarian life and has the pictures of bulls 
ploughing in the fieldThe colourful one thousand 
francs note of France is a wonderful portrait of 
landscape with biodiversity highlighted on both 
sides, and the hundred denomination paper 
currency of Swaziland carries pictures of African 
lion, elephant and rhino along with a birdie.  
My students after observing pictures and feathers 
learned to identify the male and female of some of 
the birds particularly the Indian Koel. They were 
also able to differentiate in between the black 
feathers of crow and black drongo. They learned a 
lot about nesting, sounds and whistles of birds. 
I was invited for an international conference on 
'Bird Bio diversity and Tourism' to present a paper 
at Colombo (Sri Lanka) in Nov. 2016. The 
'Summer Sanctuary' project was presented and it 
was appreciated by the audience. 
The same one got published in form of an article in 
'Nature Watch', a quarterly international magazine 
from Singapore. (Oct-Dec 2017 issue). 
Think locally, act locally and reach globally is 
something we learned through these experiences. 
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CONCLUSION 

The childhood hobbies were used initially to create 
some interest among students instead of using 
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and the whole society and some international 
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persistent efforts to a different level. We 
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ABSTRACT 

There is a detraction of Human Rights gradually day by day and the man today becomes restless.  Not only 
this, but he becomes the victim of this corrupt system. We will seek the beautiful world and happiness only 
when the corruption comes to an end.  If the news paper will take an initiative to expose such evil practices 
of corruption, And people will understand the significance of  prevention of corruption act and Right to 
information Act and use this right for their sake, uncountable such steps will be helpful to restrain the evil 
practices of system.  The news paper should take an optimistic step to expose it and restrain the 
degradation of Human Rights. 
 
 
Keywords: Human Rights,corrupt system 

 
INTRODUCTION 

United Nations Organization have published 
manifesto of Human Rights to make the world to 
know the real Right of Human being .  But in the 
coming future, there will be the rare possibility 
about the protection of human Rights.  The 
common becomes helpless to use his fundamental 
rights because of the degradation of his livelihood. 
There are two revolutionary acts in Indian 
Constitution i.e. Prevention of corruption Act 
1988, and Right to information Act 2005.  Every 
Indian should use these Acts aptly to vindicate the 
corruption and to maintain the dignity of Human 
Rights.  Apart from this, our Indian Dailies and 
News paper ought to play the vital vole very 
transparently against eruption and protect the 
common Indian.  The common people have the 
only Ray of hope i.e. New papers to manifest their 
problems, issues and challenges. 

MATERIAL & METHOD  

Since last ten years the researcher has collected the 
news concerning with issues of corruption and 
Right to information.  The critical analysis of these 
new paper cuttings benefit me to write this 
research paper. Reading the newspaper and 
especially the news related with the corruption and 
RTI, making criticism and inter prating the news 
and finding the conclusions it is the procedure and 
method behind writing this research paper.  Hence 
this analysis of the news and the study of 
prevention of corruption Act and Right to 

information Act supports it to reach towards 
conclusion.  
Result & Discussion -    
Central Government have made the provision of 
there Acts to punish the corrupt and to restrain the 
corruption. As per this act twelve type of services 
and every Government servant becomes the public 
servant. And there is a commitment to serve for 
the sake of the state, public and society.  It is 
called the social duty in this Act.  If some or the 
other public servant intentranally deny to pay his 
duty with sincerity, as per this act, he/she will 
become an offender under Ignoring the social 
contribution.  
Misuse and misconduct of this Act if published in 
the news paper, that news will become the 
sufficient cause to take the necessary action by the 
police.  That’s why the news papers ought to 
support this Act by publishing and giving the 
exposure to such evil deeds done by the system.  If 
some or the other way, some of the News paper 
deliberately deny this evil deeds with their evil 
interest.  Such newspapers Authority also become 
the offender and prosecute judicial action against 
them.  Undoubtedly our newspapers also can play 
uncial role as Public Servant.  
RTI has imparted the right to get the information 
from the vivid department, but as per the altruism 
and the people’s well being, the News paper ought 
to publish such information and reach with the 
people.  The News paper should take invitation in 
this regard to publish such RTI information to give 
the justice to common people.  This Right is 
included in our constitution para 19, section (1)(A) 
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under freedom of Expression and it is our one of 
the fundamental Rights.  As per my perception, if 
the News papers are intentionally avoiding to 
publish the news regarding the prevention of 
corruption Act 1988, such News papers may 
supporting to the corrupt people and their evil 
deeds, they must be punished under this Act. 
To carry out one’s duty, misuse of Government 
funds, contradictions as per Resolutions, Quality 
of the work, Delay in performing duty etc. under 
this Act we can seek the information. In order to 
make it publically published, people expect form 
the News papers to take initiative.  As per the state 
information commission, Pune court circular No 
Sankirna/2009/chapter 51/09/Esta. Dt/5.8.2009 
about the utility of Right to information Tv 
ansperency in the work of public Authority, 
Accountability of officers and employees and the 
alert citizen about information are the cove 
elements of the RTI and hence, an efficient 
execution of this Act will be quite beneficial for 
the public in such case, the News papers play the 
vital role of mediator between the public and the 
government for an implements of such useful act.  
The newspapers ought to play the role to evaporate 
the corruption.  
As per the Indian penal code chapter 9, There is a 
provision to punish the person who support the 
public servants and their evil deeds, misuse of 
their rights.  As per this IPC chapter 9, the News 
papers and its authorities who supports and avoid 
to publish the facts and deliberately hide the facts 
of public interest will be published legally for their 
illegal ignorance, including the editor, reporter, or 
the other authorities related with it. 
As per constitution article 19 (2) Every citizen has 
Right to express, publish their expressions. As per 
the protection of Human Rights Act, 1993, The 
News paper are supportive to protect this Rights. If 
the people have opportunity to manifest their 
Rights through the news papers, it will protect the 
Human Rights and create the rapture, happiness 
and satisfaction in their lives and parley, also 
supportive to irradiate the corruption from the 
system. 
It makes very crystal clean now that No any News 
paper dare to deny the news to publish in their 
news papers which in eslocually regarding the 
corruption and Human Rights and RTI as well If 
Same or the other News papers intentionally deny 
it, that will be the treasonable Deed and that 
person may be the traitor .  Actually the News 
paper should take it positively becomes to publish 
such information will be supportive to the socially 

and the nation as well.  The news papers should be 
very transparent, straight forward and clysters 
clear about the Human Rights and its protection to 
human being and it will become to society it self.  
The news papers and its authorities must 
remember that they have already committed to the 
government in writing for their social justice, 
contribution, commitment and accountability.  
Hence, every news paper must give priority to the 
news regarding anticorruption, Human rights, RTI 
etc to protect this secret deeds and support to all 
this Acts. 
News published in the news papers have its own 
significance which is better considered by the 
Government.  All the Honorable courts, Emetics, 
Researchers, cops from every regions either the 
rural or urban, invention Beau rues etc all various 
systems and departments considers the news as 
authentic evidence to the possible extents.  All the 
sectors and the renowned persons consider the 
news papers as prominent platform to protect the 
Human Rights and restrains the corruptions and 
having ability to pave the way towards.  By 
considering this Government has circulated the 
circular No. 2016/192512/office/GAD/Secretive 
Dt/22 march 2016 In this circular agilest 
administration Departments it is compulsory for 
HOD’s to show the cause within six hours.  
Government has generated the post of District 
information officer in every district to focus on the 
news against administration and governments, and 
inform the concerning departments to sort out the 
problem and take the necessary action to the 
conserving areas; which is quite supportive to take 
the necessary action against corrupt employs and 
officers at earliest. 
If it is noticed that some or the other journalist, 
reporter, editor or any other concerning person 
tries to hide the names of corrupt persons, or 
demanding the bribe to do so or any evil deed 
regarding their intentionally which in called 
Yellow Journalism; and Yellow journalism is an 
offence. If some one deliberately hide the name of 
persons involved in the evil deeds in his news 
writing, that reporter or journalism may became 
the object of offence. 
The news papers may keep the dignity of the 
people’s fundasmental Rights and sometimes 
humiliates or dominator their fundamental Rights 
too. Actually, to preserve the fundamental Rights 
is an accountalibility or responsibility of judicial 
system some of the Non Government organization 
NGO’s have also taken imitative to protect and 
preserve the Right. And fight against corruption 
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and corrupt people. Such NGO’s are the support 
system to judiciary the Government itself and 
parallel doing the noble deed concerning The 
prevention of corruption Act 1988 and Right to 
information Act 2005 as well.  The NGO’s which 
are doing their social work and noble work in this 
area and if they have pointed out the domination of 
the peoples fundamental Rights or corruption such 
NGO’s can be demanded to abolish the permission 
to publish the news papers. 
When ever the people or any institution or NGO’s 
submit their complaints, news, articles to publish 
in the concerning news papers, authorities deny to 
publish the news regarding corruption, RTI 
reputed issues by giving unnecessary reasons. And 
if some of the news are published with deleting 
certain matter in order to avoid such practices by 
the news papers and their authorities. Government 
should issues the resolution or circular to make 
them aware and conscious about their duties and 
responsibilities obviously for such government 
resulting certain judicial powed are also required.  
Definitely with such GR and circular, newspapers 
will not dare to deny to publish the news 
concerning with corruption and human rights.  It is 
also supportive to maintain the dignity of 
Democracy and nationality. 
Hence the news paper authorities ought to take the 
very positive step in this issue which will be quite 
beneficial to restrain the corruption from and 
country; and as it is on of the cheapest media to 
use and publish, people will project or expose the 
so called corrupt people, administrators and the 
politicians as well.  This Revolutionary step will 
pave the transparent way towards pious and 

healthy democracy through the government 
Resolution. 
After all every citizen of one country must take 
initiative without hesitation in this regard act and 
execute as per the constitutional laws, rules and 
regulation.  Undoubtedly, its an order of the day to 
create the beautiful Democratic scenario to build 
the Nation.  

CONCLUSIONS  

 As the corruption is increasing day by day 
millions of people becomes victims, Hon.  
President and Hon. Priminister ofter focused 
on this issue and challenge in their speeches.   

 Today in india, what so ever the Right are 
there to human being regarding Human Rights, 
here is no convenient situation in one country; 
that’s why Human Rights and its 
implementation have no significance hence, 
Government system should be very cautions 
about this issues. 

 The prevention of corruption Act 1988, Right 
to information 2005, if there two Acts will be 
exerted and implemented by every citizen the 
corruption will be restrained and convenient 
situation will be there for Human Right.  

 The Newspapers and its authorities should 
consider and accept the complaints regarding 
corruption and publish such news in their news 
papers priority.  But unfortunately the News 
paper are incapable to identify their 
accountability and responsibility; and that’s 
why it is necessary to establish code of 
conduct for the News papars
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ABSTRACT 

Volleyball is the second most popular sport in the world today. It is a fast and dynamic sport that is widely 
accepted as a highly competitive and recreational game. Today is the game is most popular in Asia and 
Europe. This game offer greater opportunity for the development of strength, agility, endurance, flexibility 
and coordinative abilities to the players. volleyball performance does not depend on technical aspects but 
also depends on so many aspects such as psychological, Physical, Sociological, economical, physical 
structure, physical fitness etc. which are help to acquire high level performance. 
 
Keywords: Volleyball, Fitness, injury 

INTRODUCTION 

 Volleyball is a great sport that can be enjoyed by 
people of all ages and skill levels. It can be played 
year round as it can be played bath indoors and 
outdoors Aside from the pure enjoyment of the 
game. 

VOLLEYBALL 

“A game for two teams, usually of six players, in 
which a large ball is hit by hand over a height net, 
the aim being to score points by making the ball 
reach the ground on the opponent’s side of the 
court”. 

FITNESS BENEFITS OF VOLLEYBALL 

Volleyball is a team sport that requires great and 
can be very rewarding when played properly 
 Burn calories and fat 
 Tones and shapes the body  
 Increases Metabolic rate 
 Improves hand-eye coordination 
 Builds agility, coordination, speed and 

Balance. 
 Heart healthy 
 Builds muscular strength 
 Increases aerobic ability 
 Improves Interpersonal skills  
 Boosts mood and increases drive to succeed. 
 Reflexes and balance 
 Teamwork and communication and is a great 

social activity. 

FITNESS COMPONENTS FOR 
VOLLEYBALL 

SPEED 
 Volleyball serves and smashes result in very fast 
ball speed, so players also need to be quick to get 

to the right position to return or pass the ball. 
Speed both in terms of movement and reaction 
time, can be developed by performing sports 
specific exercises such as multidirectional 
sprinting and using a uneven ball called a reaction 
ball which bounces unpredictably. 

AGILITY 

Agility is the ability to move your body quickly 
and efficiently in to a position of your choosing. In 
volleyball this means getting in to the right. Place 
at the right time to play a shot. Players often have 
to dodge, duck and dive to make successful plays 
and the better their agility. The better they will be 
able to do this. Training for agility involves 
performing activities that mimic the demands of 
the sport including jumping drills, playing shots 
from awkward positions and multidirectional 
running, jumping and sprinting. 

POWER 

 Power is your ability to generate strength at high 
speeds and is very important in volleyball. A 
volleyball net is lo feet high so players need leg 
power to be able to jump high enough to block and 
smash the ball during play hitting the ball with 
plenty of heat requires upper body power. Power is 
commonly developed by performing variations of 
the Olympic lifts, plyometrics or jumping 
exercises and by training with medicine balls. 

FLEXIBILITY 

 Squatting or lunging down low to return a 
volleyball requires limber-Limbs properly called 
flexibility. Tight muscles do not stretch vadily and 
if stretched to quickly or too far, may become 
injured. Flexible muscles are more elastic and 
capable of greater ranges of movement. Flexibility 
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is developed by stretches held for 30 seconds or 
longer. You can also increase your flexibility with 
proprioceptive neuromuscular facilitation or PNF 
stretching, which involves contracting a muscle 
hard before stretching. It to increase flexibility 
more rapidly.   

ENDURANCE 

 Volleyball matches are usually played to the best 
of 25 points, and that can take some time if the 
teams are closely matched. To play continuously 
for an extended period by of time requires good 
muscular, aerobic and mental endurance. 
Endurance is best developed by performing sub-
maximal or lower intensity activities for long 
periods of time. Examples include body weight, 
squats, pushups, situps, jogging cycling and 
extended volleyball practice periods.  
 Volleyball has strong technical skills and 
confrontational, It is a skill type sports day net 
class confrontation, although the two small force 
will occur physical contact and confrontation, but 
with a strong psychological quality, physical 
quality and the technical and tactical requirement 
in sport. Volleyball training course if you do not 
pay attention to prevention of sports injury most 
likely caused by sports injury into the training 
process. Therefore, it is of great significance for 
the prevention of sports injury and the 
improvement of the overall level of volleyball 
training to strengthen the prevention and analysis 
of sports injury in volleyball training so many 
coaches pay more attention to the explanation of 
tactics and basic technology.  

PREVENTING VOLLEYBALL INJURIES 

 Stretch and warmup before playing 
 Eat a balanced diet and drink plenty of water 
 Keep up your cardiovasaular fitness and core 

strength. 
 Get enough rest you may want to avoid 

playing for multiple teams to reduce the risk of 
overuse injuries. 

 Practice good technique, consulting a specially 
coach will help you make the most of the 
mechanics. 

COMMON VOLLEYBALL INJURIES 
 Shoulder injuries  

 Knee injuries 
 Ankle sprains 
 Finger injuries 
 Lower Back pain 

CAUSES OF VOLLEYBALL INJURIES 
 Most volleyball injuries are a result of overuse 
and overtraining playing on multiple teams during 
the year gives the young athlete less time for 
proper rest between practice and games. 
 The Volleyball injury refers to all injury in 
volleyball, occurrence factors of volleyball injury 
has multiple, related to the technical movement 
Training arrangement, training level psychological 
quality and other factors, especially because of 
volleyball technology often is done in the squat 
state or jump in to the air. It is very easy to cause 
injury of the knee, stomp, waist, shoulders and 
other parts. 
 The characteristics of volleyball outstanding not 
only requires more height but also must have the 
required sensitivity, strength and endurance, which 
requires high quality cable and psychological 
quality for the body, Treat injuries as they occur 
and allow your body to completely recover before 
heading back out on the court. 

EAT WELL FOR YOUR VOLLEYBALL 
SUCCESS 

 The key to great volleyball performance is 
optimal nutrition every day, not just competition 
day. For quick burst of energy like jumping, 
anaerobic metabolism kicks in and is fueled by 
stored carbohydrates also known as muscle 
glycogen. 
 Endurance requires optional blood sugar and a 
combination of circulating fats and amino acids 
from protein. Proper hydration is also essential 
Don’t expect that your performance will improve 
by miracle or luck you need to fuel your body well 
and fit. 

CONCLUSION 

 Volleyball is a great game that has sustained its 
reputation for fantastic fun and competitive play 
for over a century. It you are looking for a high-
energy game that supports teamwork and 
athleticism then this may be the perfect sport for 
you
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ABSTRACT 

Green image is a good image for the libraries and should use their way of going green to promote a 
powerful green image towards library users. A Green Library also knows as a sustainable library, is a 
library build with environmental concerns in mind, Green libraries are a part of the larger green building 
movement. A study of Green libraries revealed that not only has energy conservation become important, 
but that spaces designed for users. This paper highlights on sustainable or Green library buildings that are 
inspiring, functional, and successful and to analyze the importance of green libraries; to identify the 
standards for green libraries in India, challenges to libraries and library professionals who seek to be 
positive agents of learning for the communities. It also suggests possible issues, trends, challenges to be 
faced by future library. 
 
 
Keywords: Green Library, Sustainable Library, Environments, Green Building, LEED. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Everyone is talking about “Being Green”. It seems 
the right things to do, especially if we want our 
great great-children to live well on this planet. 
After initial research and thinking about the 
concept of this paper, we realized that there are 
many resources for designing green buildings and 
living a green life. But we found no practical how-
to guide for both evaluating facilities and 
operations and providing a range of solutions 
towards greening a library. The world keeps on 
changing and switching from one phase to another, 
traditional to Industrial to electronic. It is 
unfortunate that green library movement has not 
reached the critical mass two decades ago. 
Libraries have not fully technologically been 
transformed. This might have been a reason for not 
being interested in green library movement. Indian 
Libraries should initiate actions to go green library 
services. Green library management emphasizes a 
new mindset of taking responsibility for the 
stability of nature, health of library users and staff 
and catering for the needs and interest of future 
generations of users. Libraries as non-commercial 
and service oriented public buildings are 
particularly suited to give examples to illustrate 
the idea of sustainability, to distribute and to 
disseminate this idea to the people. We need to 
develop sustainable environment so that coming 
generation could survive well and green libraries 
are one of the salutations. 

DEFINITIONS 

A Green library, also known as a sustainable 
library, is a library built with environmental 
concerns in mind. Green libraries are a part of the 
larger green building movement. There is no 
univocal definition of a green library.  
The online Dictionary of Library and Information 
Science defines Green Libraries as: A Library 
designed to minimize negative impact on the 
natural environment and maximize indoor 
environment quality by means of careful site 
selection, use of natural construction materials and 
biodegradable products, conservation of resources 
(water, energy, paper, responsible waste, disposal, 
Recycling etc). In new constructing and library 
Renovation, sustainability is increasingly achieved 
through leadership in energy and environment 
Design certification a Rating system developed 
and administered by the U.S. Green building 
council. 

WHAT IS GREEN BUILDING 

LEED uses five different categories to Judge a 
building sustainability. 
 Site location: 

The library should be located in a densely 
populated area, near a number of other 
services related buildings. People should be 
able to reach the building by public 
transportation and the parking lots should give 
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priority parking to those driving energy 
efficient vehicle. 

 Water conservation: 
Use of roof water harvesting, green toilets, 
water recycling, etc. can save lot of water for 
proper landscaping and greenery in and 
outside the library building.  

 Energy efficiency: 
In the LEED rating system it is the heaviest 
weighted of all the categories. On site 
renewable energy systems, including solar, 
wind, and geothermal, provide an independent 
supply of energy. Use of wind and sun can 
manage temperature and light in place of 
electricity. It saves lot of natural resources like 
coal and emission of harmful gases like Co2 
which will be helpful in reducing global 
warming. 

 Building Materials: 
Major responsibility for  selecting materials 
for the library that can be produced without 
causing too much damage to the natural 
environment. Less use of wood will save many 
trees. Use of locally available material will 
save transport cost and fuel. It also includes 
use of biodegradable materials, non use of 
plastics and other such products. 

 Indoor air quality: 
Green buildings need to be designed in a way in 
which the air gets recycled, and does not stay 
stagnant. Least use of air conditioners will reduce 
emission of harmful gases responsible for holes in 
ozone layer and intern global warming. Indoor 
plants significantly improve a whole range of 
aspects of our indoor environment.  

DESIGNING GREEN LIBRARY 
BUILDING 

First, a sustainable building makes a statement that 
the library is investing in the future of the 
community. The systems that support the physical 
building and operations as well as the supplies and 
services offered or used by the library. Indian 
Green Building Council defines “A green building 
is one which uses less water, optimizes energy 
efficiency, conserves natural resources, generates 
less waste and provides healthier spaces for 
occupants, as compared to a conventional 
building." As more people take environmentalism 
seriously, a green image can improve an 
institution's image. Brown identified the following 
green designing elements, which can be 
incorporated into libraries.  

 Community collaborating- makes sure that 
community assets are efficiently used and 
helps to maintain public support. 

 Daylight- pair daylight with artificial 
lighting and reduce energy costs. 

 Green materials- use renewable materials 
like wood, bamboo. 

 Green roofs 
 Raised floor systems 
 Energy efficiency 
 Natural Ventilation 
 Green power and renewable energy 
 Indoor environment quality. 

GREEN LIBRARIES IN INDIA 
Now many countries all over the world have been 
enjoying the benefits of green libraries but in India 
a very few attempts have been made to develop 
sustainable library buildings. A survey made of 
four university libraries (Calcutta University 
Library, Mumbai University Library, Madras 
University Library, Delhi University Library) by 
Chakraborty (2013) reveals that although measures 
were taken care off a long time ago at their 
establishment time but some suggestions also need 
to be adopted to solve the problems in current 
Environment.  
India has taken initiative in green movement in the 
world to save the earth. Before the UN Framework 
Convention on climate change (UNFCCC) to be 
held in Paris in Dec.2015. India intend to submit 
Intended Nationally Determined Contributions 
(INDC) which will have, apart from technology 
and capacity building, adoption and mitigation, 
US, China, European Union and other 50 countries 
have already submitted INDC (15). Let us hope a 
green future in the world in India. 

STANDARDS FOR GREEN LIBRARIES 

 Indian Green building Council (IGBC): 
Create the possibility for Green Library 
Building construction which otherwise would 
have 
been a utopian fantasy. Indian Green 
Buildings Council (IGBC) established in the 
year 2001 
to promote and rate Green buildings in India. 
There are about 2190 registered buildings, 
398 
rated buildings and also 1082 IGBC 
aggregated professionals. 

 Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design (LEED-India): 
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Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED- India) green building rating system 
is a nationally and internationally accepted 
benchmark for the design, construction and 
operation of high performance green buildings.  

GREEN LIBRARY CHALLENGES 

 Libraries have specific needs that raise some 
extra challenges. Challenges are:  

 cost of constructing green building has 
become affordable to other entities, libraries 
will face issues in meeting green goals as 
they are subject to stringent budget cuts 
especially when reengineering, or 
reconstructing library structures one cannot 
forget the cost associated with it. 

 Possibilities to convince the administration 
who would otherwise object the idea 
executing green library practices due to their 
unawareness. 

 It is likely to expect lack of awareness in 
green technology and among the employees 
who have been recruited with traditional 
knowledge and skills. 

 To expose the professionals to the latest 
development which directly or indirectly 
affect them. 

 Attitudinal barriers play significant role in 
slowing down the sustainable practices in 
libraries. There is a well laid plan for green 
library building will remove resistance to 
change. 

 For the preservation, books must be kept 
away from sunlight as well as moisture and 
temperature changes. 

 A common strategy in green design is to raise 
the floors to increase circulation, but the 
weight of the stacks can be an impediment to 
this strategy. 

 
CONCLUSION 

Obviously a common and very prominent feature 
of the sustainable design and construction of green 
library buildings is the special emphasis given to 
the concept of protection. Protection in this sense 
covers natural resources (earth, air and water). 

Depending on the site chosen it will cover nature 
and landscape; it will encompass the use of 
material-related and energy resources and finally, 
it covers the protection of the climate and thus the 
health of each individual. Environmental 
protection has become one of the social and 
cultural values of citizens when stating the 
necessity of taking responsible action and finds 
expression within the design and Library building 
process. Institutions increasingly choose to 
implement Environmental Sustainability strategic 
plans. Libraries are discovering that their green 
building gives them a great opportunity to educate 
the citizenry. For the next generation, library 
professionals should move beyond environmental 
sustainability symbolized by various practices of 
“greening libraries” and focus on decisive and 
clearheaded steps to guarantee future sustainable 
development of libraries. 

SUGGESTIONS 

Following suggestions are made for Going Green 
Libraries:-  
 Implanting the convention of eco- friendly 
libraries among its users by inviting them 
  to participate in “Go Green Drive”. 
 “Economy and Ecology” are the notions 
for making libraries flourishing, prosperous 
   and carbon neutral. 
 Successful implementation of green 
libraries demands correct value positioning of 
  patrons. 
 Libraries can arrange strategic thinking 
and planning sessions to ensure sustainability. 
 Advantage of cloud computing services 
should be perfectly reaped out hence evading 
  the print materials. 
 Library buildings should be properly 
planned using Green Building Standards.  
 Roof water harvesting and roof top 
gardens, etc. should be encouraged, Use of solar    
  energy should be promoted at roof tops;  
 Proper reader spaces should be made 
available with the use of natural resources.  
 Libraries should take initiatives to 
publicize green library impacts to its readers.
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ABSTRACT 

Last few years have witnessed a revolution due to emergence of technology, and have brought tremendous 
change in the lifestyle of Society. This admirable development of information technology has also, offered 
a better opportunity to use modern technology in the process of teaching English language. Today, we 
have a lot of digital equipments, audio-visual and electronics devices from the world of technology, such 
as, smart phones, TV, CD Rom, Computers, the Internet, Electronic Dictionary, Email, Blogs and Audio 
Cassettes, Power Point presentations, Videos, DVD’s or VCD’s.  This paper tries to analyze the use of 
advance technology in teaching of English language and suggests some new ways and techniques for 
teachers and learners which will be helpful to them to overcome the difficulties they face. 
 
 
Keywords: Modern Technology, Use of ICT, Audio-visual aids, Information technology 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In this beautiful world, everyone has got connected 
to every area by means of communication. The 
ability to communicate in English is the most 
powerful means of interaction at all levels. 
Realizing the importance of English language even 
the government has taken the decision to make it 
mandatory from the very beginning of schooling. 
Spoken language is Communicative tool which is 
frequently used in social interaction. Oral 
conversation and written correspondence, 
sometimes with the help of new technology, are 
also the best mediums of effective communication. 
These all things are seem to be operated through 
English language more effectively.  
English is second and third language subject in 
schools and colleges. Nowadays the students start 
to learn English language from first standard. But 
even after studying this language for twelve to 
fifteen years the student cannot become able to use 
this language for communication in need. They 
cannot speak for few minutes in English. They 
even cannot write correct sentences when 
necessary. Their poor performance in English 
becomes the major obstacle in their progress. The 
youth coming from rural area always carries 
inferiority about English language. With the 
development of society, teaching English language 
skills to the students of rural educational 
institutions has become a crucial issue for the 
teachers in English especially who are serving in 
rural areas. To change this pathetic situation some 

remedies must be find out. Present study intends to 
use of modern technology in teaching of English 
language, which provides so many options as 
making teaching interesting and also making 
teaching more productive in terms of 
improvements. 

HYPOTHESIS 

It is established as a proven fact to say that 
English is tough to study and to understand 
despite the fact that it is the easiest language in 
the whole world to learn. 
Teaching is not an easy job. It requires highest 
kind of discipline and devotion. Language is 
product made up of binary opposites. A teacher 
has to have courage to bring to the notice of his 
students repressed or marginalized voices that 
so-called key ideas contain. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 To discuss the perspective and problems 
of teaching English at undergraduate level 
and to suggest the use of modern 
technology in teaching of English 
language. 

 To rectify the old methods and techniques 
of teaching English and few innovative 
methods is to be introduced. 

 To improve the academic standard of 
students and to make them able to face 
new challenges in future. 
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METHODOLOGY 

DESCRIPTIVE OBSERVATIONAL 
METHOD (LIBRARY OBSERVATION) 

The present paper is based on Primary and 
Secondary Sources of data. This data has been 
collected from various books, journals, study 
materials and websites. Considering the objectives 
and the nature of collected data, the ‘Descriptive 
Observational Method’ is adopted   in the present 
study. 

ANALYSIS 

It is observed that there are limited numbers of 
teachers who are egger to use technology in their 
teaching. But the majority of teaching community 
still teaches in the traditional manner. These 
traditional methods are not bad or completely 
outdated in present era. In fact, till date they are 
proving to be useful also. However, there are many 
more opportunities for teachers to use modern 
technology in their teaching process which can 
change the scenario tremendously. Technology 
provides so many options as making teaching 
interesting and also making teaching more 
productive in terms of improvements. Technology 
is utilized for the upliftment of modern styles 
which satisfies both visual and auditory senses of 
the students. 
Advance digital technologies are highly useful for 
teachers to teach English language to their students 
effectively. Even students can learn their subject 
independently through this technology which 
makes their language development easily possible. 
For example, if student wants to develop the basic 
skill of writing as a starting point, technology in 
the form of Computer programme ‘MS-word’ 
allows him to work at the language. He or she goes 
through a simple process of composing text until it 
is fully comprehensible to others and is accurate. 
They can write a draft, show it to others and, based 
on feedback, can make changes to improve the 
written text. The computer progrmmes can also 
help them by showing the errors in spellings and 
grammar. Technology makes this much easier and 
enabled even common students to edit and to 
produce the highest-quality write-ups. 
The Internet is a valuable tool for English 
teaching. Teachers and learners can search internet  
to read, listen or watch the  topics about study of 
English language, and can then write or speak 
about what they have found, sharing others in the 
class or in other groups. Many students learn how 

to use the Internet as a tool in itself. However, I 
feel that the Internet can be better mastered as a 
means through which a content area can be taught. 
The World Wide Web makes it possible for 
students to tackle a huge amount of human 
experience. In such a way, they can learn by doing 
things themselves. They become the creators not 
just the receivers of knowledge. 
Linking your class to other classes around the 
world, using tools such as video conferencing, can 
give a reason for a learner to ask a question and 
then try to understand the response. It might also 
provide support for the teacher, too. The 
technology mediates the process. 
Inviting experts to visit classrooms via video can 
be an interactive experience for students. 
Specialists often have busy schedules, and video 
conferencing can reduce the time and expense of 
travel and simplify a visit from a subject-matter 
expert by projecting him or her directly into the 
classroom from anywhere.  

Another area in which technology can be used 
very effectively is project work. Teachers have 
always tried to encourage students to learn about 
things through English language. Project work is a 
great way to improve their skills. The use of 
technology makes this possible anywhere in the 
world. There are many benefits for students from 
project based learning. They are inspired to gain a 
deeper appreciation for the subject at hand. Studies 
have suggested that students who learn in this way 
are better able to retain the information they 
learned in class, as opposed conventional methods 
of passive learning and note-taking. 

CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN  

It is true that one of the ultimate goals of the use of 
modern technology in teaching English is to 
promote learning interest, which can be a practical 
way to get them involved in the language learning. 
Nowadays, technology can be very important part 
of English language learning throughout the world 
at all levels. Concerning the development of 
technology, we believe that in future, the use of 
multimedia English teaching will be further 
developed. Therefore, it promises that the teaching 
quality will definitely, be improved. The basic 
skills of English language can be effectively 
cultivated. Ultimately, the use of modern 
technology will be flourishing and facilitates the 
teachers and students in the study of English 
language
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ABSTRACT 

English Language Teaching (ELT) have changed over the last decade Language teaching in the 21st 
Century has undergone changes and innovations. The decline of methods, a growing emphasis on skills, 
the creation of new knowledge about English teaching of multiple language skills 
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INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, English is the common means of 
communication between the peoples of different 
nations. It is considered global language and its 
various areas have been largely investigated, 
especially that of EFL teaching and learning. It is 
very clear that the ELT trends that were very 
popular in the past have vanished today and have 
been substituted by others. So basically this paper 
present recent and popular trends and approaches 
in ELT. 
English Language Teaching (ELT) have changed 
over the last decade Language teaching in the 21st 
Century has undergone changes and innovations. 
The decline of methods, a growing emphasis on 
skills, the creation of new knowledge about 
English teaching of multiple language skills. 

1) Teaching with Technology :- 
Language teaching and computers have been 
worked hand to hand for a long time and has 
become a teaching tool in classroom. But at the 
same time computers and technology are still a 
source of uncertainties for many teachers 
everywhere in the world despite the latest 
advances available to language teaching such as 
special blogs, websites, wikis, methods, journals 
etc. Teaching with technology is connected with 
ICT. 
The 21st century teachers integrate technology into 
their classroom and build confidence to learn how 
to use technology in meaningful ways. To improve 
the classroom environment and make the teaching 
interesting every classroom should have, word 
processors, digital camera, digital video, Internet, 
web pages, E-mail, video conferencing, 
presentation, software etc. 
 
 

2) Learning by doing :- 
A lot of emphasis is given on teaching by 
performing actions. By using the actions, the 
concept sinks deep into the mind and one tends 
to become what one does. Various activities 
increase the thinking power and it gives 
vividness to experience. For example, when the 
students have just returned from a picnic, they 
would describe the experience. They should 
make a practice of writing whatever they do, 
wherever they go, or make a trip. This is how 
learning process is accomplished by ‘doing’. 
This improves vocabulary and action words. 

3) Functional Approach :- 
Before the functional approach was taken into 
consideration, reading and writing was 
introduced with letters of alphabets, which are 
abstract to the pupils. The modern trend says it is 
necessary to begin with the words of immediate 
interest and which comes from their experience. 
A variety of exercises should be provided to 
prepare them to read and write effectively. 

4) Audio-Visual Aids :- 
Modern trends in Teaching English lays more 
stress on use of Audio-Visual aids to attract the 
interest of the students. These are considered to 
be an integral part of the teaching of foreign 
language. Visual pictures, films, phone records 
create new life in the bones of the students. A 
teacher should harness the potentialities and 
capabilities of the students for the purpose. 

5) Networking groups :- 
E-communication has made possible a huge 
range of networking possibilities, which includes 
internet groups, discussion and chat room etc. 
The main purpose behind this type of 
networking is that it enables to create and locate 
the local knowledge that is in need. This enables 
us to become less dependent on knowledge 
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generated by experts in other contexts and 
published books. This networking groups 
enables us to participate in the knowledge 
networking and this knowledge itself becomes a 
process. 

6) Play-Way-Method :- 
To develop interest in student is the main 
concern of the modern way of education. While 
learning through ‘Play-Way-Method’, the 
student is less conscious of a sense of work, 
hence no feeling of tiresome, he learns in a 
better way. Play-Way-Method gives the 
remarkable results and feedback. Plays, 
dialogues, debates, competition of vocabulary 
stimulate the interest of the student learning 
language. 

7) Problem solving approach :- 
This approach targets at creating in them the 
habits of thinking and reflection.     If a teacher 
offers a problem to the students that in a market 
place there is a traffic jam packed. The students 
will try to explore the ways, suggesting 
alternative diversions, parking system etc. For 
this definitely they will use vocabulary, sentence 
structure, grammar for their comments, remedies 
without any sense of boredom. Hence they are 
motivated towards the process. 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

English being the language of international 
communications is widely spoken all over the 
world. It is urgent need of the day for running 
first class business at international level, so is the 
key to success. The future is always uncertain 
when anticipating methodological directions in 
the second language teaching. They are linked to 
present concerns on education, and they reflect 
current trends of language curriculum 
development at the cognitive strategies, 
literature, grammar, phonetics or technological 
innovative methods. The Internet Age 
anticipates the development of teaching and 
learning by means of online system. 
A question rises for language educators are 
about ‘what content’ and ‘how much content’. 
The goal is to develop interest and promote 
optimal development of second language 
competence. The natural content for language 
educator is to develop interest in literature, 
pragmatics, analysis, grammar etc. The primary 
target when studying any kind of science or 
language is self-development, therefore the 
above methods are of maximal consideration 
taking into student’s needs. The professional 
skill and competency of the teacher lies in 
applying such tools to capture his interest and 
attention in order to help remove the boredom 
that comes in his way of learning English as a 
foreign language 
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ABSTRACT 

Life of young collegians is highly influenced by social media. It has led to develop e-identity and e-
personality. Now a day emotions of the youngsters are no more personal experience, but has become e-
emotions. The present study aimed to study whether social media addiction is contagion to emotional states 
of the collegians. The sample comprised of 161 college students (Male-56, Female-105). Social Media 
Disorder Scale and Eight State Questionnaire were used. Mean scores obtained on both measures shows 
little variation. T value of between correlated means of emotional states exhibited non significant result. 
Correlation coefficient between media addiction and emotional states was negative and non-significant. 
Even Chi square test across study stream and gender exhibited non significant results. It is concluded that 
social media is not contagion to emotional states. Changes in emotional states are only temporary and can 
be attributed to the factor of chance. 
 
 
Keywords: Social media disorder, emotional states, body dissatisfaction, emotional contagion. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Recently, social media was in media due to its 
adverse effects on teenagers and the youngsters. 
The internet games like ‘Blue whale challenge’, 
‘Pink whale challenge’, ‘Pokoman go’, taking  
selfies at risky places like on running railways or 
at the overflow dams indicates that in younger 
generation internet addiction is increasing day by 
day and they are becoming  over conscious about 
their presence in social media. Even in 
interpersonal relationships, social media has 
caused tremendous change. One-to-one contact is 
replaced by virtual relationship and this has led to 
e-identity, e-personality and have divulged the 
emotional life of youngsters.  
The speed of forwarding the message and posting 
selfie is so fast that it seems like a contagion. Even 
the emotional states can be transferred to other via 
emotional contagion, leading people to experience 
the same emotions without their awareness. In 
other words, due to social media emotional world 
of an individual is now no more private, but 
emotions have become e-emotions.  
Emotional contagion is well established in 
laboratory experiments. In such experiments it is 
found that without knowing people transfer 
positive and negative emotions to others. Data 
from large real-world social network, collected 
over a 20 year period suggests that longer lasting 
moods (e.g. depression, happiness) can transferred 

through networks, but the results are controversial 
(Flower and Christakis, 2008). 

OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS 

Social media disorder- Social media disorder 
means preoccupation with instagram, facebook, 
selfie taking behavior that enable the user to 
continuous chatting on computer and smart phone. 
In the present work, nine factors related to social 
media have been incorporated. They are 
preoccupation, tolerance, withdrawal, persistency, 
escapism, problems, deception, displacement and 
conflict. 
Emotional states-Emotional states are a mixture of 
psychological and physiological reactions. In the 
present work eight emotional states are taken into 
consideration. They are anxiety, stress, depression, 
regression, fatigue, guilt, extraversion and arousal.  

SOCIAL MEDIA ADDICTION AND 
EMOTIONAL STATES 

Over the past decade, social media addiction has 
emerged two major arena of research. First, use of 
internet for gambling and pornography are 
common among youngsters (Kuss and Griffiths, 
2012; Griffiths, 2012). Secondly, excessive use of 
social media has manifest a range of certain 
psychological problems such as depression, 
attention deficit, hyperactivity disorder, social 
isolation and low self esteem (Guangheng, et al. 
2011). 
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Young collegians, both males and females, are 
more conscious about physical appearance. 
However, intense desire to be physically attractive 
leads to discrepancy between real and ideal body 
image which ultimately results in certain 
psychological problems including body 
dissatisfaction and disturbances in emotional 
states. Researchers have cited that mass media is a 
culprit behind the growing trend of body 
dissatisfaction among young women (Dittmar, 
2009). Fredrickson and Roberts (1997) asserted 
that body image is important for both men and 
women; however, women are more prone to body 
dissatisfaction because they are more likely to be 
seen as physical and sexual objects whose social 
values can be inferred from bodily appearance. 
Young women who experience a large amount of 
body dissatisfaction might take and post selfies in 
an attempt to garner affirming messages that might 
boost their own self confidence.  
Research on gender differences in use of social 
media and selfie behavior are equivocal. Fox and 
Rooney (2015) found that males are more prone to 
selfie posting than females. On the contrary, 
Manago, Graham, Greenfield and Salimkhan, 
(2008) have reported that females are more prone 
to use social media for posting selfies. This is 
mainly because frequent posting of selfies by 
women could be related to their need for 
physically attractive for self-presentation or an 
elevated need to belong in a group, which may be 
as less important to men.  Dhir, et al. (2016a) have 
reported preponderance of women in use of social 
media and they are less likely to use privacy –
preserving strategies compared to young male 
adults. Their selfie photos to make them look 
impressive before posting them on social media. It 
tends to portray women of below average thinness 
and retouches and airbrushes their subjects until 
they reach unrealistically perfect level of physical 
beauty (Hass, et al., 2012). Young women might 
develop body image issues if they compare 
themselves to social norms of beauty as displayed 
in these media representation (Bergstorm, et al., 
2009). Peer pressure is also one of the important 
variables in selfie behavior. Tandoc, Ferrucci and 
Duffy ( 2015) have reported that individuals who 
are in peer groups are characterized by high 
degrees of social comparison and competition 
among members are more likely to take selfies and 
post photos on social networking sites to make 
themselves look more outstanding than their peers. 
The foregoing review states that excessive use of 
social media may be particularly problematic to 

young people. Therefore, in the present work the 
factor of social media addiction, study stream and 
gender were incorporated. It aimed to find whether 
social media is contagion to emotional states of 
youngsters offering various study streams. 

AIM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

Main aim of this study is to find impact of social 
media on emotional states of youngsters from 
various study streams. 
Objectives- Major objectives of the study are… 
1- To explore the social media contagion on 

emotional states of collegians. 
2- To find the strength of association 

between social media disorder and 
emotional states of youngsters. 

3- To study differences in the use of social 
media among students offering different 
study courses. 

4- To study gender differences in the use of 
social media among college youngsters. 

5- To study differences in the emotional 
states of collegians offering different study 
courses. 

6- To study gender differences in the 
emotional states of college youngsters. 

Hypotheses: 
Assuming other factors are kept constant it is 
hypothesized that 
H1- Social media addiction is contagion to 

emotional states of collegians. 
H2- There will be strong positive strength of 

association between social media disorder 
and emotional states. 

H3- Students offering various study courses will 
not differ significantly in the use of social 
media. 

H4- Gender will not be a significant factor in the 
use of social media. 

H5- There will not be significant difference in the 
emotional states of collegians offering 
different study courses. 

H-6 Gender will not be significant factor in the 
emotional states of college youngsters. 

Sample: The sample comprised of 161 (Male- 56 
and Female- 105) under graduate and post 
graduate students from science, computer, 
pharmacy and management stream. 
Tools: The Social Media Disorder Scale by Ringa, 
et al. (2016) was used. The scale comprised 27 
items and nine subscales including preoccupation, 
tolerance, withdrawal, persistency, escapism, 
problems, deception, displacement and conflict. 
IPAT Eight States Emotional State Questionnaire 
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was used to assess emotional states of the subjects. 
The test comprised of 96 items. It measures 
anxiety, stress, depression, regression, fatigue, 
guilt, extraversion and arousal. The validity and 
reliability reported by the authors of the tools is 
quite high. 

 

STATISTICAL INTERPRETATION 

In the present study three independent variables 
were incorporated, they are social media addiction, 
gender and study stream. A social media disorder 
scale and emotional states questionnaire were 
administered in group form. The average scores 
obtained by the subjects are given in following 
tables. 

Table: 1 Faculty-wise distribution of Mean values on sub-tests of Social Media Disorder Scale.
  

Faculty/Sub-
tests 

Preoccu 
pation 

Tole 
rance 

With 
drawal 

Persis 
tency 

Esca 
pism 

Prob 
lems 

Decep 
Tion 

Displace 
ment 

Con 
flict 

Science 9.85 9.55 8.39 9.07 9.16 7.85 7.83 7.67 7.32 

BCA 10.28 9.66 9.33 9.46 9.3 9.25 8.92 8.61 8.35 

Pharmacy 9.14 8.02 7.32 7.91 8.41 7.08 5.82 6.91 6.73 

MBA 9.78 9.64 8.67 9.28 9.92 8.82 7.85 7.64 7.21 

 
Table No. 2 Faculty-wise distributions of Mean values on sub-tests of Emotional States 
Questionnaire
.  

Faculty/Sub-
tests 

Anxiety Stress Depre 
Ssion 

Regre 
ssion 

Fatigue Guilt Extra 
version 

Arousal 

Science 16.30 14.07 16.58 14.98 17.55 16.25 15.19 7.32 
BCA 16.30 15.30 15.12 15.28 16.97 16.48 16.41 8.35 
Pharmacy 17.05 15.79 14.97 13.58 18.00 17.02 16.17 6.73 
MBA 16.35 14.46 15.32 13.57 18.39 15.96 15.50 7.21 

 
Values depicted in table no. 1 and table no. 2 are 
average scores obtained by students offering 
various study courses. Careful observation of the 
values in the above tables shows that there is 
considerable variation in the responses of all 
groups. However, in the present work only total 
test/scale values are incorporated for 
interpretation.  
Table: 3 Stream-wise Mean and Standard 
Deviation values obtained on the basis of total 
score on Social Media Disorder Scale and 
Emotional States Questionnaire.  
  Social Media 

Disorder 
Emotional 
States 

Faculty N Mean SD Mean SD 
Science 56 69.41 21.00 124.75 20.73 
BCA 39 74.84 19.05 126.56 17.04 
Pharmacy 34 60.64 22.46 125.26 22.06 
MBA 32 71.64 19.60 121.71 14.75 
 
 
 

Table: 4 Gender-wise Mean and Standard 
Deviation values obtained on the basis of total 
score on Social Media Disorder Scale and 
Emotional States Questionnaire. 
  Social Media 

Disorder 
Emotional 
States 

Gender N Mean SD Mean SD 
Male 56 73.90 19.02 122.17 17.04 
Female 105 73.99 24.61 126.05 11.22 
 
The values depicted in table no 3&4 shows that, 
stream-wise there is a greater variation in average 
performance on Social Media Disorder Scale. 
Whereas in emotional states there is not much 
variation except MBA students exhibiting lowest 
score. Gender-wise distribution shows that on 
Social Media Disorder Scale, male and female 
subjects exhibiting almost similar scores. In 
emotional states, females surpassing males, 
exhibiting higher average score but less variation. 
 
Table: 5 Mean, Correlation Coefficient and t 
values obtained on the basis of total score on 
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Emotional States Questionnaire and Social 
Media Disorder Scale. 
 Social Media 

Disorder 
Emotional 
states 

Mean 76.20 123.28 
SD 24.69 21.62 
r -0.05 (N=161) 
t * 1.67 

*Between correlated means of Emotional 
States Scores 

 
Table: 6 Chi square values obtained across 
faculty and gender on Emotional States 
Questionnaire and Social Media Disorder Scale. 

 
The main objective of the present work was to find 
out the whether social media addiction is 
contagion to emotional states of the college 
youngsters. In order to reveal this effect Social 
Media Disorder Scale was administered between 
two sessions of Emotional States Questionnaire. t 
value (Table-5) between two correlated means of 
Emotional States Questionnaire yielded non 
significant result (p>.05, df= 160). It means that 
social media contagion is occurred by chance only, 
in other words changes in emotional states are 
temporary. 
In order to fetch the strength of association 
between Social Media Disorder and Emotional 
Sates Pearson Product Moment Correlation was 
computed. The obtained value is -0.05, it is 
negative and non significant (p>.05, df=160). For 
further interpretation the data were treated by Chi 
Square test of significance. Faculty wise on Social 
Media Disorder Scale and on Emotional Sates 
Questionnaire the obtained values are 1.6 and 0.1 
respectively and are non significant (P>.05  df=3). 
In case of gender differences they are 0.0001 and 
0.06, respectively (Table-6), on both measures are 
non significant (p>0.06 and p>0.0001, df=1). It 
indicates that differences in obtained scores are 
attributed to the factor of chance only.  

DISCUSSION 

The younger generation is quite aware about their 
physical appearance, status and position in the 
group and quite conscious about their e-personality 
and internet profile. Many researchers have 

examined the role of social media and personality 
traits. The results of these studies suggest that 
social media activity is related to several obsessed 
personality traits including emotional problems. 
This is a big avenue to investigate whether these 
traits are developed out of the influence of social 
media or such traits enable an individual to use 
this media at great extent.  
The present work entailed to test six different 
hypotheses. On the basis of the data as well as test 
of significance (t test and Chi Square) it is 
concluded that first two hypotheses were not 
strongly supported. It was hypothesized that social 
media addiction is contagion to emotional states of 
collegians. The results were not as per 
expectations. On the contrary, previous studies 
revealed that excessive use of internet and social 
networking platforms could weaken the 
connections between individuals and their 
families, friends and loved ones. And it makes an 
individual to feel lonelier, depressed and certain 
problems related to emotional states (Pantic, 2014; 
Yellowes and Marks, 2007). The second 
hypothesis was there will be strong positive 
strength of association between social media 
disorder and emotional states. The data did not 
support the hypothesis. It means that social media 
does not play significant role in emotional states. 
Therefore, whatever the differences in average 
score observed they are attributed to the factor of 
chance only and variations in emotional moods are 
temporary. 
Remaining four hypotheses (H3, H4, H5 and H6) 
were related to stream-wise and gender-wise 
differences in the use of social media and 
differences in the emotional states of young 
collegians. All these hypotheses were strongly 
supported by the data. This is mainly because 
communication technology is changing vary 
rapidly. As far social media is concerned, this 
change is fast. It appears that there is a synchrony 
between media generation (i.e., 1-G, 2-G, 3-G, 4-
G ….) and human generation. Even new 
generation is more techno-savvy than the previous 
one, college students are not exception to this. 
Secondly, the virtual platforms such as internet 
and social media allow the young collegians to be 
anonymous by disguising their identity, they can 
act as a person they are not and express themselves 
more comfortably (Kurtalan, 2008). However, Xu 
and Tan (2012) suggest that the transition from 
normal to problematic social networking use 
occurs when social networking is viewed by the 
individual as an important mechanism to relieve 

Faculty/Gender Social 
Media 
Disorder 

Emotional 
States 

df 

Faculty 1.60 0.1 3 
Gender 0.001 0.06 1 
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stress, loneliness or depression. They contended 
that those who frequently engage in social 
networking are poor at socializing in real life. For 
these people, social media use provides continuous 
rewards (e.g., self-efficacy, satisfaction) and they 
end up engaging in the activity more and more, 
eventually, leading to many problems (e.g., 
ignoring real life relationships, work/educational 
conflicts etc.). These resulting problems may then 
exacerbate individuals’ undesirable moods. This 
then leads such individuals to engage in the social 
networking behavior even more as a way of 
relieving unhappy mood states. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 On the basis of findings and 
statisticalinterpretation it is concluded that… 
1) Social media addiction is not contagion to 
emotional states. 
2) Strength of association between social media 
disorder and emotional states is very poor and 
negative. 
3) There was no significant difference in the use of 
social media among students offering different 
study courses. 

4) Male and female students exhibited similar 
trend in the use of social media. 
5) There were no significant differences in the 
emotional states of collegians offering different 
study courses. 
6) There were no significant gender differences in 
the emotional states of college youngsters. 

LIMITATIONS 

The study has several limitations. Firstly, the 
scope is limited to the collegians offering various 
study courses enrolled in a single college affiliated 
to SGB Amravati University. Secondly, the 
investigation is based on responses given by the 
collegians. To study the contagion effect, 
laboratory study is required. Thirdly, inspite of the 
validity and reliability of the tools, the gravity of 
respondents is the major constraint in drawing 
conclusions. Finally, due to the space restrictions, 
interpretation and conclusions are drawn only on 
the basis of total test/scale score. Sub-test/scale 
scores are not incorporated

.    
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INTRODUCTION 

The participants in a democratic system have a 
right to know what, how and why of any decision 
is made or change by the government and its 
functioning. This right is inherent in citizens by 
virtue of their owning the system. Therefore, 
citizen’s right to information follows, as a natural 
corollary in a democracy and any attempt to wide 
information or to create opacity cannot augur well 
for its health. Some conscious citizens and civil 
society organization have constantly raised the 
demand for an effective provision for the right to 
information. Dwelling on the relation of 
Constitutional right to freedom of expression and 
the right to life, various judicial pronouncements 
endorsed its legal justification. It is expedient to 
provide for furnishing certain information to 
citizen who desires to heave it.  
In a government where all the agencies of the 
public must be responsible for their conduct, there 
cannot but few secrets. The people have a right to 
know every public act, everything that is done in a 
public way, by their public functionaries. The 
responsibility of officials is to explain not to 
justify, their acts is the chief safeguard against 
oppression and corruption.  

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 

According to information provided by Wikipedia 
over 85 countries around the world have 
implemented some form of such legislation. 
Sweden's Freedom of the Press Act of 1766 is the 
oldest. The Research, Reference and Training 
Division of the National Documentation Centre on 
Mass Communication (under Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting) add value to this 
information. According to them, Sweden has been 
enjoying the right to know since 1810. It was 
replaced in 1949 by a new Act that enjoyed the 
sanctity of being a part of the country's 
Constitution itself. The principle is that every 
Swedish citizen should have access to virtually all 
documents kept by the State or municipal 
agencies.  

NATIONAL PERSPECTIVE 

The Right to Information Act (henceforth RTI) 
was notified in the Gazette of India on 21st June, 
2005 and it became fully operational from 12th 
October, 2005. Since its operation, the RTI Act 
has proved to be the most path-breaking and 
historic piece of legislation. It has generated 
tremendous impact in matters of citizens' 
democratic rights, monitoring public good, 
curtailing corruption and improving governance. 
With increasing levels of education and awareness 
among the rural and urban public, RTI Act has 
proved to be a potent weapon for solving a number 
of problems. Citizens are now using their statutory 
right to be informed to get any sort of information 
which lies in public domain. This new law 
empowers Indian citizens to seek any accessible 
information from a Public Authority and makes 
the Government and its functionaries more 
accountable and responsible. Logically therefore, 
RTI has helped to increase transparency in 
government or public dealings.  

MAJOR CONCERNS ON THE SUBJECT 
MATTER 

Some of the major concerns in relation to 
implementation of RTI Act as expressed from 
various quarters may be considered as below:  
(i) Disclosure of file notings  
One of the most debatable and important concerns 
raised in respect of RTI Act from the very 
beginning is regarding disclosure of file notings. 
The government and bureaucracy are concerned 
over the exposure of file notings to the public that 
"It will act adversely against the requirement of 
free and frank opinion by the public officials in 
decision making process” In this context it would 
be appropriate to mention that file notings are ad 
hoc written notes added to file by officials and 
thus can give a critical insight into the government 
decision-making process. The exclusion of file 
notings would undermine the spirit of bureaucratic 
openness and accountability, which the law 
embodies. The purpose of the Act is to open 
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government's decision-making process to public 
scrutiny. In this context it would be appropriate to 
consider what record is. Section 2(i) (a) of the Act 
defines `record' to include any document, 
manuscript and file. It was further held by the two-
member bench of the Commission that a citizen 
has the right to seek the information in file 
nothings unless covered by the usual exceptions 
under Section 8 of the RTI Act.  
 (ii) Cost of Implementation  
Another major concern has been the cost of 
implementing RTI Act. Such concerns keeping in 
view the actual facts viz; the savings to the 
government through reduction in the level of 
corruption and maladministration by 
implementation of the Act would be more than the 
cost on its implementation. Additionally, it may 
also be mentioned that the total cost on 
administration of nation certainly comes from the 
taxes, which the citizens pay to the government 
and the cost on implementation of RTI would be 
negligible as compared to the total cost on 
administration. This may also be said other way 
round that the taxpayers have all the right to know 
that how their government is making expenditure 
of their money. Thus, the concern relating to cost 
on implementation of RTI Act has been blown out 
of proportion and ill-founded.  
(iii) Misuse of Information  
With the passing of Right to information Act, 2005 
any citizen of India can ask for any information 
from public authority, any information about 
public servant etc. This is a marvelous step in the 
direction of transparency. However, what to do of 
dummy RTI applications i.e. after filing the 
application all correspondence are returning 
undelivered than what could be the rationale of 
this Act. Therefore a good law like Right to 
Information (RTI) was being misused to ask 
irrelevant and intrusive questions seriously 
impeding the working of the concerned authorities. 
There has also been the apprehension that the 
information sought under the RTI Act would be 
misused or used to blackmail officials or 
organizations.  
(iv) Choice of Information Commissioners  
This is yet another major concern that the majority 
of Information Commissioners appointed at both 
the Centre and the state levels have been retired 
high-ranking members of the bureaucracy. One of 
the major concerns is that it is they who were part 
of the secrecy regime in the functioning of public 
administration system for a long period of their 
career, therefore, their mindset may not be in 

favour of promoting transparency. Yet another 
strong reason, which may go against such 
appointments, is the requirement of the Act itself.  
 (v) Judiciary and Government threat to RTI  
The government and Judiciary is not very keen on 
the RTI Act and may try to amend it in order to 
render it toothless. The government and judiciary 
pose a serious threat to Right to Information Act. 
The widely prevalent and dangerous trend of 
resistance to transparency in their functioning by 
those in power will gradually kill Right to 
Information Act. Government across the country, 
irrespective of which party they belong to, follow 
a pattern of mis-governance and are opposed to 
transparency. The judiciary on the other side has 
been granting stays on the orders of the 
Information Commissions; this will eventually kill 
the Act. Government departments are rushing to 
courts to get stay orders against the decisions of 
Information Commissions to provide information 
to common man. Delays in finally deciding the 
matters destroy the spirit of the Act. It was this 
confidentiality that the judiciary has been lobbying 
for to remain outside the ambit of the RTI Act.  

OPERATIONAL ISSUES ON THE 
SUBJECT MATTER 

The passing of a law is no doubt one of an 
extremely important part of securing the right to 
information but it is not the ultimate step. It is the 
effective implementation of the law, which makes 
the statute a success and the right to information 
meaningful. There are a number of aspects, which 
are required to be taken into consideration for 
effective implementation and operationalisation of 
the right to information legislation. Building 
public awareness, promoting an informed civil 
service, encouraging cultural change within the 
civil service, developing an efficient and well-
organized information management system are 
some of important facets, which require immediate 
focus to realize the right to information. As 
regards creating public awareness is concerned, it 
is incumbent on the government to educate and 
make aware the public of their right of access to 
information, especially how they can apply, as part 
of promoting a culture of openness and 
responsiveness within government. The 
government supported public information 
campaigns are extremely important tools to 
achieve the goals of right to information. 
Campaigns need to employ a variety of 
communication mechanisms including print and 
electronic media and all other available modes of 
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communication to reach the widest possible 
segments of the public, including those in rural 
areas and those who are illiterate. Governments 
should also produce and distribute literature in a 
variety of forms including governmental websites 
on how citizens can use their rights under the 
legislation.  
To have an informed civil service, provision of 
training on right to information for employees is 
an important requirement. Such training should 
deal with why access to information is important, 
the scope of any law, the procedures by which 
people request information and how requests 
should he responded to, how to maintain and 
access records. Such training programmes will 
develop a positive mind set among the officials 
and the law will be seen as a positive benefit to 
officials, rather than burden.  
Public officials weaned on secrecy tend to regard 
information as power and are reluctant to give it 
up. They therefore, delay the processing of 
information. In the administrative set-up public 
officials tend to regards the files they hold as their 
own personal property. Within traditionally 
secretive bureaucracies, information itself is a 
form of power and officials are reluctant to share it 
with other officials and most rarely with the 
public.  

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The Right to Information Act 2005 has ushered in 
a new era of transparency and people's access to 
information in India. The implementation of the 
Act is gathering momentum with each passing day. 
Government, civil societies and the media have 
generally lent their might to the realization of 
citizens' right to information through the 
revolutionary Act. But the exemptions contained 
in the Act needs a fresh look. Exemptions need to 
be kept at a minimum to ensure effectiveness of 
the Act. What is most important at present juncture 
is to give honest chance to the Act to operate 
without negative stumbling blocks and 
bottlenecks. There is a special duty cast upon the 
organizations of the civil society and public to be 
vigilant so that the objectives of the Act should not 
be frustrated by the bureaucratic manipulations. 
The heart and soul of any beneficial legislative 
enactment always lie in its implementations. The 
success of the Right to Information in India is an 
open challenge in our administrative culture, 
public service ability of adjustment and public 
services’ commitment to the public cause. Let us 
hope positive response from our bureaucracy in 
the successful operationalization of the Right to 
Information.
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ABSTRACT 

We are living todayin the age of technology. As far as teaching and learning of English language is 
concerned, those traditional methods and tools have become outdated now. In the wake of globalization 
and wide spread of technological innovations we have a lot to choose from the world of technology to 
make our teaching and learning process smarter, effectiveand interesting from learners’ and teachers’ 
point of view.We have smart technological gadgets like Smartphones,Radio, TV, CD Roms, Computers, 
C.A.L.L., the Internet, Electronic Dictionaries, Email, Blogs and  Audio Cassettes, Power Point, Videos, 
DVD’s,  VCD’s and innumerable apps available easily.The last two decades have witnessed a revolution 
due to onset of technology, and has changed the dynamics of various walks of life, and has also influenced 
the society at large and the nature of interactions of the masses among themselves.This rapid rise and 
growth of technology has offered a better pattern to explore the new teaching models. As a result 
technology has been playinga very important role in teaching and learning of English language.  
In this paper efforts have been made to analyze the necessity of use of technology to maketeaching and 
learning of English language innovative, effective and interesting.It also brings out the problems faced by 
the users while dealing with these technological gadgets. It also aims to make English teachers aware of 
the strategies to be adopted to use technology in an effective manner. 
 
 
Keywords: English Language teaching, Multimedia Technology, Advantages, Disadvantages,Optimization, 
Strategies. 

INTRODUCTION 

English language has a special importance as it is 
the language of the world. It enjoys a high prestige 
in our country because it is spoken by the British, 
the ruling class of the past. In spite of the fall of 
British power all over the world, English language 
has not lost its glamour and use throughout the 
globe even today. Rather it has become the 
necessity of everyone of us due to the wide spread 
of internet and computer technology in all walks of 
life. English language has been used as a medium 
of instruction and as a part of curriculum in the 
countries where English is studied as a second 
language. As the number of English language 
learners has been increasing, technology supported 
new methods of teaching and learning have been 
devised. New teaching tools and materials in the 
form of audio-visual aids viz.LCDs, DLPs, 
interactive boards, smart phones, etc. have been 
introduced in the system. It is true that these 
technological gadgets have proven their utility in 
replacing the traditional methods of teaching and 
learning process. 
The changed circumstances assign new challenges 
and duties on the modern teachers. The traditional 
ways of English teaching has been drastically 

changed with the remarkable entry of technology. 
Technology provides so many options as making 
teaching interesting and also making it more 
productive in terms of improvements. Technology 
is the most significant driver of both social and 
linguistic change.Graddol: (1997:16) states 
that“technology lies at the heart of the 
globalization process; affecting education work 
and culture. At present the role and status of 
English is that it is the language of social context, 
political, sociocultural, business, education, 
industries, media, library, communication across 
borders, and key subject in curriculum and 
language of imparting education”. It is also a 
crucial determinant for university entrance and 
processing high paid jobs in the commercial 
sector. Considering the huge quantity of English 
learners in India, technology driven teaching 
methods have been implemented to test the 
effectiveness of the teaching process. One method 
involves multimedia in ELT in order to create 
English contexts. This helps students to get 
involved and learn according to their interests. It 
has been tested effectively and is widely accepted 
for teachingof English in modern world.  
Technology is utilized for the betterment of 
modern styles; it satisfies both visual and auditory 
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senses of the students. Many more aspects of 
language learning which used to be vague and 
obscure for understanding now have become easy 
with the advent of technology. 
As the use of English has increased in popularity 
so has the need for qualified teachers to instruct 
students in the language. It is true that there are 
teachers who use ‘cutting edge’ technology, but 
the majority of teachers still teach in the traditional 
manner. None of these traditional manners are bad 
or damaging the students. In fact, till date they are 
proving to be useful also. However, there are many 
more opportunities for students to gain confidence 
practice and extend themselves, especially for ESL 
students who learn the language for more than just 
fun. For them to keep pace with ELT and gain 
more confidence they have to stride into the world 
of multimedia technology. In country like India 
where huge amount of students taking education 
with meager infrastructural resources seem to be 
very challenging to make use of such advance 
technological tools in the schools and colleges.  
21stcentury is the age of globalization and is 
important to grasp on various foreign languages 
and English language comes first.English 
Language Teaching has been with us for many 
years and its significance continues to grow, 
fuelled, by the spread of ICT. Graddol’s study 
(2000) suggests that in the year 2000 there were 
about a billion English learners- but a decade later 
the numbers got doubled. The forecast points to a 
surge in English learning, which has peaked in 
2010. The same study indicates that over 80% of 
information stored on the internet is in English. 
For the first time there are more Non-Native than 
Native users of the language and diversity of 
context in terms of learners, age, nationality, 
learning background, etc. has become a defining 
characteristic of ELT today. With the rapid 
development of science and technology, the 
emerging and developing of multimedia 
technology and its application to teaching, 
featuring audio, visual, animation effects comes 
into full play in English classrooms and sets a 
favorable platform for reform and exploration on 
English teaching model in the new era. It’s proved 
that multimedia technology plays a positive role in 
promoting activities and initiatives of studentsand 
teaching effect in English class. Technological 
innovations have gone hand –inhand with the 
growth of English and are changing the way in 
which we communicate. It is fair to assert that the 
growth of the internet has facilitated the growth of 
the English language and that this has occurred at 

a time when computers are no longer the exclusive 
domains of the dedicated few, but rather available 
to many. With this there has been a very 
significant proliferation of literature regarding the 
use of technology in teaching English language. 
Mostly these writings unequivocally accept 
technology as the most essential part in teaching. 
In a sense, a tendency to emphasize on inevitable 
role of technology in pedagogy to the extent of 
obliterating human part of teacher by technology 
part has been very dominant. And as a result if we 
neglect or ignore technological developments they 
will continue and perhaps we will never be able to 
catch up, irrespective of our discipline or branch. 
For this reason it is important for language 
teachers to be aware of the latest and best 
equipment and to have a full knowledge of what is 
available in any given situation. Teachers can use 
Multimedia Technology to give more colorful, 
stimulating lectures so that the learners need not 
have to imagine the abstract conditions of 
language learning, the connection between the 
words and object link. Due to technology, sensing 
arbitrary nature of language has become 
convenient to some extent. There are many 
techniques applicable in various degrees to 
language learning situation. Some are useful for 
testing and distance education, and some for 
teaching business English, spoken English, 
reading, listening or interpreting. The teaching 
principle should be to appreciate new technologies 
in the areas and functions where they provide 
something decisively new useful and never let 
machines takeover the role of the teacher or limit 
functions where more traditional ways are 
superior.There are various reasons why all 
language learners and teachers must know how to 
make use of the new technology. Here we also 
need to emphasize that the new technologies 
develop and disseminate so quickly that we cannot 
avoid their attraction and influence in any form. 
Nowadays, the stereotyped traditional teaching 
methods and environment are unpopular while 
multimedia technology featuring audio- visual 
animation effects naturally and humanely makes 
us more access to information besides, with such 
characteristics as abundant-information and 
crossing time and space, multimedia technology 
offers a sense of reality and functions very well, 
which greatly cultivates students’ interest and 
motivation in study and their involvement in class 
activities. 
Traditional teaching has hampered students’ 
capacity to comprehend certain language and also 
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understanding to structure, meaning and function 
of the language, and makes the students passive 
recipients of knowledge, so it is hard to achieve 
the target of communication. With teachers’ 
instructions leading students’ thought patterns and 
motivating students’ emotions, the multimedia 
technology  seeks integration of teaching and 
learning and provides the students greater 
incentives, The PPT courseware activate students’ 
thinking; the visual and vivid courseware rand 
help them to transforms English learning into 
capacity cultivation. And such in-class activities as 
group discussion, subject discussion, and debates 
can also offer more opportunities for 
communication among students and between 
teachers and students. So multimedia technology 
teaching has uniquely inspired students’ positive 
thinking and communication skills in social 
practice. 
The multimedia  courseware can offer the students 
abundant information;  more plentiful than 
textbooks, and help them to  get of  displays vivid 
cultural background, rich content and true-to-life 
language materials, which are much natural and 
closer  to life. Not only could learners improve 
their listening ability, but also learn the western 
culture. Grasping information through various 
channels can equip; the students with knowledge 
and bring about information-sharing among 
students and make them actively participate in 
class discussion and communication. 
Multimedia teachings enrich teaching content and 
make the best of class time and break the 
“teachercentered” teaching pattern and 
fundamentally improve class efficiency. Due to 
large classes it is difficult for the students to have 
speaking communication. The utilization of multi-
media sound lab materializes the individualized 
and co-operative teaching.The traditional teaching 
model mainly emphasized on teachers’ instruction, 
and the information provided is limited due to 
traditional classes. On the contrary, multimedia 
technology goes beyond time and space, creates 
more vivid, visual, authentic environment for 
English learning, stimulates students’ initiatives 
and economizes class time meanwhile increases 
class information. 
Multimedia teaching stresses the role of students, 
and enhances the importance of “interaction” 
between teachers and students. A major feature of 
multimedia teaching is to train and improve 
students’ ability to listen and speak, and to develop 
their communicative competence. During this 
process, the teacher’s role as a facilitator is 

particularly prominent. Using multimedia in 
context creation creates a good platform for the 
exchange between teachers and students, while at 
the same time providing a language environment 
that improves on the traditional classroom teaching 
model. In this way, teachers in the classroom no 
longer blindly input information and force students 
to receive it in a passive way. 
Multimedia teaching creates a context for language 
teaching. This method makes the class lively and 
interesting, as well as optimizing the organization 
of the class. Multimedia has its own features such 
a s visibility and liveliness. During the process of 
multimedia English teaching, sounds and pictures 
can be set together, which enhances the initiative 
of both teachers and students, When using 
multimedia software, teachers can use pictures and 
images to enrich the content of classes, and also 
imagine different contexts in the process of 
producing teaching courseware, Students in the 
class can use multimedia to understand the class in 
a clear way. Through the whole interactive 
process, it is apparent that using multimedia in 
ELT is effective in nurturing students’ interest in 
learning English, as well as enhancing teachers’’ 
interest in English teaching. As Zhang 
(2006:11.1)points out through Multimedia and 
network technology we can offer students not only 
rich, sources of authentic learning materials, but  
also an attractive and a friendly interface, vivid 
pictures and pleasant sounds, which to a large 
extent overcomes the lack of authentic language 
environment and arouses students’ interest in 
learning English. 
Besides, Multimedia being very useful, we cannot 
ignore its side effects as well. Application of 
multimedia technology is and assisting instrument 
to achieve the projected teaching effect, While if 
totally dependent on, multimedia devices during 
teaching, the teachers may be turned into slaves to 
the multimedia and cannot play the leading role in 
teaching, It is observed in practice that a lot of 
teachers are active in multimedia technology 
application but not proficient enough to handle it 
confidently. In class, they are standing by the 
computer and students are fixing their attention 
only on the screen, and therefore, there is no eye 
contact between teachers and students.. The trend 
of modern information and technology teaching 
appears to the extremity regardless of the essence 
of the traditional teaching. And hence, the notion 
of Creative Education is to be fully comprehended 
that modern educational techniques serves an 
assisting instrument rather than a target: and that 
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should not dominate class. They are substitutes to 
effective teaching and learning. 
English language and English analysis by the 
teachers are effective in conveying knowledge to 
the students from English pronunciation to 
comprehension, improving students’ English 
thought patterns and oral expression, Whereas, the 
introduction of multimedia technology featuring 
audio, visual, textual effect  fully meets audio and 
visual requirements of the students and enhance 
their interest, but it also results in lack of 
communication between teachers and students, 
replacement of teachers’ voice by computer sound, 
and teachers’ analysis by visual image and 
students have a few chances for speaking 
communication. With the favorable atmosphere by 
the mutual communication between teachers and 
students fading away, and sound and image of 
multimedia affecting students’ initiative to think 
and speak, English class turns to course ware show 
and students are made viewers rather than the 
participants of class activities. 
Some teachers take the computer screen as the 
blackboard. They have input exercises, questions, 
answers and teaching plans into the computer and 
display them piece by piece, without taking down 
anything on the blackboard or even the title of a 
lesson. It is known that teachers are supposed to 
simulate situations based on teaching and guide 
the students to communicate in English. Beside 
traditional writing on blackboard is concise and 
teachers can make adjustment and amendment to it 
if necessary. Furthermore, experienced teachers 
know well that a perfect courseware is an ideal 
project in mind, and that in practice, they need to 
enrich the content on the blackboard with 
emerging of new question raised by the students. 
Some teachers tend to entirely depend on 
multimedia teaching. While, it should be noticed 
that although multimedia has its unique advantages 
in teaching, the characteristics functions of other 
forms of teaching instruments are still 
incomparable.  For example, the recorder still 
plays a role in broadcasting listening material. So 

teachers are supposed to choose appropriate media 
and instrument based on the requirements of 
teaching and integrate multimedia instrument with 
traditional one and fully perform their merits, 
rather than merely in pursuit of trendy method. 

CONCLUSION 

“Ideally, the purpose of both the traditional and 
computer-assisted cooperative language leaning 
classrooms is to provide a space in which the 
facilitation of learning, and learning itself, can take 
place” (Shi, 2008: 76). It is true that one of the 
ultimate goals of multimedia language teaching is 
to promote students’ motivation and learning 
interest, which can be a practical way to get them 
involved in the language learning, Context 
creation of ELT should be based on the openness 
and accessibility of the teaching materials and 
information. During the process of optimizing the 
multimedia English teaching, students are not too 
dependent on their mother tongue, but will be 
motivated and guided to communicate with each 
other. Concerning the development of technology, 
we believe that in future, the use of multimedia 
English teaching will be further developed.  The 
process of English learning will be more student-
centered but less time-consuming.  Therefore, it 
promises that the teaching quality will be 
improved and students’ applied English skills can 
be effectively cultivated, meaning that students’ 
communicative competence will be further 
developed. In conclusion, it is believed that this 
process can fully improve students’ ideation and 
practical language skills, which is helpful and 
useful to ensure and fulfill an effective result of 
teaching and learning. Barring a few problem areas 
multimedia technology can be used effectively in 
classrooms of ELT with proper computer 
knowledge on the part of teachers, overcoming the 
financial problems in setting up the state-of -the-
art infrastructure and sophisticated equipment, 
tools and not allowing the teachers to become dry 
like that of machines 
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ROLE OF HUMAN BEINGS IN MAINTAINING ENVIRONMENTAL BALANCE 
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ABSTRACT 

The term “Environmental balance” is used to describe equilibrium between living organisms such as 
human beings, plants, animals and the environment. It means that human beings and the environment are 
interrelated. Human beings play a key role to maintain environmental balance because they have the great 
understanding power as compared to the other living organisms. Human beings not only have the ability to 
adapt themselves to varying environmental conditions, but also to manipulate ecosystem to their benefit.  
Therefore, the main aim of this paper is to highlight the important role of human beings in maintaining 
environmental balance. 
 
 
Keywords: Human beings, environment balance 

INTRODUCTION 

Human beings are the part of ecosystem. It 
interacts with the ecosystem to obtain food, water 
and other resources. They may consider the most 
important components and resourceful of all 
creatures on earth, but they are still helplessly 
dependent on other organisms for their existence. 
This is because human, unlike plants, cannot 
produce their own food, and have to depend on 
plants and other animals for their subsistence. It is 
proved that the human beings, the environment 
and the earth system are inseparably and 
independently linked. If one is disturbed, the other 
two also be affected seriously. If human beings 
wish to live a life free of suffering, they will have 
to ensure the integrity of ecosystem, to make sure 
that the land is not damaged; the water and air are 
not polluted. In Yajurveda, an ideal attitude 
towards the environment and its living components 
“May all beings look on me as a friend? May I 
look on all beings as friends? May we all look on 
one another with friendship?”  
Everyone has the responsibility to maintain 
environmental balance judiciously. Nowadays, 
people are concerned about the environment and 
importance of the environmental balance and it 
affects on the life of all plants, animals and 
humans, after the huge amount of pollution in the 
twentieth century. Many decades ago, there were 
no pollution but in the last few years, number of 
factories produces a large amount of contaminated 
materials which causes dangerous diseases. That’s 
why pollution had affected the aquatic organisms, 
animals and plants. In the ecosystem human 
populations are increasing from time to time may 

result in lowering the value of ecosystem. 
Therefore, we need to control the human 
population. 

 
SOME POSSIBLE WAYS TO MAINTAIN 

ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD 

 Taking effective measure for population control. 
 Optimum use of natural recourses. 
 Conserving and protecting biodiversity. 
 Creating public awareness about the benefits and 

implication of environment. 
 Developing eco-friendly technological 

processes. 
 Promoting sustainable agriculture which will not 

harm the environment. 
 Using bio-fertilizer or eco-friendly fertilizers. 
 Developing waste land by adapting a forestation 

program. 
 Developing sustainable biotechnology to clean 

up hazardous waste in the environment. 
 Choosing sustainable techniques to treat the 

pollutants before their discharge into 
environment. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Human beings and environment are interrelated 
with each other. All human beings and 
environment are mutually related and affecting 
each other in various ways. All the issues like 
quality of environment, natural ecosystem, 
pollution can be solved by entire society taking a 
environment improvement programs and get 
response towards the improvement programs. 
Human beings have the ability to adapt themselves 
to varying environmental conditions and to 
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manipulate ecosystem to their benefit. So, we must 
balance the environment. It is the duty of 
everybody to look after the environment and 
ensure that every species has the right to live in 
harmoniously. If the environmental balance 
deteriorates, the survival of human beings and 
other living organisms will be seriously 
threatened.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The environmental balance brings the existent of 
the world. The earth`s inhabitants of human 
beings, plants, animals and other living 
microorganisms can continue to survive. 
Therefore, we need to maintain desired population 
growth and protect the water. We should organize 
environmental improvement programs to aware 
the people to maintain environmental balance. 
Therefore, human beings can contribute positively 
to create and maintain the environmental balance
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THE ROLE OF WOMEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN SMALL SCALE INDUSTRIES 

Sharma, P.R. 
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____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The positional of women and their status in any society are an index of its civilization. Women are to be 
considered as equal partners in the process of development. But, because of centuries of exploitation and 
subjugation, Indian women have remained still at the receiving end. Women in India have been neglected a 
lot. They have not been activity involved in the mainstream of development even though they represent 
equal proportion of the population and labour force. Primarily women are the means of survival of their 
families, but are generally unrecognized and undervalued, being placed at the lower rung of the ladder. 
Women as an independent target group. Account for 495.74 million and represent 48.3 per cent of the 
country‘s population, as per the 2011 Census. No country can achieve its potential without adequately 
investing in and developing the capabilities of women. In the interest of long-term development, its dire 
necessary to facilitate their empowerment. In many developing countries, including India, women have 
much less access to education, jobs, income and power than men .Factor Influencing Women 
Entrepreneurs Setting up an enterprise is not an easy job for women entrepreneurs and at the same time 
running the enterprise is a greater task. A challenge is always there for these women entreprenuises to run 
their enterprise successfully earning profit and the growth of the enterprise which will severly test their 
entrepreneurial skill and servival of the unit. Despite various odds against them, several women are off to 
run their own enterprises. Even though there has been a considerable increased in the number of women 
entering in entrepreneurial activity, they are being introduction to many constraint and difficulties with 
regard to control and decision making, social status and enthusiasm in the product or serviced in which 
they are dealing. 
 

Keywords: Civilization, Women, Women Entrepreneurs 
 

INTRODUCTION 

Women constitute not only half of the world 
population but also away the growth of the 
remaining half. They produce half of the world 
food supply and account for 60 per cent of the 
working force but comprise only about 30 per cent 
of the official about force, receive benefits of only 
10 per cent of the world economy and surprisingly 
own less than 1 per cent of the real estate. They 
have little access to productive resources and 
negligible control over family income. This 
discrimination is the result of the gender bias and 
malpractices prevalent in India societies are female 
fetus termination , killing the girl child at birth, 
less nutrition, malnutrition, medical care, 
education and freedom due to preference for the 
male child, marriage before puberty, dowry death, 
legal discrimination, professions exclusively 
earmarked for men, precarious life, etc. While 
such practices and activities are prevalent lot of in 
India society, they are fortunately not the lot of 
every Indian woman and are confined to certain 
communities and section of society. Even in such a 
situation, the immensely important role of women 
in procreation, upkeep, management and 

development of the family, as well as in 
performing diverse economic, social, political, 
religious, national and international roles, cannot 
be denied. Despite the fact that they deserve equal 
status, honor, dignity, rights and consideration, 
certain complex factors have relegated the status 
of women in human society to a lower level. 
Leading to gender bias generally manifested in a 
loss of freedom, drudgery, malnutrition, and 
economic and sex exploitation . several women are 
off to run their own enterprises. Even though there 
has been a considerable increased in the number of 
women entering in entrepreneurial activity, they 
are being introduction to many constraints and 
difficulties with regard to control and decision 
making, social status and enthusiasm in the 
product or serviced in which they are dealing 
apply of materials and markets and establish new 
and more effective form of organization. 
Entrepreurship perceive  
new opportunities and seize them with super 
normal will power and energy, essential to 
overcome the resistance that social environment 
offers. Development of entrepreneurship among 
women is a major step to increase women 
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participation in the process of economic 
development. It will speed up economic growth 
and provide employment opportunities for women 
resulted in improving the economic independence. 
Provision of economic opportunities for women 
improves the social. Education and health status of 
women and their families. In spite of the measures 
taken by the Government to encourage women 
entrepreneur the development of their 
entrepreneurship in our country is discouraging 
particularly in the small-scale sector where a 
majority of units are in a moribund state, because 
of conspicuous lack of managerial and innovative 
skills. This situation naturally discourages 
prospective entrepreneurs particularly women.  

CONCEPT OF ENTREPRENEUR 

Entrepreneurship is one of the four mainstream 
economic factors, land, and entrepreneurship. The 
word entrepreneur derives from the French word 
Entrependre and in the early 16thCentury it was 
applied to persons engaged in military expeditions, 
and extends to cover construction and civil 
engineering activities in the expedition, and during 
the 18thcentury, the word entrepreneur was used to 
refer to economic activities. Many authors have 
defined entrepreneur differently. Generally, an 
entrepreneur is a person who combines capital and 
labour for production. According to Cantillion, 
entrepreneur is the agent who buys moment at 
which he commits himself to his cost. According 
to P.F .Drucker, he is one who always (1) searches 
for change (2) responds to it and (3) exploits it as 
an opportunity. 

CONCEPT OF WOMEN 
ENTREPRENEUR 

Women entrepreneurs may be defined as the 
women or a group of women who initiate, 
organize and operate a business enterprise. The 
Government of India has defined women 
entrepreneurs as an enterprise owned and 
controlled by women having a minimum financial 
interest of 51 per cent of the capital and giving at 
least 51 per cent of the employment generated in 
the enterprise to women. Women entrepreneurs 
engaged in business due to push and pull factors 
which encourage women to have an independent 
occupation and stand on their own legs. A senses 
towards independent decision making on their life 
and career is the motivational factor behind this 
urge. Saddled with household chores and domestic 
responsibilities, women want to get independence. 
Under the influence of these factors, the women 
entrepreneurs choose a profession as a challenge 

and have thrust to do something spice and span. 
Such a situation is described as pull factors. In 
push factors women engaged in business activities 
due to family compulsion and the responsibility is 
entrusted upon them. Women entrepreneurship is 
the proceed whereby women take the lead and 
organize the business or industry and provides 
employment to others. Though it is new 
phenomenon in India but still women are 
extending out and development is taking place not 
only in urban areas but also rural and semi urban 
area also. In India, a very few women 
entrepreneurs are in big enterprises. Mostly, we 
can find in small scale sector (SS Is introduction 
The positional of women and their status in any 
society are an index of its civilization. Women are 
to be considered as equal partners in the process of 
development. But, because of centuries of 
exploitation and subjugation, Indian women have 
remained still at the receiving end. Women in 
India have been neglected a lot. They have not 
been activity involved in the mainstream of 
development even though they represent equal 
proportion of the population and labour force. 
Primarily women are the means of survival of their 
families, but are generally unrecognized and 
undervalued, being placed at the lower rung of the 
ladder. Women as an independent target group. 
Account for 495.74 million and represent 48.3 per 
cent of the country‘s population, as per the 2011 
Census. No country can achieve its potential 
without adequately investing in and developing the 
capabilities of women. In the interest of long- term 
development, its dire necessary to facilitate their 
empowerment. In many developing countries, 
including India, women have much less access to 
education, jobs, income and power than men. 

FACTOR INFLUENCING WOMEN 
ENTREPRENEURS 

Setting up an enterprise is not an easy job for 
women entrepreneurs and at the same time running 
the enterprise is a greater task. A challenge is 
always there for these women entreprenuises to 
run their enterprise successfully earning profit and 
the growth of the enterprise which will severely 
test their entrepreneurial skill and servival of the 
unit. Despite various odds against them, several 
women are off to run their own enterprises. Even 
thogh there has been a considerable increased in 
the number of women entering in entrepreneurial 
activity, they are being introduction to many 
constraints and difficulties with regard to control 
and decision making, social status and enthusiasm 
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in the product or serviced in which they are 
dealing. 

STATUS OF WOMEN 

Women constitute not only half of the world 
population but also away the growth of the 
remaining half. They produce half of the world 
food supply and account for 60 per cent of the 
working force but comprise only about 30 per cent 
of the official labour force, receive benefits of only 
10 per cent of the world economy and surprisingly 
own less than 1 per cent  
of the real estate. They have little access to 
productive resources and negligible control over 
family income. This discrimination is the result of 
the gender bias and malpractices prevalent in India 
societies are female fetus termination , killing the 
girl child at birth, less nutrition, malnutrition, 
medical care, education and freedom due to 
preference for the male child, marriage before 
puberty, dowry death, legal discrimination, 
professions exclusively earmarked for men, 
precarious life, etc. While such practices and 
activities are prevalent lot of in India society, they 
are fortunately not the lot of every Indian woman 
and are confined to certain communities and 
section of society. Even in such a situation, the 
immensely important role of women in 
procreation, upkeep, management and 
development of the family, as well as in 
performing diverse economic, social, political, 
religious, national and international roles, cannot 
be denied.  

CONCLUSION 

The position of women and their status in any 
society is an index of its civilization. Women are 
to be considered as equal partners in the process 
development. But, because of countries of 
exploitation and subjugation, Indian women have 
remained still at the receiving end. Women in 
India have been neglected a lot. They have not 
been actively involved in the mainstream of 
development even though they present equal 
proportion of the population and labor force. 
Primarily women are means of survival of their 

families, but are generally unrecognized and 
undervalued, being placed at the bottom rung of 
the ladder.  Women Entrepreneurs may be defined 
as the women or a group of women who initiate, 
organize and operate a business eEnterprise. The 
Government of India has defined women 
entrepreneurs as an enterprise owned and 
controlled by women having a minimum financial 
interest of 51 percent of the capital and giving at 
least 51 per cent of the employment generated in 
the enterprise to women. Entrepreneurship is 
considered as one of the most important factors 
contributing to the economic development of the 
society. Entrepreneurship has been considered as 
an instrumental in initiating and sustains socio- 
economic development. There are evidence to 
believe that counties which have developed much 
faster as compared to countries, which have lesser 
percentage of them in the society. They discover 
new a source of setting up an enterprise is not an 
easy job for women entrepreneurs and at the same 
time running the enterprise is a greater task. A 
challenge is always there for these women 
entreprenuises to run their enterprise successfully 
earning profit and ensuring the growth of the 
enterprise which will severely test their 
entrepreneurial skill and servival of the unit. 
Despite various odds against them, several women 
are off to run their own enterprises. Even though 
there has been a considerable increased in the 
number of women entering in entrepreneurial 
activity, they are being introduction to many 
constraints and difficulties with regard to control 
and decision making, social status and enthusiasm 
in the product or serviced in which they are deal in 
getting up an enterprise is not an easy job for 
women entreprenurs and at the same time running 
the enterprise is a greater task. A challenge is 
always there for these women entreprenuises to 
run their enterprise successfully earning profit and 
ensuring the growth of the enterprise which will 
severely test their entrepreneurial skill and servival 
of the unit. Despite various odds against them.
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ANCIENT INDIA’S CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Sawant, J.R. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

“We owe a lot to The ancient Indians teaching us how to count. Without which most modern scientific 
discoveries would have been impossible” Albert Einstien. 
The Indian civilization in the world, has a strong tradition of  Science and Technology. Research has been 
shown that from making the steel in the world to teaching the world to count. India was actively 
contributing to the field of Science and Technology centuries long before modern laboratories were set up. 
Many theories were set up. Many theories and techniques discovered by the ancient Indians have created 
the strengthened the fundamental of modern science and technology. While some of these ground braking 
contributions have been acknowledged some are still unknown to most. 
 
 
Keywords: Science and Technology, The Indian civilization 

 
INTRODUCTION 

India has been always known for his spiritual 
wisdom. However, not many are aware that 
ancient India also had a very sophisticated 
scientific temperament with great many 
contribution made to the field of Science and 
Technology. India making new progress in the 
field of science with its past will awaze that our 
ancestors knew and discovered at a point of time 
when people in most places in the world were still 
living in primitive ignorance. 

MATHEMATICS 

Mathematics represents a very high level of 
abstraction attained by human brain. In ancient 
India, roots to mathematics can be freed to vedic 
literature, which are around 4000 years old. 
Between 1000BC and 1000AD, a number of 
mathematical treatises were authored in India. Will 
Durant, American Historian (1885 – 1981) Said 
that India was the mother of philosophy of much 
of our mathematics. It is now generally accepted 
that India is the birth place of sevral Mathematics 
concept – 
A] The idea of Zero – 
The most important invention of all time. 
Mathematician Arayabhatta was the first person to 
create a symbol for Zero and it was through his 
effects that mathematical operations like 
‘Addition’ and ‘Substraction’ started using the 
digit zero. The concept of Zero and its integration 
into the place value system also enabled one to 
write numbers, no matter how large by using only 
ten symbols. 
 

B] The Decimal System – 
The decimal System, each symbol received a value 
of position as well as an absolute value. Due to the 
simplicity of the decimal notation, which 
facilitated calculation this system made the uses of 
arithmetic in practical inventions much faster and 
easier. 
C] Numerical Notation – 
Indians, as early as 500BCE has devised  a system 
of different symbol for every number from one to 
nine. This notation system was adopted by the 
Arabs who called it the Hind numerals. Centuries 
later, this notation system was adopted by the 
western world who called them the Arabic 
numerals as it reached them through the Arab 
Traders. 
D] Fibonacci Numbers –  
The Fibonacci numbers and their sequence first 
appear in Indian Mathematics as matra meru, 
mentioned by Pingla in connection with the 
Sanskrit tradition of prosody.  Later on, the 
method for the formation of these numbers were 
given by mathematician Virahanka, Gopala and 
Hemchandra much before the Italian 
mathematician. Fibonacci introduced the 
fascinating sequence to Western European. 
E] Binary Numbers – 
Binary number is the basic language in which 
computer program are written. Binary basically 
refers to a set of two numbers, 1 and 0, the 
combination of which are called bits and bytes. 
The Binary number system first described by the 
vedic Scholar Pingala, in his book Chanda 
Hasastza which is the earliest known Sanskrit 
treatise on prosody. 
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F] Chakravala Method Of Algorithm – 
This is a cyclic algorithm to solve indeterminate 
quadratic equation, including the pell’s equation. 
This method for obtaining integer solutions was 
developed by Brahmagupta one of the 7th century 
CE. Another mathematician, Jayadeva later 
generalized this method for wider range of 
equation which was further refined by Bhaskara II 
in his Bijganita treatise. 
G] Ruler Measurement – 
Exacavations at Harappans sits have yielded ruler 
or linear measures made from ivory and shell. 
Marked out in minute sub divisions with amazing 
accuracy the calibration corresponds closely with 
the hasta increments of 13/8 inches , traditionally 
used in the ancient architecture of South India. 
Ancient brick found at the encavation sites have 
dimensions that corresponds to the unit of these 
rulers.               

PHYSICS 

The root to the concept of atom in ancient India is 
derived from the classification of material world in 
five basic elements by ancient Indian Philosopher . 
These five elements such a classification enlisted 
since the vedic times, around 3000 BC before. 
These five elements were the earth (Prithvi), fire 
(Agni), air (Vayu),  water (Jal) and ether or space 
(akash) . These elements were also associated with 
human sensory perception : earth with smell, air 
with feelings, fire with vision, water with taste and 
ether/space with sound. Later on, Buddhist 
philosopher replaced ether/space with life, joy and 
sorrow. 
Theory Of Atom – 
One of the notable scientist of the ancient India 
was kanad who is said to have devised the atomic 
theories centuries before John Dalton was born. He 
speculated the existence of any or a small 
indestructible particles, much like an atom. He 
also stated that anu can have two states – absolute 
rest  and state of motion. He further held that 
atoms of same substance combined with each 
other in a specific and synchronized manner to 
produce Dvyanuka (diatomic molecules) and 
tryanuka (triatomic molecules).                  

CHEMISTRY 

Ancient Indias development in chemistry was not 
confined at an abstract level like physics, but 
found development in variety of practical 
activities. In any early civilization, metallurgy has 
remained an activity central to all other civilization 
that followed. It is believed that the basic idea of 

smelting reached ancient India from mesopotamia 
and the near east. Coinage dating from the 8th 
century BC to the 17th century AD like Nataraja 
the Godess  of Dance is made of five metals Panch 
- Dhatu . In the 5th century BC, the Greek 
Historian Herodotus has observed that Indian and 
the Persian Army used arrow tipped with iron. 
Ancient Romans were using armor and cutlery 
made of Indian Iron.  
A] Wootz Steel 
A pioneering steel alloy matrix developed in India, 
Wootz. Steel is a crucible steel characterized by a 
pattern of bands that was known in the ancient 
world by many different names such as Ukku, 
Hindwani and Seri Iron. 
This steel was used to make the famed Damascus 
Swords of Yore that could cleave a free falling silk 
scarf or a block of wood with the same ease. The 
fineset steel of the ancient world was made by 
heating black magnetite ore in the presence of 
carbon in a sealed clay crucible kept inside a 
charcoal furnace.  
B] Smelting Of Zinc –  
India was the first to smelt the zinc by the 
distillation process on advanced technique derived 
from a long experience of ancient alchemy. The 
ancient Persians had also attempted to reduce zinc 
oxide in an open furnace but had failed. Zawar in 
the Tri valley of Rajasthan   is the worlds first 
known ancient zinc smelting site. The distillation 
Technique of zinc production goes back to the 12th 
century AD and is an important contribution of 
India to the world of Science. 
C] Seamless Metal Globe – 
The first seamless celestial globe was made is 
Kashmir by Ali Kashmiri Ibn Laqman in the 
region of the Emperor Akbar. In the major feet in 
metallurgy, Mughal metallurgist pioneered the 
method of low wax casting to make twenty other 
globe master piece in the region of the Mughal 
Empiere. Before these globes were discovered in 
1980’s modern metallurgist believed that it was 
technically impossible to reduce metal globe 
without any seams even with modern technology. 

MEDICAL SCIENCE AN SURGERY 

Ayurveda as a science of medicine owes its origin 
in ancient India. Ayurveda consists of two Sanskrit 
words, ‘Ayur’ meaning age or life and ‘Veda’ 
means knowledge. Thus, Ayurveda means the 
science of life or longevity. Ayurveda constitutes 
idea about aliments and disease, their symptoms, 
diagnosis and care and relies heavily on herbal 
medicines, including extract of several plants of 
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medicine values. This reliance on Herbs 
differentiates Ayurveda from system like 
Allopathy and Homeopathy.  
Ancient scholary of India like Atreya and 
Agnivesa have dealt with principles of Ayurveda 
as long back as 800 BC. Their works and other 
developments were consolidated by Charaka who 
compilled a compendium of Ayurvedic principles 
and practices in his treaties. ‘Charaka – Samahita’, 
which renamed like a standard textbook almost for 
2000 years and was translated into many 
languages. Several advances in medical surgery 
includes areas like plastic surgery, extraction of 
cataracts and even dental surgery. 
A] Ayurveda –  
The ancient science of Ayurveda referred  to as the 
Father of Indian Medicine, Charaka was the 
Physicians to present the concept of digestion, 
metabolism and immunity in his book. Charaka’s 
ancient manual on preventive medicine renamed a 
standard work on the subject for two millennia and 
was translated into many foreign language, 
including Arabic and Latin. 
B] Plastic Surgery –  
The Sushruta Samhita’s most well known 
contribution to the plastic surgery is the 
reconstruction of the nose, known also as 
rhinoplasty. 
Sushruta wrote his book in 6th century BC, 
Sushruta Samhita is considered to be one of the 
most comprehensive textbook on ancient surgery. 
The text mentions various illness, plant 
preparation and cares along with complex 
techniques of plastic surgery. 
C] Cataract Surgery –  
The first cataract surgery is said to have been 
performed by the Indian Physicians Sushruta, way 
back in 6th century BCE. To remove the cataract 
from the eyes , he used a curved needle . 
Jabamukhi Salaka, to loosen the lense and push the 
cataract out of the field vision. The eye would then 
be bandaged for a few days till it healed 
completely, Sushruta’s Surgical works were later 
translated to Arbic language and through the 
Arabs, his work were introduced to the west. 

ASTRONOMY 

Ancient Indias contribution in the field of 
Astronomy as well known and well documented. 
The earliest references to astronomy are found in 
the Rig Veda, which are dated 2000 BC. During 
next 2500 years , by 500 AD, ancient Indian 
Astronomy hs emerged as an important part of 
Indian studies and its affect is also seen in several 

treatiesof that period. In some instances as 
tronomical principles were borrowed to explain 
matters pertaining to Astrology, like casting of 
Heroscope. Apart from this linkage of Astronomy 
with Astrology in ancient India, Science of 
Astronomy continued to develop independently 
and culminated into original findings like: 

a) The calculation of occurrence of Eclipses. 
b) Determination of Earth’s circumference. 
c) Theorizing about the theory of 

Gravitation. 
d) Determing that sun was a star and 

determination of number of planets under 
our solar system. 

                                           The Pleiades hold 
prominent place as the mother or wet nurse of the 
new born infant in one of the most ancient and 
central Hindu myths, that of the birth of the war 
God. Rudra/Skanda, who evidently representing, 
among other things, the victorious rising sun (and 
as vernal Sun the new year). The greate bear’s old 
Tamil name, elu -  meen . ‘seven – stars’ 
corresponds the combination of he pictograms ‘7 + 
Fish’, which alone constitutes the entire text of one 
finely carved Indus seal. 

CIVIL ENGINEERING AND 
ARCHITECTURE 

India’s Urban Civilization is traceable to Mohenjo-
Daro and Harappa, now in Pakistan, where 
planned Urban township existed 5000 years 
before. 
It found manifestation in construction of temples, 
places and forts area’s the Indian peninsula and the 
neighbouring regision. In ancient India, 
Architecture and Civil Engineering was known as 
‘Sthapatyakala’, literal translation of which means 
the art of constructing. 
During the period of Kushan Empire and Maurya 
Empires, the Indian Architecture and Civil 
Engineering reached to regions like Baluchistan 
and Afghanistan. Statues of Buddha were cut out, 
covering entire mountain faces and cliffs, like 
buddha’s of Bamiyan, Afghanistan. 
On the other side Buddhism took Indian style of 
architecture and civil engineering to countries like 
Sri – Lanka, Indonesia, Thailand, Burma, China, 
Korea and Japan.  
In man land India of today, there are several 
marvels of ancient India’s architectural heritage 
sites like Ajanta, Ellora, Khajuraho, Mahobodhi 
Temple, Sanchi, Brihadisvara Temple and 
Mahabaliparam. 
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CONCLUSION 

I glorify my country, not by reciting her history , 
but by being a responsible citizen. I want every 
Indian to know that he/she, let be of any religion, 
cast, and creed , is inheriting a marvelous history 
which has weathered the worst of times, that 
she/he is born in an extraordinary nation. We 
should all, as Indians, take the responsibility to get 
light of  modern scientific view.  
In summing up we can say that Indian Scientist, 
some of have made greatest achivements. The 
main value of those ancient writing to modern 
people in their life lessons about how to live a well 
directed life.  
They are also useful for studying comparative 
religion and philosophy. They contain some very 
interesting linguistic and semantic ideas. They also 
tell us things about history and society and about 
interesting groups of peoples. 
Science and technology has a profound impact on 
all humanity’s activities. Science and technology 

inventions and discoveries, including the theory of 
the origin of the universe, as the theory of 
evolution and the discovery of genes have given 
humanity many hints relating with to human 
existence from civilized and cultural points of 
view. Our ancient scientist discoveries had an 
immeasurable influence on the formation of our 
understanding of the world, society and nature.  
The ancient discoveries produced by humanity has 
led to the building and development of the 
civilization of each age, stimulated economic 
growth, raised people standards of living 
encouraged cultural devolpment, and had a 
tremendous impact on religion though and other 
human activities. Though ancient India tried to 
explain all natural phenomenon through religion 
and symbols and incorporated into the daily lives 
of people through rituals and spirituals beliefs, the 
studies developed by them actually portray a deep 
scientific understanding of all things around us

. 
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ABSTRACT 

“We owe a lot to The ancient Indians teaching us how to count. Without which most modern scientific 
discoveries would have been impossible” Albert Einstien. 
The Indian civilization in the world, has a strong tradition of Science and Technology. Research has been 
shown that from making the steel in the world to teaching the world to count. India was actively 
contributing to the field of Science and Technology centuries long before modern laboratories were set up. 
Many theories were set up. Many theories and techniques discovered by the ancient Indians have created 
the strengthened the fundamental of modern science and technology. While some of these ground braking 
contributions have been acknowledged some are still unknown to most. The present study attempts to 
analyze the necessity of multimedia assisted methods in teaching and learning English effectively in India. 
Multimedia assisted traditional teaching may grow learners’ interest in the study of English. Devices like 
Radio, TV, CD Rom, Computers, C.A.L.L., the Internet, Electronic Dictionary, Email, Blogs and Audio 
Cassettes, Power Point, Videos, DVD’s or VCD’s may be of great importance in existing methods of 
teaching English. The last decade has witnessed a tremendous revolution in technology which has helped 
to change the dynamics of various fields. Android Mobile Phones are making historic effects on the life of 
modern man. This rapid development of information technology has offered a better pattern to explore the 
new teaching model. As a result technology plays a very important role in teaching and learning English. 
Besides, multimedia today encourages the traditional process of teaching and learning English. The time 
has come to gap the needs and intelligence of the new generation in the wake of teaching and learning 
English in India with new insight and enthusiasm. 
 
 
Keywords: Multimedia, Methods, Teaching, Learning, English. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

With the advent of technology, the human being 
brought a drastic change in his life style, standard, 
civilization, culture and ways of communication. 
In fact, there is a tremendous improvement in the 
use of languages. English is preferred by almost 
everyone. To say, it has entered in every sector of 
life. It has become the backbone of every nation. 
Even in rural parts of India, a common man cannot 
do without it. It enjoys a high prestige in India.  
English is the global language, as it is the widely 
spoken language in the world. It has spread across 
the globe as it spoken as the second language in 
many countries including India. English language 
always has a privileged position in India. English 
is the key subject of medium of instruction in 
schools and colleges. It is always considered to be 
a high prestige to study in an English medium 
institution. (.Vishnu and valli 189) 
At present the status of English in India is higher 
than ever as it has become prominent medium of 

education. The emphasis in this paper is being 
giving on its correct usage and teaching in India. 
Many learned people evolved new methods of 
teaching and learning English with proper effects. 
In fact, the innovative technology is being played a 
significant part.  
The present scenario assigns new responsibilities 
to the teachers of English with the remarkable 
entry of technology. Technology provides so many 
opportunities to make teaching and learning 
English more interesting and effective. A trained 
learner of English can possess well-paid jobs in the 
commercial sector. Indeed, technology provides 
lot of opportunities both in learning English 
effectively and securing good jobs. Multimedia 
plays a great part in teaching and learning English 
in order to help learners to get involved and learn 
according to their interests. It also encourages the 
weaker learner to take active part in the process of 
teaching and learning English. 
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It becomes essential to understand the term 
multimedia. Multimedia is a group of multiple 
forms of media. This includes text, graphics, 
audio, video, etc. 
Multimedia is the combination of different content 
forms. It includes a combination of text, audio, 
still images, animation, video, or interactivity 
content forms. It is usually recorded and played, 
displayed, or accessed by information content 
processing devices, such as computerized and 
electronic devices, but can also be part of a live 
performance. Multimedia provides a complex 
multisensory experience in exploring our world 
through the presentation of information through 
text, graphics, images, audio and video, and there 
is evidence to suggest that a mixture of words and 
pictures increases the likelihood that people can 
integrate a large amount of information. 
(Thamarana 169)  

NEED OF NEW TECHNIQUES IN 
TEACHING AND LEARNING ENGLISH 

The present era is occupied with a rapid spread of 
technology in almost all the fields. The new 
technological devices brought an epoch making 
change in the use of English language. It is 
surprising that over 80% of information stored on 
the internet is in English. There are more non-
native than native users of English. Consequently, 
all these users belong to different age groups, 
nationality; learning background and society. The 
challenge is to make all these users competent in 
order to achieve fluency in English. India is a 
developing country with industrial output. It is 
essential to make the learners more efficient and 
fluent in English who are presently taking their 
lessons in schools, colleges and universities in 
order to make India a developed country. 
With the rapid development of science and 
technology, Computer assisted class room, digital 
boards, internet facility, digital language 
laboratory and many other devices play a vital role 
in teaching and learning English. Advance 
multimedia technology and its applications can 
attract the attention of teachers and learners to 
make the study of English more enthusiastic than 
ever. Multimedia helps more emphatically to 
cultivate spirit of studying English with the help of 
attractive audio, motivational visual, animation. 
The new generation seems to be taking more 
interest in social media. If such and many other 
facilities are invited for study of English, the 
learners will grow more interest among them. 
They will get what they want. If the learners are 

offered study of any subject in the area of their 
interest, it becomes of great significance. 

APPLICATIONS OF MULTIMEDIA IN 
THE STUDY OF ENGLISH 

I. Growing Learners’ Interest 
In the present situation the learners take interest in 
social media and its applications like Whats app, 
Face book, Instagram, Blogs and others. In fact, 
they can grow their interest in English, if the study 
is assisted with such applications. It does not affect 
the method of traditional teaching. Basically, 
reading, writing, speaking and listening are the 
methods to be perfected in English. Multimedia 
adds graphics and visual featuring in learning 
English. This can cultivates learners’ interest and 
motivate them to study and involve them actively 
in the process.  
II. Communicative Skills  
Learners can improve their communicative skills 
in English with help of Digital Boards and PPT. 
Communicative skills can grow faster with the 
help of such devices because of attraction of the 
learners toward new devices.  
The use of PowerPoint template activates students’ 
thinking and the capacity to comprehend the 
language. Its audio and visual effects help them to 
transform English learning into capacity 
cultivation. It creates a positive environment for 
the classroom activities such as group discussion, 
subject discussion and debates, which can over 
more opportunities for communication among 
students and between teachers and students. 
Multimedia technology encourages students’ 
positive thinking and communication skills in 
learning the language.  (Pun 32) 
The learners do better work with new interest and 
insight.  They can participate with more internets 
in group discussion, subject discussion, seminars, 
and debates with the help of digital board and PPT. 
Indeed, multimedia can develop learners’ positive 
thinking and communicative skills.  
III. Comprehensive Power  
The learners involve in collecting abundant 
information and language assisted materials 
through multimedia. The text of great importance 
can be available on one click which are helpful to 
them to remain in touch of vivid cultural, social, 
political, religious backgrounds, rich content and 
real life situations.  
As they pursue sustained study of one content area 
through focus discipline research, the students 
become actively engaged in the process of 
meaning construction within and across different 
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media. Working though the complex intermingling 
of meanings, embedded within different texts 
encourages students to make connections as they 
build a wider range of schemata, which are then 
available to help them grasp future texts. (Joshi 
34) 
The learners can gather information of any place in 
the world with its photographs which help them to 
improve their descriptive ability. The information 
which they like most is available in English 
language. It can grow their comprehensive power 
because of the availability of material in audio-
visual forms. It can enhance their understanding in 
order to communicate and make them active 
participants in classroom discussion. 
IV. Building Vocabulary and Constructing 

Sentences 
Multimedia can provide better scope to drill 
vocabulary and structures of sentences in English. 
“Through the interaction with multimedia, the 
students become increasingly familiar with 
academic vocabulary and language structure” 
(Joshi 34). It can help the learners to be efficient 
and fluent in English. Indeed, multimedia plays a 
major part in guessing the meaning of the words or 
guessing the words from the images or videos. 
This can grow their vocabulary and power of 
constructing sentences automatically. 
V. Effective Teaching 
Multimedia assisted teachings enrich contents of 
the study and make the “student centered” class. It 
helps learners to grasp the whole of the topic and 
inspire them to raise questions in the class. As a 
result of it, the learners can grow their confidence 
and speak in English fearlessly. Sometimes, it 
becomes more difficult for the students to listen 
teacher clearly because of the over strength of the 
class. Whereas the multimedia based laboratory 
can facilitate sound effects to the learners 
individually. This can make learners to cater 
individual and co-operative effects of clarity and 
freedom. 

MULTIMEDIA IN TEACHING AND 
LEARNING ENGLISH: DRAWBACKS 

Multimedia plays very important part in Teaching 
and Learning English. However, the process has 
some drawbacks. The teachers and the learners can 

face some problems while using multimedia in 
practical teaching, Mere use of multimedia devices 
during teaching, the teachers may be turned into 
slaves to the multimedia and cannot play the 
leading role in teaching, Whereas, the continuous 
use of multimedia technology featuring audio, 
visual, textual effect fully meets audio and visual 
requirements of the learners and enhance their 
interest, but it also results in lack of 
communication between teachers and students. It 
can also lower their creative thinking potentials. 
Thus, the method can suffer the teaching and 
learning process. 

CONCLUSION 

Indeed, multimedia plays an important role in 
growing learners’ interest in English, improving 
communicative skills, increasing comprehensive 
power, building vocabulary, constructing 
sentences, and effective teaching skill. Despite of 
the drawbacks, multimedia can prove an effective 
tool in teaching and learning English, if used in 
proper proportion. If the traditional process is 
assisted with computer based cooperative language 
leaning, it can bring desired effects.  
In fact, the ultimate aim of multimedia language 
teaching is to grow learners’ interest with the use 
of existed teaching methods. Multimedia assisted 
learning can bring a ‘wow’ in traditional process 
of teaching and learning English. During the 
process of optimizing the multimedia English 
teaching, traditional instruments and devices 
should not be overlooked. The blackboard can’t be 
replaced by computer screen. Overuse of 
multimedia should be avoided. The learners should 
be motivated and guided to communicate in 
English with each other in order to make them to 
face real life situation. 
Barring a few problem areas multimedia 
technology can be used effectively in classrooms 
of ELT with proper computer knowledge on the 
part of teachers, overcoming the finance problems 
in setting up the infrastructure and not allowing the 
teachers to become technophobes. (Patel 122) 
However, this innovative method of teaching and 
learning English when assisted with multimedia 
can efficiently improve learners’ ideation and 
practical language skills

. 
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ABSTRACT 

To summarize a research-based description of what it is like to miscarry and to recommend an empirically 
tested theory of caring for women who have experienced miscarriage. 
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INTRODUCTION 

About 15% of women with a clinically recognised 
pregnancy will miscarry spontaneously during the 
first trimester.1Current management often 
involves the surgical evacuation of retained 
products of conception even though serious 
complications—for example, infection, uterine 
perforation, or bowel damage—may arise.2 Early 
pregnancy assessment units open to patients 
without the need for referral and the use of 
transvaginal ultrasonography have enabled the 
presence and stage of early pregnancy failure to be 
determined from direct images. Preliminary data 
arising from these developments have shown that 
expectant management with serial monitoring may 
be used to identify those patients who will not 
require surgery.3–5 More studies are required on 
the acceptability of this management strategy and 
on the relation between the information derived 
from ultrasound scans and the clinical outcome. 
We report an observational study designed to 
assess the uptake and effectiveness of expectant 
management for different clinical presentations of 
spontaneous miscarriage in consecutive unselected 
patients attending an early pregnancy assessment 
unit. 
The Miscarriage Model is a useful framework for 
anticipating the variety of responses women have 
to miscarrying. The caring theory is an effective 
and sensitive guide to clinical practice with 
women who miscarry. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1. Design 
A deductive study was performed with data 
accumulated from two different contexts 
interviews in Sweden. In 2002 - 2003 one of the 

interviews was conducted with the women who 
had experienced miscarriage  and in 2007 with the 
nurses and midwives who cared for the men and 
women who shared the experience as a couple of 
late missed miscarriage . All interviews were 
transcribed and analyzed deductively according to 
Swanson’s Middle Range Caring Theory . 
2.2. Statistics of Participants in Group One 
The participants in this study were divided into 
two groups. Group one (women) included the 
women who had experienced a miscarriage and 
participated in the structured followed-up visit that 
included a tape recorded interview four weeks 
after early miscarriage. The study period was from 
August 2002 to June 2003. The inclusion criteria 
included only participants who had a miscarriage 
diagnosed before the thirteenth week in the 
pregnancy term by an ultrasound examination. 
Participants were also required to speak Swedish. 
Exclusion criteria included those women who kept 
their pregnancy secret to their spouses and next of 
kin and also those women who were younger than 
eighteen years of age. Of the potential eligible 
women twenty-five agreed to participate. 
The mean age of the women in group one was 
thirtyone years. The median point in the pregnancy 
term when the miscarriage occurred was at nine 
weeks. The median number of previous children 
born to the women in group one was nil. The 
median number of earlier miscarriages experienced 
by the women in this group was one miscarriage. 
Nine of the women were primiparous and thirteen 
of the women had given birth previously and seven 
had prior experience of miscarriage. The twenty-
five women who participated in the interview 
process had a total of sixty-one pregnancies among 
them with various outcomes. The interviews lasted 
a mean length of forty-five minutes from a range 
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of twenty to hundred minutes. The main question 
in the interview that was asked of the participants 
was to relate to the interviewer the experience of 
their miscarriage. 
2.3. Statistics of participants in Group Two 

The participants in group two (caregiver) were the 
nurses and midwives selected from these three 
domains: four midwives at an ultrasound 
department, five midwives at

 

 
Table 1. Background Data for the 25 interviewees 
in the study. 
a maternity clinic and four nurses at a 
gynecological ward in the Stockholm and Uppsala 
areas. These facilities are located within sixty 
miles of each other in large urban areas. The 
selection of interviewees from the Stockholm and 
Uppsala areas strengthens the reliability of this 
study because of the authors’ familiarity with the 
region. Smaller outlying communities were 

excluded because the authors’ were unfamiliar 
with the organizations outside of their immediate 
connections. The clinics that responded first were 
included in the study. The inclusion criteria were a 
minimum of two years professional experience and 
having cared for women who had been diagnosed 
with missed miscarriage during a routine 
ultrasound-scan in pregnancy week eighteen to 
twenty . There were a total of thirteen 13 semi-
structured interviews were used for data collection. 
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The interviews were taped and lasted an average of 
forty-five minutes. Data was complied during the 
spring and summer 2007. 
2.4. Data Analysis 
Content analysis was applied to the verbatim 
transcripts of both the group one and group two 

interviews. The text was then analyzed in several 
stages and the first stage was that each interview 
was read and reviewed as a whole. The second 
stage consisted of meaning-bearing

 

 
Table 2. Interviews in chronological order, 
including background and place of employment. 
Interviews marked with Ÿ were held in Stockholm. 
Other interviews were held in Uppsala. 
linguistic units being selected and assigned from 
the transcripts of both the group one and group 
two interviews. The linguistic units with similar 
meaning were grouped together [21] and they 
ranged from a few words to several lines of text [. 
The third stage of the analysis consisted of the 
discussion and coding of the linguistic units. Each 
meaning-bearing unit was given a code, sub 
categories and main categories  based on 
categories of the Swanson Middle Range Caring 
Theory . 
The group one interviews were analyzed by author 
A. A. The group two interviews were analyzed by 
author C. J. both on the basis of the Swanson 
Middle Range Caring Theory . 
In the results section each category of the Swanson 
Middle Range Caring Theory are presented as 
headlines. The findings from both group one and 
group two are described in the text and the 
confidence in the findings is confirmed with the 
remarks and some quotations from the transcripts 
of the interviews. 

2.5. Ethical Considerations 
The study of group one was approved by the 
regional ethics committee at the University of 
Gothenburg. Ethical permission for group two was 
received for from the Karolinska Institute’s 
Regional Ethical Examination Committee in 
Stockholm. 
2.6. Consents Issues 
The women and the caregivers signed a written 
informed consent form before participating in the 
study. The maternity clinics, hospitals, midwives, 
nurses and their supervisors have not been 
identified. The interviewees were told that the 
interviews and all the study material will be treated 
confidentially . 
The research program included three phases: 
interpretive theory generation, descriptive survey 
and instrument development, and experimental 
testing of a theory-based intervention. A deductive 
study was performed with data accumulated from 
two different contexts interviews in Sweden. In 
2002 - 2003 one of the interviews was conducted 
with the women who had experienced miscarriage 
and in 2007 with the nurses and midwives who 
cared for the men and women who shared the 
experience as a couple of late missed miscarriage. 
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All interviews were transcribed and analyzed 
deductively according to Swanson’s Middle Range 
Caring Theory. 

DISCUSSION 

3In our observational study, most patients with 
retained products of conception chose expectant 
management; they were probably influenced by 
the knowledge that they could rapidly receive 
surgical treatment if required. We believe that the 
success rate of expectant management was 
dependent on the extent and quality of patient 
counselling, particularly when transvaginal blood 
loss was great (which may be associated with a 
higher rate of complete miscarriage). The lower 
rate of complications in women who chose 
expectant management is reassuring, although this 
finding depends on many factors, which will vary 
with the setting. 
Our data show that the classified results of 
transvaginal ultrasonography can be used to advise 
patients of the likelihood that their miscarriage 
will complete spontaneously within given periods 
of time from the day of classification. It is also 
reassuring that the ultrasound criteria for a 
complete miscarriage in the absence of 
transvaginal bleeding seem to give valid results. 
We are aware, however, that some patients may 
have experienced problems that were not reported 
to us, and they may have received additional 
advice or treatment elsewhere. 
Further studies are needed to obtain more data on 
the usefulness of transvaginal ultrasonography to 
define an outcome measure for a complete 
miscarriage and to validate and improve endpoints 
for the classification of first trimester miscarriages. 
The current odds in favour of a successful outcome 
for patients with an incomplete miscarriage, a 
missed miscarriage, and an anembryonic 
pregnancy are about 9:1, 3:1, and 2:1, respectively. 
Patients can now be encouraged to persevere with 
expectant management, because of the high 

completion rate by day 14 from classification. The 
implementation of these findings will reduce the 
number of women undergoing surgery. 
Findings: 
A theory of caring and a model of what it is like to 
miscarry were generated, refined, and tested. A 
case study shows my own response to miscarrying 
and illustrates clinical application of the caring 
theory. 

RESULTS 

4.1. The Caring Process according to Swanson’s 
Middle Range Caring Theory Maintaining 
Belief 
4.1.1. Women 
From the results of the interviews with the women 
it was determined that there was no standard way 
that each woman would react to the miscarriage. 
Each woman reacted in an individual manner and 
in a manner that suited her and her frame of 
reference. 
Some women who have suffered a missed 
miscarriage have feelings of powerlessness and 
anger when they have felt that there was a problem 
with the pregnancy. but they were not believed. In 
some cases, there have been no available times for 
a control examination at the clinic or the 
gynecology ward. 
“I have been so anxious and called around to 
several different places.” 
Some women felt comfortable sharing their 
experience and their feelings about the miscarriage 
with others to various degrees while other women 
kept the experience to themselves and their 
intimate circle. 
4.1.2. Caregivers 
From the results of the interviews with the 
caregivers it was determined that some women felt 
that something was wrong with their pregnancy up 
to several weeks before it was confirmed that a 
missed miscarriage had oc
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Table 3. Interview and line numbers. Meaning 
bearing units from various interview units in 
addition to condensed meaningbearing units. 
codes. sub-categories and categories are 
exemplified. 
curred at an ultrasound examination. They no 
longer felt pregnant. they had fewer pregnancy 
symptoms and they have experienced minor 
bleeding. The midwife confirms the woman’s 
suspicions. 
“Your feelings were right.”  
The midwife confirms the woman’s sadness and 
grief over the loss of her pregnancy. She assists the 
grief stricken women to accept the diagnosis in 
spite of her shock. 
It is recommended that the man remain with his 
partner during this time as they experience what 
has happened together and both receive the same 
information and answers to their questions. The 
couple helps each other to work through the initial 
period after the miscarriage and at the same time 
they attempt to work through the grief phase 
together and get ready to attempt a new pregnancy 
if they so desire. 
4.2. Knowing 
4.2.1. Women 
An early miscarriage is typically diagnosed within 
the first twelve weeks of the pregnancy term as a 
result of the woman experiencing symptoms such 
as bleeding and abdominal cramping. 
“I had a great amount of pain and bleeding.” 
This is normally confirmed with an ultrasound 
examination. After the miscarriage they must be 
aware of the physical conditions necessary to 
become pregnant such as the timing in the 
menstrual cycle and when it will be physically 
appropriate to become pregnant again after 
recovering from the miscarriage. 
4.2.2. Caregivers 
A missed miscarriage may also be diagnosed 
several weeks later in the pregnancy term as a 
result of bleeding and cramping symptoms 
experienced by the woman or it may unfortunately 
come as a surprise result of the routine ultrasound 
examination performed at approximately the 
eighteenth week in the pregnancy term. During the 
routine ultrasound examination the couple and the 
midwife see the same images of the fetus on two 
separate monitors. First, the fetal heart activity is 
evaluated by the midwife and if the pregnancy is 
determined to be nonviable she must tactfully and 
honestly convey her observations. She makes 
physical human contact by touching the woman’s 
arm. 

“I can’t see any heart activity.” 
When the midwife makes the determination that 
the pregnancy is nonviable an obstetrician is 
summoned to confirm and explain the diagnosis 
and also to assist in answering any questions or 
concerns the couple may have at this point. 
Understandably they may be very concerned that 
the fetus has been deceased in the uterus for up to 
four or five weeks. 
4.3. Being with 
4.3.1. Women 
Some women may find it extremely difficult when 
they receive the confirmation that they have had a 
miscarriage and others may feel that the 
experience was not so difficult. 
“Seeing the ultrasound image was tough.” 
Some women feel especially vulnerable and 
exposed when they are positioned for an intra 
vaginal examination on the examination table. 
Some women will experience particularly raw 
emotions at the sight of significant blood clots of 
tissue in the toilet and feel acute distress or panic. 
4.3.2. Caregivers 
During the registration interview at the maternity 
clinic, contact is made and a relationship is 
established. In the event the woman should express 
concern for symptoms that may indicate early or 
missed miscarriage the caregiver will attentively 
listen, reflect and determine an appropriate course 
of action. In the ultrasound department there is a 
special room where they can go after the 
ultrasound examination. There, the doctor and the 
midwife explain the diagnosis and the patient can 
ask questions. 
“We sit with them let them cry or are just present.” 
The midwives caring for the woman during the 
ultrasound scan and subsequent diagnosis of 
miscarriage stay with the couple and answer their 
questions and try to assist them in finding meaning 
in the experience in the context of being a 
significant life experience. 
4.4. Doing for 
4.4.1. Women 
Women appreciate that the nurse provide their 
basic physical need such as providing toilet 
facilities. Providing a blanket and controlling food 
and drink intake. 
Before the pregnancy termination one woman said. 
“I appreciate a small gesture when the 
anesthesiologist wiping away my tears before 
anesthetizing.” 
4.4.2. Caregivers 
Doing for the caregiver may make appointments 
for a diagnostic examination or a follow up 
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examination. It may be necessary to make 
arrangements for psychological evaluation or to 
provide counseling. If it is determined that an 
evacuation procedure is needed the caregiver may 
be in the position to make a phone call to arrange 
an earlier scheduled appointment to reduce the 
stressful waiting time for the woman. Perhaps the 
nurses at the gynecology ward could arrange a 
single room. There the nurse can establish contact 
and couple can talk undisturbed. The nurse 
regularly checks the couple as often she can to 
give them information even if they do not summon 
her and she gives the women pain relief. 
“We try to make sure that they don’t experience 
pain. because the miscarriage can be a very painful 
experience.” 
4.5. Enabling 
4.5.1. Women 
Post diagnosis the woman must be aware of some 
important information before making any 
decisions regarding to becoming pregnant again or 
not. First of all. they are informed that it is 
possible to become pregnant as early as three 
weeks after the miscarriage and that an early 
pregnancy is not a risk physically speaking. 
Psychologically, however, it is possible that a new 
pregnancy will bring on a return of fear and 
anxiety about the recent miscarriage. 
“I felt unable to explain how I felt about it 
afterwards” 
If the woman decides not to attempt to become 
pregnant immediately following the miscarriage, 
contraceptives are prescribed. 
4.5.2. Caregivers 
Midwives initiate the enabling process by taking 
their time during the ultrasound examination to 
give the couple time to assimilate their emotions 
and reactions after the diagnosis. It is helpful if the 

woman’s partner is invited into the conversation 
and they are posed questions regarding their 
thoughts and feelings. 
Midwives perceived that the couple appreciated 
that they carrying out the follow-up, discussing the 
situation, making a telephone call and offering a 
return visit. 
The midwives emphasize the importance of a 
social network that includes family and friends to 
talk with about their feelings regarding their 
experience. 
“When life is tough, it is good to have a network to 
support you, when happiness turns to sorrow. 
Having the support of a social network can be an 
important part of the grieving process.” 

CONCLUSIONS 

Swanson’s Middle Range Caring Theory includes 
being emotionally present, respecting the women’s 
dignity. 
being competent, meeting each individual 
woman’s needs and being objective. Midwives 
need to give the women clear information and add 
to their better understanding regarding their new 
life situation. Giving the women selfesteem, 
keeping a positive attitude, and showing realistic 
optimism are important. Midwives provide 
understanding to the whole situation, propose 
reflection, being trustworthy for the women and 
improve their wellbeing. Given the proper care 
every woman has the power within herself to 
experience a life event such as miscarriage without 
diminishing her life experience and wellbeing. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the development of our country technology has been proving very resourceful for all round development 
of the society at large. In short technology has the potential to play an important role in economic growth 
and social development. . India has come up with various technological innovations in every sector. This 
paper reviews several aspects of role of technology in the evolution of Indian Economy. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Keywords: Agriculture, Technology, India  

 
INTRODUCTION 

Technology has been spreading all over the world 
by leaps and bounds. It has encroached every walk 
of life. India as a country has made progress in 
every sector after her independence. In the last 
seven decades, in the fields of industry, 
agriculture, education and banking, our country 
has made tremendous progress. India is a mixed 
economy and its base is agriculture. Our nation 
cannot progress unless we make development in 
the field agriculture. The complete raw materials 
are sought from agricultural resources. Thus, every 
industry runs with the support of agricultural 
products only. 
It has changed the face of industry, banking, 
agriculture, education and means of transportation. 
The Indian economy has geared up its speed in 
present context. Indian industry has growth many 
manifold since 1980s. The industry has 
contributed considerably to the economic in terms 
of GDP employments and foreign exchange 
earnings. Because of spread of technology the 
competence of industry is increasing and almost 
all sectors of the economy like services and at 
banks, post offices, railways airports etc. 
Information technology is a knowledge based 
industry, IT industry embraces production, 
manipulation, storage and dissemination of 
information. IT sector has a remarkable potential 
for accelerating economic growth of the nation. It 
has made our governance efficient. It enhances 
excess to information, excess to government 
services, protects consumers, makes skill 
development and training more effective, 
progresses delivery health services and promotes 
transparency. Thus the role of IT industry in 

enhancing the economic development of country 
has been acknowledged by the government. 
Beside IT Biotechnology has brought radical 
changes in agriculture. Use of Biotechnological 
tools in agriculture could make food crops high 
yielding and more robust to biotic and a - biotic 
stresses. This could stabilized and increase food 
supplies which is important against the 
background of increasing food demand, climate 
change and land and water scarcity. Due to 
biotechnological tools the productivity of the food 
crops have increased immensely, such as soybean, 
corn, cotton etc. Bt cotton has certainly increased 
the profitability of the farmers and at the same 
time it reduced the use of chemical pesticides in 
this crop drastically. Studies suggest that the 
introduction of Bt technology has reduced food 
insecurity by 15-20% among Indian cotton 
growers. The country has also developed golden 
rice which is rich in  B-carotene. This is a great 
solution for India as nearly Five Thousand 
children go-blind every year because of deficiency 
of B-carotene. Thus biotechnology has supported 
the Indian Economy.  
Nanotechnology can be used in agriculture in 
many ways. It can help in promoting soil fertility 
and balanced crop nutrition, effective weed 
control, enhancing seed emergence using carbon 
nanotubes, delivery of agriculture chemicals, field 
sensing system to monitor the environmental 
stressed and crop conditions and improvement of 
plant trades against environmental stresses and 
diseases. Application within animal husbandary 
might include improving feeding efficiency and 
nutrition of agricultural animals, minimizing losses 
from animal diseases, and turning animal by 
products and waste and environmental concerns 
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into value added products. In short, 
nanotechnology after considerable opportunities 
for the development of innovative products and 
application for agriculture, water treatment, food 
production, processing, preservation and 
packaging. Its use may bring benefits to farmers, 
food industry and consumers alike. Thus, 
nanotechnology has huge potential in 
revolutionizing the food packaging.  
Protected cultivation or greenhouse cultivation is 
the most promising area where productions of 
horticultural crops has improved qualitatively 
world over in the last few decades. At present 
Spain, the Netherland and Israel are the leaders in 
cultivation of crops in polyhouses and 
greenhouses. The application of plasticulture can 
decrease the costs and therefore can lead to high 
productivity with a better quality of crops. In India 
the area under protected cultivation is around 
25000 ha while the greenhouse vegetable 
cultivation area is about 2000 ha. India and the 
Netherlands having more or less same land under 
flower cultivation but in flower export, the 
contribution of Netherlands is 70% and India’s 
contribution is just 1% because of advanced 
technology of polyhouses in the Netherlands. 
There technology based methods of cultivation 
have made a great revolution in the world market. 
Gradually, India is making a more in that direction 
of technology. 
Technology has geared up the use of modern 
irrigation methods because of which the 
agricultural income has been increased immensely. 
Availability of enough water for crops in India is 
very critical. Raining in India is uncertain. Without 
water expected yield can not be achieved from 
agricultural sector. In India 78% water goes to the 
agriculture sector while the remaining goes to 
drinking, industry and other usage. But in modern 
times by using science and technology different 
irrigation system have been developed, such as 

dripping sprinkling and water guns, mechanisms 
have been devised. It has helped the country like 
India to save water on large scale. These modern 
techniques of irrigation will increase irrigation 
potential in the direction of the optimal utilization 
of water resources to optimum irrigation 
scheduling. Micro irrigation is advance techniques 
of irrigation and it will increase water used 
efficiency and crop productivity. 
Indian agriculture market is flourishing compared 
to that of past because modern technology has 
developed fastest transfer tools. Now most of the 
action and work related to farming have become 
technology supported the sowing of the seed, crop 
protection, harvesting, post harvest management to 
marketing have become sophisticated. Central 
government of India has under taken a program of 
connecting every Grampanchyat of the country 
with internet facilities. These Grampanchyat 
should become technology transfer hubs to the 
farmers. 
Internet and mobile phones are powerful tools to 
impart knowledge on new developments, improve 
methods of cultivation in the field of agriculture. 
These tools can help in understand weather data 
and agro-climate condition, information of prices 
of agricultural products to the farmer. Throughout 
the country in each district KVKs have been 
established to make spread of latest technology in 
agriculture. 
Variety of new methods is brought in force to 
make farming easy going business. Pesticides, 
fertilizers, micronutrients and computer assisted 
regulation have become a big boon to the Indian 
agriculture system. 
In a way the use of technology in agriculture have 
supported the nation at large enhancing the ill-
health of Indian economy. Technology has added 
its huge contribution in the general national 
income of our country. 
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ABSTRACT  

Language is the means of communication. Through this medium we convey message & express feeling & 
thoughts to each other.Throughout the world there are various languages are spoken in different region. In 
this world of different languages English language is the linking language. Through English we can 
communicate anywhere in the world.Therefore English teaching & learning became compulsory to all.21st 
century will be known for revolution in Information Technology. Information Technologies have affected 
every aspect of human activity. It has potential role to play in the field of education & training, specially in 
distance education to transform it into an innovative form provide of experience. It can help to right 
information at the right time.This paper tries to analyze the necessity of IT & Multimedia Technology to 
language teaching. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words :English language teaching, Multimedia Technology, Teaching learning process, distance 
education. 

INTRODUCTION  

It is said that mother tongue is our eye & English 
language is our spect. Mother tongue gives us 
vision but English enrich our vision capacity. 
Microsoft office programs, clip art is located in the 
clip organizer which contains a collections of 
photos, animations, sounds & videos. It present 
table, chart graphic information & other form of 
information.These all things intensity the 
knowledge of student makes them strong & 
confident.English language & Internet introduce 
various culture to student in the world. It helps to 
create harmonious nature of the student. With the 
spread & development of English around the 
world English is used as a second language in a 
country like India & for some people the first 
language.Therefore to improve communication 
skill in English, English teaching should be 
effective. For this purpose modern technology will 
be useful. 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING  

The use of English language has increased rapidly 
after 1960. At present the role & status of English 
is that it is the language of social context, political, 
socio cultural, business, education, industries, 
media, library, communication across borders & 
key subject in curriculum & language of imparting 
education. It is also a crucial determinant for 
university entrance & processing well paid jobs in 
the commercial sector.  

MULTIMEDIA TECHNOLOGY  

Internet is an integrate part of our daily life. All of 
us use whether directly or indirectly. Sometimes 
even knowingly or unknowingly internet has 
enabled us to communicate with people taking us 
beyond the restriction of socio political or 
linguistic bounties. Internet is network of network 
across the world that consist of millions of private, 
public, academic, business & government network 
which are connected using various networking 
technologies. Internet carry  huge range of 
information resources.Website www (world wide 
web) gives us any news, images, map or 
information.Internet gives us any type of 
knowledge on anytime. It gives vast scope to the 
student. It makes easy & interested English 
language study.We get any information in form of 
video or audio visualized images strength the 
grasping power of student.Video & audios are 
useful for imagistic  & phonetic study. Student can 
achieve right pronunciation skill & develop 
English communication skill.Word spelling & 
framer checker helps you proof read your 
document. 

TEACHING LEARNING PROCESS  

Traditional method of teaching is based on text 
book & teachers skill. But modern teaching, 
leaning process involves all factors of society & 
modern technology. In modern teaching learning 
process we have to make co-ordination of  books, 
teacher skill, multimedia. With this co-ordination 
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we make our subject interested.With the help of 
whats app, Email & all other E-learning process 
we connect classroom activity to the par antes or 
other social factors.These all factors are making 
very fast progress in new generation. 

DISTANCE EDUCATION  

Multimedia & information technology increase the 
boundary of knowledge. Distance education is 
making students independent in their studies. 
Student come get higher education while earning. 
Information technologies provide the opportunities 
of global interactions. Students can learn from 
interactions with the information, interface, 
teachers & co-learners using global networks. 
They can interest at their own & get rid of their 
routine work. They nay reviews & explore the 
qualitative as well as quantitative data through 
computer networks. They can work on group 
projects participation in per learning & knowledge 
building activities. Under the influence of 
information technologies teaching & learning 

occurs in a changed situation. There seems a shift 
from teacher centered teaching to student centered 
learning.  

CONCLUSION  

Above points make clear that information 
technology make teaching & learning process  
very effective. It not only gives us knowledge bur 
create attachment among worldwide people. 
The internet is largely responsible for transforming 
the world into what is known as a global village. 
Ancient India’s great concept of ‘Vasudv Cutumb 
Cumb’ culture appearing in fact. Information 
technology makes man to feel they all same. Their 
needs, their happiness, their sorrow, their feelings 
all same. It breaks the boundaries of nations, 
religions & languages.  
It creates melodies harmony among us through the 
melodies prayer.  
loZsfi lqf[ku % laUrq losZ laUrq fujke;k% ! 
loZs Hknz~kf.k i’;Urq% ek df’pg% [kekizq;kr!! 
Vkse ‘kkarh ‘kkarh ‘kkarh-
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ABSTRACT 

As women's education has become one of the key development objectives in the nineties, it is crucial to 
examine the assumptions under which policies, programmers and projects are formulated towards this 
goal. More recently, the concept of empowerment has been tied to the range of activities undertaken by 
and for women in different areas, education included. In all these, a related question is: From what and 
whose perspective are we going to evaluate such assumptions and its empowering outcomes? The 
International Seminar on Women's Education and Empowerment was convened by the UNESCO Institute 
for Education (UIE) together with the Principal Regional Office for Asia and Pacific (PROAP) precisely to 
look into these issues by gathering women educators and researchers from diverse socio-cultural 
backgrounds to collectively examine the different education practices and their theoretical implications for 
empowering women. At several instances during the seminar, it was evident that there were similarities in 
the conditions of women's education in the different parts of the world, e.g. stereotyping in the formal 
education system which further reinforces the traditional gender roles. On the other hand, it was also 
pointed out that one should not gloss over the differences of the conditions of women as a result of specific 
economic, political or socio-cultural factors. This article addresses the challenges and realities of this 
situation. It calls for government, political decision makers, NGOs, and other actors to come forward to 
ensure women’s all round development for making India a developed country. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords :  women empowerment; women’s decade; India. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

WHAT IS EMPOWERMENT? 
• Women’s empowerment entails increasing the 
economic, social and political strength of women 
• Women’s Empowerment has one prerequisite – 
gender equality  
• Women’s empowerment can be divided into 
three stages 
How are women empowered?  
• By decreasing the gender disparities in all 
education 
•By decreasing the inequalities between men and 
women in aspects of economics, political and 
social   life  
• Educating girls and women What statistics 
indicate women’s empowerment? 
• Ratio of girl to boys in education 
• Ratio of literate females to males 15-24 years of 
age 
• Share of women in paid employment in 
nonagricultural sector 
• Proportion of seats held by women in national 
parliaments CURRENT SITUATION Educational 
Situation:   

Girls and women do not have the same access to  
primary, secondary and tertiary school  Over 100 
million children of primary-school age  are not 
attending school  Between 1999 and 2008 the 
number of out of  school children decreased from 
106 to 69 million  The majority of children, 31 
million, live in SubSaharan  Africa  The 
dissemination of girls out of school varies by  
region  Only in Sub-Saharan Africa, 24 million 
girls can’t  afford going to school. 
Origin of the Term Empowerment It is interesting 
to note that most of the dictionaries only shows a 
pre-twentieth century definition of the verb 
empower meaning 'to empower', and 'to give 
power to'. The word was first used in the 17th 
century and has meanings like 'authorize’, 
‘delegate’, or ‘enable’. The term empowerment, as 
a result, is a complicated idea. However, it implies 
the transfer of power in a dynamic way over a 
period of time. Empowerment seems to be a 
modern idea that would not have been possible 
200 years ago when the idea of democracy and 
‘government of the people, for the people, by the 
people’ was something to fight and die for. In the 
20th century we saw many examples of political 
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empowerment in different countries in the world 
led by people such as Mahatma Gandhi, Martin 
Luther King, and Nelson Mandela. From the 
perspective of the members of low-powered group, 
empowerment refers to efforts to expand their base 
of power. The issue of ‘women empowerment’ is 
now a global phenomenon. Definition of the Term 
Empowerment In almost every society and in 
every sphere of life women assume unequal 
position and status; thus it is necessary to empower 
them by providing equal opportunities. The term 
empowerment is a multidimensional social process 
and it helps people gain control over their own 
lives. Further, it can be called as a process that 
fosters power in people for use in their own lives, 
their communities and in their society, by acting 
on issues they think as important. “Empowerment 
refers to increasing the spiritual, political, social, 
or economic strength of individuals and 
communities….” (Retrieved from 
http://www.empowermentillustrated.com). 
Empowerment of women is not only imperative 
but also crucial for all-round development of 
society and the nation as a whole. The issue of 
‘women empowerment’ has become a central point 
in the programs and activities of the United 
Nations and other Government and Non-
Government Organizations. Subsequently, it has 
also become a major concern of the social 
scientists, politicians, bureaucrats and researchers. 
But there is a lack of unanimity among the 
scholars in comprehending the term 
empowerment. Various scholars have tried to 
define the term from their own perspectives. The 
term empowerment has different meanings in 
different socio-cultural, economic and political 
contexts. An exploration of local terms associated 
with empowerment around the world always 
encompasses a wide variety of definitions. These 
terms include self-strength, self-control, self-
power, self-reliance, personal choice, capability of 
fighting for one’s rights, independence, own 
decision making power, freedom etc. 

OBSERVATION 

Individual empowerment is a process of personal 
development in a social framework: a transition 
from a feeling of powerlessness, and from a life in 
the shadow of this feeling, to an active life of real 
ability to act and to take initiatives in relation to 
the environment and the future. Community 
empowerment also includes a definition of a 
community as a partial, temporary and dynamic 
unit that originates in the human need for a sense 

of togetherness and identification with others. 
Community empowerment can be realized in 
geographically defined areas that constitute the 
common critical characteristic of their residents, or 
it can develop in groups with other common 
critical characteristics, such as origin, age, gender, 
or physical disability. The discussion of individual 
and community empowerment has also touched 
upon the political meaning of empowerment. The 
perception of the empowerment process on all its 
levels as a political process is important to the 
present study, and is influenced by feminist 
thought, which accords a new meaning to social 
change. The group and the community 
organization are the main means of activating 
environmental processes. These are the settings 
which actively connect the individual with his 
environment and make possible a change which 
includes the individual, the group, and the 
environment in the one process. 

CONCLUSION 

It is now well-known fact that the issue of 
women’s empowerment for the positive change 
and transformation of the existing unequal society 
is more crucial and more important. So far 
women’s role as mothers, homemakers, wives and 
sisters are well known, but their role in shifting the 
entire power relations of a country is a modern 
concept. It was John Stuart Mill, a British Member 
of Parliament, whose essay The Subjugation of 
Women, probably written with his wife Harriet 
Taylor Mill, was the first attempt in favor of 
establishing equality between the males and the 
females. Further, with the work of Mary 
Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of 
Women in the eighteenth century, the struggle for 
women’s equality started to brew. But after the 
second half of the nineteen century with the 
formation of world Women’s Christian 
Temperance Union (WCTU- 1874, USA) and 
German Social Democratic Party (GSDP, 
Germany), under the leadership of Francis 
Williard and Clara Zetkin respectively, the fight 
for the women’s causes including voting rights 
began to take a concrete shape. 
These strong fifty per cent population need to be 
provided with equal opportunities in economic, 
social, political, educational, religious and legal 
spheres. It must be kept in mind that, “Gender 
equity is the realization of complete equality in all 
aspects of the social order regardless of gender” 
(Aspy & Sandhu, 1999, p. 9). For achieving 
complete equality in the society between two 
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genders, it is necessary to eliminate all kinds of 
domination, oppression and discrimination against 
the fair sex by their male counterpart. It is hoped 
that India will prosper and achieve its Vision – 

2020 with hand to hand co-operation and active 
participation of both men and women in all 
spheres of developmental activities

. 
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ABSTRACT 
Ecocriticism or Green Studies is a loosely organized theory came in existence at the end of the 20th century 
on the wake of postmodernism (a pluralistic approach to literary study). It is a literary and cultural 
criticism of literary texts to show the contribution of literature in conservation of physical environment and 
develop positive approach to help the burning problem of global warming. In another words, it is the study 
of the relationship between men, literature and the physical environment. It is a sincere attempt on the part 
of literature to preserve the elementary eco system to ensure the safe existence of humanity.  
While handling the environmental problems, it believes that the problem is resulted out of our 
anthropocentric culture in which human beings are taken at the centre of the planet. Hence, it allows us to 
exploit the nature for personal welfare. The environment of the planet is a victim of human greed and ego. 
It is also concerned to study the cultural definition of nature and to reveal how it is politicized. It believes 
that the solution to the problems is possible if we change the politicized culture into an eco friendly 
culture. This is the proper remedy to the disease. To promote the eco friendly culture, it reviews the 
romantic projection of nature in literary writing. The ecocritics reviewed the works of the English 
romantic poets and American transcendalists to promote love for nature in our culture and by that to 
change capitalist attitude of the world. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: postmodernism, cultural criticism, physical environment, elementary eco system, 

anthropocentric culture, romantic projection, American transcendalists 

INTRODUCTION 

The relationship of Literature with Nature 
(Environment) is a well known pre-historical 
relationship. It can be stated that it is nature that 
has inspired human beings to be poetic in their 
mood and attitude. The serenity, the glamorous 
beauty and life supporting channels of nature 
always fascinated us against the distress, sorrow 
and suffering common to humanity. It is nature 
that has provided material source at the thematic 
level to literature to take its course in the future. 
To be obliged to nature, literature always 
celebrates nature and her various facets in its 
creation. Since ancient time the background of 
nature in which literary creations have been 
projected plays a significant role to shape the 
meaning in literary study. In another words, we 
can say that nature and literature always stimulated 
each other to tread the path in the course of time. 
But it should be stated that literature has been 
never studied from environmental perspective 
since the ancient time. With the specialization of 
knowledge, environment or ecosystem has been 
studied as a branch of physical science by 
neglecting the cultural perspective. It has been 
separated from humanity by taking the 

conservation of nature as a scientific attempt. But 
at the end of the 20th century, the monopoly of 
physical science over nature is challenged in 
literary study by developing the concept of ‘Eco-
criticism’ or ‘Green Studies’ in which the cultural 
construction of nature is thoroughly discussed and 
analysed. The new study reveals the fact that 
scientific attempt are not sufficient to address the 
burning issue of the environmental imbalance and 
disaster. The real problems are found in our 
anthropocentric culture in which we have taken 
ourselves superior to nature and allowed to 
interfere and exploit her for our existence. We feel 
that the surrounding environment is our personal 
property and we can do anything with it. While 
treating ourselves as a master of nature, we have 
forgotten the fact that our existence is totally 
dependable on the existence of environment.. If we 
damage the very structure of eco system, 
everything will be affected by it, including human 
existence. The culturally taken nature is a kind of 
hyper reality resulted out of our ego and greed. 
Out of our ignorance, we have accepted the hyper-
reality by taking it as a reality. 
Let me allow summing the cultural attitude and 
response of humanity to nature or eco sphere of 
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our planet by stating two anecdotes. There is a 
famous anecdote of Shaikh Chilli, popular as a 
child literature in India. Shaikh Chilli was 
notorious for his non sensible living and doing. 
Once he went into the field with axe in his hand to 
cut a tree. He climbed onto the tree to cut its 
branches. He tightened his grip of legs and taken 
every precautions to ensure his safety while 
cutting the branches. He decided not to repeat his 
old mistakes by doing something non sensible. He 
commenced his job with firm determination to cut 
branches without harming self. A stranger who 
was passing the spot warned him that he would fell 
down. Out of his determination and precautions, 
he took him as a foolish person by saying that it is 
impossible to fell down because of his grip and 
other measures taken to ensure his safety. Of 
course, he had taken every precaution to ensure his 
safety, but he failed to understand the fact that he 
was sitting on the same branch to which he was 
cutting from the stem side of the tree. For the 
sensible, there is no need to describe the end. This 
is our response to environment or the eco system 
of our planet. We have ensured our safety by the 
scientific advancement. But, like Sheikh Chilli, we 
are destroying the same planet on which we are 
living. Anyhow we can imagine life within a 
sphere of our planet, but it is impossible to 
imagine it without the existence of our planet. We 
are doing everything without thinking of the centre 
of our existence. This is the first stage of our 
environmental consciousness. Now we came to 
know about the reality after so many disasters like 
droughts, floods, typhoons, earthquake etc. Are we 
wise enough up?  But our general answer to the 
question is ‘no’. We know everything but 
unfortunately we have put goggles of confidence 
and reason to avoid the reality. This can be 
summed by the second anecdote which we found 
in Gilbert White’s book, ‘The Natural History of 
Selbourne’. There was a vicar of Selbourne who 
would follow the path of peace and mercy. 
Unfortunately, he would live as a neighbor to a 
butcher. He did not like the slaughtering of the 
innocent animals. His humanism forced him to 
avoid the filth and blood shedding of the animals. 
To save himself from the sight, he planted lime 
trees between his house and the butcher’s yard 
opposite. The tree grew and the horrified sight 
disappeared from his insight. He was very much 
happy to save himself from the filth and blood 
shedding of the animals by forgetting the reality. 
Animals were still slaughtered and meat were still 
sold, what he had done was shun himself from the 

scene. This is our response to the slaughtering of 
the environment. We have just avoided the 
situation, not solved. We, environmentalists, feel 
that we are doing too much to protect the nature; 
but our action has not brought any substantial 
change to change the destroying process of nature. 
We are speaking about hole in ozone layers, 
omission of carbon dioxide in atmosphere, 
deforestation and rising temperature of our planet, 
but have never stopped or controlled the 
production of vehicles, air conditioners, 
refrigerators etc. We are adopting dual policies to 
handle the situation. It is completely a sign of 
ignorance.  
We are living in the world full of pollution, 
contamination and seasonal uncertainties. Over 
interference of human beings in the eco-system 
has disturbed the very balance of the environment. 
The advancement of civilization is making human 
life more and more comfortable and luxuries. But 
we have forgotten the fact that every luxury is 
coming out of the destruction of the surrounding 
eco system. It is fact that we are leading our planet 
towards destruction and making it harsh and 
inhospitable for our survival. The sensitive minds 
have studied the problem and ultimately come 
with the report that if we do not stop the 
interference, it will pose a series threat to human 
existence. They are appealing the world to stop the 
exploitation of nature. The matter has discussed at 
the international forums; but we fail to address the 
problem as the issue is politicized. Now it seems 
that it is impossible to solve the problem at the 
political level. Secondly the problem has been also 
handled and addressed at the scientific and 
technological level. But it is also falling short to 
address the problems. The high growth of 
population and consumption of food and rising 
demand of luxury and comfort are making it more 
and more complicate.   
 Literature is not a passive listener or beholder. It 
has always shown its responsibilities by handling 
the confronting problems to humanity. To be 
responsible to its attitude, the environmental 
problems have been discussed in literary study at 
the end of the 20th century under the head of 
‘Ecocriticism’ in America or ‘Green Studies’ in 
the United Kingdom. At the very beginning it is 
declared that the problems are resulted out of the 
anthropocentric culture. Hence, solution can be 
found in the culture. What we have to do is to 
change the adjective- anthropocentric- into eco-
centric. So they believe that problem lies in our 
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culturally constructed mind set. Hence, the 
problem can be handled at the level.  
Ecocriticism or Green Studies is a loosely 
organized theory came in existence on the wake of 
postmodernism (a pluralistic approach to literary 
study). It is a literary and cultural criticism of 
literary texts to show the contribution of literature 
in conservation of physical environment and to 
develop positive approach to solve the burning 
problem of global warming. In another words, it is 
the study of the relationship between men, 
literature and the physical environment to show 
the organic structure. It is a sincere attempt on the 
part of literature to preserve the fundamental and 
elementary eco system to ensure the safe existence 
of humanity. The traces of such attitude is found in 
Britain in Raymond Williams’ ‘The country and 
the City’ (1973) and in America, Annette 
Kolodny’s ‘The Lay of the land’ (1975) as they 
discuss the importance of ecosystem and 
exploitation of nature by capitalism. In 1978, 
William Ruecket used the term first time in respect 
of the transcendental poetry penned by Henry 
Thoreau and Walt Whitman.  But it becomes a 
recognized movement in 1990 with Cheryll 
Glotfelty and Harold Fromm. They played a 
significant role to establish a forum ASLE 
(Association for the Study of Literature and 
Environment) and started their own journal ISLE 
(Interdisciplinary Journal for the Study of 
Literature and Environment) to promote 
environmental study in literature. In England, it 
was Jonathan Bate who popularized the movement 
under the head of green studies. These attempts in 
America and England were aimed to create an eco 
friendly culture through literarature.  
As we have already mentioned that Ecocriticism or 
Green studies are concerned to protect the 
environmental balance, to sensitise the burning 
problem of global warming and in this way to 
make the planet hospital for all types of growth. 
But the question comes in our mind is how do they 
do it. They evaluate the literary text and trends in 
term of their contribution to environmental 
conservation and assess various faiths for their 
environmental implication. But the most important 
aim of the movement is to analyse the role of 
anthropocentric culture in devastation of nature. 
They are mostly concerned to study the cultural 
definition of nature and how it is politicized to 
establish human superiority over nature. They 
believe that the problem of the environmental 
disturbance lies in our culture in which humanity 
is taken as a master of this planet and they reserve 

all rights to exploit the natural resources for 
personal welfare. It is this clash of culture and 
nature leading is the root of all environmental 
problems. The root of the anthropocentric culture 
is found in biblical account of creation in which it 
is stated that humanity has every right to utilize the 
natural resources for personal welfare. This 
account played a significant role to form and shape 
western culture. But it is a diversion of humanity 
from emotionalism to intellectualism (reason) had 
given a hard blow to the concept of inter-
dependable living. The intellectualization process 
which began in the Renaissance and further 
strengthens in the 18th century’s humanism, and 
culminated in the 19th and 20th centuries’ industrial 
and scientific discoveries puts more stress on 
individualization. This attitude has opened the 
ground for human beings to degrade the nature for 
personal benefit and to satisfy ego. The 
unrestricted capitalism promoted the devastation 
of the surrounding physical environment in such a 
manner that now it is very difficult to restore the 
eco balance. This self-centered culture has 
forgotten the traditional concept of universal 
brotherhood and collective existence. During the 
period the planet was ruthlessly ruled vastly 
exploited to convert it into a waste land. 
The ecocritics blame the humanity and its 
anthropocentric culture for the present 
degradation, but they do not forget to mention that 
it is a politicized game of capitalists rather than the 
less privileged section of the society. They argue 
that physical environment of the planet is a 
commodity of the business class and rich people. 
They are rich because of the nature. It is a simple 
logic that if wealth is taken as worth of labour then 
the question arises that how the capitalist have 
accumulated vast treasure of wealth doing nothing. 
Actually they have collected the wealth either by 
exploiting the nature or the common section of the 
society. We speak about equality but in real sense 
the higher section of the society does not follow 
the principle in their personal lives. Only the 
inferior section suffers from this injustice. The 
industrialists pollute the air but they are still 
enjoying the clean air by installing air 
conditioners. They believe that economical 
injustice going against the less privileged is also 
the root cause of environmental exploitation.  
In spite of the adverse condition, ecocritics do not 
think that the condition has gone out of the control. 
We can address the problem at the cultural and 
political levels. They feel that literature is helpless 
to handle the political crisis. We have seen what 
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happened at Paris Climate summit in which 
America withdrawn from the agreement dealing 
with the greenhouse gas emissions. But, we have a 
lot of scope to do something at the cultural level. 
They reviewed the romantic attitude to nature 
promoted by the English Romantic Poets and the 
transcendental attitude to nature by the American 
Transcendental Poetry of Thoreau, Whitman and 
others to address the problem. 
English Literature has given its immense 
contribution to the environmental consciousness 
by celebrating nature as a part of worldly existence 
of humanity. William Shakespeare and Edmund 
Spenser celebrated the lives lived in the bosom of 
nature. In ‘As You Like It’, William Shakespeare 
declared that it is better to live in the company of 
nature rather than to involve ourselves in the hectic 
activities of human beings. But the real celebration 
of nature came in the poetry written by the English 
Romantic poets of the 19th century. William 
Wordsworth, P.B.Shelley, S.T.Coleridge, John 
Keats, Robert Southey have connected nature with 
human survival and existence. They celebrated 
nature as a living object having ability of thinking, 
feeling and teaching. They have projected the 
hidden power of the nature and how she helps the 
distressed humanity in time of need. They also 
celebrated the nature with different attitude. 
Wordsworth spiritualises, S.T.Coleridge 
supernatualises, P.B.Shelly Intelectualises, John 
Keats sensualises and Lod Byron revolutionizes 
the nature. S.T. Coleridge has shown the 
punishment of nature to human beings for 
interfering in its system in his poem, ‘Rime of the 
Ancient mariner’ and attraction of the untouched 
wood and prophesying power in ‘Kubla Khan’. 
P.B.Shelley projected nature as a power to bring 
all types of changes in the world. He believes that 
nature is more reasonable and intellectual than the 
human beings. John Keats has shown that how 
nature makes human lives more colourful and 
sensible.  
William Wordsworth who has been hailed as the 
high priest of nature has given a new insight to the 
world to experience the surrounding environment. 
It was he who has given a new dignity and prestige 
to nature in his poetic creation. His attitude to 
nature is always a matter of great interest for 
ecocriticism or green studies and ecocritics. It is 
his great love for nature has given a new hope to 
create eco friendly culture in the present age. 
Hence, it is interesting to come with his attitude to 
nature and how does it help us to form eco friendly 
culture in modern society so that nature can be 

respected and by that the environmental balance of 
our planet can be sustained.  
Wordsworth’s conception of nature is a 
comprehensive concept that always crosses the 
limitation of the physical world. He was not only 
concerned with birds, hills, mountains, rivers, 
green land or the other objects of the environment 
but also with the eco friendly human culture. In his 
poetic creation, he always celebrated the simplicity 
of life without man made feelings (secondary 
feelings). He was against any types of materialism 
or capitalism as he could understand that these 
feeling are always harmful to the existence of 
nature. That is why he revieved Jacques 
Rousseau’s slogan ‘back to nature’ with double 
significance- to live a life in the company of nature 
with inborn nature. He would believe that the 
physical nature can be preserved only promoting 
basic human nature. The attitude reflected in his 
poetic creation always favoured to promote the 
same culture. Hence it is better to confront to the 
basic ideas of nature reflected in his poetry. 
Wordsworth would feel that nature is a living 
entity having the capacity of feeling, thinking and 
teaching. She is the embodiments of the Divine 
spirit. A spiritual communication is possible with 
the nature if we approach with love and 
compassion. He would believe that there is divine 
soul behind the veil of nature. This is known as the 
stage of ‘pantheism’. In this respect it is 
worthwhile to state the famous comment of 
Warwick James on Wordsworth. He says, “The 
foundation of Wordsworth’s entire existence was 
his mode of seeing God in nature and nature in 
God.”(William Wordsworth, p.n.22).  Hence, 
Nature is the only source of happiness in the 
distressed world. She leads humanity from joy to 
joy up to the supreme joy of life. She always 
returns our love with a great interest. She does not 
betray us if we are sincere to her. Nature is the best 
teacher which can teach us the secret of living and 
happiness. She is able to teach a lesson of morality 
that can sustain the life in the course of time. He 
wrote to his friend in his poem, Tables Turned: 
“ And hark how blithe the thristle sings! 
He, too, no man preacher, 
Come into the light of things, 
Let nature be your teacher, 
One impulse from a vernal wood, 
May teach you more of man, 
Of moral, evil and of good, 
Than all the sages can.” 
He opposed the intellectualisation of human 
culture. He would believe that the very spirit of 
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reason kills the sense of compassion for nature or 
surrounding environment. In his poem ‘The World 
is too much with us’ he criticized the materialistic 
attitude of human beings that kills the nature. We 
have been engrossed in the process of getting and 
spending that we do not love the beauty of nature. 
He has appealed the humanity to live a life with 
simplicity which can only sustain the existence of 
the world. Nature possesses soothing influence and 
healing power. He would say that the nature is an 
organic unity in which are also bounded. If we 
damage nature indirectly we are damaging 
ourselves.  
Wordsworth formed his pantheistic culture only to 
save humanity from the coming distress. He was 
concerned with man and his welfare. But he came 
to know that it is impossible to imagine peaceful 
life without the existence of nature in her original 
form. Human existence is totally dependable on 
nature. He came with his own views on nature to 
react the growing faith of humanity over reason 
which started during the 18th century that is known 
as the age of Reason and Good Sense. As a great 
sage and prophet, he also reflected on the course of 
future which was leading the humanity towards 
degradation. 

The so called Ecocriticism or Green Studies 
reviewed Wordsworthian (Pantheism) culture of 
nature only to address the burning problems of 
environmental imbalance. The Environmentalists 
feel that only such an attitude can save our planet 
from its present condition. Otherwise, it is 
impossible to handle the problem at the political or 
technological level. 
Conclusion: In this way, the ecocriticism focuses 
its attention on culture to address the problems 
resulted out of environmental disturbance. They 
want to change the anthropocentric culture into 
eco centric culture by reviewing the nature writing 
in English Literature. They also concerned to show 
the structure of power politics promoted in our 
culture in which human beings are taken as a 
master of the universe. It is human ego, greed and 
materialistic attitude which are corrupting our 
environment. Hence, the problem cannot be 
handled at the scientific level or political level. 
This problem is resulted out of our anthropocentric 
culture and can be addressed only by changing this 
culture. Only cultural changes can save the 
environment which in some extent found in 
Hinduism and Bodhhism 

. 
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INFORMATION COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY AND LISTENING SKILL 
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ABSTRACT 

In this digital era using technology in teaching and learning English is not a novelty. ICT is being used in 
teaching and learning of languages. This is also proved very fruitful.  The rapid development of 
multimedia and other technological devices and social media   (Facebook, skype and whatsapp) has 
change the way of learning and teaching languages in the world today. Tradition methods have been 
replaced by the new advanced ICT tools. The four basic skills of the language, listening, and reading 
writing and speaking is being teach and learn with the help of these technological devices. In this paper I 
have tried to discuss the important available resources on internet for improving listening skill. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key word: facebook, internet, ICT, multimedia and technology 

 
INTRODUCTION 

It is really important to have good communication 
skills in English language.   English is one of the 
most essential languages in the world now. It has 
played key role in the process of knowledge 
explosion. Most of the students are eager to have a 
good communication skill in English. It is essential 
to teach English and develop English language 
skills for better earning and learning. Teaching 
English for communication began to play a 
significant role all over the world, and the 
importance of teaching listening increased. 
English language teaching and learning has 
become compulsory in our educational system. As 
the advent of Information Communication 
Technology in every field of life, English language 
teaching and learning is no exception. ICT is being 
used in English language teaching and learning 
widely. Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing 
are the basic skills of language. Listening had a 
significant place in second and foreign language 
learning. Studies conducted on listening in the 
field of second and foreign language learning 
revealed that listening is one of the most difficult 
skills for language learners (Goh, 2000; Guo 
&Wills, 2006).  
The best way to learn English is through listening, 
though considered a conventional method. In this 
paper I have tried to find out the importance of 
ICT while improvise listening skill. Due the rapid 
change in the technology, the traditional methods 
of teaching and learning English are also changing 
with the advent of the Information Communication 
Technology. 

Teaching English for communication began to 
play a significant role all over the world and the 
importance of teaching listening greater than 
before. The skill of listening when practiced 
appropriately, leads to the improvement of a 
person's capability to communicate efficiently. 

ICT BASED RESOURCES FOR 
DEVELOPING LISTENING SKILL 

The Conventional classroom teaching and learning 
can be replaced by new information 
communication technology. Recently English 
language teaching and learning has undergone 
tremendous changes due to ICT. The use of 
Internet has brought many changes in teaching and 
learning English. Language teachers should keep 
themselves updated of the current trends among 
the student community and prepare them for the 
challenges of the future. Given the importance of 
listening in language learning and teaching it is 
crucial to give learners chance to develop and 
improve their listening skills. ICT is of enormous 
use in teaching and learning of English language. 
It provides teachers and students lots of creative 
and practical ideas to create a learner-friendly 
environment. Although “technology is not a 
panacea that can replace language teachers and 
face-to-face classrooms, it is something that can be 
used to enhance language learning” (Sharma & 
Barrett, 2007).  
These resources provide highly motivational 
activities for the learners. Learners today have 
high hope when it comes to technology. One of the 
main characteristic of this technology is that the 
learner can use it at his own place and time. It 
could give him/her chance to practicing listening 
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regularly and become effective listener. Teachers 
and learners become independent learner as they 
can access authentic websites which provides lots 
of material for practicing listening. While they use 
material for listening, they could evaluate and 
select audio/video as per their requirement. 

 
THE WORLD WIDE WEB 

World Wide Web has become unavoidable in 
teaching and learning of English with advent of the 
new technology. There are a number of websites 
on English language teaching and learning which 
may be used in a class room as well as outside the 
class. They help in improving one’s speaking and 
listening skills. Number of Articles, Journals and 
newsletters are available on these websites. Audio 
and video lessons, television and radio broadcasts, 
including news and documentaries, and music 
videos are now at our fingertips through internet. 
There are numerous web sites specially dedicated 
to learning English as a second language. In 
addition to this, new generations of internet tools 
are available such as Skype, podcasts, online 
webcasts and live conferences etc. Moreover, 
social networks create multiple opportunities for 
authentic communication. 

PODCASTS AND VIDEOS 

Podcasts are audio recordings which a user can 
subscribe to and download to his/her computer or 
portable listening device such as an MP3 player 
(Barber, 2007). Learners can download or listen 
online to the podcasts and videos on the smart 
phones at their leisure. Most of the audio files and 
podcasts are often accompanied by comprehension 
exercises and transcripts. Depending on the level 
of the learner the teacher can assign activities also. 
Podcasts are also becoming more popular with 
English learners, with the ability to listen anytime, 
anywhere, and English language podcasts are a 
great way to improve our listening skills. The most 
important benefits of online audio and video start 
with the range of material in terms of subject 
matter, accent of the speaker, and length. Video 
podcasts are also known as Vod casts or Pod Clips. 
Here are some important podcast web sites: 
1. BBC Podcasts http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts 

2. ESL Listening: Podcasts 
http://iteslj.org/links/ESL/Listening/Podcasts/ 

3. English Feed 
http://www.podcastdirectory.com/podcasts/75
38 

4. ELT Podcast http://www.eltpodcast.com/ 
5. Elementary Podcasts 

http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/eleme
ntary-podcasts 

6. Professional Podcasts 
http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/profes
sionals-podcasts 

7. Splendid Speaking Podcasts 
http://www.podcastdirectory.com/podcasts/21
609 

APPS AND ONLINE SOURCES ON 
SMART PHONES 

Learners can also download apps on to their smart 
phones like British Council’s Learn English 
Podcasts. The learners can listen to the audio files 
anytime and anywhere. These smart phones have 
many facilities such as MP3 player and video 
player. Smart Phones have many apps which allow 
the learner to learn English pronunciation from its 
most basic level. The Pronunciation App helps the 
student to study, practise and play with 
pronunciation wherever he/she is. This application 
provides Interactive Phonemic Charts for British 
English and American English. We can hear a 
sound, or tap and hold to hear the sound and an 
example word. The learner can explore the 
pronunciation from basic level to improve his 
accent and also has the recording facility where he 
can record his pronunciation and compare it with 
the actual one. The learner can listen to any 
number of conversations. 

CONCLUSION 

With the proper use of technology, learning can be 
made more active, motivating, and learner-centred, 
especially with such internet-based resources as 
audio-video, podcasts, and video clip tools. 
Listening is one of the most important skills in 
learning English as second language. There are 
numerous software available to improve the   
language learning skills. 

 . 
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EFFECT OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS ON NUTRITIONAL STATUS ON 
ADOLESCENT GIRLS IN AMRAVATI DISTRICT 
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Home-economics Department Smt. K. G. M. MV, Daryapur 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

ABSTRACT 

Adolescence of Teenager is a youngster whose age falls inside the range from 13 to 19. Youth is the name 
for move period from adolescence to adulthood. Prevalence of Malnutrition is 42.3 among children of 
illiterate mother as compared to 20 % in those of literate mother. 43% of guardian’s occupation is 
developed. The3e3 cumulative effect of socioeconomic status on families, neighbourhoods,schools and 
health care guarantees that poor and low income adolescents arrive at young adulthood in worse health. 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Adolescence is one of the most imperative stages 
of growth and development of human lifecycle and 
Nutritional imbalance. During this stage is 
supposed to have prodigious impact on proper 
growth.  
Teenager or teen is a young person whose age 
follows within the range from 13-19. They are 
called teenager because their age number ends 
with teen. Most societies traditionally had a formal 
ceremony mark the change from childhood to 
adulthood. During puberty, rapid mental and 
physical development occurs. Adolescence is the 
name for this transition period from childhood 
from adulthood.  
Adolescence is one of the most phases of human 
development. Although the order of many of the 
changes appears to be universal, their timing and 
speed of change vary among and even within 
individuals, both the characteristics of individual 
and external factor. It can be defined by the World 
Health Organisation (WHO) persons aged 10-19 
years. They comprise of 20% of global population 
and about 80% of them live in developing 
countries. On average, girls begin puberty at ages 
10-11, boys at ages 11-12; Girls usually complete 
puberty by ages 15-17, while boys usually 
complete puberty by ages 16-17. The major 
landmark of puberty for females is menarche, the 
onset of menstruation. 
Adolescence can be defined biologically, as the 
physical transition by the onset of puberty and the 
termination of physical growth, cognitively as 
changes in the ability to think abstractly and 
multidimensionality or socially, as a period of 
preparation for adult roles. Adolescence growth 
spurt is a rapid increase in the individual height 
and weight during puberty resulting 

simultaneously release of growth hormone, thyroid 
hormones androgens. Measurements of nutritional 
anthropometry are based on growth in children and 
changes in adult.In this study, the socio-economic 
status effect anthropometry and nutritional status 
of adolescent is shown.   

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Research can be defined as classification of proper 
and objective observed facts, coordination and 
certification. Firstly, the researcher has to prepare 
the draft which wherein the subject of research, 
study field, duration, collection of information 
required for research, to determine the methods of 
collection, to decide the table of facts collection 
etc. The research has to consider the difficulties 
which may be occurred in future. Since draft is 
prepared, the co-ordination comes in the work of 
research.The field of research is limited to 
Amravati district.  

SAMPLING METHOD AND SAMPLE 
SELECTION 

The study method of research is comprises of two 
data. First is Preliminary information is collected 
by taking personal interviews by way of 
questionnaire. Some girls are considered from 
Amravati City. It includes scheduled/questioner, 
personal interviews, physical inspection, 
discussion by making personal contacts. Secondly, 
the secondary information is collected. In this the 
information about consumer protection alertness, 
periodicals, magazines, newspapers and 
handwritten matters, records, Reference books is 
collected.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 
 

Table I: Occupation 
 
Sr. 
No. 

Occupation of 
Parents 

Frequency Percentage 

1. Farming 108 43.2% 

2. Business 18 7.2% 

3. Daily Labour 90 36% 

4. Small Trader 24 9.6% 

5. Service 01 0.4% 

6. Other 09 3.6% 

Total 250 100 

 
In table I, the occupation of 108 parents is 
farming. The 18 parents are Businessman, 90 are 
Daily Labour, 24 are Small Traders and only one 
is doing service. 9 people are having other 
occupation. 
Subjects are adolescents girls aged 10-19years 
belongs to rural area in Amravati District.  
Table II: Body Mass Index and Occupation 
 

Sr
. 
N
o 

Different 
kinds of 

Body 
Mass 
Index 

Occupation of Parents 
Tota

l 

I II 
II
I 

I
V 

V 
V
I 

CED I 27 6 
 
2
8 

7 0 2 70 

CED II 17 3 
1
0 

1 0 0 31 

CED III 10 
0
3 

0
5 

2 0 0 20 

Normal  54 
0
5 

4
6 

1
4 

0 7 126 

Overweig
ht 

1 1 1 - - - 3 

Total 
12
1 

3
5 

7
5 

1
3 

0 6 250 

 
Participants socioeconomic data are collected from 
different instruments, cross section study is done 
on 250 girls. Out of them 70 suffering from CED I 
whose parents depend on farming, 31 girls parent 
suffering from CED II. 20girls are suffering from 

CED III whose parent’s occupation is cultivation. 
The body mass index of 126 girls is Normal. The 
number of overweight girls is three.  

Table III: Parents mean weight and their 
occupation 

 

Sr. 
No. 

Occupation  
Mean 

Weight  
Frequency 

1. Farming 44.76 108 

2. Business  44.53 18 

3. Daily Labour 44.23 90 

4. Small Trader 44.57 24 

5. Service 46.9 1 

6. Other 45.2 9 

Total 44.46 250 

 
Table IV: Parents mean weight and their 

occupation 
 

Sr. 
No. 

Occupation  
Mean 
Height 

Frequency 

1. Farming 151.28 108 

2. Business  150.94 18 

3. Daily Labour 150.72 90 

4. Small Trader 152.35 24 

5. Service 151.57 1 

6. Other 151.02 9 

Total 151.02 250 

 
 
The repercussions of low socioeconomic status in 
childhood and adolescence are often left 
throughout the life cycle. Studies of 
intergenerational income mobility have found a 
corresponding point in their careers the 
correlation. 

CONCLUSION 

Socio-economic factor represent standard of living 
of any people, in this study it shows skilled person 
adolescent girls have higher anthropometry, 
Family income also has a opportunities available 
to adolescents and on their chances of educational 
success. This study had shown socio-economic 
status affect living standard and nutritional intake, 
it effect adolescent growth too. 
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IMMEDIATE EFFECT OF GÄYATRÉ MANTRA CHANTING ON ATTENTION IN 
SCHOOL STUDENTS 

Seema Derle 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The Gäyatré mantra has been mentioned in Rig 
Veda. The Gäyatré mantra revealed to the sage 
Vishwamitra itself in a new meter called 
“Gäyatré”. Hence the mantra came to be known as 
“Gäyatré mantra”. It is also called Savitra mantra 
since it concerns the deity Savitra. (Swami 
Harshananda) 
According to Indian tradition Gäyatré mantra 
initiated to a student before starting his/her formal 
education. It is said that by chanting Gäyatré 
mantra will bring the improvement in the Dhé 
çakti (the power of Intellect) (Bhatta, 2004). Other 
scriptural references are also suggestive of the 
influence of Gäyatré mantra on the brain function 
(Gäyatré tantra 1999).  
Scientific investigation also found that yoga 
mantra and religious chanting had positive 
influence on many physiological and 
psychological functions of the body. For example, 
during both prayers and mantras, there was an 
increase in the synchronicity of cardiovascular 
rhythms when they were recited six times a 
minute. There was also an increase in baroflex 
sensitivity. These findings suggested that the 
recitation of the rosary and certain yoga mantras, 
at specific frequencies, induce favorable 
psychological and physiological effects (Bernardi, 
et al., 2001). The significance of recitation of Om 
in twelve 12 experienced meditator found subtle 
changes in metal state indicated by reduction in the 
skin resistance (Telles, Nagarathna, & Nagendra, 
1998). The different types of meditation in 
Japanese Buddhism showed different brain 
regional activation. The recitation of buddha name 
(Nenbutsu) activated the prefrontal cortex, and the 
Buddhist Sutra activated the left dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex and right parietal cortex 
(Shimomura, et al., 2008).  
In a match paired control study using chanting 
Vedic hyms showed improvement in sustained 
attention in teen ager school students of residential 
setup of similar ambiance (Shripad, Nagendra, & 
Bhatta, 1998). Hence the present study has 
designed to evaluate the effect of chanting Gäyatré 
mantra on attention in school students. 

 

2.2  LITERATURE REVIEWS 

The acute effects of the ritual of reciting the 
Rosary, which contains relatively little specific 
religious content compared to receiving specific 
teaching of religious concepts, on the level of 
anxiety. Thirty students in a Catholic college 
divided into two intervention groups. Twelve (12) 
students participated in recitation of the Rosary, 
whereas 18 students viewed a religiously oriented 
video. Both groups were measured for anxiety pre- 
and post-intervention through the use of the State-
Trait Anxiety Inventory. A significant reduction in 
anxiety was observed in subjects reciting the 
Rosary compared to the group of subjects 
watching the video. These preliminary results 
suggest that ritual itself may be a significant 
contributor to the effects of religious practices on 
psychologic well-being (Anastasi & Newberg, 
2008).   
To identify the regions activated during praying of 
the Namo Amida Butsu (Nembutsu), and the 
reciting of Buddhist scriptures (Sutra). Functional 
MRI (fMRI) was used to identify the regions 
activated by the Nenbutsu, the Sutra and the 
Shiritori in eight highlytrained Japanese monks. 
The task of repeating the Nenbutsu activates the 
medial frontal gyrus, which is mainly related to 
mental concentration and visuospatial attention, 
similar to the areas activated by meditation. The 
task of reciting the Sutra activates the left lateral 
middle frontal gyrus, the right angular gyrus, and 
the right supramarginal gyrus, which are related to 
visuospatial attention also involved in the area 
activated by meditation. Results suggest that 
different types of meditation in Japanese 
Buddhism showed different brain regional 
activation. The Nenbutsu activated the prefrontal 
cortex, and the Sutra activated the left dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex and right parietal cortex 
(Shimomura, et al., 2008). 
Autonomic and respiratory variables were 
recorded in 12 volunteers in three types of sessions 
(1). Before, during and after a test period of 
mentally repeating a meaningful syllable 'OM' 
(MOM session) (2). A similar session except that 
the test period was spent mentally repeating a 
neutral work, 'one' (COM session) (3). A session 
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with non-targeted thinking (NT session). The 
subjects were familiar with both syllables, and had 
been meditating on 'OM' for 20 days. During the 
test periods of both MOM and COM sessions the 
rate of respiration (RR) and heart rate (HR) 
decreased significantly [(two factor ANOVA 
(RR), paired t test (RR. HR)]. Compared to the pre 
period. Mental repetition of 'OM' (but not 'one') 
caused a significant decrease in skin resistance 
level (SRL) (paired t test). This was taken to mean 
that the subject recognized the significance of the 
syllable. No significant change occurred during 
NT sessions (Telles, et al., 1998). 
The neurohemodynamic correlates of 'OM' 
chanting investigated using functional Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (fMRI), the 
neurohemodynamic correlates of audible 'OM' 
chanting were examined in right-handed healthy 
volunteers (n=12; nine men). The 'OM' chanting 
condition was compared with pronunciation of 
"ssss" as well as a rest state. fMRI analysis was 
done using Statistical Parametric Mapping 5 
(SPM5). Significant deactivation was observed 
bilaterally during 'OM' chanting in comparison to 
the resting brain state in bilateral orbitofrontal, 
anterior cingulate, parahippocampal gyri, thalami 
and hippocampi. The right amygdala too 
demonstrated significant deactivation. No 
significant activation was observed during 'OM' 
chanting. In contrast, neither activation nor 
deactivation occurred in these brain regions during 
the comparative task - namely the 'ssss' 
pronunciation condition. The neurohemodynamic 
correlates of 'OM' chanting indicate limbic 
deactivation. As similar observations have been 
recorded with vagus nerve stimulation treatment 
used in depression and epilepsy, the study findings 
argue for a potential role of this 'OM' chanting in 
clinical practice (Kalyani, et al., 2011). 

CHAPTER 3 

AIM AND OBJECTIVE 

3.1 AIM 
Present study was to compare the attention task 
performance between Poem line chanting and 
Gäyatré mantra chanting in school students. 
3.2 OBJECTIVE 
To study the immediate effect of Gäyatré mantra  
3.3 RESEARCH QUESTION 
1. Does Gäyatré mantra chanting influences on 
attention? 
3.4 HYPOTHESIS 
The Gäyatré mantra chanting will enhance the 
attention.  

 
3.4.1 Null Hypothesis  
Gäyatré mantra chanting would not influence 
attention on school students. 
3.4.2 Alternative Hypothesis:  
Gayatri mantra chanting would influence attention 
on school students. 

CHAPTER 4 

4.1 PARTCIPANTS 
4.1.1 SUBJECTS 
The study was performed on 60 school children 
(both male and female) in the age group of 12-14 
years (6th, 7th & 8th Standard).  
4.1.2 SOURCE 
Niphad English School & Junior College Niphad, 
a well-known Goverment Educational Institute of 
the New education Society, Nasik. 
 4.1.3 INCLUSION CRITERIA 
Age range between 12 to 14 years   
Healthy subjects who were motivated to chant. 
Willing to participate in the research.   
4.1.4 EXCLUSION CRITERIA  
The subjects were excluded from the study who 
were having some disabilities related to vocal 
chords in order to recite Gayatri mantra with all its 
attributes. 
4.1.5 INSTITUTIONAL ETHICAL 
COMMITTEE 
Approval of the school Principal was taken before 
conducting the study. The parents of the students 
have given their consent for the study.  
 
4.2 DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Out of the 60 students each and every student was 
assessed in two sessions: 1. Gäyatré mantra 
chanting session and 2. Poem line chanting 
session. The four recordings for each subject were 
made on two days sequentially. Each group took 
both Gäyatré mantra and Poem line sessions in a 
two consecutive days.  

Before (DLST) 
 

Poem line chanting -
10 minutes 

After 
(DLST) 

 

Before 
(DLST) 

Gäyatré mantra 
chanting-10 minutes 

After 
(DLST) 
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4.2.1 STRUCTURE OF SESSIONS 
All the participants were trained in Gäyatré mantra 
chanting and Poem line chanting over a period of 5 
days before the starting of the study. This   was a 
self as control study protocol. All participants were 
assessed on Digit Letter Substitution test before 
and after a period of Gäyatré mantra chanting and 
Poem line chanting. The two sets of measurements 
took place on successive days. In order to avoid 
any possible learning effect the participants were 
divided into two sessions randomly. They were 
asked to sit comfortably on the floor in cross leg 
with eyes closed.  Fifty percents of participants 
were asked to chant Gäyatré mantra loudly for 10 
minutes and remaining participants did Poem 
linechanting.  
4.3 ASSESSMENT 
4.3.1 DIGIT LETTER SUBSTITUTION TEST 
(DLST) 
 The DLST consisted of a worksheet, which has 8 
rows and 12 columns and randomly arranged 
digits in rows and columns. The students are asked 
to substitute as many target digits as possible in 
the specified time of 90 seconds. The letter 
substitution may be undertaken in a horizontal, 
vertical, or randomized manner by selecting a 
particular digit. The total number of substitutions 
and wrong substitutions are scored. The net score 
was obtained by deducting wrong substitutions 
from the total substitutions attempted (Natu & 
Agarwal, 1997). 
4.4 INTERVENTION 
4.4.1. EXPERIMENTAL SESSION (Gäyatré 
mantra) 
The students were asked to chant Gäyatré mantra 
about 10 minutes .During Gäyatré mantra the eyes 
were closed & subjects followed the traditional  
procedure of chanting it loudly for its best effect  
to invoke the innate power of effulgence and 
Intellect. 
Om bhūrbhuvaḥ svaḥ tatsaviturvareṇyam 
bhargodevasya dhīmahi 
dhīyoḥ yo naḥ pracodayāt || 

 
4.4.2. CONTROL SESSION (Poem line 
chanting) 
In control session the same subjects were seating 
in a relaxed posture with open eyes. The duration 
of both the session was same .Student asked to seat 
relaxed and poem line chant. 

 

 

CHAPTER 5 

5.1 DATA EXTRACTION 
DLST: The total number of substitutions 
attempted, and the number of wrong substitutions 
were counted. Then net score was obtained by 
deducting the latter from the former (Natu & 
Agarwal, 1997).   
The answer sheets were coded and scoring was 
done by the researcher who was not involved in 
the study. It was cross checked by another 
researcher. Then entry was done in computer 
checking was done.    
5.2 DATA ANALYSIS 
The raw data obtained for each subject in each 
recording session were tabulated separately. 
Statistical analysis was done using SPSS.  
5.3 EFFECT OF GÄYATRÉ MANTRA 
CHANTING ON DIGIT LETTER 
SUBSTITUTION TASK  
The group mean and standard deviation were 
calculated. Repeated measures analyses of 
variance (RMANOVA) were performed with two 
‘Within subjects’ factors, i.e., Factor 1: Sessions: 
Gäyatré mantra chanting and Poem line chanting 
and Factor 2: States; ‘Pre’ and ‘Post’. The 
RMANOVA was carried out for each variable 
separately.  
Subsequently, post-hoc tests with Bonferroni 
adjustment were performed to compare the data of 
the ‘Post’ periods with those of the respective 
‘Pre’ period and also the different states were 
compared between sessions. 
5.3.1 Digit Letter Substitution Test  
There were significant differences in between 
Sessions (GM vs PL) in (i) Total score [F (1, 59) = 
4.697, p = 0.034] (ii) Wrong score [F (1, 59) = 
0.26, p = 0.873] (iii) Net score [F (1, 59) = 7.28, p 
< 0.001]. 
There were significant differences in between 
states (pre vs post) in (i) Total score [F (1, 59) = 
63.9, p < 0.001]; (ii) Wrong score [F (1, 59) = 
6.54, p = 0.013] (iii) Net score [F (1, 59) = 83.26, 
p < 0.001]. 
There was significant interaction between sessions 
and states in (i) Total score [F (1, 59) = 23.51, p < 
0.001]; (ii) Wrong score [F (1, 59) = 4.47, p = 
0.034] (iii) Net score [F (1, 59) = 27.85, p < 
0.001]. 
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Post-hoc test with Bonferroni adjustment showed a 
significantly increase in (i) Total score (
and (iii) net score (p =0.001) immediately after 
both GM and PL compared to their respective pre 
scores. There was a significant increase in Wrong 
score (p = 0.001) in GM alone. The group average 
values ± S.D. are given in Table 5.3.1.1
Table 5.3.1.1 Total, wrong and net score 
Letter Substitution test pre and post 
mantra chanting (GM) and Poem line chanting 
(PL) sessions; values are group mean ± SD.
 

PRE POST

Total 
Score 

 

GM 

46.67
± 

13.03 
 

56.25±
12.37**

PL 
47.62

± 
12.62 

50.88±
12.71**

Wrong 
Score 

 

GM 
0.80± 
0.27 

1.77±
0.12***

PL 
1.20± 
0.29 

1.43±0.

Net 
Score 

 

GM 
45.70

± 
12.70 

54.83±
12.39**

PL 
46.07

± 
13.43 

49.43±
12.73**

 
Abbreviations: GM = Gäyatré mantra
Line chanting;  
*** p < 0.001, Post-hoc tests with Bonferroni 
adjustment, Post scores compared with respective 
Pre scores.  
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hoc test with Bonferroni adjustment showed a 
significantly increase in (i) Total score (p <0.001) 

=0.001) immediately after 
both GM and PL compared to their respective pre 
scores. There was a significant increase in Wrong 

= 0.001) in GM alone. The group average 
Table 5.3.1.1 

Total, wrong and net score for Digit 
Letter Substitution test pre and post Gäyatré 

chanting (GM) and Poem line chanting 
(PL) sessions; values are group mean ± SD. 

POST 
% 

Changes 
56.25± 
12.37**

* 
 

21.46 

50.88± 
12.71**

* 
2.83 

1.77± 
0.12*** 

0.75 

1.43±0.
17 

0.50 

54.83± 
12.39**

* 
21.67 

49.43± 
12.73** 

4.85 

Gäyatré mantra, PL = Poem 

hoc tests with Bonferroni 
adjustment, Post scores compared with respective 

CHAPTER 6

RESULT

Figure-1 Total score of Digit Letter Substitution 
Test 

Figure-2 Wrong score of Digit Letter 
Substitution Test 

Figure-3 Net score of Digit Letter Substitution 
Test 
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1 Total score of Digit Letter Substitution 
Test  

 

 
2 Wrong score of Digit Letter 

Substitution Test  
 

 
 

3 Net score of Digit Letter Substitution 
Test  
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CHAPTER 7 

DISCUSSION 

There was a significant improvement in Net score 
in both GM and PL sessions. But further analysis 
showed that GM significantly performed better 
than PL sessions.    
Previous two groups randomized wait-listed 
control study showed improvements in DLST 
when GM recited using two different methods i.e 
Ekaswar and Dwiswara which was aligned with 
our present study.  
The attention processes Involves brain network of 
brain regions such as the prefrontal and temporal 
(including the parahippocampal gyrus) cortices, in 
addition to the anterior cingulate gyrus (Filbey, 
Russell, Morris, Murray, & McDonald, 2008). 
During a selective attention task, decreased 
activation was found in several areas of the 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, anterior cingulate in 
addition to parietal areas (Weiss, et al., 2007). A 
feeling of resonating effect during audible 'OM' 
chanting found significant deactivation was seen 
bilaterally during 'OM' chanting in comparison to 
the resting brain state in bilateral orbitofrontal, 
anterior cingulate, parahippocampal gyri, thalami 
and hippocampi. The right amygdala too 
demonstrated significant deactivation. No 
significant activation was observed during 'OM' 
chanting. In contrast, neither activation nor 
deactivation occurred in these brain regions during 
the comparative task - namely the 'ssss' 
pronunciation condition (Kalyani, et al., 2011). 
The Prayer of the Namo Amida Butsu (Nembutsu) 
activates the medial frontal gyrus, which is mainly 
related to mental concentration and visuospatial 
attention, similar to the areas activated by 
meditation. The task of reciting the Sutra 
(Buddhist scriptures) activates the left lateral 
middle frontal gyrus, the right angular gyrus, and 
the right supramarginal gyrus, which are related to 
visuospatial attention also involved in the area 
activated by meditation.  (Shimomura, et al., 
2008). Hence, the recitation iof GM might be 

contributed for improving the attention task in 
DLST. 

CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

8.1 SUMMARY 
The present self as control study found recitation 
of Gäyatré mantra had shown improvement in the 
attention task (DLST) in school children in the age 
group of 12 to 14 years.  
8.2 CONCLUSIONS 
The recitation Gäyatré mantra had shown 
significant improvement compared to Poem line 
chanting.  
8.3 LIMITATIONS  
 The study was on immediate effect.  
 Religious recitation practice 
 No neurophysiologic measurements were used 

during Gayatri mantra intervention. 
 Convenience sampling  
 The study did not attempt to assess how long 

the effect of Gayatri mantra on attention 
lasted. 

8.4 STRENGTHS 
So far as our knowledge goes this was the first 
study on self as control trial on immediate effect of 
Gäyatré mantra on task performance among school 
children using digit letter substitution test. 
Using simple paper pencile test to evaluate the 
traditional recitation   
8.5 APPLICATIONS 
Incorporation of Gäyatré mantra may be 
implement within a school setting which can help 
to raise the academic ability of the students along 
with their all-round development.    
8.6 FUTURE STUDIES 
Future study may include different age group of 
students for a longer duration (more than one 
week), different levels of attention, assessment 
methods to check physiological changes and much 
more possible effects. In Future study, designs 
other than self as control can be used and also 
longer effect of Gäyatré mantra (more than 10 
minutes) can be assesse
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ABSTRACT 

Baby Halder, formerly a domestic worker and now a writer, is the author of three memoirs. Her first 
book, Aalo Aandhare (2002), written in Bengali, is the first account of a domestic help from India. It has 
been translated into 25 languages. Baby Halder’s story is extraordinary precisely because domestic 
workers’ realities are so invisible in middle and upper-class peoples’ everyday consciousness. Halder 
battled enormous odds, a single mother of three, at the age of 25. Her autobiography, written alongside 
her job as a domestic worker, is a bestseller and has been translated into twenty-one languages. Written 
without a trace of self-pity, A Life Less Ordinary is a shocking look deep inside a world of poverty and 
subjugation that few outsiders know about—and an inspiring true story of one remarkable woman’s 
strength, courage, and determination to soar above her circumstances. The present paper reveals the 
courageous character of Baby Halder , the champion who comes out with triumph. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Article 2 of the universal declaration of Human 
rights states: “ Everyone is entitled to all the rights 
and freedom set forth in this declaration, without 
distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, 
language, religion, political or other opinion, 
national or social origin, birth or other status” 
India, as an ancient country has seen many 
upheavals both natural and man- made. In early 
Vedic era, equal opportunities s of education for 
women is mentioned. But later on Manu openly 
played a degenerating role in lowering women’s 
status. In addition to this, frequent invasions from 
the other parts of the world also kept changing the 
position of women in Indian society. They were 
considered as a commodity or a prize of war. They 
were deprived of  the changes in the society. On 
the emergence of women like Meerabai from 
Bhakti Movement, general position of women’s 
education was restricted only to listening to Kathas 
and kirtans. 
During the Mughal empire, nothing much has been 
done in this field except to provide access to 
education to women of elite class. Whenever the 
society was in flux, the most affected and 
suppressed class was the women. The social norms 
and prejudices became more tenacious against the 
women. But with the advent of British people, 
some changes were being brought  from the West. 
Some literate Englishmen and enlightened Indians 
like Raja Rammohan Roy, Ishwarchand 

Vidyasagar, Mahtma Jotiba Fule worked very hard 
to start educational institutions for girls. Mahatma 
Jyotiba Fule an ardent lover of humanity started 
first girls school in the house of Mr. Bhide in 1848 
in Pune. This school was meant for girls from the 
poor as well as rich classes. Girls from 
untouchable classes were also admitted and 
education was imparted to them. This rumor of 
girls school spread all over Pune and some parts of 
the country too. In the later half of the 19th century 
the efforts of these philanthropists resulted in the 
realization by the emergent Bengali “ Bhadralok” 
to impart a certain measure to educate their women 
folk. The heroine of this article Baby Halder is the 
outcome of such a long lasted strife against the 
existing social  systems. 
The story of Baby Halder’s life is an extraordinary 
lesson in courage and survival. It is a story of a 
young domestic worker who has battled poverty, 
hardship and violence. A strenuous life story with 
storms and woos. She only used to sob and go 
ahead with courage and strength. Nobody, even 
her father, step mothers, brothers and relatives 
helped her to come out of the miseries and agony 
in her life. The sufferings which are found in her 
story are beyond imaginations and tolerance. 
A small girl of hardly eleven years leaves her 
home with her small brother from Dhanbad to 
Durgapur to her Jetha ( Brother of her father). 
Stayed there and joined school. She wants to learn. 
She joins school. No books and other aids for 
learning but an utter desire and urge for education 
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pushed her upto higher class in school. Her father 
was in army once upon a time, after his retirement 
came back and joined some other jobs. He could 
not provide financial support to family. He did not 
take care of his wife and children. Finally his wife 
along with his younger son, a child of 3 years 
leaves his house without telling anyone around 
her. In this situation Baby’s elder sister ( Didi), 
Baby and one younger brother literary became like 
orphans.  
Baby’s story is a story of hardships and acute 
poverty. Story begins from her childhood. Her 
father got her elder sister (Didi) married with a 
person who was a bad man. He used to beat her 
often. Her Didi could not resist much and finally 
one fine morning  committed suicide. Being a 
paternal society nobody in the family could oppose 
him.  Baby was left alone with her brother for 
further suffering. After going through a lot of 
hardships with two steps mothers who ill treated 
Baby. No good food and sufficient clothes were 
served to her. But still baby continued to learn. 
One day Baby was in her Mashi’s house she found 
her bed and clothes wet with blood. She started 
weeping. She didn’t understand what was 
happening to her. She was very much frightened 
and started weeping. Pishi Mashi convinced her 
and added one more burden that now she was no 
more a small girl. But as Baby was very 
courageous she used to play with boys. She loved 
to play all the boys games. She used to run very 
fast, swim very swiftly and so on. 
The tragic story of her life has taken a second bad 
turn when she was eleven and half years. Her 
father got her married to a man of twenty six 
years. As her father and other relatives were 
negotiating her marriage, Baby was unable to 
understand the situation. She anyhow was not 
prepared for the marriage. Her marriage was 
settled with a man named Shankar, a son of a 
potter.  
Shankar who was a mere worker having a small 
house of mud. He spoke lie while fixing the 
marriage that he has no father or mother and he is 
all alone. But he has a family at a small village. As 
per nature’s law Baby became pregnant and 
conceived a son in the hospital. Despite pains and 
labor for three to four days her husband did not 
turn up to see her or did not care for her at all. He 
used to come from work, used to eat and go to 
sleep. He was very cruel and selfish. For him a 
woman was only a means of enjoyment. He never 
used to give her money for home expenses. On top 
of it he was very much suspicious about his wife 

and never allowed her to speak to neighbors like 
Shasti and her sisters who were kind enough to 
her. Actually Baby liked to see cinemas, jatras and 
participate in the pooja of Kali but Shankar always 
forbidden her from all these activities. If she failed 
to obey him, he would beat her like animal. He 
never pitied her. Once when she was carrying four 
months child in her womb, Shankar beat her so 
brutally that she got aborted. She went to her 
father’s house with the determination of not going 
back to Shankar’s house ever but she was helpless. 
As her stepmother didn’t like her staying in the 
house. So her father insisted her to go back to her 
house. 
Baby comes to her husband’s house to live 
together, but her husband was very much reserved 
type of a man. They did not have any cordial 
relations. He never used to give her money. She 
was totally dependent on him. This dependency 
and despondency made her a slave of Shankar. She 
remained pregnant again and gave birth to a son. 
Still she had to survive in the same hopeless 
conditions. There was no improvement in the 
relations of husband and wife. 
Baby, as a woman, a wife and as a mother had 
tried to resist and revolt against the situation many 
times. Her struggle for searching her identity, for 
her freedom and liberty was going on relentlessly. 
But Shankar had no sympathy for her. When she 
quarreled for justice, he used to beat her cruelly. 
She became desperate and left all hopes of cordial 
relations with her husband. She conceived one 
more daughter in such a tense relations. Living 
with such an inhuman and callous man was getting 
critical day by day.  One day Shankar fought with 
her very badly and beat her horribly before her 
children. Children were terribly frightened to see 
this. Baby decided to stop the farce.  
On the next morning, with an air of finality, Baby 
went to her father’s house along with her children 
and declared that she will never go back to her 
husband’s house. Her father didn’t like this. He 
tried to explain to her that her husband’s house is 
the only destination for her. She demanded few 
money to her father and address of her brother and 
got the railway tickets. With all sorts trouble she 
reached Faridabad to her brother’s house. Baby’s 
sister-in-law didn’t like this addition to her family. 
She along with her three children had her dinner 
and next morning went in search of another room 
which was near her brother’s house. She requested 
him to search for some work for her so that she 
can pull on her expenses. Moreover she wanted 
her children to learn. It had been her dream that 
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the children should go to a school.  After two days 
she found a work. She requested a small place to 
live with her children. Memsab was very 
unsympathetic with her all the times. She used to 
keep her busy for the whole day. Baby hardly got 
any time to spare with her children. Memsab used 
to love her dog’ more than maid servant. Baby felt 
very bad and left her job. 
Baby Halder started working in the house of Dr. 
Prabodhkumar Shrivastav. He used to give her Rs. 
500 per month. He was very kind hearted man. He 
used to give her fatherly and brotherly treatment in 
the house. He never treated her like a servant. He 
asked her to bring her children there in his house 
only. He gave one room for them. As her school 
going children were small he used to ask Baby to 
take milk for her children. He was living there 
with his sons. One day she went up-stairs which 
happened to be a study room of Dr. 
Prabodhkumar. She started cleaning the 
bookshelves and books very carefully and neatly. 
Her busy hands would go slow as she dusted the 
books. During this she picked up one book and 
started reading it. She didn’t know Dr. 
Prabodhkumar was also present in the study room 
at that time. He was very much surprised to see her 
reading a book. He asked, ”Do you read?” and she 
kept quiet for a while. She looked so guilty as if he 
had caught her hand in the biscuit tin. Thereafter 
Dr. Prabodhkumar encouraged her to read and 
write at her leisure time. One day he asked her to 
show what she wrote. She handed over the papers 
to him. He read all those papers and sent to his 
friend to go through. His friend liked the story 
very much and asked Dr. Prabodhkumar to publish 
it. Dr. Prabodhkumar belonged to a literary family. 
His grandfather  Munshi Premchand was one of  
India’s best known writers whose novels and short 
stories brought out a social reform in  the early 20th 
century. 
Here Dr. Prabodhkumar, her dada, worked as a 
source of inspiration in Baby Halder’s life. He 
encouraged her to read and write. As a servant 
Baby entered his house, he treated her 
sympathetically like his daughter and behaved  
like a good human being, a true Samaritan. As the 
days passed the result came out in the form of a 

book, “A life less Ordinary “ ( Published in Hindi 
and Bengali as ‘Aalo Andhari’, from which means 
‘darkness to light’) 
During an interview ‘If You will……U 
Can…..Baby Halder proved it’ which was 
telecasted on Delhi Doordarshan in a programme 
called ‘Stree Shakti’, Baby Halder shared one 
incident in which she said when she used to clean 
the bookshelf at her dada’s house she came across 
a book written by Mahashweta Devi which 
depicted a pathetic story of a suppressed woman 
who undergoes the ordeal of life, wins in life by 
creating her own identity. Baby was overwhelmed 
to read this experience. She was also highly 
inspired by these words of encouragement.  
Coincidentally Mahashweta Devi, the great 
Champion of Women’s Freedom Movement in 
India read Baby Halder’s Autobiography and 
wrote her comment,” A story of courage and 
grace……a book worth waiting for.”     
Our Former Prime Minister, Pandit Jawaharlal 
Nehru said that until and unless our male and 
female are suppressed under the dominance of 
some power they cannot find themselves 
independent and free by any law or rule. Economic 
dependence is the main reason of backwardness of 
Indian women. They are never free as long as they 
are not economically self- reliant. 

CONCLUSION 

 Baby Halder’s book is miraculous and an 
inspiration to all of us. It gives the message to the 
reader’s that Education brings rays of happiness 
and prosperity in one’s life. She is a woman with 
perseverance, self respect and resilience. She 
showed the courage to fight against all odds in life 
and worked as a torch bearer, bringing light of 
hopes and spirit not only for herself but also for all 
the women folk in India who are fighting the 
battles of life, searching for their own identity in 
the darkness. She underwent the ordeal of life only 
to prove herself. Of course in this rigorous journey 
of adversity Mr. Prabodhkumar, her dada, played 
the role of a lighthouse which stands firm to show 
light and gives right direction to the ship that loses 
path during the voyage. 
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4. The new maid Professor Prabodh Kumar 
found through the milkman behaved oddly. All 
day the 29-year-old Bengali girl, a mother of 
three, worked hard and silently, sweeping, 
mopping, cooking; but her busy hands would 
still as she dusted the books, the dust cloth 
moving with unnecessary slowness through 
the pages of his Bengali tomes. Prabodh, a 
retired professor of anthropology and a 
grandson of Munshi Premchand, finally 
confronted her. “Do you read?” She looked as 
guilty as if he’d caught her hand in the biscuit 
tin. 

5. Baby Haldar, it turned out, had been to school 
intermittently until she was married off at 12 
to a man 14 years her senior. And when the 
kind professor offered her the use of his 
bookshelves, she hesitantly chose Taslima 
Nasreen’s Amar Meyebela (My Girlhood). “It 
was as if,” recalls Baby, “I was reading about 
my own life.” Other books left Prabodh’s shelf 
in rapid succession: novels by Ashapurna 
Devi, Mahashweta Devi, Buddhadeb Guha. 
That was when Prabodh one day took out a 
pen and copybook from his desk and gave to 
Baby. “Write,” he told her, an order that made 
Baby almost weep with frustration. What was 
there to write? Hers, she says, was a mindless 
life, moving where her father, an ex-
serviceman and driver, took them, from 
Kashmir to Murshidabad to Durgapur, a 
motherless child unquestioningly enduring an 
abusive father and step-mother and a husband, 
until one day out of desperation she boarded a 
train for unknown Delhi with her three 
children. In the capital city, she soon did what 
thousands of women fleeing poverty and 
despair and drunken husbands are doing: took 
ill-paid work as a domestic, sometimes 
spending the near-freezing winter nights with 
her children on the streets. 

6. Here then for the first time in her bleak life 
was an unlooked-for mentor urging her to 
write about her life. So she picked up the pen, 
with the same curious blend of grim 
determination and blind faith, covering the 
first few pages as painstakingly as if it was yet 
one more chore in her busy day. “It was nearly 
20 years since I had ever written in a 
copybook, I had forgotten spellings. It was 
very embarrassing, especially when my 
children wanted to know why I was writing in 
a copybook instead of them.” But her first 
words worked their own magic: they unlocked 

her past. All her searing, suppressed memories 
of the mother who abandoned them, the night 
when the man she married climbed into her 
bed and raped her, the terror and pain of 
delivering her first child at 13, memories she 
had never confided to anyone, didn’t even 
realise she had, flowed out into the notebook. 
There was no stopping Baby now. She wrote 
in the kitchen, propping her notebook between 
the vegetables and dishes, she wrote in 
between sweeping and swabbing, after the 
dishes and before, and late at night after 
putting her children to bed. Her mentor was 
bemused: “I need so much preparation before I 
can get down to writing anything, my chair, 
my study, my writing materials, and here was 
this girl writing as easily as if she was 
chopping vegetables.” 

7. Diary of Anne Frank.Prabodh was persuaded 
to translate it into Hindi. Aalo Aandhari (Light 
and Darkness) was ready. But finding a 
publisher for such an unusual narrative was 
tougher; the book was too strange for their 
tastes. But Sanjay Bharti, who owns a small 
publishing house, Roshani Publishers, agreed 
to risk it even if it lost him money. 

8.  
Aalo Aandhari began selling from the first day 
of its launch. “Everyone from the sweeper to 
the retired headmistress next door wanted to 
buy a copy.” It sold so well that the second 
edition will be out in less than two months. 

9.  
But for Baby, the best thing about her rebirth 
as an author is the regard of her new friends. 
“For the first time in my life, I feel confident 
that my story is worth telling, and in my own 
words. 

10. Baby Halder’s story is extraordinary precisely 
because domestic workers’ realities are so 
invisible in middle and upper-class peoples’ 
everyday consciousness. Halder battled 
enormous odds, a single mother of three, at the 
age of 25. Her autobiography, written 
alongside her job as a domestic worker, is a 
bestseller and has been translated into twenty-
one languages. 

11.  
A Life Less Ordinary: A Mem 

12. When she was very young, Baby Halder was 
abandoned by her mother and left with a cruel, 
abusive father. She was married off at twelve 
to a man twice her age who beat her. At 
fourteen, she was a mother herself. Her early 
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life was marked by overwhelming challenges 
and heartbreak until, exhausted and desperate, 
she fled with her three children to Delhi, to 
work as a maid in some of the city’s wealthiest 
homes. Expected to serve her employers’ 
every demand, she faced a staggering 
workload that often left her no time to care for 
her own children. But she never complained, 

for such is the lot of the poor in modern-day 
India.Written without a trace of self-pity, A 
Life Less Ordinary is a shocking look deep 
inside a world of poverty and subjugation that 
few outsiders know about—and an inspiring 
true story of one remarkable woman’s 
strength, courage, and determination to soar 
above her circumstances 

.  
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KEY FEATURES OF A GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCES MAJOR 

Sahare, P.M.  
L.M.M. Arts, Commerce and Science College, Chandur Railway, Amravati. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

INTRODUCTION 

Geographical Sciencesis a discipline whose 
content is broad since all aspects of the Earth's 
systems (human and physical) are within its scope. 
Geographical Sciencesis the study ofpeople, 
places, and environments and seeks to integrate the 
human and the physical components of a system or 
place using a spatial approach. At the University 
of Maryland there are three concentrationsand four 
tracks with this diverse major.Learn to understand 
space and location,interpreting how people live in 
particular places, the relationships between places, 
the complexities of environments, and the human 
use of environment. 
The Department of Geographical Sciences at the 
University ofMaryland is internationally known 
for developing and applying the newest geographic 
technology such as Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) and remote sensing. This program 
also hasties to organizations such as NASA, 
NOAA, the Chesapeake Bay Program, and the 
Maryland-National Capital Parks and Planning 
Commission. 

CAREER OPTIONS WITH A 
GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCES MAJOR 

Geographers will work advising government, real 
estate developers, utilities, and 
telecommunications firms on where to build new 
roads, buildings, power plants, and cable lines. 
Geographers also advise on environmental matters 
such as where to build landfillsor to preserve 
wetland habitats. Geographers with a background 
in GIS (Geographic Information Systems) will find 
numerous job opportunities applying GIS 
technology in non-traditional areas, such as 
emergency assistance, where GIS can track 
locations of ambulances, police, and fire rescue 
units and their proximity to the emergency. 
Median Annual Earnings for Geographers in 2015 
was $74,260per year. 
http://www.bls.gov/ooh/life-physical-and-social 
science/mobile/geographers.htm.  
An influential definition is that by GIScientist 
David Mark, which states: 
Geographic Information Science (GIScience) is 
the basic research field that seeks to redefine 
geographic concepts and their use in the context of 

geographic information systems. GIScience also 
examines the impacts of GIS on individuals and 
society, and the influences of society on GIS. 
GIScience re-examines some of the most 
fundamental themes in traditional spatially 
oriented fields such as geography, cartography, 
and geodesy, while incorporating more recent 
developments in cognitive and information 
science. It also overlaps with and draws from more 
specialized research fields such as computer 
science, statistics, mathematics, and psychology, 
and contributes to progress in those fields. It 
supports research in political science and 
anthropology, and draws on those fields in studies 
of geographic information and society. 

WHY STUDY GEOGRAPHICAL SCIENCES? 

Geographical Science investigates the spatial 
patterns of physical and human phenomena at 
local, national and global scales. It examines the 
patterns and processes of natural and built 
environments and human activity, how they 
change over time and how they interact. Physical 
Geography is concerned with the patterns and 
processes in climate, landforms, soils, plants, 
animals as well as the impact of human activities 
on these systems. Human Geography examines 
how people interact with the environment and 
about applying physical geography elements to 
human ends. Human geography involves applied 
studies in urban and rural settlement, location and 
land-use, human spatial behaviour and 
demography.  Geographical Information Science is 
the study of geographic information systems and 
remote-sensing for modelling, managing, 
analysing and applying geo-referenced information 
in a variety of contexts.  
This innovative program focuses on the 
computational dimension of geographic 
information science and technology. As a GIS 
student, you will learn 
 concepts in spatial thinking and geographic 

problem solving 
 mathematical and statistical spatial modeling 
 computational principles in GIS 
 commercial and open source GIS and related 

software 
 programming in multiple languages (e.g., Java, 

C++, and Python) 
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 to use your knowledge knowledge base in 
geography and computer science skills to 
address urban, environmental and social issues 

These essential programming skills combined with 
GIS knowledge will form the basis for designing 
and implementing GIS software. 
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EXTENT OF INVOLVEMENT OF RURAL WOMEN REGARDING SANITATION 
PRACTICES 

Deshmukh, A.S.  
Department of Home Science, SGBAU, Amravati, 444602 

anudeshmukh64@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Women and girls are the most affected by lack of access to sanitation facilities and safe water, as they have 
greater need for privacy during defecation and bathing compared to men. Absence of sanitation makes 
females vulnerable and exposes them to the risk of faecal-orally transmitted diseases. Provision of 
adequate water, sanitation and hygiene facilities is thought to mitigate these adverse impacts, making their 
lives safer, easier and healthier. However, as of 2016, an estimated 1.25 billion women and girls were 
without access to adequate sanitation. The objectives of the present study were -To study the source of 
awareness about sanitation, To assess the sources facilities & storage system of drinking water, To 
examine the purification of drinking water system, To identify the development of women regarding 
sanitation practices. Some of the women’s have taking the care of sanitation of their houses ,surroundings 
and arranged the small program for the sanitation of the villages, Majority of the women respondents  had 
knowledge about boiled water system and cleaning hands after use of toilets and they were aware 1st rank 
in order, Maximum the respondents opined that they have their individual toilets and used them also, 
majority of respondent have knowledge of the need using by chlorination for drinking, majority 
respondents used drums to storage water, Maximum the respondents had water facility before the 
programe was implemented in the area. The respondents share that knowledge of cleanliness and 
sanitation among their children and neighbours. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Rural women,, Sanitation practices, Awareness 

INTRODUCTION 

The Central Rural Sanitation Programme of 
India’s first efforts to provide safe sanitation in 
rural areas. This programme focussed mainly on 
providing subsidies to people to construct 
sanitation facilities. However, a study done by the 
government in 1996-97 showed that it was more 
important to raise awareness about sanitation as a 
whole rather than to just provide subsidies for 
construction. This understanding marked the first 
shift in the programme. In 1999, a restructured 
Total Sanitation Campaign (TSC) was initiated to 
create supply-led sanitation by promoting local 
sanitary marts and a range of technological 
options. While women and girls face special risks 
from lack of access to sanitation facilities, their 
ability to participate and influence household-level 
sanitation is not well understood.   
This issue are studies so that not having asses to 
proper safe and private sanitation substantially 
increase absentee among girl learners and 
contribute to their dropping out of school 
altogether. 
 Objectives of the study :  To know the source of 
awareness about sanitation,To assess the source 
facilities & strong system of drinking water,To 

examine the purification of drinking water system, 
To identify the development of women regarding 
sanitation awareness. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study was carried out in Chandur Rly. 
Panchayat Samitee of Amravati  District of 
Maharashtra State namely Manjarkhed village.For 
selection of sample list of the respondents  100 
samples were selected using the Lahiris method of 
simple randam sampling the survey method was 
used to collect data by the interview method. 

RESULT & DISCUSSION 

The Result and Discussion was presented is the 
following chapter. 
Fig  No. 1: Distribution of age of the 
respondents 

 
The above table reveals that out of the total 100 
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Respondents maximum number of respondents i.e. 
40% was from the age group 31-35 year and 5% 
respondents were from the age group of 35-40 
years. All the other respondents were between the 
age of 20-25 years 25% and 26-30 year 
30%respectively. 

 
 
The data presented in fig indicate that 100 
respondents which constituted 50% were  
awareness  of sanitation through the development 
officer and out of 100 respondent which 
constituted 50% were others peoples. The 
respondents share that knowledge of cleanliness 
and sanitation among their children and 
neighbours. 
 
Table  3: Source of drinking water  
SN Source of drinking 

water 
No of 
Respondents 

% 

1 By community pipe 65 65 
2 Borewell 15 15 
3 Well 20 20 

From the above table 65% respondents collected 
drinking water from pipes . The remaining 20% & 
15% respondents were fulfilled their drinking 
water as per the requirement through the bore well 
(hand pump) and wells respectively. They have 
drum which are closed to store, these storage 
drums are being cleaned daily 

 
The data presented in the fig no. 4 indicates that 40 
respondents which constitute only 40% 
respondents had their own drinking water facility 

personal and 60 respondents which constitute 60% 
respondents collected water from community 
pipes. Maximum the respondents had water 
facility before the programe was implemented in 
the area. 
Fig No.5:Water Storage System 

 
 
The  data  presented  in  fig no 5 indicated that 
50% respondents used drums to storage water, 
24% and 26% respondents respectively used tanks 
and other methods like buckets and pots to store 
water for daily used. 
Table 6::Purification of Drinking Water 
SN Purification 

Method 
No of 
Respondants 

Percentages 
(%) 

1 Using boiled 
water 

30 30 

2 Chlorination 
for drinking 

60 60 

3 Purify by 
alum 

10 10 

 
Above table shows that 30% of respondents have 
knowledge of the need for using boiled water for 
drinking 60% of respondent have knowledge of 
the need using by chlorination for drinking and 
10% of respondents have knowledge about  
purification by alum. The knowledge was 
imported through the TSC (Total Sanitation 
Campaing.) 
Fig No. 7: Available of Toilets Facilities 
 

 
The Data presented in the fig 7 indicates that 75 
respondents which constitution did not have only 
such facility.Maximum the respondents opined 
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that they have their individual toilets and used 
them also. 
Fig  No 8:Development of women regarding 
sanitation awareness 
 

Sr.
No Awareness 

No.of 
Respo
ndents 

Rank 
Order 

1 Boiled Water 100 I 
2 Closed drainage 

system  
41 V 

3 Clean Environment 75 III 
4 Use of toilet 88 II 
5 Cleaning hand after 

use of toilets 
100 I 

6 Personal hygiene 53 Iv 
 
It is observe from the data presented in the fig no 8  
that majority of the women respondents had 
knowledge about bailed water system and cleaning 
hands after use of toilets and they were aware 1st 
rank in order 88respondents had aware about the 
use of toilets which is donated by 2nd rank. The 75 
rural women have knowledge about clean 
environment which has been accorded 3rd rank. 
The women’s were keen aware regarding her 
personal hygiene. 53 respondents which by 4th 
rank. The 5th rank shows that 41respondents had 
information about closed drainage system. 

SUGGESTIONS 

 Increased awareness can be disseminated 
through mass media through various teaching 

methods. 
 Personal for implementing activities must be 

prepared it constantly assist the rural people in 
implementation of development work. 

 The Government and panchyat should conduct 
periodic inspection to review the village. 

 To give the information to the rural women 
about the sanitation positively, more and more. 

 To give and provide the objects and thing to 
the rural women to developed and to clean 
their house for the sanitation of their 
surroundings  

CONCLUSION 

Perusal of above data can be concluded that the 
sanitation practices are successfully utilised for 
household level. Awareness regarding this will 
help in improve sanitation practices. Therefore 
there is urgent need to aware and motivate more 
number of people pertaining to use all sources for 
cleanliness .Only few families or persons had 
aware about systematic techniques of sanitation. 
Though governments and implementers emphasize 
women’s involvement in sanitation programmes, 
socio-cultural factors and community and 
household level dynamics often prevent women 
from participating in sanitation-related decisions. 
Measures are needed for strengthening sanitation 
policies and effective implementation of 
programmes to address gender power relations and 
familial relationships that influence latrine 
adoption and use. 
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vejkorh f[kykM+h efgyk deZpkfjvksa dh thou”kSyh dk fgeksXyksfcu ?kVd ds lkFk lglEca/k 

‘kk- ck- Hkkslys o r-,l- jkmr 
‘kkjhfjd f’k{k.k foHkkx lar xkMxsckck vejkorh fo|kihB vejkorh- 
‘kkjhfjd f’k{k.k foHkkx lar xkMxsckck vejkorh fo|kihB vejkorh- 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lkkja”k 

bl v/;;u dk m}s”; f[kykMh efgyk deZpkfjvksa dh thou”kSyh dk fgeksXykschu ?kVd ds lkFk lglEca/k Kkr djuk gSA 
orZeku ‘kks/kdk;Z ds fy, vejkorh foHkkx es ls 40 f[kykMh efgyk deZpkfj;ks dk U;k;n”kZ in~/kfr }kjk p;u fd;k x;k 
FkkA ftou'kSyh ekiu djus ds fy, vuqla/kkudrhZus ,l ds ckok vkSj lqeuizhr dkSj }kjk fuekZ.k izekf.kr thou’kSyh ekiu 
dk mi;ksx fd;k x;kA fgeksXykschu dks ekius ds ‘kkbZyh fgeksehVj dk mi;ksx fd;k x;kA Laf[;dh; fo”ys’ku djus ds fy, 
izksMDV eksesaUV dksfjys”ku Þ rß dk iz;ksx fd;k x;kA ,ao egRodka{kk dk Lrj 0-05 j[kk x;kA vejkorh f[kykMh efgyk 
deZpkfj;ksa ds gsYFk dkWfUlyl ykbZQ LVkbZy dk fgeksXykschu ds lkFk lglca/k 0.17, vWdsMehd vksfj;UVsM ykbZQ LVkbZy 
dk 0.18, dfjvj vksfj;UVsM ykbZQ LVkbZy dk 0.06, lks”ky vksfj;UVsM ykbZQ LVkbZy dk 0.06, VªsUM fldhax ykbZQ LVkbZy 
dk 0.20, QWfeyh vksfj;UVsM ykbZQ dk 0.29, ykbZQ LVkbZy dk 0.21. vr% fu"d"kZ esa ge ;g dg ldrs gS dh 
thou”kSyh] fgeksXykschu ds lkFk udkjkRed ,oae egRoiq.kZ lglaEc/k ufg ik;k x;kA 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

çLrkouk 

vkt ds ;qx ds Hkkjr esa efgykvksa dks laEirh /kjksvj ds 
rkSj ij ekuk tkrk gsA gj {ks= esa efgykvksa dk ;ksxnku 
mYys[kfu; gSA rFkk ns”k dks muij vfHkeku gSA os ns”k vkxs 
c<+kus ds fy, vxszlj gSA mUgkasus cgqr lkjh {ks= esa izxrh 
dh gSA mudh dke;kch vkleku Nqus okyh gSA vkSj nqljksa 
ds fy, og izsj.kkL=ks«k gSA Hkkjr ,d cgqvk;keh ns”k gS] 
tgkW fofHkUu /kkfeZd] fofHkUu tkrh] lkekftd o vkfFkZd 
leqg ik;s x;s gSA fQj Hkh O;kid ifjfLFkrh esa efgyk;sa 
O;oLFkk ij izHkko Mkyrh gSA muds thou esa ,d vke 
ckr ;g ik;h x;h gS] dh os iszjhr] xfrf”kyrk] ,dkarokl 
vkSj ?kj rd dh lhehr jgrh gSA fQj Hkh Hkkjr esa iq:"k 
iz/kku laLd`rh fn[kk;h nsrh gSA iqjs bfrgkl ds nkSjku 
efgykvksa dh Hkqfedk lkekU;r% ?kj cukusokyh ,d ekW 
,oae ,d iRuh ds :i esa ns[kh xbZ gSA gky ds n”kdks esa 
fo”o ds dqN Hkkxksa esa efgykvksa dh fLFkrh esa cnyko ds 
ckotqn  Hkh mUgs ?kj ij dkedkth efgykvksa ds rkSj ij 
j[kk tkrk gSA vkSj efgykvksa  ds ?kjsyq dk;Z mudh 
xfrfof/k;kW xu x;h gSA vke rkSj ij mUgs lkoZtfud o 
jktuSfrd thou ls nqj j[kk tkrk gSA 
gj O;Drh dh vyx & vyx thou”kSyh gksrh gSA gj 
O;Drh izfln/k~ O;Drh dk vuqdj.k djds thuk pkgrk gSA 
gj ,d dk dksbZ uk dksbZ vkn”kZ jgrk gSA mnkgj.k fdlh 
dks f[kykMh] fdlh dks dykdkj] fdlh dks xk;d ilan 
gksrk gSA O;Drhxr yksx fiz; yksx gekjh thou”kSyh dks 
izHkkfor djrs gSA tSls fd] muds diMs iguus ds rjhds] 
muds dkedkt] muds “kkSd vkSj mudk O;ogkj] gj ,d 

O;Drh dk ialnhrk O;DrhRo gksuk pkfg,sA mUgs os 
vyx&vyx dYiuk] O;Drhxr fopkj o thou”kSyh dh 
lksp cukus esa enr djrs gSA 
ftou”kSyh ,d ,Slh thus dh “kSyh gS tks dsoy ,d 
O;Drh dks izHkkfor djrh gSA iks"k.kghu [kkuk] ekufld 
LokLF; dks cgqr izHkkfor djrk gSA mnk- jDr “kdZjk ds 
mrkj&p<ko futZayhdj.k mRrstd tSls dh dWQsu] 'kjkc 
;g lc ekufld LokLF; ls tqMs gSA 
O;k;ke djuk ;g vkt dh thou”kSyh ds fy, 
vfo”olhu; ennxkj lkchr gqvk gSA “kkjhfjd LokLF; ds 
fy, ns”kHkj esa dbZ fpfdL;k dsaUnz o O;k;e “kkyk;sa LFkkfir 
gSA 
cs”kd ge lHkh chekjh;ksa dh vPNh thou”kSyh ls lq/kkj 
ugh ldrs] ij ge ;g t:j dg ldrs gS fd] LokLF; 
thou”kSyh ls lexz thou dh xq.koRrk esa lq/kkj dj ldrs 
gSA O;Drh ds thou dks izHkkfor djus okys dbZ dkjd gSA 
dqN dkjd ldkjkRed vkSj dqN udkjkRed gSA ;g 
izf”k{k.k izfrc/nrkvksa dks cuk, j[kus vkSj izn”kZu esa lq/kkj 
djus ds fy, lHkh dkjdksa dks le>uk vkSj gj O;fDr dks 
enr djuk egRoiq.kZ gSA 
“kkjhfjd xfrfof/k;akW] ruko] “kjkc] /kqeziku] uf”kyh nok,W] 
fuan] dke dh ekWx] fpfdL;k dk bfrgkl lØh;rk dk 
Lrj] vkgkj] out] fyax] laLd`rh] Hkkxhnkjh o izf”k{k.k 
izfr;ksfxrk bl lHkh ij thou”kSyh ds dkjd izHkko Mkyrs 
gSA 
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dk;Zi?nrh 

orZeku v/;;u dk eq[; m}s”; f[kykMh efgyk 
deZpkfjvksa dh thou”kSyh dk fgeksXyksfcu ?kVd ds lkFk 
lglEca/k Kkr djuk gSA orZeku “kks/kdk;Z ds fy, 
vejkorh foHkkx es ls 40 f[kykM+h efgyk deZpkfj;ks dk 
p;u fd;k x;k FkkA  
orZeku v/;;u esa f[kykMh efgyk deZpkfj;ksa dk pquko 
U;k;n”kZ :i es mn~ns”; iq.kZ U;k;n”kZ in~/kfr }kjk fd;k 
x;kA 

ifj{k.k lkfgR; ftou”kSyh  

ftou”kSyh ekiu djus ds fy, vuqla/kkudrhZus ,l- ds- 
ckok vkSj lqeuizhr dkSj }kjk fuekZ.k izekf.kr thou”kSyh 
ekiu dk mi;ksx f[kykMh efgyk deZpkfj;ksa dh thou”kSyh 
eikus ds fy, bl iz”ukoyh dk mi;ksx fd;k x;kA 
bl izekf.kr iz”ukoyh esa 6 Hkkx gSA ftlesa ifgys Hkkx esa 
gsYFk dkWUlh;Ul ykbZQ LVkbZy nqljs Hkkx esa vWdWMehd 
vksfj;UVsM ykbZQ LVkbZy] frljs Hkkx esa dfjvj vksfjUVVsM 
ykbZQ LVkbZy pkSFks Hkkx esa lksfl;yh vksfjUVVsM ykbZQ 
LVkbZy ikWpos Hkkx es VsªUM fldhax LVkbZy rFkk NVos Hkkx 
es QWfeyh vksfjUVVsM ykbZQ LVkbZy gSA bl iz”ukoyh dh 
fo”ofu;rk 0-96 bruh gSA thou”kSyh ds iz”ukoyh es a60 
iz”u fn;s x;s gSA rFkk mlesa ls 43 iz”u ldkjkRed vkSj 
17 iz”u udkjkRed gSA 
ldkjkRed iz”u dks 4&3&2&1&0 rd Ldksvfjax fn 
xbZA rFkk udkjkRed iz”uks dk 0&1&2&3&4 rd 
Ldksvfjxa fn xbZA 

fgeksXyksfcu 

mn~s”; & jDr esa fgeksXyksfcu dh ek=k dk irk yxkukA 
midj.k& fLifjV] CyM] ysUlsV] fizisV] V;qc] LVhjj] 
MkWij] fMLVhy okWVj] fgeksfeVj] cz”k] vkfn- 
lcls igys “kks/kdrhZ fo"k; dh fjax fQxaj ds fVi dks 
LihfjV ls lkQ dh rFkk CyM ysUlsV ds }kjk fçd fd;k 
x;k vkSj izhisV ds ek/;e ls 20 ds fu”kk.k rd jDr dks 
fy;k x;kA lksY;q”ku ;qDr V;qc esa jDr dks Mkyk x;k 
,oae LVsjy ds ek/;e ls feyk;k x;k rkdh jDr dh 
FkDds u tes fQj ml V;qc dks 10 feuV rd fy, NksM 
fn;k x;k “kks/kdrhZ us MkWij ds ek/;e ls V;qc es fMLVhy 
okWVj i;kZIr ek=k esa Mkydj bldk jax “kkfgyh fgeksfeVj 
ij yxh nksuks iV~Vh;ksa ds jax ds leku vkus rd mls ns[kk 
x;kA bl rjg fgeksXykschu dks ekik x;kA 
x.kuk & “kkfgyh fgeksXyksfcu fgeksfeVj ij mi;qDr fcaUnq 
dks ekikA 
 

Lkaf[;dh fo”ys"k.k ,oa Lif"Vdj.k 

Laf[;dh; fo”ys’ku djus ds fy, izksMDV eksesaUV dksfjys”ku 
Þrß dk iz;ksx fd;k x;kA ,ao egRodka{kk dk Lrj 0-05 
j[kk x;kA  

Lkkj.kh Ø- 1 

Hemoglob
in 

Lifestyle 
Calculated 

‘r’ 
Tabulat

ed ‘r’ 

Health Conscious 
Lifestyle 

0.1772 

0.308 

Academic Oriented 
Lifestyle 

0.1803 

Career Oriented 
Lifestyle 

0.064 

Socially Oriented 
Lifestyle 

0.0692 

Trend Seeking Lifestyle 0.2074 

Family Oriented 
Lifestyle 

0.2924 

Lifestyle 0.2131 

*0.05 level of Significance (38df) tabulated ‘r’ = 
0.308 

vejkorh f[kykMh efgyk deZpkfj;ksa ds gsYFk dkWfUlyl 
ykbZQ LVkbZy dk fgeksXyksfcu ds lkFk lglca/k 0.1772, 
vWdsMehd vksfj;UVsM ykbZQ LVkbZy dk 0.1803, dfjvj 
vksfj;UVsM ykbZQ LVkbZy dk 0.064, lks”ky vksfj;UVsM 
ykbZQ LVkbZy dk 0.0692, VªsUM fldhx ykbZQ LVkbZy dk 
0.2074, QWfeyh vksfj;UVsM ykbZQ dk 0.2924, vr% 
ykbZQ LVkbZy dk fgeksXyksfcu ds lkFk lglaca/k 0.2131 

ik;k x;kA fgeksXyksfcu dk thou”kSyh ,oae thou”kSyh dh 
lHkh Hkkxksa ds lkFk egRoiq.kZ varj t¡kp us ij ;g fn[kkbZ 
nsrk gS dh- bu lHkh ?kVdksa ds lkFk egRoiw.kZ lglaUc/k 
ugh ik;k x;kA     

vkys[k Ø- 1 

 
fu"d"kZ 

vr%g fu"d"kZ esa ge ;g dg ldrs gS dh] thou”kSyh 
,oae thou”kSyh ds lHkh Hkkxksa dk fgeksXyksche ds lkFk 
ldkjkRed lglaEc/k ik;k x;kA fgeksXyksfcu dk thou”kSyh 
,oae thou”kSyh ds lHkh Hkkxksa ds lkFk egRoiq.kZ varj 
tk¡pus ij ;g fn[kkbZ nsrk gS dh] bu lHkh ?kVdksa ds lkFk 

HCLAOL

COLSOL

TSL

FOL
Lifestyle, 
0.2131

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Relationship

Hemoglobin
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egRoiw.kZ lglaUc/k ugh ik;k x;kA egRoiq.kZ varj ufg 
ik;s tkus ds dkj.k ge ;g dg ldrs gS] dh vejkorh 
“kgj fnu ij fnu vxzslj ,oae fodkl dh vkSj c<+k tk 
jgk gSA lHkh efgyk,W izxfr dh vkSj ,oae dke;kc cuus 
dh pkg j[krh gSA mUgdh bPNk gS] dh os lHkh {ks«k esa 
vkxs c<s vkSj lkFk gh lkFk ,d vkn”kZ ukjh dh rjg vius 

ijhokj dks Hkh vkxs ys tkus dh lksp j[krh gSA vkt lHkh 
dks ysdj pyusokyh efgyk nksgjh Hkwehdk fuHkkus gqos vius 
LokLF; ij /;ku ufg ns ikrh gSA blds dkj.k vxlj ;g 
ik;k x;k gS dh] efgyk vius vki ij /;ku u nsus ds 
dkj.k fgeksXykschu dh ek«kk de ikbZ tkrh gSA 
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Ekkuoh ‘kjhjkojkoj vkWfDlMufojks/kh nzO;s midkjd rj eqDreqyds gkuhdkjd & ,d vH;kl 

ja- ftous 
x`gvFkZ’kkL= foHkkx] Jherh oRlykckbZ ukbZd efgyk egkfo|ky;] iqln 

ranjna.mendhe@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Ekkuoh ‘kjhj ¼thou½ LoLFk] fujksxh jkg.;klkBh vkgkjkyk 
vUkU; lk/kkj.k egRo vkgs- vkjksX; fVdo.;klkBh jksxkyk 
izfrca/k dj.;klkBh vkf.k dks.kR;kgh jksxkoj mipkj 
dj.;klkBh vkS”k/kkis{kkgh vkgkj gk tkLr egRoiq.kZ vlrks- 
fdacgquk vkS”k/kkP;k tksMhyk ;ksX; vkgkj gk oS|dh; 
mipkjkpk ns[khy egRoiq.kZ Hkkx vkgs- 
^rqepk vkgkjp rqeps vkS”k/k vlrs vls fgIiksdzsVhlus 
EgVys vkgs-* 
v;ksX; vkgkjkeqGs ‘kjhjkr fo”kkjh vkf.k fu#i;ksxh inkFkZ 
tek gksr tkrkr vkf.k R;krqup dks.krkgh jksx mn~Hkoq 
‘kdrks-  
eqDr eqyds vkf.k vkWfDlMufojks/kh nzO;s ekuoh iks”k.kkoj 
ifj.kke dj.kkjh osxG~;k izdkjps nzO;@?kVd vkgsr- ;krhy 
eqDreqyds gs nzO; ekuoh ‘kjhjkr p;kip;kP;k fdz;sr 
r;kj gks.kkjs vkgs- rj vkWfDlMufojks/kh nzO;s gh 
vUuinkFkkZr vlrkr- eqDreqyds ekuoh ‘kjhjkoj gkfudkjd 
vkgsr rj vkWfDlMufojks/kh nzO;s ekuoh ‘kjhjkl vko’;d 
mi;qDr nzO;s vkgsr- 
izLrqr ‘kks/k fuca/kkr ofjy nksUgh ?kVdkapk ekuoh 
vkjksX;koj dlk ifj.kke gksrks- o ekuoh ‘kjhjkph Úgklkph 
dkj.ks ‘kks/kqu vkWfDlMu fojks/kh vUukpk iqjoBk dlk 
ok<okok º;kpk ‘kks/k ?ks.;kr vkysyk vkgs- 

vH;klkph mfn~n”Vs 

1½  eqDreqyds (Free radicals) r;kj gks.kkÚ;k dkj.kkpk 
‘kks/k ?ks.ks  

2½  nSuafnu vkgkjkP;k ek/;ekrqu eqDreqyds r;kj gks.kkj 
ukgh v’kk rF;kapk ‘kks/k ?ks.ks- 

3½  vkWfDlMufojks/kh nzO;s dks.kdks.kR;k [kk|inkFkkZr vkgs 
R;kpk ‘kks/k ?ks.ks- 

4½  eqDreqydkP;k ÚgklkRed fdz;kaPkk osx deh d#u 
vkWfDlMufojks/kh nzO;kapk okij ok<fo.;klkBh  vkgkj 
lqpfo.ks- 

eqDreqyds (FREE RADICALS) 

is’khe/khy fujfujkG~;k p;kip; izfdz;sr eqDreqyds gh 
nzO;s fuekZ.k gksrkr R;kpizek.ks ‘kjhjkl ,[kk|k jksxkpk 
lalxZ >kY;kl ‘kjhjkr eqDreqyds r;kj gks.;kps izek.k 
ok<rs- ;kf’kok; ckgs#ugh ekuoh ‘kjhjkrhy is’khe/;s 
eqDreqydkapk izos’k gksrks- mnk- rack[kqpk /kqj] rkio.ks] 
lq;Zizdk’kkr Bso.ks ;k lkj[;k izfdz;keqGs dkgh 

[kk|inkFkkZr eqDreqyds fuekZ.k gksrkr- mnk- okjaokj 
rkioysys rG.khps rsy] rj dkgh[kk|oLrqr vl.kkjh 
vik;dkjd nzO;s ‘kjhjkrhy eqDreqyd fuehZrhyk pky.kk 
nsrkr mnk- cqj’kh vkysys /kkU;] MkGh]’ksaxnk.ks vls 
[kk|inkFkZ lsou dsY;kl ‘kjhjkr eqDreqyds fuekZ.k gksrkr- 
eqDreqydkauh ‘kjhjkr izos’k dsY;koj rs dksBsgh fQ# 
‘kdrkr- ek= rs ,dVs fQjr ukgh rj rs ,[kk|k is’khyk 
tkoqu fpidrkr o rsFkqup vkWfDlMs’kuph izfdz;k lq# gksrs- 
eqDreqyds gh ekuoh ‘kjhjkrhy is’kh o iks”kd ?kVdkaP;k 
miyC/krsoj okbZV ifj.kke djrkr- T;keqGs ekuoh ‘kjhjkr 
ÚgklkRed fdz;kapk osx ok<wu ekuoh nsg laiq”Vkr ;srks- 
eqDreqyds is’khaP;k vkr [kksyoj tkrkr vkf.k is’khaP;k 
ckº; vkoj.kkr vl.kkÚ;k o is’khaph jpuk vkf.k dk;Z 
lkaHkkG.kkÚ;k iqQkauk (PUFA Poly unsaturated fatty 

Acids) mnk- fyuksfyd] vYQk fyuksysfud vkf.k 
vjfpMksfud fLUkX/kkEys fuf”dz; djrkr- rlsp jpukRed 
izfFkus o dcksZndkaph uklkMh djrkr- R;keqGs is’khaP;k 
jpusr vkf.k dk;kZr fc?kkM fuekZ.k gksÅu is’khapk Úgkl 
gksrks- R;kpk ifj.kke Eg.kts vusd izdkjps ddZjksx] 
deZjksxkP;k xkBh osxkus ok<.ks] jksx izfrdkjd ;a=.ksph 
dk;Z{kerk [kqi deh gksrs- ân;jksfg.khfodkj jksfg.khdkBh.;] 
yodj o`/nkoLFkk ;s.ks o lalxZ ok<r tkÅu e`R;qpk /kksdk 
fuekZ.k gksrks- 

vkWfDlMufojks/kh rRos (ANTIOXIDANTS) 

gs vls rRo vkgs ts vkeP;k ‘kjhjkrhy lxG~;k 
uqdlkunk;d ?kVdkauk ckgsj dk<.;kl vkiyh enr 
djrkr- vls vusd iks”kd rRo vkgsr ts vWUVh&vkWDlhMsaV 
lkj[ksp dke djrkr- mnk- thoulRo] [kfuts] chVk 
dWjksVhu gh nzO;s eqDreqydkauk fuf”dz; d#u is’khaps 
Úgklkiklwu laj{k.k d#u osxosxG~;k jksxkauk izfrca/k 
dj.;kps dk;Z djrkr- vUukrhy dkgh iks”kd ?kVdkr 
thoulRos ^v* chVk&dWjksfVu thoulRo ^d* thoulRo 
^M*] rarqlsfu;e] eWxuht] f>ad] rkacs] yksg ;kr 
vkWfDlMufojks/kh xq.k/keZ vlrkr- R;keqGs ‘kjhjkr 
vkWfDlMufojks/kh dk;Z djrkr- 
fujfujkG~;k ÚgklkRed fodkjkapk /kksdk VkG.;klkBh o 
ok/kZD; izfdz;k ykco.;klkBh vkWfDlMufojks/kh xq.k/keZ 
vl.kkÚ;k vUu inkFkkZpk vkgkjkr eqcyd izek.kkr o 
fn?kZdkG okij vko’;d vlrks- ;klkBh QGs] ikysHkkT;k 
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o brj HkkT;k] dksaM~;klfgr /kkU;kpk vkgkjkr Hkjiqj 
izek.kkr mi;ksx djkok-  
dkgh vUuinkFkkZr fujfujkGh vkWfDlMufojks/kh nzO;s 
vlrkr- mnk- ylwu] yky tkrhPkk dkank] vnzd] jrkGs] 
lks;kchu] eksgjh] rhG] ‘ksaxnk.ks] dksjMs elkY;kps inkFkZ 
mnk- fejs] yoax] lqaB] xgw] to] eD;klkj[kh dksaM~;klfgr 
/kkU;s bR;knh- 

ANTIOXIDANT RICH FOOD 

,UVh vkWDlhMsaV ;qDr vkgkj fQz jWfMdy yk dk<qu Vkdqu 
‘kjhjkph lQkbZ djrks- 
fyacw %& fioG~;k jaxkP;k º;k QGke/;s thoulRo lh] 
vR;ar egRoiq.kZ vWUVhvkWDlhMsaV pk ‘kDrh’kkyh L=ksr 
vkgs- fyacqe/;s vlysY;k vWUVhvkWDlhMsaV vkiY;k dslkauk] 
Ropsyk vR;ar Qk;ns’khj vkgs- 
LVªkWcsjh %& thoulRo lh Hkjiqj izek.kkr vWUVhvkWDlhMsaV 
RkRo ‘kjhjke/;s Qzh jsMhdYlyk u”V d#u jksxizfrjks/kd 
{kerk ok<ors- thoulRo d ‘kjhjke/;s LVksvj gksr 
ulY;keqGs jkst R;kps lsou dj.ks vko’;d vkgs-  
lq[kkesok %& lq[kkesoke/;s thoulRo bZ us le`/n vlrks- 
thoulRo lh P;k fo#/n thoulRo bZ] yhoje/;s 
fLuX/kklkscr ‘kjhjkr tek gksr vlrs- cknke] v[kjksV] 
fiLrk º;k e/;s Hkjiqj thoulRo bZ vkgs- ,dk 
ifj{k.kkuqlkj lq[kkesok [kk.kkjs u [kk.;kÚ;kis{kk vf/kd 
dkG txrkr- 
vaMs %& txke/;s lxG~;kuk vkoM.kkÚ;k vkgkjkr º;kpk 
lekos’k gksrks- º;ke/;s thoulRo bZ vlY;keqGs 
vkWfDlMhdj.k izfdz;k laifo.;klkBh vko’;d vkgs-  
ekls %& ek’;ke/;s lsysfu;eph ek=k vf/kd vlrs- gs 
,d izdkjps jlk;u vkgs- ts ‘kjhjkrhy is’khauk 
rqV.;kiklqu okporkr º;klkBh osxosxG~;k tkrhaP;k 
ek’;kapk okij vkgkjkr dsY;kl ,aVh vkWDlhMsaV Hkjiqj 
izek.kkr feGsy- 
czkÅu jkbZl %& º;kpk jax vkf.k Lokn lxG;kauk vkoMr 
ukgh ijarq º;ke/;s vusd xq.k vlrkr- º;ke/;s dWyjhph 
ek=k cjhp deh vlrs- gk XywVsu Qzh vlrks- ;kf’kok; 
R;ke/;s ikWyhfQukWy uked ‘kfDr’kkyh ,aVhvkWDlkhMsaV 
vkWDlhdj.kph izfdz;k Fkkacok;yk enr djrks- 
lks;kchu %& º;ke/;s flLVhu uked ,aVh&vkWDlhMsaV 
vlrks- tks ‘kjhjkrhy eqDrdkauk ckgsj dk<.;kl enr 
djrkr- rlsp º;k e/;s izfFkukph ek= mPp izek.kkr 
vlrs- 

Vjcwt %& º;ke/;s XywVsfFk;kWu ukokps ,aVhvkWfDlMsaV Hkjiwj 
izek.kkr vlY;keqGs fo”kkjh inkFkkZiklwu is’khaps laj{k.k 
djrks- R;kcjkscjp º;ke/;s thoulRo lh ph ek=k ns[khy 
vf/kd vlrs-  
fidysys dsG %& usgeh vki.k vfr fidysys dsG Qsdwu 
nsrks ijarq gs fidysys dsG ,aVhvkWDlhMsaVpk lokZr eksBk 
L=ksr vkgs- ,d fidysys dsG ‘kjhjkrhy vkWDlhdj.k 
izfdz;ssyk fu;a=hr d#u ‘kjhj LoLFk Bso.;kl enr djrs-  
º;k O;frjhDr jktek] VekVj] chV] vnzd] ylw.k] MkGhac] 
dhoh] yky vaxqj º;ke/;s Hkjiqj vWUVhvkWDlhMaV vlrkr- 
gs [kk.;kps izek.k tjh fuf’pr ulys rjh vkiY;k jkstP;k 
vkgkj º;k QGkapk] HkkT;kapk mi;ksx fu;af=r dj.ks 
vko’;d vkgs- 

,aVhvkWDlhMsaV ps Qk;ns 

1½  o; ok<.;kiklwu ‘kjhjkyk okpors- 
2½  Ropsoj ;s.kkÚ;k lqjdwR;k deh djrs- 
3½  ‘kjhjkojph lwtu deh djrs- 
4½  ân;kps vusd fodkjkiklwu laj{k.k djrs- 

dksysLVªkWyP;k Lrjkyk deh djrs R;keqGs ân; l’kDr 
jkgkrs- 

5½  MksG~;ke/;s gks.kkÚ;k eksrhfcUnqyk deh dj.;klkBh 
Y;wVhu oft;kDlFkhu ,aVhvkWDlhMaV egRokps ekuys 
tkrs- 

6½  e/kqesgkyk fu;af=r Bso.;klkBh mi;qDr iksyhQsukWYl 
ukokps ,aVhvkWDlhMsaV jDr ‘kdZjspk Lrj deh 
dj.;klkBh mi;qDr vkgs rlsp e/kqesgkuarj gks.kkÚ;k 
brj vo;okP;k uqdlkuhyk Fkkacfo.;kps dke gs ,UVh 
vkWDlhMsaV djrs- 

7½ dWUljiklwu ‘kjhjkps j{k.k dj.ks- 
8½ LVªksd] vYtkb;j] ikfdZall º;k lkj[;k leL;kauk 

Fkkaco.;kps dke djrs- 
9½ jksxizfrdkjd ’kDrh ok<rs- 
,aVhvkWDlhMsaV vlysY;k vkgkjkP;k izfrfnu lsoukus ‘kjhj 
uSlfxZd i/nrhus MsVkWDl (detox) dj.;kps dke gksrs 
dkj.k usgehp ‘kjhjkr miyC/k Qzh jsMhdYl vkf.k 
eksysD;qYl ‘kjhjkph gk.kh djrkr- Eg.kwup ,aVhvkWDlkhMsaV 
;qDr vkgkj fu;her ?ksrY;kus vki.k vusd vktkjkiklqu 
okpw ‘kdrks- Hkkjrh; vkgkj gk pkSjl ekuyk tkrks- 
Eg.kqup R;ke/;s thoulRo] {kkj vlysY;k vkgkjkpk 
mi;ksx dsY;k tkrks- 

lanHkZ xzaFk lqph 
1) ttps://www.myupchar.com 
2) fitnessncure.com/beauty-tips 
3) https://wwwmyupchar.com>tips> 
4) www.onlymyhealth.com>antio. 

5) vkgkjksipkj vkf.k lkeqnkf;d iks”k.k] izk- ok?kekjs 
‘kksHkk&fo|k cqDl ifCy’klZ vkSjaxkckn 
6) vkgkj feekalk] izk- ysys ljy- 
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vkgkj iks"k.kkrhy ?kVd vkf.k vktkj] mipkj 

d-ih- dksjMs 
x`gvFkZ’kkL= foHkkx] f’ko’kDrh egkfo|ky; ckHkqGxkao] ;orekG 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

l/;kP;k vktkjkps eqG [kkuiku vkgs- ;kdMs lkjsp nqyZ{k 
djrkr- vyhdMs pkGh’kh uarj lkjsp xqM?ks vkf.k lka/ks 
nq[khus =Lr vlrkr vusd vktkjkps dkj.k ;ksX; vkgkj 
vkf.k iks"k.k vkgs- vkgkjkrwu mipkj vuks[kh mipkj i/nrh 
jkcfo.kkjsZ MkW-,l-dqekj izfl/n vkgs R;kP;k vkgkjkrwu 
mipkj i/nrhl ;’k feGkys] ns’kh fons’kh :X.k ;k 
i/nrhdMs oGys- ’kjhjkr jDrkph fdeku fi,,p ikrGh 
goh vlrs vfu;fer [kkuikukeqGs gh ikrGh vlarqyh 
gksrs- ;kpk ifj.kke nksu gkMkae/khy dkfVZoht] gkMkae/;s 
?k"kZ.k gksow u;s ;klkBh vlysyk yophd inkFkZ ikrG 
gksrs] okjaokj gks.kÚ;k ?k"kZ.kkeqGs dkfVZoht rqVrs- vfu;fer 
vkgkjkeqGs dW’yh;e deh gksr ;koj vkgkj mipkj Fksjsih 
fofo/k vktkjkoj ojnku B: 'kdrs- vko’;d vlysys 
thoulRo vkgkjkr lekfo"V vlY;kl tkWbaVoj mipkj 
gksow ’kdrks- vusd QGHkkT;keqGs vusd ?kVd vlrkr ts 
fofo/k vktkjkoj mi;ksxh o vkS"k/kksipkjkP;k ek/;ekrqu 
mi;qDr vkf.k ojnku B: 'kdrs- 

fyacq 

Hkkjrkr fyacq mRiknu loZ izFke vkgs- ;ke/;s 610% 
lk;Vªhd vWlhM vlrs- izksLVsVP;k ddZjksxkoj xq.kdkjh 
vkgs- vXuhekaa|] mth.kZ] eykojks/k] iksV Qqx.ks] ;d`rkps 
fodkj ;koj mi;qDr vkgs- jDr’kks/kd] jDrfiRruk’kd 
vkgs- fyackP;k lkyhps rsy nsoh] xksoj] dkt.;k b- fodkj 
eqr[kMk] ukdkrwu jDrL=ko] rki vkY;kl xje ik.;kr 
fyacq fiGqu ljcr rki mrj.;kl xq.kdkjh vkgs-  
dslke/;s dksaMk fodkjkr fyackpk jl xq.kdkjh fOgVWehu lh- 
eksB;k izek.kkr vlY;kl nkrkrwu jDr ;s.ks] fgjM;k 
dedqor vl.ks b- mi;qDr Bjrs- vusd vkS"k/kkaP;k 
xq.k/kekZr fyacq mi;qDr vkgs-  

VkseWVks 

VkseWVkse/;s vl.kkjk yky jaxnzO; yk;dksihu pk mi;ksx 
izkLVsV xzaFkhP;k deZjksxkoj mi;qDr vkgs- gkWyaMe/;s 
>kysY;k ,dk la’kks/kukr vls vk<Gys dh ;k jaxnzO;kr 
^b* thoulRo ?ksrY;kl ddZjksxkpk /kksdk 63% deh 
gksrks- 

vuul 

vuul 1564 e/;s iksrqZxtkauh gs Hkkjrkr vk.kys- Hkkjrkr 
loZ= miyC/k >kys- ;ke/;s ^czkseksyhu** ukokps ekalikpd 
nq/k vlrs R;k O;frfjDr jlk;usgh vlrkr- okruk’kd] 

mRreikpd Hkqd ok<fo.kkjs] eqr[kMk] y?kohrhy vMFkGk 
nwj gks.ks] rki] 'kjhjnkg] dkoGh] g`n;jksx] jDrfirh 
;ke/;s jl vkS"k/kh xq.k/kehZ vkgs- 

dsGs 

dsGkr Hkjiqj izek.kkr izDVkst] lqdzkst] Xyqdkst frugh 
'kdZjk vlrs- thoulRokpk Hkjiqj lkBk m"ekad tkLr 
izek.kkr] dsG;kr iksVWf’k;e] eWXusf’k;e vlY;kus 
jDrnkc] g`n; fodkjkl mi;skxh- dsG;kr yksg vlY;keqGs 
vWuhfueh;k] jDrkph derjrk ;koj vkS"k/kh mipkjeqDr 
vkgs ch6 vlY;kus jDrkph ikrGh fu;a=.kkr jkgrs- 
usDVhueqGs c/ndks"Brk eqDr vkgs- iksVW’kh;e 
Lej.k’kDrho/kZd vkgs- Nkrh tGtG] vWlhMhVh ;koj 
jkeck.k mik;- 

lhrkQG 

lhrkQG e/kqj] fLuX/k] okrfiRruk’kd vkgs ;kaph ikus o 
fc;k tarquk’kd o lqt ukgh’kh dj.kkjs vkgsr- jDro/kZd 
fiRruk’kd] eyo`/nh lkQ gks.ks] g`n;kl fgrdkj oatu 
ok<fo.ks ;kdjhrk mi;qDr vkgs- t[kesojhy QksMs u"V 
dj.;kl lhrkQGkph ikus] pquk] e/k ?kklqu t[kesoj 
cka/k.;kl t[ke cjh gksrs-  

la=h 

vkacV xksM jlnkj laa«;ke/;s th] d] yksg] iksVW’kh;e] 
lk;Vªhd vWlhMeqGs vkacVi.kk ;srks- dks.kR;kgh o;krhy 
O;Drhps vkjksX; fVdfo.;kl mi;qDr] ddZjksxkauk 
izfrcca/k] Luk;qauk rkdn ns.ks gs dk;Z djrs-  

vkoGk 

thoulRo ^d* pk Hkjiqj lkBk] jDrkrhy dksysLVsjkWyps 
izek.k] dsl] Ropk ;kaP;k vkjksX;k jhrk vk;qosZnkr vkS"k/kh 
xq.k/keZ vlsyk vkoGk vkgs-  

MkGhac 

vkS"k/kh xq.k/kekZlkBh MkGhac iqokZikj izfl/n >kysys vkgs- 
MkGhackP;k ch;k] ikus] lkys] Qqys ;k lokZapk okij vkS"k/kh 
xq.k/kekZr dsY;k tkrks- g`n;] vrhlkj] fgjM;kaP;k rdzkjh 
jDrL=ko ;k lokZauk mi;qDr vkgs-  

iibZ 
thoulRokpk v pk [kthuk vlysyh iibZ ipukl gYyh 
mRlgo/kZd iibZ e/khy isisu gs vkrM;krhy nkg deh 
dj.;kl mi;qDr] f’kt.kk&;k MkGh Hkkrke/;s okijrkr- 
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is: 

thoulRo ^d* [kthuk c/ndks"Brk] narfodkj] vrhlkj] 
jksxizrhdkj 'kDrh ok<rs o ;koj mi;qDr-  

vkS"k/kh d<hiRrk 

d<hiRrk fdaok c<hfuac dks.kR;kgh inkFkkZph po ok<or 
rMD;klkBh QksM.khr jkbZlkscr d<hiR;kph ikua Vkdyh 
dh rMrrM.kkjk vkokt vkf.k njoG.kkjk lqxa/k Hkqdgh 
ok<oar] d<hiRrk t’kh inkFkkZph po ok<orks rlkp 
vkjksX;nk;h vkf.k vkS"k/khlq/nk vkgs- Hkjiwj iks"k.keqY;kauh 
;qDr vla gs iku Eg.kqup vkgkjkr vlk;yk goa- dslkaP;k 
leL;kaoj d<hiRrk vR;ar mi;qDr vkgs- dslkaP;k ok<hyk 
enr dj.kkjh iks"k.keqY; ;kr vlrkr- d<hiRR;kP;k 
fu;fer lsoukus dslkauk cGdVh feGrs- dksaM;kph leL;k 
nwj gksrs- rlsp dsl vdkyh ika<js gksr ukghr R;keqGs 
dslkaps lkSan;Z jk[k.;klkBh d<hiRR;kpk vkgkjkr lekos’k 
djkok-  
d<hiR;kr Hkjiwj vWDVhvkWLhMaVl vkf.k ^d* thoulRo 
vlar- ;keqGs RopslkBhgh d<hiRrk ykHknk;h vkgs- 
psg&;kojph eqjae] iqVdqG;k nwj dj.;klkscr p[kekaps 
oz.k psg&;kpk dkgiVi.kk] jW’k] fdMs pkoY;kP;k [kq.kkgh 
c&;k gksrkr- d<hiRrk [kkY;kus ;d`rkpa dk;Z O;oLFkhr 
pkyk;yk enr gksrs- lksjk;fll ;k ;d`rk’kh laca/khr 
fodkjkoj d<hiRrk gk ,d mRre mik; vkgs- 
d<hiR;krY;k xq.k/kekZeqGs tarqlalxkZiklwugh ;d`rkpk cpko 
gksrks-  
eksrhfcanw lkj[kk vktkj VkG.;klkBh vkgkjkr d<hiR;kapk 
lekos’k djk;yk gok] d<hiR;kar ^v* thoulRo Hkjiwj 
izek.kkr vlar- ;keqGs MksG;kap vkjksX; mRre jkgra vkf.k 
n`"Vhnks"kgh VkGrk ;srkr-  
vWfufe;k fdaok jDr{k; vl.kk&;klkBh d<hiRrk gs 
jkeck.k vkS"k/k vkgs- d<hiRR;kr yksg vkf.k QkWfyd 
vWlhM vlar- QkWyhd vWflMeqGs 'kjhjkr yksg 'kks"kwu 
?ksry tkar R;keqGs vWfufe;kZ vlysY;k O;Drhauk 
d<hiRR;kaps nqgsjh Qk;ns feGrkr-  
;d`rkP;k ddZjksxkoj czksdksyh mi;qDr % 

;d`rkP;k ddZjksxkoj czksdkbZy mi;qDr 

l’kks/kdkaP;k ers]vkBoM;krqu rhu rs pkj osGk czksdksyhps 
lsou vkgkjkrwu dsY;kl Lrukpk] izksLVsV ¼ew=k’k;kpk 
fueqGrk Hkkxkoj vl.kkjh xzaFkh½ vkf.k eksB;k 
vkrM;kalkj[ks ddZjksx gks.;kph ‘'kD;rk Qkjp deh 
vlrs-  
jkstP;k vkgkjkrhy czksdksyhP;k lsoukeqGs ;d`rkpk ddZjksx 
cGkor ulY;kps uo la’kks/kukr fl/n >kys vkgs- rlsp 
;d`rkph pjch;qDr ok< fdaok e|lsou ulrkaukgh 

;d`rkph gks.kkjh ok< ¼,u,,Q,yMh½ vkf.k Rkrwuu iq<s 
od`rkr gks.kkjk fc?kkMkeqGs lokZr tkLr e`R;q gks.;kps 
izek.k vlysY;k ;d`rkrhy is’khpk dkflZuksek ¼,plhlh½ 
lkj[kk vktkj ns[khy cGkor ulY;kps fnlwu vkys vkgs-  
vesjhdsrhy fYybuksbZl fo|kihBkP;k bfytkcsFk QsQjh 
;kaP;k Eg.k.;kuqlkj czksdksyheqGs ddZjksxkoj fu;=.k 
feGfork ;srs- vfr izek.kkrhy pjch;qDr o lk[kjfefJr 
vkgkj vkf.k 'kjhjkrhy vfrfjDr pjchph ok< ;kapk laca/k 
gk ,u,,Q,yMhP;k ok<hl iks"kdvlqu R;keqGsp fljksfl 
vkf.k ;d`rkpk ddZjksxklkaj[ks vktkj cGkor vlrkr 
;kosGh la’kks/kdkauh ;d`rkpk ddZjksxkyk vuq:I 
vkgkjklkscr czksdksyhpk vkgkj manjkyk fnyk R;klkBh pkj 
manjkps fofo/k xVke/;s ijh{k dsys xsys R;kiSdh dkghauk 
vfr’k; fu;af=r vkgkj fdaok ikf’pekR; vkgkj vkf.k 
dkghauk czksdksyh;qDr fdaok czksdksyhfojghr vkgkj nsrkuk 
;d`rkph ok< tkLr fdaok deh ;kaph iMrkG.kh dj.;kr 
vkyh- ;kosGh la’kks/kdkauh ;d`rkP;k ddZjksxkyk vuq:i  
v’kk ikf’pekR; vkgkjklkscr U;qMYl fnY;kuarj ;d`rkpk 
vkdkj ok<Y;kps fnlwu vkys vkf.k tsOgk vkgkjkr 
czksdksyhpk lekos’k djrkauk U;wMYlph la[;k deh 
dj.;kr vkyh- rsOgk ek= ;d`rkpk vkdkjkr dks.krhgh 
ok< >kyh ulY;kps fnlwu vkys- ;kpkp vFkZ vlk dh] 
vkgkjkrhy czksdksyhP;k lekos’kkeqGS ;d`rkrhy vfrfjDr 
pjch;qDr ok< Fkkacyh vlwu ;d`rkrwu ckgsj iM.kk&;k 
pjchykgh fu;a=hr Bsoys tkrs-  

vkjksX;nk;h lk;VksdsfedYl 

rkth QGa HkkT;k vkf.k iw.kZ /kkU; ;k ?kVdkapk vkgkjkr 
lekos’k dj.;kpk lYyk usgehp fnyk tkrks- QGa vkf.k 
HkkT;ke/;s Hkjiwj izek.kkr iks"kdnzO; vlrkr- vkrk 
foKkukuagh fofo/k jaxkaP;k HkkT;k] QG] [kk.;kpa egRo 
v/kksjs[khr dsya vkgs- QG vkf.k HkkT;kapk jax po ;k 
xks"Vh v’kk Bjrkr gk iz’u loZ lkekU;kauk iMrks- QGa 
vkf.k HkkT;kauh jaxkaph rlsp pohph ns.kxh feGkyh rh 
fof’k"V izdkjP;k jlk;ukaeqGs] ouLirhtU; inkFkkZe/;s gh 
jlk;ua vk<Grkr- ;k jlk;ukauk ^lk;VksdsfedYl* vla 
EgVya tkra- rqeP;k vkgkjkr jaxhcsjaxh QGHkkT;kapk 
lekos’k dsyk rj ;krhy ^lk;VksdsfedYl* eqGs rqEgkyk 
vkjksX;nk;h thoukpk vkuan ?ksrk ;sbZy- QG vkf.k 
HkkT;kae/kY;k ^lk;VksdsfedYl* e/;s jksxka’kh y<.;kph 
{kerk vlrs-  
^lk;VksdsfedYl* e/;s vk<G.kkÚ;k iks"kdnzO;kauk 
lk;aVªksU;wVh;aV~l vWVh vkWLdhMaVl Eg.kqu dke djrkr- 
;keqGs rqeph jksxizfrdkjd {kerk lq/kkjrs- fofo/k jksxkaph 
ykx.k gks.;kiklwu ‘kjhjkpa j{k.k gksr-  
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vkgkjkr QGa] HkkT;k vkf.k iw.kZ /kkU;kapk Hkjiwj izek.kkr 
lekos’k dj.kkÚ;k O;Drhe/;s g`n;fodkj] ddZjksx] e/kqesg 
rlsp yodj o; ok<.k ;klkj[;k leL;k fuekZ.k gks.;kpk 
izek.k c&;kp va’kh deh gksr-  
dsjksfVukWbM] ¶yWoksukWbMl] fyaxuaUl] lWiksfuUl] lk;Vhd 
vWlhM] lYQkbMl vls lk;VksU;Vªh;aVlps fofo/k izdkj 
vkgsr-  
fioG;k ds’kjh vkf.k yky jaxkph QGa vkf.k HkkT;kae/;s 
djksfVukWbMl vk<Grkr- HkksiGk] xktj] vkack] VkseWVks 
vkf.k jrkaG ;ke/;s djksfVukWbMl vlrkr ;keqGs ‘kjhjkph 
jksxka’kh y<.;kph {kerk- ok<rs- g`n;klkBh gh QG pkaxyh 
vlrkr- yk;dksisu] chVk&dsjksVhu] Y;wVsu vkf.k 
f>vWDlsfFkau ;klkj[ks djksfVukWbMlMksG;kap vkjksX; 
jk[k.;klkscr ddZjksxkpk /kksdkgh deh djrkr-  
¶yWoksukWbMl e/;s Hkjiwj vWVhvkWDlhMaVl vlrkr- csjh] 
MkdZ pkWdysV] vkacV QGa] xzhu Vh vkf.k dka|ke/;s 

¶yWoksukWbMl vk<Grkr- ;kinkFkkZe/;s g`n; fodkj rlp 
dWUljfojks/kh rRoa vlrkr- vkys] VkseWVks] iklsZyh ;krgh 
fofo/k izdkjph ¶yWoksukWbMl lkiMrkr-  
poGh fofo/k izdkjP;k MkGh ;kr lWiksfuUl gs 
lk;VksU;wfVª;aV vk<Grs- ;k inkFkkZP;k lsoukus dksysLVªkWyp 
izek.k deh gksr- ;k inkFkkZe/;s dWUlj rlsp e/kqesgkfojks/kh 
rRogh vlrkr R;keqGs ;k inkFkkZp lsou Qk;|kp Bjra- 
lk;Vhd vWflMeqGs vkjksX;fo"k;d leL;k fuekZ.k gks.;kph 
'kD;rk deh gksrs- gk ?kVd /kuhdkfB.;kyk vVdko 
djrks- MkGh] dM/kkU;] dktw] rsyfc;k ;kr lk;Vhd 
vWlhM vlra- ;keqGs czsLV rlap izksLVsV dWUljpk /kksdk 
deh gksrks- V;wejP;k ok<hykgh ;keqGs izfrca/k gksrks- 
rhG] HkksiG;kaP;k ch;k] tol vkf.k lks;kchu ;kr 
fyXuu vk<Gr ;keqGs dslkap vkjksX; mRr jkgr- 
g`n;fodkjkpk /kksdk deh gksrks- fyXuueqGs jDrkrhy 
lk[kjsph ikrGh fu;a=.kkr jkgrs- 

lanHkZ xzaFk 

1- x`gfoKku Jherh ,l-ih-lqf[k;k] Jherh th-ih- 'kSjh  
2- Xk`gfoKku ;qthlh  lsV@usV  
3- QkeZlh MkWDVj 14 vkW- 2005 
4- QkeZlh MkWDVj 12 uksOgs- 2004 

5- ldkG 26 es 2017 
6- MkWDVulsi usFks MkW-jes’k iksrnkj egkjk"Vª 'kklu  
7- nks'kksUurh vkjksX; 16 ekpZ 2016 
8- iq.;uxjh 19 vkWx"V 2016 
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lkjka’k 

ekuoh thoukr i;kZoj.kkps vR;ar egRo vkgs- vkt i;kZoj.k vlarwyhr gksr vlY;kus laiw.kZ fouk’kkdMsp t.kwdkgh 
okVpky lw: vkgs- v’kkfLFkrhe/;s vki.k i;kZoj.kkpk fopkj d:u ekuohthou okpo.ks vR;ko’;d vkgs- vkf.k Eg.kwup 
tkxfrd Lrjkoj i;kZoj.kkpk vxnh xkaHkh;kZu fopkj lq: vkgs- i;kZoj.kkps nksu egRokps Hkkx d:.k R;kps mifoHkxgh ;kp 
dkj.kkus dj.;kr vkys vkgsr- izLrwr 'kks/k fuca/kkrwu i;kZoj.k ewyd fopkj ekaM.;kpk izLrwr 'kks/kfuca/k ys[kdkpk ekul 
vkgs- 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

eq[; 'kCn %& i;kZoj.k] jk"Vª] ekuo] ekuohthou] fulxZ] uSlfxZd i;kZoj.k] lkekftd i;kZoj.k- 

izLrkouk 

txke/;s i;kZoj.kkP;k v/;;ukl Qkjp egRo izkIr >kys 
vkgs- vfydMs i;kZoj.k gk’kCn lokZaP;k ftOgkG;kpk 
>kyk vkgs- i;kZoj.k ;k 'kCnkaps v/;;u ifgys Hkwxksy ;k 
fo"k;kr dsys tkr gksrs- ijarq vfydMhy dkGkr i;kZoj.k 
'kkL=kyk fo'ks"k egRo izkIr >kys vkgs- Eg.kwup 
fo|kfiBLrjkoj i;kZoj.k gk fo"k; vH;klklkBh rlsp 
i;kZoj.k fg ladYiuk vfr'k; xqarkxqrhph o cgqO;kid 
vkgs- i;kZoj.k Eg.ktsp Hkwi`"Bkaoj fof'k"V Hkkxk'kh fuxMhr 
vlysyh lHkksrkyph ifjfLFkrh gks;- ‘Environ’ ;k Qszap 
Hkk"ksrhy 'kCnkpk vFkZ ‘To Surround’ vlk gksrks- 
i;kZoj.k Eg.kts lHkksrkyph ifjfLFkrh- tSfod o vtSfod 
?kVdkapk lekos'k vlysyh lHkksrkyP;k ifjfLFkrhph 
,df=r fLFkrh Eg.kts i;kZoj.k gks;-  
^^,[kkn;k lthokP;k lHkksorkyph ifjfLFkrh tSfod o 
vtSfod ?kVdkapk lekos'k vlysyh ifjfLFkrhph ,df=r 
fLFkrh Eg.kts i;kZoj.k gks;-** 
^^,[kkn;k lthokP;k lHkksorkyph vlysyh izkd`frd 
jklk;fud o tSfod ifjfLFkrh Eg.ktsp i;kZoj.k gks;-** 
^^fof'k"V osGh fof'k"V fBdk.kh ekuokyk os<.kkjh th 
uSlfxZd fdaok lkaLd`frd ifjfLFkrhph ,dkRehd voLFkk 
Eg.kts i;kZoj.k gks;-** 

foospu  

FkksMD;kr vkiY;k Hkksorh vl.kkjh gok] ik.kh] izdk'k] 
tfeu] oLrqeku] izk.kh] ouLirh] euq"; ;k lxG;k 
?kVdkapk ,df=r fopkj Eg.kts i;kZoj.k gks;- ;k lxG;k 
?kVdkapk o R;kaP;k ,dq.k ifj.kkekapk vH;kl i;kZoj.k 
'kkL=kn~okjs dsyk tkrks- l/;kfLFkrhrhy i`Fohoj i;kZoj.k 
vLrhRokr vkgs- txkr nqljh dks.krh xks"V loZO;kih vlsy 

rj rh i;kZoj.k gks;- ekuokpk o i;kZoj.kkpk ijLijk'kh 
vU;; laca/k vkgs- ekrsps dql Eg.ktsp Hkz`.kkps i;kZoj.k 
vlrs- R;kizek.ks /kjrhph dql gs ekuokps i;kZoj.k gks;- 
R;kizek.ks i;kZoj.k larqyukr ekuokpk lgHkkx izkeq[;kus 
vlrks- gs vki.kka l ukdk:.k pky.kkj ukgh gs ekU;p 
djkos ykxsy- 
i;kZoj.k vyhdMhy dkGkr lkekU; ukxfjdkiklwu rs 
jkT;dR;kZi;Zar] 'kkys;Lrjkojhy fo|kF;kZaiklwu rs 
'kkL=Kki;Zar lokZaP;k ppsZpk fdaok v/;;kukpk fo"k; 
>kysyk vk<Grks- i;kZoj.k vusd tSfod o vtSfod 
?kVdkauh cuysys vkgs- ekuo laink i;kZoj.kkpk tSfod 
?kVdkaiSdh ,d egRokpk ?kVd vkgs- dkj.k ekuo uSlfxZd 
lk/kulaiRrhpk dlk okij djrks ;koj i;kZoj.kkpk ntkZ 
voyacwu vlrks- ekuo vkiys cq/nhpkrq;Z vkf.k rkaf=d 
dkS'kY;kn~okjs uSlfxZd i;kZoj.kkr lkrR;kus cny ?kMoqu 
vk.krkr- i;kZoj.kkpk vH;kl [kÚ;k vFkkZus fulxkZr 
tkowup djko;kpk vlrks] vuqHkokpk vlrks- 'kkGk] 
egkfo|ky;kr fdrhfg v/;;u dsys rjh rs ifj.kkedkj.k 
gksoq 'kdr ukgh- R;klkBh fulxkZP;k lkfu/;kar tkowu gok] 
ik.kh] tfeu] i'kqi'kh] ouLirh] o`{k o ekuo ;kaP;krhy 
ijLij ukR;kapk vH;kl djk;yk gok- i;kZoj.k f'k{k.k gs 
fujh{k.kkn~okjs f'kd.;kps 'kkL= vlwu R;kpk l[kksy 
vH;kl vki.k djk;yk ikfgts- 

i;kZoj.kkps izdkj 

txke/;s i;kZoj.kkps loZlk/kkj.ki.ks izeq[k nksu izdkje/;s 
oxhZdj.k dsys tkrs- 
1-uSlfxZd i;kZoj.k  
2-lkekftd i;kZoj.k 
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uSlfxZd i;kZoj.k 
 ;kaP;k lanHkkZrhy HkkSxksfyd ?kVd 
 1- e`nkoj.k 1- LFkku] {ks=] vkdkj 
 2- tYkkoj.k 2- gokeku 
 3- okrkoj.k 3- HkwxHkZjpuk 
 4- izk.kh  4- tfeu] e`nk 
 5- ouLirh 5- izkd`frd jpuk 
 6- lq{etho 6- izokg iz.kkyh 
 

lkekftd i;kZoj.k 
1- yksdla[;k olkgrh 4- jktdh; i;kZoj.k 
2- vkfFkZd i;kZoj.k  5- /kkfeZd i;kZoj.k 
3- lkekftd i;kZoj.k  6- lkaLd`frd i;kZoj.k 
i;kZoj.k fo"k;klaca/kh fopkj dj.;klkBh ifgyh fo'o 
ifj"kn 5 twu 1972 jksth LVkWdgkse ;sFks lq: >kyh- 5 
twu gk fo'o i;kZoj.k fnu Eg.kqu txHkj vksG[kyk tkrks- 
LVkWdgkse ifj"knseqGs i;kZoj.k fopkjkr ,d eqyHkwr cny 
?kMowu vkyk- ;k ifj"knsps lokZr egRokps Qyhr Eg.kts 
la;qDr jk"Vªla?k i;kZoj.k dk;ZØe ¼;q-,u-bZ-ih-½ ;k laLFksph 
LFkkiuk gks;- Hkkjrke/;s 1980 e/;s i;kZoj.k [kkrs 
dsanz'kklukr fuekZ.k dj.;kr vkys vkf.k R;kuarj 1985 
e/;s Hkkjr ljdkjus i;kZoj.k o ou] ea=ky; ;k [kkR;kps 
:aikrj dsys- ea=ky;krQsZ i;kZoj.k f'k{k.k tkx`rh] izcks/ku] 
fofo/k o;ksxVkrhy L=h&iq:"kkalkBh Ogkoh Eg.kqu i;kZoj.k 
ekfgrh in~/krh fuekZ.k dj.;kr vkyh- 1996 iklwu 
jk"Vªh; i;kZoj.k eksfge ns'kHkj jkcoyh tkr vkgs- lu 
1992&93 iklwu i;kZoj.k okfguhph uoh ;kstuk lq: 
>kyh- egkjk"Vª 'kklukP;k vf/kdkjkr lu 1970 e/;s 
iznq"k.k fu;a=.k eaMGkph LFkkiuk dj.;kr vkyh-  
,danj vls Eg.krk ;sbZy tkxfrd ikrGhoj o Hkkjrkr 
lqn~/kk fofo/k Lrjkoj 'kkluk i;kZoj.k ;k fo"k;kyk 
vfr'k; egRo nsoqu i;kZoj.k laj{k.kklkBh fofo/k laLFkk 
dk;Zjr vkgs- ijarq i;kZoj.k laj{k.kklkBh dsoG ljdkjyk 
tckcnkj /kj.;kis{kk lektke/;s i;kZoj.k fo"k; tkx`rh 
fuekZ.k dj.ks vko';d vkgs-  
lk/kkj.kr% Hkweh] ty] ok;q] /ouh iznq"k.kkus vusd leL;k 
fuekZ.k >kY;k vkgsr- ;k fofo/k iznq"k.kkpk ifjek.k ljG 
ekuoh LokLFkkoj iMrkauk vkiY;kyk fnlrks vkgs- ;keqGs 
euq"; fofo/k jksxkauk cGh iMrks vkgs- 

Hkweh iznq"k.k 

i;kZoj.kkrhy ,d ?kVd Eg.kwu Hkweh Qkj egRokph vkgs- 
Hkweh Eg.kts ekrh] 'ksrhrhy ekrh ikÅlkeqGs okgqu tkrs] 
R;keqGs tfeuhph /kwi gksrs- tehu ukihd gksÅu fidkaph 
mRiknu{kerk deh gksrs- Hkqehoj ?kjs] dkj[kkus] /kj.ks] ohVk 
ikM.ks b- dk;Z ekrhpk okij d:up d: ykxys- 

lkgftdp tfeuhph iksr fc?kMwu v'kk izdkjph tehu 
ukihd gksÅ ykxyh- tfeuhpk vrh okij dsY;keqGs 
tfeuhpk dl deh gksÅu rh ukihd >kyh- tfeuhoj 
dpjk lkBfo.ks] tfeuhyk lrr ik.kh nsoqu rh {kkj;qDr 
dj.ks] v'kk vusd ?kVukeqGs tfeuhps ,d izdkjps iznq"k.k 
gksr pkyys vkgs- 

ty iznq"k.k 

ik.kh ,d uSlfxZd ty laiRrh vkgs] ik.;kf'kok; 
thol`"Vh v'kD; xks"V vkgs- i`Fohojhy izR;sd lthokaP;k 
ok<hyk] iks"k.kkyk vkf.k tx.;klkBh ik.kh gs thou EgVys 
vkgs- 
i;kZoj.kkpk izeq[k ?kVd vl.kkÚ;k ik.;kps iznq"k.k vFkkZ 
ty iznq"k.k gh vkt lk/kh leL;k tkxfrd leL;k cur 
pkyyh vkgs- ioZrko:u okgr ;s.kkÚ;k u|kar vusd 
izdkjps fo"kkjh inkFkZ okgr ;srkr- unh dkBkojhy ek.kl 
okgR;k ik.;kr EgS'kh] cSy brj izk.;kauk /kqrkr rlsp ;k 
ik.;kr 'kgjkrhy vkf.k xzkeh.k Hkkxkrhy lkaMik.kh] 
e`rik.kh vkf.k dkj[kkU;krwu okgr vkysys VkdkÅ jlk;us 
felGrkr- R;keqGs eksB;k izek.kkoj ty iznq"k.k gksr vkgs- 
vkiY;kdMs vusdkdMs x.kirh] nsoh vls mRlkg gksrkr] 
ijaijsus pkyr vkysys 'kkgqph eqrhZ lksMqu xsys] vusd o"kZ 
IyWLVj vkWQ iWfjlph eqrhZpk okij pkyq vkgs- IyWLV vkWQ 
iWfjl ik.;kr foj?kGr ukgh] R;keqGs vf/kd ty iznq"k.k 
gksrs] R;keqGs ik.kh iznq"k.k gksrs- 

ok;q iznq"k.k 

okgrqdheqGs vkf.k xkM;ke/kqu fu?k.kkÚ;k /kqjkl 
dkcZueksukWDlkbZM ;k fo"kkjh ok;qps izek.k tkLr vlqu rs 
'kjhjkyk vik;dkjd vlrs- okrkoj.kkr /kqjkps izek.k 
ok<ys Eg.kts okrkoj.k nqf"kr gksrs- vkS|ksfxd dzkarheqGs 
vusd dkj[kkus fuekZ.k >kys] R;keqGs tkxslkBh taxyrksM 
>kyh] rlsp dkj[kkU;k ckgsj iM.kkÚ;k ?kkrd ok;qeqGs 
okrkoj.kkoj izfrdqy ifj.kke ?kMwu ;sr vkgs- 
dkj[kkU;krhy dkcZu Mk; vkWDlkbZM ok;q eksB;k izek.kkr 
ckgsj iMqu i`Fohps rkieku ok<r vkgs- 
okrkoj.kkr felG.kkÚ;k vusd ok;qeqGs i`FohP;k Hkksorh 
vl.kkjs laj{kd dop ¼vks>ksupk Fkj½ u"V gksr vkgs- tj 
gs laj{kd dop u"V >kys rj lq;kZiklwu ;s.kkjh vfruhy 
fdj.ks i`Fohoj ;srhy o ;k vfruhy fdj.kkeqGs i`Fohojhy 
thol`"Vhpk uk'k gksbZy- ekuokl Ropspk ddZjksx] gksbZy] 
ekuokP;k jDrkfHklj.k fØ;soj foijhr ifj.kke ?kMwu 
;srhy] izk.;kauk va/kRo o uaiqldRo ;sbZy b- fo/oald 
dk;Z ?kMwu ;srhy- 
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/ouh iznq"k.k 
tks /ouh@vkokt cslqj fdaok ddZ'k vlrks rks dkukyk 
udkslk okVrks v'kkizdkjpk ddZ'k vkokt fuekZ.k dj.kkjh 
lk/kus Eg.kts jLR;kojhy Vªd] cl] okgukaph okgrqd] jsYos 
okgrqd] foeku okgrqd] jLR;kaps ?kjkps cka/kdke fdaok 
nq:Lrh b- eksB eksBs dkj[kkus] lekftd dk;ZØekP;k 
fBdk.kh ykoysys ykÅMLihdj] QVkD;kapk vkokt b-;k 
ddZ'k vkoktkeqGs okrkoj.kkpa iznq"k.k lrr ok<r vlrs 
o R;kps lekt thoukoj Hk;adj vfu"B ifj.kke gksrkr- 
vkiys dku gosP;k nkckrhy cny lgti.ks letw 
'kdrkr- vkokt ekst.;kps ,dd Msflcy vkgs- vkiys 
dku tkLrhr tkLr 10 Msflcy i;Zar cny lgt letw 
'kdrkr- ddZ'k o cslqj vkoktkeqGs 'kkarrspk Hkax gksoqu 
dkekr O;R;; fuekZ.k gksrks- 'kkfjjhd rlsp ekufld 
dkekr vMFkGs fuekZ.k gksrkr- vki.k nqlÚ;k'kh fuVi.ks 
cksyq 'kdr ukgh- vkiyk jkx vukoj gksrks- vkiY;k 
dkekr pqdk gksrkr] vkiyh >ksi eksM gksrs- ;kloZ xks"Vhapk 
vkiY;k vkjksX;koj vfu"V ifj.kke gksrks- lrr eksBk 
vkokt ,sd.;kph lo; >kY;kl gGq vkokt ,sdq ;sr 
ukgh- R;keqGs cfgjsi.kk ;srks- Hk;adj ddZ'k vkoktkpk 
eukoj izpaM vk?kkr gksrs- ,[kkn;kosGh izpaM eksB;k 
vkoktkus dkukps iMns QqVwu dkukyk t[kegh gksrs-  

i;kZoj.kkpk lerksy jk[k.;klkBh ekuokph Hkqfedk 

1- IykWfLVd fi'kO;kP;k okijkoj ca/kus %& 
cktkjkr tkrkauk izR;sdkaus gkrkr ?k:up dkiMh fi'koh 
lkscr U;koh] IyWfLVdP;k fi'kO;ke/;s lkeku fLodk: u;s] 
iWfdaxlkBh IyWfLVd ,soth dkxnkpk okij djkok- 
2- daiksLV [kr r;kj dj.ks %& 
?kk.k dpÚ;krhy fo?kVu'khy inkFkZ osxGs d:u rs [kksy 
[kM;kr ekrh] 'ks.k o ik.kh ;klg nkcY;kl mRre izfrps 
daiksLV [kr ekuo ?kjP;k ?kjh r;kj d: 'kdrkr- 
3- ?kjkrhy o dkWyuhe/khy dpÚ;kps O;oLFkkiu %&  
izR;sd ?kjkrqu njjkst vusd oLrq o inkFkZ fu:i;ksxh 
Eg.kqu ckgsj QsdY;k tkrkr- nq/kkP;k fi'kO;k] iWdhaxps 
MCcs] dkxnkps rqdMs] okijk o Qsdk Lo:ikP;k oLrq 
izR;sd ?kjkrqu njjkst QsdY;k tkrkr] v'kk VkdÅ oLrqaph 
f<x vkiY;k ifjljkr brjL= u Qsdrk uxj ikfydsP;k 
dpjk isVhr Vkdkos Eg.kts vkliklps okrkoj.k nqf"kr 
gks.kkj ukgh-  
4- oLrqpk iquZokij dj.ks %& 
dpÚ;kr vusd oLrq v'kk vlrkr dh] R;kpk iquZokij 
djrk ;sÅ 'kdrks] v'kk oLrq osxG;k d:u R;kapk 
iquZokij dsY;kl dpÚ;kps izek.k deh gksÅ 'kdrs- mnk- 
%& dkxnkps ikdhV myVs d:u iqUgk okijrk ;s.ks] dkgh 
VkdkÅ oLrqiklqu 'kksHkhoar v'kk oLrq fuekZ.k djrks ;sÅ 

'kdrkr] mnk-%& fpa/;kiklqu ik;ihl] dkpsiklqu vkd"kZd 
'kksihl oxSjs] eqykaP;k iqLrdkaph jíh rlsp dksÚ;k f'kYyd 
ikukiklqu jQ ogh dj.ks oxSjs- 
5- o`{kkjksi.k %& 
vkiY;k vktwcktwP;k ifjljkr >kMs yko.ks o txfo.ks gs 
dk;Z ekuokauh ;ksX;fjrhus dsY;kl i;kZoj.k larqyuke/;s 
eksBs dk;Z gksÅ 'kdrs- dkj.k >kMs gk i;kZoj.kkP;k 
larqyukpk lokZr egRokpk ?kVd vkgs- o`{krksMheqGs 
i;kZoj.k  foLdGhr gksr vkgs- ekuokauh vkiY;k 'kstkjh 
fdaok dkWyuhP;k vksiu Lisl e/;s >kMs ykoqu izR;sdkus 
vkiys Lor%ps ,d >kM rjh ;ksX;fjR;k ok<oqu nk[kokos 
v'kh Li/kkZ ?ksrY;kl ekuo vkiY;k >kMkph dkGth ?ksoqu 
vkiksvki i;kZoj.k larqyu gks.;kl enr gksbZy- 
6- ik.;kps fu;kstu %& 
vko';d rso<kp nSuafnu thoukr ik.kh mi;ksxkr vk.kkos- 
vuko';d ik.kh okij.;kps VkGkos- ?kjkrhy lkaMik.;koj 
vkiyh Qqyckx Qqyokoh] ?kjkrhy ik.;kpk Fksacgh ok;k 
tkÅ u nsrk 'kks"k[kM~Mk d:u tyiquZHkj.khr enr djkoh- 
?kjkojhy Nrkps ik.kh cksvje/;s lksMwu R;kpsgh O;oLFkkiu 
djkos] v'kkizdkjs ik.kh okpoqu o ik.;kps ;ksX; fu;kstu 
ekuo ;ksX;fjR;k d: 'kdrs- cksvjtoG] unhe/;s vka?kksGh 
diMs /kqoq u;s- rlsp tukojkauk unhoj vka?kksG ?kkyq u;s- 
7- vuko';d eksBs lekjaHk VkG.ks %& 
ek.klkP;k vk;q";kr lekjaHkkyk eksBs LFkku vkgs] rjhgh 
lekjaHk fdrh vkf.k fdrh eksBs djk;ps ;koj e;kZnk gohp- 
gkp vuko';d [kpkZph jDde tj vukFk eqykaP;k 
olrhx`gkyk fnyh rj R;kaps efgukHkj iksV Hkjsy] T;kauk 
Hkjiwj [kk;yk vkgs] R;kaukp tso.k vu] T;kauk vk/khp 
udks brds diMs vkgsr- R;kauk vgsj gs dks.kR;k 
rdZ'kkL=kr clrs- v'kk lekjaHkklkBh fdrh fot] fdrh 
xWl] fdrh ykdMa] fdrh ik.kh] fdrh isVªksy [kphZ iMra 
;kpk fopkj vki.k d/kh djhr ukgh- ;k xks"Vhauk dkgh 
izek.kkr vkGk ?kkyqu i;kZoj.k larqyu ekuo d: 'kdrks- 
8- izk.;kps j{k.k %& 
'kkdkgkjkojgh euq"; fn?kkZ;q"kh vkf.k LoLFk thou txw 
'kdrks] ex ekalkgkj dk\ dkj.k cÚ;kp izek.kkr izk.kh gs 
fulxkZps larqyu djr vlrkr- ?kjkr izR;sdkus 'kkdkgkjkpk 
vkxzg /kjyk rj cÚ;kp izek.kkr izk.kh gR;k deh gksÅu 
fulxZ larqyukl enr gksbZy- 
9- okgukpk mi;ksx vko';d rso<kp %& 
ekuokauh vkiY;k vklikl [kjsnh dj.;klkBh rlsp lHksyk 
tk.;kdjhrk xkMhpk okij u djrk FkksMa ik;h pkyqu tkos- 
;keqGs lekrksy jk[k.;kl cjhp enr gksbZy o ekuokpk 
FkksMk pky.;kpk O;k;ke gksoqu vkjksX;gh pkaxys jkghy 
fdaok nksu ekuo ,dk vkWfQle/;s fdaok ,dk fBdk.kh 
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dk;Zjr vlrhy rj nksu Lora= xkM;k us.;kis{kk ,dk 
xkMhoj tkos- 
10- fofo/k dk;ZØe jkcfo.ks %& 
vki.k fofo/k dk;ZØekaP;k ek/;ekrqu i;kZoj.k tkx`rh d: 
'kdrks- 
mnk- o`{kkjksi.k dj.ks] i;kZoj.k fnaMh dk<.ks] i;kZoj.kkoj 
fuca/k fyg.ks] ppkZ dj.ks] i;kZoj.k larqyu jk[k.;klkBh 
lgdk;Z dj.ks b- 

fu"d"kZ 

1½ i;kZoj.k larqyu vkt dkGkph xjt vkgs- 
2½ i;kZoj.kkps iM.kkjs izdkj R;k&R;k foHkkxkr egRokps 
Bjrkr- 
3½ vkt i;kZoj.k larqyu vkt ekuoh thou okpoq 
’kdrs- 
4½ uSlfxZd i;kZoj.k vkt fofo/k ekxkZus vlarqfyr gksr 
vkgs- 
5½ lkekftd i;kZoj.k vkt m/n~oLr gksrkauk fnlr vkgs o 
R;kps nqxkZeh ifj.kke gksr vkgsr- 
6½ laiw.kZ tx vkt i;kZoj.kkP;k iz’ukoj xaHkhj vkgs- 

7½ i;kZoj.k larqyu dj.;kdjhrk fofo/k lekt lsoh 
laLFkkauh vkiyh dej dlY;kph fnlqu ;sbZy-  

lekjksi 

;ko:u vki.kkl y{kkr ;srs dh] i;kZoj.k larqyukr 
ekuokpk lgHkkx Qkj eksBk vkgs- vki.k lokZauh feGqu 
i;kZoj.kkapk lekrksy jk[k.;kl lgdk;Z dsys ikfgts- rlsp 
fulxkZpk lerksy vHkkfnr jk[k.;klkBh Lor% iklqu 
Lor%P;k ?kjkiklqu lq:okr dsyh ikfgts- Lor% ekuokus 
iq<kdkj ?ksoqu vkiY;k ifjljkrhy O;Drhauk ,d= d:u 
,desdkalkscr ppkZ ?kMoqu lao/kZukfo"k;h tkx`rh fuekZ.k 
djkoh- rlsp i;kZoj.k f’k{k.kkoj Hkj |kok- 
ekÖ;k ers] xjt vkgs rs dsoG tk.kho tkx`rh vkf.k 
n`"Vhdksu cny.;kph- ojhy loZ eq|kaoj ;ksX; Hkwfedk 
oGoyh rj iznq"k.kkyk uDdh vkGk clsy rlsp 
iznq"k.keqDr vkf.k fujksxh vk;q"; tx.k ’kD; gksbZy- 
v’;kizdkjs vusd vkOgkgkus vxnh lgt isy.;kph {kerk 
vlyh ikfgts rsOgkp vki.k iznq"k.k eqDr okrkoj.k 
fufeZrhps uos vkOgkgu fLodk:u ;k olqa/kjsyk lqanj 
cufo.;kpk fu/kkZj euk’kh iDdk djk;yk ikfgts- 

lanHkZ xazFklqph 

1½ i;kZoj.k ’kkL= ys[kd % izk-MkW-foB~By /kkjiqjs] fiaiGkiqjs 
vWUM daiuh ifCyds’ku] ukxiqj] izdk’ku Øekad 266 
vko`Rrh twu 2005 
2½ vkiys i;kZoj.k ys[kd % MkW-{kek fye;s] fo|k fodkl 
ifCy’klZ] ukxiqj] izFke vko`Rrh 5 twu 1999 
3½ ek.kwl vkf.k >kM ys[kd % fuGw nkeys] jkt gal 
izdk’ku] iq.ks] izFke vko`Rrh 2001 

4½ fulxkZ;.k ¼i;kZoj.kkpk ewyxkeh vkf.k ,dkRe fopkj½ 
ys[kd % fnyhi dqyd.khZ] jktgal izdk’ku iq.ks] izFke 
vko`rh 1986 
5½ os/k i;kZoj.kkpk % ys[kd % fujatu ?kkVs] esgrk 
ifCyds’ku iq.ks] izFke vko`Rrh ,fizy 2001 
6½ i;kZoj.k f’k{k.k ys[kd % MkW-ds-e-HkkaMkjdj] fuR; uqru 
izdk’ku] izFke vko`Rrh tkusokjh 2006 
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jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjktkapk i;kZoj.kh; n`f”Vdksu  

,l-,e- ykackMs 
Lok-ls-Jh-d-jk- bék.kh egkfo|ky;] dkjatk ¼ykM½ ft- okf'ke 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lkkjka’k 

izLrqr ‘kks/kfuca/kkrwu jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjktkauh ejkBh]fganh xzaFkjpusrwu] Hktukoyhrwu] Hktu]fdrZukrwu lHkksorhP;k 
fulxkZ’kh] i;kZoj.kk’kh] ekuoh thouk’kh rdZfu”B o cqn~/khizkek.;oknh fopkjlj.khrwu ,d#i gksowu lektkps fodlu gksrs 
vlk lans’k fnyk vkgs- l|%fLFkrhr ‘kklu ikrGhoj i;kZoj.kfo”k;d fofo/k ;kstukaph vaeyctko.kh dsY;k tkr 
vlY;keqGs gk lans’k vktP;k lekt ftoukyk frrdkp ykxw iMrks-  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ÁkLrkouk 

vukfndkGkiklwu fulxZ vkf.k ekuoke/;s _.kkuqca/k fnlwu 
;srks- fulxkZfo”k;h okV.kkjh vks< gh R;kP;k jDrkrp fnlwu 
;srs- Eg.kwup bafnjk lar Eg.krkr & 

jDrke/;s vks< ekrhph 
eukl ekrhps vksysi.k 

fulxkZrhy fofo/k jax lksgGk] vkdk’kkrhy cnyrs jax] 
o`{kosyhapk ‘kkar lgokl] e/kqj ok;qygjhaeqGs ekuoh 
O;DrheRokn~okjs fofo/k fde;k ?kMfoY;k tkrkr- R;krwup 
iq<s dfoeukrhy fofo/k Hkkouk dYiusP;k lkgk¸;kus fulxZ 
o ekuokrhy ukrs izdV djrkr& 

 
fpac Hkhtqu ikolkr 

eu tkÅu clra <xkr 
eksgjrkr lkÚ;k Hkkouk 

vkBo.khaP;k d`”.k &/koy txkr- 
dsnkj dqcMs ;kaP;k ojhy iaDrhrwu fulxZ o ekuokrhy 
Lusgca/k fnlrks- ekuoklHkksorkyh vlysys  
gok] ik.kh] taxys] tehu] lw;Zizdk’k] jk=hpk va/kkj] vU; 
ftotarw ;k uSlfxZd ifjljkl i;kZoj.k EgVys tkrs- vkiys 
ftou izHkkohr dj.kkÚ;k ;k loZ ‘kDrh i;kZoj.kkps fHkUu 
vkf.k vfHkUu vax vkgsr- fofo/k {ks=ke/;s mRraqx Hkjkjh 
?ksÅu Hkkjr ns’k egklRrk gks.;kph LoIus ckGxr vlrkauk 
nqljhdMs i;kZoj.kh; iz’ukauh mxz :i /kkj.k dsys vkgs- 
Hkkjr ns’kkr 350 rs 400 o”kkZiwohZ lar Kkus’oj]lar 

rqdkjke] lar rqdMksth egkjktkauh i;kZoj.k laj{k.k] 
larqyuklaca/kh tutkx`rhps dk;Z dsys vkgs- 

larJs”B rqdkjke egkjkt fyghrkr& 
o`{koYyh vkEgk lks;js oupjs A 

i{khgh lqLojs vkGforhA 

dk;Zin~/krh o mik;;kstuk 

jk”Vªlarkauh rj R;kaP;k laiw.kZ vk;q”;kr ys[kuh Hktu] 
Hkk”k.ks o d`rhrwu lektkyk bZ’oj fo”k;d fopkjkrwu ‘ksrh 
fo”k;d fopkjkrwu] l.kÅRlokaP;k ek/;ekrwu vkf.k 
LoPNrsP;k ekxkZpk voyac d:u uSlfxZd o lkaLd`frd 
i;kZoj.kh; n`”Vhdksu izkIr d:u fnyk vkgs-  
oSnHkhZ; okM~e; eafnjkpk dGl letY;k tk.kkÚ;k R;kaP;k 
^xzkexhrk* ;k ;qxxzaFkkph fufeZrh ekuodY;kukP;k fopkjkrwu 
>kyh vkgs- ;krhy 8 iapdkrwu 41 v/;;krhy 4675 
vksO;krwu i`Fohyk LoxZ dj.;kpk fopkj O;Dr dsyk vkgs- 
lqytke~ lqQyke~ HkkjrklkBh lekt izcks/ku d#u O;Drhyk 
vl.kkjs fo’oHkku gsp foKku gks;] fulxZ gks; vls Li”V 
dfjr foKku o v/;kRekpk la;ksx lar rqdMksth egkjktkauh 
?kMowu vk.kyk- foKku o v/;kRE;kP;k vuks[;k 
leUo;krwu txkyk ^fu[kG ekuoh lR; letkowu 
lkafxrysys vkgs- O;Drh&le”Vh&fo’os”Vh vkf.k ijes”Vh 
v’kk Lo#ikP;k foKkukP;k izoklkrwu foKkukyk v/;kRekph 
osl.k ?kkywu foKkukus ?kMwu ;s.kkÚ;k fo/oalkyk izfrca/k 
?kky.;klkBh egRokph Hkwfedk fuHkkoysyh vkgs- 
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vk/kqfud Hkkjrkps egkLoIu ikg.kkÚ;k jk”Vªlar rqdMksth 
egkjktkauh bZ’ojfo”k;d ladYiusrwu bZ’oj Eg.kts lR;kpk 
vkRelk{kkRdkj] fulxZrRokps vkdyu >kysyk drZO;n{k 
tuuk;d vlwu rks fo’oO;kih loZO;kih vlY;kph 
f’kdo.k nsÅu R;kP;k n’kZukrwu fulxkZps vkdyu 
dj.;kph n`”Vh lektkyk fnyh vkgs- fo’oke/;s ?kM.kk;k 
izR;sd xks”Vhpk va/kfo’okl u Bsork rdZlaxrn`f”Vus] 
dk;Zdkj.kHkko vksG[kwu okx.ks visf{kr vlrs vls lqpfoys 
vkgs- jk”Vªlarkauh ^xzkexhrk*e/kwu i;kZoj.k iznw”k.kkoj 
vizR;{ki.ks yksdkaph n`”Vh oGfo.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk vkgs- 
R;kauh fofo/k mnkgj.kkn~okjs Hkwiznw”k.k] tyiznw”k.k] 
ok;wiznw”k.k] /ouhiznw”k.k] ;klkj[;k leL;kaoj izdk’k 
Vkdysyk vkgs- 
Hkwiznw”k.kklaca/khr jk”Vªlarkpk n`f”Vdksu xzke’kqn~/kh] 
xzkeLoPNrsP;k ek/;ekrwu O;Dr gksrks rs Eg.krkr& 

Xkkokps ekxZ fo”Vsus O;kiysA 
vkMdksus ?kk.khauh Hkjys A 

Bk;h Bk;h mfdjMs lkpys A 
Xkko os<ys xksnjhauh A 

v-12 vks-20 
;ke/kwu xkoke/;s loZ= ?kk.k] fo”VkaeqGs mfdjMs r;kj gksÅu 
xkokyk xksnjhps Lo#i izkIr gksÅu thotarwpk izlkj gksrks 
vkf.k vLoPNrseqGs nqf”kr okrkoj.k fuekZ.k gksrs v’kh 
tkf.ko fuekZ.k d:u fnysyh vkgs- 

rSlsfp djkos pjlaMklA 
eG fnlksfp u |kok dks.kklA 
vkiY;k eGkph vki.kklA 
O;oLFkk yko.ks lks;hpsA 

v-12 vks-56 
;k vksohe/kwu jLR;koj ;s.kkÚ;k ?kk.khph ;ksX; foYgsokV 
yko.;kps lqpfoysys vkgs- rj 

Mksc lkprh] iMrh Msjs A 
Bhd djkos ekxhZ lkjs A 
‘kkSpx`gsfg uO;k izdkjs A 
fuekZoh lokZlkBh A 

v-13 vks-68 
;ke/kwu uO;k in~/krhP;k ‘kkSpx`gkph fufeZrh d:u jLR;kus 
lkp.kkÚ;k MkscÚ;kph O;oLFkk dj.;kfo”k;h lqpohys vkgs- 

Eksyh tukojs dksBsfg usyh A 
xkoHkjh ?kk.k]ekal gkMs vkyh A 
,sls u Ogk;k ikfgts useyh A 
Tkxk m/kM.;k&xkM.;kph A 

v-13 vks-80 
Xkkokyk ?kk.khpk =kl gksÅ u;s Eg.kwu esysY;k tukojkaph 
;ksX; foYgsokV yko.;klaca/kh ;ke/kwu ekxZn’kZu dsys vkgs 

vkf.k ekuokyk lqn`< vkjksX;kph tkf.ko fuekZ.k d#u fnyh 
vkgs- 

Xkkse; xksew= feGksfu jk=afnl A 
dk;e gksrk Hkwfepk dlA 
isos Hkjrh xkokxkoklA 

/kkU;kph rsOgkA 
^v 15 vks 10* 

jk”Vªlarkauh ;k mnkgj.kkrwu tfeuhph iksr dk;e 
Bso.;klkBh xkbZP;k xksew=kpk o ‘ks.kkpk lsanzh; [krkP;k 
Lo#ikr mi;ksx dj.;kl lqpfoys vkgs- 
jk”Vªlarkauh ^jke/kwu* ladYiusrwu laiw.kZ xkokph LoPNrk 
lkaxwu xzkeoklh;kauk i;kZoj.kh; leL;kackcr uoh n`”Vh 
fnyh vkgs- 

Eg.kksuhp dk<yh jke/kwu A 
Ogko;klh xkokps iqufuZek.k AA 

 v-12 vks- 45 
vgksA gh fulxkZph jpuk A 
letyhp ikfgts loZ txkAA 

v-12 vks- 61 
jk”VªlarkaPkk gk n`f”Vdksu ^LoPN Hkkjr vfHk;ku* ;k 
midzekrwu O;Dr gksrkauk fnlrks- Hkkjr ns’kke/khy yksdkauk 
LoPN vkf.k vkjksX;o/kZd okrkoj.k feG.;kdfjrk ek- 
iariz/kku Jh ujsanz eksnh ;kauh Lor% gkrke/;s >kMw ?ksÅu  
u xanxh djsaxs] u djus nsaxs A  
gk ea= nsÅu laiw.kZ jk”VªklkBh tu vkanksyukps Lo#i izkIr 
d#u fnys vkgs- 

 
;k lkscrp lqn`< vkjksX;klaca/khr leL;k lksMfo.;klkBh 
^xzke LoPNrk vfHk;ku* ;k dk;Zdzekph lq#okr 
>kY;kiklwu 2000 is{kk vf/kd xzkeiapk;rhauh egkjk”Vªkr 
^vksiu eyfoltZu eqDr* fLFkrh izkIr dsyh vkgs- ;kn~okjs 
ok<R;k jksxjkbZiklwu ekuokps j{k.k gksbZy- i;kZoj.kh; 
leL;k º;k ckº; fulxkZrhy vlY;k rjh frpa eqG 
vkiY;k eukso`Rrhr] vkiY;k fopkjkr vlY;keqGs ;k 
eukso`Rrhe?;s cny ?kMowu vk.k.;klkBh jk”VªlarkaP;k 
fopkjlj.khpk mi;ksx gksr vkgs- Hkkjr ;k ‘ksrhiz/kku 
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ns’kke/;s jklk;fud vkS”k/ks o [krkapk cslqekj okij dsY;k 
tkr vkgs- R;keqGs fnolsfnol tfeuhpk dl u”V gksr 
vlwu jklk;fud ?kVdkapk izfrdwy ifj.kke ekuokP;k 
vkjksX;koj gskÅu gkuh iksgkspr vkgs- v’kk osGh lar 
rqdMksth egkjktkauh lsafnz; [krkn~okjs tfeuhpk dl dk;e 
Bso.;klaca/kh lqpfoysY;k mik;kph vaeyctko.kh d#u 
Hkwiznw”k.kkl vkGk ?kky.;klkBh iz;Ru djrk ;srhy- 
jk”VªlarkaP;k ^jke/kwu* ladYiuspk mi;ksx ukf’kd 
ftYg;krhy fnaMksjh rkyqD;ke/;s jkcfo.;kl rsFkhy 
xVfodkl vf/kdkjh jkgqy jksdMs ;kauh lq#okr dsyh- R;kauh 
?kjh ‘kkSpky; ulysY;k 23 dqVwacizeq[kkaleosr cSBd ?ksowu 
R;kaps erifjorZu dj.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk vkgs- 
Hkwiznw”k.kfo”k;d ;kstuse/;s egkjk”Vªkr tSfod oS|dh; dpjk 
1998] egkjk”Vª fo?kVu’khy o vfo?kVu’khy dpjk 
fu;a=.k vf/kfu;e 2006 vkf.k egkjk”Vª IyWfLVd mRiknu 
fu;e 2006 ;klkj[;k ;kstuk jkcfoY;k tkr vkgs-  
i;kZoj.kkrhy lokZr egRokpk ?kVd Eg.kts ^ik.kh*- 
rqdMksth egkjktkauh miyC/k ik.;kpk ;ksX; okij d#u] 
iw.kZokij d#u Hkfo”;ke/;s mn~Hko.kk;k ik.kh VapkbZpk iz’u] 
deh iM.kkjk ikÅl ;k fo”k;hph nwjn`”Vh fofo/k vksO;kaP;k 
vk/kkjs lektkyk fnysyh vkgs- 

?kjkHkksorh ckx dsyh A 
lkaMik.;kojrh >kMs ok<yh A 

QGkQqykaph jksis]osyhA 
Hkkthikyk fuR;kpk A 

v- 13 vks- 13 
;ke/kwu ?kjkrhy lkaMik.;kpk iq.kZokij d#u ijlckxsps 
fu;kstu d#u QGQqys] HkkthikY;kps mRiknu ?ksrk ;srs- 
;kn~okjs miyC/k lk/kulkexzhpk e;kZfnr okij d#u 
fulxZlarqyukfo”k;d tk.khotkxr̀h dsysyh vkgs- 

unh rG;kdkBhph LoPNrk A 
rsFks ikj]?kkV vkfnaph O;oLFkk A 
mRiknu ok<ok;k rRork A 
mi;ksx ?;kok tykpk A 

v- 13 vks- 69- 
;kvksohrwu ik.;kps ;ksX; mi;kstu d#u tyiznw”k.k 
jks[k.;kl izo`Rr dsys vkgs- 
Tkyiznw”k.kklaca/khr Åik; ;kstuk Eg.kwu l|%fLFkrhr /kkU; 
o Hkkthikyk /kqrysys ik.kh >kMklkBh mi;ksxkr vk.k.ks] 
‘kks”k[kM~Ms r;kj d#u jksiokVhdslkBh mi;ksx dj.ks] 
fi.;kP;k ik.;kr tarwuk’kd ikoMj Vkd.ks] ik.;kph cpr 
dj.ks ;kfo”k;h tutkx`rh d#u tyiznw”k.k jks[k.;kl enr 
djrk ;srs- ‘kkldh; Lrjkoj jk”Vªh; unh d`rh ;kstuk] 
jk”Vªh; ljksoj lao/kZu ;kstuk] unh [kskÚ;kP;k {ks=ke/;s 
m|ksx/kans mHkkj.;kckcr /kksj.k] lkekf;d lkaMik.kh l;a=.kk 

;kstuk]ljnkj ljksoj izdYi v’kk fofo/k ;kstuk jkcfoY;k 
tkr vkgs- 

 
 ek- iariz/kku ujsanzth eksnh ;kauh xaxk unhps ‘kqn~/khdj.k 
dj.;kps ;ksthys vkgs o lektkleksj vkokgu Bsoys vkgs- 
;kp vkokgkukrwu izsjhr gksowu xkokxkokr ‘ksrrGs cka/k.ks o 
ik.koBs r;kj d#u ik.kh VapkbZpk iz’u lksMfo.;kpk iz;Ru 
gksr vlY;kps fun’kZukr ;sr vkgs- unh&ukY;kaps 
Jenkukrwu LoPNrk dj.;kps midze jkcfoys tkr vkgs- 
jk”Vªlarkauh ^xzkexhrs*rwu lqn`< vkjksX;klkBh ldkGP;k 
LoPN gosps egRo iq<hy vksohrwu izfriknhr dsysys vkgs- 

igkV okjk p<fo jDrkl A 
ykyh jksxizfrdkjd A 

  v-14 vks- 43 
;ke/kwu jLR;kP;k nksUgh cktwyk >kMs ykoqu e/;s dpjk 
Vkd.;klkBh fu;kstu dj.;klaca/khr lqpfoys vkgs- 

lMdkafp;k nqrQkZ Nku A 
lokZauh djkos o`{kkjksi.kA 
<ksys Bsokos e/kke/kkrwu A 
dpjk R;kr Vkdko;k AA 

 v-13  vks 71- 
;k vksohrwu o`{kkjksiukP;k ek/;ekrwu gok iznw”k.k 
jks[k.;kfo”k;h lwpuk fnY;k vkgsr- 
;kp fopkjlj.khrwu gok iznw”k.kkoj fu;a=.k Bso.;klkBh 
mik;;kstuk Eg.kwu ifj.kkekph tk.kho d#u ns.ks] 
yksdla[;k ok<hoj fu;a=.k Bso.ks] QVkD;kapk okij VkG.ks] 
Fkqad.;klkBh HkkaMs fdaok okgR;k xVkjhapk okij dj.ks] 
dkj[kkus gs ‘kgj o xkokiklwu nwj Bsowu R;krhy fpe.;kaph 
maph tkLr Bso.ks] okg.kkaps V;wfuax dj.ks vkf.k ;klaca/khr 
dk;ns o fu;ekaps ikyu dj.ks ;klkj[;k mik;kae/kwu gok 
iznw”k.k jks[k.;kl enr djrk ;srs- ;k dfjrk ljdkj.ks 
jk”Vªh; gfjr lsuk] eqacbZ ‘kgjkpk d`rh vkjk[kMk] >ksfuax 
vWVykl ;klkj[;k ;kstuk dk;kZUohr dsysY;k vkgs- 
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Lakr rqdMksth egkjktkauh fofo/k l.k mRlo vkf.k ijaijsP;k 
ek/;ekrwu lekjaHkkizlaxh oktfoY;k tk.kkÚ;k fofo/k 
ok|kaeqGs /o.khiznw”k.k gksÅu xkokP;k ‘kkar ftoukyk ck/kk 
fuekZ.k gks.;kfo”k;hps fopkj fofo/k vksO;ke/kwu lektkleksj 
lknj dsys vkgs- 

ex jkghys okta=h ckts A 
R;krgh rky]Loj vankts A 
dls rjh ykohrh lkts A 
yXu ekSt Eg.kwfu;k A 

 v-12 vks- 36 
d.ksZ ‘ka[k]?kaV;k]uxkjs A 

,dfp xksa/kG dfjrh lkjs A 
csrky gksrk dksBwfu Hkjs A 
rky ftouh xkokP;k A 

 v-12 vks 37- 
v’;kizdkjs gks.kkÚ;k /ouhiznw”k.kkoj mik; ;kstuk Eg.kwu 
/kkfeZd o lkekftd dk;Zdzekizlaxh ok| o /ouh iz{ksidkoj 
fu;a=.k Bso.ks] ?kjke/;s gGq vkoktkr cksy.ks] deh vkokt 
dj.kkjh midj.ks o e’khuhapk okij] xkMhpk gkWuZ ddZ’k 
ulkok vkf.k vko’;d rsOgkp okijkok- ;k fo”k;d fu;e 
o e;kZnsps ikyu d#u /ouhiznw”k.kkl vkGk ?kky.;kl 
enr gksrs- 
‘kklfd; ikrGhoj ftYgk i;kZoj.k lferh] bdks lsaflVhOg 
{ks=] i;kZoj.k ekfgrh iz.kkyh dsanz] ^,fUOgl*] i;kZoj.k 
lsok ;kstuk r;kj d#u veykr vk.kY;k tkr vlwu 
R;kn~okjs i;kZoj.k larqyu o laj{k.k jk[kY;k tkr vkgs-  

lekjksi 

v’kkizdkjs jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjktkauh uSlfxZd laiRrhps 
egRo vksG[kwu i;kZoj.k larqyu o laj{k.kklkBh ekuokph 
Hkwfedk gh bZ’ojfo”k;d vkjksX;fo”k;d tkf.ko 
tkx`rhrwu]izk.;kaP;k eyew=kP;k mi;kstukrwu tehuhpk dl 
dk;e Bso.;k laca/khr rlsp ‘ksrhyk izk/;ku nsÅu vkn’kZ 
xzkefufeZrhn~okjs uSlfxZd lk/kulaiRrhpk mi;ksx dj.;klaca/kh 
tutkx`rh dsyh vkgsr- jk”Vªlarkauh foKkukyk v/;kRekph 
osl.k ?kkywu xzketukauk fo/kk;d bgoknh thon`“Vh  cgky 
dsyh- R;keqGs lkgftdp euq”;kP;k fo/oald izo`Rrhyk 
vkGk clwu i;kZoj.k laj{k.k jk[k.;kl enr gksrs- 
O;fDryk vl.kkjs fo’oHkku gsp foKku vkgs] gkp fulxZ 
vkgs vls Li”V djhr jk”Vªlarkaauh foKku o  
v/;kRekpk la;ksx ?kMowu vk.kyk- vktgh jk”Vªlarkaps HkDr 
HktuheaMGkan~okjk fonHkZ] ejkBokMk izns’kke/;s fo/kk;d 

fopkj ?kjks?kjh iljorkauk fnlrkr- O;lueqDrh] o`{klaxksiu] 
xzkelQkbZ] xzkej{k.k] xzkef’k{k.k] yksdla[;k fu;a=.k] 
xzkevkjksX; vkfn fo”k;kauk lksI;k ‘kCnkrwu lektkP;k 
eu%iVykoj fcacfor vkgs- 
jk”Vªlarkauh R;kaP;k fopkjkrwu o d`frrwu th i;kZoj.k 
fo”k;d tutkx`rh dsyh vkgs] R;k vuq”kaxkus fopkj d#u 
euq”;kps i;kZoj.k laj{k.k o larqyu vckf/kr Bso.;klkBh 
drZO;n{k jkg.ks gs drZO; vkgs- R;kdfjrk lthokauk 
vkiY;k thoula?k”kkZlkBh vkf.k mRdzkarhlkBh lHkksorkyP;k 
i;kZoj.k’kh tqGowu ?;kos ykxsy- vFkok vuqdwy cny 
djkos ykxrhy dkj.k vki.kgh ;kp i;kZoj.kkpk ,d Hkkx 
vlY;keqGs i;kZoj.kklkscrp vki.k gGqgGw udGr 
vkiykgh fouk’k djr vkgksr- tj i`Fohojhy uSlfxZd 
lalk/ku laiyh fdaok nqf”kr >kyh rj vki.k nqlÚ;k xzgkoj 
jkgk;yk tkÅ ‘kdr ukgh- Eg.kwup vki.k vkiY;k 
i`Fohph dkGth ?ksryh ikfgts- dfjrk o`{krksM Fkkacfo.ks 
tkLrhr tkLr >kMs yko.ks o laxksi.k dj.ks o [kktxh 
okgukis{kk cl] jsYosP;k okijkoj Hkj ns.ks] dkj[kkunkjkauh] 
i;kZoj.kfo”k;d fu;ekaps ikyu dj.ks] ok<R;k yksdla[;soj 
fu;a=.k Bso.ks] ‘ksrhlkBh jklk;fud vkS”k/ks o [krkapk 
vuko’;d okij VkGwu lsafnz; [krkapk okij dj.ks] lkSj 
mtsZpk okij dj.ks] ba/kukpk tiwu okij dj.ks ;klkj[;k 
mik;kapk voyac dsY;kl i`Fohojhy loZ ns’k ;k ns’kkrhy 
loZ yksd i;kZoj.kkckcr tkx#d gksrhy vkf.k vkiyh 
i`Foh iqUgk ,dnk lqtyke~ lqQyke gksbZy-- ‘ksoVh ,o<sp 
Eg.kkosls okVrs dh] 

ikus] Qqys okgw;k i=h 
fulxkZ’kh pyk d# ;k eS=h 
thoukph feGsy [kk=h 

i;kZoj.kkph f’kjh vlsy N=h 

fu”d”kZ  

1- ek.kwl gk fulxkZph fufeZrh vkgs- 
2- i;kZoj.k laj{k.kph laiw.kZ tckcnkjh ekuokph vkgs- 
3- jk”Vªlarkauh lektkyk oSKkfud n`f”Vdksu  fnysyk vkgs- 
4-  jk”Vªlarkauh xzkexhrsn~okjs o`{klaxksiu] yksdla[;k 

fu;a=.kkckcr tutkx`rh dsyh vkgs- 
5- jk”Vªlarkauh xzkexhrsn~okjs i;kZoj.kckcr izcks/kukps dk;Z 

dsys vkgs- 
6- jk”VªlarkaP;k iqjksxkeh fopkj lj.khps n’kZu ?kMrs- 
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lanHkZ  

1-   vrqy nsÅGxkaodj] ^c[kj i;kZoj.kkph vkf.k foosdh 
i;kZoj.kok|kph*] ekSt izdk’ku] eqacbZ] 

2- dsnkj dqcMs] ^ikÅl vkf.k rq>h vkBo.k*] ejkBh 
ekrh MkWVdkWe] iz-laik- eaMG] 6 twu 2016- 

3- MkW- euksgj jksdMs] ^jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjkt ;kaph 
dkO;n`”Vh lkfgR;’kDrh* Jh xq#nso izdk’ku] xq#dqat 
eks>jh 

4- MkW- euksgj jksdMs] ^jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjkt 
xzkexhrklkj*] Mk;eaM ifCyds’ku] iq.ks- 

5- MkW- lqHkk”k lkojdj ^jk”Vªlar rqdMksth thou o dk;Z*] 
ejkBh tulkfgR; ifj”kn vejkorh]izFkeko`Rrh 2007- 

6- fnyhi dqyd.khZ]^fulxkZ;.k* i;kZoj.kkpk ewyxkeh 
vkf.k ,dkRe fodkl*] jktgal izdk’ku] iq.ks-]vkWDVks-
2009- 

7- fnyhi dqyd.khZ]^cnyw ;k thou’kSyh % Hkkx 2*] 
jktgal izdk’ku] iq.ks-tkus- 2014- 

8- ukxksjko lk- ;sorhdj] ^i;kZoj.k vkf.k ekuoh thou*] 
^lkeuk*] 5 twu 2017- 

9- ejkBh fo’odks’k [kaM 2] 2015- 
10- jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjkt ^xzkexhrk* Jh xq#nso 

xzkexhrk izfr”Bku]xq#dqat vkJe] uoeko`Rrh 1991- 
11- Lo-lqnke lkojdj] ^thou;ksxh [akM 8*] ejkBh 

tulkfgR;ifj”kn]vejkorh] fn~orh; vko`Rrh]2010-
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Hkkjrh; lektkrhy va/nJ/nk o oSKkfud n`"Vhdksu 

Mh-,u- jkBksM 
ejkBh foHkkx] Lok-ls-Jh-d-jk-bUuk.kh egkfo|ky;] dkjatk ¼ykM½ ft- okf’ke- 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lkkjka’k 

vktps ;qx oSKkfud ;qx vkgs- v’kk;qxkr okojrkauk vkiY;k utjsr dk; ;srs o R;k ekxhy oSKkfud Hkwfedk dk; rs 
fopkjkr ?ks.ks vR;ko’;d vkgs- v’kk fLFkrhr vkiyk n`”Vhdks.k gk oSpkfjd] foKkufu”B o vk/kwfud tkf.kokuh ifjiw.kZ 
vlus rso<sp vko’;d vkgs- ek= usedk vki.k nSooknh] iwjk.keroknh curks] o R;kewGs vk/kwfud ;qxkr vkiY;k tf.kok 
izxV gks.;k,soth ekxklysY;k vkgsr dk\ ;kpk fopkj dj.ks vR;ko’;d vkgs- o Hkkjrh; lektkrhy va/kJ/nk fueZwyu 
dj.ks izLrwr ‘kks/kfuca/k fygrkauk ;kp fopkjkpk ‘kks/k ?ks.;kpk izLrwr ‘kks/kfuca/k ys[kdkpk ekul vkgs- 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

eq[; ‘kCn%& foKku] oSKkfud] vk/kwfud ;qx] izxrh] lerk] thou tkf.kok- 

izLrkouk 

Hkkjrh; ekuoh lektkpk bfrgkl gk fla/kw laLd`rhiklwu lq# 
gksrks- b-l-iwoZ 2000 o”kZ fla/kw laLd`rhyk fodflr 
uxj:i izkIr >kys gksrs- b-l-iwoZ 3250 o”kkZiwohZ vk;Z 
Hkkjrkr vkys vkf.k [kÚ;k vFkkZus Hkkjrh; lektkr 
o.kZO;oLFkk vfLrRokr vkyh- fla/kwlaLd`rhiklwu bgoknh 
n`”Vhdksukph isj.kh lq# >kyh- /keZ]bZ’oj]ijyksd ;kaP;k’kh 
lacf/kr loZp ca/kus] :<h] fo”kerk vkf.k va/kJ/nk ;kauk 
bgoknh ijaijsus /kqMdkowu ykoys- cq/nhokn lerk]LokRka«;] 
ca/kqrk vkf.k lkekftd U;k; ;k ewY;oLFksrsph izLrkiuk gs 
vkiys /;s; ekuys- vkf.k ekuoh thoukrhy iz’u 
lksMfo.;kps loZ ‘kD;rk ukdkjY;k xsY;k- lektkr ^tSls 
Fks* P;k vaXuhdawMkr dk;e dksaMwu Bsoys- Hkkjrh; 
foKkufu”B n`”Vhdksukus /keZlaLFkk( bZ’oj( vkRek vkf.k 
deZdkaM gh /kkfeZd izo`Rrh ewGkiklwu jÌ Bjfoyh- loZ 
fo”kersps mxe u”V dsys- thou/;s;kyk ek.klkP;k 
cq/nhoknkik’kh lersik’kh vkf.k lkekftd U;k;kik’kh 
vk.kwu mHks dsys- bgokn Eg.kts Secular fopkj gks;- 
txklaca/kh dsysyk fopkj gks;- bgoknkr /keZoknkpk fopkj 
;sr ukgh- /keZoknkr /keZ] eks{k] vkRek] ijekRek] ijyksd 
vkf.k iqujZtUe v/;kRe vkf.k varKkZu ;klaca/kh fopkj 
;srks- bgoknkr euq”;tUe] thou] vkf.k R;kapk leL;k 
vFkZ vkf.k dke] vuqHkotU; Kkuizo`Rrhij thou ;kapk 
fopkj dsyk tkrks- vls Hkkjrh; foKku dks’k lkaxrks- 
J?nk Eg.kts laLd`r Hkk”ksrhy  Jr~ ¼Eg.kts lR;½ ;k 
ukekyk /kk ¼Eg.kts Bso.ks½ gk /kkrw tksMwu J/nk gk ‘kCn 
r;kj gksrks- R;kpk O;qRirhuwlkj vFkZ vlk gksrks dh 
T;ke/;s lR; Boysys vlrs rh J/nk gks;- 
J/nk ;k ladYiusr ykSdhd O;ogkjkr]vknj] fu”Bk 
iwT;Hkko] cka/khydh] bukehi.kk] Hkjolk] fo’okl vlk 
vFkZ ejkBh fo’odks’kkr ;srks- 

J/nk Eg.kts mRd`”Vi.ks d`fr’khy >kysyh foods‘kDrh vls 
e-xks- jkuMs Eg.krkr- mRdVrk ;kpk vFkZ Hkkoukiz/kkurk 
O;Drhph ekulcq/nh o Hkkouk ;krwu rh curs- J/nspk 
nqljk Hkkx Eg.kts d`rh’khyrk gsp J/nsps lkeF;ZLFkku 
vlrs- nkHkksGdj Eg.krkr dh uSfrdrk gh J/nse/khy 
lokZr egRrokph xks”V vkgs- gh uSfrdrk ek.klkpk 
ewY;foods mUur djrs- 
va/kJ/nk Eg.kts dk;Zdkj.k Hkkokpk vHkko o ‘kks”k.kkpk 
izHkko gks;- va/kJ/nseqGs ‘kks”k.k gksrs- ;k ‘kks”k.kkyk lacf/kr 
O;Drh ifo= ekurkr- ‘kks”k.kkyk ikfo«; cgky djrkr gh 
xks”V nkHkksGdjkauk Hk;kog okVrs- gh ekufld xqykefxjh gs 
va/kJ/nsps [kjs fparktud #i vkgs- 
tkxfrdj.kkeqGs txkr Økarh i.k vkiY;k ns’kkrhy 
va/kJ/nkps cq#t vtqugh dk;e vkgs- egkjk”Vªkr vusd 
lektlq/kkjdkauh L=h lcyhdj.k] flapu] f’k{k.k] ‘ksrh ;k 
lanHkkZr fopkj ekaMys R;kauh va/kJ/nsoj izgkj dsys ek= 
jktdh; usrs gs lektlq/kkjdkaps nk[kys nsrkr i.k 
lq/kkjdkaP;k va/kJ/nk ;k fo”k;koj ekSu ckGxrkr- 
tkxfrdj.kkus laiw.kZ ns’kkr ifjorZu >kys- i.k va/kJnsps 
c#tkyk lq#ax ykowu m/oLr dj.ks teys ukgh- J/nk ;k 
‘kCnkpk laca/k /kekZ’kh fuxMhr vkgs- R;keqGs ;kph ppkZ 
va/kJ/ns’kh gksrs- ekÖ;k /keZJ/nsyk rj /kDdk ykxr  ukgh 
uk\ Eg.kwu O;fDr laHkzfer gksrks- J/nk&va/kJ/nsP;k }an 
uhV letwu ?ksrys ikfgts- va/kJ/nse/;s dsoG vKku ulrs- 
rls vlrs rj foKkukP;k izlkjkcjkscj va/kJ/nk ukgh’kh 
>kyh vlrh- va/kJ/nk Eg.kts dsoG dk;Zdkj.k Hkkokpk 
vHkko o ‘kks”k.kkpk izHkko gks;- va/kJ/nkeqGs ‘kks”k.k gksr- 
T;kps ‘kks”k.k gksrs ukgh ;k ‘kks”k.kkyk ifo= ekurks ‘kks/kkyk 
ikfo«; cgky dj.kkjh gh ekufld xqykefxjh gs va/kJ/nsps 
[kjs fpratud #i vkgs- 
lR; dk; vkgs\ b”V o uSfrd dk; vkgs\ ;k iz’ukaph 
mRrjs txkrhy loZ /kekZuh fnyh vkgs- i`Foh lw;kZHkksorh 
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fQjrs gs lR; xkWfyfyvksus fl/n dsys- gs lR; /kekZus 
lkafxrysY;k lR;kis{kk osxGs gksrs- oSKkfud lR; 
lkafxrY;kcjkscj cqzuksyk ftoar tkG.;kr vkys- xWfyfyvksus 
ekQh ekfxryh rjh R;kyk vktUe dkjkoklkph f’k{kk 
ns.;kr vkyh- ujsnz nkHkksGdj Eg.krkr dh] ekuokus J/nk 
riklY;k Eg.kwu gk [kÚ;k vFkkZus ek.kwl cuyk- lekt 
vkf.k laLd`rh mHkh jkfgyh- ;k J/nk riklrkauk vVGi.ks 
/keZJ/nk Bjowu iw.kZ ek?kkj ?;koh ykxyh gksrh- 
nsokoj J/nk vl.kkjs yksd vkiY;k eqykyk iksfyvkspk 
Mksl u nsrk Bsor ukgh ;k lanHkkZr dk;Zdkj.kHkko tsFks FksV 
izLFkkfir gksrks rsFks J/nsps {ks= dkyckº; Bjrs- pkaxys 
ekuoh orZu dks.krs\ ;kckcr /kekZus fnysY;k fu.kZ;krwu 
fuekZ.k gks.kkÚ;k va/kJ/nk nqj dj.ks dBh.k gksÅu clrs- 
fganq /kekZrhy J/nk va/kJ/nk ;kapk laca/k U;k;&vU;k; 
vlk tksMyk tkrks f[kz’pu /kekZr /keZJ/nspk la?k”kZ 
foKkuk’kh gksrk- R;keqGs foKkukP;k jks[kBksd iqjkO;kiq<s 
/keZJ/nsP;k ukokus ek?kkj ?;koh ykxyh- /keZJ/nsP;k ukokus 
vU;k;kps leFkZu dj.ks o Lor%ps fgrlaca/k tksiklrks ;k 
loZ ‘kks”k.k dj.kkÚ;k va/kJ/nkp gksR;k- 
eqyhps yXu ekfldikGh izkIr gks.;kiwohZ djkos- L=h;kauh 
irhykp ijes’oj ekukos pqy vkf.k eqy gsp vkiys 
dk;Z{ks= letkos fo|k xzg d# u;s- ;k loZ xks”Vh izLFkkfir 
lektkr #< gksR;k rjhi.k Hkkjrh; L=h;kauk ;kloZ xks”Vhps 
;ksX; b”V vkf.k ifo= Bjowu vkpj.;kr vk.kY;k gh 
ekufld xqykexhjhps mRre vlk uequk vkgs- vls 
nkHkksGdjkps er vkgs-  
va/kJ/nsps vk.k[kh nqljs mnkgj.k nsrk ;srs rs iq<hy izek.ks- 
,[kkns ek.kwl gkrokjs d# ykxys xw< ‘kki vls dkgh cksyq 
ykxyk dh] R;kaP;k vaxkr vkys( vaxkr vkys Eg.kts 
,[kkn;k nsorspk fdaok Hkqrk[ksrkpk ‘kfjjkr lapkj gks.ks vls 
letrkr Hkwr vaxkr vkY;kl R;kl >ikV.ks vls Eg.krkr- 
Hkxr nso_`”kh fdaok xzkensorkpk iqjksfgr ;kaP;k vaxkr R;k 
R;k nsorkapk lapkj gksrks- bfPNr xks”V feGkY;koj eh 
Hkwr;ksuhrwu eqDr gksbZy vls rks lkaxrks- 
cgq/kk vaxkr ;s.kkjh nSors gh ‘kwnzp vlrkr ek= uojk=hr 
v”VehP;k fno’kh egky{ehP;k iq<s ?kkxjh Qqdrkauk ,[kknh 
ckbZ ?kqew ykxyh dh] frP;k vaxkr egky{eh vkyh vls 
Eg.krkr- ex frps teysyh eaMGh fryk gGn dwadq ykowu 
o fryk egky{eh cuowu vkivkiys iz’u fopkjrkr- gs 
izdkjlq/nk va/kJ/nsr ;srkr-  
tkxfrdj.kkP;k lq#okrhP;k dkGkr J/nkauk /kDds clys 
vkf.k R;krhy J/nk&va/kJ/nkp vkgsr gs ekU; vkys- 
vkt eqyhps yXu nsok’kh yko.ks gh izFkk laiq”Bkr vkyh- 
xfreku lektthoukeqGs dkgh va/kJ/nk fVdY;k ukghr- 
ekfld ikGhr L=h vifo= vLi`’; ekuyh tkr gksrh- 
ek= vk/kqfud dkGkr L=h eksB;k izek.kkr uksdÚ;k djrkr 

nj efgU;kyk fL=;kauk vLi`’k letwu R;kauk pkj fnolkph 
uSfrd jtk ns.ks ‘kD; uOgrs- R;keqGs ekfld ikGhr L=h 
vLi`’k vkgs gh va/kJ/nk xGwu iMyh- rjhgh lqf’kf{kr 
fL=;k ekfld ikGhr Lor%yk vifo= ekurkr- nsoiwtk o 
eaxydk;Z ;kiklwu R;k nwj jkgrkr- ek.kus gh lq/nk 
va/kJ/nkp vkgs- ,d O;Drh nqlÚ;k O;fDrhis{kk Js”V 
vFkok dfu”B vkgs gs lq/nk oSKkfu”B pwd vkgs tkrhe/;s 
jksVhcanh] Li’kZcanh o csVhcanh ikGY;k tkr gksR;k- 
vfydMP;k dkGkr xfreku ekuoh thoukr jksVhcanh 
Li’kZcanh ikG.ks loZ= v’kD; >kys vkgs- csVhcanh o 
tkrh;rk ikG.ks vkt rjh lq# vlys rjh ,d fnol rs 
lq/nk oSKkfud n`”Vhdksukrwu u”V gks.kkj vkgs- 
vktgh lektkr va/kJ/nk dk;e vkgs&;kfo”k;h os/k 
?ks.;kpk iz;Ru ujsanz nkHkksGdj vkf.k ‘;keekuo ;kauh dsyk 
vkgs- izkphu dkGkr pkxaY;k fidkaoj VksG/kkM o yqVk#P;k 
vkØe.kkeqGs ek.kls vxfrd gksr gksrh- R;keqGs rh ek.kls 
va/kJ/nkpk vkljk ‘kks/khr gksrh- ijarq rs vkt vkfLrRokr 
ukgh- tkxfrdj.kkeqGs lektkrhy vFkZxf.kr cnys vkgs- 
jkstxkj m/oLr >kyk ek.kls lSjHkSj >kys ek.kwl 
ijes’ojkdMs R;kaP;k vorjkdMs oGr gs vkiY;k R;kaP;k 
,danjhr orZukrwu fnlwu ;srs- 

dk;Zi/nrh 

1½ Hkkjrkrhy :< va/kJ/nk ;kapk ekuohthoukoj gks.kkjk 
ifj.kke vH;klklkBh ujsanz nkHkksGdj va/kJ/nk fueZwyukP;k 
dk;kZe/;s vxzLFkkuh vlysys- lekt lq/kkjd &e-xks-jkuMs] 
;’koar euksgj] fot;kokM] iafMr egknso’kkL=h tks’kh] 
izfni ikVhy] fnxacj vkGlh ;k lkj[;k vH;kldkaP;k 
lkfgR;kpk vH;kl d:u Hkkjrkrhy va/kJ/nspk ekuoh 
thoukoj gks.kjk ifj.kke vH;kl.ks loZlkekU; turspk 
cGh tkow u;s Eg.kwu R;kekxhy oSKkfud n`”Vhdks.k 
yksdkleksj ekaM.ks- 
ekuoh thoukoj gks.kkjk ifj.kke vH;kl.ks o va/kJ/nkeqGs 
loZlkekU; ek.klkpk cGhtkÅ u;s Eg.kqu o R;kekxhy 
oSKkfud n`”Vhdks.k ekaM.ks- 
va/kJ/nk dk;e vl.;kps nqljs dkj.k Eg.kts 
vfLFkjrk&izkphu dkGkr eksBs nq”dkG iMr- thou vfLFkj 
gksbZ- vktkjkaph lkFkh ;sr- laiw.kZ xkoP;k xko m/koLr 
Ogk;ps- dkWyjk u”V Ogkok Eg.kwu ejh vkbZpk xk<k vks<yk 
tkr vls- ikÅl  iMkok Eg.kwu nsokP;k xkHkkÚ;kr ik.kh 
dksaMyk tkbZ v’kkosGsl ek.kls va/kJ/nsP;k vkgkjh tk.ks 
LokHkkfod gksrs- vkfydMP;k dkGkr nq”dkGkoj ekr djrk 
;srs- vUukph VapkbZ tk.kor ukgh- rjhgh lektkr 
dekyhph vfLFkjrk fuekZ.k gksr vkgs- mnk- 
jktdkj.k]flusek] fdzdsV ;ke/;s dekyhph vfLFkjrk vkyh 
vkgs- jktdh; lRrk vpkudi.ks laiq”Bkr ;srs- xktysys 
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vfHkusR;kps fp=iV /kMk/kM dkslGrkr vOoy ntkZpk 
[ksGMwpk QkWeZ gjforks- ;k lxG;k vfLFkjrsrwu mRrj 
‘kks/k.;klkBh va/kJ/nspk vk/kkj ?ksryk tkrks- 
Hkz”Vkpkjkrwu dekfoysyk iSlk vuSfrd ekxkZpk ikbZi gksrks- 
vijk/khi.kkph Hkkouk R;k O;Drhe/;s Mksdkors mik; Eg.kwu 
rks va/kJ/nsP;k mik;kdMs tkrks- 
vr`Ir dkeukphiwrhZ &vk/kqfud txkr miHkksxkP;k 
v{kj’k%vxf.kr ‘kD;rk fuekZ.k >kY;k vkgsr- miHkksxoknh 
laLd`rhdMs ek.kwl oGyk vkgs- vkiY;k vr`Ir bPNk iw.kZ 
dj.;klkBh O;Drh iwtk] ozroSdY;s] deZdkaMs ;kdMs oGr 
vlrs- 
vkiY;k ns’kkar osxosxG;k vktkjkaph la[;k izpaM ok<r 
pkyyh vkgs- ;k vktjkojpk [kpZ ijoM.kkjk ukgh ljdkj 
ns[khy vkS”k/kksipkjkrwu vkiys vax dk<wu ?ksr vkgs- 
v’kkosGsl lektkrhy ek.kwl tknwVks.kk Nwearj ckok 
nso_”̀kh ;kdMs rks vkpkjkyk tkrks- bFks va/kJ/nk Qkj 
eksB;k izek.kkr vlrs- 
tkxfrdj.kkP;k ifjfLFkrheqGs lektkr vusd izdkjps xaHkhj 
rk.kr.kko fuekZ.k >kys vkgs- ;krwu ;s.kkpk L=h;kps eu 
eksMwu fu?krs- ;eukpk dks.kh vkljk ulrks v’kkosGh f#k;k] 
izopus] lRlax] lgokl] lsok] ek;k ;kpk vk/kkj ?ksrkr- 
tkxfrdj.kke/;s ekdsZfVaxyk vuU;lk/kkj.k egRokps vkgs- 
ekdZsfVaxlkBh ra=Kkukph enr ?ksryhtkrs rqepk xq# lk{kkr 
czEgkMkarwu mrjr vkgs gs vkHkklh usiF; ek.klkyk 
fopkj’kDrh dqa<hr djrs- ckckph ,d fBdk.kph iwtk 
nqlÚ;k ij|k;koj nk[koyh tkrs- HkDr yksd R;kr 
lgHkkxh gksrkr- fofo/k okfg.;koj fnol jk= ckck&cqok] 
okLrq’kkL=] Hkfo”; ;kapk jkrhc ?kkrsyk tkrks- lektkr 
tkxfrdj.kkeqGs f’k{k.kkrwu fpfdRld O;Drh r;kj 
gks.;k,soth jkstxkj{ke O;Drh ?kMfoyh tkr vkgs- 
f’k{k.kkus MksGli.kk ;kok gs vfHkizsr vkgs ijarq O;fdrhps 
f’k{k.k gs QDr jkstxkj fufeZrhlkBh pkyq vkgs- R;keqGs 
vfpfdRld o`rheqGs va/kJ/nsps rs cGh Bjr vkgsr- 
O;fDryk dks.kR;k uk dks.kR;k Lo#ikr lkaLd`frdn`”V;k 
lewgkr O;Dr gks.;kph xjt vlrs- iwohZ xzkeh.k o ‘kgjh 
Hkkxkr la;qDr dqaVqaci/nrh vfLrRokr gksrh- rh  vkt ek= 
ukgh- ‘kgjh laLd`rh rj ek.klkayk nwj yksV.kkjh vkgs- 
R;kewGs dks.krhgh iwtk] /kkfeZd deZdkaM] egkjkt] Lokeh 
;kaP;kleksj eksB;k leqnk;kr yksd lgHkkxh gksÅu vkiyh 
lkaLd`frdn`”V;k O;Dr gks.kkph xjt Hkkxforkr- 
Tkkxfrdj.kkr] va/kJ/nk r’kkp dk;e vkgsr R;kaph 
brjghdkj.ks vkgsr tls iSlk] lRkk] izlkjek/;es] xqaM] ;kaph 
ng’kr ;keqGsgh va/kJ/nk i/nrh’khji.ks ok<foyh tkr 
vkgs- ;klkBh O;kolk;hd ;a=.kk mHkh dsyh tkr vkgs- 
foKkukP;k Hkk”ksrgh Qlo.kwd dsyh tkr vkgs- mnk-pqacdh; 
xknheqGs xknh fuekZR;kus yk[kks #i;s defoys- 

Tkkxfrdj.kkeqGs ,d izdkjph mnkflurk ekulkyk ;srs ex 
rks v/;kRe o foKku ;kaph lkaxM ?kky.kkÚ;k rFkkdfFkr 
ckck nsoh ;kapk ukanh ykxrks- va/kJ/nk iljfo.;klkBh 
/kkfeZd Hkk”kspk mi;ksx dsyk tkrks- izR;sdkP;k ekufldrsr 
vkRek] ijekRek] ijczEgeks{k mDrh ;k ‘kCnkps ek;ktky 
iljfoys tkr vkgsr- peRdkj ?kMw ‘kdrkr ;koj 
fgnaq/kfeZ;kapk fo’okl vkgs- fu;rh] fof/kfy[khr] nSo uf’kc 
izkjC/k lafpr ;k dYikuakP;k ixaMk Hkkjrh;kaP;k eukoj 
vkgs- ;k loZ ckch /kekZ’kh lacaf/kr vkgsr- va/kJ/nk 
fueqZyu dsoG oSKkfud nq”VhdksukewGsp lai`”Bkr ;srs vls 
ukgh- oSKkfud n`”Vhdks.kkewGs vkRefo’okl cGdV gksbZy- 
euksO;kikj fuHkZ; gksbZy- vkt oSKkfud vkf.k 
tkxfrdj.kkps leFkZd vkgs- i.k rs va/kJ/nsps orZu djrkr 
va/kJ/nsiklwu ekuoh thoukph lqVdk d#u ?ks.;klkBh ujsanz 
nkHkksGdj iq<hy fopkj ekMrkauk rks Eg.krks dh] ek.kwl 
vl.;kps izeq[k y{k.k vkgs- vrkfdZd fopkj o R;kize.ks 
dsysy orZu gk O;Drhus dsysyk Lor%pk eksBk ijkHko 
Bjsy ;kaps Hkko gos- nqljk fopkj O;Drdjrkauk ujsnz 
nkHkksGdj Eg.krkr dh- v’kkL=h; i/nrhus fopkj d#u 
orZu dj.ks v;ksX; vlys rjh rks Lor%pk gDd vkgs vls 
Eg.kw ‘kDrs- ijarq vls va/kJ/nkps orZu T;kosGh ‘kks”k.kkyk 
vknkj nsrs rsFks dk;n;kph xjt vlrs- m?kMi.ks ‘kks”k.k 
dj.kkÚ;k va/kJ/nkaP;k fojks/kkr dk;nk dj.ks vfr’k; 
egRokps vkgs- va/kJ/nkP;k fojks/kkr lrr FksV izHkkoh 
lekt dqVqac] ‘kkGk] egkfo|ky;] lektkr djko;kl gos- 
gs izcks/ku foKkuizlkj ukgh ;kaps lkekftd Hkku gos- ;k 
izcks/kukr izR;{k o vizR;{k /kekZph fpfdRlk gksrs Eg.kwu 
;k izcks/kukyk fojks/k gksrks ;kaps Hkku o e;kZnk letqu 
?;k;yk gos- 
voSKkfud fopkjkps laLdkj ygkui.kkiklwu vareZukr 
[kksyoj >kysys vlrkr- ;k varZeukr izos’k dj.;klkBh 
dsoG oSpkfjd izcks/ku djhr ukgh rj fuHkZ; fopkj djkok 
ykxrks- mnk-vekoL;sP;k jk=h 12 oktrk Le’kkukr tkÅu 
Hkwr dYiusyk lq#ax ykokok ykxrks- tUedqaMY;kph tkfgj 
gksGh djkoh- larks”khekrkP;k i=dkaph rqdMsd#u ik;nGh 
rqMokos- 
f’k{k.kkr fpfdRld o la’kks/kukRed vax vfr’k; detksj 
vkgs /kekZr lkafxrysY;k loZ xks”Vh loZJs”B ekuY;k tkrs- 
fon;kFkhZ vkiyh tkr Js”B o dfu”B ekurks ;’k gs 
ijesbojkaP;k gkrh vlrs vls ekuys tkrs- eqgZriqtu] 
iwuZtUe bR;knh voSKkfud dYiuk vktP;k f’k{kdkaps 
vkgsr- R;kp dYiuk fo|kF;k±ue/;ss fuekZ.k gksrkr- vktph 
dqVaqcoLFkkps gh iq#”kiz/kku vkgs- dqVaqckrhy yksd’kkghdj.k 
>kys ikfgts- dqVqackrhy loZ O;fDrpk fopkjkauk lUeku 
feGkyk ikfgts- lektkr O;Drhps nSorhdj.k dj.;kr 
vkys vkgs- lackf/kr O;fDrP;k vfHkekukph tkxk vfLersus 
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vgadkjkus o vf/kfuos’kkus ?ksryh vkgs- lekt fnolsafnol 
laosnu’khy o fgald cur pkyr vkgs- O;fDr fopkj o 
?kVuk ;kaps nSorhdj.k dj.kkjh izo`Rrh cnyyh ikfgts- 

/keZfpfdRlk&Hkkjrh; lektkpk bfrgkl 

osndkGkiklwu /kekZP;k izHkkokr Hkkjrh; lektkrhy yksdkauk 
vkivkiY;k o.kkZ tkrhyk ijes’ojkykp ije/;s; ekuys 
iwoZdekZP;k fl/nakrkus izkIr fLFkrhyk ifo= fLFkrhyk 
ekuk;yk f’kdfoys- pkokZd] cq/nkus /kkfeZd eqyrRofojks/kh 
ewyxkeh dzkarh dsyh- R;kaph vkankyus bgoknh 
n`”Vhdksukrwup gksrh- dkgh ewyrRook|kuh fla/kq laLd`rhph 
ewG miVwu Vkd.;kps dke dsys- fo”kerk Hkkjrh; lektkr 
#tokr >kyh- i.k gk ewyrRookn /keZ] tkrh] o.kZ] bZ’oj] 
v/;kRe ;kapk dMok iqjLdkj djrs rj ;k ns’kkr 
bgokn&cgqtu fgrk;&cgqtu lq[kk; Revolution vkf.k 
Antithesis P;k#ikr dk;Zdjhr vkysyk vkgs- nzkfoM]ukx] 
lerk vkf.k lkekftdU;k; vls Hkkjrh; bgoknkps ewG #i 
vkgs- 
baxzth jktoVhr foKkufu”B n`”Vhdks.kkyk vfr’k; iks”kd 
okrkoj.k r;kj >kys- R;kyk ‘kg ns.;klkBh jktdh; 
Lokra«;pGoGhyk tk.khoiwoZd [krik.kh fnY;k xsys- 
ewyrRooknkpk izLFkkiusps iz;Ru bfrgklkr iq”;fe=‘k`ax 
‘kadjkpk;Z is’kokbZ ;k ekxkZus lq# vkgs- lR;’kks/kd 
pGoG] ekDlZoknh pGoG ;klk[;k vusd pGoGh ;k 
izdk’kekxkZo#u bgokn Lor%yk le`/n djhr fu?kkysyk 
vkgs- Hkkjrh; lafo/kkukr vLi`’krk]tkrh] fyaxHksn] o.kZ] 
;kauk vkf.k i;kZ;kus /kkfeZd ewyrRooknkr lafo/kkukus 
ewBekrh fnysyh vkgs- Hkkjrh; lkafo/kkukr Secular vk’k; 
ns.;kpk iz;Ru ckcklkgsc vkacsMdjkauh fnyk vkgs- 51 O;k 
dyekuqlkj /kkfeZd] Hkkf”kd] izknsf’kd fdaok oxhZ; HksnkP;k 
ifydMs tkÅu Hkkjrkrhy loZ yksdke/;s ca/kqHkko ok<hyk 
yko.ks] foKkun`”Vhdksu ekuorkokn] lq/kkj.kkokn ;kapk 
fodkl dj.ks ;koj ;k dyekpk Hkj vkgs- Hkkjrh; 
lkafo/kku foKkufu”B vkf.k lq/kkj.kkoknkpk iqjLdkj dj.kkjs 
gsp lafo/kku yksdekulkrhy /keZ ‘kh.kcy gksr tkok- 
lafo/kku lq/nk bgokn ekurs- Hkkjrh; lafo/kku gk Secular 

laLd`rhpk tkghjukek gks;- vls R;keqGsp Eg.krk ;srs- 
Hkkjrkrhy fgnqa] eqfLye vkf.k f[kz’pu ;k frugh izeq[k 
/kekZps yksd eukus osxosxG;k ewyrRoknk’kh cka/kysys 
vkgsr- ;k lokZuk R;kaP;k /kekZP;k J/nkauk foKkufu”B 
n`”Vhdks.kkr cka/kkos v’kh bPNk lafo/kku laLd`rhph vkgs- 
/kkfeZd ewyrRookn tksi;Zr lektkr vkgs rksi;Zr lokZauk 
,df=r cka/krk ;sr ukgh- o.kkZpk vkfFkZd] laLd`rhph 
lkekftd nkfjnzÚ;kpk va/kJ/nkpk yksdla[;spk LQksVkpk] 
ijLij}s”kkpk] jk”Vªh;rspk vHkkokpk ;k loZ xks”Vhpk 
fo?kkrd xks”Vhpk laca/k /kkfeZd ewyrRooknk’kh iksprks ;k 

fo?kkrd xks”Vhph ok< gksr vkgs- R;kyk dkj.k vki.k 
foKkufu”B n`”Vhdks.kkdMs ikBfQjoyh vkgs- /keZek.klkauk 
HkwrdkGkP;k lk[kGhr cka/krkauk /kekZph ekis Bjysyh vkgsr- 
lektdkj.k]jktdkj.k] vFkZdkj.k] f’k{k.k vls dkgh pkyr 
ukgh- fujFkZd eqDrhis{kk vusd ikrGhoj ,sfgd eqfDrph 
xjt lektkyk vkgs- /keZ L=h&iq#”kkauk vf/kd`r 
xqykefxjhpk iqjLdkj djrkr- 
tkxfrdj.kkP;k dkGkr /keZ loZ ?kVhrkaP;k loZ izdkjPkk 
vfo”dkjklkBh ‘kCn’k% vCtko/kh #i;kpk O;Dlk; gksrks- 
yksdkaph /keZHkkouk tkLrhr tkLr mÌhir d#u o rh 
Hkkouk rsor Bsowu R;k}kjs lRrsdMs okVpky djko;kl 
feGkoh- vlk lks;hpk o lq[kkpk jktdh; ‘kkWVZdV fuekZ.k 
>kyk vkgs- uxjlsodkapk ljiapkpk dk;Zdze ernkjakuk 
rhFkZ;k=k ?kMfo.ks gk vkgs- jktdh; iq<kjh loZ izdkjP;k 
/kkfeZd fo/kh lksgG;kauk l<G gkrkuss enr djrkr 
/keZfHkekukyk tkLrhr tkLr vkf.k /keZfopkjkyk vksgksVh 
vls vktP;k egkjk”Vªkps Lo#i >kysys vkgs- gs 
?kMfo.;klkBh va/kJ/nspk mi;ksx dsyk tkr vkgs- 
egkjk”Vªkrhy lektlq/kkjdkauh lekt ekuodsanzh dsyk 
R;ke/;s lq/kkj.kk ?kMowu vk.kys- ijyksdoknh /keZ bgoknh 
dsyk bZ’ojdsanzh /keZ gk ekuo dsanzh /keZ dsyk- vkt 
tkxfrdj.kkP;k dkGkr /kekZps Hkz”Vhdj.k lk/k.khdj.k 
gks.;kps Hk; ok<r vkgs- R;keqGs fo/kk;d /kekZfpfdRlk gk 
egRokpk eqÌk ekuko;kl gok vls nkHkksGdjkapss er vkgs- 
ekuoh lektthoukr /keZJ/nspk yksi >kY;kewGs LokFkhZi.kk 
o Hkz”Vkpkj ok<yk vls luruh yksdkapss Eg.k.ks vkgs ,danj 
lektO;oLFksps fuef.k dsysY;k xqarkxw.krhP;k ifjfLFkrh 
tksiklY;k- folkO;k ‘krdkaP;k ‘ksoVP;k ioZkr dkgh 
/kkfeZd eqyrRooknh izo`Rrh rj foKkufu”B o lektoknh 
vk’k;kps o ek.kqldhpk izfr”BiusP;k gkrh ns.kkjs lafo/kku 
laLd`rh ukdkjkyk fu?kkysys vkgs- one man one valu gh 
Økarhdkjh rjrwn ;k va/kJ/nsyk ¼ewyrRooknh izo`rhyk½ 
eksMhr dk<rs laiq.kZ ekuokaP;k ekul’kkL=krwu /keZ vkf.k 
bZ’oj gÌikj dsY;kf’kok; bFks loZd”k ekuoh laLd`rhpk 
izkjaHk djrk ;sr ukgh gkp foKkufu”B n`”Vhdks.kpk Bke 
fu/kkZj vkgs- R;kf’kok; Hkkjrh; lektkrhy va/kJ/nk deh 
gks.kkj ukgh- 

lekjksi 

,dnaj ekuoh thoukr J/nk va/kJ/nk laca/kh cÚ;kp 
izek.kkr let xSjlet vkgsr lektthoukr tsFks J/nk 
lairs frFks [kÚ;kvFkkZus va/kJ/nk ;srs- ekuoh thokr 
/keZJ/nspk yksi >kY;kus lektkr Hkz”Vkpkj LokFkhZi.kk 
cksdkGyk vkgs- vls lukruh izo`rhuk okVrs /keZca/kus lSy 
>kY;keqGs vfurhyk /kjca/k ukgh- gk dk;Zdkj.kHkkokyk vFkZ 
jkgr ukgh- Hkz”Vkpkjkr cqMkysys yksd ijaijkxr /kekZrhy 
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:< vkpkj ikG.;kr lokZr iq<s vlrkr- gh [ksntud 
oLrqfLFkrh loZ= o loZ /kekZr fnlrs- [kÚ;k vFkkZus uSrhd 
/keZk’kh R;kaps dkgh ns.ks ?ks.ks ulrs- Eg.kwu ,dk cktqyk 
/kekZpk mnaM mnks mnks  R;kposGsl nqljhdMs Hkz”Vkpkjr 
cqMkysyk lekt vls fp= vkiY;kyk fnlrs- 
LkektO;oLFksus fuekZ.k dsysY;k xqarkxwarhP;k ifjfLFkrhr 
tksiklysY;k eukso`rhr vkgsr- /kekZps vk/kkjs O;fDr vkf.k 
lekt vf/kd furheku dj.ks gs T;kauk djko;kps vlsy 
R;kauk rls Lokra«; HkkjrkP;k ?kVususp fnys vkgs- ijarq 
izR;{kkrhy vkpj.kkP;k dlksVhojp R;kaps ewY;ekiu dBksj 
djko;kl gos- tkxkfrdhj.kkP;k dkGkr va/kJ/nka’kh la?kZ”k 
d#u uhfreku lektkrh fufeZrh Ogkoh ;klkBh /keZfujis{kd 
foKkufu”B] ekuorkoknh fopkjlj.kh o ewY;Hkkouk R;kapk 
izlkj gksÅu lektkph ekU;rk feG.ks ghp vktP;k 
dkGkph vko’;drk vkgs- Hkkjrh; lektkrhy 
va/kJ/nkfo”k;hpk fopkj o oSKkfud n`”Vhdks.k eh ;k lnj 
‘kks/k fuca/kkr ekaMyk vkgs- 

fu”d”kZ 

1½ J/nk ¼faith½ ;k ladYiusrwu fo’okl] fu”Bk euq”;kP;k 
thou R;klaca/kh leL;k]vFkZ]dke vuqHkotU; Kkuizo`rhoj 
thou ;kapk fopkj dsY;k tkrks- 
2½ va/kJ/nk ;k ladYiusr ewyrRookn /keZ] bZ’oj] ijyksd 
fo”kerk] vkRek] ijekRek ;k laca/khpk fopkj ;ke/;s ;srks- 
3½ J/nk gk ‘kCn /keZ laLFks’kh fuxMhr vkgs- ;keqGs R;kph 
ppkZ va/kJ/ns’kh gksrs- 
4½ va/kJ/nk Eg.kts dk;Zdkj.k Hkkokpk vHkko o ‘kks”k.kkpk 
izHkko gks;- va/kJ/nseqGs ‘kks”k.k gksrs- T;kaps ‘kks”k.k gksrs- 
rksgh ;k ‘kks”k.kkyk ikfo= ekurks- ‘kks”k.kkyk ikfo«; cgky 
dj.kkjh gh ekufld xqykefxjh gs va/kJ/nsps [kjs fparktud 
#i vkgs- 
5½ tkxfrdj.kkP;k lq#okrhP;k dkGkr J/nkauk /kDds clys 
vkf.k R;krhy J/nk &va/kJ/nkp vkgsr gs ekU; >kys- 
6½ Hkkjrh; lektkrhy va/kJ/nk fueZwyuklkBh foKkufu”B 
n`”Vhdks.k gh dkGkph xjt >kyh vkgs- 

lanHkZ xzaFklwph

1- laik-iafMr egknso’kkL=h tks’kh % Hkkjrh; laLd`rhdks”k] 
vueksy izdk’ku] iq.ks iz-[kaM 
2- fot;k okM % ‘kkek&J/nk % ejkBh foJodks’k [kaM 18 
izdk’ku] egkjk”Vª jkT; ejkBh fo’odks’k fuferhZ eaMG 
izHkknsoh] eqacbZ- iz-vk-15 vkWxLV 2009]i`”V 1]5]9 rs 
60- 

3- ;’koar euksgj % ;qxlk{kh lkfgR; laik &izk panzdkar 
uxjkGs] Js;l izdkjku] ojksjk panziwj iz-vk-2001 i`- 
365rs 370- 
4- laiknd] iznhi ikVhy & va/kJ/nk fuewZyu okrkZi= o”kZ 
ngkos&vad ifgyk &2000 fo’kky vkWQlsV fizaVlZ] 
lkaxyh- 
5- fnaxcj e- vkGlh % J/nk&va/kJ/nk % vkReksUurh nS-
ns’kksUurk &25 tkusokjh &2018 iku u-3- 
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ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨jo;hu eqys&eqyÈP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkps rqyukRed v/;;u 

v- j- c¨d¢ 
ekrksJh foeykckbZ ns’keq[k egkfo|ky;] vejkorh 

anuraginibokey@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

lkjka'k 

;k la’kks/kukpk mís’; ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨johu eqys&eqyÈP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkps rqyukRed v/;;u- ;k la'k¨/kuke/;s 50 
eqys vkf.k 50 eqyÈph fuoM fo"k;kP;k :ikus o;¨xVkP;k vk/kkjkoj dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh R;ke/;s 12 rs 18 o;¨xVkrhy 
fd'k¨jo;hu eqyk&eqyÈph fuoM dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh- ueqU;kph fuoM dj.klkBh miyC/k uequk i/nrh pk mi;¨x d:u 
ckyx`gkrhy 100 fd'k¨jo;hu eqys vkf.k eqyÈph fuoM dj.kr vkyh g¨rh- ;k la'k¨/kukr vadkap ,df=dj.kklkBh 
la'k¨/kdkus vysD>kaMj ikl vyk¡x cqf/nekiu dl¨Vh pk okij dj.;kr vkyk g¨rk- vadkaP;k fo'ys"k.kkdjhrk ^Vh* 
ifj{k.kk}kjs ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨jo;hu eqys vkf.k eqyÈP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyusps fo'ys"k.k dj.;kr vkys- lkaf[;dh; 
fo'ys"k.kko#u vlk fu"d"kZ ÁkIr >kyk dh] ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨johu eqys&eqyÈP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyuk d¢yh vlrk 
egRoiw.kZ Lrjkoj varj vlY;kpk fu"d"kZ le¨j vkyk- eqykaP;k rqyusr eqyhae/;s c©f/nd xq.kkad tkLr vlY;kps fnlwu 
vkys-  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ÁLrkouk 

jkT;kr ,dw.k 1030 ckyx`gs vkgsr- jkT; 'kklu ,drj 
Lor%gwu Çdok d¨.kR;kgh ckydY;k.k laLFksyk ekU;rk 
Çdok Áek.ki= nsowu ;k vf/kfu;ekP;k dye 34 [kkyh 
fofuÆn"Vjhrhus] ÁR;sd ftYákr Çdok ftYákP;kxVke/;s 
ns[kÒky o laj{k.kkph xjt vlysY;k eqykalkBh ckyx`gkph 
mÒkj.kh dj.;kr vkyh vkgs- R;ke/;s jkg.kkjs eqya gs 18 
o"kkZi;±rp Bso.;kr ;srs vkf.k ÁR;sd ckyx`gke/;s 
ckyfpfdRlky;kph O;oLFkk dj.;kr ;srs- f'k{k.k] 
vkj¨X;] bR;knhph dkGth Äsryh tkrs- ckyxqUgsxkj] 
fujk/kkj vkf.k vkÆFkd ifjfLFkrhus dedqor vlysY;k 
Äjph eqys ;kauk ckylq/kkjx`gkr Bsowu 'kS{kf.kd l¨Ã miyC/k 
d#u ns.;kr ;srkr- ijarq ák l¨Ã T;k Áek.kkr ns.;kr ;sr 
vkgs R;kph xrh gh Qkj ean vkgs- ;k x`gkr ckydkauk 
nqlÚ;k fno'kh vkns'k feG.;klkBh eaMGkiq<s Çdok 
lferhiq<s lknj dj.;kr ;sÃi;±r ckydkyk fLodkj.;kr 
x`gkpk vf/kdkjh Ákf/k—r o cka/khy vlr¨-  
eqykps ik; ikG.;kr fnlrkr vls vki.k Eg.kr¨] ewy 
e¨Bsi.kh dlY;k ;¨X;rsph g¨Ãy ;kpk vankt R;kP;k 
ckyi.kh ;sÅ 'kdr¨ vlk vFkZ Eg.k.kkÚ;kyk vfÒÁsr 
vlr¨- vy©fdd dk;Z d:u nk[kfo.kkÚ;k Áfl) 
y¨dkaP;k cky thoukr R;kaP;k Òkoh vy©dhdrsph lwpd 
fpUgs fnlrkr- vlk iqjkok dkgh y¨dkaP;k ckcrhr feGkyk 
vlY;kps vk<Gwu ;srs- vk| Jhen~ 'kadjkpk;k±uh o;kP;k 
d¢oG frlÚ;k o"kÊ osnk/;ukyk ÁkjaÒ d¢yk o 30&32 
o"kkZP;k vk;q";kr oSfnd /kek±ph irkdk ÒkjrkP;k loZ 
fn'kkae/;s QMdfoyh- Kkus'ojkauh o;kP;k l¨GkO;k o"kÊ 
xhrsps egku rRoKku Kkus'ojh xzaFkkrwu txkyk fo'kn d:u 

lkaxhrys- t‚u LVqvVZ fey o;kP;k frlÚ;k o"kÊ xzhd Òk"kk 
f'kdw 'kdyk o lkrO;k o"kÊ R;kus IysV¨P;k rRoKkukps 
v/;;u d¢ys- r¨ rRoKkuh] rdZiafMr o vFkZ'kkL=K Eg.kwu 
Áfl)hl vkyk- gh mnkgj.ks d¢oG vy©dhd y¨dkaph 
>kyh- ijarq loZlkekU; rhoz o ean cq)hP;k y¨dkaP;k 
drqZRokph dYiukgh R;kaP;k cky thouko#u ;srs vls 
cqf)ekiukP;k ifj.kkekao:u vk<Gwu vkys vkgs- 
1921 e/;s VeZuus 1000 rhoz cq)hP;k eqykaP;k 
vH;klkyk ÁkjaÒ d¢yk- ;k eqykaps cq)h xq.kkad 130 rs 
200 P;k njE;ku g¨rs- ;k eqykaP;k thoukpk vH;kl 
1959 i;±r dj.;kr vkyk- R;ko:u vls fnlwu vkys 
dh] ckyi.kkph R;kaph c©f)d ikrGh dk;e g¨rh- ák 
O;DrÈps lkekftd o 'kS{kf.kd thou R;kaP;k c©f)d 
ikrGhyk vuqdwy vlsp vk<Gwu vkys- ,danfjr vls 
Eg.krk ;sÃy dh] R;kaP;k cq)h ifj{k.kko:u R;kaP;k 
thouklaca/kh T;k vis{kk dj.;klkj[;k g¨R;k R;k R;kauh 
iw.kZ d¢Y;k g¨R;k- ;kpkp vFkZ vlk dh] cqf)ekiukrwu 
vk<Gwu ;s.kkjh c©f)d ikrGh cgqrka'kh LFkhj vlrs vFkkZr 
gk iqjkok vÁR;{k Lo:ikpk >kyk- 
cq)h ifj{k.kko:u vls vk<Gwu ;srs dh] lkekU;r% rhoz 
cq)hph eqys usgehp rhoz cq)hph vk<Gwu ;srkr o ean 
cq)hph eqys usgeh eaan cq)hph vk<Gwu ;srkr- ,d o"kkZP;k 
varjkus eqykauk cq)h ijh{kk ns.;kr vkY;k rj R;kaP;k cq)h 
xq.kkadkr dkghp Qjd ulY;kps fnlwu vkys- mnk- ,[kk|k 
ikp o"kZ eqykP;k o;kps ekufld o;gh ikp o"kZp vlsy 
rj lgk o"kkZP;k o;kr R;kps ekufld o;ns[khy lgk o"kZ 
vk<Gwu ;s.;kph 'kD;rk tkLr vlrs- ák Ádkjs R;kpk 
cq)h xq.kkad ok<R;k o;keqGs u cnyrk dk;e jkgr¨- 
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ifgY;k o nqlÚ;k ifj{k.kkr cjkp dkyko/kh xsyk vlsy 
rj cq)h xq.kkadkr Fk¨Mkcgqr Qjd iMY;kps vk<Gwu ;srs
dkgÈP;k ckcrhr gs Qjd vfu;fer Lo:ikps p<mrkj 
n'kZfo.kkjs vlrkr- rj dgÈpk cq)h xq.kkad ok<R;k 
o;kuqlkj lkrR;kus Fk¨Mk Fk¨Mk ok<r tkr¨ Çdok deh deh 
g¨r tkr¨-  
cq)h xq.kkadkr dekus Fk¨Mh ok< g¨r tk.;kps ,d dkj.k 
eqykyk cq)h ijh{kkaph lo; g¨r vlY;kus R;kyk R;k 
ijh{kkaps ra= Fk¨Msls dGw ykxrs gs vlw 'kd¢y
fujfujkG;k o;¨ekukP;k ikrGhoj fujfujkG;k cq)h 
ijh{kkapk mi;¨x d¢yk tkr vlY;keqGsgh cq)h xq.kkadkr 
Fk¨Mkcgqr Qjd iM.ks vko';d vkgs-

dk;Zi/nrh 

;k la'k¨/kuke/;s 50 eqys vkf.k 50 eqyÈph fuoM 
fo"k;kP;k :ikus o;¨xVkP;k vk/kkjkoj dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh 

 
lkj.kh dzz-1% ckyx`gkrhy eqys vkf.k eqyÈph c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyuk n'kZfo.kkjh lkj.kh

Variable Group Mean

ckSf/nd 
xq.kkad 

eqys 108
eqyh 116

¼Lokf/kurk ek=k 98 o 0-05 lkFkZdrk Lrjkojhy lkj.kh 
VÈ ewY; 1-98½ 
mij¨Dr lkj.kh dz&1 e/;s ckyx`gkrhy eqys vkf.k 
eqyÈP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyuk n'kZfoysyh vkgs] lkj.kh 
o:u vls fun'kZukl ;srs dh] eqykaP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkps 
e/;eku ¼108-10½ ,o<s vkgs vkf.k eqyÈps e/;eku 
¼116-78½ ,o<s vkgs- rj eqys vkf.k eqyÈP;k 
e/;ekukrhy varj ¼8-68½ ,o<s vkgs] eqys vkf.k eqyÈPks 
xf.krh VÈ eqY; ikfgys vlrk ¼2-04½ ,o<s ÁkIr >kys ts 
Lokf/kurk ek=k ¼98½ lkj.kh *VÈ* ¼1-
vkgs- ojhy lkaf[;dh; fo'ys"k.kk o:u vlk fu"d"kZ 
fuÄr¨ dh] ckyx`gkrhy eqys vkf.k eqyÈP;k c©f/nd 
xq.kkadkP;k e/;ekuk uqlkj Qjd vkgs vkf.k gk Qjd 
lkFkZd Qjd vkgs-  

vkys[k dz-1% ckyx`gkrhy eqys vkf.k eqyÈph c©f/nd 
xq.kkadkP;k e/;ekukph rqyuk n'kZfo.kkjk vkys[k

100

105

110

115

120
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k.kkr cjkp dkyko/kh xsyk vlsy 
rj cq)h xq.kkadkr Fk¨Mkcgqr Qjd iMY;kps vk<Gwu ;srs- 
dkgÈP;k ckcrhr gs Qjd vfu;fer Lo:ikps p<mrkj 

rj dgÈpk cq)h xq.kkad ok<R;k 
o;kuqlkj lkrR;kus Fk¨Mk Fk¨Mk ok<r tkr¨ Çdok deh deh 

ekus Fk¨Mh ok< g¨r tk.;kps ,d dkj.k 
eqykyk cq)h ijh{kkaph lo; g¨r vlY;kus R;kyk R;k 
ijh{kkaps ra= Fk¨Msls dGw ykxrs gs vlw 'kd¢y- R;kpÁek.ks 
fujfujkG;k o;¨ekukP;k ikrGhoj fujfujkG;k cq)h 
ijh{kkapk mi;¨x d¢yk tkr vlY;keqGsgh cq)h xq.kkadkr 

- 

;k la'k¨/kuke/;s 50 eqys vkf.k 50 eqyÈph fuoM 
fo"k;kP;k :ikus o;¨xVkP;k vk/kkjkoj dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh 

R;ke/;s 12 rs 18 o;¨xVkrhy fd'k¨jo;hu eqyk&eqyÈph 
fuoM dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh-
miyC/k uequk i/nrh pk mi;¨x d:u cky
fd'k¨jo;hu eqys vkf.k eqyÈph fuoM dj.kr vkyh g¨rh
;k la'k¨/kukr vadkap ,df=dj.kklkBh la'k¨/kdkus 
vysD>kaMj ikl vyk¡x cqf/nekiu dl¨Vh pk okij 
dj.;kr vkyk g¨rk- vadkaP;k fo'ys"k.kkdjhrk ^Vh* 
ifj{k.kk}kjs ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨jo;hu eqys vkf.k eqyÈP;k 
c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyusps fo'ys"k.k dj.;kr vkys

vadkaps fo'ys"k.k

vadkaP;k fo'ys"k.kkdjhrk ^Vh* ifj{k.kk}kjs ckyx`gkrhy 
fd'k¨jo;hu eqys vkf.k eqyÈP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyusps 
fo'ys"k.k dj.;kr vkys- 

vkf.k eqyÈph c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyuk n'kZfo.kkjh lkj.kh 
Mean SD SE MD Ot

108-10 20-82 
4-25 8-68 2-04

116-78 21-72 
05 lkFkZdrk Lrjkojhy lkj.kh 

1 e/;s ckyx`gkrhy eqys vkf.k 
eqyÈP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyuk n'kZfoysyh vkgs] lkj.kh 
o:u vls fun'kZukl ;srs dh] eqykaP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkps 

10½ ,o<s vkgs vkf.k eqyÈps e/;eku 
rj eqys vkf.k eqyÈP;k 

kgs] eqys vkf.k eqyÈPks 
04½ ,o<s ÁkIr >kys ts 

-98½ eqY;kis{kk tkLr 
ojhy lkaf[;dh; fo'ys"k.kk o:u vlk fu"d"kZ 

fuÄr¨ dh] ckyx`gkrhy eqys vkf.k eqyÈP;k c©f/nd 
vkgs vkf.k gk Qjd 

 
1% ckyx`gkrhy eqys vkf.k eqyÈph c©f/nd 

xq.kkadkP;k e/;ekukph rqyuk n'kZfo.kkjk vkys[k 

fu"d"kZ o lwpuk

lkaf[;dh; fo'ys"k.kko#u vlk fu"d"kZ ÁkIr >kyk dh] 
ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨johu eqys&
rqyuk d¢yh vlrk egRoiw.kZ Lrjkoj varj vlY;kpk 
fu"d"kZ le¨j vkyk- eqykaP;k rqyusr eqyhae/;s c©f/nd 
xq.kkad tkLr vlY;kps fnlwu vkys
vk/kkjkoj la'k¨/kdrkZ v'kk lqpuk djr¨ dh] fd'k¨johu 
eqys gh oknGh v'kkarrsr vlrkr] 
laosxkph voLFkk vlsgh Eg.kr¨
d¢aæhr o`Rrh gs ;k voLFksps fo'ks"k lkaxrk ;srs
jk"Vªkps Òkoh vk/kkj LraÒ vkgsr
mToy ÒforO;kps okjlnkj letr¨] R;kaph 'kkjhfjd 
ekufld o c©f/nd ok< cj¨cj g¨r
x¨"VÈoj lrr y{k Bso.ks ÁR;sd ikydkps drZO; vkgs
ckydkaps mToy ÒforO;kckckr R;kaP;k ikydkauk tokcnkj 
Bjfo.;kr ;srs- eqykaP;k vk;q";krhy ifgyh dkgh o"kZ 
vR;ar egRokps vlrkr] ;k dkGkr R;kaP;koj ts laLdkj 
ÄMrkr rs R;kaP;k Òkoh vk;q";kr dk;e
eqykaoj ifgys iklqup okÃV laLdkj >kys rj rs fuf'prp 
iq<s lektfoÄkrd —R;s djrhy o xqUgsxkjhl Áo`Rr 
g¨rhy- ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨johu eqyk&eqyÈpk c©f/nd 
xq.kkad ok<fo.;kdjhrk eqykaph ÁRs;d efgU;kyk cqf/neki.k 
pkp.kh Äs.ks Çdok eqykauk d¨Mh l¨Mfo.kdjhr
;kos- ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨johu eqyk&eqyÈlkBh [ksG] dzhMk 

‘wbo ‘wbr
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R;ke/;s 12 rs 18 o;¨xVkrhy fd'k¨jo;hu eqyk&eqyÈph 
fuoM dj.;kr vkyh g¨rh- ueqU;kph fuoM dj.klkBh 
miyC/k uequk i/nrh pk mi;¨x d:u ckyx`gkrhy 100 
fd'k¨jo;hu eqys vkf.k eqyÈph fuoM dj.kr vkyh g¨rh- 
;k la'k¨/kukr vadkap ,df=dj.kklkBh la'k¨/kdkus 
vysD>kaMj ikl vyk¡x cqf/nekiu dl¨Vh pk okij 

vadkaP;k fo'ys"k.kkdjhrk ^Vh* 
ifj{k.kk}kjs ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨jo;hu eqys vkf.k eqyÈP;k 
c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyusps fo'ys"k.k dj.;kr vkys-  

vadkaps fo'ys"k.k 

vadkaP;k fo'ys"k.kkdjhrk ^Vh* ifj{k.kk}kjs ckyx`gkrhy 
fd'k¨jo;hu eqys vkf.k eqyÈP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkph rqyusps 

Ot df Tt 

04  98 1-98 

fu"d"kZ o lwpuk 

lkaf[;dh; fo'ys"k.kko#u vlk fu"d"kZ ÁkIr >kyk dh] 
ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨johu eqys&eqyÈP;k c©f/nd xq.kkadkph 
rqyuk d¢yh vlrk egRoiw.kZ Lrjkoj varj vlY;kpk 

eqykaP;k rqyusr eqyhae/;s c©f/nd 
xq.kkad tkLr vlY;kps fnlwu vkys- ;k la'k¨/kukP;k 
vk/kkjkoj la'k¨/kdrkZ v'kk lqpuk djr¨ dh] fd'k¨johu 
eqys gh oknGh v'kkarrsr vlrkr] ;kp voLFksyk vki.k 
laosxkph voLFkk vlsgh Eg.kr¨- Òkouko'kr% vkf.k Loa; 
d¢aæhr o`Rrh gs ;k voLFksps fo'ks"k lkaxrk ;srs- gh eqys 
jk"Vªkps Òkoh vk/kkj LraÒ vkgsr- R;kauk vki.k m|kP;k 
mToy ÒforO;kps okjlnkj letr¨] R;kaph 'kkjhfjd 
ekufld o c©f/nd ok< cj¨cj g¨r vkgs Çdok ukgh ;k 
x¨"VÈoj lrr y{k Bso.ks ÁR;sd ikydkps drZO; vkgs- 
ckydkaps mToy ÒforO;kckckr R;kaP;k ikydkauk tokcnkj 

eqykaP;k vk;q";krhy ifgyh dkgh o"kZ 
vR;ar egRokps vlrkr] ;k dkGkr R;kaP;koj ts laLdkj 
ÄMrkr rs R;kaP;k Òkoh vk;q";kr dk;e jkgrkr- T;k 
eqykaoj ifgys iklqup okÃV laLdkj >kys rj rs fuf'prp 

R;s djrhy o xqUgsxkjhl Áo`Rr 
ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨johu eqyk&eqyÈpk c©f/nd 

xq.kkad ok<fo.;kdjhrk eqykaph ÁRs;d efgU;kyk cqf/neki.k 
pkp.kh Äs.ks Çdok eqykauk d¨Mh l¨Mfo.kdjhrk ns.;kr 

ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨johu eqyk&eqyÈlkBh [ksG] dzhMk 
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o eu¨jatukph lk/kus miyC/k d:u ns.;kr ;koh T;keqGs 
eqykaps 'kkjhfjd] ekufld vkf.k lkekftd LokLF; gs 
pkaxys jkfgy- ckyx`gkrhy fd'k¨johu eqyk&eqyÈps 

ekufld vkf.k 'kkjhfjd larqyu jk[k.;klkBh o R;kaps 
vkj¨X; lq–< jkgkos ;k dfjrk R;kauk j¨t ;¨xklukps /kMs 
ns.;kr ;kos- 
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izLrkouk 

;orekG ftYákrhy i.k ekgwjxMkP;k ik;F;k’kh olysY;k 
iksgaMwG ¼rk- iqln½ xkops] ejkBh jfldkauk ifjfpr 
vlysys uko Eg.kts doh uhy—“.k ns’kikaMs- R;kaph dfork 
thoukps xk.ks xk.kkjh vlwu osnusyk lgti.ks Lohdk#u 
mRdVi.ks vkiY;k dforsr ekaM.kkjh vkgs- eqGkr ‘ksrhr 
je.kkjk] ekrhps xk;u dj.kkjk gk doh- ß fonHkkZrhy 
izfrHkklaié doh uhy—“.k ns’kikaMs gs ukeoarkP;k ekfydsr 
tkÅu clys vkgsr- fonHkZ lkfgR; laesyukaiklwu vf[ky 
Hkkjrh; ejkBh lkfgR; laesyuki;Zar R;kaph dfork 
jfldka’kh ân;laokn djhr vkgs-Þ1 ;k xkSjoiw.kZ ‘kCnkr 
leh{kd MkW- xksfoan ns’kikaMs ;kauh R;kaph d#u fnysyh 
vksG[k y{k.kh; vkgs- 
le`n~/k Hkkofo’okps n’kZu ?kMfo.kkjk ^fnaMh* gk uhy—“.k 
ns’kikaMs ;kaPkk bZHkJ izdk’ku] iksgaMwGus izdkf’kr dsysyk 
ifgyk dfork laxzg- ;k laxzgkps pkaxys Lokxr >kys- 
^iki.;kaps dkB vksys* gk bZHkJ izdk’kukus izdkf’kr dsysyk 
R;kapk egÙokpk dfork laxzg- R;kaP;k dfork lkrR;kus 
egkjk”Vªkrhy fofo/k fu;rdkfydkae/kwu jfldkaP;k HksVhyk 
;sr jkfgY;k] vtwugh R;kaps ys[ku lq# vkgs- vfydMsp 
R;kaPkk uok dforklaxzg ^yko.;kps ykyl ys.ks* izdkf’kr 
>kyk vkgs- ijarq brds foiqy vkf.k xq.koŸkkiw.kZ dfork 
ys[ku dj.kkjs uhy—“.k ns’kikaMs ;kaP;k dforsph leh{kk 
ek«k >kyh ukgh- Eg.kwu izLrqr ‘kks/kfuca/kke/;s R;kaP;k 
^iki.;kaps dkB vksys* ;k laxzgkrhy dforkapk fopkj 
djk;pk vkgs- 

^iki.;kaps dkB vksys* e/khy osnuk vkf.k lkSan;Z 
^euksHkwehr vadqj.kkÚ;k fpjatho osnusl* dohus gk laxzg 
viZ.k dsyk vkgs- v’kkizdkjs viZ.k if«kdso#up ;k 
dforkae/khy osnuk] R;krhy lkSan;Z okpdkyk vkiY;kdMs 
vk—“V d#u okpukps vkokgu djrs- ^nq%[k fpjatho ek>s* 
;k ifgY;kp dforse/;s rs fyfgrkr---- 

tUeyks eh ,o<ÓkkplkBh bFks dh 
_.k dkgh QsM.;kps jkfgys 

‘kki gksrk osnuspk tks feGkyk 
lq[k gh et isyrk ;sFks u vkys  ¼i`- 5½ 

vkiY;k okVÓkkyk vkysys vk;q”; tls vkgs rls Lohdk#u 
HkkoukaPkk Mko ekaM.kkjh gh dfork] vk;q”; Eg.kts ,d 
‘kks/k;k«kk vlwu lq[k ekxs mjr ukgh] gh [kar O;Dr 
djrkuk ^e`xtG* ;k dforsr rs Eg.krkr 

udksls tjh gs os/k gs tho?ks.ks 
mjh osnukaps dYyksG tkxs 
Qqyklkj[ks lq[k gkrkr ?ksrk 

fu[kkjsp gksmu mjrkr ekxs- ¼i`- 8½ 
ák osnusps fofo/k iSywgh doh izdV djrkr] rs eqGkrwu 
okp.;klkj[ks vkgs- ekr`Rokph ^pkgwy*gh rs vxnh 
lgti.kkus O;Dr djrkr- gs R;kaP;k izfrHksps oSf’k”V; 
Eg.krk ;sbZy- gk l`tukpk vuqHko eksBk foyksHkuh; >kyk 
vkgs- ^Fkkac m|kps ekÅyh] rhFkZ ik;kps ?ksbZrks vlk 
ekr`Rokpk xkSjo---* e<sZdjkauh T;kizdkjs dsyk vkgs- R;kp 
rjy mRdVrsus dohus ekr̀Rokph ^pkgwy* lkdkjyh vkgs- 

lkghu osnuk vkf.k 
ekr`Ro lq[kkP;k os.kk 
vkrqj LokxrklkBh 

izk.kkapk dkGhtes.kk  ¼i-̀ 12½ 
ekr`Rolq[kklkBh osnusyk feBh ekj.;kph ekrsph vkrqjrk 
lgti.ks ekaMrkuk rs fyfgrkr] 

eh tUexHkZ ukGsyk 
cka/kwu ?ksrys vkrk 
gs fpjarukps ukrs 

eh vls m|kph ekrk  ¼i-̀ 12½ 
thou txrkuk iMysY;k iz’ukaph mŸkjs ‘kks/k.;klkBh 
vk;q”; gjoys vkgs] vls Eg.kwu ekxs oGwu ikgrk lkjh 
nkjs can >kY;kph] mŸkj u feGkY;kph [kargh O;Dr djrs- 
frps vk;q”;kr ;s.ks vkf.k fu?kwu tk.ks] brds lgt dls 
vlsy \ i.k frps izsekrys lgt cksy.ksgh R;kP;k ftOgkjh 
ykxrs- fryk vkiys ‘kCn tjh Qqykaps ck.k okVys rjh 
R;kP;k dkGtkr rs ‘kCn fo”kkjh gksÅu #rwu clrkr- ex 
gh BlBl.kkjh osnuk rks ^lgt* dforsr ekaMwu tkrks- 

ts ts rqtyk lgt okVys 
lgt lksl.ks lksis ulrs 
vk;q”;krhy v’kk oz.kkauk 

vejRokps ys.ks vlrs   ¼i-̀ 16½ 
dq.khrjh dq.kklkBh >qjr vlrkukp fulVwu tk.kkÚ;k 
{k.kkae/kys dkghrjh vkBo.khr nMwu clysys vlrs- 
^vfLrRo* ;k dforsr gGwokji.ks R;kaauh gh ly O;Dr 
dsyh vkgs-  

vk;q”;kps cka/kwu rksj.k vk;q”;kyk ltorkuk 
LoIuke/kyaa vkiya xko iki.kdkBh fojr vlra ¼i-̀ 17½ 
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;k osnusyk vkiysls dsY;kuarj R;krwu dforspk egksRlop 
dohus lktjk dsyk vkgs] rks dsoG vkuan lkxjklkBh 
vkf.k gsp ;k dforsrhy lkSan;Z vkgs- d/kh gs lkjs 
y[ky[k.kkjh oht vlrs rj d/kh vYyM vo[kG vks<k 
vlwu d#.kkrZ ydsjhe/khy nq%[kkyk iMysyk dkGhtos<k 
vlrks] gs lkaxwu ^ukn* dforsr rs fyfgrkr] 

Loj rjy pkan.ks nSoh 
izk.kkr Hk#fu;k okgs 
gk ukn vlk xk.;kpk 

vtjkej v{k; vkgs ¼i-̀ 18½ 
vkiY;k okVÓkkyk vkysys vk;q”; gs vVG vlys rjhgh 
d/khd/kh tx.ks udksls d#u Vkd.kkjh osnuk vkiY;k 
okVÓkkyk ;srs] rsOgk gk doh ^gSjk.k ftanxh* dforsr 
Eg.krks] 

tx.ks dBh.k gksrk ej.ks #rwu xsys 
gSjk.k ftanxhus eu gs foVwu xsys ¼i`- 23½ 

lHkksorkyh yMhokG ukrhxksrh teyh vlrkuk vkiY;kyk 
xksR;kr vk.k.kkjs vkiys lgdkjh dqBwu vkys\ vlk iz’u 
dohyk iMrks- vkiyh [;kyh&[kq’kkyh fopkj.;klkBh 
d/kh dq.kh ;sr ukgh- ijarq frjMhl gkr ns.;klkBh lxGs 
uVwu&FkVwu dk ;srkr \ gs okLro dohyk vLoLFk djrs- 
thoukrhy osnusps jMxk.ks u xkrk vR;ar lqanjrsus fryk 
lkdkj.kkjh gh dfork vkgs] ;kpk izR;; vkiY;kyk 
R;kaP;k ^tx.ks* ;k dforsr ;srks- iksVHkj diMs] vaxHkj 
diMs vkf.k jkgk;yk ?kj vl.ks ,o<sp tx.;klkBh iqjsls 
ulrs- vkbZ&oMhy] ck;dk&iksja vkf.k lxslks;js ;kaps 
ek;koh os<s vkiY;k tx.;kP;k lHkksorkyh vlys rjh ;k 
lkÚ;kaP;k iyhdMs ^tx.ks* dls vlrs] gsgh R;kaph dfork 
lkaxwu tkrs-  

tx.ks Eg.kts nqljs dk; \ 
lq[kkf’kok; gl.ks] nq%[kkf’kok; jM.ks 
izkjC/k izokgkrhy g;krhpk izokl 

vk;q”; >qacjkrhy fnO;kps ,dkdh tG.ks- ¼i`- 26½ 
rq>s vkHkkG dks.krs vkgs \ vlk iz’u l`”Vhyk fopk#u 
fn’kk dks.krh vkgs\ gs lkax] Eg.kwu Qqy.kkÚ;k _rwaph rw 
nqnZ’kk dsyh vls Eg.kwu ----- 

rw dGÓkkapk xa/k ?ksrk Qwy t[keh tkgys 
nq%[k O;kdqG osnusph ikdG~;kaph ewd Hkk”kk ¼ì- 29½ 

lkdkj.kkjh gh dfork vkgs- 
thou gs osnusus Hkjys vlys rjh eukrhy fdj.kkapk ‘kks/k 
?ksr vlrkukp dohyk lkatosGP;k d#.ksus osVkGwu ?ksrys 
vlY;kpk izR;; ;srks rsOgk 

fuokZr izns’kke/kquh 
dq.kh gkd ekfjyh vkrZ 
rsOgkp eyk gs dGys 

tx.;kyk vkgs vFkZ  ¼i-̀ 32½ 
tx.;kyk vFkZ vlyk rjhgh dohyk tk.kho vkgs dh] gs 
vk;q”; vls ykHkys vkgs dh] ;k nsgkojp vkiyh ekydh 
jkfgyh ukgh- vks<kG iziapke/;s vxkspj osnuk HksVrs- 
Qqykapk gO;kl /kjyk rj dkVsp cksprkr- gs ;qxk;qxkaps 
nq%[k Eg.kts fpjaru otzysi vkgs- lq[kkyk nsgkizek.ks 
u’ojrspk ‘kki ykHkyk vkgs- gs dFku yksHklok.ks vkgs- 
vksBkr ;kpuk vu~ MksGÓkkaph >ksGh d#u gk O;kdqG 
v’oRFkkek vkiY;k HkkGhph t[ke okgrks vkgs] v’kh gh 
osnuk fdrh lukru vkgs] ;kpk bFks izR;; vkY;kf’kok; 
jkgr ukgh- 
tx.;kpk ^[kqyklk* dlk djkok] gsp ;k dohyk dGr 
ukgh- vk;q”;kyk fnyklk d/kh feGsy gsgh dGr ukgh- ;a«k 
ekuokizek.ks ek.kwlgh vkt ;kaf«kd >kyk vkgs- 
,desdkacÌy izseHkko mjyk ukgh- ijLijkaoj fo’okl 
jkfgyk ukgh- izR;sdkph tkrh&/kekZph pwy osxGh vkgs- 
ek.kqldhps lji.k R;kP;k[kkyh tGrkuk fnlrs- nqlÚ;kPkk 
?kkl fgldkowu ?ks.kkjh ekufldrk vkt loZ«k fnlrs- gÓkk 
vktP;k ek.klkP;k tx.;kcÌy dohpk ^[kqyklk* fparuh; 
vkgs- 

vk;q”;kpk tqxkj >kyk Jekoh.k ;s iSlk 
Qwy dkxnh —f«ke R;kyk lqokl dSlk \ 

vksBh lq[kkpk ?kkl rjhgh mjh mlklk ¼i-̀ 39½ 
dohyk tUekiklwu vk;q”;kps O;kdj.k d/kh dGys ukgh] 
gh [kar rs ^O;kdj.k* dforsrwu O;Dr djrkr- vkuankps 
lksgGs bFks dls lktjs djkos] dkj.k nq%[kkps ik’k Hkksorh 
vlwu osnukauh tho tGrks vkgs- rjhgh ekrhoj ik; jksowu 
dohus vkHkkGkyk gkd fnyh vkgs vkf.k vklearkP;k 
e/;LFkhus lw;ZdqGkauk vkea«k.k fnys vkgs- v’kkizdkjs izpaM 
vk’kkokngh ekaM.kkjh gh dfork osnusrgh tx.;klkBh 
vk’oklu nsÅu tkrs- 
^iki.;kaps dkB vksys* ;k ‘kh”kZd dforse/;s dohus ^rqÖ;k 
daBkrys xk.ks ekÖ;k eukr fHkuys vlwu R;k LojkaP;k 
vkrZrsus ekÖ;k iki.;kaps dkB vksyss >kY;kcÌyph —rKrk 
izdV dsyh vkgs- 
lkjka’k] tx.ks dBh.k >kys vlys rjh vkf.k ek.kls 
ijLijka’kh ;kaf«kdi.ks ijD;klkj[kh okxr vlyh rjh 
osnusps xk.ks xk.kkjk gk doh tx.;krhy lkSan;Z vyokji.ks 
fVirks] gsp ;k dohps vkf.k dforsps ;’k vkgs-

lanHkZ 
1) ns’kikaMs MkW- xksfoan] iki.;kaps dkB vksys] eyi`”B] 

bZHkJ izdk’ku] iksgaMwG ¼rk- iqln½] izFkeko`Ÿkh 2004 
2) ^iki.;kaps dkB vksys] ¼dfork laxzg½ & uhy—“.k 

ns’kikaMs] bZHkJ izdk’ku iksgaMwG ¼rk- iqln½] izFkeko`Ÿkh 
2004
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vk/kqfud ;qxkrhy ekuorkokn Eg.ktsp f’k{k.k fopkj 

v- v- ukanxkodj 
ejkBh foHkkx] Lok- ls- Jh- d- jk- bUuk.kh egkfo|ky;] dkjatk ¼ykM½ ft- okf’ke 

profanup1@rediffmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

lkjka’k 

vk/kqfud ;qxkpk fopkj dsyk vlrk] ekuorkokn dqBsrjh lair pkyyk vkgs]  vls vusdkaps er iMrs-  ijarw izkphu 
dkGkiklwu rs vkrki;ZarP;k larkauh egkRE;kauh ts lkafxrys rs fuf’prp ekuorkoknkps |ksrd vkgs- vk/kqfud ;qxkr 
ekuorkoknkps Lo#i dkgh izek.kkr cnyys vkgs vls vki.k Eg.kw ‘kdrks- ek= ;k cnyR;k Lo#ikpk fopkj dks.kh o dlk 
ekaMyk vkgs ;kpk fopkj dj.ksgh ØeizkIr vkgs- gkp fopkj ekaM.;kpk o R;kpk /kkork vk<kok ?ks.;kpk iz;Ru izLrwr ‘kks/k 
fuca/k ys[kdkpk vkgs- lnj vk<kok gk ekuorkoknh fopkjkapk ,d vkys[k Bjkok ;k vis{ksrwu lnj ‘kks/kfuca/k fyg.;kr ;sr 
vkgs- 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

eq[; ‘kCn % ekuork] lekt] tkf.ko] lar] vk/kwfudrk] thouewY;] jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjkt] lar xkMxs egkjkt] e-Qqys] 
pkrqoZ.;Z] f’k{k.k- 

izLrkouk 
Hkkjr Hkweh gh laregkRE;kaph Hkweh Eg.kwu txHkjke/;s 
izfl/n vkgs- ;k Hkwehoj vusd larkauh egkRE;kauh tUe 
?ksryk- lektkP;k mUurhlkBh ;k lokZauh ruk&eukus iz;Ru 
dsyk- lektksUUkrhpk fopkj rGkxkGki;Zar iksgkspoyk- ek= 
uarj e/;;qxkr pkrqoZ.;Z lekt O;oLFksus mpy [kkYyh- 
;keqGs lektkrhy vusd ?kVdkauk vkiY;k vf/kdkjkiklwu 
oaphr jgkos ykxys- ;kpk ifj.kke lektkP;k fodklkoj 
>kyk- FkksMD;kr lektkpk fodkl [kqaVyk- ekuorkoknh 
n`”Vhdksu y;kl xsyk- ek= ijr ,dnk lar ijaijk lq# 
>kyh vkf.k ;k larkauh pkrqoZ.;Z lekt O;oLFksoj dqBs 
vk?kkr djhr rj dqBs fonzksgkpk fopkj ekaMr lektfLFkrh 
cny.;kpk ;’kLOkh iz;Ru dsyk- 
e/kY;k dkgh o”kkZr ijr gh ifjfLFkrh cnyyh- larkaps 
iz;Ru Qksy Bjk;yk ykxys- lektkr vkgs rls jkg.;kph 
o`RRkh ok<hl ykxyh- nSooknkoj gokyk Bso.ks o ^fpRRkh 
vlw |kos lek/kku* ph o`Rrh Bso.;kdMs dy ok<yk- ek= 
ijr vk/kwfud dkGkr ekuorkoknh fopkjlj.kh ekaM.kkjs 
tutkf.kokauh ;qDr lar egkRes tUekl vkys- R;kaP;k 
fopkj lj.khus ijr ,dnk Hkkjrh; tulkekU;kaph fopkj/kkjk 
<oGwu fu?kkyh- ;k vk/kqfud lar egkRE;kauh f’k{k.kkpk 
fopkj  izkeq[;kus ekaMyk-  tulkekU; O;Drh f’k{k.kkiklqu 
oaphr jkfgY;kewGsp Lor%pk fodkl lk/kw ‘kdyh ukgh- 
;keqGs R;kpk fodkl >kyk ukgh- Eg.kwup f’k{k.kkP;k 
vuq”kaxkus T;kauh fopkj ekaMys R;kapk ,d /kkork vk<kok 
;k ‘kks/kfuca/kkP;k ek/;ekrwu ?ks.;kpk ekul vkgs- 

iqosZfrgkl 
iqohZ Hkkjr Hkwehe/;s L=h&iq#”kkauk f’k{k.kkpk leku vf/kdkj 
gksrk- izR;sd O;DRkh vkiY;k bPNsuqlkj o vkoMhuqlkj 

f’k{k.k ?ksr vls- ;krwup xkxhZ] eS=s;h] flrk]  nzkSinh] dqarh 
lkj[;k egkiaMhrk fuekZ.k >kY;k- lkscrp fofo/k /kekZrhy 
vusd iaMhr lar egkRE;kauh vkiY;k Kkukus Hkkjrh; thou 
izxr o izxYHk fodlhr dsys- ek= uarj iq#”kh vga] 
foukdkj.kPkk eh i.kk ;keqGs L=h;kauk o pkrqoZ.;Z 
O;oLFksrhy czkEg.k oxGrk brjkauk f’k{k.kkph }kjs can 
dj.;kr vkyh- T;k Hkkjrkr iwohZ lksU;kpk /kwj fu?kr vls] 
tks Hkkjr ^lqtyke~ lqQyke* gksrk rksp vR;ar vfodlhr 
ns’kkaP;k ;knhr tkÅu iksgkspyk- L=h;kaoj vU;k; vR;kpkj 
djk;yk ykxyk- ek= gh ifjfLFkrh cny.;kpk fopkj 
djk;yk dks.kktoGgh osG uOgrk-  Eg.kwup va/k%dkjkr  
f[krir iMwu jkg.;kpkp fopkj tks rks lgt fLodkjr 
gksrk- ;kpk ifj.kke Eg.kts Hkkjr tks vR;ar fodlhr o 
izxr gksrk] rksp ns’k vR;ar vizxr cuyk- tkf.kokapk 
fodkl gks.;kdfjrk vusdkauh dsysys iz;Ru Qksy Bjr gksrs] 
dkj.k ;k lektkyk f’k{k.k uOgrs- lekt vfodlhr 
jkg.;kps dkj.k gGwgGw ;k vk/kqfud 
fopkjoar&lektlq/kkjdkaP;k y{kkr ;sr xsys o R;kauh 
f’k{k.kkoj vkiys y{k dsanzhr djk;yk lqjokr dsyh- 
;krhy dkgh lekt lq/kkjdkapk gk /kkork vk<kok- 

jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjkt 

jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjktkauh f’k{k.kkpk fopkj vR;ar 
ij[kMi.ks ekaMyk vkgs- Hkkjr gk [ksM;kapk ns’k vkgs o 
xzke Eg.ktsp [ksMs- ;k xzkekpk fodkl lk/kk;yk vlsy rj 
f’k{k.kkus ifjiw.kZ vl.kkjs xzkep Lofodkl lk/kw ‘kdsy 
;koj R;kapk iw.kZ fo’okl gksrk- vkf.k Eg.kwup rs vkiY;k 
ys[k.khP;k ek/;ekrwu f’k{k.kkoj Hkj nsrkauk fnlwu ;srkr- rs 
vkiY;k xzkexhrsr Eg.krkr]  
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xzkeksUUkrhpk ik;k f’k{k.k A m|kps jk”Vª vktps larku A 
;klkBh vkn’kZ ikfgtsr xq#tu A jk”VªfuekZrs AA 

;k vksGh}kjs rs loZizFke f’k{kdkauk vkiY;k drZO;kph 
tkf.ko d#u nsrkr dkj.k tj f’k{kd ;ksX; vlsy rjp 
rks l{ke jk”Vª fuekZ.k d# ‘kdrks- dkj.k fo|kF;kZaps 
lqIrxq.k vksG[kwu R;kapk fodkl lk/kus gs f’k{kdkpsp 
drZO; vkgs- lkscrp R;kauk dk; o dls f’kdokos gs lq/nk 
jk”Vªlar lkaxrkauk fnlrkr- 
eqykauk f’kdokO;k ukuk dyk A pkQY;] /;s;k fu”Bkfn 

lQykA 
xkoph lkaHkkGw ‘kdsy viqyk A ,sls |kos f’k{k.k AA 

;kizdkjs f’k{k.k fnY;kus xzkekleosr jk”Vªkpkgh fodkl 
fuf’pri.ks gks.kkj vlY;kps er jk”Vªlar nsrkr- rs L=h 
f’k{k.kkpk fopkjgh izHkkohi.ks ekaMrkuk fnlrkr-  jk”Vªlar 
L=hckcr Eg.krkr] 
efgykaps mPPkre f’k{k.k A f’k{k.kkr vlkos thoukps LFkkuA 
thoukr vlkos LokjL;iw.kZ A ‘kkarh n;kfn Hkkoukaps AA 

;k izdkjs efgykaP;k mUUkrhrwup jk”Vªkph mUUkrh vlY;kps 
ij[kM er jk”Vªlar vkiY;k ys[k.khP;k ek/;ekrwu ekaMrkauk 
fnlrkr rs vkiY;k fopkjkP;k ek/;ekrwu f’k{k.kkpk ik;k 
etcwr djhr vlY;kps vki.kkl fuf’pri.ks tk.kors- 
vk/kwfud ;qxkrhy ;k vk/kqfud larkus xzkekxzkeklh 
tkxo.;kpk tks xtj dsyk rks jk”Vªfodklkr vR;ar vxzslj 
Bjyk-  

lar xkMxs ckck 

lar xkMxs ckck gs d/khgh ‘kkGsr xsys ukgh- LOkr% fuj{kj 
vlYksY;k ;k larkus fdrZu gs ek/;e tutkx`rh 
dj.;kdfjrk okijys- vR;ar lk/kh jkg.kheku vl.kkÚ;k ;k 
larkus vkiY;k ij[kM ok.khP;k ek/;ekrwu lkrR;kus 
tutkx`rh dsyh- ^f’k{k.kkf’kok; ek.kwl /kksaMk* vlY;kps rs 
vkiY;k izR;sd fdrZukrwu vkotqZu lkaxr vlr- ^T;kyk 
f’k{k.k  ukgh R;kyk [kVkÚ;kyk cSy EgVya rjh pkysy*  
vls Eg.kr rs eqykauk f’kdo.;kph izsj.kk nsr- #<h] izFkk 
ijaijkauk lksMk] ,dosG gkrkoj Hkkdj [kk  i.k eqykauk 
f’k{k.k |k vla rs dGoG~;ku lkaxk;ps-  R;kaP;k R;k 
lkax.;kewGs vusd eqykaps f’k{k.k ekxhZ ykxY;kps fp= 
vki.kkl fnlwu ;srs- 

egkREkk T;ksrhjko Qqys 

egkRek T;ksrhjko Qqysaps uko leksj ;srkp R;kaP;k 
f’k{k.kkP;k egkRE;k ckcr ekaMysY;k iq<hy vksGh 
vkiY;kyk vkBorkr& 
 ^fo|sfouk efr xsyh] efrfouk furh xsyh A  
 fufrfouk xrh xsyh] xfrfouk foRRk xsys A 
foRRkfouk ‘kwnz [kpys A brds vuFkZ ,dk vfo|sus dsys AA   

e- T;ksrhjkokaP;k dkGkr ;k lektkr vKku] #<h] izFkk] 
ijaijkaps ihd vkys gksrs- lekt va/k%dkjkr f[krir IkMyk 
gksrk- v’kk voLFksr lkaLd`frd ekgsj?kj letY;k tk.kkÚ;k 
iq.;ke/;s ifgyh eqyhaph ‘kkGk lq# dj.;kps dk;Z e- 
T;ksrhjko o lkfo=hckbZ Qqys ;k nkaiR;kus dsys- ;k ‘kkGsr 
nk[ky >kysY;k eqyhauk ek;sP;k okRlY;kus  uqlkrs 
f’kdoysp ukgh rj lkaHkkGys lq/nk- R;k dkGke/;s brj 
yksdkauk ipuh iM.kkj ukgh vls fopkj ekaMwu R;kauh 
f’k{k.kkr vkeqykxz cny dj.;kps Bjoys- izkFkfed f’k{k.k 
lDrhps djkos] f’k{k.k izf’k{khr vlkos] vkjksX;] ‘ksrh 
fo”k;d f’k{k.k |kos bR;knh ckch R;kauh izkeq[;kus ekaMY;k- 
e- Qqys QDr cksyds uOgs rj drsZ lq/kkjd vlY;kps 
R;kaP;k fopkjkaP;k rFkk drZqRokP;k ek/;ekrwu vkiY;kyk 
fnlwu ;srs-  Hkkjrh; tM.k?kM.khe/;s T;kapk fopkj 
izkeq[;kus dsyk tkok v’kk fopkjoarkr lektlq/kkjdkr e- 
T;ksrhjko QqY;kaps uko vxzØekus ?;kos ykxrs- 

jkt”khZ ‘kkgw egkjkt 

jkt”khZ ‘kkgw egkjktkauk misf{kr lektkpk fopkj eukiklwu 
djkok okVr vls- R;kauh lektkpk eu%iwoZd vH;kl 
dsysyk vlY;keqGsp R;kaph fopkj/kkjk gh lektkP;k 
fodklkizr gksrh- 
^ek>h iztk dsoG izkFkfed f’k{k.kkus tjh fo|kfoHkwf”kr 
>kyh rjh frP;k gkrh eh LojkT; Lok/khu djsu* vls 
oDrO; ‘kkgw egkjkt djhr vlr- R;kauh vkiY;k 
fopkjlj.khrwu ekuorkoknp tksiklyk vlY;kps vki.kkl 
fnlwu ;sbZy- 
jkt”khZ ‘kkgw egkjktgh drsZ lq/kkjd gksrs- R;kauh vkiY;k 
jkT;kr izkFkfed f’k{k.k eksQr o lDrhps dsys gksrs- R;k 
dkGkr f’k{k.kklkBh R;kauh ,d yk[k #i;kapk fu/kh jk[kwu 
Bsoyk gksrk- f’k{kdkauk xq.koRRkk riklwu ukSdÚ;k fnY;k- 
rlsp f’k{k.k ‘ksrdÚ;kaP;k eqyke/kwu r;kj Ogkosr Eg.kwugh 
iz;Ru dsys- L=h f’k{k.kkl pkyuk feGkoh Eg.kwu dq- ,p- 
fyVy ;kaph fo’ks”k fu;qfDr R;kauh dsyh- oLrhx`gs fuekZ.k 
d#u R;kr eqykauk jgk;yk lkafxrys- fofo/k tkrh/kekZP;k 
eqykauk f’k{k.k feG.;kP;k n`”Vhus fofo/k oLrhx`gkaph 
LFkkiuk dsyh- Lor%P;k fo/kok lwusyk f’k{k.k nsÅu R;kauh 
lqf’k{khr dsys] o lektkleksj vkn’kZ fuekZ.k dsyk- 

xq#nso johanzukFk Vkxksj 

xq#nso jfoanzukFk Vkxksj ;kauh ‘kkarh fudsruph LFkkiuk d#u 
iqu’p xq#dqy izFkk tUekl ?kkryh-  vkiY;k vkoMhps 
f’k{k.k ?ks.;kph lks; ;k fBdk.kh R;kauh fuekZ.k d#u fnyh- 
;sFks ckydkauk vkoMhps o ekr`Hkk”ksrwup f’k{k.k fnys tkÅ 
ykxys- ekuorkoknh n`”Vhdksukrwu Tkj ;k ?kVusdMs vki.k 
c?khrys rj xq#nso Vkxksjkapk f’k{k.kkrhy vk/kqfud 
ekuorkokn vkiY;kyk tk.koY;kf’kok; jkg.kkj ukgh-  
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vkt ekuo  HkkSfRkd lq[kkP;k ekxs ykxY;keqGs brj loZ 
foljyk vkgs- R;kyk tj [kÚ;k tkf.kok gO;k vlrhy rj 
Kkukf’kok; i;kZ; ulY;kps fopkj xq#nso lkRkR;kus ekaMr 
vlr- eqykauk R;akph fopkj’kDrh okil |koh- Eg.kts 
R;kapk fodkl uSlfxZd i/nrhus gksbZy vls R;kaps vkxzgh 
izfriknu gksrs- xq#nsokapk  fopkj vk/kqfud ekuorkoknkpk 
tudp vlY;kps vkiY;k n`”Vhl iMrs- ;krwup R;kauh 
fnysys rRoKku vktP;k fi<hdfjrk ekxZn’kZd Bj.kkjs o 
R;kaph fopkj/kkjk fodlhr dj.kkjs vkgs vls vki.k Eg.kw 
‘kdrks-  

egkREkk xka/kh  

fczVh’k dkGkr baxzth f’k{k.k lq# >kys- ek= R;kpk fopkj 
dsY;koj LoLokFkkZdfjrk rs lq# dsys vlY;kps vkiY;kyk 
fuf’pri.ks tk.koY;kf’kok; jkg.kkj ukgh- ekuorkoknkpkk 
fopkj djrkauk e- xka/khauh xzke fodklkdfjrk f’k{k.kkps 
vl.kkjs egRo lkaxrkauk fofo/k ;kstuk xzkekdfjrk 
dk;kZfUor dj.;kph lwpuk dsyh- R;kaP;kers] ^^ dsoG 
lk{kjrk Eg.kts f’k{k.k UkOgs] f’k{k.kkpk izkjaHk ns[khy uOgs- 
vkRek o eu ;kapk ifjiw.kZ fodkl d#u O;Drhe/khy 
loksZd`”V xq.kkaph vfHkO;Drh dj.ks] gs f’k{k.kkps [kjs /;s; 
gks;-** 
uqlrs iqLrdh Kku ?ks.;kis{kk vki.k tj d`rh dj.;kpk 
iz;Ru dsyk rj R;krwu feG.kkjs Kku gs ifjiw.kZ o laiw.kZ 
fodkl lk/k.kkjs vlsy- vkf.k Eg.kwup m|ksxkrwu xzke 
Lo;aiw.kZ Ogkos Eg.kwu O;Drh ifjiw.kZ Ogkok Eg.kwu rs 
eqyks|ksxh f’k{k.kkpk iqjLdkj djhr vlr- 
;kizdkjs egkREkk xka/khauh vkiyk ekuorkokn f’k{k.kkP;k 
ckcrhr ekaMysyk fnlwu ;srks- ekuorkoknkps fofo/k 
Lo#ikpk vH;kl djrkauk ‘kS{kf.kd n`”Vhdksukpkgh fopkj 
Eg.kwup vxzØekus djkok ykxrks- e- xka/kh xzkeks|ksx] 
gLrdyk] lkekU; o lqanj thou’kSyhpk iqjLdkj djrkauk 
fnlrkr-  Hkkjr [kÚ;k  vFkkZus xzkekrp vkgs vls rs 
vkxzgh izfrizknu djhr vlr- 

fu”d”kZ 

1½ ekuorkoknkpk fopkj izkphu dkGkiklqu lq# 
vkgs- ijarw R;kps Li”V vkdyu vk/kwfud fopkjoarkauh 
vk/kqfud dkGkr ijr ,dnk dsys vlY;kps tk.kors- 

2½ ekuorkoknkpk fopkj vkt izkeq[;kus 
vaxhdkj.;kph xjt vlY;kps fnlwu ;srs- 
3½ ekuorkoknkr lektkrhy fofo/k iSyw ;srkr- 
R;krhy L=h&iq#”k lekurk] thou tkf.ko] f’k{k.kkpk 
vf/kdkj bR;knh egRokps iSyw vkgsr- 
4½ e- xka/khuh f’k{k.kkP;k ek/;ekrwu ekuorkokn 
ekaMrkauk xzkefodklkoj Hkj fnysyk fnlwu ;srks- 
5½ e- tksrhjko Qqys o lkfo=hckbZ Qqys ;k nkaiR;kus 
L=h f’k{k.kkph lq#okr dsyh rh ;kp ekuorkoknh 
n`”Vhdkukrwu vls Eg.kk;yk gjdr ukgh- 
6½ jkt”khZ ‘kkgw egkjktkauh oLkrhx`g] f’k”;o`RRkh] 
eksQr f’k{k.k bR;knh ekuorkoknh ckchpk vaxhdkj o 
iqjLdkj dsysyk vki.kkl fnlrks- 
7½ jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjkt o xkMxs egkjkt ;klkj[ks 
largh ;k ‘kS{kf.kd pGoGhr lkehy >kys- R;kauhgh 
f’k{k.kkpk izpkj izlkj vk;q”;Hkj dsyk- 
8½ vk/kqfud dkGkrgh ekuorkoknh n`”Vhus c?krk 
f’k{k.kph pGoG vf/kdkf/kd laiUUk dj.;kph o vxnh 
rGkxkGki;Zar rh iksgkspo.;kph xjt vlY;kps vki.kkl 
fnlwu ;sbZy- 
9½ vk/kqfud dkGkrhy f’k{k.k fopkj gkp [kjk 
ekuorkokn vlY;kps vkt n`”Vhl iMr vkgs- 

lekjksi 

vktP;k ;qxkr ekuorkoknkps Lo#i cnyr vkgs- vkt 
lektkph Qlo.kqd dj.kkjs uouohu i/nrhus vU;k;] 
vR;kpkj djhr vkgsr-  vkfFkZd] lkekftd] oSpkfjd] 
‘kkfjjhd o ekufld ‘kks”ku lkrR;kus lq# vkgs- vkEgh 
fdrhgh izdkjs fojks/k dsY;kpk vko vk.kr vlyks rjh dqBs 
rjh gk fopkj pqdr vkgs gs rso<sp fuf’pr vkgs- Eg.kwup  
ekuorkoknkps iqu#Tthou dj.ks vkt dkGkph xjt vkgs 
o gs loZ ‘kD; gks.kkj vkgs rs f’k{k.kkP;k ek/;ekrwu 
Eg.kwup vk/kwfud ekuorkoknkpk iqjLdkj tj dnk;pk 
vlsy rj f’k{k.kkf’kok; rj.kksik; ukgh gs rso<sp fuf’pr 
vkgs- Hkkjrh; laLd`rhus f’k{k.kkpk fopkj iqokZikj ekaMysyk 
vkgsp- R;kyk tksM vk/kwfud fopkjoarkaph ykHkyh vlwu 
ijr ,dnk uO;kus gk fopkj ekaM.ks dkGkph xjt 
vlY;kps Li”V gksrs- 

lanHkZ xzaFk 

1½ f’k{k.k {ks=krhy fopkjoar ¼1995½ izk-ek-x- iokj 
uwru izdk’ku iq.ks- 

2½ ‘kS{kf.kd fopkjoar ¼2006½ MkW- ds- ds- ?kksjeksMs] MkW- 
dyk ?kksjeksMs] fo|k izdk’ku ukxiqj 

3½ tkxfrd f’k{k.k rK ¼2010½ MkW- lkS- izfrHkk lq/khj 
isaMds] fo|k izdk’ku ukxiqj 

4½ lar xkMxs egkjkt Lekjd xzaFk ¼2004½ izkpk;Z jk- rq- 
Hkxr] pSrU; izdk’ku dksYgkiwj 

5½ Fkksj Hkkjrh; f’k{k.krK ¼1996½ izk- uk- x- iokj 
iq”id izdk’ku vejkorh-
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foKku o ra=KkukP;k ;qxkr L=h f’k{k.kkr >kysys ifjorZu ,d v/;;u  

f’k- oS- Hkkxordj 
ejkBh foHkkx] dkjatk ykM 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
izLrkouk 

foKku Eg.kts fo’ks”k Kku fdaok ‘kkL= vk/kwfud ts 
ikjaikfjd ukgh rs L=h Hkkjrh; laLdkj o laLd`rhr 
lqf’k{khr o laLdkjhr >kysyh L=h Lokra=ksRrj dkGkr L=h 
f’k{k.kkpk izpkj o izlkj ok<yk pqyewy gs ^jka/kokMk* 
m”Vhdk<k gk fopkj dkyckg; >kyk o macjB;kP;k vkr 
okoj.kk&;k L=h;kauh macjBk vksykaMk;yk] dkSVqafcd 
xgO;oLFkkiukl dR;kZ iq:”kklkscr vkiysgh ;ksxnku vlkos 
;klkBh R;kauh vkfFkZd iz;Rugh lq: dsys dqVaqckP;k 
vFkkZdj.kkr ukSdjh o O;olk;kP;k ek/;ekus L+=h;kgh 
vkiys ;ksxnku ukasnow ykxY;k R;keqGs ijaijkxr laLdkj 
f’k{k.k :<h ijaijk pkyhjhrh ;kauh L=h;ka eqDrhP;k ekxkZus 
izokl djk;yk ykxY;k- 
O;fDrLokra«;kpk ik’P;kR; laLdrhpk fL+=;kaP;k 
O;fDreRRokoj >kysyk ifj.kke fopkjkr ?ks.ks gs ;k 
v/;;ukps iz;kstu vkgs] v/;;ukyk izkjaHk dj.;kiwohZ 
R;kaph fn’kk fuf’pr dj.;kl mnnh”Vs Bjoyh vkgsr-  

mnnh”Vs 
1- cnyR;k lkekftd vkfFkZd ifjfLFkrhpk fL=;kaoj 

>kysyk ifj.kke ikg.ks- 
2- vk/kqfud fopkjkpk vk/kqfudrspk ikjaikfjd :<hus 

xzklysY;k L=heukoj >kysyk ifj.kke vkH;kl.ks- 
3- vkR;k/kqfud foKku o ra+=Kku ;kapk fL=;kaP;k 

O;fDreRRokoj izHkko ;kaps v/;;u djus- 
4- ikjaikjhd fL++++=;k o vk/kqfud fL=;kapk rkSyfud 

vkH;kl dj.ks- 
x`ghr d`R;s 

v/;;ukyk lq:okr dj.;kiwohZ laHkkO; fu”d”kZ fuf’pr 
djrk;kos ;klkBh iq<hyizek.ks x`fgr d`R;s fuf’pr dsyhr 
1- vk/kqfud foKkukpk ra=Kkukpk L=h O;fDreRokoj 

ldkjkRed o udkjkRed nksUgh ifj.kke >kysr-  
2- ikjaikfjdrk o vk/kwfudrk nksUgh lkscr la?k”kZ djrk 

nqgsjh Hkwfedk fuekZ.k >kyh vkgs- 
3- vk/kwfud foKkukeqGs O;DrhLokra«; gh ladYiuk 

izHkkfor >kY;kus dkSVqafcdjpuk foHkDr >kyh vkgs- 
eq[;‘kCn &  O;fDreRo] fopkjeaFku] laLdkj] ifjorZu] 
ra+=Kku- 

ppkZ o ijke’kZ 
Hkkjr ekrk ;k ‘kCnkrp L=huke vkys vlys rjh [kjks[kjp 
iqohZP;k dkGh fL=;kauk;ksX;rs LFkku gksrs dk\ vlk fopkj 
tj dsyk rj Hkkjrh; lektkph tM.k?kM.k izkpkhu 

dky[akMkuqlkj loZlektthouk’kh fuxfMr vusd ?kMkeksMh 
?kMY;kr] R;knjE;ku ts L+=hthou gksrs rs d’;kizdkjps 
gksrs gs ikgrk izkphu dky[kaMkuqlkj iqohZP;k dkGh 
o.kZO;oLFkk gksrh-  
o.kZO;oLFksuqlkj th vkJe O;oLFkk Bjoysyh gksrh R;kr 
ekuokps vk;q”; 100 o”ksZ x`ghr /k:u 25 o”kkZpk VIik 
,d o.kZO;LFkse/;s x.kyk tkr vls R;krwu izzkeq[;kus 
czEgp;kZJe] x`gLFkkJe] okuizLFkkJe] olU;kJe] v’kh 
thou vkJe O;oLFkk dj.;kr vkyh ;krhy th 
czEgp;kZJe  voLFkk gksrh- R;ke/;s dsoG iq:”kp xq:P;k 
dqVhe/;s tkmu rsFksp miu;u fo/kh vkVksiwu Hkkoh 
thouklkBh mi;qDr vls f’k{k.k ?ksr vls- rsOgkP;k dkGkr 
fganw laLdkjO;LFks izek.ks xHkkZ/kkukiklwu vaR;sf”Vi;Zar 
lksGklaLdkjkrp vMdysY;k L=hyk iq:”kkis{kk nqî;e ntkZ 
gksrk-  
uarjpk tSu /kekZpk ckS/n /kEkkZpk izlkjdkG] bZLyke dkG 
;ka dkGkrgh L+=h;kpah ‘kS+{kf.kd n`”V;k tkx`drk dehp 
gksrh- 
fczVh’k dky[kaMkr ek= /keZfujis{krsoj vk/kkjhr uO;kus 
izLFkkfir dsysY;k /keZfujis{k dk;n;kP;k O;oLFkseqGs /kkfeZd 
ekufldrsoj vk/kfjr dk;n;kiklwu lqVdk >kyh- fo’ks”kr% 
fL=;kauk f’k{k.kkph la/kh izkIr >kyh] L=h;kaoj lerk] ca/kqRo 
lkekftd U;k; ekuorkokn bZ- ik’P;kR; eqY;kapk izHkko 
iMyk- ckyfookg] fo/kok fookgcanh] L=h ‘kqnzkaP;k 
f’k{k.kojhy canh g;k izFkk u”V dj.;kl lkekftd 
ifjorZu ?kMowu pGoGh >kY;k- iwohZ lrhcanh dk;nk 
1829 fgUnw fo/kok iwufoZokg dk;nk 1856 ukxjh fookg 
dk;nk 1862] ckyfookg canh dk;nk 1929 b- dk;ns 
gksrs- 
Lokra«;ksRrj dkGkr vk/kqfudhdj.kkph xrh ok<yh- 
Hkkjrkph jkT;?kVusrhy dyekuwlkj L=h f’k{k.k] lekurspk 
vf/kdkj feGkyk efgykaps fgrlaca/k tksikl.;kP;k n`”Vhus 
vusd dk;ns dj.;kr vkys efgykauk vkj{k.k ns.;kr 
vkys- fL+=;kaph lkekftd fLFkrh gh e/;;qxhu o 
Lokra+«;iwoZdkyhu fL=;kagwu fu’phrp pkaxyh >kyh- 
Lokra«;izkIrhuarjP;k dkGkr xzkeh. Leqnk;krhy fL+=;kapk 
ntkZ fuEe Lo:ikpk gksrk- fir`lRrkd dqVqac i/nrh gksrh] 
fL=;kauk f’k+{k.k ?ks.;kpk] fookgklkBh tksMhnkj fuoM.;kpk 
vf/kdkj uOgrk R;kaps dk;Z{ks= pwy o ewy ,o<;kiwjrs 
e;kZnhr gksrs- eqyxk] eqyxh] vlk Hksn dsyk tkbZ R;keqGs 
loZ dqVqackpk fodkl BIi gksrk loZ= va/kJ/nk pk ixMk 
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gksrk] fuj{kjrk gksrh L=h;kauk lektkr vkiys fopkj Li”V 
ekaMrk ;sr uOgrs- ‘kgjhHkkxkrgh L+=h;k frrD;k’;k izxr 
uOgR;k] dqVqackrhy loZ Hkkj ,dV;k iq:”kkoj iMr gksrk- 
cgqiRuhRo i/nrh vlY;kus dqVqackrhy L+=h;kauk nq;;e ntkZ 
ns.;kr vkyk- 
Ykksdla[;k ok< fu;a=hr dj.;klkBh L+=hf’k{k.kkpk izlkj 
gks.ks xjtsps vkgs ikjaikfjd lektkr L=h;kauk f’k{k.kkpk 
gDd uOgrk R;kaps yodjkr yodj fookg gksr vlr- 
vkiys dqVqac gsp vkiys loZLo vkgs vkf.k eqykckGkps 
laxksi.k dj.ks ,so<sp frps {ks= gksrs- iqohZP;k dkGkrhy 
fL=;kaps ftoueku izxV dj.kkjs ys[kd m/no ‘ksGds ;kauh 
R;kaP;k ys[k.kknzokjs dFkk & dknac^&;knokjs d”Vdjh o 
‘kksld fL=;kaP;k tho.kkps izkeq[;kus n’kZu ?kMoys-  
mnk% ek;] /kx] vxfudrk] v/kkZaxh ;klkj[;k 
R;kaP;k ys[kukrwu L+=h thou o.kZuko:u dGrs dh] vusd 
fcdV izlaxkyk rksaM nsr vR;ar /kS;kZus fL=;kaps tho.k 
O;frr >kysys vkgs-  efgyksUurh o oSokfgd thou 
;kojhy v/;k; vk’p;Z okV.;kbZrds iqjksxkeh o izkxrhd 
vkgs-fL+=;kauh vkiys thou O;ogkj dks.kR;k izdkjs 
pkyokos Lora= caq/nhjk[kwu vkiY;kthoukps lkFkZd dls 
djkos gs ,dukFkkauh minsf’kys xzkexhrs e/;s gh L=hyk 
dks.krk lkekftd ntkZ n;kok oLrqr% frph inoh dk; 
vlkoh ;kph ppkZ vkyh vkgs-  
fganw /kekZyk izkphu ijaijk vkgs vkf.k R;krY;k R;kr 
Hkkjrh; fganwL+=h oj ckyi.kkiklwup vusd /kkfeZd lqlaLdkj 
>kysys vk<Grkr  
^ftP;k gkrkr ikG.;kph nksjh rh txkyk m/nkjh* 
L=h ekrsph egrh lkaxrkauk gs Eg.krk ;srs dh] v’kh 
laLdkjhr L=hekrk v[ksj vkiY;k eqykaoj mRd`”V Lo:ikps 
/kkfeZd laLdkj d: ‘kdrs- ekrhP;k xksGk:ih ckydkyk 
dqaHkkjkizek.ks ?kMo.;kph esgur ?ksrs o R;kps lqanj 
ukxjhdkr :ikarj djrs-  
vktP;k vk/kwfudhdj.kkeqGs rj L=hyk ra=Kku o foKkukph 
tksM feGwu rh vusd vlk/; xks”Vh lk/; dj.;klkBh 
/kMiMrs vkgs o R;k ekrhP;k xksGk:ih ckydkyk 
vf/kdkf/kd vkd”kZd cuor vkgs-  
foKkukP;k ‘kks/kkpk L=htkrhyk vfr’k; Qk;nk >kyk fr 
vk/kqfud midj.ks] lk/k.ks oki:.k frP;k dk;Z{kersph ok< 
d:.k lektkrhy frps ;ksxnku ok<ors vkgs-  
izR;sd L=he/;s lqIrkoLFksr ,d dykdkj uDdhp nMysyk 
vlrks] QDr vkiY;krhy gk lqIrxq.k gh dyk vkf.k 
R;kl iwjd vl.kk&;k {kerk vkoMh&fuoMh dqorh b- ph 
tk.kho tj L=hyk >kyh vlsy rj] rh vk/kwfud ;qxkrhy 
Li/ksZr fVd.;kl ik+= Bjyh vkgs-  
vk/kwfud ;qxkrhy ra=KkukeqGs lax.kd] vkarjtky  

;k lokZapk L+=hP;k okVpkyhr eksykpk okVk Bjrks vkgs- 
U;`R;] xk;u] oknu] eSnkuh] [ksG] oh.kdke jaxdke] 
ikddyk lkSan;Zizlk/kukpk okij] lq’kksfHkdj.k ;koj 
vk/kkfjr fdrhrjh izdkjph ekfgrh Rojhr izR;sd L=hyk 
xqxynokjs izkIr gksrs vkgs ;keqGs L=h;kauk vkiY;k dyk 
xq.kkauk pkyuk feGrs vkgs R;k izR;sd {ks=kr izxrh djr 
vkgsr- 

^^O;”Bh lqanj gSA le”Bh lqanj gSA 
R;kx dh fnO;eqrhZ rq ukjhA 

ftlds gksus ls lkjh l`”Vh lqnaj gSA** 
L=hP;k vaxh fnO;RRokph izkIrh gksr vkgs rh tknwbZ NMh 
lkj[;k Hkkl.kk&;k vkarjtkyk f’k{k.kkr izR;sd {ks=kr 
xjtspk Hkkx Bjysyk vkgs- ;kP;k tksjkoj L=hus xxu Hkjkjh 
?ksryh vkgs- 
L=hP;k O;fDreRrokr maph o.kZ cka/k vusd ?kVdkapk 
lekos’k tks gksrks rks frps ckg; O;fDreRo Bjrs i.k 
ra++=KkukP;k okijkus frps vkarjckg; O;fDreRRo vkd”kZd 
Bjys 
Nqjfp=ok.khojhy ekfydkns[khy frP;k lokaZx ifjorZuklkBh 
mi;ksxkr vkys R;k ekfydsrhy L=h;k T;kdh ‘kkjhfjd 
vkf.k ekufld n`”V;k izHkkoh nk[foY;k tkrkr] 
R;kaP;krhy vkRefo’okl vkRekfHkeku] lektkrhy :<h 
ijaijkaps ikyu dj.ks] vkReokLrohdj.k v’;kvusd 
xks”Vhapk lekos’k R;k uV;kapk :ikrwu Hkwfedsrwu n’kZoyk 
tkrks] izR;sd ekfydk ikg.kkjh L=h R;kl i+zHkkohr gksr 
vkgs- 
vktP;k L=h;kizR;sd {ks+=kr vxzslj vkgsr] R;k f’kf{kdk 
baftfuvj] odhy foeku pkyd] la’kks/kd v’;k vusd 
{ks+=kr Bkei.ks vkRefo’oklkus mH;k vkgsr- 
L=h vkiY;k vkRefo’oklkP;k tksjkoj fLergkL;keqGs 
lk&;k txkr gkL; o izdk’kkph vkHkk] vk’ksps fdj.k 
iljor vkgs-  
L=hP;k thoukr vusdoG.ks vlrkr] fryk vusd 
izdkjP;k Hkwfedk ikjikMkO;k ykxrkr ;k loZ xks”VhlkBh 
ra=Kkukph lkFk ?ksmu rh vkiys eukscy d.k[kj fu’p; 
ifjfLFkrh’kh rMtksM dj.;kph {kerk gs O;fDr erRokrhy 
xq.k rstkse; djr vkgs  
vkarjO;fDreRo rlsp ckg;O;fDreRokps cny >ikV;kus 
vf/kdkf/kd mRd`”V cur pkyys vkgs rs dsoG 
vktdkyP;k LikFksjih] vk/kqfud e’kujh ;kpk okij 
dsY;keqGs ^xre u ‘kksP;e* vls lqHkkf”kr vkgs 
HkqrdkGkr ts ?kMys ts ,s’o;Z o lq[k nq%[k rqEgh miHkksxys 
rs vktukgh rj] jkstP;k jkst uos vuqHko ?;k o R;krwu 
dkgh f’kdk o vkiys Hkfo”; mTToy cufo.;kpk iz;Ru 
djk vls fopkjeaFku vk/kqfud fopkj /kkjsP;k L=h;k djhr 
vkgsr rs dsoG ra=KkukP;k izxrheqGs vktph L=h 
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‘kjhj;”Vhrhy psgjs iV~Vhrhy o vaxkrhy pkaxys xq.k 
;kaP;koj usgeh Hkj nsrs Eg.kts nks”k o derjrkadMs 
vkiksvkip nqyZ{k gksrs] nql&;k’kh cksyrkauk vknjiwoZd 
uezrsus i.k frrD;kp ij[kMi.ks cksyrs dh tso<;k] 
vM[kGr rh L=h iwohZ cksyr vls- 
vk/kqfud f’k{k.kiz.kkyhpk L=hyk vkfFkZd n`”V;k etcwr 
dj.;klkgh mi;ksx >kyk rh vkfFkZd n`”V;k Lokoyach 
>kyh ?kjkrhy iq:”k vkfFkZd feGdr djrks- i.k R;kyk 
gkrHkkj yko.ks f’k{k.kkpk mi;ksx dj.;klkBh L=h;k ukSdjh 
O;olk;kBh ckgsj iMr vkgsr- ?kj o ukSdjh ;k fBdk.kh 
R;kauk egRokpk nqok Bjyk rks foKkukP;k lkgk;k;kus r;kj 
dsysyh vusdokgus lk/kus o midj.ks tls eksckbZy] 
izkstsDVj bZ- ;kaP;k enrhus L=h;kaph esgur] osG] iSlk] 
okpork vkyk R;kaP;k izxrhyk pkjpkan ykxysr-  
;ksX;rs f’k{k.k vkfFkZd fLFkrh izfr”Bk o vaxkrhy xq.k 
y{kkr ?ksmu ,[kknk mn;ksx mHkkj.ks] f’kdo.;k ?ks.ks] diMs 
f’ko.ks] ikG.kk?kj pkyo.ks] Mcs dj.ks] y?kq o dqVhj 
mn;ksx dj.ks] ;klkj[ks dkesd:u L=h;k Lokoyach >kY;k 
vkgsr- 
L=h;kae/;s vk/kqfud fopkjiz.kyhpk mxep >kyk vkgs] 
frP;k O;fDreRokP;k tM.k?kM.khr egRokpk cny Eg.kts 
frP;krhy voxq.k tls ?kesaM] bZ”;kZ] [kknkMi.kk] vkGl] 
eRlj] pgkMhdj.ks] fuank] vIiyiksVsi.kk] yckMh] [kksVsi.kk] 
bZ- dq:irk n’kZfo.;k&;k xks”Vh u fnlrk frP;ke/;s 
rstLoh O;fDreRRokph NkiikM.kjs xq.k tls % O;ogkj 
dq’kyrk vkRefo’okl] f’k”Vkpkjkps ikyu [kksVh’kku u 
nk[ko.ks fu%LokFkhZi.kk] lsokHkko] cq/nheRrk] :<hoknkph 
;ksX;rh tk.k] ?kesaM[kksji.k ;koj ekr v’;k vusd xq.k 
L=hyk [kachji.ks lektkr okoj.;kl izo`Rr djr vkgsr o 
L=h;kapk lektkP;kizfr tM.k?kM.kh e/;s eksykpk okVk 
Bjrks vkgs-  
L=hfrpk lqlaLd`ri.kk frP;k fopkjkarwup uOgs rj vkpkj] 
fopkj] iks”kk[k o nSuafnu thoukrhy orZukrwu O;Dr djrs 
vkgs L=h vk/kqfud >kyh rh iq:”kkP;k cjkscjhus dke djrs 
;kpk vFkZ vlk uOgs dh] frus iq:”kkauk nq¸;e ntkZ n;kok 
rj] iq:”;kauk ;ksX; rks vknjHkko O;Dr djr Lor%ps 
thoueku mapokos L=h;kauh QW’ku djkoh rh e;kZfnr 
jkgwup] rksMds] diMs okijus] voktoh [kpZ dj.ks 
mn/Vi.kk meZVi.kk ;kpk vk/kqfudrs’kh dkgh ,d laca/k 
ukgh- 

folkO;k ‘krdkr ek= vusd vk/kqfud ra=Kku fuekZ.k >kys] 
rlsp vusd vk/kqfud f’k{k.k i/nrhP;k voyacukeqGs ,d 
uofopkj dj.kkjk lektoxZ fuekZ.k>kyk 19 O;k ‘krdkr 
lkekftd lq/kkj.kse/;s egkRek T;ksfrck QqysP;k 
;ksxnk.kkeqGs eksBs ifjorZu >kys R;kuarj lkfo=hckbZ Qqys 
;kauh R;kauk eksykps lgdk;Z dsys-  
19 O;k ‘krdkP;k mRrjk/kkZr 20 O;k ‘krdkP;k iwokZ/kkZr 
>kysY;k ‘kS{kf.kd iz;ksxkeqGs uohu L=h fuekZ.k >kyh vkt 
lektdkj.k] jktdkj.k ;klkj[;k {ks+=kr L++++=h;kaph vk?kkMh 
vkgs- 
vk/kqfud ra=;qxkrhy L=h laLd`rhpk okjlk tiwu mRraqx 
Hkjkjh ?ksr vkgs- L=h gh Hkkouk’khy uktwd duokGw vlrs 
gs ikjaikfjd ladsrizFke ^oksLVu Øk¶V us >qxk:u fnys L=h 
nsf[ky iq:”kkizek.ks fopkjh] foosd’khytho vkgs- L=hP;k 
vkReHkkukph cktw leksj vkyh o fryk leku vf/kdkj 
feGkyk] vkt L=h >xMw ykxyh] fryk f’k{k.kkpk gDd] 
ernkukpk gDd laiRrhpk gDd] lekurkspk gDd feGwu 
ltZu’khy izokl lq: >kyk-  
vk/kqfud i/nrhP;k f’k{k.kkeqGs L=h;k oSpkfjd ppsZrwu 
Lor%yk O;Drd: ykxY;k R;kauh vkiY;kiq<s lkfo=hckbZ 
f’kans ;klkj[;k L=h;kapk vkn’kZ Bsoyk-  
v’;k r&gsus foKku o ra=KkukP;k enrhus L=h thou 
lqyHk] >kys frps O;fDreRo ?kMys- 

fu”d”kZ 
1 oSKkfud n`f”Vdksu fLodkjY;koj fL=;kapk thou fo”k;d 
n`f”Vdksu cnyyk-  
2 vk/kqfud raa=KkukeqGs fL=;kauh x`gO;oLFkkiu o 
dk;Zljyhdju ;k nksUgh ckcrhr ldkjkRed Hkwfedk 
fLodkjyh-  
3 foKku ra=Kkukr >kysyh izxrhus th lalk/kus miyC/k 
d:u fnyh R;kpk okij ikjaikfjd o vk/kqfud fL=;kauh 
okij fLodkjyk-  
4 vR;k/kqfud lalk/kukpk okij dsY;keqGs fL=;kaph 
dk;Z{kerk o rRijrk ok<yh- 
5 cnyrk lkekftd] vkfFkZd ifjfLFkrhe/;s foKkukr o 
ra=Kkukr >kysys cny vfiz; rjh fLodkjys  
6 oSKkfud o rkaf+=d i/nrheqGs O;Drh Lokra«;kph 
ladYiuk iazHkkfor >kyh-  
7 oSKkfud o ra=KkukP;k ;qxkr L=h;kapk ikjaikfjd 
n`f”Vdks.k cnywu vk/kqfud ;qxkr R;kaps O;fDreRo 
>Gdys- 

lanHkZ xzaFk 

1½ lekt’kkL= 2013 iw.ks 
2½ yksdla[;k f’k{k.k ;’koarjko pOgk.k egkjk”Vz eqDr 
fon;kihB] ukf’kd] izFke izdk’ku es 2003 

3½ ofurk dks’k mUes”k izdk’ku vk’kk i:Gsdj 
4½ ;qxkuq;qxkps L=h nkL;Ro] vuar frfcys] izdk’ku fj;k 
ifCyds’kUl~ uksOgsacj 2012 
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‘kkf.MY;ksifu”kn~ ÁR;kgkj dk lek;kstu] Ekkufld  LokLF; rFkk cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk ij 
ÁHkko¼egkfo|ky;hu Nk=kvksa ds lanÒZ eas½ 

lq- e- ykcMs 
;ksx foHkkx] fMxzh dkWyst vkWQ fQthdy ,T;qds’ku] vejkorh 

sunlabde.2011@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lkkjka’k 

bl vuqla/kku dk mÌs’; egkfo|ky;hu Nk=kvksa ds lek;kstu] ekufld LokLF; rFkk cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk ij ‘kkf.MY;ksifu”kn~ 
of.kZr çR;kgkj ds ifj.kke dk v/;;u djuk rFkk vkilh lglacaËk tkuuk FkkA bl v/;;u dk y{k iqjk djus ds fy;s 18 
ls 22 o”kZ vk;q lewg dh dqy 80 Nk=kvksa dk U;kn’kZ ds #i esa p;u fd;k x;kA lk/kkj.k ;k–fPNd i)fr ls U;kn’kksZa 
dk p;u fd;k x;kA U;kn’k®Za ds lek;kstu] ekufld LokLF; rFkk cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk dk ijh{k.k ,oa ekiu ekudhd`r csYl 
,MtsLVesUV bUOgsaVjh] ikWf>fVOg esUVy gsYFk bUOgsaVjh vkSj osV Lik;jksfeVj dh lgk;rk ls fd;k x;kA çR;kgkj ds çHkko dk 
irk yxkus fy;s bl v/;;u esa e/;eku] ekud fopyu] Vh ijh{k.k ,oa lglaca/k dk iz;ksx fd;k x;kA çkIr ifj.kkeksa ls 
;g ns[k x;k dh egkfo|ky;hu Nk=kvksa ds lek;kstu] ekufld LokLF; vkSj cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk ij çR;kgkj izf’k{k.k 
dk;ZØe dk lkFkZd ifj.kke gksrk gSA 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Lkadsr ‘kCn : çR;kgkj] lek;kstu] ekufld LokLF;] cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk 

çLrkouk 
egkfo|ky;hu Nk=kaas dks fofHkUUk leL;kvkas ls tw>uk iM+rk 
gS tSls lkekftd] ikfjokfjd] LakosxkRed] ‘kkjhfjd vkSj 
ekufld LokLF; laca/kh leL;k,aA egkfo|ky; dk 
okrkoj.k vkSj vH;klØe ds lek;kstu dh leL;k Hkfo”; 
dh fpark] Li/kkZ easa cus jgus dh leL;k bu lcds lkFk 
rkyesy fcBkus easa dqN fo|kFkhZ lQy gksrs gS rks dqN 
vlQy vkSj ifj.kker% fo|ky;kas easa xq.koÙkk çkIr  
fo|kfFkZ;ksa dks Hkh egkfo|ky;hu vH;klØeksa easa fiNM+rs 
gq, ns[kk x;k gSA ;fn os mijksDr of.kZr leL;kvksa ls 
tw>us easa leFkZ gks rks laHkor% os egkfo|ky;hu okrkoj.k 
ds lkFk lek;kstu dj ik;saxs rFkk vH;klØe ;ksX;rkiw.kZ 
<ax ls iw.kZ ,oe~ Hkfo”; dh leL;kvksa ls Hkh tw>us eas 
l{ke gks ik;asxsA 

çR;kgkj 

;ksx funzk çR;kgkj dh ,d fo|k gS] ftlesa ;kstukc)  
<ax ls Øeokj ‘kkjhfjd] ekufld rFkk HkkokRed 
f’kfFkyhdj.k çkIr gksrk gSA oLrqr% ;ksx funzk ,d rkaf=d 
çfØ;k U;kl dk gh ljyhÑr Lo:i gSA Rka= es ;ksxh /;ku 
ds vklu esa cSBdj eaU=ksPpkj.k djrs gq, ‘kjhj  ds 
fof’k”V vaxks ds lkFk vax fo’ks”k dks Qwyksa ds ek/;e ls 
Li’kZ djrs gSaA tfVy&U;kl dh bl rkaf=d fo|k dks 
Lokeh lR;kuan ljLorh us  vke yksxkas ds fy, ;ksx funzk 
ds :Ik esa ljyhÑr dj çLrqr fd;k gSA bl çfØ;k ds 
ewy esa çR;kgkj dk fl/nkar fNik gqvk gSA  

‘kkf.MY;ksifu”kn~ ds ÁFke v/;k; ds vkBos [ka.M ds 
vuqlkj  
 

v”Vkn’klq eeZLFkkus”kq Øek)kj.ka ÁR;kgkj% AA1AA 
iknk³~xq”BxqYQta?kktkuw:ik;qes<ªukfHkân;d.Bdwirkyquklkf{kH
kzwe/;yykVewf/k+Z LFkkukfuA  
 rs”kq ØeknkjksgkojksgØes.k ÁR;kgjsr~ AA 2AA 
 

vFkkZr~ vBkjg eeZLFkku®a esa fPkÙk d® yxkuk Hkh  ÁR;kgkj 
gSA vBkjg eeZLFkku ;s gSa& 1½ iSj dk vaxwBk] 2½ xqYQ 
¼,Mh½] 3½ ta?kk]  4½ tkuw] 5½ Å:] 6½ ik;q] 7½ es<ª 
¼f’k’u½] 8½ ukfHk] 9½ ân;]  10½ d.Bdwi] 11½ d.B] 
12½ rkyq] 13½ ukfldk] 15½ vk¡[k] 16½ Hkzwe/;] 
17½yykV v©j 18½ flj A bu LFkku®a esa vkjksg rFkkvojksg 
Øe ls fPkÙk dk /kkj.k djuk Hkh ÁR;kgkj gSA 

lek;kstu 

Ckksfjax] ySaxQsYM o osYM & ^^lek;kstu og çfØ;k gS] 
ftlds }kjk çk.kh viuh vko’;drkvksa vkSj bu 
vko’;drkvksa dh iwfrZ dks çHkkfor djus okyh 
ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa lUrqyu j[krk gSA**  
Ikkfjokfjd lek;kstu% ifjokj dh laL—fr dk ikyu uezrk 
ls djuk gh Ikkfjokfjd lek;kstu gSaA    
LokLF; lek;kstu% 'kkjhfjd ,oa ekufld LokLF; cuk, 
j[kuk gh LokLF; lek;kstu gSA  
Lkkekftd lek;kstu% lkekftd uhfrewY;] lekftd fu;e 
,oa vkn’kksZa dk ikyu djuk gh Lkkekftd lek;kstu gSA 
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laosxkRed lek;kstu % Hkkoukvkas ij fu;a=.k ikdj nwljksa 
dh Hkkoukvksa dk vknj djuk gh laosxkRed lek;kstu gSA  
 

ekufld LokLF; % dqIiqLokeh us vuqlkj& ekufld 
LOkkLF; dk vFkZ gS] nSfud thou eas Hkkoukvksa] bPNkvkas 
egRokdka{kkvkas v©sj vkn’k®aZ esa lUrqyu j[kus dh ;ksX;rkA 
vFkkZr~ thou dh okLrfodrkvkas dk lkeuk djus v©sj 
mudks Lohdkj djus dh ;ksX;rkA 
 

tSo/kkfjrk % fu%’olu ds vof/k dh dksbZ lhek u j[krs 
gq,] QsQMksa esa iw.kZ ‘okl yh gqbZ voLFkkls fu%’olu esa 
fudyh gqbZ ok;q ¼xSl½ dh ek=kA  
 

cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk %  
QsQMksa esa iw.kZ ‘okl yh gqbZ voLFkkls cyiwoZd vf/kdre~ 
fu%’olu dh ek=kA vkSlr eqY;% 3-2 fy- ¼efgykvksa ds 
fy;s½A 

v/;;u dk mÌs’; 

bl vuqla/kku dk Áeq[k mÌs’; egkfo|ky;hu Nk=kvksa ds 
lek;kstu] ekufld LokLF; rFkk cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk ij 
‘kkf.MY;ksifu”kn~ of.kZr çR;kgkj ds ifj.kke dk v/;;u 
djuk rFkk vkilh lglacaËk tkuuk FkkA 

vuqla/kku vfHkdYi 

bl v/;;u dk y{k iqjk djus ds fy;s fMxzh dkWyst 
vkWQ fQthdy ,T;qds’ku vejkorh dh 18 ls 22 o”kZ 
vk;q lewg dh dqy 80 Nk=kvksa dk lk/kkj.k ;k–fPNd 
i)fr ls U;kn’kZ ds #i esa p;u fd;k x;kA p;fur 
Nk=kvksadk iwoZ ijh{k.k dj vk¡dMs izkIr fd;s x;s ¼jkW 
Ldksvj½A izkIr vk¡dMksa ds vk/kkj ij Vh&Ldksvj dk 
ç;ksx dj dEiksf>V Ldksvj çkIr fd;k x;kA dEiks>hV 
Ldksvj ds vk/kkj ij Nk=kvksa d® ,d leku ¼gksekstuh;l 
xzqi½ nks lewgksa es foHkkftr fd;k x;kA muesa ls ,d dks 
çk;ksfxd rFkk nwljs dks fu;af=r lewg ekuk x;kA çR;sd 
lewg eas 40 Nk=k,a FkhA dsoy çk;ksfxd lewg dks 3 ekg 
dk e;kZfnr izf’k{k.k fn;k x;kA  izf’k{k.k iw.kZ gksus ij 
fQjls nksuks lewgksa dk i’pkr ijh{k.k dj vk¡dMs izkIr 
fd;s x;sA 
bl v?;;u esa ekul’kkL=h; pj  lek;kstu ¼ikfjokfjd] 
LokLF;] lkekftd vkSj lao¢xkRed lek;kstu½] ekufld 
LokLF; rFkk ‘kjhj foKku lEcfU/kr pj% cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk 
dk ç;ksx fd;k x;kA U;kn’k®Za ds lek;kstu] ekufld 
LokLF; rFkk cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk dk ijh{k.k ,oa ekiu 
ekudhd`r MkW-vkj-ds- vks>k ¼1968½] eqjknkckn ds }kjk 
fufeZr csYl ,MtsLVesUV bUOgsaVjh QkWj dkWysst LVqMsUVl~ dk 
Òkjrh; :ikaRkju ¼fganh laLdj.k½] Mk- vkxk’ks rFkk Mk- 
vkj- Mh- gsyksMs ¼1990½] jk;iqj }kjk fufeZr ikWf>fVOg 

esUVy gsYFk bUOgsaVjh ¼fganh laLdj.k½ vkSj osV Lik;jksfeVj 
dh lgk;rk ls fd;k x;kA 

v/;;u esasa iz;qDr lkafa[;dh 

bl v/;;u esa izeq[k :i ls e/;eku] ekud fopyu] Vh 
ijh{k.k ,oa lglaca/k dk iz;ksx fd;k x;k rFkk laiw.kZ rF;®a 
dk fo’ys”k.k djus gsrq LVWVhLVhssdy iWdst QkWj l®’ky 
lk;alsl~ ¼,l-ih-,l-,l-½21 ok¡ OgtZu dk ç;ksx fd;k 
x;kA 
e/;eku varj i)fr }kjk çkIr Vh&vuqikr vkSj 
,Q&vuqikr dh tk¡p djus ds fy, lkFkZdrk dk Lrj 0-
05 ds fo’oluh;rk Lrj ij fuf’pr fd;k  x;kA 

lkj.kh&1 
fua;f=r ,oa çk;ksfxd  lewg ds ,df=r lek;kstu  Lrj 
dk i’pkr~ ijh{k.k dk e/;eku] Ekkud fopyu] e/;eku 

varj rFkk Vh&ewY; n’kkZusokyh lkj.kh 
Lewg e/;eku Ekkud 

fopyu 
e/;eku 
varj 

Ekkud 
=qVh 

Vh x.kuk 
ewY; 

fu;af=r  
N1¾40 

58-90  11-549  16-
450 

2-266 7-259* 

çk;ksfxd   
N2¾40 

42-
450 

8-488 

 *0-05 fo’oluh;rk  Lrj ij lkFkZd gSA        ,d 
lw= lkj.khc/n Vh 0-05¼78½  Ú  1-6646     Lora=rk ds 
va’k ¼N1 $N 2 & 2½ Ú 78 gSA 

fuoZpu 

mDr lkj.kh esa fua;f=r ,oa çk;ksfxd  lewg ds ,df=r 
lek;kstu Lrj dk i’pkr~ ijh{k.k dk e/;eku Øe’k% 
58-90] 42-450 gS vkSj mudk e/;eku varj 16-450 
ik;k x;kA  
lkaf[+;dh; fo’yss”k.kds mijkar Lora=rk ds va’k 39 ij 0-
05 fo’oluh;rk  Lrj dk Vh x.kuk ewY; 7-259 çkIr 
gqvk tks fd ,d lw= okys ijh{k.k ds fy, lwphc/n Vh 0-

05¼39½ dk ewY; 1-685 ls vf/kd gSA vFkkZr~ dh fua;f=r 
,oa çk;ksfxd lewg dh egkfo|ky;hu Nk=kvksa ds ,df=r 
lek;kstu  Lrj ds i’pkr~ ijh{k.k esa lkFkZd e/;eku 
varj ik;k x;kA 

lkj.kh&2 
fua;f=r ,oa çk;ksfxd  lewg ds ekufld LokLF;  Lrj dk 

i’pkr~ ijh{k.k dk e/;eku] Ekkud fopyu] e/;eku 
varj rFkk Vh&ewY; n’kkZusokyh lkj.kh 

Lewg e/;eku Ekkud 
fopyu 

e/;eku 
varj 

Ekkud 
=qfV 

Vh x.kuk 
ewY; 

fu;af=r  
N1¾40 

21-
375 

3-578  4-875 0-839 5-814* 

çk;ksfxd 
N2¾40 

26-
250 

3-914 
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 *0-05 fo’oluh;rk  Lrj ij lkFkZd gSA        ,d 
lw= lkj.khc/n Vh 0-05¼78½  Ú  1-6646     Lora=rk ds 
va’k ¼N1 $N 2 & 2½ Ú 78 gSA 

fuoZpu 

mDr lkj.kh esa fua;f=r ,oa çk;ksfxd  lewg ds ekufld 
LokLF; Lrj dk i’pkr~ ijh{k.k dk e/;eku Øe’k% 21-
375]  26-250 gS vkSj mudk e/;eku varj 4-875 
ik;k x;kA lkaf[+;dh;  fo’yss”k.kds mijkar Lora=rk ds 
va’k 39 ij 0-05 fo’oluh;rk  Lrj dk Vh x.kuk ewY; 
5-814 çkIr gqvk tks fd ,d lw= okys ijh{k.k ds fy, 
lwphc/n Vh 0-05¼39½ dk ewY; 1-685 ls vf/kd gSA vFkkZr~ 
fua;f=r ,oa çk;ksfxd  lewg dh egkfo|ky;hu Nk=kvksa ds 
ekufld LokLF;  Lrj ds i’pkr~ ijh{k.k esa lkFkZd 
e/;eku varj  gSA 
 

lkj.kh&3 
fua;f=r ,oa çk;ksfxd  lewg ds cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk  Lrj dk 

i’pkr~ ijh{k.k dk e/;eku] Ekkud fopyu] e/;eku 
varj rFkk Vh&ewY; n’kkZusokyh lkj.kh 

Lewg e/;eku Ekkud 
fopyu 

e/;eku 
varj 

Ekkud 
=qVh 

Vh x.kuk 
ewY; 

fu;af=r  
N1¾40 

2-455  0-283  0-403 0-060 6-708* 

çk;ksfxd   
N2¾40 

2-858 0-2530 

 *0-05 fo’oluh;rk  Lrj ij lkFkZd gSA        ,d 
lw= lkj.khc/n Vh 0-05¼78½  Ú  1-6646     Lora=rk ds 
va’k ¼N1 $N 2 & 2½ Ú 78 gSA 

fuoZpu 

mDr lkj.kh esa fua;f=r ,oa çk;ksfxd  lewg ds cykr~ 
tSo/kkfjrk Lrj dk i’pkr~ ijh{k.k dk e/;eku Øe’k%  2-
455]  2-858 gS vkSj mudk e/;eku varj 0-403 ik;k 
x;kA  
lkaf[+;dh; fo’yss”k.kds mijkar Lora=rk ds va’k 39 ij 0-
05 fo’oluh;rk  Lrj dk Vh x.kuk ewY; 6-708 çkIr 
gqvk tks fd ,d lw= okys ijh{k.k ds fy, lwphc/n Vh 0-

05¼39½ dk ewY; 1-685 ls vf/kd gSA vFkkZr~ fua;f=r ,oa 
çk;ksfxd  lewg dh egkfo|ky;hu Nk=kvksa ds cykr~ 
tSo/kkfjrk  Lrj ds i’pkr~ ijh{k.k esa lkFkZd e/;eku 
varj ik;k x;kA 
 

lglaca/kks dk fuoZpu ¼fooj.k½ 

lHkh lglaca/k xq.kd ftudk ih&ewY; 0-05 ls de gS os  
5 çfr’kr  ds  Lrj ij lkFkZd  gS] mUgs ,d rkjkafdr ¼¹½ 
fu’kku ds LkkFk n’kkZ;k x;k gS vkSj ftudk ih&ewY; 1 ls 

de gS os  1 çfr’kr ds  Lrj ij lkFkZd  gS] mUgs nks 
rkjkafdr ¼¹¹½ fu’kku ds LkkFk n’kkZ;k x;k gS A 

 

lkj.kh&4 
çk;ksfxd lewg ds iwoZ rFkk i’pkr~ ijh{k.k esa lglaca/k 

n’kkZusokyh lkj.kh 
 ekufld 

LokLF; 
¼iwoZ½ 

ekufld 
LokLF; 
¼i'pkr~~½ 

lek;kstu 
¼iwoZ½ 

lek;kstu 
¼i'pkr~~½ 

cykr~ 
tSo/kkfjrk 
¼iwoZ½ 

cykr~ 
tSo/kkfjrk 
¼i'pkr~~½ 

ekufld 
LokLF;  
¼iwoZ½ 

lglaca/k 1 0-
902¹¹ 

&0-
284 

&0-
207 

&0-
134 

&0-
304 

LkkFkZdrk  0-
000 

0-076 0-200 0-409 0-057 

ekufld 
LokLF; 
¼i’pkr~½ 

lglaca/k  1 &-140 &-124 &-184 &-
326¹ 

LkkFkZdrk   -390 -446 -256 -040 
lek;kstu 
¼iwoZ½ 

lglaca/k   1 -935¹¹ -111 -235 
LkkFkZdrk    -000 -494 -145 

lek;kstu 
¼i’pkr~½ 

lglaca/k    1 -144 -212 
LkkFkZdrk     -375 -189 

cykr~ 
tSo/kkfjrk  
¼iwoZ½ 

lglaca/k     1 -773¹¹ 
LkkFkZdrk      -000 

cykr~ 
tSo/kkfjrk 
¼i’pkr~½ 

lglaca/k      1 
LkkFkZdrk       

 

lglaca/k dk fuoZpu 

lkj.kh Ø- 4-23 ls Kkr gksrk gS fd& 
1- çk;ksfxd lewg ds ekufld LokLF; iwoZ ijh{k.k dk 

ekufld   LokLF; i’pkr~   ijh{k.k ds LkkFk 1 çfr’kr 
Lrj ij lkFkZd lglaca/k ik;k x;k A 

2- çk;ksfxd lewg ds lek;kstu iwoZ ijh{k.k dk lek;kstu 
i’pkr~ ijh{k.k  ds  LkkFk 1 çfr’kr Lrj ij lkFkZd 
lglaca/k ik;k x;k A 

3- çk;ksfxd lewg ds cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk iwoZ ijh{k.k dk cykr~ 
tSo/kkfjrk i’pkr~ ijh{k.k ds  LkkFk 1 çfr’kr Lrj ij 
lkFkZd lglaca/k ik;k x;k A 

ifj.kkeksa dh ppkZ 

lakf[;dh; fo’ys”k.k ls çkIr ifj.kkeksa ls ;g Kkr gksrk gS 
fd çk;ksfxd lewg ds Nk=kvksa ds ekufld LokLF;] 
lek;kstu rFkk cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk easa çR;kgkj çf’k{k.k 
dk;ZØe ls egRoiw.kZ o`f/n ik;h x;hA lkaf[;dh; 
fo’ys”k.k ls ;g Hkh Kkr gksrk gS fd  fu;af=r lewg ds 
ek= ekufld LokLF; easa vYi o`f/n ik;h x;h gS ‘ks”k nks 
?kVd lek;kstu vkSj cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk easa dksbZ egRoiw.kZ 
varj ugha ik;k x;kA  
bldk ,dEkk«k laHkkfor dkj.k gS& çk;ksfxd lewg dks 
vuq’kkLkuc) rjhds ls çR;kgkj izf’k{k.k fn;k x;kA 
çR;kgkj izf’k{k.k ;g ‘kjhj vkSj eu nksuksa gh ij dk;Z 
djrk gSA tSls d®bZ dk;Z djuk gks rks igys eu eas fopkj 
vkuk t:jh gS] eu eas vk;s fopkj ij cqf) fu.kZ; ysrh 
gS&^djuk gS ;k ugh*] fQj fu.kZ; ds cjgqdwe vgadkj 
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dk;Z djrk gS vkSj efaLr”d dks çsj.kk feyrh gSA efLr”d 
ds dsUnz xfr’khy gksdj ml fopkj ds fy, vko’;d 
deasZfUnz;] KkusfUnz;®a dks laosnuk igqapkrs gaS vkSj os xfr’khy 
gksdj og dk;Z laikfnr gksrk gSA vr% fdlh Hkh dk;Z 
flf/n ds fy, igys fopkj dk gksuk t:jh gS vkSj fopkj 
eu&fpÙk Hkwfe eas rjax :Ik ls vkrs gaSA fopkj iwoZ laLdkjkas 
ls vkSj orZeku ifjfLFkfr ds vuq:Ik mRiUu gks ldrs gSaA 
fopkjksa dk laLdkj Hkh cuk;k tk ldrk gS] ladYi ds :Ik 
easA  
blls ;g Li”V gksrk gS fd çR;kgkj çf’k{k.k  ekufld 
LokLF;] lek;kstu vkSj cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk d® c<+kus dk 
çHkko’kkyh rjhdk gSA 

lS)kafrd n`f”Vls 

lar Kkus’oj th us ^ilk;nku* esa lkjs lalkj ds fy;s ek¡xk 
gS fd& ^tks ts okafPNy rks ras ykgksA izkf.ktkr*AA vFkkZr~ 
tks tks dqN ftl fdlh dks pkfg;s og mUgs feysA ¼xjt 
ljks oS| ejks½ ;g çR;kgkj gh gS D;ksafd ge fdlh ds ikl 
D;ks tkrs gS \ dqN ikus ds fy;s ! ;gh ÅtkZdk vknku 
iznku gSA fØ;k&izfrfØ;k gSA egku HkkSfrd foKkuh U;wVu 
vius xfr ds rhljs fl)kUr esa ;gh ckr dgrs gS& ^gj 
fØ;k mrus gh izfrcy dh izfrfØ;k dks mRiUu djrh gSA* 
vFkkZr~ gj dk;Z Qfyr gksrk gS] ;k tks tSlk djsxk oSlk 
HkjsxkA ;g lc fØ;k& izfrfØ;k dks lwfpr djrs gSA vkSj 
;g rc rd pyrk jgrk gS tc rd pkgusokyk ^og* ik 
ugh ysrkA deZ fl)kar ;gh fØ;k&izfrfØ;k J`a[kyk dks 
[kafMr djus dh ckr djrk gSA vkSj ;gh ckr Hkxoku 
Jhd`”.k egkHkkjr esa dgrs gS& deZ.;sokf/kdkjL;s ek Qys”kq 
dnkpu~A vFkkZr~ deZ dj Qy dh vk’kk er djA 
ilk;nku ds ek/;e ls lar Kkus’oj th lw{e :i ls ;gh 
trk jgs gS fd vkidks tks dqN pkfg;s ogh lc dqN vki 
nwljksa ds fy, ek¡xs ¼tks ts okafPNy rks rs ykgks izkf.ktkr½ 
vkSj ;g rHkh laHko gS tc vki nwljksa dks iwjh rjg ls 
fcu ‘krZ {kek dj nsa ! ;gh izR;kgkj gS vkSj rcgh vki 
nwljksa ls ekufld Lrj ij foyx vFkkZr viuh bfUnz;ksa ds 
fo”k;ksa ls eqDr gks ldrs gS vkSj ifj.kker% vki viuh 
ÅtkZ dks [kpZ gksus ls cpk ldrs gS vkSj tgk¡ pkfg;s ogk 
og ÅtkZ ,d fn’kk esa  [kpZ dj viuk dk;Z fl) dj 
ldrs gSA 
;gh ckr tkslsQ eQhZ viuh fdrkc fn ikWoj vkWQ 
lcdkWU’kl ekbZaM esa fy[krs gS fd& ^vkidks fcu’krZ {kek 
nsuh gS*A 
ge NksVs cPpksa ds lHkh vijk/kksa dks {kek djrs gS] D;ksa \] 
vFkkZr~ ;g lc izfrfØ;kvksa ls cpus ds fy,] izfrfØ;kvksa 
ls cpuk gh izR;kgkj gSA 

gj dk;Z flf) ds fy, ÅtkZ pkfg;s vkSj og geesa gksrh 
gSA gekjs ‘kjhj ds nSfud dk;Z&ekufld dk;Z ge mlh 
ÅtkZ ¼thouh ‘kfDr ;k izk.khd izokg½ ds ek/;e ls iw.kZ 
djrs gSA ge gekjh vf/kdre~ ÅtkZ gekjh ekufld 
xfrfof/k;ksa esa [kpZ dj nsrs gSA vR;f/kd ÅtkZ rks ge 
gekjh udkjkRed Hkkoukvksa esa [kpZ dj nsrs gS vkSj fQj 
cph gqbZ vYi ÅtkZ ls ldkjkRed ¼Creative work½ dk;Z 
flf) dk ;Ru ge djrs gS vkSj vlQyrk gkFk yxrh gS 
;k nh?kkZof/k esa og dk;Z fl) gksrk gSA ;fn ge gekjh 
ÅtkZ dks ,d fn’kk esa [kpZ djs rks og dk;Z tYn fl) 
gksrk gSA 
vFkkZr~ fofHkUu fn’kkvksa esa fpRr ds yxus ls ÅtkZ dk {k; 
vkSj  izR;kgkj ls ÅtkZ dk lap; laEHko gS tks fd varjax 
;ksx dh ‘kq:vkr gS blhfy;s egf”kZ iratfyus v”Vkax esa 
izR;kgkj dks cfgjax ;ksx ds vafre pj.k ds :i esa j[kk gSaA 
D;ksafd varjax lk/kuk, ¼/kkj.kk] /;ku] lekf/k½ fcuk 
izR;kgkj fd;s laEHko gh ughA lkjk [ksy ÅtkZ dk gS 
mldk iz;ksx pkgs tSlk dj yhft;sA mlh ÅtkZ dk iz;ksx 
vki ldkjkRed] udkjkRed ;k fo/oalkRed vkfn dk;Z 
flf) ds fy, dj ldrs gS cl vkids ikl i;kZIr ÅtkZ 
gksA vkSj mlh ÅtkZ dk lap; ge izR;kgkj ds ek/;e ls 
thou esa gekjh udkjkRed laosxksa ij [kpZ gksus okyh ÅtkZ 
dks cpk dj ;kus muls ijko`Rr  gksdj dj ldrs gSA 
udkjkRed Hkkoukvksa ds dkj.k gh ge thou esa lek;kstu 
djus esa l{ke ugh gksrs] gekjs ekufld LokLF; esa deh 
vkrh gS vkSj /khjs&/khjs ‘kkjhfjd vLoLFkrk dh vksj ge 
vxzlj gksrs gSA bl v/;;u ls ;g fl) gks tkrk gS fd 
izR;kgkj tks ges gekjs thou esa lek;kstu] ekufld 
LokLF; rFkk cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk tSls pjksa dk lek/kku gS] 
ogh lQyrk dh dq¡th gSA 

fu”d”kZ 

lhekv®a ds vk/khu jgdj çLrqr v/;;u eas çkIr ifj.kkeksa 
ds vk/kkj ij fuEufyf[kr fu’d’kZ fudkys x;s gS%& 
1-  çk;ksfxd lewg ds ikfjokfjd lek;kstu eas rhu 
ekg dk e;kZfnr çR;kgkj çf”k{k.k dk;ZØe dk lkFkZd 
ifj.kke ik;k x;k] tcfd fu;af=r lewg ds ikfjokfjd 
lek;kstu easa lkFkZdghu ifj.kke ns[kk x;kA 
2-  LokLF; lek;kstu eas çk;ksfxd lewg eas rhu 
ekg ds e;kZfnr çR;kgkj çf”k{k.k dk;ZØe dk lkFkZd 
ifj.kke ns[kk x;k] tcfd fu;af=r lewg easa LokLF; 
lek;kstu easa ifj.kke lkFkZdghu FkkA 
3-  rhu ekg ds e;kZfnr çR;kgkj çf”k{k.k dk;ZØe 
dk çk;ksfxd lewg ds lkekftd lek;kstu eas  lkFkZd 
ifj.kke ik;k x;kA ysfdu fu;af=r lewg ds lkekftd 
lek;kstu easa ifj.kke lkFkZdghu FkkA  
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4-  çk;ksfxd lewg ds laosxkRed lek;kstu eas rhu 
ekg ds e;kZfnr çR;kgkj çf”k{k.k dk;ZØe dk lkFkZd 
ifj.kke ik;k x;k] tcfd fu;af=r lewg ds laosxkRed 
lek;kstu easa lkFkZdghu ifj.kke ns[kk x;kA 
5-  çk;ksfxd lewg ds lek;kstu easa rhu ekg ds 
e;kZfnr çR;kgkj çf”k{k.k dk;ZØe dk ifj.kke ldkjkRed 
ns[kk x;k] tcfd fu;af=r lewg ds lek;kstu easa d®Ã 
ldkjkRed ifj.kke ugha ns[kk x;kA 
6-  çk;ksfxd lewg ds ekufld LokLF; eas rhu ekg 
ds çR;kgkj çf’k{k.k dk;ZØe dk ifj.kke lkFkZd ik;k 
x;kA lkFk gh lkFk fu;af=r lewg ds ekufld LokLF; easa 
Hkh lkFkZd ifj.kke ns[kk x;kA ysfdu fu;af=r lewg dh 
rqyuk esa çk;ksfxd lewg ds ekufld LokLF; eas vf/kd 
o`f) ik;h x;hA 

7-  çk;ksfxd lewg ds cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk eas rhu ekg 
ds e;kZfnr çR;kgkj çf’k{k.k dk;ZØe dk lkFkZd ifj.kke 
ik;k x;k] tcfd fu;af=r lewg ds cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk easa 
lkFkZdghu ifj.kke ns[kk x;kA 
8- ekufld LokLF;] lek;kstu  vkSj cykr~ 
tSo/kkfjrk easa vkilh lglaca/k ik;k x;kA  
mijksDr fu”d”kksaZ ds vk/kkj ij ge ;g dg ldrs gS fd 
‘kk.MhY;ksifu’kn~ of.kZr izR;kgkj dk çf’k{k.k 
egkfo|ky;hu Nk=kvksa ds ekufld LokLF; esa o`f/n djrk 
gS] mues fofHkUUk ifjfLFkfr;ksa es lek;kstu djus dh {kerk 
iznku djrk gS rFkk muds  cykr~ tSo/kkfjrk ds o`f/naxr 
djus esa Hkh l{ke gSA 
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lkfgR;krwu i;kZoj.k n’kZu % dfork 

fiz-o- ns’keq[k 
ejkBh foHkkx] xks- lh- VksEis dyk] okf.kT; o foKku] egkfo|ky;] pkanwjcktkj] ft- okf’ke 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

lkjka’k 

ekuokPks fulxkZ’kh vl.kkjs ukrs ?kÍ vkgs- Rkso<sp tj ekuokus i;kZoj.kk’kh ukrs tksiklys rj fuf’prp ekuokpk fodkl 
lk/kY;k tk.kkj vkgs- i.k ;k egRoiw.kZ ckchdMs usedk ekuo nqyZ{k djrks- ;kewGs i;kZoj.kkpk Úgkl gksr vkgs- vkt ;k 
xks”VhdMs lektkps nqyZ{k vlys rjh lkfgfR;dkaps ek= nqYkZ{k ukgh- ;kckchdMs larkiklwu vk/kwfud lkfgfR;dki;Zar izR;sdkus 
dls y{k fnys ;kpk fopkj ;k ‘kks/kfuca/kkr ekaM.;kpk iz;Ru lnj ‘kks/kfuca/kdkpk vkgs- 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

eq[; ‘kCn % i;kZoj.k] fulxZ] ekuo] lar] lkfgR;] lkfgfR;d] o`{k] olaq/kjk- 

IkzLrkouk 

ekuoh eu usgehp fulxkZdMs vkdf”kZRk gksrs-  fulxZ Eg.kts 
,d laqnj fp= ! pS= rs QkYxqu ejkBh efg.;kph laqnj oh.k 
_rqpØkrwu lqanj Hkkofo’o vkf.k pSRkU; nsrs] txk;yk 
f’kdfoRks] vFkkZr i;kZoj.kkyk tik;yk lkaxrs- vkt 
i;kZoj.k eukyk uOgs rj loZ l`”Vhyk okLrokaps pVds 
ns.kkjs vkgs-;k i;kZoj.kkph vkiys izkphu dkGkiklwu 
vlysys ukrs lkfgR;krwu vfHkO;Dr gksrs- yksdxhr] 
tkR;kojP;k vksO;k] dFkk] dknacjh] ukVd bR;knh lkfgR; 
izdkjkrwu fulxZ vkf.k ekuo ;kaps vlysys ?kV~V ukrs fnlwu 
;srs-  vaxkbZxhr] cMcMxhr fofo/k dforsrqu dohus 
l`”Vhpk lqqanj lkt bFks ekaMyk vkgs- ^lkfgR;krwu i;kZoj.k 
n’kZu % dfork* ;k fo”k;krwu i;kZoj.k lja{k.k dkGkph 
xjt vkgs-  ;kghis{kk vkiY;k iwoZtkauh lar equhauh] 
lkfgfR;dkauh vkf.k i;kZoj.k izsehauh dsysys dk;Z rlsp 
ejkBh dforsrwu vkysyk fulxZ fofo/k dforsrwu vFkkZr 
lkfgR;krwu i;kZoj.kkps ?kV~V ukrs dls ekaMys] rs n’kZo.ks 
gk mÌs’k vkgs-  

ejkBh dforsr i;kZoj.k n’kZu  

lar rqdkjke egkjktkaP;k ‘kCnkr fulxkZps ukrs izxVrs] 
^^ o`{koYYkh vkEgk lks;js oupjs A 

i{khgh lqLojs vkGforh AA 
lqanj igkVsp n’kZugh rso<;kp lqanjrsus jk”Vªlar rqdMksth 
egkjkt ;kauh ^xzkexhrk e/;s*  fulxkZps lqanj #i ekaMrs- 

^^v#.kksn;kph lqo.kZizHkk A  fnls yko.;kh ‘kksHkk A 
fulxZ ok<oh ‘kkafrizfrHkk A ikorh ;ksxh AA 

vki.k o`{kkoYYkh] i;kZoj.k ;kyk l[kk] fe=] laoxMh 
Eg.kwu ekurks-  i.k vkt ekuo i;kZoj.kkrwu nwj pkyysyk 
vkgs- 
_rwpØkpk gk [ksG] <klGrs i;kZoj.k vusd ladVkyk 
?ksÅu ;sr vkgs- i`Foh vFkkZr olaq/kjk vkt fofo/k iznw”k.kkus 

ladVkus os<ysyh vkgs- tyiznw”k.k] ok;wiznw”k.k] /ouh iznw”k.k 
bR;knheqGs gks.kkjh gkuh fofo/k leL;kauk ?ksÅu ;srs-  
o”kkZ_rwps vkxe.k R;k ikolkps Lokxr djk;yk lTTk 
vlysys ekuoh eu pkrdklkj[kk e`x u{k=kP;k ikolkph 
okV ikgrs- d/kh vfro`”Vhus [kprks rj e`xu{k= dksjMs 
tkrkp vk;q”;kr nq%[k] fpjosnuk ?ksÅu ;srs v’kkosGh 
lk/kHkksG eu] ^/kksaMh dk<rs* ^^/kksaMh /kksaMh ik.kh ;sÅ ns-------
---* i.k fulxZgh <klGR;k i;kZoj.kkyk cGh iMrks- 
gokyfny >kysyk ‘ksrdjh o”kkZxhrs ;krwu ikolkph laokn 
lk/krkauk]  

^^;s ckik ;s] ikolk ;s 
rqg;k pj.kkph iwtk ekaMw ns 

;s ckIIkk ;s 
HkqbZ rkiyh ekrh lqdyh 

fejxkph lkoyh ukpr ;sÅ ns 
;s ckIIkk ;s--------** 

vkrZ eukph lkn ,sdwu /kkor ;s.kkjk ikÅlgh iwohZ gksrk 
i.k rks #lrks <klGR;k i;kZoj.kkus MksaxjnÚ;k fgjO;kxkj 
>kMkosyhus uVysY;k gksR;k rj ikolkP;k ik.;kus unhykgh 
;s.kkjs vusd vkuan nsÅu tk;pk gs laqnj ikolkp vkxeu 
eukyk pSrU; nsrks- 

^^ikolkph lj] vkyh ?kjkoj 
fHktya ekga nso?kj 

ikolkph lj] fcUnzkcukoj 
vaczqrkph /kkj nsgkoj-------** 

o”kkZ_rwps yksdthoukr vlysys egRo bFks fnlrs vxnh 
osGsoj ikÅl ;s.k R;klkBh HksxkGY;k HkwbZdms ikgwu 
ikolkP;k dkG;k <xkph okV  ikg.kkjs vki.k ! vkt 
ik.kh VapkbZpk iz’u vkiY;kyk ,su ikolkG;kr fHk”k.k 
nq”dkGkus O;fFkr djrks- 
vaxkbZ xhrkrwu ^fpÅ&dkÅ* pk ?kkl Hkjfor vusd 
dforsrwu vxnh ckyi.khp vkiy fulxZ] >kMosyh] 
i’kwi{kh] unh] igkM] MksaxjnÚ;k bR;knh lkscr ukrs tqGrs] 
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ex rjhgh vki.k ;k i;kZoj.kkpk rksy <klGw dk nsrks \ 
vkfnoklh yksdfxrs&u`R;krwu laxhrkP;k pkyhoj es?kjktkp 
vfLrRo izxV dj.kkjs ! okLrokyk ok?kkP;k rkykoj 
fFkjd.kkjh rh ikoya]  

^^dgk.kh ,sd ja xquoark & xquoark 
xquoark&xquoark&xquoark&Hkxoark AA 

es?kjktk] dksiykl dka js & dksiykl dk \ 
vkeP;kojh #lykl dka j & #lykl dk \ 

rqÖ;kfouk ja------ iGkya ik.kh 
oujktk gk vkfud jk.kh 
xkr ukgh ja xku dq.kh 

nhu >kyh;k R;sph ok.kh 
iksj jMrh vu~ ck;dk vu~ ck;dk vu~ ck;dk  es?kjktk] 
dksiykl dka ja & dksiykl dk \ okLron’kZu vLoLFk 
dj.kkjs vkgs- ^d`f=e ikÅl gh ikM.;kpk iz;Ru dsyk i.k 
rks fdrh ijokM.kkja vkf.k rks [kpZ >si.kkjk uDdhp ukgh 
‘ksoVh d`f=erk olaq/kjsyk fgjok lkt nsÅ ‘kdr ukgh gs 
lR; vkgs- 
;kp leosr fHkYYkfxrs] fHkYYku`R;krwu fulxkZps ns[k.ks #i 
eukyk Li’kZ d#u tkrs] 

^^fgjoG [kkyh] Hkorh >kMh] 
vkHkkGkph oj fuGlj ekMh 
iksja rj ixk lenha m?kMh 

vkB fn’kkaph gk;  ik[kj & gk; ik[kj & d’kh pkSQsj 
ikuk &Qqykaph >kdquh vax 
fgjohxkj jku vkeP;k lax 

liukeanh gksÅuh nax 

fulxZ dforsrhy i;kZoj.k 

i`Foh gh fulxkZus cgjysyh vkgs- fulxZ gk ekuokyk lknj 
?kkyrks- i;kZoj.kkps larqyu lk/kkjkps vlsy rj fulxkZph 
eS=h djkoh ykxsy- 

^^i`Fohoj uanuou Qqyoq;k 
pyk] vki.k ladYi d# ;k 

vkiyh l`”Vh pSrU;kus ltow ;k 
vu~ i`Fohoj thou Qqyow ;k** 

fulxZ gk vkbZ izek.ks izsekph Åc ns.kkjk A jkSnz #i /kkj.k 
dj.kkjk fulxZ A i`Fohoj ukan.kkj thou Eg.ktsp fulxZ ;k 
fo’okpk vQkV ilkÚ;kyk ts ts Lo;a fufeZr vkgs ts 
ekuokus  fuekZ.k dsysys ukgh- map Mksaxj] nÚ;k] igkMjkath] 
o`{kosyh] jaxhcsjaxh ik[kja] i’kwl`”Vh] tyk’k;] unh] ljksoj] 
lkxj] dM;kdM;ko#u dkslG.kkjk vfojr /kc/kck] 
vkdk’kkrhy lIrjax] okÚ;kph >qGwd]  unhpk ik.;kr 
iMysya vkdk’kkp izfrfcac] ik[kjkph fdyfcy bR;knh 
pSrU;kr olq/kajkps lqanj #i dsoG dFkk] dkancjh vkf.k 
dforsp jkghy dk \ 

lkfgfR;dkauh i;kZoj.kkpk rksy lkaHkkG.kkÚ;k ;k pSrU;kyk 
vkiY;k dforsrwu lqanjfjR;k lkdkjys- ijarq vkiY;k 
iwoZtkauh vkiY;kyk lksioysyk fulxkZpk lerksy vkiY;k 
lkaHkkGrk vkyk ukgh dh vki.k rs Qkjl eukoj ?ksrya 
ukgh-  nqnSZop vkiys Eg.kwup iz’u iMrks dh iq<ph 
fyfg.kkjh lkfgfR;dkph fi<h ;k fulxkZoj d’kh fyghy- 
tsOgk i;kZoj.kkus l`”Vhp m/oLr gksbZy- 
[ksMs] ‘ksr&f’kokj] HkkSxksfyd oSf’k”V;iw.kZrk ;keqGs xzkeh.k 
dforsps fulxkZ’kh vlysys ukrs LokHkkfodi.ks fuekZ.k gksrs-  
fulxZ o.kZukps vusd vfo”dkj lgti.ks ;srks] doh x- g- 
BksdG ;kaP;k ^tkR;kojya xk.ka* ;krwu vkiys ukrs 
vkdk’kkph tksMrkr- 

^^>aqtqeaqt >kya] lqdnso oj vkyk 
igkVpa okja dla >ksacr vaxkyk** 

okÚ;kph xksM xk.kh] HkkoLi’khZ okÚ;kph >qGwd] mxorhpk 
‘kqØ] fduZ oujkbZ] rkjk bR;knhrwu i;kZoj.kk’kh tqGysyh 
ukR;kps n’kZu ?kMfors-  dforsrwu&xhrkdMs gk doh uk- /ks- 
egkuksj ;kaP;k dforsrhy ‘kCn eukoj jaxkp xksan.k djrs- 

^^vksG tkaHkG;k es?kkph ukgs unhP;k ik.;kr 
okV >aqtqeaqtq gksrs ihd ekosuk ‘ksrkr 
y{k ik[kjkaps Fkos [ksG ekaMrh ik.;kr 
xGs uHk vlko/k [ksMs ik.;kr cqMwu 
ykac.khP;k rkjkaoj fpacfpac Fksac Åu** 

LoPN ikolkGh gok] fulxkZps lIrjax i;kZoj.kkpk lerksy 
lkax.kkjs gksrs- 

xzkeh.k thoukr i;kZoj.kkps LFkku 

i;kZoj.kkfo”k;h ¼1992½ twu e/;s ^olaq/kjk f’k[kj 
ifj”kn*¼UNCED½ 12 fnol czkf>ye/kY;k fjvksMh thusjk ;k 
‘kgjkr ?ks.;kr vkyh- ;kr 156 jk”Vªkauh Hkkx ?ksÅu ;k 
ifj”knsr i;kZoj.k fopkj vkf.k uSlfxZd lk/kulaiRRkh 
;kaP;krhy larqyukoj Hkj ns.;kr vkyk-  rlsp ekuo 
i;kZoj.k laca/kkrhy eq|koj ppkZ dj.;kr vkyh- mnk-  
1½ miyC/k lk/ku laiRRkhpk okij o i/nrh- 
2½  i`Foh gokekufo”k;d ifjorZu 
3½  thotarwP;k vfLrRokpk iz’u 
4½  iznw”k.k fu;a=.kkps izHkkoh ekXkZ  
5½  i`Foh laj{k.k fu/khph ¼EPF½ mHkkj.khrwu jk”Vªkjk”Vªkrhy 
ijLijhd ra=Kkukph         
lqyHk nsok.k ?ksok.k- 
6½  i;kZoj.kkcjkscjp fo’oca/kwRokph Hkkouk #tfo.ks- 
7½  fodflr jk”Vªkauh tkLr tckcnkjh ?ks.ks- 
8½  oSKkfud pkp.;k] v.kqckWEcfufeZrh] izy;dkjh vL=kpk 
okij ;k fo”k;h         
fu;a=ds o mik;;kstuk bR;knh- 
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i;kZoj.kkps lao/kZu dj.;kdfjrk ‘kkGk] egkfo|ky;krwu 
i;kZoj.k o ekuoh ukrs ti.kkjs i;kZoj.k f’k{k.kkps /kMs 
nsÅu tutkx`reh dsyh tkr vkgs- doh x- nh- ekaMxwGdj 
;kaP;k dforsr ikolkyk lkn vkf.k u`R;krwu ikolkps #i 
lkeksja ;srs]  
^^ ukp js eksjk] vkaC;kP;k oukr ** r.keksj] eksj laqnj u`R; 
djrks- gk eksj vkiY;kykp uOgs- rj lokZaukp osM 
yko.kkjk i{;kpk jktk eksj fulxkZP;k lqanj #ikyk 
ckyfo’okyk lqanj HksV ns.kkjs A fulxkZ’kh ukrs tqGfo.kkÚ;k 
dfork i;kZoj.kkfo”k;h lqfpr djrs- 
o`{k laHkkj ;k ys[kkr doh xksiky fuGdaB nkaMsoj vlk 
mYYks[k djrkr- R;kosGh Jhjke n.M dkj.;kr izos’kkr 
rsOgk R;kauk ts fnlys] ^^bFks v’od.kZ] ddqaHk] fcYc] 
franwd] ikVd] cknjh] [kfjn] bR;knh egko`{kkph uqlrh nkVh 
>kysyh vkgs- f>yf>y v’kk ‘kCnkr dj.kkÚ;k dhVdkaP;k 
leqnk;kauh rs ;qDr vkgs- ;kr ukuk izdkjph Üokins uqlrh 
nkVyh vkgsr- nk#.k ‘kCn dj.kkjs ekli{kh] flag] O;k?kz] 
ojkg] xat] bR;knh i’kwP;k lapkjkeqGs ukuk egko`{k mUeGwu 
iMys vkgsr** 
le`/n v’kh oulaiRrh >ikV;kus Úgkl gksr vkgs- 
fulxZdU;k cfg.kkckbZ pkS/kjhus rj fulxkZyk nso ekuwu d”V 
dj.kkÚ;k /kfj=hpk tUe lksgGk ekaMyk- 

^^cht VVksj HkqbZr A loZ dksac vkys oÚgs 
xg;jy ‘ksr tla A vaxkojrh ‘kgkjs 

Åu okÚ;k’kh [ks;rk A ,dk &,dk dksaackrwu 
ixZjys nsku ikua A tls gkr tksfMlu 

cht #t.ka] vadqj.k] cgj.ka vkf.k eksgj.ks ;krwu fulxZ 
Qqyrks- 

vkt dksjMk n`”dkG] vksyk nq”dkG] enkiwj] Hkwdai lqukeh] 
Hk;kud] oknG b- fofo/k ?kVukauh ekuo m/oLr gksr vkgs-  
egkjk”Vªkrhy le`/n ous vkslkM gksÅ ykxyh- 
 fulxkZrhy panz] lw;Z] rkjs] vkHkkG 
xhrdkj ukuk ¼fot; QM.kohl½ ;kaP;k foB~Byk  nsbZ 
n’kZu* ;k dforsr- 

^^ekÖ;k ia<jhrwu fu?kkyks rqÖ;k ia<jhyk A 
,[kknh Hkhek panzHkkxk xkokdMs /kkM 

iky[khr clwe ns R;k Tokjh cktjhyk A 
rqÖ;k fjax.kkpk ?kksMk fdrh MkSynkj 
ek>h xk; cSy >kyh Hkqdsua cstkj 

rqdk ukekph ch iksV xsyh [kikVhyk** 
thoukp okLro cnyR;k _rqpØksu m/oLr djrs- 

l`”Vh o i;kZoj.k fo”k;d yksdletqr 

l`”Vhfo”k;d ukrs myxMwu Vkd.kkjs vkgs- mnk- ?kksMk] 
xk<o] flag] ok?k] dq=k] xk;] EgSl] cSy] cdjh] cksdM] 
gRRkh] ekatj] ykaMxk] dksYgk] dksdhG] iksiV] fpe.kh] 
dkoGk] lki] ekalk bR;knh i’kqi{kh ik.kh ;kapkgh 
i;kZoj.kk’kh ukrs lkax.kkÚ;k yksdletqrh rlsp euq”; 
vkf.k izk.kh Hkwdai] egkiwj] izy;] nq”dkG] >Mhpk ikÅl] 
>kMs] Qqys] fc;k] dan] [kMd] [kMs] nxM] ekrh] ik.kh] 
fgjs] ek.kds] lksus] yks[kaM] lw;kZsn;] ikSf.kZek] veko’;k] 
prqFkhZ] xzg.ks] /kqedsrw] rkjs] fn’kk&osGk] ukaxj.kh] isj.kh] 
dki.kh] eG.kh bR;knh e/kwu izkphu dkGkiklwu tqGysy 
eu i;kZoj.kkps egRo n’kZfo.kkjs vkgs-  

fu”d”kZ   

1½  ejkBh lkfgR; gs ekuoh eukph vkjlk vkgs- 
2½  fulxkZrhy fofo/k#is dforsrwu izxVrkr rlsp 
i;kZoj.kkps n’kZu ?kMorkr- 
3½  jax] xa/k] Li’kZ o n`d laosnuk vfHkO;Dr gksrkr R;k 
i;kZoj.kk’kh layXurk vlY;kusp- 
4½  fulxkZrhy fp=e;rk okLro n’kZfors- 
5½  ekuoh thou o fulxZ ;kaps ukrs O;Dr djrs- 
6½  ltZuf’kyrk] uofufeZrh bR;knhe/kwu i;kZoj.kkph 
cnyrh #is fnlwu ;srkr- 
7½  i{kh] izk.khl`”Vhps n’kZu i;kZoj.kkP;k ek/;ekrwu ?kMrs- 

lekjksi 

^lkfgR;krwu i;kZoj.k n’kZu % dfork* ejkBh ;kaps ukrs 
izdV djrkauk vusd izfrd] izfreke/kwu rs vfHkO;Dr dsys-  
i;kZoj.k fulxkZP;k fofo/k #ikrwu ;srs- yksdfxr] 
vaxkbZxhr] ckyxhrs] fulxZdfork] izsedfork]  lkekftd 
dfork bR;knh e/kwu vkysyh rjy Hkkofo’o i;kZoj.kk’kh 
vlysys ukrs lwfpr djrs] ;kpk iz;R; ;srks] ckyfo’okr 
izos’k dssysyh ik[kjkph cksyh] i{kkps jax] fulxZ jax] 
lq;ksZn; rs ekoGrhps jax eukyk osM yko.kkjs 
@i;kZoj.kkyk [kÚ;k vFkkZus doheukus vkiY;k dforsrqu 
lqanj n’kZu ?kMfoys- 

lanHkZxzaFk lwph 

1. izdk’ku&fo’o fganw ifj”kn& ^lar rqdkjke xkFkk* 
izdk’kd panzdkar Bkdj & fo’o fganw ifj”kn] ukxiwj 

2. jk”Vªlar rqdMksth egkjkt & ^xzkexhrk* egkjk”Vª jkT; 
ikB;iqLrd fufeZrh o vH;klØe eaMG iq.ks] 4] 
izFkeko`RRkh 1955 

3. laiknd & izk- HkSjo xqjo & ^ft=k?k* ejkBh xzkeh.k 
dfork] fgj.;ds’kh izdk’ku] iq.ks] izFkeko`RRkh 1994 

4. dqlqekxzt ^lfe/kk& dqlqekxzt*] dkWfUVusUVy izdk’ku] 
iq.ks f}rh;ko`RRkh] 1979
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bfrgkl ys[kukr foKku o ra=Kkukpk mi;ksx ,d vH;kl 

fV-Mh- jktxqjs 
bfrgkl foHkkx izeq[k] Lok- ls- Jh- d- jk- bUuk.kh egkfo|ky;] dkjatk ¼ykM½ ft- okf’ke 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

lkjka’k 

bfrgkl fo”k; loZ lkekfted ‘kkL=kapk ik;k ekuyk tkrks- R;keqGs lkekftd ‘kkL=ke/;s lnj fo”k;kps LFkku egRoiw.kZ 
vlwu lkekftd ‘kkL=kpk f’kjkse.kh Eg.kwu egRo vkgs- vls vlys rjh bfrgkl fo”k;kpk vH;kl fo”k; gk HkwrdkG ekuyk 
tkrks- ifj.kkeh lnj fo”k;kpk vkf.k foKku ra=Kkuke/khy izxrhpk laca/kp dk; \ vlk iz’u bfrgklkph vksG[k 
ul.kkÚ;kadMwu mifLFkr gks.ks ‘kD; vkgs- i.k bfrgkl fo”k; Hkwrdkfyu dkGk’kh laca/khr vlyk rjh rks vH;kl fo”k;kpk 
ew[; ?kVd ekuokus loZp {ks=kr us=fnid izxrh d’kh lk/kyh gs riklwu ikgwu iw<hy fi<hyk vk[k.kh R;kr lw/kkj.kk lk/krk 
;srhy dk \ Eg.ktsp lnj fo”k;ke/;s ekuoh lkscrp ekuoh ewY;kapk vkdyukps fopkj gksrks-  rlsp lnj izxrh dw.kh 
d’kh vkf.k dsOgk lk/kyh ;kph ‘kkL= ‘kq/n ekaM.kh dj.;kps dk;Z lnj fo”k;k}kjs dsys tkrs- HkwrdkG vkf.k orZekudkG 
;kauk tksM.kkjk egRoiw.kZ nwok Eg.kwu vkf.k Hkfo”;dkGkyk ekxZn’kZu dj.kkjk fnid Eg.kwu lnj fo”k;kps egRo ekuoh 
thouke/;s vuU;lk/kkj.k vls egRo vlY;keqGs lnj fo”k;kpk vkf.k foKku ra=Kkukrhy izxrhpk dlk laca/k izLFkkfir 
gksrks gs Li”V dj.;kP;k mÌs’kkus lnj ‘kks/kfuca/k ys[kukpk iz;Ru vkgs- 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

eq[; ‘kCn % bfrgkl] foKku] ra=Kku] ‘kkL=K] Lej.k’kDrh] orZeku] Hkwrdkg] lekt  iqjkrRofo|k] dkcZuMsVhax- 
izLrkouk 

bfrgkl f=dykck/khr vlk vH;kl dj.kkjk fo”k; ekuyk 
tkrks- bfrgklkps {ks= vR;ar foLrh.kZ vlwu rs txkP;k 
Hkw&i`”Bkbrds ve;kZn vkgs- v’kk fo”k;kph O;k[;k 
dj.;kiwohZ baxzth Hkk”ksrhy History ;k ‘kCnkps ewG xzhd 
Hkk”kse/;s feGrks- xzhd Hkk”ksr gk ‘kCn learning] f’kd.ks 
;k vFkkZus okijysyk vkgs- xzhd rRoK ‘kkL=K vkWfjLVkWVy 
;kauh bfrgklkpk vFkZ uSlfxZd ?kVukapk ‘kkL=’kq/n vH;kl 
dj.kkjk fo”k; vlk lkafxryk vkgs-  v’kk ?kVukapk 
vuqdze ekxs iq<s >kysyk vlyk rjh pkysy- dkGkP;k 
vks?kkr ekuoh lektkP;k ,danj fopkjlj.khe/;s cny gksr 
xsys vkf.k uO;k ‘kkL=kpk ‘kks/k ykxy- baxzthe/;s  T;kyk 
Science Eg.krkr R;kyk yWfVue/;s Scientia Eg.krkr-  
bfrgkl ;k ‘kCnkpk nqljk mYYks[k teZu Hkk”ksrhy 
Geschichte ;k ‘kCnkus djrkr-  Geschichte pk vFkZ 
dk; ?kMys \ FkksMD;kr bfrgklkpk laca/k xrdkGkr 
?kMysY;k ?kVuka’kh vlrks- rks ;kp ‘kkfCnd vFkkZus gksr- 
ekuokpk xrdkG ,d=hr dj.ks vR;ar dBh.k vlrs- 
lektkrhy vR;ar cq/nheku yksdkauklq/nk Lej.k’kDrhP;k 
tksjkoj R;kaP;kp thoukrhy ?kVuk iqUgk yksdkaleksj 
t’kkP;k r’kk ekaMrk ;sr  ukghr- dkj.k ekuoh thou] 
?kVuk] O;DRkh] fopkj o brj vusd ?kVukauh brds 
xqarkxqarhps vlrs dh] rs lektkiq<s tlsP;k rls ekaM.ks 
dBh.k vlrs- bfrgklkpk o.;Z fo”k; gk vlkp 
xrdkGk’kh fuxMhr vlrks- Eg.kwu ;kla/khlq/nk Hkk”; dj.ks 
fyfg.ks fdaok vUo;kFkZ yko.ks vfr’k; vo?kM vlrs- 

bfrgklkph O;k[;k 

bulk;DyksfiMh;k e/;s bfrgkl Eg.kts ?kVuka’kh ta=h fdaok 
[kqn ?kVuk v’kk vFkkZus gk ‘kCn okijrkr- 
bfrgkl ;k ‘kCnk’kh fuxMhr nksu vFkz ekuysys vkgsr- ,d 
pkSd’kh dj.ks vkf.k nksu ,[kk|k oLrqfLFkrhlaca/kh dkgh 
fo/kku dj.ks gs gksrs- 
tWdksc cdZgkVZ ;kaps ers bfrgkl Eg.kts iq<Y;k ;qxkrhy 
yksdkauk ekxhy ;qxkrhy yksdkauh dsysY;k mYys[kuh; 
?kVuk Eg.kts bfrgkl- 
QzkUlhl csdu gk baxzth fo}ku Eg.krks dh] ekuokyk 
‘kgk.kk cufo.kkjh fo|’kk[kk Eg.kts bfrgkl gks;- 
izks- fQaMys P;k ers] bfrgkl Eg.kts vusd ?kVukae/;s 
lqlaxrh ykowu R;kapk ijLijlaca/k izLFkkfir dj.kkjh 
fo|k’kk[kk Eg.kts bfrgkl gks;- 
izks- b- ,p- dkj gk bfrgkldkj Eg.krks] bfrgkl Eg.kts 
orZekudkG o HkwrdkG ;ke/khy d/khgh u lai.kkjk laokn 
gks;- 
izks- usOghl ;k vesfjdu bfrgkldkjkaP;k ers] bfrgkl 
Eg.kts HkwrdkGkyk orZekudkGk’kh tksM.kkjk iwy vkgs o 
rks Hkfo”;dkGkpk ekxZn’kZd vkgs- ;kaP;kers] bfrgkl 
Eg.kts ekuokP;k gkrkrhy danhy vkgs- rks ekuokP;k 
izR;sd ikoykoj izdk’k Vkdr vlrks- vkf.k HkwrdkG o 
orZekudkG ;kaP;krhy va/kkj Hk#u dk<.;kps dke djrks- 
;k izdk’kkP;k vk/kkjkoj ekuokyk Hkfo”;dkGkph pkgwy 
?ksrk ;srs- 
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ojhy O;k[;kao#u bfrgkl Eg.kts dk; \ gs FkksMD;kr 
y{kkr ;s.;kl enr >kyh vlkoh- 

bfrgklkps Lo#i 

ekuo gk lektfiz; @leqgf’ky izk.kh vlY;keqGs R;kaP;k 
cqa/nhpk fodkl brj izk.;kais{kk tkLr >kyk vlkok- 
R;keqGsp R;kyk orZekudkG letrks- Hkfo”;dkGkph 
pkgwy ?ksrk ;srs o ;k nksu izfØ;kaP;keqGs R;kP;k fBdk.kh 
HkwrdkGklaca/kh mRlqdrk fuekZ.k gksrs- bfrgklklaca/kh ekuoh 
izxrhcjkscj vusd dYiuk vfLRkRokr vkY;ko R;ke/;s 
cny gksr xsys- ekuo o jk”Vª ;kaP;krhy ijLijlaca/k gs 
lrr cnyr vlrkr- vkf.k gs cny ifj.kkedkjd 
vlrkr- Qkj iwohZ bfrgklklaca/kh osxG;k osxG;k dYiuk 
gksR;k- bfrgklkps Lo#i lq/nk e;kZfnr gksrs- ,[kknk jktk 
T;kus dsysY;k y<k;k] ftadysys izns’k] R;kaph izseizdj.ks 
;kgwu R;kaps Lo#i fHkUUk uOgrs- b- l- P;k ia/kjkO;k 
‘krdkP;k lqekjkl ;qjksie/;s iqu#TthoukP;k izfØ;syk 
izkjaHk >kyk-  va/kJ/nsoj cq/nhoknkus fot; feGfoyk- 
O;Drhfu”Brsis{kk oLrqfu”Brsyk egRo izkIr >kys- izR;sd 
{ks=kr cq/nhizek.; fuekZ.k >kys- b- l- P;k vBjkO;k 
‘krdkr ;qjkikr vkS|ksfxd Økarh >kyh- R;k ØkarhPkk 
ifj.kke Eg.kwu thoukP;k izR;sd vaxkoj Qkj eksBk ifj.kke 
?kMwu vkyk- loZ ‘kkL=s o dyk ;kapk uO;kus vH;kl lq# 
>kyk- b- l- 1789 yk ?kMwu vkysY;k Qsazp jkT;Økarhuarj 
,[kknh drZcxkj O;Drh lq/nk Lor%P;k drZRokus eksB;k 
inkoj tkÅ ‘kdrs gs ifgY;k izFke fl/n >kys- ;keqGs 
iwohZP;k dkGh jkt o /keZ ;k nksup ckchaP;k Hkksorh 
bfrgkl fQjr gksrk- rh izfØ;k ekxs iMwu jktkis{kk lkekU; 
ek.klkyk egRo vkgs- lkekU; euq”; o lekt gs 
bfrgklkps izeq[k ?kVd cuysr-  ifj.kkeh b- l- ukP;k 
,dks.kohlkO;k ‘krdkP;k lq#okrhiklwup bfrgklkdms 
ikg.;kP;k Hkwfedse/;s cny ?kMwu vkyk- bfrgkldkjkauh 
xrdkGkfo”k;h vfr izse gh nk[kfo.;kps dkj.k ukgh fdaok 
foukdkj.k dBksj fVdkgh dj.;kps dkj.k ukgh- Hkwrdkgkps 
pkaxys Kku izkIr d#u R;kpk orZekudkGkoj dk; ifj.kke 
gksrks ;kpk vH;kl dj.;kph i/nr lq# >kyh- v’kk 
i/nrhe/kwu osxosxGs n`”Vhdksu vfLrRokr vkys- la’kks/kdkauh 
rhu ckchaoj Hkj |kok vls ekuys tkÅ ykxys R;k rhu 
ckch v’kk- 
1½  lR;kpk  ‘kks/k ?ksryk ikfgts- 
2½  xrdkGkr T;k T;k ?kVuk ?kMY;k R;k R;k t’kkP;k 
r’kk yksdkaP;k iq<s ekaMY;k ikfgtsr- 
3½  izkIr >kysY;k ?kVukapk vUo;k;Z R;kaps Li”Vhdj.k 
dsys ikfgts o R;k ?kVuk lektkiw<s vkd”kZd Hkk”ksr 
ekaMY;k ikfgtsr- 

bfrgkl ‘kk= dh dyk 

bfrgkl ys[ku {ks=ke/;sp b- l- ukP;k folkO;k ‘krdkP;k 
vxnhp izkajHkh Eg.ktsp b-l- 1903 iklwu bfrgkl ‘kkL= 
dh dyk okn fuekZ.k >kyk- xsY;k ‘krdHkjkr ;k fo”k;koj 
cjhp lk/kd ck/kd ppkZ >kyh- nksUgh i{kkauh vkikiyh 
cktw tksjdli.ks ekaMyh i.k gGwgGw gk okn laiw”Bkr ;sÅu 
bfrgkl gs ,d lkekftd ‘kkL= vkgs gh xks”V lokZauhp 
ekU; dsyh vkgs- bfrgklkyk ‘kkL=kpk ntkZ izkIr >kY;keqGs 
LokHkkfodp brj ‘kkL=ke/;s tls fu;e vlrkr rls fu;e 
dkGkP;k vks?kkr bfrgklke/;s fuekZ.k >kys- dks.krsgh ‘kkL= 
fu;ekf’kok; vlr  ukgh- R;kpizek.ks bfrgklkr lq/nk 
fu;e vkgsr- dks.kR;kgh ‘kk=kpk fodkl vfyIri.ks gksÅ 
‘kdr ukgh- R;kP;k enrhyk brj ‘kkL=sgh vlkoh 
ykxrkr- ;k lkoZf=d fu;ekizek.ks bfrgklkyk lgk¸;dkjh 
Bj.kkjh vusd ‘kkL=s dkGkP;k vks?kkr fuekZ.k >kyh R;keqGs 
bfrgkl la’kks/kdkyk ;ksX; fn’kk izkIr >kyh- 

iqjkrRofo|k 

iqjkrRo la’kks/ku bfrgklkP;k la’kks/kukl mi;qDr Bjrs gs 
dkGkP;k dlksVhoj fl/n >kysys vkgs- iqjkrRo ;k 
‘kCnkiwohZ iqjk.koLrw la’kks/ku v’kh yacypd laKk okijyh 
tkr vls- fo|kihBs o Hkkjr ljdkj ;kauh iqjkRkRo ;k 
laKsph fuf’prh dsyh vlY;keqGs rh vkrk loZekU; vkgs- 
MkW- <oGhdj Eg.krkr] iqjkrRofo|k Eg.kts izkphu 
vo’ks”kkapk vH;kl gks; \ iqjkrRo fo|sps eq[; mfÌ”V 
ekuoh thoukpk vH;kl gk vlY;keqGs bfrgkl dkGkrhy 
lkekU; ek.klkP;k thoukps fp= mHks dj.;kdfjrk iqjkrRo 
fo|sps lgk¸; ?;kos ykxrs- bfrgklkpk tlk dkxni=ka’kh 
laca/k vlrks rlkp Hkw&xHkkZe/;s nMysY;k vusd 
laLd`rhP;k vo’ks”kka’khgh laca/k vlrks- ;kykp bfrgklkps 
HkkSfrd lk/ku vls Eg.krkr- 
bfrgkl ys[ku djhr vlrkauk fyf[kr o vfy[khr lanHkZ 
lk/kukapk okij djkok ykxrks- vfy[khr lanHkz lk/kukrhy 
lokZr egRokps lk/ku Eg.kts iqjkrRo fo|k gks;- iqjkrRo 
[kkR;kvarxZr fBdfBdk.kh dsY;k xsysY;k mR[kuuke/;s ts 
,sfrgklhd iqjko miyC/k >kysr- R;kps fo’ys”k.k dfjr 
vlrkauk rlsp R;kpk dkyko/kh fuf’pr djhr vlrkauk 
foKkuke/khy dkcZu MsaVhax pkSnk ukokph dkekid i/nrh 
1979 iklwu oki#u rRdkyhu dkG dks.krk gs fuf’pr 
dj.ks lksis tkrs- foKkukrhy ‘kks/kkeqGs o izxrheqGs bfrgkl 
ys[kuke/;s vpwdrk ;s.;kl enr gksrs- lkscrp foKku 
vkf.k ra=Kkuke/khy izxrheqGs mnk- lax.kd vkf.k 
lax.kdke/khy miyC/k vl.kkÚ;k vusd lksbZeqGs bfrgkl 
ys[kukl xrh ;sÅu ,sfrgkfld lk/ku lkexzh tru d#u 
Bso.;kl egRoiw.kZ enr gksrs- egRoiw.kZ nLr,sot ;kaps 
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QksVksxzkQ ?ksÅu QksVks #ikus tru djrk ;s.ks ‘kD; gksrs 
rlsp jlk;.k’kkL=krhy vusd jlk;ukP;k ‘kks/kkeqGs vkf.k 
mi;ksx ekfgrh >kysys vlY;keqGs vusd ,sfrgkfld 
vo’ks”k t’kkP;k r’kkp Lo#ikr tru d#u Bso.ks ‘kD; 
gksrs- 

dkcZu MsaVhax 14 i/nrh 

dkGfuf’prhdj.k i/nrh dkyekiu dj.;kph fuf’pr o 
usedsi.kkus ekfgrh iqjfo.kkjh i/nrh b- l- 1979 iklwu 
lq# >kyh vlwu ;k i/nrhe/;s 5730 o”kkZiwohZph 
dkyx.kuk fuf’pri.ks dj.ks ‘kD; gksrs- ltho oLrq dsOgk 
e`r >kyh gs ;k i/nrheqGs fuf’pr dj.;kr ;srs- mnk- 
mR[kuukr vk<GysY;k ykdMh [ksG.;ko#u rh ykdMh 
[ksG.kh dks.kR;k dkGkr dks.kR;k ‘krdkr vkf.k dks.kR;k 
n’kdkr cufoyh vlkoh gs ojhy i/nrh}kjs fuf’pr dj.ks 
‘kD; gksrs- lkscrp mR[kuke/;s vk<Gwu vkysY;k ekuoh 
rlsp izk.;kP;k lkaxkM;ko#u gkMkao#u  R;kapk e`R;w dsOgk 
>kyk R;kauh vkWDlhtu ?ks.ks d/kh can dsys gs dG.;kl 
vkf.k R;ko#u R;kapk dkG fuf’pr dj.;kl egRoiw.kZ 
enr gksrs- ;ko#u lnj mR[kuuke/;s vk<GysY;k brj 
futhZo oLrqaPkk okij R;k dkGkrhy rs yksd djhr gksrs- 
vkiyh miftohdk rs d’kh djhr gksrs gs mR[kuukr 
vk<GysY;k iqjkrRoh; iqjkO;ko#u Li”V gks.;kl enr 
gksrs-  ekuoh gkMkaps lkaxkM;kP;k #ih vo’ks”k vkf.k 
dk”Bla?kh; [ksG.khps vo’ks”k ;kapk ledkG  fl/n 
>kY;kl R;kaph [ksG.khr th vlsy R;ko#u R;kapk 
euksjatukpk izdkj dks.krk gksrk gs Li”V gksrs- 
mR[kuukr vk<Gwu vkYksY;k x`g vo’ks”kko#u] R;kdfjrk 
okij.;kr vkysY;k ykdMh midj.kkao#u R;k oLrwjpuspk 
dkyko/kh fuf’pr dj.;kdfjrk lnj oSKkfud i/nrh 
mi;qDr Bjrs- rlsp rRdkyhu lekt] yksd vkiyk 
O;olk; d’kk i/nrhus djhr gksrs gs R;kaP;k vklikl 
feGkysY;k mR[kuukrhy vo’ks”kkao#u dG.;kl enr gksrs- 
R;kaP;k O;olk;kcÌy vuqeku dk<.ks lksbZps tkrs- 
O;olk;ko#u R;kaP;k [kkuik.kkcÌy ekfgrh feG.;kl 
enr gksrs- ojhy loZ vuqeku dkcZu MsaVhax 14 ;k 
i/nrhP;k okijkus fo’oluh; Bjrkr- Eg.kwu bfrgkl 
la’kks/kuke/;s lnj i/nrhpk okij vR;ar mi;qDr Bjrks- 
oSKkfud izxrheqGsp ekfgrh ra=Kkukpk fodkl lk/kyk xsyk- 
;k ekfgrh ra=Kkuke/khy izxrheqGs bfrgkl ys[kukadfjrk 
ykx.kkjh ekfgrh lkexzh ladyhr dj.ks vkf.k lkBowu 
Bso.ks lksbZps >kys ‘kD; >kys- lkscrp bfrgkl fo”k;kps 
v/;;uklkscrp v/;kiu dj.;kl lq/nk ekfgrh ra=Kkukpk 
mi;ksx dsY;kl vis{khr mfÌ”V xkB.;kr ;’k izkIr gks.;kl 
enr gksrs- 

ekfgrh ra=KkukP;k lk/kukae/;sp jsMhvks] nqjn’kZu] fOgMhvks] 
vks- ,p- ih-] ,y- lh- Mh-] nwj/ouh]  LekVZ Qksu vkf.k 
mix`gkoj vk/kkjhr lsok o lqfo/kk lax.kd o R;klaca/khr 
gkMZosvj vkf.k lkW¶Vosvj bR;knh ckchapk lekos’k gksrks- 
ekuo gk ,d cq/nheku izk.kh vkgs- R;keqGsp rks lkrR;kus 
vkiY;k lHkksorkyP;k fo’okP;k O;ogkjke/kwu Kku 
feGfo.;kpk iz;Ru djhr vlrks- fyf[kr lkfgR; vkf.k 
vfy[khr Eg.ktsp gd&JkO;s lk/kus v’kh Kkukph nksu 
izeq[k ek/;e vkgsr- Kkukdfjrk xzaFkky;s gh nksUgh izdkjph 
Kku lk/kus ladyhr d#u ftKklq okpdkauk R;kaP;k 
xjtsuqlkj rh miyC/k d#u ns.;kpk iz;Ru djrkr mijksDr 
lk/kukacjkscjp vktP;k vk/kqfud dkGkr ekfgrh izkIr 
dj.;kdfjrk baVjusV] baVªksusV] vkf.k ,DLVªkus ;k uO;k 
ladYiuk lax.kdkP;k {ks=krwu vkysy;k vkgsr- 
ekfgrh ra=Kkuke/khy [kkyhy lk/kukapk vki.k bfrgkl 
ys[kukdfjrk vkf.k bfrgkl fo”k; f’kdfo.;kdfjrk okij 
d# ‘kdrks- 

oMZ izkslslj 

oMZ izkslslj e/khy MsVk dq’kyrus gkrkG.;kP;k {kersyk 
vki.k bfrgkl f’kd.;kdfjrk rlsp ys[kkdfjrk mRRkefjR;k 
oki# ‘kdrks- mnk- viw.kZ okD; iw.kZ dj.;kl ekfgrhyk 
Øekuqlkj yko.;kl vki.k oMZ izkslslpk okij d# ‘kdrks- 
,[kk|k ekfgrh Mªafiax P;k lgk¸;kus osxosxG;k Hkkxkr 
foHkkx.kh d# ‘kdrks- 

,Dlsy 

,Dlsy pk okij dsoG vkdMsokjhP;k xf.krh; 
ladyuklkBhp u djrk R;kpk okij bfrgklkrhy dkgh 
xks”Vh f’kd.;kdfjrk okij bfrgklkrhy dkgh xks”Vh 
f’kd.;kdfjrk nsf[ky vki.k d# ‘kdrks- ;ke/;s vki.k 
,sfrgkfld ekfgrh xksGk d#u R;koj l[kksy vH;kl d#u 
izkIr ekfgrh vkys[kk}kjs dk<wu Li”V d# ‘kdrks- 

fM- Vh- ih- 

fM- Vh- ih- e/khy iCyhkj ukokpk izksxzke gk bfrgklkrhy 
dkgh ckch ekaM.;kP;k n`”Vhdksukus vR;ar egRokpk vkgs- 
Mh- Vh- ih- e/;s vki.k xksGk dsysY;k ekfgrhoj ist 
Hkksorh ekaMwu ladyhr o laikfnr d# ‘kdrks- 

MsVkcsl 

MsVkcsl izksxkEl pk okij vki.k ,sfrgkfld ekfgrhyk 
ladyhr o laikfnr dj.;kdfjrk d# ‘kdrks- 

lknjhdj.kkps lkW¶Vosvj 

ikoj ikWbUV izs>sUVs’ku ;k lkW¶Vosvjpk okij d#u 
mR[kuuke/;s feGkysys lkfgR; f’k{kd fo|kF;kZauk nk[kow 
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‘kdrks- ;keqGs mR[kuukr feGkysY;k lkfgR;kph iqjkO;kph 
f>> gks.kkj ukgh- lkscrp egRokps iqjkos u”V gks.kkj ukgh] 
xgkG gks.kkj ukgh- 
;kf’kok; lnj lkW¶VosvjeqGs fp= ln`”k lknjhdj.k d#u 
f’k{k.k izfØ;syk izHkkoh cufork ;srs- 

baVjusV 

baVjusV Eg.kts txkrhy yk[kks lax.kdkps ijLijkauk 
tksMysys tkGs vkgs- baVjusV gk ,d ekfgrhpk izpaM eksBs 
vlysys xzaFkky; vkgs- txHkjkrhy lHkkln R;koj miyC/k 
ekfgrhpk vkuan ?ksÅ ‘kdrkr- fp=s] v{kj#ih vkys[k] 
xzkQhDl bR;knh ekfgrh lHkklnkauk ;ksX; rh nsowu vkiY;k 
lax.kdkoj feGfork ;srs-  
bfrgkl la’kks/kuke/;s baVjusVpk lokZr vf/kd mi;ksXk gksrks- 
bfrgkl la’kks/kdkyk iqjkos Eg.kwu vko’;d ykx.kkjs 
fijkWfMdYl VªsaM eWx>hu o brj v|kor ekfgrh baVjusVoj 
lgt miyC/k vkgs- baVjusVoj vkWu ykbZu lfOgZl}kjs 
la’kks/kd vkiY;k fo”k;krhy rTKka’kh iz’u mRRkjk}kjs laokn 
lk/kwu rs vkiY;k iz’ukaps fujlu d# ‘kdrkr-  

lekjksi 

ojhy izdkjs bfrgklo la’kks/ku ys[ku v/;;u o v/;kiu 
dj.;kdfjrk oSKkfud izxr ekfgrh ra=KkukP;k lk/kukaPkk 
okij dsY;keqGs la’kks/ku] ys[kukl lkscr bfrgkl fo”k;kps 
v/;;u v/;kiu dj.;kP;k izfØ;sr osx izkIr gksrks- 
dkyeku fuf’pr dj.;kl enr gksÅu dkyekukP;k 
lanHkkZr fo’oklfu;rk izkIr gksrs- la’kks/kd fo|kFkhZ vkf.k 
ekxZn’kZd ;kauk ijLijka’kh okjaokj laidZ lk/kus lksbZps gksrs- 
R;kapk osG] dkG] iSlk vkf.k Je okpfork ;s.ks ‘kD; 
gksrs- 

fu”d”kZ 

1½  bfrgklkpk o foKkukpk Qkj toGpk laca/k vkgs- 
2½ bfrgklkps la’kks/ku dj.;kdfjrk foKkukph enr 

egRoiw.kZ Bjrs- 
3½  bfrgklkr Hkkjrkr foKku izxr gksrs- 
4½ bfrgkl o foKku ,desdkaleosrp fodlhr gksÅ 

‘kdrkr- 

lanHkZ xzaFk lwph 

1½ xk;dokM] MkW- ljnslkbZ] guek.ks] bfrgkl ys[ku’kkL=] 
QMds izdk’ku dksYgkiwj r`rh;ko`RRkh 2001- 

2½ MkW- xkBkG lkgscjko] bfrgkl ys[ku’kkL=] dSykl 
iCyhds’ku] vkSjaxkckn izFkeko`RRkh tqyS 1999 

3)   Radiocarbon dating-wikipedia 
https/en.m.wikipedia.org>wiki<Redio. 

4)   poole Lynn , Gray, Johnson Poole, 1961, 
Carbon-14,  and other. science methods that 
date the past https/books google. co.in. 

5)   Taylor R. F., Martin.J., Aitken 1997-
Chrometric Dating in Archaeology https/books 
google.co.in 

6)   Wylie kimberloy 2006-Radiometric methods 
of dating Fossils  https/books   
 google.co.in 

7)   Introduction to computers, wikivorsity school 
of computer science, the course in introduction 
to computers. 

8)  Information and computer science wikipedia 
https//em.m.wikipedia.org>   
 wiki<information. 
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tkxrhd rkiekuok< vkf.k vkarjjk"Vzh; jktdkj.k 
Global Warming & International Politics 

fo- <saxGs 
bUUkkuh egkfo|ky;] dkjatk ¼ykM½ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

izLrkouk 

tyok;w ifjorZu] ekuoh thoukps vfLrRo vkf.k 
fodklk'kh fuxfMr ,d vR;ar xaHkhj leL;k vkgs+- g;k 
leL;spk ekuoh thoukoj foifjr ifj.kke gksr vkgs- 
lkscrp uSlfxZd vkiRrh tls iwj] vod"kZ.k] leqnzh oknG 
b- e/;s ok< gksr vkgs- tyok;w ifjorZukpk 'ksrhoj xaHkhj 
ifj.kke gksr vlwu 'ksrh mRiknukr ?kV gksr vkgs- 
QyLo:i 'ksrd&;kauk vkfFkZd ladVk'kh >aqt |koh ykxr 
vkgs- tyok;w ifjorZukps tkxfrd nq"iifj.kke ikgrk] 
dkGkph xjt y{kkr ?ksrk] g;k leL;spk fuiVkjk 
dj.;klkBh ,dk fu;ksftr vkf.k fn?kZdkyhu j.kfufrph 
vko';drk vkgs- dkj.k fodklkP;k vfu;ksftr izfdz;sus 
i;kZoj.kh; vid"kZ.k ok<r vkgs- uSlfxZd lk/kukaP;k 
va/kk/kqan okijkus fulxZtU; ladVs ekuok le{k mHks Bkdyh 
vkgs= i§FohP;k rkiekukr ok< >kY;kus XyksjhFkj forGr 
vkgs= vkusus e/;s fNnzs iMY;kus R;kph lq;Zfdj.ks 
jks[k.;kph {kerk ?kVr vkgs- fulxZ &gklkdMs okVpky 
djhr vkgs- ,danjhr tkxfrd rkiekukr ok< gksÅu 
tyok;w ifjorZukph leL;k txkiq<s ,d Toyar leL;k 
Eg.kwu mHkh Bkdyh vkgs= v'kk g;k leL;sP;k 
mRiRrhdkj.kkapk 'kks/k ?ks.ks- frps mRrjnkf;Ro dks.kkdMs \ 
frps ifj.kke dks.krs \ frpk fuiVkjk dk vko';d vkgs\ 
frP;k fuiVk&;kps iz;Ru vkarjjk"Vzh; {ks=kr gksr vkgs dk 
\ v'kk g;k iz'ukaP;k mRrjkpk 'kks/k ?ks.ks izLrqr y?kq'kks/k 
fuca/kkpk mÌs'k vkgs- 
1- tkxfrd rkieku ok< % vFkZ o ok< 
loZ lk/kkj.ki.ks vls EgVys tkrs dh] tkxfrd rkiekukr 
ok< Eg.kts tfeuhP;k ljkljh rkiekukr ok< gks;- 
T;k;ksxs tYkok;w ifjorZu ?kMwu ;srs- rkieku ok<hpk vFkZ 
tehu] ok;weaMG vkf.k leqnzkaP;k rkiekukr ok<- 
tfefups Xysf'k;j forGr vlY;kdj.kkus frP;k rkiekukr 
ok< gksr vkgs- T;k;ksxs leqnzkyxr eksB;k mapkoj 
vlysY;k dkgh ns'kkaps vfLrRo /kksD;kr ;sr vkgs- mRrj 
/kqzo o nf{k.ksrhy vV egk f}ikae/;s cQZ forG.;kpk osx 
vf/kd vkgs- ifj.kkeLo:i o leqnzkP;k ik.;kr ok< gksr 
vkgs- txkP;k fofo/k Hkkxkr eksB;k izek.kkr oknGkps 
izek.k ok<r vkgs- cnyR;k rkiekukeqGs dkgh tho tarqps 
vfLRkRo /kksD;kr ;sr vkgs ( ekuoh though /kksD;kr ;sr 
vkgs- tyok;w ifjorZukps 'ksrh mRiknukr ?kV gksr vkgs 

QyLo:i vUu/kkU;kph leL;k fuekZ.k gksr vkgs- v'kk 
g;k loZ vkiRrhl tkxrhd rkiekukr >kysY;k ok<hP;k 
dj.kkus fuekZ.k >kysys tyok;w ifjorZu gs vkgs- 
iwohZ tkxfrd rkiekuke/;s ok< gh uSlfxZd dkj.kkauh gksr 
vls- tls lq;kZ'kh lacaf/kr cny vkf.k Tokykeq[khpk mnzsd 
b- v'kk g;k rkieku ok<hph xrh vxnh ean vlk;ph 
ijarw] vkS|ksfxd dzkarh uarj euq"; fufeZr dkj[kkus] 
dksG';k}kjs fot fuekZ.k dj.kkjs FkeZy IykaV] ekyokgd 
okgus] nG.koG.kkaph lk/kus vkf.k ,;jdafM'kukauh dkcZu 
Mk; vkWDlkbZM lkj[;k xWl eksB;k izek.kkr ok;weaMG 
¼gosr½ felGY;k tkr vlY;keqGs tkxfrd rkiekukr 
eksB;k izek.kkr ok< >kyh vkgs- ifj.kker% tfeuhps 
okrkoj.k izHkkfor gks.;kl izkjaHk >kyk vkgs- 
20 O;k 'krdkr txkr jkT;kaP;k la[;ar ok< >kyh- 
izR;sd jkT; vkiyk lkekftd] vkfFkZd fodkl 
dj.;kdjhrk vkS|ksfxdj.kkph izfdz;k fLodk: ykxys- 
R;keqGs tfeuhP;k rkieku ok<hpk nj vf/kdp ok<yk- 
20 O;k 'krdkP;k vafre n'kdki;Zar iksgkspsi;Zar 
tfeuhP;k rkiekukr osxkus ok< >kyh dkj.k gosr xzhu 
gkÅl xWl dkCkZu Mk;kDlkbZM] ehFksu] ukbZVzksvkDlkbZM P;k 
izek.kkr ok< >kyh- gosr xzhu gkÅlpk izHkko eksB;k 
izek.kkr fnlw ykxyk ( tkxfrd rkieku ok<hph fLFkrh iq<s 
>kyh- 21 O;k 'krdkr iksgprs iksgprs xzhu gkÅlpk 
izHkko deh dj.;kpk iz;Ru gksÅ ykxyk rjhnsf[ky 
tkxfrd rkieku ok<hph fLFkrh Qkj Hk;kog vkgs vkf.k 
vkt nsf[ky rh dk;e vkgs- 
xzhu gkÅl xWl vFkkZr dkcZu Mk; vkDlkbZM] dkcZu euks 
vkDlkbZM rFkk v'kk izdkjP;k xWlpk teko gosr Hk;kog 
Lo:ikr xMn N=hizek.ks iljr o ok<r vkgs- ;k dkj.kkus 
tfeuhrwu fuekZ.k gks.kkjs rkieku ilj.;kl vMlj fuekZ.k 
gksr vkgs ifj.kke Lo:i tfeu] gok vkf.k leqnzkP;k 
rkiekukr ok< gksr vkgs- 
rkiekukr ok< tyok;w ifjorZukps ,d eksBs dkj.k ekuys 
tkrs- izHkkfor ns'kkae/;s uSlfxZd vkiRrh lkscrp vUu 
/kkU;kaP;k leL;syk rksaM |kos ykxr vkgs- tkxfrd rkieku 
ok<hP;k dkj.kkus leqnzkP;k ik.;kpk Lrj ok<r vkgs- cQZ 
osxkus forGr vkgs- ikÅl vkiyk LoHkko cnyr vkgs- 
nq"dkG] egkiwj] ouok b- ?kVukae/;s fnolsafnol ok< gksr 
vkgs- tx tkxfrd rkieku ok<hP;k dkj.kkus tyok;w 
ifjorZukP;k vkOgkukapk lkeuk djhr vkgs- 
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2- tkxrhd rkieku ok<hps rRo \ 
v½ vkS|ksfxdj.kkpk foLrkj %& 
dkcZu Mk; vkDlkbZM rFkk vU; xzhu gkÅl xWle/;s 
ok<hP;k ekxs ts rRo vf/kd tckcnkj vkgs rs Eg.kts 
vkS|ksxhdj.kkpk eksBk foLrkj vkf.k dkj[kkus] mtkZ fufeZrh 
IykWV] nG.koG.kkaph lk/kus ,;jdaMh'kuka}kjs gosr lksMyh 
tk.kkjh xzhu gkÅl xWl fo'ks"krk dkcZu Mk; vkDlkbZMps 
eksBs izek.k- 
c½ 'kgjhdj.kkph izfdz;k %& 
'kgjhdj.kkP;k izfdz;seqGs tfeuhP;k rkiekukr ok< gksr 
vkgs- taxys rFkk fgjosxkj eSnkukaph tkxk flesaV dkafdzV 
jLrs o bekjrh ?ksr vkgs- R;kl dkWafdzV taxys EgVys tkrs- 
R;kaph fufeZrh tfeuhps rkieku ok<.;kl dkj.khHkwr Bjr 
vkgs- o§{k rlsp fgjoG dkcZu Mk; vkDlkbZM 'kks/kwu 
?ks.;kps dk;Z djrs vkf.k tsOgk ous vkf.k fgjoGhps {ks= 
deh gksrs rsOgk gosr dkCkZu Mk;vkDlkbZMph ekxk ok<hl 
ykxrs- yksdla[;kok< o ekulkph cnyrh thou'kSyh 
nsf[ky v'kk g;k fLFkrhyk tckcnkj vkgs- 
d½ fodlhr ns'kkaps ;ksxnku %& 
fodlhr ns'kkrhy vkS|ksfxdj.k o cslqekj ra=Kkukpk okij 
djrkauh rkieku ok<hr R;kaps Qkj ;ksxnku vkgs- 
okrkoj.kkrhy iznq"k.k vkf.k rkiekukr ok<hl R;kaps 
eksBseksBs dkj[kkus] mtkZ?kjs vkf.k nG.koG.kkaph ;a=s dh ts 
isVzksy vkf.k fM>sy eksB;k izek.kkr okij djrkr] 
tckcnkj vkgs- tkxfrd rkiekukph ok< jks[k.;kckcr gs 
ns'k tkx#d vkgs- ijarq xzhu gkÅl xWlps mRiknu djhr 
vkgs- T;k;ksxs tkxfrd rkiekukr osxkus ok< gksr vkgs- 
gosr eksB;k izek.kkr dkcZu Mk;DlkbZM iljr vkgs- 
M½ fodluf'ky ns'kkaps ;ksxnku & 
fodlu'khy ns'k vkS|ksfxdj.kkP;k izfdz;sr eXu vkgsr- 
dkj.k yksdkadjhrk oLrq o lsokaps mRiknu dj.;klkBh 
vkS|ksfxdj.k gs ,d lk/ku vkgs- gs ns'k ;k djhrk 
ikjaikfjd ra=Kkukpk okij djhr vkgs- R;kaP;kdMs uk 'kgj 
ra=Kkuk uk ra=Kku fodlhr dj.;khp {kerk- tyok;w 
ifjorZukus R;kaps uwdlku gksr vkgs- rs 'kq) ra=Kkukpk 
okij dj.;kl bPNwdgh vkgs- ijarq fodlhr ns'k R;kauk 
vls ra=Kku ns.;kl iw.kZi.ks r;kj ukghr- dkj.k rs v'kk 
ra=Kkukyk uk fodw bfPNr vkgs uk enr uk vuqnkukP;k 
:ikr nsÅ bfPNr vkgs- v'kk g;k laca/kkr fodlhr o 
fodlu'khhy ns'kkae/;s tyok;w jktdkj.k vFkok tkxfrd 
rkiekukr ok<hps jktdkj.k O;ogkjkr vkgs- 
v'kk loZ izeq[k rRokaP;k dkj.kkus tkxfrd rkiekukr ok< 
>kyh vkgs- ok< gksr vkgs vkf.k Hkfo";kr nsf[ky vlsp 
gksr jkghy vls n`"Vhl iMr vkgs- 

3- tkxfrd rkiekukr ok< vkf.k tyok;w ifjorZukoj 
fu;a=.kkdjhrk iz;Ru %& 

UNO ekQZr dj.;kr ;sr vkgs- UNO P;k lnL; jk"Vzkauh 
,d djkj 9 es 1992 jksth dsyk- UNO QzseodZ 
conversation  vls uko fnY;k xsys- T;k lnL; jk"Vzkauh 
g;k djkjkoj lg;k dsY;k R;kauk conference of the 

parties(COP) e vls EgVY;k tkow ykxys- v'kk g;k 
ns'kaph ifgyh cSBd cfyauyk ¼1995½] nqljh ftUgsOgk 
¼1998½ rj frljh DoksVks ¼1999½ ;sFks Hkjyh gksrh- g;k 
ifj"knse/;s xzhu gkml xWlps mRiknu deh dj.;kph 
tckcnkjh fu/kkZfjr dsyh xsyh- dkcZu Mk;kDlkbZM deh 
dj.;kpk fu.kZ; ?ks.;kr vkyk- lgkoh ifj"kn gsx ¼2000½ 
Hkjfo.;kr vkyh- ;kr ous vkf.k 'ksrh[kkyhy tfeuhe/;s 
dkcZu MEi r;kj djkos- T;k;ksxs gosr dkcZupk dsyk o 
deh gksbZy- vlk izLrko vesfjdsus fnyk- vkBoh ifj"kn 
uoh fnYyh ¼2002½ ;sFks laiUu >kkyh- ;kr tyok;w 
ifjorZukpk izHkko deh dj.kkjs ra=Kku fodlu'khy ns'kkauk 
gLrkarj dj.;kr ;kos- v'kh ?kks"k.kk dj.;kr vkyh- 20 
oh ifj"kn ¼2014½ is:ph jkt/kkuh yks;R;k 'kgjkr Hkjyh- 
;kr phu] Hkkjr o czk>hy lfgr vU; fodl'khy ns'k 
dkCkZu mRltZukr dikr dj.;kr lger >kys- 

fu"d"kZ 

tkxfrd rkieku o`)hps dkj.k tks tyok;w ifjorZu vkgs- 
R;kps eksBs uqdlku loZ ns'k lkslr vkgsr- v'kk g;k 
leL;spk lkeuk dj.;kph vko';drk loZ ns'kkaph vkgs- 
g;k lanHkkZr vkarjjk"Vzh; rkGesG vkf.k lg;ksx 
ok<fo.;klkBh iz;Ru gksr vkgs- ijarq dkgh eq|kackcr 
erHksn vlY;k dkj.kkus Bksl fu.kZ;ki;Zar iksgp.ks 'kD; 
>kys ukgh- tkxfrd rkieku ok<heqGs i`Fohpk HkkSxksfyd 
O;ogkj izHkkfor >kyk vkgs- vf/kdkf/kd xjeh ok<r vkgs] 
vf/kdkf/kd FkaMh iMr vkgs- vf/kdkf/kd ikÅl iMr vkgs] 
vf/kdkf/kd egkiwj vkf.k oknG ;sr vkgs- rj dkgh 
nq"dkGkus gksjiMr vkgs- fulxZ ygjh cur vkgs- uSlfxZd 
vkiRrhph fLFkrh okjaokj fuekZ.k gksr vkgs- fulxZ ekuokyk 
Li"V lans'k vkgs dh] ekuoh dkj.kkauh tkxfrd rkiekukr 
ok< gksr vkgs- R;kyk Fkkacfoys ikghts- tyok;w ifjorZukus 
fuekZ.k >kysY;k ladVkaiklwu okpfo.;klkBh iz;Ru dsys 
ikfgts- tkxfrd rkiekukr ok< vkf.k tyok;w ifjorZukpk 
eq|k vkt vkarjjk"Vzh; laca/kkpk izeq[k y{k dsanz cuk;yk 
ikfgts- v'kk g;k dkj.kkus fuekZ.k >kysY;k vkOgkukapk 
lkeuk dsY;kf'kok; vkarjjk"Vzh; leqnk; loZ i{kh; 
fpjdkyhu fodklkps mÌs'k izkIr dj.;kl ;'kLoh gksow 
'kd.kkj ukgh- 
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ejkBh Hkk”kk fo”k;kP;k v/;kiukr efYVfeMh;k ra=Kkukpk o brj ukfoU;iw.kZ lk/kukapk mi;ksx % 
,d la’kks/kukRed –f”V{ksi 

:-u- dÚgkMs 
ejkBh foHkkx izeq[k] ck-cq-dyk] uk-Hk-okf.kT; o ck-ik foKku egkfo|ky;] fnxzl ft- ;oekG 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

izLrkouk 

ekr`Hkk”kk] LoHkk”kk Eg.kts ek.klkyk Lor%P;k laLÑrh’kh 
?kêi.ks tkM.kkjh ukGp gks;- R;keqGs vkiY;k 
ekr`Hkk”ksiklwu nwj tk.ks Eg.kts Lor%P;k lqlaLÑrhiklwu nwj 
tk.ks vFkok vkiY;k vfLersiklwu nwj tk.ks gks;- mnk- 
Hkkjrh; laLÑrhe/khy] ^ueLdkj* gh ladYiuk o R;kekxhy 
Hkouk ^folding hands*] fdaok ^Salutation* v’kk baxzth 
‘kCnkarwu O;Dr gks.ks ‘kD; ukgh- Eg.kwup dqBY;kgh 
lektkP;k laLÑrh&vfLersph tksikluk] j{k.k o lao/kZu] 
R;k lektkP;k Lor%P;k ekr`Hkk”ksrwup gksÅ ‘kdrs- vls 
vlys rjh ejkBh Hkk”kk fo”k;kP;k v/;kiukr vktP;k 
vk/kqfud dkGkP;k lanHkkZus ekfgrh ra=Kku] efYVfeMh;k 
ra=Kkukpk vkotwZu okij d:u ejkBh fo”k;kP;k v/;kiukr 
osxGÓkkizdkjph ukfoU;iw.kZrk vk.krk ;srs] vls vki.kkl 
Bkei.ks Eg.krk ;sbZy- 
f’k{k.k o v/;kiu Eg.kts fo|kF;kZaP;k eu&esanwyk ,d 
uok izdk’k izkIr d:u ns.;kps ek/;e vkgs- gk f’k{k.kkpk 
mtsM ek.klkP;k thoukyk ;ksX; fn’kk nsr vlrs- f’k{k.k 
ns.ks Eg.kts fuOoG lk{kj dj.ks uOgs] ijarq pkaxys Kku 
laié gksÅu Lor%ph ;ksX;rk fuekZ.k dj.ks] ;ksX; 
fopkjlaié gks.ks gks;- tj vkiY;k thouke/;s ldkjkRed 
ifjorZu ?kMok;ps vlay rj ukfoU;iw.kZrk vkf.k uofuekZ.k 
{kerk fodflr dj.ks vfuok;Z vkgs- v’kk ukfoU;iw.kZrsps 
uofufeZrhps fofo/kkaxh Qk;ns f’k{kd&izk/;kid o 
fo|kF;kZauk gksÅ ‘kdrkr- f’k{k.k gk ek.klkP;k thoukrhy 
vueksy vlk egRoiw.kZ nkfxuk vkgs] R;kP;k lH; orZukpk 
izkjaHkfcanw vkgs- f’k{k.k gs dsoG iqLrdh Kku ulwu fujarj 
izfØ;k vkgs- Eg.kwu f’k{kd gs fo|kF;kZae/;s vfHk:ph 
fuekZ.k dj.;kl l{ke vlys ikfgts- f’k{k.k fo|kF;kZauk 
tcjhps vFkok yknys xsys vlY;kps okVys ukgh ikfgts- 
f’k{k.k izlé okrkoj.kkr vxnh lgt [ksGhesGhus fnys xsys 
ikfgts rsOgkp fo|kkF;kZauk R;kr eukiklwu jl&vkoM 
fuekZ.k gksbZy- f’k{k.k gs ,dizdkjs pkaxys lqlaLÑr o 
lqf’kf{kr ek.kwl Eg.kwu tx.;klkBh ykx.kkjh 
‘kDrhlkS”Borkp vkgs- R;keqGs ikjaikfjd f’k{k.k i/nrh 
lkscrp efYVfeMh;k lkj[;k vk/kqfud ra=KkukP;k 
ek/;ekrwu] ukfoU;iw.kZus f’k{k.k ns.ks vktP;k ;qxkr vR;ar 
xjtsps vkgs- vls EgVY;kl vfr’k;ksDrh Bj.kkj ukgh- 

efYVfeMh;k ra=Kkukpk ejkBhP;k v/;kiukr vi;ksx 

vktP;k vk/kqfud dkGkr lax.kd vkf.k egktky 
¼Internet½ gh Kku] foKku] ekfgrh] f’k{k.k] vH;kl vkf.k 
laizs”k.k&laKkiukph vR;ar egÙokph ek/;es >kyh vkgsr- 
;sR;k n’kdkr gh efYVfeMh;k ra=KkukRed lk/kus brj loZ 
izdkjP;k nG.koG.kkP;k ek/;ekauk ekxs Vkdrhy- vla 
EgVY;kl okoxs Bj.kkj ukgh- ;k loZ miyC/k efYVfeMh;k 
ra=Kkukpk ejkBh Hkk”ksP;k v/;kiukr okij dj.ks Qkj lksis 
vkf.k lks;hLdj vkgs- QDr vki.k ;k ra=KkukRed 
lk/kukpk mi;ksx d:u ?ks.;kph ldkjkRed ekufldrk 
Lor%e/;s fuekZ.k dj.ks vR;ko’;d vkgs- dqBY;kgh ekuoh 
lektkph izxrh rh R;kP;k LoHkk”ksrhy yfyr 
lkfgR;kizek.ksp txkr osGksosGh lkrR;kus mn;kl ;sr 
vlysys uouohu efYVfeMh;k ¼cgqek/;eh½ ra=KkukRed 
lk/kus] Kku o ladYiuk vkiY;kr lkekowu ?ks.;klkBh 
vf/kdkf/kd pkaxY;kizdkjs l{ke gksr jkg.kkÚ;k 
Hkk”kklkeF;kZojgh voyacwu vlrs- Eg.kwup vktP;k 
tkxfrdhdj.k] vkS|ksfxdhdj.kkP;k dkGkr vkiY;k ejkBh 
Hkk”kkfo”k;kP;k v/;kiukr efYVfeMh;k ¼cgqek/;eh½ 
ra=Kkukpk vf/kdkf/kd okij d:u lkrR;kus viMsV jkgwu 
fo|kkF;kZauk vuar ekfgrhpk egk[kftuk vki.k izkIr d:u 
nsÅ ‘kdrks- 
vk/kqfud efYVfeMh;k ¼cgqek/;eh½ ra=Kku gs vusdizdkjP;k 
MhftVy feMh;kP;k ,df=r leUo;kus fuekZ.k >kysys 
ra=Kku vkgs- tls&VsDLV] izfrek ¼Images½] –d&Jko; 
¼Audio-Video½] ikWoj ikWbZaV] xzkfQDl] ek;ØksfeMh;k] 
eqOgh esdj ;klkj[;k fofo/k ek/;ekrwu vki.k fo|kkF;kZauk 
ukfoU;iw.kZ ekfgrhpk HkkaMkjp miyC/k d:u nsÅ ‘kdrks- 
ikjaikfjd f’k{k.k v/;kiu i/nrhcjkscjp ;k cgqek/;eh 
ra=Kkukpk mi;ksx d:u vkiyk odZyksM cÚ;kp izek.kkr 
lqdj d:u ?ksrk ;sÅ ‘kdrks- cÚ;kp ‘kS{kf.kd laLFkk ;k 
efYVfeMh;k ra=Kkukpk mi;ksx d:u ns’kkrhy fofo/k 
leL;kaoj vk/kkfjr f’k{k.kkdMs oGrkuk fnlrkr- v’kk 
‘kS{kf.kd laLFksrwu f’k{k.k ?ksÅu ckgsj iMysys fo|kFkhZ 
viMsV ukWyst vlysys vkf.k leL;k lksMfo.;klkBh l{ke 
vlysys fo|kFkhZ Eg.kwu vksG[kys tkÅ ‘kdrkr- vfr’k; 
ckjdkbZus o fo’ys”k.kkRed fopkjkus v’kk vusd leL;k 
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lksMfo.;kP;k–“Vhus efYVfeMh;k ra=Kkukph izpaM izek.kkr 
enr gksÅ ‘kdrs- 
foKku&ra=kKku] efYVfeMh;k ¼cgqek/;eh½ ra=Kku ;kapk 
foiqy izek.kkr okij d:u ukfoU;iw.kZrsus ejkBh Hkk”ksps 
v/;kiu vki.k d: ‘kdrks- v’kk efYVfeMh;k ra=Hkk”ksP;k 
ek/;ekus fo|kF;kZauk fofo/k izdYi nsÅu R;kaP;k dkS’kY;kauk 
cgqvk;ke izkIr d:u ns.;kl fuf’prp lgdk;Z djrk 
;srs] vls EgVY;kl vfr’k;ksDrh gks.kkj ukgh- f’k{k.k gh 
fujarj izfØ;k vkgs- KkulkBk vuar vkgs- rks 
vkikiY;kijhus vki.k vkRelkr d:u vkiys O;fDreÙo 
mtGw ‘kdrks] mér d: ‘kdrks- iqLrdkrhy Kkukyk 
efYVfeMh;kph ;ksX; v’kh tksM nsÅu vf/kd izek.kkr 
ukfoU;iw.kZ vkf.k vk/qfud djrk ;sÅ ‘kdrs- ;k vk/qfud 
ra=Kkukpk okij d:u f’k{kdkyk R;kP;ktoG vkysys Kku 

osxosxGÓkk i/nrhus fo|kkF;kZai;Zar iksgpork ;srs- vkiY;k 
Hkk”kk fo”k;kP;k v/;kiukr f’k{kdkus efYVfeMh;k ra=Kkukpk 
;ksX; okij dsY;kl fo|kF;kZauk let.;klkBh vf/kd lksis 
tkrs- R;keqGs fo|kFkhZ tkLr ldkjkRedrsus Kkulaié gksÅ 
‘kdrkr- fo|kF;kZaph vo/kku{kerk lq/nk tkLr izek.kkr 
ok<w ‘kdrs- ;kizdkjs efYVfeMh;k}kjs feGfoysys Kku 
fo|kF;kZaP;k eukr tkLr dkG fVdwu jkg.;kl enr gksrs- 
R;kpizek.ks vk/kqfud ra=Kku] efYVfeMh;k ra=Kku ;kaP;k 
iqjsiwj o ;ksX; okijkpk Qk;nk vlk vkgs dh] vkiY;k 
fo|kkF;kZae/;s ,desdkauk lgdk;Z dj.;kph dkS’kY; 
fodflr gks.;kl gkrHkkj ykxrks- dkj.k gs Kku&ra=Kku 
vk/kh R;k fo|kF;kZyk fuVi.ks letysys] R;kus eukiklwu 
vfHk:phus laié dsysys vlrs- 

 efYVfeMh;k ¼cgqek/;eh½ ra=Kkukph fofo/k lk/kus& 
v-Ø Lkk/kus ¼Tools½ i/nrh ¼Methods½ :id ¼Metaphor½ 
1 MS-Power Point Presentation (ppt.)] 

vkys[k ¼Graphics½] IyW’kLykbZM 
Lkax.kdkP;k lgk¸;kus –d&JkO; 
ek/;ekpk okij d:u vkys[k 
i/nrhus- 
tls & graphics, sound & video 

LykWbZMP;k Lo:ikr  
¼Slide Based½ 

2 Micro media- MS PowerPoint, 
Astound Graphics & Flash Slide 
Show Software ¶yW’k vkWFkkWjoscj] 
foUMkst] eqOgh esdj ¼fpf=dj.k½] fouWEi] 
ek;ØksfeMh;k Mk;jsDVj 

fpUgLo:i vkf.k fp=Lo:i 
fpf=dj.kkP;k ladYiuk iznf’kZr 
dj.;kP;k i/nrhus- 
tls & Casts, Sound, Pictures 

and scores 

fpUg Lo:i ¼Icon 

Based½ o fp=Lo:i 
¼Movie Based½ 

3 Adobe Acrobat Reader Word documants P;k lgk¸;kus & 
Adobe Acrobat Reader 5 Many 
popular Multimedia elements 
like graphics, sound & charts 

iqLrd Lo:ikr ¼Book 

Based½ 

4 Google Classroom with help of 
Gmail 

Online Text, Assignments, Que.-
Answer Method, Marking-credit 
for all students, who have 
Android Mobile or Computer 

Soft copy (Text 
Based) 

Hkk”kkfo”k;kP;k v/;kiukph brj ukfoU;iw.kZ lk/kus& 
1- Eku udk’kk ¼Mind Map½ 
Eku udk’kk ¼Mind Map½ ;k ukfoU;iw.kZ lk/kukpk ‘kks/k 
60P;k n’kdkr ^Vksuh cq>ku* ¼Tony Buzan½ ;kauh 
ykoyk- ;k lk/kukpk mi;ksx fo|kF;kZauk dh&oMZl~ vkf.k 
izfrek ;kaP;k}kjs uksVl~ dk<.;klkBh lgdk;Z gksrs- 
R;kpizek.ks eu udk’kk gs f’k{kdkyklq/nk fofo/k egÙoiw.kZ 
ladYiuk letkowu lkax.;klkBh mi;ksx gksÅ ‘kdrks- eu 
udk’kk gs lk/ku fo|kkF;kZauk iVdu ekfgrh let.ks] y{kkr 
Bso.ks o vkBo.;klkVh egÙoiw.kZ Bjrs- dkj.k ;ke/;s –‘; 
fuekZ.k {kerk vkgs- eu udk’kk gs ekfgrhps iVdu 
iqujkoyksdu ¼Review½ dj.;klkBh vR;ar lksis o 
mi;qDr lk/ku vkgs- eukr lkBowu Bsoysyh ekfgrh iVdu 
rkth ¼Refresh½ dj.;klkBh mi;ksxhps lk/ku vkgs rlsp 

Lej.k] vkBo.khlkBh tkLr izHkko’kkyh lk/ku vkgs] vls 
izR;;kl ;srs- dkj.k ;ke/;s –‘;kRed laosnukRed 
lk/kukapk okij gksrks- fp=] laxhr] jax] Li’kZ] xa/k gs ekfgrh 
letwu ?ks.;klkBh mi;qDr Bjrkr- R;keqGs gh ekfgrh 
tkLrhr&tkLr dkG eukr jsaxkGr jkgrs- Hkk”kk v/;;u 
vFkok v/;kiu i/nrhe/;s Graphs, charts ;kapk mi;ksx 
dsY;kl ekfgrh Kku yodj let.;kl vf/kd lksis tkrs- 
R;keqGsp fo”k; f’k{kdkauh fp=e; ladYiukapk okij 
fo|kF;kZalkBh djkok- 
;k loZ ckch eu udk’kkP;k lanHkkZr [kkyhyizek.ks rhu 
izdkjs izHkko ikMw ‘kdrkr- 
I. Eku udk’kkeqGs ekfgrh let.;klkBh {kerk fuekZ.k 

gks.ks- 
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II. Hkk”kk fo”k;kP;k v/;kiukr PowerPoint 

Presentation (ppt.) pk okij d:u fo|kF;kZauk 
izHkkohi.ks f’kdfork ;s.ks- 

III. fo|kFkhZ&f’k{kdkae/;s ukfoU;iw.kZ oSpkfjd{kerk fodflr 
gks.ks-1 

2- fouksniw.kZrsus v/;kiu ¼Teaching with Sense of 

Humour½& 
fouksn ¼Humour½ gk vR;ar izHkkoh f’k{k.kkps ek/;e gks;- 
fouksnh v/;kiu gs f’k{kd vkf.k fo|kFkhZ ;kaP;ke/;s l’Dr 
ukrs fuekZ.k dj.;kl lgk¸;Hkwr Bjrs- ;ksX; osGh fouksniw.kZ 
v/;kiukrwu r.kkoeqDr gks.ks] vH;klkr tkLrhr&tkLr 
:ph fuekZ.k gks.ks v’kk {kerk fodflr gksrkauk fnlrkr- 
;keqGs fo|kF;kZe/;s f’k{k.k vkf.k laokn ;klanHkkZrhy 
okrkoj.kfufeZrh gkrs- oxkZe/;s vH;klØekyk vuql:u 
izklafxd fouksnfufeZrheqGs fo|kFkhZ rktsrokus gksÅu 
vH;klkr pkaxY;kizdkjs y{k nsÅ ‘kdrkr- R;keqGs pkaxys 
uksVl~ ¼fVi.ks½ dk<.;fo”k;hph lo; fodflr gksrs- 
f’k{kdkus v/;kiukP;kosGs vfr’k;ksDrh ¼exaggeration½] 
Fkkac.ks ¼pauses½ vkf.k le;lqpdrk ¼Timing½ ;klkj[;k 
xks”VhadMs fo’ks”k y{k fnys ikfgts] rjp fouksnh v/;kiu 
vf/kdkf/kd izHkkoh Bjrs- fouksnh v/;kiu gs rkRiqjrs nq%[kp 
nwj djhr ukgh rj v/;;u&v/;kiu ;klanHkkZus vfr’k; 
egRoiw.kZ ?kVd Bjrks] vlsgh vki.kkl Eg.krk ;srs- 
3- vk/kh lkjka’k uarj izkLrkfod ¼^Z* to ^A* 

Approch½& 
f’k{kdkus tks fo”k;&ikB&dfork f’kdok;pk vkgs] R;kph 
e/;orhZ dYiuk vk/kh Li”v d:u R;kph izLrkouk vFkok 
ifj.kke uarj lkaxkos- ;kykp ^Z* to ^A* Approch 
i/nrh Eg.krkr- 
;k vWizksp i/nrhP;k [kkyhy dkgh ‘kDrh laHkorkr& 
I. ekfgrhph vFkok fo”k;kph e/;orhZ dYiuk r;k 

fo”k;klanHkkZrhy ladYiuk ¼Concept½ iw.kZi.ks Li”V 
djrs- 

II. fo|kkF;kZae/;s okLro ladYiusr :ph ok<.;kl enr 
gksrs- 

III. fo|kF;kZaP;k euke/;s fuekZ.k >kysyh gh ladYiuk 
tkLrhr&tkLr dkG fVdowu Bso.;kl dkj.khHkwr 
Bjrs- 

4- Mnemmonics Words& ‘kCnkaP;k vaxkus ¼Word 

Approch½& 
f’k{kdkus v/;kiu djrkuk osxosxGÓkk lekukFkhZ ‘kCnkapk 
Hkjiwj izek.kkr okij d:u f’kdokos- R;keqGs fo|kF;kZaP;k 
‘kCnlkBÓkke/;s uo&uO;k ‘kCnkaph vf/kd Hkj iM.;kl 
enr gksrs- R;kpizek.ks fo|kF;kZauk ‘kCnlkBk ok<fo.;klkBh 
Hkk”kk fo”k;kP;k f’k{kdkus vf/kdkf/kd iz;Rukus izsfjr dsys 
ikfgts- R;keqGs fo|kF;kZauk lkax.;klkBh f’k{kd lq/nk 

uo&uohu ‘kCnkapk ‘kks/k ?ksrhy vkf.k R;kapkgh ‘kCnlkBk 
vk.k[kh foiqy izek.kkr le`/n gksbZy] vlsgh Eg.krk ;srs- 
5- ukVÓke;rsus o –‘;kRed fooj.k v/;kiu ¼Role 

Playing and Scenrio Analysis based 
Teaching½& 

Hkk”kk fo”k;kP;k f’k{kdkus fo|kF;kZauk vkiY;k fo”k; vFkok 
,[kknk eqík iVowu nsrkuk R;k eq|kaP;k vuq”kaxkus 
ukVÓkkRedrk] ukVÓke;rk vk.kyh rj rs fo|kF;kZaP;k 
yodj y{kkr ;sÅu tkLr dkG Lej.kkr jkg.;kl enr 
gksrs iqLrdh Kkukyk FkksMÓkk osxGÓkk dykVuhus ukVÓke;rk 
vkowu fo|kF;kZai;Zar iksgpoys rj rks fo”k; eqík pkaxY;k 
izdkjs let.;kl osG ykx.kkj ukgh- v’kk ;k ukVÓke;rs 
cjkscjp –‘;kRedrkgh vkiksvkip fo|kF;kZaP;k Lej.k 
‘kDrhyk tkLr rk.k iM.kkj ukgh- dks.krkgh eqík vxnh 
lgtrsus tkLrhr&tkLr dkG y{kkr Bso.;kl enr gksbZy- 
ukVÓkRedrk&ukVÓke;rk o –‘;kRedrk ;keqGs fof’k”V 
gkoHkko] vkoktkrhy vkjksg&vojksg] ‘kCnkaojhy vk?kkr 
MksGÓkkps gkoHkko] p<mrkj] gkrkaps fof’k”V gkoHkko ;keqGs 
fo|kF;kZauk f’kdfoyk xsysyk fo”k; iVdu y{kkr ;srks 
vlsgh vki.kkl Eg.krk ;srs- 
6- lg;ksxh v/;kiu i/nrh 
^^ejkBh Hkk”kk fo”k;kpk fo|kFkhZ gk loZxq.ky{;h gks.;klkBh] 
R;k fo|kF;kZae/;s lHksorkyP;k okrkoj.kkps lexz Hkku 
:tfoys xsys ikfgts- R;k fo|kkF;kZP;k fBdk.kh vl.kkÚ;k 
dq’kkxz cq/nh] fopkj] rdZ] dYiuk] fo’ys”k.k] vkdyu] 
mi;kstu] jlxzg.k ;kaP;k var%’kDrhpk fodkl lk/k.kkjs 
v/;kiu izlax fuekZ.k dj.ks gs ejkBh Hkk”kk fo”k;kP;k 
v/;kidkiq<hy [kjs vkOgku vkgs**4- ;klkBh lg;ksxh 
v/;kiu i/nrh tkLr izHkkoh Bjrkuk fnlrs- 
Lkg;ksxh v/;kiu i/nrhe/;s oxkZrhy f’k{kd o fo|kkF;kZaPks 
laca/k gs v/;;u’khy lektkrhy tk.kR;k fodlu’khy 
?kVdkaps laca/k vlrkr- gk lg;ksxh v/;kiu O;ogkj 
R;k&R;k dkGkrhy ckSf/nd tkf.kokapk ,d ewrZ O;ogkj 
vlrks- LokHkkfodp ;sFks f’k{kd o fo|kF;kZarhy ukrs gs 
ijLijlaoknh vlysys fnlwu ;srs- v’kk lg;ksxh v/;kiukr 
ekfgrhps forj.k gksr ulrs] rj Kkukph uofufeZrh gksr 
vlrs- R;keqGs ;k lg;ksxh KkuizfØ;sr f’k{kdkph Hkwfedk 
gh lae=dkph Hkwfedk vlrs- ^^gk lg;ksxh v/;kiu 
O;ogkj Eg.kts vkiY;k O;fDrRokrhy viqjsi.kk vkf.k 
vuqHkokrhy U;qurk derjrk ;koj ekr dj.;kps ek/;e 
vkgs- fdacgquk gh vknkuiznku izfØ;k gh Lor%yk eqDr 
dj.;kph izfØ;k vkgs- ;k izfØ;sr f’k{kdkph 
fo|kF;kZacjkscj lgv/;k;h gks.;kphgh r;kjh vlk;yk 
ykxrs- ;krwup fo|kFkhZ&f’k{kd ;kaP;kr ckSf/nd nsos?ksohps 
ukrs fuekZ.k gksrs**5- ;kyk ^lg;ksxh v/;kiui/nrh* vls 
ukedj.k MkW-jes’k okj[ksMs ;kauh lkafxrys vkgs- 
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lekjksi 

efYVfeMh;keqGs fo|kFkhZ] f’k{kd o brj LVkWQ ;kaP;ke/;s 
f’k{k.k vkf.k dke dj.;kfo”k;hph Hkkouk ok<hl ykxwu 
R;kr ukVÓke; ifjorZu ?kMwu ;srkuk fnlrs- ;k efYVfeMh;k 
ra=KkukeqGs oxkZrhy f’k{k.kkP;k i/nrhr vkf.k vuqHkokr 
izpaM cny ?kMwu vky;kps fnlwu ;srs- Dykl:ee/;s 
dWesjk ok;lZ] QksVksxzkQhd OgkbZV cksMZ] ikWoj ikWbZaV 
izs>saUVs’ku] –d&JkO; ek/;ekP;k okijkrwu fo|kF;kZauk 
pkaxysp izHkkfor d:u R;kaph f’k{k.kkfo”k;hph vfHk:ph 
tkLr izek.kkr ok<fork ;srs- vls izHkkfor >kysY;k 
fo|kF;kZauk fMthVy QkbZy] bZestsl pkaxY;kizdkjs iznf’kZr 
djrk ;srs- VWcysV] ihlh fdaok yWiVkWi] lax.kdkoj vki.k 
vkiys uksVl~] fVi.ks FksVi.ks fo|kF;kZi;Zar iksgpork ;srkr- 
ra=Kkukus f’k{k.k&f’kd.ks ;k izfØ;sr izpaM cny ?kMowu 
vk.kyk vkgs- vkrk Google Classroom lkj[ks th&esy 
ps uos Dykl:e vkiY;kyk vkt vkWuykbZu miyC/k 

vkgsr- R;koj vkiY;k fo”k;kps uksVl~ MkmuyksM d:u 
fo|kF;kZi;Zar iksgpous lksis tkrs- R;klkBh fo|kFkhZlq/nk 
vWuMªkbZM eksckbZy oj tksMysys vlus vko’;d vkgs- 
R;keqGs fQMcWd ?ks.ksgh lksis tkbZy- 
f’k{k.k v/;kiu vkf.k f’kd.ks ;k izfØ;sr iw.kZi.ks oxGh 
ukfoU;rk efYVfeMh;k ra=KkukeqGs fuekZ.k >kyh vkgs- 
ikjaikfjd f’k{k.k O;oLFksr efYVfeMh;k ra=KkukeqGs izpaM 
cny] ifjorZu ?kMwu vkysyk izR;;kl ;srks- Student 

Oriented Teaching Learning Process ;k uO;k 
efYVfeMh;k ra=KkukeqGs f’k{kdkis{kk fo|kF;kZaph Hkwfedk 
f’k{k.k&f’kd.ks ;k izfØ;se/;s vR;ar egÙokph >kysyh 
vkgs- vktP;k dkGkr ;k efYVfeMh;keqGs ^isijysl o 
isuysl* oxkZph fufeZrh >kysyh fnlwu ;srs- R;keqGs 
f’k{k.kkpk ntkZ fVdok;pk vlsy rj ikjaikfjd 
f’k{k.ki/nrh lkscr efYVfeMh;k ra=Kkukpk okij dj.ks 
vfuok;Z vkgs] vlsgh vki.kkl Eg.krk ;sbZy- 

lanHkZ xzaFk 

1. Dr. Damodharan V.S ACCA, AICWA : 
‘Innovative Methods of and Mr. Rengrajan V. 
AICWA, Teaching’ 

2. Angnew P.W. Kellerman,  : J (1996) 
Multimedia in the classroom, Boston A.S & 
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3. Hotstetter F.T : (1995) Multimedia Litracy, 
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r:.kkbZps uos fopkjp ns’kkyk uoh maph xkBqu nsrhy 
Kk-/kks- vk?ke 

dyk foHkkx] fo|kHkkjrh d- egkfo|ky;] dkajtk ykM  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

izLrkouk 

dks.kR;kgh ns’kkpk fodkl gk R;k ns’kkrhy vlysys r:.k 
rMQnkj ;qodp lkdkj d: ‘kdrkr- Lokeh foosdkuan 
Eg.krkr r:.kkuks mBk] tkxs Ogk rks i;Zr Fkkacq udk tks 
i;Zr rqEgkyk ;’k feGr ukgh- MkW- ckclkgsc vkacsMdjkauh 
lq/nk r:.kkauk tkxs Ogk EgVys vkgs- ;kpk vFkZ Eg.kts 
r:.k tj tkxs >kyk rjpa R;KP;k lektkpk o [kÚ;k 
vFkkZus ns’kkpk fodkl >kY;kf’kok; jkg.kkj ukgh- 
Eg.kqu ekÖ;k ers r:.kkbZps uos fopkjp ns’kkyk uoh maph 
xkBqu nsrhy- r:.k eqykaoj vkbZ&oMhykapk fo’okl 
vlk;yk ikfgts nqlÚ;kus dkghgh lkafxrys rjh Lor% 
MksG;kauh R;kph ‘kgkfu’kk d:up iq<pk fu.kZ; ?;kok- 
;k vk/kkjkoj txkr ?kMysyh ,d ?kV.kk lkaxrks%& 
Lkqekjs 160 o”kkZiqohZph ,d lR;?kVuk Eg.kts vkiY;k 
txkr d/khgh va/kkj vlq u;s ;klkBh T;kus fotsP;k 
fnO;kpk ‘kks/k ykoyk R;k O;Drhph gh dgk.kh vkgs R;kaps 
ukao gksrs FkkWel vYok ,fMl~u ,fMlupk tUe 11 Qsczq-
1847 jksth vesfjdsr >kyk- FkksMs eksBs >kY;koj rs ‘kkGsr 
tkÅ ykxys- ,dnk rs ‘kkGsrqu ;asrkauk gkrkr ,d fYkQkQk 
?ksÅu vkys- f’k{kdkaus R;kaP;k vkbZyk ns.;klkBh rks fnyk 
gksrk- ,fMl~luph vkbZ uWUlh EkWU;q ;kauh rks fYkQkQk 
m?kMyk o R;kr ts fyfgys gksrs rs okpqu fryk ,dne jMq 
vkys- 
vkbZ jMk;yk dk; >kys vls ,fMl~us fopkjys eqykyk 
izsekus xkstkjr vkbZ Eg.kkyh  rqepk eqyxk [kqi gq’kkj 
vkgs] gqUujhvkgs- vkeph ‘kkGk [kqi ygku vkgs orh 
R;kP;k yk;dhph ukgh vls f’k{kdkauh fyfgys vkgs- 
R;kaurj ,fMLku vusd o”ksZ ‘kkGsr xsys ukghr- vkbZus R;kauk 
?kjhp f’kdfoys o R;k vkbZP;k f’kdo.;kP;k cGkojp iq<s 
R;kauh fotsP;k fnO;kpk ‘kks/k ykoyk] Qksuksxzke cufoyk 
eqOgh dWesjs r;kj dsys- R;kauh v’kk ‘kaHkjkgqu vf/kd 
uouohu oLrq r;kj dsY;kl rksi;Zr R;kaph vkbZ bZgyksdh 
xsY;k gksR;k- 
,d fnol tqU;k oLrqaph mpyBso djrkauk ,fMl~uyk 
vkiY;k YkWkcjhr rks fYkQkQk feGkyk tks iqohZ R;kauk 
‘kkGsrqu feGkyk gksrk- R;kauh rks okpyk vkf.k R;kauk vJq 
vkojys ukghr- dkj.k R;k fpV~Bhr [kaj rj vlas fyfgys 
gksrs dh] rqepk eqyxk ckSf/nd n`”B;k vxnhp detksj 
vkgs- R;kyk vkEgh ‘kkGsr Bsoq ‘kdr ukgh- R;kyk 
‘kkGsrqu dk<qu Vkdys vkgs-! vkbZP;k vkBo.khus ,fMlu 

;kapk xGk nkVqu vkyk- ‘kkGsP;k eq[;/;kidkauh T;k 
eqykyk eancq/nh EgVys gksrs R;kp eqykyk vkbZus txkrhy 
,d egku oSKkfud Eg.kqu vkdkj fnyk gksrk- 
Eg.kqu izR;sd vkbZ&oMhykaus letqu ?;kos dh R;kapk ekxZ 
R;kaukp ‘kks/kq +|k= R;kaP;k fopkjkauk pkyuk |k dYiukau 
eqrZ :I ns.;klkBh R;kauk cG |k- eq[;k Eg.kts R;kaP;koj 
iq.kZ Hkjolk Bsok vki.k vkiY;k uO;k fi<;kauk ;ksX; 
ekxkZoj us.;kr ;’kLoh >kyks rj Hkkjr fo’oxq: gks.kkj gs 
uDdhp ! 
r:.k fi<h gh vkiyh lokZr eksBh ‘kDrh vkgs- vls 
Lokeh foosdkuankuh Qkj iqohZps lkafxrys vkgs- R;kaps gs 
dFku iqohZ tso<s lR; gksrs R;kgquh vkt vf/kd leiZd 
vkgs- dkj.k Hkkjrkph lqekjs 65 VDds yksdla[;k 35 
Ok”kkZgqu deh o;kph vkgs- lu 2020 i;Zr vki.k 
txkrhy lokZr r:.k ns’k B: vls fnlrs- 
lu 2014 e/;s jk”Vªh; ;qok /kksj.k tkghj djrkauk ljdkus 
EgVys gksrs dh] ;qokfi<hP;k {kerk vksG[k.ks R;kuqlkj 
R;kauk la/kh miyC/k d:u ns.ks vkf.k R;k ek/;ekrqu R;kauk 
txkr ;ksX; LFkku feGoqu ns.ks gk ;k /kksj.kkpk eq[; 
mn~ns’k vkgs- 
i.k ;qok’kDrhP;k ckcrhr vkiyk lektkr l/;k ;ksX; 
ekxkZus tkr vkgs dk \ gk [kjk iz’u vkgs fn’kk fBd 
vkgs] i.k xrh deh vkgs] vls eyk okVrs vkiY;k 
;qok’kDrhus Hkjiqj izfrHkk nk[kfoY;k vkgsr- ijarq vusd 
ukukfo/k dkj.kkauh izfrHkk vlqugh la/kh miyC/k gksr uOgrh- 
T;kaauh la/kh feGrs rs vkiY;k vkOkMhuqlkj jLrk fuoMq 
‘kDr ukghr] dkj.k vkbZ&oMhykaph  R;kP;kfo”k;h osxGhp 
egRodka{kk vlrs ;keqGs ykk[ks eqys inoh ?ksoqu ckgsj 
iMrkr- i.k iq<s dk;] gk iz’u R;kaP;k iq<s vkoklqu mHkk 
vlrks- 
txkrhy fodflr ns’kkae/;s ;kaP;k usedh myV fLFkrh 
vkgs- rsFks ek/;fed ‘kkGsp;k Lrjkojp eqykapk dy dk; 
vkgs o rs d’kkr loksZRre B: ‘kdrkr ;ksp ;ksX; 
eqY;kekiu dsys tkrs- R;kuqlkj R;kps iq<ps f’k{k.k gksrs- 
eyk vls okVrs dh] la/kh miyC/k d:u ns.;kps loZ 
iz;RUk ljdkP;k ikrGhoj Ogk;yk gosr i.k dqaVqckauhgh 
;kr egRokph Hkqfedk ctko;kyk goh- eqykauk pkaxyh fp=s 
dk<rk ;srkrk rj v’kkauk fp=dkj cuq |kos- dks.kkyk 
[ksGkr vkoM vlsy rj MkWDVj cu.;k,soth rks [ksGkMq 
cusy ijarq vkbZ& oMhy Eg.krkr ;kaus MkWDVj baftfu;jp 
Ogkos- rj gs ‘kD; gks.kkj ukgh- 
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‘kkys; iqLrdkaP;k ckgsj tkÅu dkgh rjh uos tk.kqu 
?ks.;kph R;kyk bPNk Ogkoh ;klkBh vki.k dkgh djr 
ukgh- Hkkjrh;  dqBackauh gs dsys rj vki.kgh tkLrhr 
tkLr eqykauk izfrHkkoar d: ‘kdq-U;qf>yaMp;k ft;kZjkgd 
ekdZ baXyh’kus d`=he Ikk; clqoqu txkrhy map f’k[kj 
ekÅV ,OgjsLV lj dsysr- 

rqEghgh vkiY;k eqykauk vvlsp pedok uofpkjkauk 
izksLrgku |k rjpa uok igkM xkBrk ;sbZy-Eg.kqu tkrk 
tkrk vls Eg.krk ;bZy dh ßmM.kkÚ;k ik[kjkauk ijrhps 
rek ulkoh] utjsr lnk uoh fn’kk vlkoh A ?kjV;kps 
dk; cka/krk ;sbZy dsOgkh A f{kfrtk iyhdMs >si ?ks.;kph 
ftn~n vlkohÞ AA 
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ARE WE HEADING TOWARDS GLOBAL COOLING? 

B.N. Pandey 
P.G. Department of Zoology, Magadh University, Bodh Gaya 

bnpandeymu@gmail.com  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Global warming is an average increase in the earth's temperature due to greenhouse gases (GHGs) as a 
result of both natural and human activities. In common usage "Global Warming" often refers to the 
warming that can occur as a result of increased emissions of GHG's from human activities e.g. CO2, 
Ozone, Nitrous oxide, methane, Water vapour and flourinated flurocarbons gases which act like a 
greenhouse around atmosphere and increasing the temperatures. First theory of global warming came in 
1824 by French Mathemetician - Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier who discovered that the earth temp. was 
slowly increasing. In the last 19th century Fourier theory was lablled the "Green house effect" (Earth 
atmosphere traps solar radiation and reflects it back to the earth) by noble Laureate Svante Arrhenius. 
Climate varies in time; from season-to-season, year-to-year and decade-to-decade. Thus the climate 
change is now an established fact but because of several contradictory reports in this regard, has led us to 
believe that are we now heading towards Global Cooling? If it so happens, it will be an unprecedented 
incident in the history of human beings. The details have been discussed in this paper. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords : Climate change, global cooling. 
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A GECKO SKIN MICRO AND NANO STRUCTURE: A LOW ADHESION, 
SUPERHYDROPHOBIC, ANTI-WETTING, SELF-CLEANING, ANTIBACTERIAL, 

BIOCOMPATIBLE SURFACE 

Joshi P. S.1, Charjan A. P.1, Gulhane R. A.2, Tantarpale V. T.3 & K. M. Kulkarni4 

1. Shri Dr. R. G. Rathod Art’s and Science College, Murtizapur, Maharashtra India 
2. S. S. S. K. R. Innani Mahavidyalaya, Karanja (Lad), Maharashtra India 

3. Vidya Bharti Mahavidyalaya, Amravati, Maharashtra India 
4. Former Vice Chancellor, S. R. T. M. University, Nanded, Maharashtra India 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Animals that cling to walls and walk on ceilings owe this ability to micro and nano scale attachment 
elements. The highest adhesion forces are encountered in geckos. A gecko is the heaviest animal that can 
‘stand’ on a ceiling, with its feet over its head.  Hence geckos, and specifically their feet, have attracted 
significant attention in recent times with the focus centered on their remarkable adhesion properties. The 
skin of the geckoes consists of dome shaped scales arranged in a hexagonal patterning. The scales 
comprise of spinules, from several hundred nanometres to several microns in length, with sub-micron 
spacing and a small radius of curvature. This micro and nano structure of the skin exhibited ultralow 
adhesion with contaminating particles. The topography also provides a superhydrophobic, anti-wetting 
barrier which can be self clean by the action of low velocity rolling or impacting droplets of various size 
ranges from microns to several millimetres. Water droplets which are sufficiently small can easily access 
valleys between the scales for efficient self-cleaning and due to their dimensions can self-propel off the 
surface enhancing their mobility and cleaning effect.  The exposed gecko skin surface has an antibacterial 
action and also well noted eukaryotic cell compatibility with human stem cells. The multifunctional 
features of the gecko skin provided a potential natural template for man-made applications where specific 
control of liquid, solid and biological contacts is required. 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: gecko, micro-structure, nano-structure, skin, surface 
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NOVEL METHOD FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF COPPER OXIDE NANOPARTICLES 
(CUONPS) USING SUGARCANE JUICE 

S S. Shende, A. K. Gade & M. Rai 

Nanobiotechnology Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, SGB Amravati University, Amravati  
sudhirsshende13884@rediffmail.com, pmkrai@hotmail.com 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The synthesis, characterization and application of green synthesized nano materials have become an 
important part of nanotechnology in recent years. In the present study, we have synthesized CuONPs from 
sugarcane juice. The synthesised CuONPs were detected visually and by UV-Visible spectrophotometer 
which showed the absorbance peak at 625 nm. Particle size was determined by NTA and TEM, and 
stability by Zeta potential value. FTIR analysis confirms the presence of carboxylic acid and carbohydrate 
groups capping. XRD pattern gives the miller indices correspond to the FCC structure. The CuONPs 
showed effective antifungal activity against Aspergillus niger (MTCC 4325), Fusarium oxysporum (MTCC 
1755) and Alternaria alternata (MTCC 7202). The synthesis of CuONPs by using sugarcane juice was 
found to be easy, rapid, cost effective and eco-friendly. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Sugarcane juice; Nanoparticle Tracking and Analysis (NTA); FTIR; XRD; Zeta potential; TEM 
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DIFFERENTIAL INHIBITION OF HELICOVERPA PROTEASES BY PROTEASE 
INHIBITORS OFVIGNA SPECIES 

R.S.Dhande1 and N.J.Chikhale2 

1Asstt. Prof., Department of Botany, Shri Shivaji Arts, Commerce and Science College, Akot. 
2Shri Shivaji Agriculture College, Amravati (M.S.) India. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

ABSTRACT 

Plant Protease inhibitors (PIs) are the mostly studied class of plant defense proteins. They are abundantly 
present in seeds and storage tissues represents up to 10% of the total protein (Casaretto and Corcuera 
1995). PIs carry out physiological changes by inhibiting the gut proteinase of the insect pest, thus 
adversely affecting protein digestion. The insect resorts the overproduction of proteases to compensate for 
the inhibited activity leading to deficiency of essential amino acids.  This exerts additional physiological 
stress resulting in inhibition of growth. It also affects vital metabolic processes including proteolytic 
activation of enzymes, molting and water balance.  The genus Helicoverpa includes the Old World species 
Helicoverpa armigera, Hubner (lepidopter: Noctuidae) generally considered to be the most important 
species within group. It has been recorded on more than 200 host species in India (Power, 1998) and is 
most damaging to cotton, pigeon pea, cow pea, chick pea, ground nut, sorghum, pearl millet, tomato and 
many other crops of economic importance (Vadoadaria et al, 1998). H. armigera being polyphagous pest 
with high reproductive and damaging potential, their suppression became difficult over past decade due to 
development of resistance to several chemicals. The results obtained in the present study opens new 
perspectives for utilization of protease inhibitors from the Vigna species in agriculture sector. Out of the 
16 different vigna genotypes studied, 3 genotypes found to be the potent tryptic and chymotryptic inhibitors 
of H. armigera. Vigna except cowpea are the non host plants of Helicoverpa and hence they do not exert 
the selection pressure for acquiring the PIs resistance. Therefore, it is necessary to study non-hosts plant 
PIs as the potential source of protease inhibitors that overcome the problem of insect adaptation to the 
defense mechanism of host plant. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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PRE AND POST HARVEST DISEASES OF SOME SOLANACEOUS FRUITS FROM 
AMRAVATI REGION 

Ishwarkar S.J 

P.G.Department of Botany,Brijlal Biyani Science College,Amravati. 
sanjiv.ishwarka@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Survey of pre and post harvest diseases of some solanaceous fruits used for vegetable purpose were 
carried out from July-2016 to December-2017.It is observed that most of the fruits get destroyed by 
pathogenic fungi. Some of the fungi found in post harvest form were not reported in pre harvest condition 
whereas, inoculums of some pathogens remain constant in pre and post harvest condition. Kochs 
postulates method was used to confirm the pathogenesity test .Pathogenic fungi reported in pre and post 
harvest condition of Solanum melongina  were Colletotrichum capsici,and  Dreshschlera 
rostrata,Cladosporium cladosporioides while Rhizsopus stolonifer,Rhizoctonia sp and Fusarium 
oxysporum,Phoma exiqua were reported on  Solanum tuberosum, Alternaria alternate,Fusarium 
oxysporum and Curvularia lunata, Cladosporium sp were reported on Lycopersicon lycopersicum. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Key words – Pre and post harvest diseases,Solanaceous fruits 
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WADERS DIVERSITY IN THE KORAMBI TALAV OF GHODAZARI SANCTUARY, 
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 

Deshmukh  G.D. 

Department of Zoology, RMG College, Nagbhid, DistChandrapur, Maharashtra, India 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The present study was undertaken  to explore species diversity of birds, seasonal abundance of birds and 
their migratory pattern in and arrond the study area. The study area, Korambi Talav (20º35’80”N and 
longitude 79 º35’24”E) is located within the newly approved Ghodazari Sanctuary by Government of 
Maharashtra. Korambi village is remotely situated in the Nagbhid Taluka of Maharashtra and is in 
consideration for rehabilitation. It presents unique geographical site having mountaneous dry deciduous 
tropical forest, dominated by teak Tectona grandis and bamboo Dendrocalamus strictus, interspersed with 
meadows and paddy cultivations. A toal of arround 37 species belonging to 11 families 6 orders were 
recorded during Jan, 2015 to Dec. 2017. The species recorded included 3 Breeding Migrant (BM), 14 
Passage Migrant (PM) and 20 Residents (R). Among the orders, Charadiformes is the richest order in 
terms of  avian species diversity, represented by 12 species while families Scolopacidae and Anatidae are 
found predominant. Wooly necked stork newly recorded during the present study is vulnerable (VU) 
species according to IUCN red data list. Present study will helps in designing conservation strategy as this 
aquatic ecosystem adversely affected by fishing and agricultural activity which leads to bio-accumulation 
of pesticide in the pond  posing serious threat  and hence  require immediate attention.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords : Charadiformes, Migrant, Resident, Ghodazari, Scolopacidae 
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BIOGENICSYNTHESIS OF METAL NANOPARTICLES USING FUNGI 

A. Gade and M.Rai 

Nanobiotechnology Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University,  
Amravati (MS) India. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Nanotechnology has been playing a crucial role, solving various problems in the field of agriculture, 
electronics and medicine. The broad range of applications shown by nanomaterials is due to the large 
surface area of the particles because of their small size (<100 nm in one dimension). The unique physico-
chemical properties of nanoparticles differ from that of the bulk material; have attracted the attention of 
several workers to harness the multiple functionalities of nanoparticles.Currently, the green synthesis of 
metallic nanoparticles is being investigated to improve and/or protect the environment by decreasing the 
use of toxic chemicals and eliminating biological risks in pharmaceutical and biomedical applications. 
The use of fungi for catalyzing specific reactions leading to inorganic nanoparticles is a new and rational 
biosynthesis strategy. Extracellular synthesis of nanoparticles by fungi offers an advantage of obtaining 
large quantities in a relatively pure and at a rapid rate. Three main factors in green nanoparticle synthesis 
by fungi includes; use of water as anenvironmentally benign solvent, biomolecules as reducing and 
stabilizing agents. Different fungi were successfully used for the synthesis of silver, gold, iron oxide, 
copper, aluminium oxide and zinc oxide nanoparticles. The synthesis was found to be rapid and eco-
friendly. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords :Nanotechnology, Fungi, metal nanoparticles, green method, synthesis 
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FUSARIUM MEDIATED GOLD NANOPARTICLES FOR RAPID DETECTION OF 
NANOMOLAR LEAD (II) IONS IN DRINKING WATER 

M. Raut, H. Jaiswal, P. Ingle, A. Gade and M. Rai 

Nanobiotechnology Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati 
University, Amravati, Maharashtra, India,  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) were synthesized by aqueous cell free filtrate of Fusarium moniliforme 
(MTCC-156). Absorbance maxima at 536 nm in UV-Visible spectroscopy confirmed the synthesis of 
Fusarium mediated AuNPs. The characterization of AuNPs was done by Zeta potential measurement for 
stability, Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) for size measurement, TEM, FTIR and XRD for 
elucidation of nature of AuNPs. Even the traces of Pb (II) ions present in drinking water are responsible 
for systemic health hazards. Fusarium mediated gold nanoparticles can be used for the detection of Pb (II) 
ions in nanomolar concentration. The Pb (II) ions react specifically with AuNPs by forming colored 
aggregates of AuNPs, which can be detected by shift in the absorbance of AuNPs. These AuNPs can be 
used to device a simple and rapid method for nanomolar detection of Pb (II) in water. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Fusarium moniliforme, Gold nanoparticles, Pb (II) ion, nanomolar 
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QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATION OF IMPORTANT AROMATIC PHYTO-
CONSTITUENTS OF  POGOSTEMON BENGHALENSIS (BURM.F.)KUNTZE 

Sardar P.R. , Manik S.R. 

Department of Botany, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati. 
pravin.sardar54@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Higher plants are a treasure house of potential drugs. The family Lamiaceae is represented by 252 genera 
and 6,900 species, out of which about 400 species are reported from India. The members of   family 
include aromatic plants that are being used in traditional medicine for various disorders. Pogostemon 
benghalensis (Burm.f.) characterized by verticillaster inflorescence. Narrower corolla tube and less 
crowed inflorescence is a distinctive character of plant. It is mainly found in Bangladesh, India, Malaysia 
and China. The genus has been reported to be  used by tribals mostly for snake bite. Decoction of fresh 
leaves are used to clean wounds and promote their healing, fresh leaves oil used for hysteria and 
stomachache.The primary phytochemical analysis of the plant extracts showed the presence of various 
secondary metabolites like phenol, flavonoids, terpenoids and cardic glycosides, According to GC-MS 
analysis, totally 4 compounds were isolated by their retention time (RT) and mass spectra namely Salvene, 
γ-Linolenic acid , Luminol, Cypermethrin.     
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words :   Lamiaceae, Pogostemon benghalensi, GC-MS analysis,  aromatic oil 
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SYNTHESIS OF FLUORESCENT CARBON NANODOTS USING WASTE FRUIT 
PEELS AND THEIR ROLE IN PLANT BIOIMAGING 

A. Pete, P. Ingle, A. Gade and M. Rai 

Nanobiotechnology Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, 
Amravati, Maharashtra, India. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Nanotechnology (NT) is a branch of science which deals with the study of materials at their nano-scale i.e. 
ranging between 1-100 nm. Here, the properties of matter on an atomic and molecular scale are studied. 
The novel class of fluorescent carbon nanoparticles i.e. Carbon Dots (CDs) possess remarkable features 
like high aqueous solubility, chemical inertness, good conductivity, low toxicity and eco-friendliness. A 
simple and green approach was developed for the synthesis of CDs from the waste fruit peels. The 
synthesized CDs were detected using UV- trans-illuminator for fluorescence activity and characterized by 
UV-Vis absorption spectrophotometer, zeta potential measurement, Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis 
(NTA), photoluminescence and Fourier Transform Infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy. Traditionally used 
fluorescent materials are very costly and hazardous to the human health and environment, whereas the 
fluorescent CDs could be a promising substitute for these materials. Preliminary studies with effect of 
fluorescent CDs in germinating seeds of Vigna radiata L. reveals the potential role of the CDs in 
bioimaging and as biolabel. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Nanotechnology, Carbon Dots, Fluorescence, Bioimaging 
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BIOGENIC SYNTHESIS OF BORON AND COBALT NANOPARTICLES USING  
PLANT EXTRACT 

K. Pande, F. Rehman, A.Gade and M.Rai 
Nanobiotechnology laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, SGB Amravati University, Amravati 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Nanoparticles are the nano- sized particles which have found various application in the fields of medicine, 
biology,catalysis etc. The use of plants for synthesis of nanoparticles offers a wide range of benefits over 
other biological synthesis methods because it does not required the maintainanance of cell culture. Cobalt 
and boron are the essential micronutrients required by the plants, also called trace elements, required for 
the normal growth of most plants. Cobalt and boron plays an important role in the nitrogen fixation by the 
plants. Boron plays a vital role in sugar transport, cell wall synthesis, cell wall structure, root growth, 
pollination and germination of pollen grain. In the present work  total reducing strength  or phenolic 
compound in leaf extract of Azadirachtaindica were used to synthesize Boron and Cobalt nanoparticles 
with Boric acid and cobalt chloride as the precursor. Synthesized Boron and cobalt nanoparticles were 
characterized using differenttechniques such as UV- Visible spectrophotometer which showed the 
characteristic peaks at 220 nm and 245 nm respectively ,Further, characterization includes FTIR analysis 
for detecting the plant metabolites as capping agents on nanoparticles. The zeta potential of boron (-2.12) 
and cobalt (-10.2) nanopaticles respectively confirmed the stable nature of the nanoparticles. The 
synthesized boron and cobalt nanoparticles will be used to evaluate the effect on pollen germination and 
plant growth promotion. The biogenic green route for synthesis of cobalt and boron NPs was found to be 
easy and scalable and eco-friendly.   
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords:  Boron Nanoparticles, Azadirachtaindica, Cobalt nanoparticles, Green Synthesis 
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ISOLATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF FUNGAL ENDOPHYTUS FROM 
MEDICINAL PLANR AND THEIR ANTIMICROBIAL AND ANTICANDIAL ACTIVITY 

D. Yadav 
deeptishreeyadav@gmail.com 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Endophytes invade the tissues of living plants and reside between living plant cells. These offer 
remarkable potential for the exploitation of novel and eco-friendly secondary metabolites used in 
medicine, pharmaceutical industry, food industry and agriculture.In past two decades many 
valuable bioactive compounds with antimicrobial, insecticidal, cytotoxic and anticancer activities 
have been successfully obtained from the endophyticfungi.All the plants which were selected for 
the isolation of fungal endophytes are highly medicinal plants and each plant is very useful from 
the medicinal point of view.Gymnemasylvestreis reported to cure cough, dyspnoea, 
ulcersetc.Tinosporacordifolia is a common climbing shrub which is used in medicine, is useful in 
preparation acting as a tonic and aphrodisiac. Rauvolfiaserpentina is used as Tranquilizer. 
Aeglemarmelos is a deciduous sacred tree,every part of the tree is medicinal and useful. 
Azadirachtaindicait is valuable as an antiseptic, used in the treatment of small 
pox..Asparagusracemosus is an excellent safe herbal medicine for ante-natal care. It is useful in 
diarrhoea etc.The main reason for selection of fungal endophytes of medicinal plants in the 
present study is that, number of secondary metabolites is produced by fungal endophytes is more 
than that of any other endophytic microorganism. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
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COPPER NANOPARTICLE IMPREGNATED BIODEGRADABLE POLYMER FILM 

FOR FRUIT PACKAGING 

  A. Khursade, S. Shende, A.Gade & M. Rai 
Nanobiotechnology Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, 

Amravati, Maharashtra, India. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 
India is a second largest producer of fruits and vegetables. Being perishable in nature, there are nearly 
40% losses due to the deterioration of fruits and vegetables by pathogens. This huge loss of spoilage and 
wastage of food is not acceptable as far as concerning Indian economic conditions and population. 
Therefore, there is an extreme need of improving shelf life and quality of perishable foods. Petroleum-
derived polymers have been already in use for this purpose. But, their non-renewable and non-
biodegradable nature paves the need for development of greener alternatives, which includes 
biodegradable polysaccharides films impregnated with nanoparticles (NPs). Nanotechnology (NT) thus 
provides an imperative substitute for this. Copper nanoparticles (CuNPs) are proved to be a potent 
antimicrobial agent against different fruit spoilage fungi like Fusarium oxysporum (MTCC 1755), 
F.culmorum (MTCC 349) , Aspergillus niger (MTCC 4325) etc.In present study we have evaluated the 
effect of biogenic CuNPs impregnated in starch film for the preservation of fruits. CuNPs were synthesized 
using Tinospora cardifolia extract and thus synthesised CuNPswere characterized using UV-Visible 
spectroscopy showed absorbance at 713nm, Zeta Potential measurementwas found to be -22.4mV, 
Nanoparticle Tracking analysis shows average size of 79nm with concentration of 5.24 x 10-7 and FTIR 
spectroscopy reveal the capping of CuNPs.  
The biogenic CuNPs impregnated starch films can be used for fruit wrapping and preservation. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Biogenic CuNPs, Starch film, food spoilage, Nanoparticles 
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EFFICACY OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES AGAINST FUNGI CAUSING 
SUPERFICIAL MYCOSIS AND DEVELOPMENT OF NOVEL ANTIFUNGAL GEL 

N. Anasane, A.Gade and M. Rai 

Nanobiotechnology Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati 
University, Amravati Maharashtra, India. 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Superficial mycosis is a pandemic medical condition which affects population from every age 
group. Antifungal drugs nowadays can only offer to cure the symptoms, not disease. 
Antimicrobial resistance developing in pathogenic microbes is a matter of concern, there is a 
need to develop new and novel nanotechnological strategies to control disease condition. Silver 
nanoparticles are well known for their antimicrobial potential. Synthesis of silver nanoparticles 
was done by eco- friendly biological method. In vitro efficacy of nanoparticles alone and in 
combination with antifungal drug ketoconazole was performed against fungi causing superficial 
mycosis. Formulation of antifungal nanogel effective for superficial mycotic infections was 
formulated using silver nanoparticles. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Silver nanoparticles, biological synthesis, antimicrobial activity, superficial mycosis 
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ANT BIODIVERSITY AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO AGRO- ECOSYSTEM 
FUNCTIONING: A REVIEW  

D.S.Kulkarni 
Department of Zoology, Bharatiya Mahavidyalaya, Amravati 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Among insects ants(order Hymenoptera)are important components of ecosystems. Ants are abundant and 
dominant in agro-ecological systems,most species are carnivorous, omnivorous, predators and some 
species are pests on economical important crop plants. Antsact as ecosystem engineers as good soil 
turners by building tunnels in the ground that allow for increased water infiltration and amount of 
nitrogen in soil. They alter the physical and chemical environmentthrough their effects on plants, 
microorganisms, and other soil organisms. In the present reviewthe diversity and role of ants in 
agroecosystem is discussed mainly from the perspective of the effect of ground-dwelling ants on soil 
processes and function, emphasizing their role as agro-ecosystem engineers.Their role as biological pest 
control is also well-thought-out, by comparing the ability of ant predatorson pest assemblages in different 
agroecosystems. From the present information  certain   gaps  in  the information  on the ants’ role in 
agroecosystem functioning  are also noted. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: antdiversity; agroecosystem; ant predators; soil function 
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SYNTHESIS AND APPLICATION OF SELECTED NANOPARTICLES FOR 
MANAGEMENT OF SOFT ROT OF ZINGIBER OFFICINALE (ROSCOE) 

G. Kulat, P. Ingle, A. Ingle, M. Rai 
Nanobiotechnology Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, 

Amravati, Maharashtra, India, 444602.                                                                                
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

About 60% of Indian population depends solely on agriculture for their livelihood. Ginger is one of the 
important commercial spice crop cultivated in India and worldwide. But, many fungal pathogens like 
Fusarium and Pythium sp. are causing huge loss of yield every year. Traditionally, chemical fungicides 
like benzimidazole and dicarboximide are used in controlling ginger rhizome rot. These fungicides 
are hazardous to human health and environment. Nanotechnology plays an important role in 
controlling different plant pathogenic fungi. Nanotechnology is a field of science deals with synthesis 
and application of materials in the range of nanometers ie. 10-9 meter. Antifungal activity of biologically 
synthesized copper nanoparticles (CuNPs) by Phylanthus emblica (amla) extract was studied against the 
fungal isolate obtained from infected ginger. CuNPs were characterized by UV-Visible spectrophotometry, 
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Zeta potential measurement and Nanoparticle Tracking 
Analysis (NTA). Nanobased fungicide against pathogenic fungi causing ginger soft rot could be formulated 
using biologically synthesized CuNPs. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Nanotechnology, Copper Nanoparticles, Soft rot, Fusarium, Pythium 
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UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM PROCESSING OF RAW STARCH DEGRADING 
BACTERIAL ENZYME 

H. D. Bhagat, P.A. Wadegaonkar, V. P. Wadegaonkar 
Department of Biotechnology, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati. 

hiteshbhagat93@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Starch degrading enzymes are among the most important enzymes and they are  used in  many industry for 
different purposes  such as food, fermentation, textile, pharmaceutical and paper industry. The aim of 
current study is to isolate amylase producing bacteria from soil and production of enzyme. The isolation of 
starch degrading bacteria was carried out by serial dilution and plating method. The isolated bacterial 
strain was grown in 100ml flask at 37°C on orbital shaker for 24 hrs for inoculum preparation. The 
bacterial strain was inoculated in 12 litresbubble column reactor. After incubation of 7 days, the medium 
was clarified by centrifuged and then enzyme was partly purified by Ultra filtration and Nanofiltration. 
The enzyme was further characterized for pH optima, temperature optima and Km etc.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: downstream, upstream, amylase, starch, ultra-filtration and nano-filtration 
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INTEGRATED EFFECT OF CHEMICAL AND MECHANICAL TREATMENT ON 
SEED GERMINATION OF SOLANUM SPECIES 

Topale M. P. and Gawande P. A. 
Department of Botany, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati 

mayuri5265@rediffmail.com, prashantagawande@yahoo.co.in 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The giant genus Solanum, with more than 1400 species is distributed worldwide, and it is the largest genus 
in the family Solanaceae. The genus includes important economic plants such as potato (Solanum 
tuberosome L.), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum), eggplant (Solanum melongena). The cultivated as well as 
the wild species from this genus are being extensively used for various breeding studies. However, poor 
seed germination limits use of such species for plant breeding program. Hence present study deals with 
treatments of seeds with various concentrations of plant growth hormone, which showed the acceleration 
in seed germination rate in wild Solanum species under study.  Seeds of S. torvum, S. virginianum, S. 
anguivi and S. khassianum were studied in present analysis. Mechanical seed treatment experiment 
involved scarification of seeds. Whereas, chemical treatment involved soaking of seeds in different 
concentrations of gibberellic acid. Also a combined experiment was set which included use of both 
mechanical and chemical treatment for seeds. Each of these experiments showed a remarkable effect on 
seed germination. Use of gibberellic acid increased the rate of seed germination and scarification of seeds 
proved more effective to increase the seed germination rate. However, combined use of mechanical and 
chemical treatment method remarkably accelerated the seed germination in wild species of Solanum 
proving it as an effective way to increase seed germination rate. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Solanum, seed germination, scarification, gibberellic acid 
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ANTIUROLITHIATIC POTENTIAL OF A WINTER MUSHROOM “FLAMMULINA 
VELUTIPES” 

S. Garde and A. Patil 
Secondary Metabolites Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, 

Amravati, Maharashtra, India, 444602. 
shradhagarde123@gmail.com; anitapatil@sgbau.ac.in 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Nephrolithiasis or renal stone disease remains a significant health problem in the adult population. The 
worldwide incidence of urolithiasis is high,about 80% of urinary calculi are calcium oxalate stones alone 
or calcium oxalate mixed with calcium phosphate. So an easy and herbal source is needed to prevent or 
may treat disease at preliminary level as diet source. (Flammulina veluptipes) an edible mushrooms also 
known as Enokitake or Enokidake are native to China, Japan and Korea. It is known to have a good 
source of nutrients specially protein and fiber.Other than that present study designedfor screening of 
antiurolithiatic potential of aqueous extract of Enoki mushrooms. Invitro experiment of inhibitory potential 
or antiurolithiatic activity ofextract of Flammulina veluptipessignificantly reduced the calcium oxalate 
formation. It showed total phenolic compounds 0.082 mg GAE/g of dry sample and antioxidant potentialof 
50% byDPPHradical scavenging activity assay respectively. The F. velutipes mushrooms have good 
antiurolithiatic activity which can be enhanced using blending with citrus fruits. As this may be used as a 
type of neutraceutical combination possess high antioxidant activity which are highly beneficial for kidney 
stone patients as a health supplement.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords:Nephrolithiasis, Flammulina Veluptipes, Antiurolithiatic Potential, Calcium Oxalate, 
Neutraceutical 
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DIVERSITY OF TIGER BEETLES (COLEOPTERA: CICINDELIDAE) AROUND 

WANI, DIST. YAVATMAL, (M. S.) 

Deshmukh C. K.* and Khamankar D. B. ** 
*Shri Vasantrao Naik Mahavidyalay, Dharni, Dist. Amravati. 

**Department of Zoology, Lokmanya Tilak Mahavidyalaya, Wani 445304(M S). India 
dbkhamankar65@rediffmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The study area, Wani is situated at eastern side of Yavatmal district (M.S.), located at co-ordinates 20007' 
N latitudes and 78095' E longitude. Many coal-mines are located around Wani.  These mines impart their 
effect on the environment which may affect the coleopteran diversity. With this view the tiger beetle 
diversity is studied during January2011to December 2015.Cicindelidae is one of the important families of 
Coleoptera and beetles are commonly called as tiger beetles. The members of this family are natural 
predator at larval as well as adult stages. During the study period five different species of five different 
genus of family Cicindelidae are found which varies in body length from 10mm to 15.5mm and are 
identified with key characters. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key Words: Coleoptera, Cicindelidae, Tiger beetle, Diversity, Coal-mines, Wani. 
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*P.G. Department of Botany, Shri Shivaji College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Akola. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Limoniaacidissima L. of family Rutaceae, is used traditionally for the treatment of constipation, vomiting, 
diabetes, cardiac problem and diuresis. The fruit is used as a cuisine in the preparation of ‘chatni’ in 
villages of Maharashtra. Present study deals with the phytochemical analysis of the fruit of 
Limoniaacidissima L. The study revealed the presence of various phytochemicals like, Alkaloids, 
Flavonoids, Phenolics, Quinones, Proteins and Carbohydrates in the fruit of L. acidissima L. The results 
approve the medicinal importance of Limoniaasidissima L. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words: Limoniaacidissima, Alkaloids, Flavonoids, Phenolics, phytochemicals, etc. 
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ABSTRACT 

Unfortunately, effectiveness of antibiotics is reduced by increasing number of antibiotic resistance 
pathogens. The overuse of it in humans give rise to microorganism resistant to antibiotics. The novel 
therapy is needed to eradicate and prevent antibiotic resistance problem. Antimicrobial agents in the form 
of nanoparticles act with higher efficacy against bacteria, assuming this the action of sulfur nanoparticles 
could enhanced against isolated uropathogens. In the present study, we report ecofriendly and green 
method for the synthesis of sulfur nanoparticles (SNPs) using sodium thiosulfate in presence of leaf extract 
of C. roseus.The SNPs were conjugated with amoxicillin, neomycin and norfloxacin. The synthesized SNPs 
and conjugate were characterized by NTA analysis, Zeta potential analysis, XRD, FTIR, and TEM 
analysis. The phytosynthesized SNPs were spherical, polydispersed with particle size of 50-60 nm. 
Characterization data reveals the successful conjugation of SNPs with antibiotics. Evaluation of 
antibacterial study revealed that SNPs exhibited better bactericidal efficacy against isolates of 
uropathogens. The results revealed that SNPs loaded antibiotics were also effective against uropathogens.  
It can be concluded that the synthesized sulfur nanoparticles can be used as .antibacterial agents after 
thorough experimental trials in animals.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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POPULATION TRENDS OF BIVALVES IN PUS RIVER. 

Khan J.S. and *Kahate P. M. 
Phulsing Naik Mahavidyalaya, Pusad, Dist. Yavatmal. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Pusad tehsil is blessed with Pus river, rich in various fresh water flora and fauna. The following study is 
carried out to identify Bivalves population in the river. Different pockets of water were selected on various 
points of Pus river and population of different species of Bivalves is observed. It was found that the river 
contains L. marginalis as well as different species of Perecia.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Pus river, Bivalves, population trends 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Tinospora cordifolia is commonly known as Guduchi or Gulvel found throughout tropical India, ascending 
to an altitude of 300m. Leaves are well known for their medicinal potential, however during survey of 
North Maharashtra leaves were found to use as vegetable. Leaves were assessed by estimating nutritional 
and medicinal constituents. Estimation of primary nutrients (Lipids, Crude fat, Carbohydrates, Proteins, 
fibres), vitamins (ascorbic acids and carotenoids) and antioxidants (Lycopene, anthocyanin and simple 
phenolics) was done. Minerals were estimated in terms of ash yield. Ash was analyzed quantitatively and 
qualitatively for its mineral constituents. Material was also screened for presence of bioactive molecules.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Wild edible, Nutraceutical Potential, medicinal, Tinospora cordifolia, leaves 
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THE EFFECT OF IPOMOEA QUAMOCLIT L. PLANT EXTRACT ON ECONOMIC 
PERFORMANCE OF SILKWORM, BOMBYX MORI L. 

(Lepidoptera:Bombycidae) 

Pardeshi A. B.*, Barge S. B., Nagre G. J. and Ingle H. 

P. G. Dept. of Zoology, Deogiri College, Aurangabad 
pardeshianilkumar@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The effect of Ipomoea quamoclit L. plant extract were tested against 4th and 5th instar larvae of silkworm 
for improving the performance of growth and cocoon characteristics of silkworm, Bombyx mori L.The 
various concentrations of Ipomoea quamoclit plant extract (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 %) were administered to 
4th and 5th instar silkworm with mulberry. The larval weight, cocoon characteristics were influenced by 
various concentration of plant extract. The intensity of influence was depend on the time and dose 
exposure. The plant extract at 2.5% concentration resulted higher larval growth and increased cocoon 
weight. The mean larval weight, relative growth rate of final instar larvae of Bombyx mori were increased. 
The average pupa weight, shell weight, shell ratio and silk filament length were also increased with this 
supplementation of plant extract over the control. In the present study the plant extract of Ipomoea 
quamoclit have growth promoting effect in silkworm which helps to improve the performance of silk in 
Bombyx mori. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Plant extract, Bombyx mori, parameters. 
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DIRECT AND INDIRECT PLANT REGENERATION FROM INTERNODAL 
EXPLANTS OF RUTA GRAVEOLENS L. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 
Ruta graveolens L. commonly known as Rue is a herbaceous perennial and is widely exploited for its 
bioactive principles which are of high pharmaceutical importance. Direct and indirect organogenesis was 
established from internodal explants on Murashige and Skoog’s medium (MS) supplemented with different 
combinations and concentrations of auxins (Indole Butyric Acid (IBA), 2, 4-Dichlorophenoxy acetic acid 
(2, 4-D), Napthalene Acetic Acid (NAA) and cytokinins (Benzyl Amino Purine (BAP) and Kinetin (KIN). 
Indirect organogenesis via callus phase was obtained from internodal explants on MS full strength 
medium augmented with different concentrations of plant growth regulators. The highest percentage of 
response (81.22±0.50) and highest number of shoots (21.66±0.57) per culture for shoot bud regeneration 
was obtained for the concentration of BAP+IBA (1.5+1.0)mg/l. The same concentration effectively 
increased the number of shoots per culture. Moreover, the direct shoot induction was also established from 
internodal segments. Proliferation of shoots was achieved on MS media fortified with different 
concentrations of plant growth regulators. The highest shoot frequency (74.22±0.69) and the highest 
number of shoots (18.00±1.15) per explant were obtained from BAP+KIN(1.5+1.0)mg/l. Different 
concentrations of indol-3-butyric acid (IBA) and Indole acetic acid (IAA) were used in half strength MS 
medium for in vitro rooting of regenerated shoots. The maximum percentage of rooting (86.10±0.50) and 
the highest number of root formations (7.88±0.19) per shoot were observed on the medium containing 1.0 
mg/l of IAA. Plantlets with well developed root and shoot systems were successfully acclimatized (85%) 
and established in earthen pots. This is the first report that describes direct and indirect organogenesis 
simultaneously from internodal explants.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Key words: Direct organogenesis, indirect organogenesis, Regeneration, Ruta graveolens L. 
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FLY ASH INDUCED PHYSIOLOGICAL AND  MORPHOLOGICAL RESPONSES OF 
GOSSYPIUM ARBOREUM L. AT DIFFERENT DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES. 

Sheikh Ummar1*, S.R. manik2 & N. A. Wagay3 
Department of Botany, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University Amravati444602 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The present study was meticulously channeled to unfurl the brilliance and importance of the fly ash (FA) 
in agriculture. The effect of varying levels of FA on the yield, morphological and  physiological response 
of Gossypium arboreum L. at three growth stages were assessed under field conditions. The experiments 
were carried out in plots of 0.5 sq. meter. The current study showed significant boost in plant biomass, 
height and yield (maximum in T5 and minimum in T0). The concentration of photosynthetic pigments in 
vegetative phase was more in T0 than other treatments excluding T5. The preflowering stage showed 
increase in photosynthetic pigments from T0 to T5, reaching utmost in T5. The postflowering stage showed 
the similar increase in photosynthetic pigments but, the concentration declined than that of preflowering 
phase. The study showed enhanced protein and carbohydrate quantities from T1 to T5, with maximum in T5 
in all the three stages. After postflowering stage reduction in the physiological response was observed 
probably due to the distribution of nutrients at this stage. The accumulation of macro and micro nutrients 
by plants was also raised as the fly ash concentration increased without showing any detrimental effect to 
the plant 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

key words: Agriculture, carbohydrates. fly ash, Gossypium arboretum L., photosynthetic pigments, 
proteins. 
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LOCALIZATION OF NPY IMMUNOREACTIVITY IN THE PROXIMAL AND DISTAL 

INTESTINAL  REGION OF  TELEOST FISH , NOTOPTERUS NOTOPTERUS. 

Tulika  A. Khadse ,Y. A. Gadhikar and M. Deshmukh 
Department of Zoology, Government Vidarbha Institute of Science & Humanities, Amravati (MS),  India. 

tulika.khadse1@gmail.com. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The  purpose of  the present study was to study  the localization of the neuropeptide NPY in   the intestine 
of the teleost fish Notopterus notopterus. The distribution and relative frequency of the endocrine cells in 
the intestine were studied immunocytochemically using Streptavidin biotin peroxidase complex method. 
The tissue was fixed  from the proximal and distal intestine.The NPY immunoreactive (IR) endocrine cells 
were found in the distal intestine at low frequencies  than proximal intestine.All the NPY IR cells were 
stained dark brown color. Numerous tadpole like,elongated ,rod like, spindle shaped ,sac like,pyramid like, 
triangular shaped, ovale and round shaped NPY IR cells were observed in the intestinal mucosal 
epithelium. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Immunocytochemistry ,NPY, Intestine, Teleost,  Notopterus  notopterus 
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PROTECTIVE ROLE OF ALOE BARBADENSISEXTRACTS AGAINST 
ALUMINIUM SULPHATE TOXICITY IN LIVER AND KIDNEY OF RATS 

Gajendra Mahor and *Sharique A Ali  
Department of Biotechnology, Saifia Science College, Bhopal 462001, INDIA 

drshariqali@yaho.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Aloe barbadensisis widely used inAyurvedic, Homoeopathic and Allopathic streams for its marvellous 
medicinal properties. This plant is one of the richest natural sources of health for mammals including 
human beings. The chemistry of the plant has revealed the presence of more than 200 different biologically 
active substances, which include antimicrobial, antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral, activities of the non - 
volatile constituents of the leaf gel. Aloe species are widely distributed in the African and the eastern 
European continents, and are spread almost throughout the world. The genus Aloe has more than 400 
species. The aluminium sulphate induced changes on hepatic and renal oxidative stress in rats were 
studied in varying duration exposed animals, both short and long term.  Biochemical changes along with 
histopathological alterations in soft tissues parenchyma with lymphocytes, such as fibrosis, micro 
vesicular steatosis of the hepatocytes for both and appearance of many phagocytic cells, pyknotic cells 
were observed in exposed animals. Our study as well as studies of other investigators have showed 
significant increase in liver and kidney LPO levels in animals treated with aluminium sulphate while the 
effect was attenuated by the Aloe vera extracts. Also, aluminium caused a significant decrease in 
antioxidant enzyme activity and this effect was reversed in groups treated with Aloe vera extract. 
Treatment with Aloe vera extract significantly reduced the adverse effects related to most of biochemical 
parameters (AST, ALT, triglycerides, total cholesterol, protein, albumin, and creatinine) altered in animals 
treated with aluminium, related to hepatic and renal oxidative stress. Oral administration of Aloe vera 
extract to aluminium treated rats attenuated the deranged histopathological changes significantly. It can 
be concluded from these results that Aloe veraextractprotects against aluminium toxicity and warrants 
more studies for the specific use of the active compounds responsible for their antioxidant effects. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords:Aloe veraextract, Aluminium Toxicity, Hepatic, Kidney, Biochemical parameters 
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EFFECT OF SODIUM FLUORIDE ON HISTOPATHOLOGICALCHANGES IN TESTIS 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Fluoride is considered to be a pollutant to aquatic ecosystem, beyond the normal permissible limits. The 
freshwater weed fishes are very sensitive to the fluoride. The fishes are the major component of food web 
of humans. The freshwater fish Rasbora daniconius were exposed to 100mg/l Sodium fluoride for 
30days to study its effect on histology of gonads. The significant to highly significant histological 
alterations were noted. The testis composed of convoluted mass of seminiferous tubules, which are seen 
oval to irregular in shape in the transvers section of testis of control fishes. The lumen of tubules shows 
various stages of spermatogenesis with large number of evenly distributed sperms. After exposing the fish 
to NaF, agglutination of spermatids and intertubular connective tissue loss was seen. The primary and 
secondary spermatids were found underwent cytolysis, which may affect the fish production.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words: Sodium fluoride, Testis, histopathology,  Rasbora daniconius. 
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NATURAL INGREDIENTS FOR HEALTHY SKIN: GROWING OPTIONS FOR THE 
TREATMENT OF FACIAL HYPERPIGMENTATION USING HERBAL EXTRACTS 

Naima Parveen, Ayesha S.Ali & *Sharique .A Ali.  
P.G. Department of Biotechnology and Zoology, Saifia Science College, Bhopal  

drshariqali@yahoo.com  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Pigment melanin is responsible for imparting color to the skin.Accumulation of excess melanin and its 
distribution leads to serious aesthetic problems of hyperpigmentation. Most common causes of excessive 
melanin production are inflammation caused by sunlight, skin damage, allergic reaction, certain 
medication and rise in progesterone and estrogen hormones during pregnancy. At the present time, facial 
hyperpigmentation disorders are one of the common complaints in adult population of all races. 
Specifically, some women often express a desire to lighten skin tone by achieving improved visible tones, 
reduction in yellowness (or sallow tone), and reduction in the appearance of hyperpigmented spots (age or 
sun spots). Both dermatologists and cosmetologists are searching for long-term topical skin care solutions 
to address the problems presented by skin hyperpigmentation. Traditional depigmenting agents, such as 
hydroquinone, corticosteroids, and kojic acid, although highly effective, can raise several safety concerns 
such as ochronosis, atrophy, carcinogenesis, and other local or systemic side effects with long-term 
exposures. Hence, there is a need of better tolerated, yet effective, natural skin lightening agents that could 
be efficiently utilized by a wider population. An understanding of the benefits of fewnatural and botanical 
extracts has led to the investigation of several potential compounds in order to develop new products to 
address pigmentation problems. Active compounds isolated from plants, such as arbutin, aloesin, gentisic 
acid, flavonoids, hesperidin, kojic acid, arbutin, licorice, niacinamide, yeast derivatives, and several 
polyphenols, inhibit melanogenesis without melanocytotoxicity by different mechanisms, not properly 
understood till date. Further advancement in treatments using these  natural products as well as several 
other  related derivatives isolated from various plants are required in order to get complete recovery of 
hyperpigmention with decreased possibility of side effects.The present communication is an attempt to 
address issues related to the treatment options of hyper pigmentary disorders using nature’s treasures. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words: Hyperpigmentation, dermatology, depigmenting agent, botanical, melanogenesis 
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ANTIULCER POTENTIAL OF ANNONA RETICULATE LINN. IN EXPERIMENTAL 
ANIMAL. 
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ABSTRACT 

The present study has been undertaken to investigate the anti-ulcer activity of Annona reticulate leaves 
extract in rats. Rats are divided into 6 groups with 6 animals in each. In ethanol induced ulcer model, 
extract or reference or vehicle was administered to 24 hours fasted rats, after 30 min, 50% alcohol was 
administered. After one hour, rats were sacrificed and ulcer index and related parameters were 
determined. Annona reticulate (100, 200 and 400 mg/kg doses) and Omeprazole (20mg/kg) has shown 
significant decrease in ulcer index, acid volume and content and showed improvement in pH when 
compared with reference control. Therefore,with the help of ethanolic extract of leaves of Annona 
reticulate and anti- oxidant DPPH assay showed antiulcer activity and is a potent anti-ulcer agent. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key Words:- Anti-ulcer, ethanol, omeprazole, DPPH assay, ulcer index. 
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ENICOSTEMMA AXILLARE 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________  

ABSTRACT 

The present study was carried out to evaluate the antipyretic, antimicrobial activity and also to screen the 
phytochemicals present in Enicostemma axillare powder. Herbal medicine has become an item of global 
importance both medicinal and economical. The herbal medicines has increased, their quality, safety and 
efficiency are serious concerns in industrialized and developing countries. The herbal medicines decreases 
the side effects of allopathic drugs. Disk diffusion method was used to study the antimicrobial activity 
against staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli. The phytochemicals was screened by different chemical 
test. Chemical test confirms the presence of various phytochemicals like Alkaloids, Glycosides and 
Carbohydrates. In this study we concluded that the Enicostemma axillare tablet showed good antipyretic 
and antimicrobial activity, and it may be attributed due to the presence of phytochemicals it may be used 
as antipyretic agent. The present research has been undertaken with the aim to formulate and evaluate the 
herbal antipyretic tablet containing Enicostemma axillare. The tablet was formulated using Lactose, 
Starch, Sodium Chloride, Tartrazine and passes all the physicochemical parameters. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Antipyretic activity, Antimicrobial activity, Enicostemma axillare. herbal medicine, natural 
source 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Global Warming is the average rise in temperature of earth which is mainly attributed to the increasing 
phenomenon of green house effect. Global warming also leads to rise in Mosquitoes . Mosquitoes are 
responsible for life threatening diseases like Malaria, Dengue, Chikunguniya, yellow fever, filariasis, 
Japanese encephalitis etc which remains a major source of death world wide. Malaria is the most 
commonest and major parasitic infections of Public Health interest through out the globe. Thus the world 
wide threat of mosquito transmitted diseases demands the need for effective mosquito repellents. Mosquito 
repellents are important tools for prevention of dreadful diseases as well as uncomfortable painful bites .In 
recent years, concerns about the potential side effects or adverse health effects of uncontrolled use of 
synthetic or chemical mosquito repellents have increased. So Ecofriendly Mosquito Repellents is need of 
hour. Herbal or plant based alternative source of Mosquito repellent agent have gained much popularity, 
increased interest  and recognition owing to easy availability and less environmental impact  as these 
products are safe.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words : Global Warming , Mosquitoes, Malaria, Ecofriendly Mosquito Repellents, Safe. 
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EMERGING ROLE OF NANOTECHNOLOGY IN THE TREATMENT OF 
DERMATOLOGICAL DISORDERS 

Ishrat Naaz and  Sharique A. Ali*  
Post Graduate Department of Biotechnology, Saifia Science College, Bhopal  

drshariqali@yahoo.com  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The skin is the largest organ of the human body and performs several critical functions: Itprotects the body 
from the external environment, serving as both a first line of defenceagainst the entry of chemicals and 
microorganisms as well as providing a barrier to the lossof fluids and salts and helps regulate body 
temperature.Being the most exposed part to the external environment, it is more prone to the ill-effects of 
radiation and ultraviolet rays. Any pathology involving the skin is a matter of cosmetic concern. Since the 
systemic treatment for dermatological problems comes with its potential adverse effects, topical 
application is the preferred mode due to higher patient compliance and satisfaction.It is anticipated that 
nanotechnology will be the fastest growing area for the maintenance of skin health, as well as for the 
diagnosis and management of cutaneous disease.Nanoparticles have great potential in topical drug 
deliveryfields because of their increased surface area and ability toenhance the permeation of drugs into 
the skin. Researchers have explored the use of nanotechnology,specifically nanoparticles as drug delivery 
systems for topical applications. Use of phytocompound based nanoformulation adds additional advantage 
to this strategy as its safe and cost effective as well. Research team in our laboratory have recently 
demonstrated that phytocompounds extract from various plants (Aloe vera, Arachis hypogea, Oscimum 
sanctum, Glycyrriza glabra, Citrus sinensis,Nigella sativa, Withania sominifera, Ficus carica, Curcuma 
longa, Psoraliya corilifolica, Berberis vulgaris etc.) have great  potential regulate melanogenesis using 
various animal model. Therefore, it is implication of nanotechnology to synthesize phytocompound based 
nanoparticles for topical application, which will give new direction to ongoing pigment cell research. It 
will contribute to improving the quality of life of patients and advance the search for a truly effective 
treatment of dermatological disorders. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Key words: Nanotechnology, nanoparticles, dermatological disorders, phytocompounds. 
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SYNTHESIS AND APPLICATION OF SELECTED NANOPARTICLES FOR 
MANAGEMENT OF SOFT ROT OF ZINGIBER OFFICINALE (ROSCOE) 

Gopal Kulat, Pramod Ingle, Avinash Ingle & Mahendra Rai 
Nanobiotechnology Laboratory, Department of Biotechnology, SGB Amravati University, Amravati 

_____________________________________________________________________________________                                        

ABSTRACT 

About 60% of Indian population depends solely on agriculture for their livelihood. Ginger is one of the 
important commercial spice crop cultivated in India and worldwide. But, many fungal pathogens like 
Fusarium and Pythium sp. are causing huge loss of yield every year. Traditionally, chemical fungicides 
like benzimidazole and dicarboximide are used in controlling ginger rhizome rot. These fungicides 
are hazardous to human health and environment. Nanotechnology plays an important role in 
controlling different plant pathogenic fungi. Nanotechnology is a field of science deals with synthesis 
and application of materials in the range of nanometers ie. 10-9 meter. Antifungal activity of biologically 
synthesized copper nanoparticles (CuNPs) by Phylanthus emblica (amla) extract was studied against the 
fungal isolate obtained from infected ginger. CuNPs were characterized by UV-Visible spectrophotometry, 
Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), Zeta potential measurement and Nanoparticle Tracking 
Analysis (NTA). Nanobased fungicide against pathogenic fungi causing ginger soft rot could be formulated 
using biologically synthesized CuNPs. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Nanotechnology, Copper Nanoparticles, Soft rot, Fusarium, Pythium 
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ASSESSMENT OF IN VITRO ANTACID ACTIVITY OF FOENICULUM VULGARE, 
CORIANDRUM SATIVUM AND LEPTOSPERMUM SCOPARIUM BY A MODIFIED 

ARTIFICIAL STOMACH MODEL 

Ankush S. Andhare, Sanjiv M. Patil* 
Department of Biochemistry, Shri Shivaji College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Akola (MS) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
ABSTRACT 

Some plants and fruits may consist of pharmaceutical ingredients suitable to treat certain diseases such as 
stomach acidity. Our aim was to verify the claim that extract of Foeniculum vulgare, Coriandrum sativum 
and Leptospermum scoparium can be used as an alternative for neutralizing stomach acidity. Therefore, 
for this purpose, the antacid activity of these aqueous extracts was evaluated by using artificial stomach 
model. This modified model of artificial stomach is useful for the determination of duration of consistent 
neutralization of the artificial gastric acid. The pH of these aqueous extracts and its neutralizing effect on 
artificial gastric acid was determined and compared with water and the active control sodium 
bicarbonate. The neutralization capacity in vitro was determined with the classical titration method. All 
treatments including that of aqueous extracts and sodium bicarbonate showed significant acid neutralizing 
effects when compared with water. The duration for consistent neutralization and antacid capacities of 
extract of F. vulgare (172 ± 6 min), C. sativum (154 ± 5 min) and L. scoparium (118 ± 3.5 min) were 
significantly higher than that of water (108 ± 4 min). The aqueous extract of F. vulgare, C. sativum and L. 
scoparium was consistently active in the artificial stomach model and possesses potent antacid effects.   
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Key Words : Foeniculum vulgare, Coriandrum sativum ,Leptospermum scoparium, artificial stomach 
model,antacid activity, 
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Prithviraj Sadar &   Nikhilesh Kulkarni 
Microbiology Research Laboratory, Department of Microbiology, R. A. College, Washim 

prithvi_sadar@rediffmail.com, nskulkarni29@rediffmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Endophytes are the microbe that includes Bacteria, Fungi and Actinomycetes that colonize in internal 
plants tissues devoid of any immediate over negative effects on host plants. Endophytes of medicinal plants 
are the unique source of bioactive compounds for Pharmaceutical, Leather, Detergents, Agriculture and 
textile importance. However their trait of producing the digestive enzymes has scarcely exploited.  Hence, 
in the present investigation microbial endophytes were isolated from different plant parts of matured 
Emblica officinalis (L).All the Bacterial, Fungal and Actinomycetes endophytes were identified and further  
evaluate for  Amylase, Protease and Lipase production. The enzyme activity of endophytic microorganism 
was determined by substrate digestion on solid medium adopting spot inoculation method. The study 
indicates that microbial endophytes viz. bacteria, fungi and actinomycetes existed in different plant parts 
of Emblica officinalis(L).The outcome of the study is   also progressive  for the ability of  isolated 
endophytes to produce digestive  enzymes ,these indicates the possible opening to use isolated endophytes 
as production strain  for  human digestive enzymes production in an  industry  over  hurting the  plant 
resources . 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Endophytes, Extracellular Enzyme, Substrate digestion, Emblica officinalis. 
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A REVIEW ON ROLE OF NANOTECHNOLOGY BASED APPLICATIONS IN 
BIOTECHNOLOGY 

Muneshwar S. Bisen1 and Raju U. Gadpayle2 
1Dept. of Physics, YashwantraoChawhan College, Lakhandur 

2Dept of Microbiology, YashwantraoChawhan College, Lakhandur, Dist. Bhandara 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Nanotechnology, has been developing as a pivotal area of science with multitude of applications in diverse 
fields ranging from Medicine, Biotechnology, Environmental science, Computer sciences, Chemical 
Sciences, Physical sciences, etc. At nanoscale, that is a natural or artificially constructed material at 
nanoscale dimensions, have fundamentally different physical, chemical, and biological properties which 
can be exploited for an extremely wide range of novel applications from astrophysics to genetic 
engineering and biotechnology. The advances in nanotechnology have enriched biological sciences by 
finding several new applications. The modern methods use nanomaterials for development of GMO foods, 
Microorganisms, plants and animals modified to carry novel genes, proteins or therapeutics by using 
nanoparticles as DNA-carriers. The nanoparticles have also been used as carriers for therapeutic drugs or 
molecules. The uses of microfluidic systems and sensors have been another aspect of nanotechnology 
based applications in biological sciences.  Thus, the nanotechnology has provideda solid platform to 
various aspects of biological science and technology. In this review, nanoparticles types such as 
nanospheres, nanorods, nanoshells and nanocages, their synthesis, and their roles in biological sciences 
with particular emphasis on biotechnology are discussed. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Key Words: Nanotechnology, Nanoparticles, Biotechnology, Genetic Engineering, Biosensor  
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A REVIEW ON INDIAN FRESH WATER ZOOPLANKTON 

Ingole P. A.  and R.A. Gulhane 
S.S.S.K.R. Innani Mahavidyalaya Karanja(Lad), Dist. Washim  

pornimaingole2020@gmail.com 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Global human population growth rate increasing rapidly and has significant impact on natural resources. 
It reduces the natural water quality. Assessment of zooplankton gives valuable information about the 
management and restoration of aquatic ecosystem. Zooplanktons are minute aquatic creature that plays 
an important role in the aquatic food web by providing crucial source of food to a number of aquatic 
animals especially for fishes. Some of the zooplankton groups act as pollution indicator. Zooplankton 
communities are typically diverse and occur in almost all type of aquatic habitat. Zooplankton 
communities are highly sensitive to environmental variation, their growth and distribution is depends on 
some biotic and abiotic factors. As a result, change in their abundance, and species diversity or 
community composition, can provide important indications of environmental variation. The present review 
is an attempt to list out Indian freshwater zooplankton in a single platform. 

 ________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keyword: review, zooplankton, abundance, diversity, India 
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ISOLATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF INDOLE ACETIC ACID (IAA) 
PRODUCING BACTERIA FROM RHIZOSPHERIC SOIL AND ITS EFFECT ON 

GROWTH OF COTTON PLANT. 

*Warkhade B B., Tapre D S., Dhoka H U., Prashar K. 

Department of Biotechnology, Badrinarayan Barwale Mahavidyalaya, Jalna (MS).India 431213 
Warkhade.bala@gmailcom 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Auxins is one of the most important phytohormones enhances the root architecture, nutrient acquisition 
and plant growth. The present work deals with the isolation, screening, characterization and identification 
of Indole acetic acid (IAA) producing bacteria from the rhizospheric soil.  Out of twelve IAA producing 
isolates four were selected as efficient producer (I1, I2, I3 and I4). Based on morphological and 
biochemical charectrization these isolates were identified as Pseudomonas fluorescens (I1), 
Staphylococcus aureus(I2), Bacillus Subtilis(I3) and E.coli (I4)  Optimization of IAA production was 
carried out at different cultural conditions of PH and temperature with varying media components such as 
carbon source, nitrogen source and tryptophan concentrations. Effect of all four isolates on cotton plants 
growth was studied by pot experiment. Result of pot assay indicate that all the isolates including 
consortium significantly increased the root and shoot weight as well as root and shoot length over the 
control. The study suggests that IAA producing bacteria used as efficient biofertilizers inoculants to 
promote plant growth. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Auxins, Optimization, Tryptophan, Cotton. 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF POWER 

OPERATED GROUNDNUT DECORTICATOR 

V.G.Kothalkar1, S.N.Dongardive2*, P.D.Naitam3 &R.R.Gajbhiye4 
College Of Agriculture Engineering and Technology, Jalgaon (Jamod), Maharashtra, India 

* snehaldongardive28@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Present work entitled “Design, development and performance evaluation of power operated groundnut 

decorticator.” To design concave sieve of groundnut decorticator various physical parameters of 

groundnut pods and seeds were studied to design concave sieve. Overall dimension of main frame are 

1400×320×820. Electric motor, Pulley and belts are use for power transmission. The performance 

evaluation of power operated groundnut decorticator was evaluated at different clearances between 

decorticating lever and concave sieve. Broken seed were 13.96% at 12 mm clearance and losses were 

21.06% at 7 mm clearance Decorticating efficiencies were 97.78% at 12 mm clearance and 98.43% at 7 

mm Clearance. Cleaning efficiency was 85.71% at 12 mm clearance and 78.93 at 7 mm clearance. 

Cleaning efficiency decreases with decreasing clearance. Input capacity was 45 kg/hr at 12mm clearance 

and 40 kg/hr at 7mm clearance. Output capacity was 28.75 kg/hr at 12 mm clearance and 25.44 kg/hr at 7 

mm clearance. Input and output capacities were decreased with clearance. Seed recovery range was 

79.07% at 12mm clearance and 73.29% at 7 mm clearance. Seed recovery range was decreased with 

clearance. Capacity utilization was 63.88% at 12mm clearance and 63.60% at 7 mm clearance. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Decortication, clearance, broken seed, capacity, seed recovery range etc. 
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TAXONOMIC STUDY OF FRESHWATER MOLLUSCS ALONG THE SELECTED 
SITES OF GODAVARI RIVER OF WESTERN MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 

N.G. Shinde1 & P.P. Joshi2 

1. Dept. of Zoology, K.J. Somaiya College, Kopargaon, Dist. Ahmednagar, Maharashtra, PIN431001 
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ABSTRACT 

‘Godavari River’ originates at ‘Triambakeshwar’ in Nasik & empties in Bay of Bengal. It is about 1,450 

Km (900 miles) long. The Godavari River is a major waterway in India, next to Ganges and Indus rivers. 

The river traverses a distance of 694 km through Maharashtra. Freshwater ecosystems are among the 

highest used, depended upon and exploited by humans for sustainability and well-being. The dependence 

on water and other resources in this environment has placed enormous pressures on the ecosystem 

worldwide resulting in direct impacts to species diversity and populations. While ecosystem assessments 

are broad based, the actual impacts of change can be understood from the status of species in those 

ecosystems. The freshwater ecosystem supports various orders of animals, plants and fungi, contributing 

to a quarter of vertebrate diversity and almost as much of invertebrate diversity described to date. 

Freshwater molluscs are essential to the maintenance of wetland ecosystems, primarily due to their control 

of water quality and nutrient balance through filter-feeding, algal-grazing and, to a lesser degree, as a 

food source for predators including a number of fish species, and in some parts of the world they compose 

a significant food resource, especially for the rural poor. In the current investigation following native 

freshwater molluscs were found, which include ten gastropod species and four Pelecypod (Bivalve) species 

were identified which are, Gastropods: 1) Bellama bengalensis 2) Bellama dissimilis 3) Thiara scabra 4) 

Melanoides tuberculata 5) Terebia lineata 6) Terebia granifera 7) Lymnaea acuminate 8) Lymnaea luteola 

9) Physa acuta and 10)Endoplanorbis exustus. Bivalves: 1) Lamellidens corrianus 2) Laellidens 

marginalis 3) Pareysia corrugata and 4) Corbicula striatella.  

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words: Godavari river, freshwater molluscs 
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COMPARATIVE STUDIES ON SUSCEPTIBILITY AND OCCLUSION BODY YIELD 
OF BOMBYX MORI NUCLEOPOLYHEDROVIRUS (BMNPV) IN TWO CELL LINES 

Qureshi*, S. O., Jha1, A.K., Shinkhede2, M. M. & Suryawanshi*, J. G.  
*Dept. of Zoology, Adarsha Sc., J.B. Arts & Birla Commerce College, Dhamangaon Rly. District Amravati  
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Availability of highly susceptible insect cell lines is a major bottleneck in study of baculovirus replication 
and production of recombinant viruses. The present study compares susceptibilities of two cell lines viz. 
DZNU-Bm-1 and NIAS-MB-19 to Bombyx mori nucleopolyhedrovirus (BmNPV). At early stages of 
infection, hypertrophy of nuclei, cell aggregation and adherence of cells to the bottom of the culture flask 
were observed in Bm-1. MB-19 cells showed hypertrophy of nuclei. Mature OBs were seen in the nuclei of 
infected cells of Bm-1 by 66 h.p.i. while in MB-19 cells mature OBs were observed after 78 h.p.i. At 
passage I of BmNPV, the infection rate was slightly higher in Bm-1 cells. Bm-1 cells exhibited a yield of 23 
OBs/cell while MB-19 cells showed a yield of 13 OBs/cell. In view of better figures of percentage infection 
and yield of OBs/cell, Bm-1 appears to be more suited for production of recombinant BmNPV as well as 
production of proteins of human interest than MB-19 cell line. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Bombyx mori, BmNPV infection, DZNUBm1, susceptibility 
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STUDY ON AVIFAUNA ASSOCIATED WITH PALASH (BUTEA MONOSPERMA), 
AMRAVATI DISTRICT IN MAHARASHTRA 

1 Wagh, G. A., 2Qureshi, H., 3Wagh, S. & 4Borode, N. 

Department of Zoology,Shri Shivaji Science College, Amravati, Maharashtra, India. 
gajuwagh252424@rediffmail.com , hayatsays@gmail.com, shrishubhamwagh@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Butea monosperma is a native of Indian subcontinent and Southeast Asia, which is widely distributed 
throughout India, Burma, Myanmar, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia and Ceylon. It is a tree of tropical and 
sub-tropical climate. Found moderate sized deciduous tree and grows on the wide variety of soils, 
popularly known as 'Dhak' or 'Palash' in India, commonly known as ‘Flame of forest’. Acquiring many 
qualities it is rightly selected as the State Flower of Uttar Pradesh as well as Jharkhand. The study was 
undertaken during January 2017- February 2018 in Amravati District of Maharashtra state in India. For 
this study 10 sites were selected in Amravati area including Melghat. Observations were done from 7:00 
am to 10:00 am and 4:00 pm to 6 pm. Direct observations were made by using Nikon 10x50 mm 
Binocular. The study was supported with photographs taken by D 90 Nikon DSLR Camera and Nikon 80-
400 mm Zoom lens. Coordinates of study sites were recorded by Garmin GPS 60. Observations indicated 
that the bird species were attracted towards the flowers of Butea monosperma for the purpose of nectar 
and insects. The birds were used this plant species for nesting and roosting also. A total of 91 avian 
species belonging to 36 families were found associated with Butea monosperma either for feeding, 
roosting and nesting. The maximum species (13) belonged to family Muscicapidae followed by Corvidae 
(11), Sylviidae (9), Accipitridae (8), Cuculidae (7), Columbidae (6), Sturnidae (5) and Passeridae (4). It 
was concluded that the flowers of Butea monosperma serves as a food for the local as well as migratory 
forest avifauna and tree is used by birds for roosting and nesting purpose. It is ecologically important 
plant species because of its dry resistant feature and also helps in controlling soil erosion. Therefore, it is 
very useful plant species ecological point of view and Avifauna diversity concerned.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Avifauna, Palash, Butea monosperma, Amravati District, Melghat,Maharashtra 
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TAXONOMIC OBSERVATION OF CESTODE GENUS  POLYONCHOBOTHRIUM 
HAMMERATA FROM FRESH WATER FISH CHANNA MARULIUS IN WAN RIVER 

AND IT’S TRIBUTORIES (M.S) INDIA 

Khade,  R.N. & Dabhade, D.S.  
R.A. Arts, Shri M. K. Commerce and Shri S. R. Rathi Science Mahavidhyalaya, Washim ,India. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The present investigation deals with the systematic observation of pseudophyllidean tapeworm 
Polyonchobothrium hammerata Sp.nov. from freshwater fish Channa marulius (F.Hamilton,1822) at Wari 
(Hanuman) Tehsil Telhara Dist Akola (M.S.) India. The worm come closer to all species of genus Senga in 
general topography of organs but differs due to the remarkable scolex, the scolex hammer shaped. 
Rostellum with rostellar hooks.The testes are small, circular in structure, 2932 in number,arranged in 
circular manner from apical disc. The cirrus thin present in cirrus pouch. The vas deferens is medium. The 
vagina and cirrus pouch both open common in opening known as genital pore, which is small, oval in 
shape. The vagina is a thin tube, starting from the genital pore. The ovary is large, bilobed. The vitellaria 
are follicular,Gravid proglottids are four to five times broader than long. Uterus Sac having eggs. Eggs 
oval, nonoperculated. Uterine pore oval. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Channa marulius 
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BIRDS ASSOCIATED WITH RED SILK-COTTON PLANT (Bombax ceiba Linn), 
AMRAVATI DISTRICT IN MAHARASHTRA 
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ABSTRACT 

Bombax ceiba Linn is a beautiful plant species. B. ceiba Linn.  is a native of Indian subcontinent and 
Southeast Asia. It is commonly known as Red silkcotton, Semal or Katesawar   in India. B. ceiba Linn. 
belonging to the family Bombacaceae is a large, deciduous tree growing wild on the roadsides, forest and 
bunds of agricultural land. It flowers from January to March.  The flowers are large, sturdy, red colored, 
numerous, fascicled near branchends. Flowers start opening after midnight and remain till the morning. 
Being ornithophilous, the flowers are adapted by the presence of hard flowerwall, stiff filaments, well
protected ovary, abundant nectar, good capillary system bringing nectar up or preventing its flowing out of 
a deep tube and absence of odor. The study was undertaken during February 2017 February2018 in 
Amravati District of Maharashtra state including Melghat. For this study five sites were selected in 
Amravati area. Observations were done from 7:00 am to 10:00 am and 4:00 pm to 6 pm. Direct 
observations were made by using Nikon 10x50 mm Binocular. The study was supported with photographs 
taken by D 90 Nikon DSLR Camera and Nikon 80400 mm Zoom lens. Coordinates of study sites were 
recorded by Garmin GPS 60. Observations showed that the bird species were attracted towards the flowers 
of B. ceiba Linn for the purpose of nectar and insects. The birds were also used this plant species for 
nesting and roosting. A total of 75 bird species belonging to 26 families were associated with B. ceiba Linn 
either for feeding, roosting and nesting. The maximum species (11) belonged to family Corvidae followed 
by Sylviidae (09), Muscicapidae (8), Accipitridae (7), Cuculidae (6), Columbidae (5), Sturnidae (5) and 
Passiridae (4). It was observed that the flowers of B. ceiba Linn serves as a food for the local as well as 
migratory bird community and also large tree and its branches used by birds for roosting and nesting 
purpose. From the other side, birds playing important role in pollination of this plant species. Therefore, B. 
ceiba Linn plant species showed strong association with Avifauna.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords Birds, Flower, Bombax ceiba Linn,, Melghat, Amravati District, Maharashtra 
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BIOCHEMICAL RESPONSE OF FRESHWATER TELEOST FISH CHANNA 
PUNCTATUS (CHANNIDAE: PERCIFORMES) DURING ACUTE EXPOSURE TO 

PARAQUAT DICHLORIDE. 

aIrfan Ashraf Badroo, bH.P. Nandurkar 
abDepartment of Zoology. Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati. Maharashtra444602. India. 

irfanashraf419@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The quality of the water is altered due to constant flow of agriculture effluents in water bodies making it 
unfit for aquatic life particularly to the fishes. In order to determine the effect of herbicides on 
environment, Paraquat dichloride (1, 1'-Dimethyl-4, 4'-bipyridinium dichloride) belonging to family of 
redox-active heterocycles was used to assess the toxicity on edible fish Channa punctatus (Family: 
Channidae, Order: Perciformes), as fishes can serve as bio indicators of environmental pollution. Renewal 
acute toxicity test was performed on Channa punctatus to calculate LC50 of paraquat dichloride by 
Finney’s Probit Analysis (1971).LC50 values determined were 93.36, 82.22, 67.93 and 65.87 mg/L for 24, 
48, 72 and 96 hours respectively using wide range exposure of paraquat dichloride concentrations (30, 60, 
90,120,150 mg/L).The present work aimed to determine the effect of acute toxicity of commercial 
formulation paraquat dichloride 32.93 mg/L (LC50/2of 96 hrs) on biochemical parameters of Channa 
punctatus (Bloch) after every 24hrs interval upto 96hrs. Lipid profile get altered in experimental groups 
with significant (P<0.05) elevation in serum total lipids, phospholipids, low density lipoproteins (LDL), 
total cholesterolbut significant (P<0.05) decline in Triglycerides, high density lipoprotein (HDL), very low 
density lipoprotein (VLDL) than the reference groups. These parameters suggest that fish became 
hyperlipidemic and hypercholesterolemic. Increase in level of phospholipids suggests the changes/damage 
role of herbicide on cell membrane. In conclusion, acute exposure to paraquat dichloride induced 
biochemical alterations in Channa punctatus, making fish weak and vulnerable to diseases. Alterations in 
serum parameters provides nonspecific biomarkers in herbicide contamination of aquatic ecosystem and 
offers a simple tool to elevate toxicity derived alterations. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Paraquat dichloride, Channa punctatus, Acute toxicity, Acute concentration, lipid profile 
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STUDY OF SEED PROTEIN PROFILING IN KASHMIRI COMMON BEAN 
CULTIVARS 
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              Molecular Biology Laboratory, Department of Botany, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, 

Amravati 444602, Maharashtra State, India. 
varshanathar@sgbau.ac.in 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The present study was undertaken to evaluate the genetic diversity among common bean cultivars from 
Kashmir on the basis of seed storage proteins as these are rich in proteins. Eight cultivars i.e. Brown Bean 
(B1), Surbhi (B2), Contender (B3), Beans French Yellow (B4), Kentucky Wonder (B5), Laffa (B6), Early 
Master Beans (B7) and Painted Lady (B8) of Common beans were characterized using SDS-PAGE. The 
cultivars showed differences in the banding pattern and staining intensities. The highest number of bands 
i.e. 7 (seven) were observed in Brown Beans (B1) and lowest number of protein bands, i.e. 3 (three) in 
Beans French Yellow (B4) and Kentucky Wonder (B5). The regions were divided as per band intensity. The 
genetic diversity observed among the cultivars could help in breeding programmes in near future. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: - Morphological characters, Phaseolus  vulgaris. L., Seed Proteins (SDS-PAGE). 
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 PREPARATION AND EVALUATION OF ANTIPYRETIC TABLET FROM 
ENICOSTEMMA AXILLARE 

D. Mohan1, S. S. Javed2 & Panpaliya N.3 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________  

ABSTRACT 

The present study was carried out to evaluate the antipyretic, antimicrobial activity and also to screen the 
phytochemicals present in Enicostemma axillare powder. Herbal medicine has become an item of global 
importance both medicinal and economical. The herbal medicines has increased, their quality, safety and 
efficiency are serious concerns in industrialized and developing countries. The herbal medicines decreases 
the side effects of allopathic drugs. Disk diffusion method was used to study the antimicrobial activity 
against staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli. The phytochemicals was screened by different chemical 
test. Chemical test confirms the presence of various phytochemicals like Alkaloids, Glycosides and 
Carbohydrates. In this study we concluded that the Enicostemma axillare tablet showed good antipyretic 
and antimicrobial activity, and it may be attributed due to the presence of phytochemicals it may be used 
as antipyretic agent. The present research has been undertaken with the aim to formulate and evaluate the 
herbal antipyretic tablet containing Enicostemma axillare. The tablet was formulated using Lactose, 
Starch, Sodium Chloride, Tartrazine and passes all the physicochemical parameters. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Antipyretic activity, Antimicrobial activity, Enicostemma axillare. herbal medicine, natural 
source 
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ANTICLASTOGENIC ACTIVITY OF FLAVONOID RICH EXTRACT OF CASSIA 

AURICULATA LINN. ON EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL . 

V.V Paithankar, S.M .Kewatkar *  & Aayesha Rabiya , 
Vidyabharati college of pharmacy camp road Amravati 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In the present investigation, four groups of six Swiss albino mice in each group were used. Excepting for 
the first group all the remaining groups were treated with CP (50 mg/kg). Mice of third and fourth group 
were treated with ethyl acetate extract of C. auriculata Linn. at 100 mg/kg and 200 mg/kg with CP. 
Metaphase of bone marrow cells of all animals were analyzed for qualitative and quantitative 
chromosomal aberrations. Break, fragment, deletion, Polyploidy, pulverized, ring and total aberration 
were observed. Flavonoids rich extracts of root of C. auriculata Linn. provided significant protection (P < 
0.05) against CP induced chromosomal aberration. Total chromosomal aberration was found to be 12.16 
and 7.33% in 100 and 200 mg/kg of extract treated animals respectively. From the present study it can was 
observed that ethyl acetate extract of C. auriculata Linn possess significant anti-mutagenic potential 
against CP induced chromosomal aberration. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Bone marrow cells, Cassia auriculata Linn., cyclophosphamide 
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______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The present study has been undertaken to investigate the anti-ulcer activity of Annona reticulate leaves 

extract in rats. Rats are divided into 6 groups with 6 animals in each. In ethanol  induced ulcer model, 

extract or reference or vehicle was administered to 24 hours  fasted rats, after 30 min, 50% alcohol was 

administered. After one hour, rats were sacrificed and ulcer index and related parameters were 

determined. Annona reticulate (100, 200 and 400 mg/kg doses) and Omeprazole (20mg/kg) has shown 

significant decrease in ulcer index, acid volume and content and showed improvement in  pH when 

compared with reference control. Therefore,with the help of ethanolic extract of leaves of Annona 

reticulate and anti- oxidant DPPH assay showed antiulcer activity and is a potent anti-ulcer agent. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key Words:- Anti-ulcer, ethanol, omeprazole, DPPH assay, ulcer index. 
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“INVESTIGATION, FORMULATION AND EVALUATION OF ANTIDIABETIC 
TABLET OF PUNICAGRANATUM PEEL” 

Ghodke A. D.* 
Rajarshi Shahu College Of Pharmacy, Buldana (Maharashtra) 

amolghodke.rscp@gmail.com 
______________________________________________________________________________________  

ABSTRACT 

The present study was aimed to formulate & evaluate the antidiabetic potential of Punicagranatum peels 
waste. Hyperglycaemia is the most common metabolic endocrine disorder. It is the chronic condition in 
which blood glucose level is elevated than normal due to the improper insulin production in body or due to 
insulin resistance, high blood glucose level and low blood glucose level leads to diabetic condition. 
Alopathic treattment for diabeties melitus is too costly so focus on herbal medicines is necessory. 
Pomegranate peels or rind are consider as an waste material these peels consists of numerous important 
active chemical constituents such as flavonoids, vitamins and minerals. The main principle active chemical 
constituents including punicalagin, punicalin, Beta-cetosterol and valoneic acid dilactone (VDA) from 
pomegranate peels powder shows potent antidiabetic activity in alpha- amylase and aldose reductase. 
Punicagranatum peels extract have  stability problem than other dosage form by converting it into tablet 
dosage form. We enhance their acceptability, eligance and patient complience. Manufacturing of tablets 
done on the basis of optimized batch obtained from preformulation study on lab level tablet 
press(CEMACH) by wet granulation method. Evaluations tests performed on tablets such as Hardness, 
Weight variation, friability, disintegration test etc, and for animal testing. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords:  punicagranatum, antidiabetic, valoneic acid dilactone (VDA), Punicalin, Punicalagin, herbal 
medicine 
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EVALUATION AND STABILITY OF VITAMINS IN PASSION FRUIT JUICE 

M.D.Game,*A. M.khan* & K.V.Nilakh 
Vidyabharti college of pharmacy camp road, Amravati-444602 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Vitamins are we known group of compounds that are essential for human health these vitamins play 

specific and vital functions in metabolism, and their lack or excess can cause health problem. The food 

that contain the necessary vitamins may loosed during cooking. Therefore, many people required 

multivitamin supplements in the form of tablets or consume milk or other vitamin-fortified beverages to 

supplement their diet. 

The Passion fruit is the fruit of number of plants in the Passiflora family. It is valued for its pronounced 

flavour and aroma which helps not only in producing a high quality squash but also in flavouring product. 

It is an intriguing and mysterious fruit that has a surprising number of health and medicinal benefits .It’s  

juice contain several  vitamins, flavonoids, antioxidants, iron, copper, fiber, and protein. The percentage 

of many of the vitamins is shockingly high and the amount of vitamins and minerals should be currently  

evaluated by different analytical method. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words:- Passion fruit, HPLC, UV-Spectroscopy, Vitamins, Evaluation 
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FORMULATION AND DEVELOPMENT FAST DISINTEGRANTING ORAL FILM 

M.D.Game, V.Khodke* & B. Chandak 
Vidyabharti College of Pharmacy, Amaravati. 

vaibhavkhodke0@gmail.com 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The fast dissolving drug delivery system is advancement for innovative formulation and development. As 

per literature review formulation of fast disintegration and strip with film forming agent as HPMC. To 

impart the disintegration parameter to the film by using synthetic and natural superdisintegrates i.e. pvp  

k30 (synthetic) and fenugreek as a natural superdisintergrants and active as paracetamol drug evaluate 

separately. As per results it is concluded that the used solvent casting method formulation with synthetic 

superdisintegrants shows satisfactory results while natural and combination of both showing moderate 

characteristics. 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words: paracetamol, super disintegrants, fast dissolving oral film, solvent casting method. 
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FtsZ PROTEIN:A NOVEL DRUG TARGET IN THE EraOF EMARGENCE 
OF MULTI-DRUG  RESISTANCE 

V.D.Pendhe 
Sudhakarrao Naik Institute of Pharmacy ,Tq. Pusad, Dist. Yavatmal 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

FtsZ is a prokaryotic cytoskeleton protein,polymerizes to form Z-ring  assemblyWhich play crucial role in 
bacterial cell division,assemble at the center of cell intoDynamic Z-ring and facilitates bacterial 
cytokinesis. Several protein are recruited By FtsZ to the Z-ring to form the complex which play important 
role in the membrane constriction, septum formation and cell division.Previous studies have shown that 
the perturbation of FtsZfunction by natural compound and chemical agent  leads to inhibition of bacterial 
proliferation. Curcumin, a naturally occurring polyphenolic compound  is extracted from the root of 
curcuma longa L..it has been used as important dietary component for the long time. Recently,it has been 
found that curcumin bind to tubulin and inhibits microtubule polymerization. Since FtsZis prokaryotic 
homologs of  tubulin,the effect of curcumin on the assembly dynamics of FtsZ is attractive 
antibacterialdrug target with effective use in MDR bacterial treatment and  cancer research 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Key words;-FtsZ,Z-ring,bacterial proliferation,curcumin,tubulin,microtubule,MDR,cancer 
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SYNTHESIS OF METAL COMPLEX OF AMMONIUM P-TOTYL 

DITHIOCARBAMATE AND ITS BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY 
R.A.Wakekar 

SSSKR Innani Mahavidyalaya Karanja Lad 
Roshu_wa@rediffmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
ABSTRACT 
The synthesis of sulphur and nitrogen containing dithiocarbamato ligand derived from diisobutylamine as 
well as its coordination compounds with 3d series transition metals is presented. These synthesized 
compounds were characterized on the basis of elemental analysis, conductometric measurements and IR 
spectral studies. The analytical data showed the stoichiometry 1:2 and 1:3 for the compounds of the types 
ML2 {M=Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II) and Zn(II)} and M’L3{M’=Cr(III) and Fe(III)} respectively. The 
conductometric measurements proved the non-electrolytic behaviour of all the compounds. The bidentate 
nature of dithiocarbamato moiety was confirmed on the basis of IR spectral data. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Coordination complexes, Dithiocarbamates, Transition metals 
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MICROWAVE ASSISTED SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 6-DIHYDRO-
2, 4- DI(SUBSTITUTEDPHENYL)-PYRIMID-5-ONE DERIVETIVES. 

G. P. Deshpande* & P.R. Solanki 
VidyabhartiMahavidyalaya, Camp Amravati, (MS) India 444601 

Gaurideshpande71@gmail.com 
______________________________________________________________________________________  

ABSTRACT 

Microwave irradiation for the synthesis of heterocyclic compounds is rapid, economic, convenient and 
ecofriendly method for chemical synthesis. Pollution free synthesis, lesser reaction time, easy work up and 
minimum use of solvent are the major advantages of this technique. Microwave radiation facilitated the 
polarization of molecule under irradiation causing rapid reaction to occur.in this attempt a novel synthesis 
of di(substitutedphenyl)-pyrimid-5-one(Ia-Ij) have been carried out from condensation of  substituted 
amide(0.01M), aromatic aldehyde (0.015M)and amino acid(0.01M) in presence of metal salt as a 
catalyst.The reaction mixture was irradiated under scientific microwave oven for 1-2 minutes.The 
synthesized compounds were characterized by elemental analysis and IR, NMR, CMR, UV and Mass 
spectrum. Melting point are uncorrected and carried out on Thieles apparatus. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords:-condensation, Pyrimidine, microwave irradiation. 
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BATCH ADSORPTION STUDIES ON REMOVAL OF DYE USING AGRO-WASTE 

G.C.Upadhye, A.S.Renge, V.H.Singh 
Department of Chemistry,Konkan Gyanpeeth,Karjat College of A.S.C,Karjat,Raigad, 

Maharashtra. 

gaj_upa@yahoo.co.in 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Purification of industrial waste water polluted by anionic dye was carried by adsorption process. Anionic 
dye (i.e. Acid Yellow 24) from waste water can be effectively taken out by Madhuca Longifolia Seeds Hull 
(MLSH) as adsorbent in the sorption technique. MLSH is a low cost and easily available agricultural 
waste in our ambience. Batch equilibrium method was followed to study the effects of some physico-
chemical experimental conditions such as pH, agitation time and adsorbent dose. Equilibrium adsorption 
isotherm was also studied and found to be suitable with Freundlich isotherm. Kinetic parameters were in 
conformity with pseudo-second order. The present research projects towards applicability of MLSH in 
designing low cost adsorbent and for treating effluent water in industries or other adsorption processes. 
The observations and findings were interpreted at laboratory scale. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words: Adsorption, Acid Yellow,Madhuca Longifolia,Agricultral wastes, Freundlich isotherm, Effluent 
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EVALUATION OF SPEED OF SOUND AND ITS ACOUSTICAL PARAMETERS IN LIQUID 
MIXTURES CONTAINING MAGNESIUM SALICYLATE TETRAHYDRATE AND WATER AT 

VARIOUS TEMPERATURES 

P. J.GANJARE1, S. S. ASWALE2 and S.R. ASWALE3 
1Shivramji MogheMahavidyalaya, Pandharkawada, Dist. Yavatmal, M. S 

2Lokmanya TilakMahavidyalaya, Wani. Dist. Yavatmal, M. S. 445304. 
3Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati,Dist.Amravati., M.S. 

ganjarepravin@yahoo.com, ssaswale@rediffmail.com  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT  

The propagation behavior of ultrasonic waves in solids and liquid systems is now well established as an 
effective tool for studying certain physical properties of materials. The nature of molecular interactions 
interms of physical parameters can be well understood from the data obtained by ultrasonic wave 
propagation parameters such as ultrasonic velocity, adiabatic compressibility, free length, relative 
association etc. Ultrasonic technique is sensitive technique which is reported as complementary to other 
techniques like IR, NMR, UV Spectroscopy etc. Owing to the importance of molecular interactions with 
variation in concentration of one component of medium, the measurement of ultrasonic velocity, density 
and viscosity has been carried out for liquid mixtures of magnesium salicylate tetrahydrate in water. 
Present investigation has been undertaken to study the nature of interactions between magnesium 
salicylate tetrahydrate with water at 298.15K, 303.15K and 308.15K temperatures and 0.1.M, 0.01M and 
0.001M concentration. Ultrasonic velocity values show maxima and minima with respect to concentration 
in the mixture. The origin of maximum in the low concentration region is due to long-range order giving 
rise to hydrogen bonded structure. The variation in the calculated acoustic parameters shows some 
molecular interactions between solute and solvent in the binary liquid mixture. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords – Ultrasonic velocity, adiabatic compressibility, density, molecular interactions.  
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ASSESSMENT OF MACRO AND MICRONUTRIENTS IN SOILS FROM 
SHEGAON AREA, BULDANA DISTRICT,MAHARASHTRA, INDIA 

R.E.Khadsan 
Department of chemistry, Shri.Dnyaneshwar Maskuji Burungale Science & Arts College, Shegaon  

444 203 Dist-Buldana  (M.S.) India   
dr.khadsan@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

This study has focused on the investigation of macro- and micronutrients in soils from Shegaon area of 
Buldana District in Maharashtra. The soil samples collected from New College Campus Area Shegaon 
(Buldana district) in November 2017. Ten representative locations were selected for the study and the 
analytical results were expected to be representative of the entire field. The different physical parameters 
and macro elements were analyzed in laboratory are pH, EC, Corg, P and K. The micro elements such as 
Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn were estimated by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy while calcium and magnesium, 
carbonate, bicarbonate, chloride were estimated volumetrically. 
Soil is a medium through which crops grow to perform the need of human for food and cloths. Agriculture 
refers to an art of hoist plants from the soils and is one of the most economical factors for human beings. 
In achieving better crop yield the farmers should be made aware about the status of soil constituents, 
chemistry of water available, nutrient supply to the crop, climatic conditions etc. The observed values of 
microelements found to be the order of the Zn < Cu <Mn < Fe. Soil samples of the study area are found in 
rich in copper, manganese and iron while zinc is within range of normal soil. In this study soils show low 
pH values (< 7) indicating their acidic nature which can be counteracted by adding basic fertilizers. The 
study indicates that in all the soil samples natural manure and organic fertilizers are the best alternatives 
to augment Corg and micro-organism which will help increasing the productivity of seasonable crops. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Macronutrients, Micronutrients, Shegaon, Physico-chemical analysis, New Campus soil. 
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REVIEW: A MEDICINAL HERB ZIZYPHUS XYLOPYRUS (RETZ) WILLD. 

A. P. RAJPUT and N. A. MAHAJAN. 
*Dr.A. P. Rajput:- Ex. Principal and H.O.D.Department of chemistry A C S College Bodwad 

*Mr. Nilesh Ashok Mahajan:- Department of chemistry A C S College Bodwad. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Ayurveda is the system of traditional medicine. The origin of Ayurveda is found in Upveda and 
Atharvaveda. Ayurveda is the traditional way to cure diseases without any side effect. In western countries 
people are beware of side effect of synthetic drugs. Traditional medicine plays an important role in our 
daily life. Zizyphus species have lots of medicinal importance. Zizyphus xylopyrus is one of the species of 
Zizyphus genus have medicinal importance, like antidiorrhoeal, antidepressant, potentsedative, in 
treatment of liver problems weakness etc. Phytochemical study of this plant showed the presence of 
alkaloids, glycosides, carbohydrates , steroids and sterol ,tannins, proteins and amino acid ,triterpenoids , 
and flavonoids. The present review is the way to know the phytochemistry and traditional uses of the 
species Zizyphus xylopyrus. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Zizyphus Xylopyrus. 
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SYNTHESIS AND SPECROSCOPIC CHARACTERISATION OF NICKEL- 
(HYDROXYIMINO) (2-PHENYL) (1, 2, 3, 4- TETRAHYDROQUINAZOLIN-2-YL) 

METHANE COMPLEX 

1A. M. Duragkar  2A. S. Mahakalkar and 3P. P. Chahande 
Department of Chemistry, 

Sevadal Mahila Mahavidyalaya, Nagpur - 440024, India. 
amduragkar@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

A new Ni(II) coordination complex has been synthesized from (hydroxyimino) (1, 2, 2-Phenyl) (1, 2, 3, 4-
Tetrahydroquinazolin-2-yL) methane ligand. The ligand was synthesized by condensation of 2-
(hydroxyimino)-1-phenylethan-1-one with 2-aminobenzylamine. The ligand was characterized by mass 
spectroscopy, FTIR, 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopic techniques. The ligand is reacted with Nickel Chloride 
to produce Ni-complex, [NiL(HL)].H2O. The complex [NiL(HL)].H2O was elucidated on the basis of 
elemental analysis, FT-IR-H1, mass spectra, NMR spectroscopy and TEM. The analytical data of Ni(II) 
complex is found to be consistent with 1 : 2 (metal : ligand) stoichiometry. The IR spectral data shows that 
ligand acts as tridentate chelating ligand. On the basis of IR, and other spectroscopic studies, an 
octahedral geometry as been assigned to Ni(II) complex. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: 1, 2, 3, 4 – Tetrahydroquinazolin-2-yL-2-amino-benzylamine, Nickel chloride 
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PHYTOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND ANTIOXIDANT PROPERTY OF LEAF 

EXTRACT OF CITRUS (CITRUS LIMON) 

1A. V. Mate, 2P. P. Chahande and 3A. M. Duragkar 
Department of Chemistry, 

Sevadal Mahila Mahavidyalaya, Nagpur - 440024, India. 
priyadarshinichahande@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Since ancient time people are exploring the plant species in search of new drugs. In India it is estimated 
that 80% of population depends on plants for therapy. Medicinal plants have been of age long remedies for 
human diseases because they contain components of therapeutic value. Plants have been associated with 
human health from time and they are important sources of medicines. Inspite of tremendous development 
in the field of allopathic medicines during the 20th century plants still remain one of the major sources of 
drugs in modern as well as traditional systems. There are several medicinal plants in the world which are 
used in the prevention and treatment of several diseases. The medicinal plants are rich source of 
secondary metabolities like alkaloids, steroids, and flavonoids which are potential source of drugs.Lemon 
is the member of family Rutaceae. The health benefits of citrus leaves have mainly been attributed to the 
presence of bioactive compounds, vitamin C and carotenoids. The presence of phytochemicals like 
flavonoids in the leaves of medicinal plant indicates its medicinal action encountered in therapeutic use. 
Lemon leaves are rich in vitamin C which boost the immune system. phytochemicals are certain non 
nutritive plant chemicals which have some disease preventive properties. They offer protection against 
pathogens. It can act as antioxidant and protect cells against damage. The present study gives detail 
phytochemical analysis of citrus leaves (Citrus limon). Phytochemicals analysis have shown the presence 
of compounds like alkaloids, Flavanoids, Saponins and steroids. It also shows the presence of 
carbohydrate content, cellulose, etc. The results show that citrus limon extracts contain plenty of 
phytochemicals with antioxidant property. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords : Citrus limon, Antioxidant, medicinal plant, Phytochemical analysis, allopathic medicines. 
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Synthesis of Ionic Liquid knotted polymer supported metallo-phthalocyanine as photo-
catalyst under solar radiation for degradation of methylene blue dye 

V. B Khajone, S.Datir, K. R. Balinge, P.R.Bhagat* 
Department of Chemistry, School of Advanced Sciences, Vellore Institute of Technology, Vellore, Tamil 

Nadu, India. 632 014. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Phthalocyanins are good photosensitizers due to intensive color which make them suitable in oxidation and 
reduction beside to their applications in pigments.In this study, Metal phthalocyanine was synthesized and 
immobilize on polymer support. The catalyst was characterized by DTA-TGA analysis, infrared 
spectroscopy (FTIR). The photocatalytic activity of the Metal-Pc catalyst was assessed on the degradation 
of the methylene blue(MB) under sunlight. The concentration of dye was measured by using 
spectrophotometer at 665 nm during the reaction. MB pollutant was completely degradedunder sunlight 
and the highest degradation rate was observed in 120 min. 
Herein, we have reported the synthesis of ionic liquid knotted polymer supported metallo-phthalocyanine 
by a simple one-pot synthesis. The effect of loading of TiO2 ,Metal-PC, duration and concentration of 
H2O2 were determined in normal sunlight.Among them, it was observed that the photoactivityof  20 mg 
Metal-PC was sufficient toward the degradation of methylene under sunlight in absence of any 
photosensitizer like TiO2 and H2O2. Therefore this protocol is suitable for the degradation of pollutant from 
the water. 
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nbselukar@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Now-a-days due to increase in the fuel prices and awareness about the pollution, common people are in 
search of solution that how to save the money on fuel. To take the advantage of this, this tendency, some 
company producing and marketing devices for IC engine with claim that adoption of such device will 
increase the fuel efficiency, mileage and able to reduce the pollutant from vehicle exhaust. One device 
available in the market is checked in the laboratory for such claim and verified for suitability to given fuel 
in IC engine. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: IC engine, gasoline, diesel, pollutant from vehicle, fuel saving device. 
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“SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF PYRAZOLE AND ISOXAZOLE 

DERIVATIVES FROM SUBSTITUTED ANILINE” 

A. P. Thakare, N. R. Thakare, P. R. Padole & N. H. Bansod 
1 P. G. Department of Chemistry, Shri Shivaji Science College, Amravati 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In present article substituted aniline is treated with acetoacetic acid to obtained 3-(2-4-substituted-
phenylhydrazono)pentane-2,4-dione which further reacted with two different nuceophile. In first stage it is 
reacted with 2,4-dinitrophenyl hydrazine to give 1-(2,4-dinitrophenyl)-3,5-dimethyl-4-(phenyldiazenyl)-
1H-pyrazole and in second stage reacted with hydroxylamine hydrochloride to produce 3,5-dimethyl-4-
(phenyldiazenyl)isoxazole. All the compounds were characterized by using IR, 1H-NMR, mass spectral 
data and elemental analysis. The data obtained by different spectroscopic techniques matches with the 
structure of synthesized compounds. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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AN ANTIMICROBIAL EVALUATION OF SOME NEWLY SYNTHESIZED 
DIALDEHYDES 

J. M. Barabde*,  S. R. Chandak & H. M. Meshram1 
*Department of Chemistry, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University Amravati-444 602, M.S. India 

1 Medicinal Chemistry and Pharmacology Division, Discovery Lab,  
                Indian Institute Of Chemical Technology, Habsiguda, Hyderabad-500007.  

                              jagrutidhore@sgbau.ac.in,  jagrutibrbd575@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 ABSTRACT 

Recently, WHO published the list of antibiotic resistant bacteria for which new antibiotics are needed.  So 
the world urgently needs to develop the novel antibacterial and antifungal drugs with more effectiveness.  
Thus the research work was carried out with an objective to investigate the antibacterial and antifungal 
potentials of  Dialdehydes.  
Carbonyl compounds are versatile precursors in organic synthesis which can transformed into acetylene, 
Schiff bases, amides, amines, alcohols, acids, lactams, chalcones, dihydropyrimidinones etc.  So new  di-
aldehyded  were prepared by following reported procedure, the coupling reaction of corresponding 
hydroxy substituted aryl aldehydes with aliphatic dibromo compounds under reflux condition. Some of the 
synthesized dialdehydes were evaluated for their in vitro antimicrobial activity. Three Gram positive, two 
Gram negative bacterial strains and one fungal strain were tested at concentration 25, 50 and 100 μg/mL 
by Kirby Bauer Disc diffusion method. Comparison was made against standard drugs Chloramphenicol, 
Cyprofloxacin an antibacterial and Nystatin as an antifungal. Some of the compounds showed promising 
antibacterial activity and good antifungal activity against C. albicans. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Dialdehydes, Antibacterial, antifungal. 
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TO FORMULATE & EVALUATE SUSTAINED RELEASE TABLET OF NIFEDIPINE 

D. Sanap*& V. N. Sancheti 
Rajarshi Shahu College of Pharmacy, Buldana, Maharashtra 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this research was to develop and evaluate different preparations of sustained delivery 
systems, using HPMC K4M HPMC K15M as carriers, in the form of matrices with Nifedipine. Matrix 
tablet were prepared by HPMC K4M barrier layer on the core containing the drug. The finding of the 
study indicated that all system demonstrated sustained release. The properties of polymer used and the 
structure of each formulation appear to considerably affect drug release and its release rate. The 
geometrical characteristics/ structure of the tablet as well as the weight/thickness of the barriers-layers 
considerably influence the rate of the drug release and the release mechanisms. Kinetic analysis of the 
data indicated that drug release from matrices was mainly attributed to Fickian diffusion, exhibited either 
anomalous diffusion or erosion/relaxation mechanisms. The advantage of Nifedipine formulations is that a 
range of release profiles can easily be obtained through variations in tablet structure and thus HPMC 
K4M HPMC K15M are appropriate carriers of oral sustained drug delivery system for soluble drugs such 
as the Nifedipine. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords:- Sustained, Matrix, Nifedipine, Fickian diffusion 
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NOVEL BIOSYNTHESIS OF SILVER NANOPARTICLES FOR CATALYTIC 
OXIDATION OF P-CRESOL 

U. K. Warghanea  & R. P. Dhankar a* 
Centre for Higher Learning and Research, Department of Chemistry, Sardar Patel Mahavidyalaya, 

Ganjward, Chandrapur, 442402 Maharashtra, India 
rakshadhankar@rediffmail.com 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In this report, silver nanoparticles from plant extract of Ehretia laevis synthesis have been studied for their 
catalytic performance towards the oxidation of p-cresol to p-hydroxybenzaldehyde. The synthesis of 
nanoparticles is confirmed by UV, SEM, TEM and XRD analysis. The excellent catalytic oxidation process 
by silver nanoparticles has the merit of being a short reaction time, an environmentally friendly and simple 
operation, involving convenient workup and resulting in good to excellent yields. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________   
Keywords :  Nanoparticles, Green synthesis, Ehretia laevis,catalytic oxidation 
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STUDIES IN THE ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF   S-TRIAZINE AND 

TRIAZINOTHIOCARBAMIDES 

S.S.Mishrikotkar*& P.B.Raghuwanshib 

b Deptt. of Chemistry ,Brijlal Biyani Science College, Amravati (MS) 444604.(India) 
*Nr Datta Garden, Bajrang Chouk, Budhwara, Amravati. 

*samru1811@gmail.com, bpbraghuwanshi@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

S-triazino compounds possess the potential therapeutic value. The study of intermolecular interactions by 
calculating the acoustic parameters by ultrasonic technique will be useful in medicinal sciences.Hence, the 
Ultrasonic velocity and density measurement of s-triazine and triazinothiocarbamides were carried out in 
two different solvents, ethanol and dioxane respectively for investigating solute-solvent interactions. The 
measurements of 0.01M solutions are carried out at 303.15K. The aim of the study was to find the effect of 
protic/aprotic nature, polarity/non-polarity, dielectric constant, hydrogen bonding of solvent with 
resonance stabilization, structure, different substituents and effect of them on ligands in solute-solvent 
interactions. The data obtained during the study is used for determining the most significant acoustic 
parameters like adiabatic compressibility (βs), apparent molar volume (Φv), apparent motor 
compressibility (Φk) and relative association (RA).These parameters explore solute-solvent interactions in 
different solvents. In this investigation, the comparative study of effect of solvent and effect of substituents 
in the solute are studied on molecular interaction of matter. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords:  ultrasonic technique, acoustic parameters, solute-solvent interactions. 
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SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY BASED MICROSCOPIC STUDIES OF 

TRICHOMES PRESENT ON LEAF AND POD SURFACE OF CAJANUS LINEATUS 
(WIGHT & ARN.) MAESEN (FABACEAE) 

Kale K S & Gawande P A 
Department of Botany, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati-444602 

Maharashtra, India. 
krutikakale98@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Pigeonpea, Cajanus cajan (L.) Millsp., is an important legume crop of the semi-arid regions and is also 
recognized as the second most important pulse crop in India. Its productivity is affected by Helicoverpa 
armigera (Hubner), the pod borer which is the most damaging pest. The wild Cajanus species possesses 
high level resistance against the pod borer.  The present  microscopic investigation was carried out by 
Scanning Electron Microscopy(SEM) to study the different types of trichomes present on the leaf and pod 
surface of the wild Cajanus species. These trichomes serves as resistance to Helicoverpa armergira sp. 
The plant under investigation wasC.lineatus. The pods surface is highly pubescent as compared to the leaf 
surface. This pubescenceserves as a barrier to the insects from damaging crop. Morphologically five types 
of trichomes were reported on the plant surface of the wild Cajanus sp.viz. type A, B and E (glandular) and 
C and D (non-glandular). Findings of the present investigation revealed that the pod and leaf surface of 
the Cajanus lineatus (Wight & Arn.) Maesen showed high density of non-glandular trichomesi.e. C and 
Dand meager density of glandular trichome i.e. A, whereas type B and E were not observed. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Fabaceae, Scanning Electron Microscopy, Helicoverpa armigera andTrichomes. 
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GREEN SYNTHESIS OF QUINOLINE-4-CARBOXYLIC ACID DERIVATIVES USING 
TUNGSTATE SULFURIC ACIDAS AN EFFICIENT CATALYST 

N. G. Salunkhe, C. A. Ladole & A. S. Aswar*  
Department of Chemistry, SantGadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati, 444602, India 

anandaswar@yahoo.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Simple and improved conditions have been found to carry out the Doebner synthesis for the synthesis of 
Quinoline-4-caboxylic acid derivatives in the presence of tungstate sulfuric acid as catalyst. The reaction 
was performed under very mild conditions with microwave irradiation as the energy source. Compared 
with the classical Doebner reaction conditions, this method has an advantage of significant enhance in 
yields (81–75%). The advantages of this protocol include the excellent yield, operational simplicity, short 
reaction time and avoidance the excess use of organic solvents. Also, it was easily separated and reused 
several time cycles without any significant loss of activity. Products were identified using physical and 
spectroscopic data. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Quinoline, Doebner synthesis, tungstate sulfuric acid, Multicomponent reaction (MCR). 
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DESIGN AND SYNTHESIS OF NOVEL β-CARBOLINE DERIVATIVES AS POTENT 
ANTICANCER LEAD COMPOUNDS 

H.Malshikare, R.Thombare, S. Gaikwada, M.Musale,M. Wable, P.Lokhande* 
Department of Chemistry, Savitribai Phule Pune University, Pune. 411007, India 

pdlokhande@chem.unipune.ac.in, sunilunipune2012@gmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

β-Carboline family is a large group of alkaloids widely distributed in nature and exhibits broad-spectrum 
anti-tumor activities. We have designed and synthesized series of novel N-benzyl, N- alkyl, substituted β-
carboline methylester derivatives and characterised by FT-IR 1H, 13C and LC-MS spectroscopic 
techniques. Molecular docking studies with protein PDB code: 1PYEusing Argus lab free software.The X-
ray crystal structure of wild type CDK2 inhibitor (PDB code: 1PYE) was retrieved from the Protein 
Data.The β-carboline derivatives showed optimum binding affinity with a molecular target CDK2with the 
binding energy of -9.54 kcal/mol as compared to the standard. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ANALYSIS AND METHOD DEVELOPMENT FOR RESIDUAL PESTICIDES OF 
AGRICULTURAL SOIL AND WATER OF GIB AREA KACHCHH, GUJARAT, INDIA 

J. J. Bhatt1& M. H Trivedi2 

1- Department of Chemistry, KSKV Kachchh University, Bhuj 
2- Department of Earth & Environmental Science, KSKV Kachchh University, Bhuj 

jjbhatt@hotmail.com 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In order to establish the method for analysis of pesticides in agricultural land, we have selected a specific 
and very sensible GIB area. The penetration of pesticides is being most common now days in agricultural 
land. Dispersion in irrigation water and in the harvested crops is also becoming major issue. To overcome 
it, we have established the analytical study of soil and water samples from the selected area of Great 
Indian Bustard (GIB). The major, minor elements and micro nutrients from soil have been studied by usual 
methods. The residual pesticides have been analyzed by GC-MS for Water and Soil both. The method has 
been developed with the help of reported method for pesticides standard.  Results showed in tabulated 
form. This study encourages us to promote Organic Farming in such area to save GIB.   
_____________________________________________________________________________________  
Key Words: GIB (Great Indian Bustard), GC-MS (Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry). 
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SYNTHESIS, CHARACTERISATION AND THERMAL STUDIES OF Ni(II), Cr(III), 
Fe(III), Mn(III) and VO(IV)  COMPLEXES OF 2,4-DIHYDROXYBENZOPHENONE 

SALICYLOYL HYDRAZONE (DHBSH) 

S.D.Deshmukh1& P.R.Mandlik2 
1 Department of Chemistry, Government polytechnic, Amravati 

2Department of Chemistry, Shrishivaji Science College, Amravati- 444 603, Maharashtra 
swatideshmukh2009@gmail.com 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Ni(II), Cr(III), Fe(III), Mn(III) and VO(IV) complexes of 2,4-dihydroxybenzophenone salicyloyl 
hydrazone(DHBSH) have been synthesized and characterized by elemental analysis, molar conductance, 
magnetic moments, electronic, 1H-NMR, Mass, IR spectra and thermal studies.The molar conductivity data 
of the complexes show them to be non-electrolyte. The IR data suggest that the ligands are tridentate for 
Ni(II), VO(IV) and tetradentate for  Cr(III), Fe(III), Mn(III), while the electronic spectral data together 
with magnetic moment suggest square planer geometry for Ni(II), octahedral geometry for Cr(III), Fe(III) 
and square pyramidal geometry for Mn(III), VO(IV) complexes. The TG analysis suggests high stability for 
most of the complexes followed by thermal decomposition in different steps. The kinetic parameters for 
their decomposition have been evaluated by using the Freeman Carroll and Sharp-Wentworth methods. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: - Salicyloyl hydrazone, complexes, thermal analysis 
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SYNTHESIS OF BIS-[SUBSTITUTEDIMINO]THIOCARBAMIDES 

D.T.Tayadea*,  P.V.Rautb  & M.B.Shahakarc 

aDepartment of Chemistry, Government Vidarbha Institute of Science and Humanities, Amravati 444604  
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

A novel series of Bis-[substitutedimino]thiocarbamides or 1-{N (1E)- substitutedcarbamimidoyl}3-{N- 
[(E)- substitutedmethylidene]carbamimidoyl}- thiourea  was successfully synthesized in this laboratory. 
Bis-[substitutedimino] thiocarbamides or 1- {N (1E) substitutedcarbamimidoyl} 3- {N- [(E)- 
substitutedmethylidene] carbamimidoyl} thiourea  were synthesized by the reaction of N-
substitutedformamidino -N’- substitutediminothiocarbamides or 1- (N- carbamimidoyl) 3- {N- (E)-
substitutedcarbamidoyl}thiourea   with various aldehydes  in sulphuric acid in acetone-ethanol medium in 
1:1 molar proportion for 20 minutes. The structures of all the synthesized compounds were justified on the 
basis of chemical characteristics, elemental analysis and spectral analysis. 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 
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STUDY OF BORE WELL WATER QUALITY OF BHAVAN,PIMPALGAON PETH AND 
BORGAON KASARI TOWN IN SILLOD TALUKA DIST.AURANGABAD OF 

MAHARASHTRA 

Kadu, N.S., Ingle, A.V. & Bodkhe, V.S. 
Department of Chemistry, Y.C. College of Arts,Commerce and Science, Sillod, Dist.Aurangabad 

 namratakadu80@rediffmail.com 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Fresh water has become a scarce commodity due to over exploitation and pollution of water. Water quality 
analysis is an important issue in bore well water studies.Human and ecological use of bore well water 
depends upon ambient water quality. The availability of good quality water is an indispensable feature for 
preventing diseases and improving quality of  life. In present investigation, bore well water source samples 
of  Bhavan, Pimpalgaon Peth and Borgaon Kasari town in Sillod taluka were collected and analyzed as 
per standard methods,Chemical parameters such as Free CO2,Acidity and Alkalinity were studied. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keyword : Bore well water, Chemical parameters, Standard methods 
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DETECTION OF DDOS  FOR THE SECURITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING 
ENVIRONMENT 

Kedia, R. G., Mathankar, M. & Rahatgaonkar, M.  
Govt. Vidarbha Institute of Science & Humanities, Amravati (M.S.) 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Due to increase of data, many organizations have started to use cloud instead of web services. But it has 
many security issues, like Distributed Denial of service attack (DDoS). It makes a system or network 
unavailable to corresponding user. The motive of a DDoS attack in Cloud computing is not to steal or 
modify data. It instigates a coordinated attack on Cloud computing service, resource and infrastructure to 
consume it and make it unavailable to legitimate users. This paper discusses various defence mechanisms 
to prevent these attacks. This work gives exhaustive study on N-CBF method for DDoS detection and 
prevention in cloud environment. It adjusts dynamically weight for each attribute pair and threshold value 
for each attribute. It increases the rate of detection; also provide more security in cloud environment. This 
work gives simulation for N-CBF method. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

keywords— Distributed Denial of service attack (DDoS), CBF, HCF, N-CBF. 
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COMBUSTION SYNTHESIS AND OPTIMIZATION OF TB3+-DOPED AZR2(PO4)3 (A

+ = 
LI, NA, K) PHOSPHORS FOR MERCURY-FREE LAMP AND PLASMA DISPLAY 

PANELS APPLICATION 

Wankhade, R. N., Bajaj, N. S., Bhatkar, V. B. & Omanwar, S. K.  
aDepartment of Physics, SantGadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati, India; bDepartment of Physics, 

ShriShivaji Science College, Amravati, India 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT: 

Tb-doped AZr2(PO4)3 (AZP) green phosphors were synthesized by novel solution combustion method, and 
the excitation spectra of pure compound in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) regions are investigated. The 
VUV characteristic was optimized by Tb3+ concentration and by alkali metals (A = Li, Na, K) contents. 
The concentration quenching was observed when the concentration of Tb3+ was 2.0 at% of Zr2. The band 
ranging from 130 to 160 nm in excitation spectra is due to the absorption band of host lattice or PO4 
groups; the band at 160-200 nm is related to the charge transfer (CT) transition of O – Zr. The strong 
band at 225 nm and the weak band at 261 nm in the excitation spectra are assumed to the spin-allowed 
and spin-forbidden f–d transitions (4f8→ 4f75d1) of Tb3+.The excitation and emission spectra indicate that 
the phosphors can be effectively excited by 147 and 172 nm, and demonstrated a satisfactory green light 
performance. The high luminescent intensity, excellent color purity and chemical stability of 
AZr2(PO4)3:Tb3+ make it an attractive green-emitting phosphors for mercury-free luminescent lamp and 
plasma display panel. The prepared phosphor sample characterized using X-ray diffraction), scanning 
electron microscopy and VUV spectra was studied. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Solution Combustion Synthesis; Zirconium Phosphates; Plasma Display Panels; Mercury-Free 
Fluorescent Lamps 
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF POWER 
OPERATED GROUNDNUT DECORTICATOR 

Kothalkar, V.G. , Dongardive, S.N. , Naitam, P.D.  & Gajbhiye, R.R.  
1Department of Farm power and machinery,CAET,Jalgaon Jamod 

2Department of Electrical And Other Energy Sources,CAET,Jalgaon Jamod 
3Department of Soil and Water Conservation Engineering,CAET,Jalgaon  

4Department of Farm power and machinery,CAET,Jalgaon Jamod 
Dr.Panjabrao Deshmukh Krishi Vidyapeeth,Akola,Maharashtra. 

snehaldongardive28@gmail.com 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Present work entitled “Design, development and performance evaluation of power operated groundnut 
decorticator.” To design concave sieve of groundnut decorticator various physical parameters of 
groundnut pods and seeds were studied to design concave sieve. Overall dimension of main frame are 
1400×320×820. Electric motor, Pulley and belts are use for power transmission.The performance 
evaluation of power operated groundnut decorticator was evaluated at different clearances between 
decorticating lever and concave sieve. Broken seed were 13.96% at 12 mm clearance and losses were 
21.06% at 7 mm clearance Decorticating efficiencies were 97.78% at 12 mm clearance and 98.43% at 7 
mm Clearance. Cleaning efficiency was 85.71% at 12 mm clearance and 78.93 at 7 mm clearance. 
Cleaning efficiency decreases with decreasing clearance. Input capacity was 45 kg/hr at 12mm clearance 
and 40 kg/hr at 7mm clearance. Output capacity was 28.75 kg/hr at 12 mm clearance and 25.44 kg/hr at 7 
mm clearance. Input and output capacities were decreased with clearance. Seed recovery range was 
79.07% at 12mm clearance and 73.29% at 7 mm clearance. Seed recovery range was decreased with 
clearance. Capacity utilization was 63.88% at 12mm clearance and 63.60% at 7 mm clearance. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Decortication, clearance, broken seed, capacity, seed recovery range etc. 
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DOMAIN WALLS COSMOLOGICAL MODELS IN MODIFIED THEORY OF 

GRAVITATION 

1 Tadas, D. P. & 2 Netnaskar, M. D.  
1Department of Mathematics, Toshniwal Arts, Commerce and Science Mahavidyalaya , Sengaon, Hingoli,  

2Department of Mathematics, B. S. Patel Arts, Commerce and Science Mahavidyalaya Pimpalgaon kale, 
Buldana, India.  

dptadas@toshniwalcollege.ac.in, mahesh.netkr@gmail.com.  
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we have studied a self consistent system of hypersurface homogeneous cosmological models 
with domain walls in f(R,T) theory of gravitation. We have obtained the exact solution of the field 
equations in f(R,T) theory. Furthermore, we have put studied the physical and kinematical properties of the 
investigated model. 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Hypersurface homogeneous space time, Domain walls, f(R, T) theory of gravity. 
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The discovery of sugar modified nucleoside 
derivatives as potential antiviral agents and the 
emergence of antisense and antigene 
oligonucleotides as potential and selective 
inhibitors of gene expression have led to the 
considerable rise in the synthesis of modified 
nucleoside derivatives and nucleic acids involving 
them. Further, there has always been need to have 
biocompatible drug carriers capable of delivering 

water insoluble drugs with high transport and 
controlled release capacity. 
We have developed a
methodology for the transformation of a 
trihydroxy sugar derivative obtained from glucose 
into novel sugar modified nucleosides and sugar
PEG co-polymer having application as drug 
delivery agents. Detailed results will be presented
in the meeting. 
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KALUZA-KLEIN COSMOLOGICAL MODEL IN SCALAR TENSOR THEORIES OF 
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A.S. Nimkar 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Kaluza-Klein space time is considered for macroscopic body in the scalar tensor theories  formulated by  
Brans-Dicke ( Phys. Rev. 124:925,1961) and Saez-Ballester (Phys. Lett.A 113:467,1985).  Exact 
cosmological model in both the theories are obtained with the help of equation of state and relation 
between metric coefficient. Also, the expression for energy density,  energy flow vector and stress tensor of 
the model are discussed. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key word : Macroscopic body, Kaluza-Klein, Brans-Dicke, Saez-Ballester 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Bianchi type I cosmological model in presence of quark and strange quark matter which exist in the first 
second of the early universe in the framework of f(G) theory of gravitation is investigated. Field equations 
are solved by assuming volumetric exponential and power law expansions. Some physical parameters are 
also discussed in details. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: - Bianchi type I, Perfect fluid, f(G) theory. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with anisotropic homogeneous Bianchi Type I cosmological models in presence of two 
fluids in the context of Brans-Dicke theory of gravitation. In the two fluid models, one fluid represents the 
matter content of the universe and another fluid is chosen to the CMB radiation. The solution of the field 
equations are obtained by using constant deceleration parameter. The behavior of physical and 
kinematical properties of the investigated models is discussed. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords:-  Bianchi Type I Space-Time, Two Fluid Models, Brans-Dicke Theory. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we have studied quadratic equation of state with magnetism in an anisotropic Universe. The 
general solution of the Einstein’s field equations is obtained and the physical and geometrical aspects of 
the model are discussed. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Anisotropic Universe, Quadratic Equation of State, Electromagnetism.  
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Pigeonpea, Cajanus cajan (L.) Millsp., is an important legume crop of the semi-arid regions and is also 

recognized as the second most important pulse crop in India. Its productivity is affected by Helicoverpa 

armigera (Hubner), the pod borer which is the most damaging pest. The wild Cajanus species possesses 

high level resistance against the pod borer.  The present   microscopic investigation was carried out by 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) to study the different types of trichomes present on the leaf and pod 

surface of the wild Cajanus species. These trichomes serves as resistance to Helicoverpa armergira sp. 

The plant under investigation was C. lineatus. The pods surface is highly pubescent as compared to the 

leaf surface. This pubescence serves as a barrier to the insects from damaging crop. Morphologically five 

types of trichomes were reported on the plant surface of the wild Cajanus sp. viz. type A, B and E 

(glandular) and C and D (non-glandular). Findings of the present investigation revealed that the pod and 

leaf surface of the Cajanus lineatus (Wight & Arn.) Maesen showed high density of non-glandular 

trichomes i.e. C and D and meager density of glandular trichome i.e. A, whereas type B and E were not 

observed.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Fabaceae, Scanning Electron Microscopy, Helicoverpa armigera and Trichomes. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The Fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) is generalization of Fourier transform.  The Fractional Fourier 
transform has been investigated by many different authors and they proved it is very useful in solving some 
problem in quantum physics, optics, filter design, image processing, pattern recognition, wavelet 
transform. FRFT performs a rotation of signal in the time-frequency plane and it has many applications in 
time varying signal analysis, pattern recognition algorithms makes extensive use of convolution because of 
its translation invariance property. 
The Offset Fractional Fourier transform is the space shifted frequency modulated version of original one. 
In this paper we discussed the Two Dimensional Offset Fractional Fourier transform in distributional 
generalize sense. Convolution theorem for the Two Dimensional Offset Fractional Fourier transform is 
also proved.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Fourier Transform, The Fractional Fourier transform, Generalize Function, Testing    function 
space. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The fractional cosine transform is generalization of Cosine transform. It has many applications in several 
areas including signal processing, pattern recognition and filter design.In this paper, we introduced the 
definition of fractional cosine transform. Also we represent the new convolution structure that preserves 
the convolution theorem for fractional Cosine transform and which will be easy to implement.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Fractional Fourier transform, fractional Cosine transform, fractional Sine transform. 
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HIGHER DIMENSIONAL CONFORMAL ANISOTROPIC RELATIVISTIC CHARGED 
FLUID SPHERES WITH A LINEAR EUATION OF STATE 

S. R. Kumbhare 
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ABSTRACT 

We obtain two new families of compact solutions for higher dimension spherically symmetric distribution 
of matter consisiting of an electrically charged anisotropic uid sphere joined to the Reissner- �Nordstr om 
static solution thruogh zero pressure surface. The static inner region also admits a one parameter gruop of 
conformal motions. First, to study the e_ect of the anisotropy in the sense of the pressures of the charged 
uid, besides assuming a linear equation of state to hold for the uid, we consider the tangential pressure p? 
to be proportional to the radial pressure pr, the proportionality factor C measuring the grade of 
anisotropy. We analyze the resulting charge distribution and the features of the obtained family of 
solutions. These families of solutions reproduce for the value of C =1, the conformal isotropic solution for 
quark star, previously obtained by Mak and Harko (2002). The second family of solutions is obtained 
assuming the electrical charge inside the sphere to be a known function of the radial coordinate. The 
allowed values of the parameters pertained to these solutions are constrained by the physical conditions 
imposed. We study the e_ect of anisotropy in the allowed compactness ratios and inthe values of the 
charge. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords : Higher Dimension, Matter. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with anisotropic homogeneous Bianchi Type I cosmological models in presence of two 
fluids in the context of Brans-Dicke theory of gravitation. In the two fluid models, one fluid represents the 
matter content of the universe and another fluid is chosen to the CMB radiation. The solution of the field 
equations are obtained by using constant deceleration parameter. The behavior of physical and 
kinematical properties of the investigated models is discussed. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Keywords:-  Bianchi Type I Space-Time, Two Fluid Models, Brans-Dicke Theory. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we have studied quadratic equation of state with magnetism in an anisotropic Universe. The 
general solution of the Einstein’s field equations is obtained and the physical and geometrical aspects of 
the model are discussed. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Anisotropic Universe, Quadratic Equation of State, Electromagnetism.  
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ABSTRACT  

We have investigated the plane symmetric  cosmological  models in general theory of relativity  for 
different fields. To get a solution, here we consider two cases a stiff fluid or zeldovich fluid and disordered 
radiation. Also, some physical and geometrical properties of the models are discussed. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Plane symmetry,  cosmology, interacting fields, stiff  fluid or Zel’dovich fluid, disordered  
radiation  
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to suggest a modified Adomian decomposition method for finding an exact 
solution of nonhomogeneous space-time fractional order partial differential equation by using a fractional 
Taylor's series expansion. This method is more effective than the general Adomian decomposition method. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Nonhomogeneous space-time fractional order partial differential equation; Modified    
Adomian decomposition method; Mittage-Leffler function; Fractional Taylor's series expansion. 
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DOMAIN WALLS COSMOLOGICAL MODEL IN ),( TRf  THEORY OF GRAVITY 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper, non-static plane symmetric model in the presence of domain walls in the framework of the 

modified  TRf , theory of gravitation has been investigated, where R is Ricci scalar and T is the trace of 

energy momentum tensor. Some physical properties of the model are also obtained and discussed.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Non-static plane symmetric space-time, domain walls,  TRf , gravity.  
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In the present paper we studied plane symmetry cosmological model in the presence of modified theory of 
gravity formulated in the frame work of Lyra manifold using Magnetized strange quark matter (MSQM). 
We also compute dynamical cosmological parameters by using EoS for strange quark matter. Also we 
discussed physical and geometrical properties of the model in detail.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Magnetized strange quark matter (MSQM), Lyra manifold, plane symmetry, magnetic flux, 
Hubble parameter. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In the present paper an attempt has been made to study the axially symmetric cosmological model in 
),( TRf  gravity with time varying deceleration parameter. To get deterministic solution some physically 

plausible conditions have been used. A cosmological model, in this theory, is presented and some physical 
behavior for both models have been discussed by using physical parameters. The function of Ricci scalar is 
investigated for these models.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords:  TRf , gravity, Axially symmetric space-time, Deceleration Parameter 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 
In the present work we have studied spatially homogeneous and anisotropic Bianhi Type-III space time by 
considering the dark energy portion of the universe which partly consists of cosmological constant and 
quintessence the form of the dark energy together. We have obtained an exact solution of the field equation 
by assuming special law of variation of Hubble’s parameter proposed by Berman that yields the constant 
deceleration parameter. We have extended our work by verifying the consistency of the present model by 
deriving the kinematical relations such as look back time, proper distance and luminosity distance for any 
arbitrary large red shifts with the observational parameters. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Bianchi type III space time, cosmological constant, quintessence. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The role of nonlinear spinor and gravitational field in the evolution of the universe has been studied for 
LRS Bianchi type-II space-time. Assuming that, the expansion(θ) is proportional to the component of the 
shear tensor (σ) .To obtained exact solution for Einstein’s field equations and also discussed the physical 
and geometrical behavior.  . The system allows exact solutions only for some special choice of spinor field 
non-linearity and of Reddy string and Nambu string. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Key words: Non-Linear Spinor field, LRS Bianchi type-II space-time, Reddy string, Nambu string . 
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ABSTRACT 

The Fractional Fourier transform (FRFT) is generalization of Fourier transform.  The Fractional Fourier 

transform has been investigated by many different authors and they proved it is very useful in solving some 

problem in quantum physics, optics, filter design, image processing, pattern recognition, wavelet 

transform. FRFT performs a rotation of signal in the time-frequency plane and it has many applications in 

time varying signal analysis, pattern recognition algorithms makes extensive use of convolution because of 

its translation invariance property.The Offset Fractional Fourier transform is the space shifted frequency 

modulated version of original one. In this paper we discussed the Two Dimensional Offset Fractional 

Fourier transform in distributional generalize sense. Convolution theorem for the Two Dimensional Offset 

Fractional Fourier transform is also proved.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Fourier Transform, The Fractional Fourier transform, Generalize Function, Testing    function 

space. 
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IMPACT OF INCREASING CONCENTRATION OF L-ALANINE ON STRUCTURAL, 
UV-VISIBLE, SHG EFFICIENCY, LUMINESCENCE AND DIELECTRIC TRAITS OF 

ZINC THIOUREA CHLORIDE (ZTC) CRYSTAL 

G.G. Muley & Mohd Anis 
Department of Physics, Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University, Amravati-444602, Maharashtra, India 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

The current investigation is aimed to explore the enhancing effect of increasing concentration of amino 
acid dopant L-alanine (LA) on decisive optical traits of zinc thiourea chloride (ZTC) crystal. The most 
commercial slow solvent evaporation technique has been adapted to grow pure and LA doped ZTC 
crystals at room temperature. The powder X-ray diffraction analysis has been carried out to determine the 
crystallographic data and analyze the crystalline phase and purity of pure and LA doped ZTC crystals. The 
influence of LA on optical transparency of ZTC crystal in range of 190-1000 nm has been ascertained by 
means of UV-visible spectral analysis. The optical band gap of grown crystals has been evaluated using 
the transmittance data to discuss the technological impetus of grown crystals for optical devices. The 
Kurtz-Perry test has been performed to determine the positive impact of organic ligand of LA on second 
harmonic generation (SHG) efficiency of ZTC crystals. The SHG efficiency of LA doped ZTC crystal is 
found to be remarkably higher than pure ZTC and potassium dihydrogen phosphate crystal materials. The 
effect of LA on photoluminescence nature of ZTC crystal has been investigated in the range of visible 
region. The impact of LA on temperature dependent dielectric response of ZTC crystal has been 
investigated within the range of 30-90 oC. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Crystal growth, Nonlinear optical materials, Optical studies, X-ray diffraction 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Photovoltaic (PV) devices based on inorganic semiconducting materials have been attracted much 
attention to industry research because of use of less toxic, more abundant alternative materials and 
potentially lower cost manufacturing methods. Zinc oxide (ZnO) and (titanium dioxide) TiO2 are the 
promising candidates of semiconductor materials for optoelectronic applications. ZnO has a wide band 
gap of 3.37 eV and a direct band gap semiconductor. It has transparency in the visible region. The 
electron mobility of ZnO is higher than TiO2. Due to this, recombination loss becomes lowered with faster 
electron transport in TiO2-decorated ZnO nanorods. Our research group deals with the investigation on 
comparative photovoltaic (PV) response for three architectures, indium tin oxide (ITO)/TiO2 
nanoparticles/Al, ITO/ZnO nanorods/Al and ITO/ZnO nanorods-TiO2 nanoparticles composite/Al, 
respectively. The prominent peaks inside the X-ray diffraction patterns clearly show the formation of ZnO 
and TiO2 nanoparticles. The maximum absorption magnitudes and tuning in band of composites are 
clearly point out the decoration of TiO2 nanoparticles on ZnO nanorods. The lower in photoluminescence 
intensity shows lower in electron-hole pairs recombination rate inside the composites. The performance of 
PV device of ZnO nanorods-TiO2 nanoparticles composite shows much higher power conversion efficiency 
and incident photon conversion efficiency as compare to bare TiO2 and ZnO. Power conversion efficiency 
(η) of composite was obtained as 1.9, which is much higher than of bare TiO2 (η=1.2) and ZnO (η=1.5), 
respectively.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Photovoltaic device; Titanium dioxide; Zinc oxide; Nanorods. 
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ABSTRACT 

Much like ordinary matter, dark matter might consist of elementary particles, and weakly interacting 
massive particles are one of the prime suspects. During the past decade, the sensitivity of experiments 
trying to directly detect them has improved by three to four orders of magnitude, but solid evidence for 
their existence is yet to come. We overview the recent progress in direct dark matter detection experiments 
and discuss future directions. Direct detection experiments are designed to detect the nuclear recoil in the 
scattering of galactic WIMPs off target nuclei. The signal rate depends on the local density and velocity 
distribution of WIMPs in the Milky Way (astrophysical inputs with non-negligible systematic 
uncertainties), the WIMP mass, and the interaction cross-section of the target nuclei. Most theoretical 
models predict that this cross-section is smaller than 10–42 cm2 for nearly all possible WIMP masses, 
yielding an extremely low signal rate, which in turn requires an extraordinarily low background 
environment for detection. To suppress the background produced by cosmic rays, all the direct detection 
experiments are located in deep underground laboratories. The residual background also includes 
neutrons and gamma rays from the environment and detectors. Passive shielding and, in some cases, 
active veto are required to suppress the external background, and high-purity detector components are a 
must to minimize the more dangerous internal backgrounds. The ultimate irreducible background comes 
from solar and atmospheric neutrinos. The uncertainty in neutrino-nucleus coherent scattering eventually 
limits the sensitivity of the direct detection experiments. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: WIMP, Milky Way, Neutrino, Detection 
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__________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

In this present paper, we report A C conductivity on the composite of conducting polymer polyaniline 
(PAni) with Nano crystalline SnO2 powder. The A C conductivity of PAni-SnO2 composite has been 
investigated. The PAni samples with SnO2 are prepared with 10,12,15,20 and 25 wt%. The experimental 
results showed that the A C electrical conductivity increased with increasing the tin oxide (SnO2) 
concentration and temperature. The nanosize Tin oxide is prepared in the laboratory from SnCl4 and 
ammonia solution. The polyaniline conducting polymer is synthesized by chemical oxidation method using 
ammonium persulfate as oxidizing agent. The different wt % of nanosize tin oxide (SnO2) powder was 
added in solution during the synthesis of polyaniline. TEM (Transmission electron microscopy) results 
shows the particle size of SnO2 in the range of 10-20 nm. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keyword: PANI, SnO2, TEM 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSTRACT 

Radiation effect, is one of the physical phenomena that take place on the exposed media. In the present 
study, novel electrically conducting material polyaniline (PANI) and PANI/MgO composite was 
synthesized by chemical oxidation method using ammonium persulfate as oxidizing agent. Various 
PANI/MgO composites were prepared by varying the amount of MgO (5, 10, 15 wt% of aniline monomer). 
The irradiation effect on the prepared PANI based composite was investigated. The irradiation process 
was carried out in air in a conventional gamma chamber, which uses a 60Co source, and the composite 
was exposed to gamma radiation dose of 40kGy under varying experimental conditions. The time duration 
of irradiation on the sample was increased gradually from 0 min to 8 min. Effects of irradiation on PANI 
samples was investigated by means of D.C electrical Conductivity. The experimental results showed that 
the D.C. electrical conductivity increases due to irradiation and with increasing duration of gamma 
irradiation on sample that means the radiations significantly influenced the conductivity of PANI sample.  
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ABSTRACT 

Nanotechnology, has been developing as a pivotal area of science with multitude of applications in diverse 
fields ranging from Medicine, Biotechnology, Environmental science, Computer sciences, Chemical 
Sciences, Physical sciences, etc. At nanoscale, that is a natural or artificially constructed material at 
nanoscale dimensions, have fundamentally different physical, chemical, and biological properties which 
can be exploited for an extremely wide range of novel applications from astrophysics to genetic 
engineering and biotechnology. The advances in nanotechnology have enriched biological sciences by 
finding several new applications. The modern methods use nanomaterials for development of GMO foods, 
Microorganisms, plants and animals modified to carry novel genes, proteins or therapeutics by using 
nanoparticles as DNA-carriers. The nanoparticles have also been used as carriers for therapeutic drugs or 
molecules. The uses of microfluidic systems and sensors have been another aspect of nanotechnology 
based applications in biological sciences.  Thus, the nanotechnology has provideda solid platform to 
various aspects of biological science and technology. In this review, nanoparticles types such as 
nanospheres, nanorods, nanoshells and nanocages, their synthesis, and their roles in biological sciences 
with particular emphasis on biotechnology are discussed. 
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ABSTRACT 

Simple and economic chemical method, Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption Reaction (SILAR) has been 
employed to prepare nanocrystallineCoS thin film at room temperature. For deposition of CoS 0.05 M 
cobaltous sulphate and 0.01 M sodium sulfide were used as cationic and anionic precursors. As grown 
films are uniform and adherent to the glass substrate. The film color changes from grayish black to dark 
black with thickness.Thecharacterization techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM), Optical absorption and Electrical resistivity measurements were used to investigate 
size dependent properties of CoS SILAR grown CoS thin film exibits hexagonal structure .The structural 
studies revealed that the resistivity and activation energy is found to be thickness dependent .The optical 
band-gap energy decreases from 2.1 to 1.72eV as film thickness increases from 201 to 513 nm.The thermo-
emfmeasurments confirmed that SILAR grown CoS films are n-type conduction. 
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ABSTRACT 

ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized by chemical route method using zinc acetate dehydrate having 
different percentage (0.2% & 0.4%) and sodium hydroxide in pellet form as a precursor. ZnO nanopowder 
were characterised by UV, XRD and dc electrical conductivity. The thin film of ZnO nanopowder in PVA 
solution were prepared by solution casting method and the conductivity of thin film was measured. XRD 
pattern shows the crystalline nature of ZnO with grain size decreases with increasing concentration of zinc 
acetate . From UV-spectroscopy the band gap energy is found to be 5.91eV and 5.36eV for  0.2% & 0.4% 
of zinc acetate concentration. Dc electrical conductivity is found to be 2.105x10-4eV and 1.22x10-4eV for  
0.2% & 0.4% of zinc acetate respectively. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ABSTRACT 

Much like ordinary matter, dark matter might consist of elementary particles, and weakly interacting 
massive particles are one of the prime suspects. During the past decade, the sensitivity of experiments 
trying to directly detect them has improved by three to four orders of magnitude, but solid evidence for 
their existence is yet to come. We overview the recent progress in direct dark matter detection experiments 
and discuss future directions. Direct detection experiments are designed to detect the nuclear recoil in the 
scattering of galactic WIMPs off target nuclei. The signal rate depends on the local density and velocity 
distribution of WIMPs in the Milky Way (astrophysical inputs with non-negligible systematic 
uncertainties), the WIMP mass, and the interaction cross-section of the target nuclei. Most theoretical 
models predict that this cross-section is smaller than 10–42 cm2 for nearly all possible WIMP masses, 
yielding an extremely low signal rate, which in turn requires an extraordinarily low background 
environment for detection. To suppress the background produced by cosmic rays, all the direct detection 
experiments are located in deep underground laboratories. The residual background also includes 
neutrons and gamma rays from the environment and detectors. Passive shielding and, in some cases, 
active veto are required to suppress the external background, and high-purity detector components are a 
must to minimize the more dangerous internal backgrounds. The ultimate irreducible background comes 
from solar and atmospheric neutrinos. The uncertainty in neutrino-nucleus coherent scattering eventually 
limits the sensitivity of the direct detection experiments. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this present paper, we report A C conductivity on the composite of conducting polymer polyaniline 
(PAni) with Nano crystalline SnO2 powder. The A C conductivity of PAni-SnO2 composite has been 
investigated. The PAni samples with SnO2 are prepared with 10,12,15,20 and 25 wt%. The experimental 
results showed that the A C electrical conductivity increased with increasing the tin oxide (SnO2) 
concentration and temperature. The nanosize Tin oxide is prepared in the laboratory from SnCl4 and 
ammonia solution. The polyaniline conducting polymer is synthesized by chemical oxidation method using 
ammonium persulfate as oxidizing agent. The different wt % of nanosize tin oxide (SnO2) powder was 
added in solution during the synthesis of polyaniline. TEM (Transmission electron microscopy) results 
shows the particle size of SnO2 in the range of 10-20 nm. 
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ABSTRACT 

Radiation effect, is one of the physical phenomena that take place on the exposed media. In the present 
study, novel electrically conducting material polyaniline (PANI) and PANI/MgO composite was 
synthesized by chemical oxidation method using ammonium persulfate as oxidizing agent. Various 
PANI/MgO composites were prepared by varying the amount of MgO (5, 10, 15 wt% of aniline monomer). 
The irradiation effect on the prepared PANI based composite was investigated. The irradiation process 
was carried out in air in a conventional gamma chamber, which uses a 60Co source, and the composite 
was exposed to gamma radiation dose of 40kGy under varying experimental conditions. The time duration 
of irradiation on the sample was increased gradually from 0 min to 8 min. Effects of irradiation on PANI 
samples was investigated by means of D.C electrical Conductivity. The experimental results showed that 
the D.C. electrical conductivity increases due to irradiation and with increasing duration of gamma 
irradiation on sample that means the radiations significantly influenced the conductivity of PANI sample.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ABSTRACT 

Nanotechnology, has been developing as a pivotal area of science with multitude of applications in diverse 
fields ranging from Medicine, Biotechnology, Environmental science, Computer sciences, Chemical 
Sciences, Physical sciences, etc. At nanoscale, that is a natural or artificially constructed material at 
nanoscale dimensions, have fundamentally different physical, chemical, and biological properties which 
can be exploited for an extremely wide range of novel applications from astrophysics to genetic 
engineering and biotechnology. The advances in nanotechnology have enriched biological sciences by 
finding several new applications. The modern methods use nanomaterials for development of GMO foods, 
Microorganisms, plants and animals modified to carry novel genes, proteins or therapeutics by using 
nanoparticles as DNA-carriers. The nanoparticles have also been used as carriers for therapeutic drugs or 
molecules. The uses of microfluidic systems and sensors have been another aspect of nanotechnology 
based applications in biological sciences.  Thus, the nanotechnology has provideda solid platform to 
various aspects of biological science and technology. In this review, nanoparticles types such as 
nanospheres, nanorods, nanoshells and nanocages, their synthesis, and their roles in biological sciences 
with particular emphasis on biotechnology are discussed. 
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ABSTRACT 

Simple and economic chemical method, Successive Ionic Layer Adsorption Reaction (SILAR) has been 
employed to prepare nanocrystallineCoS thin film at room temperature. For deposition of CoS 0.05 M 
cobaltous sulphate and 0.01 M sodium sulfide were used as cationic and anionic precursors. As grown 
films are uniform and adherent to the glass substrate. The film color changes from grayish black to dark 
black with thickness.Thecharacterization techniques such as X-ray diffraction (XRD), Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM), Optical absorption and Electrical resistivity measurements were used to investigate 
size dependent properties of CoS SILAR grown CoS thin film exibits hexagonal structure .The structural 
studies revealed that the resistivity and activation energy is found to be thickness dependent .The optical 
band-gap energy decreases from 2.1 to 1.72eV as film thickness increases from 201 to 513 nm.The thermo-
emfmeasurments confirmed that SILAR grown CoS films are n-type conduction. 
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ABSTRACT 

ZnO nanoparticles were synthesized by chemical route method using zinc acetate dehydrate having 
different percentage (0.2% & 0.4%) and sodium hydroxide in pellet form as a precursor. ZnO nanopowder 
were characterised by UV, XRD and dc electrical conductivity. The thin film of ZnO nanopowder in PVA 
solution were prepared by solution casting method and the conductivity of thin film was measured. XRD 
pattern shows the crystalline nature of ZnO with grain size decreases with increasing concentration of zinc 
acetate . From UV-spectroscopy the band gap energy is found to be 5.91eV and 5.36eV for  0.2% & 0.4% 
of zinc acetate concentration. Dc electrical conductivity is found to be 2.105x10-4eV and 1.22x10-4eV for  
0.2% & 0.4% of zinc acetate respectively. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ABSTRACT 

Yoga provides training of mind and body to bring emotional balance. We argue that children and young 
people need such tools to listen inward to their bodies, feelings, and ideas. Yoga may assist them in 
developing in sound ways to strengthen themselves. Thus it helps in contributing social sectors in 
producing healthy citizens.  First, we address how children and young people in today’s world face 
numerous expectations and constant stimulations through the Internet and other media and 
communication technologies. One reason why children experience stress and mental health challenges is 
that globalization exposes the youth all over the world to various new demands, standards, and options. 
There is also an increased pressure to succeed in school, partly due to increased competition there but and 
partly due to a diverse range of options available for young people in contemporary times. Our argument 
also partially rests on the fact that modern society offers plenty of distractions and unwelcome attractions, 
especially linked to new media technologies. The dominant presence of multimedia devices and the time 
spent on them by children are clear indicators of the shift in lifestyles and priorities of our new generation. 
While these media technologies are valuable resources for children and young people for communication, 
learning, and entertainment, they also detract them form the desired goods and objectives. 
Yoga may help children and young people cope with stress and thus contribute positively to balance in life 
consequently well-being, and mental health can be achieved.  Yoga improves children’s physical and 
mental well-being. Similarly, yoga in schools helps students improve resilience, mood, and self-regulation 
skills pertaining to emotions and stress. Yoga is being used by a growing number of youth and adults as a 
means of improving overall health and fitness. There is also a progressive trend toward the use of yoga as 
a mind-body complementary and alternative medicine to improve specific physical and mental health 
conditions.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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ABSTRACT 

Many research investigations are carried out time to time about Status of Health, Status of Physical 
Activity & Screen Time. Global & National health agencies of different countries have time to time 
reported about the health & the causes affecting health of people around the world. Purpose of this study 
was to investigate the adverse effect of screen time on the health of children as well as adults & hazards of 
technology (gadgets) & ICT (Information & Communication technology)  to our life style & health. The 
author has analysed reports of Global & National health agencies about health diseases & life style along 
with Research report about Physical Activity level & screen time.     
After investigating present work, this study reveals that overuse of social networking has increased the 
screen time among children as well as adults, it is also found that overuse of technology in wrong manner 
is reducing physical as well as mental capacities of children & adults. Global health agencies have 
concluded that the way of using technology & the increased screen time is hazardous for children as well 
as adults. Life style & overuse of social network, lap top, computer, TV (Screen time) is one of the main 
reason behind decrease in physical activity level & increase in hypokinetic diseases in the society. It is 
recommended to choose some kind of regular physical activity to become active. It is also recommended to 
reduce the over use of screen time, social network & technology.   
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Health, Diseases, Life Style, Screen Time, Physical Activity Level, Health Agencies, 
Technology & ICT 
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ABSTRACT 

The multi-functionality of cupric oxide (CuO) nanostructure leads to fascinating applications in various 
fields. Herein, we report a simple, template-free, and surfactant-less wet-chemical microwave irradiated 
synthesis of CuO nanomaterials having ellipsoidal morphology. The morphology, structural, and optical 
properties of as-synthesized CuO nanostructures are investigated in detail. CuO nanoellipsoids are found 
to possess high surface area around 30m2/g with the band gap of 1.85 eV and hence used to study the 
antibacterial activity. The antibacterial study was performed with gram positive and gram negative 
bacterial strains of Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli, respectively. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords: Nanoellipsoidal CuO, antibacterial activity, microwave synthesis, S. aureus, E. coli. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

CuO is one of the simplest members of the Cu 
family which shows its multi-functionality as a p-
type semiconductor with narrow band gap of 1.24 
eV.1 It is a well-known material for the properties 
proliferating its applications in various fields viz. 
photovoltaics,2 superconductors,3 lithium 
batteries,4 gas sensors,5 magnetic storage media,6 
field emission,7 methanol synthesis,8 
electrochemical sensing,9 water gas shift 
reaction,10 spin dynamics,11 supercapacitors,12 and 
heterogeneous catalysis.13 Besides the inherent 
multi-functional properties arising from hetero-
nanomorphologies, CuO nanomaterials have also 
emerged out as a potential candidate for 
antibacterial and antimicrobial activity.14 The 
properties of CuO nanomaterials are closely 
related to its morphologies and crystallite size.15, 16 
Various morphologies of CuO viz. micro-
spheres,17 nanoplatelets,18 nanoparticles,19 
nanorods,20 nanowires,21 nanoneedles,22 
nanoribbons,23 nanosheets,24 nanoshuttles,25 
nanobundles26 etc. have attracted considerable 
attention due to their fundamental importance in 
above mentioned effective applications. Till date, 
various methods have been adopted to synthesize 
CuO, including solid-state reaction, sol–gel, 
electrochemical, sono-chemical, 
hydrothermal/solvothermal, microwave assisted 
hydrothermal, precipitation-pyrolysis, metal 
organic decomposition, and thermal 
decomposition.27-35 Moreover, some green 
biological routes have also been emerged.36 All 

these techniques are found to be efficient in 
producing single crystalline materials of diverse 
morphologies. However, most of these techniques 
either take long duration to carry out the reactions 
or not cost effective. 
In addition to the need of short reaction duration, 
microwave synthesis also evenly suppresses side 
reactions, and thus enhances the yield with best 
reproducibility.37 Microwave assisted 
hydrothermal technique has produced several 
hierarchical nanostructures of CuO including 
nanoflowers and nanopetals.32,38,39 However, there 
are not many reports on the microwave-irradiated 
synthesis of CuO using commercial microwave 
oven.40-43 Herein, we have adopted the same 
simple microwave-irradiated route for the wet-
chemical surfactant-less synthesis of copper oxide 
(CuO) nanostructures under ambient condition. 
The as-synthesized CuO nanostructures were 
characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM), 
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) surface area 
analyzer, UV-vis. spectrophotometer for its 
structural, morphological, surface and properties. 
The as-synthesized nanostructure is found to 
possess good crystallinity, uniform morphology, 
and high purity and its antibacterial activity is 
tested against the gram positive bacterial strains of 
Staphylococcus aureus (NCIM 2127) and the gram 
negative  bacterial strains of Escherichia coli 
(NCIM 2065) using the disc diffusion assay 
method.   
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2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 CHEMICALS 

Copper sulphate (CuSO45H2O, 99.95%), sodium 
hydroxide (NaOH), ethanol (C2H5OH),.Bacterial 
strains of Staphylococcus aureus (NCIM 2127) 
and Escherichia coli (NCIM 2065) were obtained 
from National Chemical Laboratory (NCL), Pune, 
India. Muller–Hinton agar medium was used for 
the growth of microorganisms. All the chemicals 
received were of analytical grade and were used 
without any further purification. 

2.2   SYNTHESIS OF CUO 
NANOMATERIAL 

In the present study, microwave irradiated 
synthesis of CuO nanomaterial was carried out 
using the microwave irradiated technique as 
reported elsewhere with some modifications 44. 
The commercial microwave chamber was used 
with the reaction conditions of 500 W for 10 min. 
During the reaction, color of the solution changed 
initially from blue to colorless and then slowly 
turns black. The black colored colloidal solution 
was centrifuged to separate out the precipitates. 
These precipitates were then washed using double 
distilled water, absolute ethanol, and acetone in 
sequence. This procedure was repeated several 
times. Finally, black colored powder was dried at 
60°C for 4 h and used for further characterization.  

2.3 CHARACTERIZATION 

The crystallographic properties of the as-
synthesized samples were studied using 
PANalytical high resolution X-ray diffraction (PW 
3040/60) operated at 40 kV and 30 mA using Cu 
Kα X-rays (1.54Å). The surface morphology of as-
prepared copper oxide nanostructures were 
analyzed using Carl Zeiss SUPRA 40 field-
emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). 
The effective Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
surface area of the as-synthesized nanomaterials 
was measured using a Quantachrome ChemBET 
TPR/TPD analyzer. Optical property of the CuO 
nanostructures was studied using UV-vis. 
absorption spectrophotometer (Schimadzu 1800).  

2.5 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY 

Antibacterial activity of CuO nanostructure was 
tested against gram positive bacterial strains of 
Staphylococcus aureus (NCIM 2127) and gram 
negative  bacterial strains of Escherichia coli 
(NCIM 2065) using the disc diffusion assay 
method with impregnated disks of as-synthesized 
CuO nanopetals. Approximately, 25.0 mL of 

molten and cooled nutrient agar media was poured 
in the sterilized petri dishes and was kept 
overnight at room temperature to ensure any 
contamination. The bacterial test organism S. 
aureus and E. Coli was grown in nutrient broth for 
24 h at 37 °C. Bacterial lawns were prepared by 
using a 100 µL nutrient broth culture of each 
bacterial organism. Four dilutions of as-
synthesized CuO nanopetals was prepared for 
testing viz. 5 mg/mL, 2.5 mg/mL, 2 mg/mL and 
1.5 mg/mL in ethanol. Nanostructured 
impregnated discs were then placed on the 
bacterial lawn. These plates were incubated at 
37°C for 24 h. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 STRUCTURAL PROPERTY 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was carried out 
to identify the crystal structure and phase purity of 
samples. Figure 1 illustrates the XRD pattern of as 
synthesized material. The material shows the 
diffraction peaks that match with JCPDS card no. 
01-080-1916 indicating single monoclinic phase of 
CuO. The average crystallite size calculated by 
Scherrer formula is found to be ~12 nm. 

 
Figure 1. XRD pattern of as synthesized material 

3.2 MORPHOLOGY 

Figure 2 shows FESEM images of as synthesized 
CuO nanostructures which resemble ellipsoid-like 
morphology in nanodimension. There is a crucial 
role of concentration of NaOH to decide the 
preferential growth direction of nanostructure 
which supports the formation of ellipsoidal 
geometry of the nanostructure. 45 Figure 3 depicts 
the energy dispersive absorption spectrum which 
confirms the stoichiometry of Cu:O as 1:1. 
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Figure 2. FESEM images of CuO nanostructures 

 
Figure 3. EDAX spectra of as synthesized 

nanostructure 

3.3 SURFACE AREA 

The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) technique 
was used to measure the surface area, pore radius, 
and pore volume of the as synthesized CuO 
nanostructure.  Figure 3 depicts the nitrogen 
adsorption-desorption plots for the same. The 
effective specific surface area of the nanostructure 
was measured to be 30 m²/g. This larger surface 
area in this system could be well utilized to study 

the multi-functionality of CuO in particular the 
surface phenomenon viz. catalysis, antibacterial 
properties.  

 
Figure 4. Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherm 
for CuO nanoellipsoids measured at 77 K 
 

3.4 ANTIBACTERIAL ACTIVITY 

Antibacterial activity of as synthesized CuO 
nanostructure has been studied by many groups 
relating to the role of different parameters viz. size 
effect, morphology, dissolution of copper ions in 
different medium etc.14, 46-48. Thus, as-synthesized 
nanostructure of CuO has been treated for its 
antibacterial activity against both gram-positive 
and gram-negative bacteria. Figure 5 shows the 
image of zone of inhibition with different 
concentrations of CuO nanoellipsoids as an 
antibacterial agent against E. Coli and S. aureus.

 

 
 
Figure 5. Zone of Inhibition of CuO nanopetals against E. Coli  concentration (a) 1.5 mg/mL (b) 2 mg/mL 
(c) 2.5 mg/mL (d) 5 mg/mL (e) Zone of inhibition  against S. aureus with different concentration of CuO 
nanostructure 
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Concentration 

of  CuO 
nanoellipsoids 

( mg/mL ) 

Zone of inhibition  
( in mm) against 

E. Coli S. 
Aureus 

5 25 18 
2.5 23 15 
2 20 12 

1.5 18 06 
Table 1. Zone of inhibition using CuO nanopetals against E.Coli and S.aureus 

 
The diameter of inhibition zone reflects the 
magnitude of susceptibility of microbes (Table 1). 
E. Coli which exhibited a larger zone of inhibition 
than that of S. aureus is found to be more 
susceptible to CuO nanopetals. Table 1 also 
highlights the role of concentration of CuO 
nanopetals in the inhibition zone measurements 
and relates direct proportion between them. Our 
observations are in good agreement with Azam et 
al.58 who also observed the same trend in case of 
CuO nanoparticles.  
The metabolisms, differences in the cell structure, 
physiology or degree of contact of organisms with 
CuO nanomaterial are possible parameters that 
affect the antibacterial activity. The antibacterial 
activity of CuO nanoellipsoids can be attributed to 
the adhesion of bacterial cells over the surface of 
CuO nanoellipsoids, which releases the copper 
ions. These copper ions get attached with 
negatively charged bacterial cell wall leading to 
rupturing of the bacterial cell wall, thereby protein 
denaturation and ends with cell death. The 
effectiveness of CuO nanostructures in 
antibacterial activity is also known to be due to the 

indirect effects or changes in the surrounding 
charge environment of bacteria.48  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In present work, we successfully synthesized CuO 
nanoellipsoids in absence of any surfactant and/or 
template using wet chemical microwave 
irradiation technique. The as-synthesized 
nanostructures were found to possess larger 
surface area. The as-synthesized CuO 
nanostructure is demonstrated for the antibacterial 
activity which gives excellent result against the 
bacteria E. coli and S. aureus. 
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ABSTRACT 

Global Warming is the average rise in temperature of earth which is mainly attributed to the increasing 
phenomenon of green house effect. Global warming also leads to rise in Mosquitoes. Mosquitoes are 
responsible for life threatening diseases like Malaria, Dengue, Chikunguniya, yellow fever, filariasis, 
Japanese encephalitis etc. which remains a major source of death world wide. Malaria is the most 
commonest and major parasitic infections of Public Health interest through out the globe. Thus the world 
wide threat of mosquito transmitted diseases demands the need for effective mosquito repellents. Mosquito 
repellents are important tools for prevention of dreadful diseases as well as uncomfortable painful bites .In 
recent years, concerns about the potential side effects or adverse health effects of uncontrolled use of 
synthetic or chemical mosquito repellents have increased. So Ecofriendly Mosquito Repellents is need of 
hour. Herbal or plant based alternative source of Mosquito repellent agent have gained much popularity, 
increased interest  and recognition owing to easy availability and less environmental impact  as these 
products are safe.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Keywords : Global Warming , Mosquitoes, Malaria, Ecofriendly Mosquito Repellents, Safe. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The rise in the average temperature of earth has 
been described as global warming which is mainly 
attributed to the increasing phenomenon of the 
greenhouse effect. It is believed that global 
warming can have several harmful effects on 
human health, both directly and indirectly. Since 
malaria is greatly influenced by climatic 
conditions because of its direct relationship with 
the mosquito population, it is widely assumed that 
its incidence is likely to increase in a future 
warmer world.(1) 
 Diseases transmitted by mosquitoes includes 
Malaria, Dengue, Chikunguniya, yellow fever, 
filariasis, Japenese encephalitis etc. remains a 
major source of death world wide. Malaria is the 
most commonest and major parasitic infections of 
Public Health interest in the globe.It still remains 
the principal cause of morbidity and mortality 
globally. (2) 

 

 

       Rise in Mosquitoes 
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Mosquito Repellent Tools Used Mainly 
Contribute Air Pollution 
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Liquidator Mats 

 

  

 

Insence Sticks Coil 

 

 
 

 

Topical insect repellent is commonly used 
throughout the world. Active ingredients typically 
include N,N-diethyl-meta-toluamide (DEET) or 
picaridin. Reactions to topical repellents have 
ranged from contact dermatitis to urticaria. 
Exposure to DEET can produce contact urticaria. 
Mosquito coils burn for about 8hr without flame 
and kill or repel mosquitoes. Although they are 
recommended for outdoor use, or for use in semi-
enclosed portions and porches, coils are often used 
overnight in sleeping quarters.(3) 
As a result peoples are exposed to a chemically 
complex mosquito-coil smoke containing small 
particles (< 1 µm), metal fumes, and vapors that 
may reach the alveolar region of the lung. 
Burning of one mosquito coil would release the 
same amount of particulate matter (PM) 2.5 mass 
as burning 75-137 cigarettes; the emission of 
formaldehyde from burning one coil can be as high 
as that released from burning 51 cigarettes. 
DEET is also a persistent environmental 
contaminant that breaks down slowly in soil. A 
recent U.S. Geological Survey report on water 
contaminants listed DEET as one of the 
compounds most frequently found in the nation’s 
streams.(3,4,5) 

 

Chemicals used could harm humans in long run, 
say doctors Many are unaware of harmful effects 
CHENNAI: From conventional mosquito nets to 
coils, mats, creams, sprays, liquid-vaporisers and 
electric devices, the mosquito repellents market 
has no shortage of products.  
But are they safe? Though consumers know about 
the products, many are unaware of the harmful 
effects of these products. V.S. Raghunathan, 
owner of Aesthetics, a store that sells repellent 
incense sticks, asks: "How can something that 
repels mosquitoes be good for human beings?" 
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Respiratory physician Jayashree Narasimhan says 
she advises patients to use topical repellents or 
cover windows with nets. "Smoke-based repellents 
can trigger wheezing attacks though it is hard to 
say if they cause the problem," she says. She does 
not advise the use of aerosol sprays, lest they 
trigger nose allergies or wheezing. 
However, doctors note chemicals such as 
pyrethrum used in most repellents could harm 
humans in the long run. R. Kulandai Kasthuri, 
director, Institute of Child Health, says animal 
studies show nervous weakness as a major side 
effect. "We have no studies to indicate the harmful 
effects of repellents. However, we see that 
repellents aggravate asthma and other allergic 
manifestations in people, particularly children.  
 
ABSTRACT 838: MOSQUITO REPELLENT 
LIQUIDIZER POISONING IN YOUNG 
CHILDREN IN SUMMER– WHAT TO 
ANTICIPATE? 

 

ARTICLES RELATED TO SIDE  EFFECTS 
OF MOSQUITO REPELLENTS (6,7) 
 
Air pollution can be defined as the presence of 
foreign matter in the air in excessive amount, that 
adversely affects the well being of the individual 
or causes damage to property. These foreign 
matters are of various natures like organic, 
inorganic, chemicals and heavy metals etc. There 
are different types of air pollution which may be a 
health threat inside the home just as threat outside 
the home. Studies indicate that levels of pollutants 

associated with indoor air are significantly higher 
than outdoor air. But unfortunately indoor air 
pollution has not been given much importance.  
The mosquito repellents, used in most of houses, 
are the great source of indoor air pollution. 
Mosquito repellants coil. Study revealed that 
smoke generated from one mosquito repellant coil 
is equivalent to those of 100 cigarettes.   

INDOOR AIR POLLUTIONFROM 
MOSQUITO REPELLENTS 

Use of mosquito repellent is of the significant and 
consistent cause of indoor air pollution in homes. 
Different types of mosquito repellents are used-
they can be in solid form or liquid. Both pollute 
our environment. When the liquid repellent 
sprayed in the room, the toxic chemicals present in 
it mix with the air and spread in the entire room. 
These chemicals are toxic and harm not only 
mosquitoes but also humans. These chemicals 
have great affect on eyes, dermal and brain cells. 
Spray causes neuron to die in the regions of the 
brain that control movement of muscle, learning, 
memory, and concentration.   
An example of solid mosquito repellent is 
mosquito coil, which is extremely hazardous and 
effect to human health. Burning mosquito coils 
generates lot of smoke that controls mosquitoes 
effectively. However, this smoke contains various 
pollutants. It has been found in study that smoke 
emitted from one mosquito coil is equivalent to 
those of 100 cigarettes. This smoke can cause 
various health problems. It can affect eyes, throats, 
nose, kidney and lungs. It is causing head ache, 
irritation, damage to brain, memory loss and other 
respiratory problems. But common man is still 
unaware of this impact of indoor air pollution on 
humans. 
We are using mosquito repellents in our home and 
are habitual of such kind of indoor pollution. This 
is working as slow poison to our health and 
causing various effects. (8,9,10) 
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To stop air pollution Ecofriendly Mosquito 
Repellent is need of hour. Green Chemistry in 
Mosquito Repellency will help in stoping air 
pollution .It will utilise waste in best form which 
will reduce ,recyle and reuse so as to reduce 
environmental pollution. 
The processing industry creates a large amount of 
waste by-product in the form of peel, seeds, rag 
(the membranes between the citrus segments), and 
pulp (juice sacs), representing ca. 50
whole fruit being dis-carded after juicing, for 
example. Citrus-processing waste (CPW) poses 
severe environmental problemsas its high 
carbohydrate content is highly fermentable, 
leading to rapid degradation and methane 
production when this type of waste is not managed 
appropriately . Citrus peel waste is also ri
soluble sugars (glucose, fructose, sucrose), and 
together with its high moisture content, it is prone 
to quickbacterial contamination Overall, waste 
treatment represents a significant cost, and waste is 
often misjudged regarding its value. 
Transformation of waste into value
would allow compa-nies to cut treatment costs, 
generate some profits, and improve their 
competitiveness. Moreover, therecovery and 
valorization process of by-products is becoming a 
necessity as part of the existing s
development and environmental protection 
required by legislation and by the consumer .
Residues obtained from citrus processing can 
yield: dried pulp and molasses, fiber, pectin, 
dietaryfibers, cold-pressed essential oil, essences, 
D-limonene, juice pulp, pulp wash, ethanol, seed 
oil,limonoids, and flavonoids (hesperidin, 
narirutin, naringin, eritrocin). They are used in the 
production of human food and food supplements, 
as a fermentation substrate for single
production, as silage, and as mosquito repellent
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o stop air pollution Ecofriendly Mosquito 
Repellent is need of hour. Green Chemistry in 
Mosquito Repellency will help in stoping air 
pollution .It will utilise waste in best form which 
will reduce ,recyle and reuse so as to reduce 

The processing industry creates a large amount of 
product in the form of peel, seeds, rag 

(the membranes between the citrus segments), and 
pulp (juice sacs), representing ca. 50–60 % of the 

carded after juicing, for 
processing waste (CPW) poses 

severe environmental problemsas its high 
carbohydrate content is highly fermentable, 
leading to rapid degradation and methane 
production when this type of waste is not managed 
appropriately . Citrus peel waste is also rich in 
soluble sugars (glucose, fructose, sucrose), and 
together with its high moisture content, it is prone 
to quickbacterial contamination Overall, waste 
treatment represents a significant cost, and waste is 
often misjudged regarding its value. 

tion of waste into value-added products 
nies to cut treatment costs, 

generate some profits, and improve their 
competitiveness. Moreover, therecovery and 

products is becoming a 
necessity as part of the existing sus-tainable 
development and environmental protection 
required by legislation and by the consumer . 
Residues obtained from citrus processing can 
yield: dried pulp and molasses, fiber, pectin, 

pressed essential oil, essences, 
juice pulp, pulp wash, ethanol, seed 

oil,limonoids, and flavonoids (hesperidin, 
narirutin, naringin, eritrocin). They are used in the 
production of human food and food supplements, 
as a fermentation substrate for single-cell protein 

and as mosquito repellent (11) 

 

 

Green chemistry  is need of hour

PRINCIPLES OF GREEN CHEMISTRY
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RENEWABLE ORANGE PEEL LIFE  
CYCLE 

 

  
 Microwave Assisted  

Extraction 

 
 

Orange peel powder             Orange peel oil  
 
The epicarp when dried it can be burnt in room to 
serve as mosquito repellent. 

Orange Peel oil provides good promise for topical 
mosquito repellency as it mask the lactic acid  
odour and exhaled carbon dio oxide.(12,13) 

CONCLUSION 

 Ecofriendly Mosquito Repellent is need of hour 
which is an intervention in field of synthetic 
mosquito repellents which  contributes adverse 
health efffects as well as environmental 
Pollution.Green chemisty in Mosquito Repellency 
is useful as it involves reuse of waste of orange 
peel otherwise which is discarded.So it will give 
best use of waste 
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